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ORGANIZATION, COMPETITION AND ENVIRONMENT

(BBA)

COURSE OVERVIEW

A basic knowledge of organizations, competition and environ-
ment is a pre-requisite of any Manager.

The aim of this subject is to introduce an array of  topics of
common interest ranging from Types of  Organizations,
Various Government Policies, Economic Theories, Economic
Planning,  Globalization, Economic Reforms, External Market
Forces, Business Environment – both Local and Global as also
issues having international dimensions just to name a few, with
a view to familiarize the students with concepts and existing
policies.

The students, our future potential professional managers, when
economy is under going a radical change and competition is
becoming fierce coupled with the fact that the Government at
Centre has just been installed under the stewardship of new
Prime Minister- Dr Manmohan Singh, on completion of
course, would:

i) acquire a skill to distinguish roles and purposes of
organizations and companies

ii) better appreciate the reform policies and budget of the
Government

iii) be in a better position to  shoulder their responsibilities in a
fast changing Competitive Corporate World.

Select References

The titles listed below are just a few from a vast reservoir  of
literature on the topics covered which are  available in various

forms i.e., from a Book to Magazines, Journals and Web Pages.
Thus the list is just indicative and not exhaustive.
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2

At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Why organizations exist
2. How they are different
3 Why study of organizations is important in management

context

What is a Company?
The word ‘Company’ is an amalgamation of the Latin word
‘Com’ meaning “with or together” and ‘Pains’ meaning
“bread”. Originally, it referred to a group of  persons who took
their meals together. A company is nothing but a group of
persons who have come together or who have contributed
money for some common person and who have incorporated
themselves into a distinct legal entity in the form of a company
for that purpose. Under Halsbury’s Laws of  England, the term
“company” has been defined as a collection of many individuals
united into one body under special domination, having
perpetual succession under an artificial form and vested by the
policies of   law with the capacity of acting in several respect as
an individual, particularly for taking and granting of  property,
for contracting obligation and for suing and being sued, for
enjoying privileges and immunities in common and exercising a
variety of political rights, more or less extensive, according to
the design of its institution or the powers upon it, either at the
time of its creation or at any subsequent period of its existence.
The following are the defining characteristics of a company:

Separate Legal Entity
On incorporation under law, a company becomes a separate
legal entity as compared to its members. The company is
different and distinct from its members in law. It has its own
name and its own seal, its assets and liabilities are separate and
distinct from those of its members. It is capable of owning
property, incurring debt, and borrowing money, having a bank
account, employing people, entering into contracts and suing
and being sued separately.

Limited Liability
The liability of the members of the company is limited to
contribution to the assets of the company up to the face value
of shares held by him. A member is liable to pay only the
uncalled money due on shares held by him when called upon to
pay and  nothing more, even if liabilities of the company far
exceeds its  assets. On the other hand, partners of a partnership
firm have  unlimited liability i.e. if the assets of the firm are not
adequate  to pay the liabilities of the firm, the creditors can force
the  partners to make good the deficit from their personal
assets. This cannot be done in case of a company once the
members have paid all their dues towards the shares held by
them in the company.

Perpetual Succession
A company does not die or cease to exist unless it is specifically
wound up or the task for which it was formed has been
completed. Membership of a company may keep on changing
from time to time but that does not affect life of  the company.
Death or insolvency of member does not affect the existence of
the company.

Separate Property
A company is a distinct legal entity. The company’s property is
its own. A member cannot claim to be owner of  the company’s
property during the existence of  the company.

Transferability of Shares
Shares in a company are freely transferable, subject to certain
conditions, such that no share-holder is permanently or
necessarily wedded to a company. When a member transfers his
shares to another person, the transferee steps into the shoes of
the transferor and acquires all the rights of the transferor in
respect of those shares.

Common Seal
A company is an artificial person and does not have a physical
presence. Therefore, it acts through its Board of Directors for
carrying out its activities and entering into various agreements.
Such contracts must be under the seal of  the company. The
common seal is the official signature of  the company. The name
of the company must be engraved on the common seal. Any
document not bearing the seal of the company may not be
accepted as authentic and may not have any legal force.

Capacity to Sue and Being Sued
A company can sue or be sued in its own name as distinct from
its members.

Separate Management
A company is administered and managed by its managerial
personnel i.e. the Board of Directors. The shareholders are
simply the holders of the shares in the company and need not
be necessarily the managers of  the company.
Let’s look at different types of  Companies before we proceed
further on the topic.
1. Public Company means a company, which is not a private

company and must have a minimum paid up capital of
Rs.5 lakhs or such higher amount which may be prescribed.
A private subsidiary of a public company will be a public
company.
Existing public companies which have paid up capital of
less than Rs.5 lakhs must enhance their capital to Rs.5 lakhs
within 2 years (by January 2002). Failure to do so may lead
to such companies being struck off from the register of
companies by the Registrar of Companies.

UNIT I

OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSES

OF ORGANIZATIONSLESSON 1:

INTRODUCTION TO ORGANIZATIONS
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2. Private Company means a company which by its articles of
association:

Restricts the right of members to transfer its shares
Limits the number of  its members to fifty. In determining this
number of 50, employee-members and ex-employee members
are not to be considered.
Prohibits an invitation to the public to subscribe to any shares
in or the debentures of  the company.
A private company must have minimum paid up capital of
Rs.1 lakh or such higher amount which may be prescribed.
A private company, by its articles must prohibit any invitation
or acceptance of deposits from persons other than its members,
directors or their relatives.
Existing private companies which have paid up capital of less
than Rs.1 lakh must enhance their capital to Rs.1 lakh within 2
years (by January 2002). Failure to do so may lead to such
companies being struck off from the register of companies by
the Registrar of   Companies.
If a private company contravenes any of the aforesaid provi-
sions, it ceases to be private company and loses all the
exemptions and privileges which a private company is entitled.
Following are some of the privileges and exemptions of a
private limited company: -
a. Minimum number is members are 2 (7 in case of public

companies)
b. Prohibition of allotment of the shares or debentures in

certain cases unless statement in lieu of prospectus has been
delivered to the Registrar of  Companies does not apply.

c. Restriction contained in Section 81 related to the rights
issues of  share capital does not apply. A special resolution
to issue shares to non-members is not required in case of a
private company.

d. Restriction contained in Section 149 on commencement of
business by a company does not apply. A private company
does not need a separate certificate of commencement of
business

e. Provisions of Section 165 relating to statutory meeting and
submission of  statutory report do not apply.

f. One (if 7 or less members are present) or two members (if
more than 7 members are present) present in person at a
meeting of the company can demand a poll.

g. In case of a private company which is not a subsidiary of a
public limited company or in the case of a private company
of which the entire paid up share capital is held by the one
or more body corporate incorporated outside India, no
person other than the member of the company concerned,
shall be entitled to inspect or obtain the copies of profit
and loss account of  that company.

h. Minimum number of  directors is only two. (3 in case of  a
public company)

The Company Law Board on being satisfied that the infringe-
ment of the aforesaid 3 conditions was accidental or due to
inadvertence or that on other grounds, it just an equitable to
grant relief, may   grant relief to the company from the conse-

quences of such infringement. The infringement of the d 3
conditions does not automatically convert a private company
into a public company. It continues to remain a private com-
pany; it merely ceases to be entitled to the privileges and
exemptions available to a private company.
3. Limited and Unlimited companies: Companies may be

limited or unlimited companies. Company may be limited
by shares or limited by guarantee.

a. Company limited by shares In this case, the liability of
members is limited to the amount of uncalled share capital.
No member of company limited by the shares can be called
upon to pay more than the face value of shares or so much
of it as is remaining unpaid. Members have no liability in
case of fully paid up shares.

b. Company limited by the guarantee:  A company limited by
guarantee is a registered company having the liability of its
members limited by its memorandum of association to
such amount as the members may respectively thereby
undertake to pay if necessary on liquidation of the
company. The liability of  the members to pay the
guaranteed amount arises only when the company has gone
into liquidation and not when it is a going concern. A
guarantee company may be a company with share capital or
without share capital.

c. Unlimited Company: The liability of members of an
unlimited company is unlimited. Therefore their liability is
similar to that of the liability of the partners of a
partnership firm.

4. Section 25 Companies: Under the Companies Act, 1956, the
name of a public limited company must end with the word
‘Limited’ and the   name of a private limited company must
end with the word ‘Private Limited’. However, under
Section 25, the Central Government may allow companies
to remove the word “Limited / Private Limited” from the
name if the following conditions are satisfied: -

The company is formed for promoting commerce, science, art,
religion, charity or other socially useful objects. Charitable Trust
comes under  this act.
The company does not intend to pay dividend to its members
but apply its profits and other income in promotion of its
objects.  Such companies do not have to comply with the
minimum paid up share capital requirements.
5. Holding and Subsidiary companies
A company shall be deemed to be subsidiary of another
company if:
That other company controls the composition of its board of
directors; or that other company holds more than half in face
value of its equity share capital
Where the first mentioned company is subsidiary company of
any company, which that other’s subsidiary. E.g. Company B is
subsidiary of the Company A and Company C is subsidiary of
Company B, therefore Company C is subsidiary of  Company A.
The control of the composition of the Board of Directors of
the company means that the holding company has the power at
its discretion to appoint or remove all or majority of directors
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of the subsidiary company without consent or concurrence of
any other person.
6. Government Companies means any company in which not

less than 51% of the paid up share capital is held by the
Central Government or any State Government or partly by
the Central Government and partly  by the one or more
State Governments and includes a company which is  a
subsidiary of  a government company. Government
Companies is also governed by the provisions of the
Companies Act. However, the Central Government may
direct that certain provisions of the Companies Act shall
not apply or shall apply only with such exceptions,
modifications and adaptations as may be specified to such
government companies

7. Foreign Companies means a company incorporated in a
country outside India under the law of that other country
and has established the place of business in India.

As outlined above, a company as an entity has several distinct
features which together make it a unique organization.
Let’s explain, why study Organizations and Management?
First of all, what is management all about?
• Living in the present:
• Building the future
• Remembering the past
• Management as a specialty in time and human relationships
Management is the process of designing and maintaining an
environment in which   individuals, working together in
groups, efficiently accomplish selected aims.
Management is an attempt to create a desirable future, keeping
the past and present in mind.
Management is practiced in and is a reflection of particular
historical era.
Management is a practice that produces consequences and effects
that emerge over time.
Managers act in relationships that are two way streets; each party
is influenced by the other.
Manages act in relationships that have similar spillover effects
for other people, for better or for worse.
Managers juggle multiple simultaneous relationships.
Whereas, an organization is a systematic arrangement of people
to accomplish some specific purpose. Here two or more people
work together in a structured way to achieve a specific goal or set
of goals.

Organizations and the Need for
Management

• Goal: The purpose that an organization strives to achieve;
organizations often have more than one goal; goals are
fundamental elements of organizations

• Management: The process of planning, organizing,
leading, and controlling the work of organization members
and of using all available organizational resources to reach
stated organizational goals

• Manager: People responsible for directing the efforts aimed
at helping organizations achieve their goals

Broadly, Business Organisations can be categorized under
a. The Private Sector
b. The Public Sector

The Private Sector
Private individuals and firms that are owned by private indi-
viduals
Firms in the private sector include:
• Sole Traders
• Private Limited Companies (Ltd)
• Partnerships
• Public Limited Companies (PLC)

The Public Sector

• Made up of central Government, local government, and
businesses that are owned by Government

• In the last twenty years the number of Government-owned
firms in the UK has shrunk massively

• Now, very few examples remain, for instance, the Post
Office

Private Sector Firms
One of the key differences is between:
• Sole traders and partnerships whose liability is unlimited

And
• Private Limited and Public Limited Companies, who have

‘limited liability’

Other Business Types

• Co-operatives are owned by their staffs, who are ‘members’
of the firm.

• Profits are shared amongst the members.
• Losses too must be shared.

Franchises

• Many businesses today are franchises.
• A business idea is licensed to a franchisee.
• The owners of the brand receive a license fee.
• The franchisee gains the right to use the business brand.

Not for Profit Businesses

• Many charity-based business organisations are run as ‘not
for profit’ operations.

• They typically receive donations or funds from groups or
government.

• Any financial surplus is ploughed back into the business.
• The organisation does not aim to generate profits.
Now we will deal with a little detail on five main types of
business organizations, namely,
A. Single Proprietorship
B. Partnership
C. Joint-Stock Company
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D. Cooperative Enterprise
E. State Enterprise

A. Single Proprietorship
There is only single owner of the business in this form of
business organization. The owner bears the entire risk of the
business and in case the firm suffers a loss, the entire burden is
borne by the single owner.
The main features of this system are as follows:
Only single owner and owner is the Manager
Owners provide nearly all the factors of the production. Even
the land is either own or taken on rent by the owner. A major
portion of the capital is also contributed by the owner and the
entire risk of the business is also of the owner. The liability for
payment of debt by the owner is unlimited.
The productive process is extremely simple and involves the use
of very elementary types of machineries. Small businesses all
over the world are run under this system.
For example, agriculture, retail trade, small workshops etc. are
run under the system of  single proprietorship.
Following are the main advantages of this system:

Low Cost of Production
Since the business is exclusively belongs to the owner, the single
entrepreneur works day and night for the success of his
enterprise. The owner allows no wastage of materials and keeps
a strict vigil on the activities of the workers.

Close Contact with Customers and Workers
A single entrepreneur maintains close liaison with his customers
and attempts to provide maximum satisfaction to them. Since
owner comes into daily contact with the workers, there is little
possibility of any misunderstanding arising among them with
the result that the labor management relations are quite happy
and cordial.

Promptness in Decisions
Since the entrepreneur is the sole proprietor of the business, no
consultations held with anyone on important issues faced.
Owner therefore takes decisions promptly on the spur of the
moment.

Security of Trade Secrets
Since the production is on a small scale and the entrepreneur is
the sole owner, trade secrets can be safeguarded more effectively
than would be possible under any other type of business
organization.

B. Partnership
In this form of business organization, two or more than two
partners jointly own an enterprise and agree to share the profits
in a predetermined proportion. It is not necessary for every
partner to actively participate in the operations of the firm.
Sometimes, a partner contributes his/her capital but does not
participate in management. Such a partner is known as sleeping
partner. Partnership is based on a partnership deed.
Following are the main features of a partnership business:

a. Every partner contributes his/her own capital and the profit
is distributed among the partners according to their
respective capital contributions

b. The liability of the partners is generally unlimited. This
implies that every partner is liable to pay the debts of the
firm to an unlimited extent both individually as well as
collectively. A partner can choose to have limited liability if
he so desires. His liability in that case shall be limited by the
extent of his share capital.

Advantages of Partnership Business
The main advantages of partnership business may be set forth
below:
i. Availability of Larger Capital: Since the business is

exclusively belongs to the owner, the single entrepreneur
works day and night for the success of his enterprise. The
owner allows no wastage of materials and keeps a strict vigil
on the activities of the workers.

ii. Use of  Diverse Talents: A single entrepreneur maintains
close liaison with his customers and attempts to provide
maximum satisfaction to them. Since owner comes into
daily contact with the workers, there is little possibility of
any misunderstanding arising among them with the result
that the labour management relations are quite happy and
cordial.

iii. Promptness in Decision Making:  Since the entrepreneur
is the sole proprietor of the business, no consultations held
with anyone on important issues faced. Owner therefore
takes decisions promptly on the spur of the moment.

iv. Risk Sharing: Since the production is on a small scale and
the entrepreneur is the sole owner, trade secrets can be
safeguarded more effectively than would be possible under
any other type of business organization.

v. Check on Rashness: Since the liability of the partners is
unlimited, they cannot take decisions in an indiscriminate
manner. They try to avoid as far as possible unnecessary
risks in the interest of  solvency.

vi. Availability of Easier and Larger Credit: The principle
of unlimited liability enables the partnership firm to
borrow larger sums from the banks without much
difficulty.

vii. Cordial Relations with Workers and Customers: Under
this system, the proprietors (all the partners) maintain close
contacts with the customers as well as workers. Such close
contacts prove conducive to the maintenance of happy and
cordial relations with the customers and the workers.

viii. Efficient and Economical Working: The partnership
system is conducive to the efficient and economical working
of the firm. All the partners are equally interested in
maximizing the profits of the firm. So they take personal
interest in the successful working of the firm.

C. Joint-Stock Company
It is also known as the corporate form of business. A joint
stock company is an association of individuals known as
shareholders who are authorized by the Government to run a
particular business. This system has become today a popular
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type of business organization. Large scale commercial and
industrial enterprises are generally run under the joint stock
company system. The various features of this system are as
follows:
The capital of the firm is contributed by a large number of
shareholders who are the real owners of the business enterprise.
The liability of a shareholder is limited to the value of the
shares held by him.
The policy making job of the firm is entrusted to a board of
directors who are elected from amongst the shareholders.
The actual management of the company is carried on by the
paid managers who work under the direct supervision of  the
Managing Director.
The joint stock company has a separate and distinct legal
personality from that of the shareholders.

Share Capital of the Company
The Joint stock company raises its capital in two ways: (i)
through Shares, and (ii) through Debentures. Those who
purchase the shares become the shareholders to the extent of
the value of the shares they held. They will naturally bear the
risk involved in the business of  the company. Those who
purchase the debentures become the debenture holder of the
company. They are not owners. Nor do they bear any risk
involved in the business of  the company. They do not even
share the profits of the concern. They are merely entitled to a
fixed percentage of interest on the amount invested by them in
debentures. In case, the company fails, the debenture holders
enjoy a prior claim over its assets.

Merits of the Joint Company System
Following are the main advantages of the joint stock company
system:

Capital Adequacy

Compared to partnership, the joint stock company can raise
capital on a much larger scale. By selling shares of various types,
it can raise adequate capital to meet its own requirements

Economies of Large-Scale Production

The joint stock company invariably carries on production on a
large scale. Consequently, all the economies of  large-scale
production accrue to it which finally results in cutting down its
production costs.

Limited Liability

Under this system, the liability of a shareholder to repay the
company’s debts etc. is limited to the value of  the shares held
by him. The shareholders thus run only a nominal risk in
buying the shares of  the company.

Specialized Management

A joint-stock company, in view of  its large financial resources,
can provide for specialized management of the concern. The
Board of Directors simply lays down the general policy of the
company. But the actual implementation of  that policy is left to
the well trained and highly paid specialists.

Shares of Small Values

The shares sold by the joint stock companies these days are
generally of small denominations. Such shares can be purchased

by men of small means. Thus, it becomes possible to check the
concentration of economic control in the hands of a few rich
persons.

Transferability of Shares

The shares of a joint stock company can be easily bought and
sold on the stock exchange. If any shareholder is not satisfied
with the working of  the company, he can get out of  it by selling
his shares on the stock exchange.

Permanence

The joint stock company is a permanent entity. The sharehold-
ers may come and go. Directors may also change, but the
company goes on. It has a legal status of its own, distinct from
that of the shareholders and directors.

Blessing for Individual Investor

The individual investor instead of starting his own business
and undertaking risk finds it better to invest his funds in the
shares of  a joint-stock company.

Model of Economic Democracy

The joint stock company is a fine example of an economic
democracy. If  a Managing Director’s work is not satisfactory, he/
she can be removed from the office at annual general body
meeting. Besides, the Directors are elected by majority of  votes
and they have to keep the shareholders satisfied if they wish to
continue to remain in the office.

Suitability for Larger Enterprises
The joint stock company system is suitable for those businesses
or enterprises which need huge capital investment, such as,
banking, insurance, railways, shipbuilding etc.
Following are the main demerits of the joint-stock company
system
i. Difficulty of Establishment. Several difficulties and legal

hurdles have to be faced by the promoter’s in. setting up a
joint stock company.

ii. Separation between Ownership and Control  The
ownership of ’ the company vests with the shareholders
while the management of the concern is in the hands of the
paid managers who do not share profits. This divorce
between ownership and actual, control very often leads the
paid managers to take risky decisions in the actual
management and operation of the concern.

iii. Fear of  Rashness Since. the liability of  the shareholders is
limited under the joint-stock company system, the directors
often become irresponsible and take rash decision  which
ultimately .involve the shareholders into financial losses.

iv. Joint-Stock Company ‘Democratic only in Name. The
directors are often rich, resourceful and powerful persons.
They often manage to ‘corner’ the shares in their own
hands. They can thus get themselves elected directors even
against the wishes of the ordinary shareholders.

v. Manipulations  by Directors: The directors  are very often arch
manipulators in business matters  and serve their own
selfish interests by harming the innocent shareholders,  The
directors are  in constant  touch with the internal financial
position  of  the  company. If  they find that the financial
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position of the company is deteriorating, they get out by
dumping their shares on innocent shareholders.

vi. De1ay in Decisions. The joint-stock company is like a slow
moving machine. Quick and timely decisions cannot be
taken under this type of organization, the reason being that
the paid managers cannot take vital decisions of their own
accord. They have to place all the important matters before
the board of  directors for decision-taking.

vii. Lack of Interest ill Company Matters. Since the company is
a joint affair, there is lack of individual interest in company
matters. The principle of limited liability further complicates
matters. The individual shareholder becomes apathetic and
indifferent. This results in centralization of all powers in the
hands of directors who very often exercise these powers for
their personal ends.

viii.Danger of Monopoly. The joint-stock company drives out
the smaller rival firms from the market with the help of its
large financial resources and also by resorting to unfair
means. Once the rival firms are driven out, the joint-stock
company establishes its own monopoly and raises the prices
of its products to the detriment of the consumers.

ix. Political Corruption. Under this system, the big-sized
gigantic companies, in view or their large financial resources,
are able to bride the high officials and political leaders to
their patronage and to get the desired laws passed by the
legislatures.

Despite these drawbacks, the joint-stock company has
become the most important form of  business organization
today in the fields of production and distribution. Almost
all the large-scale business and industrial enterprises are
run by joint-stock companies.

D. Cooperative Enterprise
In ordinary language, the term “cooperation” means “to work
together” but in Economics it carries a slightly different and
wider meaning. Cooperation may be defined as that type of
economic organization in which a number of persons with
common economic objectives organize themselves on a basis
of equality for the fulfillment of those objectives in practice.
There are several varieties of cooperative enterprises, but we
shall confine ourselves to the following three main varieties:

Producers‘ Cooperation
This type of cooperative organization was first initiated in
France. In India, the Anand pattern of Dairy Co-operatives
(popularly known as AMUL) is a success story of this type of
organization. The objective was to eliminate the exploitation of
workers by the capitalists. Under this type of cooperative
organization, the workers make their own capital contributions
to the fund of the concern and are themselves the owners of
the business. They elect the manager and other office bearers
from amongst their own ranks. The capitalist is thus displaced
under producers‘ cooperation. The profit accruing from
business is distributed amongst the workers. In fact, the
workers receive two types’ payments: (i) Wages for the labor put
in by them, and (ii) Profit in proportion to the capital employed
by them. Following are the main advantages of  producer’s
cooperation:

Elimination of Class Struggle

The class struggle disappears altogether under producer’s
cooperation. There are neither strikes nor lockouts. No time is
wasted and production continues uninterrupted.

Control on Wastage

Since the enterprise is their own, the workers labor hard and
avoid all wasteful expenditure.

Educational Value

The simple, illiterate workers get an opportunity to educate
themselves in the art of business management

Consumers’ Cooperation
This type of cooperative organization was first initiated in Great
Britain. Under this system, the consumers belonging to a
particular locality get together to organize a consumers’ coopera-
tive. Society... They make their. own capital contributions which
constitute the working capital of  the society. The society buys
essential consumer goods direct from the producers and sells
them. at market prices to the members, as well as to the’ non-
members. The society uses accurate weights and measures and
sells pure and unadulterated stuff to the customers; the profits
made in a year are then distributed amongst the members.
Following are the principal benefits of consumers’ cooperation:
i. The much-hated trader intermediary is displaced under

consumers’ cooperation. The middleman’s profit also
accrues to the members.

ii. The consumers’ cooperative society-faces no competition
from the rival traders because all the members make it a
point to buy all their requirements from the store.

iii. Not much capital is required to run it: The manager’s job is
more often than not an honorary job involving little or no
expenses to the society.

iv. ‘The government always- exercises control and supervision
over the working of  consumers’ cooperative society. The
accounts are checked and audited at regular intervals by
government auditors. The scope for financial manipulations
and embezzlements is thus reduced to the minimum.

Credit Cooperation
This type of cooperation was first started in the 19th century in
Germany. Later, it was extended to other countries of  the
world. Under this type of cooperation, a number of. Farmers
get together to form. a. cooperative credit society. They make
small cash contributions by buying the shares of  the society.
That constitutes the working capital of  the society. The society
extends loans to its members against certain approved securities
at reasonable rates of interest: The objective of these societies is
not- merely to meet the capital requirements of the farmers but
also to teach them the advantages of economy and self
dependence in their occupation. The primary objective of these
societies is to protect the farmer from the moneylenders who
charge usurious rates of interest on their loans.
The cooperative type of business organization has become
quite popular now. Its superiority lies in the fact that it avoids
the disadvantages of both capitalism and socialism. It elimi-
nates the exploitation of the weak by the strong as is found
under capitalism. Likewise, there is no government ownership
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of the means of production and lack of initiative which are the
hallmarks of socialism. In fact, the cooperative organization is a
compromise between the two extreme economic systems of
capitalism and socialism V. State Enterprises

State Enterprise
The State enterprises refer to those business enterprises whose
ownership and management are directly in the hands of the
government. Such enterprises are the exclusive property of the
State and are directly managed by it. For example, railways and
posts and telegraphs departments are government enterprises.
The number of government enterprises has been constantly on
the increase in India during the past few years. The public sector
has been growing in India from year to year. Iron and steel, coal,
fertilizers, ship-building, aircraft manufacturing, etc are some of
the examples of the public sector enterprises in India.

Merits of State Enterprises
Following are the principal merits of State enterprises:
i. State Enterprises are inspired by the Welfare Motive: As

is well known, private enterprises are run exclusively for
profits” State enterprises, on the contrary, are inspired in
their- working-by’ the welfare motive. The consumers are
thus greatly benefited by the State enterprises.

ii. Adequacy of Capital: There, is no lack of funds for, State
enterprises which can raise plenty of capital at reasonable
rates of interest from the- capital market.

iii. Efficiency of Management: In view of its large financial
resources, the government can attract efficient and
competent people by offering attractive salaries and other
perks. This naturally raises the level of efficiency in such
enterprises.

iv. Use of  Latest Techniques and Modern Machinery: On
account of their large financial resources, it becomes
possible for the State enterprises to use the latest,
techniques and the most modern types, of machinery in
production. This cuts down production costs which
ultimately benefits the consumers.

v. Benefits to Workers: The workers are not exploited in
government enterprises as they are in enterprises run by
private industrialists. The workers are paid fair wages with
better conditions of work. This produces good effects on
the workers efficiency which reflects itself in reduced costs.

vi. Profits used for Public Welfare: The profits earned by
State enterprises do not go into the pocket of private
individuals. The profits go to the government which
utilizes them for promoting the welfare of the public.

vii. Suitability for Certain Types of Business: There are
certain types of business which cannot be run by private
enterprises. For example, electricity and transport services
require huge capital investment which is beyond the capacity
of private capitalists.

viii. More Amenable to Public Control: The State enterprises
in democratic countries with representative institutions are
moremenable to public wishes and control than private
enterprises.

It is on account of these advantages that socialist writers the
entire world over have advocated the establishment of State
enterprises in all the fields of economic activity including
production and distribution.

Distinction between Company and Partnership

1. A Partnership firm is sum total of persons who have come
together to share the profits of the business carried on by
them or any of them. It does not have a separate legal
entity. A Company is association of  persons who have
come together for a specific purpose. The company has a
separate legal entity as soon as it is incorporated under law.

2. Liability of the partners is unlimited. However, the liability
of shareholders of a limited company is limited to the
extent of unpaid share or to the tune of the unpaid
amount guaranteed by the shareholder.

3. Property of the firm belongs to the partners and they are
collectively entitled to it. In case of  a company, the property
belongs to the company and not to its members.

4. A partner cannot transfer his shares in the partnership firm
without the consent of all other partners. In case of a
company, shares may be transferred without the permission
of the other members, in absence of provision to contrary
in articles of association of the company

5. In case of  partnership, the number of  members must not
exceed 20 in case of banking business and 10 in other
businesses. A  Public company may have as many members
as it desires subject to a minimum of 7 members. A Private
company cannot have more than 50 members

6. There must be at least 2 members in order to form a
partnership firm. The minimum number of members
necessary for a public limited company is seven and two for
a private limited company.

7. In case of  a partnership, 100 % consensus is required for
any decision. In case of  a company, decision of  the majority
prevails.

8. On the death of any partner, the partnership is dissolved
unless there is provision to the contrary. On the death of
the shareholder the company’ existence does not get
terminated.

9. Illegal Association: Under the Companies Act, 1956, not
more than 10 persons can come together for carrying on any
banking business and not more than 20 persons can come
together for carrying on any other of business, unless the
association is registered under the Companies Act or any
other Indian law. Any association, which does not comply
with the above norms, is an illegal association.  Therefore, a
partnership of more 10 or 20 members, as the case may be,
is an illegal association unless the registered under the
Companies Act or any other Indian law.

However, this provision does not apply in the following cases:
i. A Joint Hindu Family business comprising of family

members nly. But where two or more Joint Hindu families
come together for business through partnership, the total
number of members cannot exceed 10 or 20 as the case may
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be, but in computing the number of persons, minor
members of such family will be excluded.

ii. Any association of charitable, religious, scientific trust or
organization which is not formed with a profit motive

Foreign Companies
When the number of members exceeds the prescribed maxi-
mum, members must register it under Companies Act or any
other Indian law. Consequences of  non-registration: An illegal
association is not recognized by law. An illegal association
cannot enter into any contract, cannot sue any members or any
outsider, and cannot be sued by any members or outsiders for
any of its debts. The members of the illegal association are
personally for the obligations of the illegal association. A
member may be liable to a fine of Rs.1000.  Any member of an
illegal association cannot sue another member in respect of any
matter connected with the association.

 Minimum Number of Members
A public company must have at least 7 members whereas a
private company may have only 2 members. If the number of
members falls below the statutory minimum and the company
carries on its business beyond a period of six months after the
number has so fallen, the reduction of number of members
below the legal minimum is a ground for the winding up of
the company.

What is an Organization?
So far we have discussed a lot on “organization” and concepts
related to companies act. Now, let’s look a fresh overview. To
visualize an organization, let’s take an example of  Godrej
Consumer Products Ltd. (GCPL), a leading FMCG company
which as a result of a variety of strategic initiatives, has achieved
significant operational progress in the financial year 2002-03. In
a difficult and demanding market, the superior value proposi-
tion of its products coupled with focused efforts to enhance
efficiencies has resulted GCPL delivering superior stakeholder
value. We will continue to draw the example of  GCPL in
subsequent lessons.
Basically, as stated earlier, an organization is a group of  people
intentionally organized to accomplish an overall, common goal
or set of goals. Business organization can range in size from
two people to tens of thousands. This group of people has
gathered together for achieving the goals they have set. Organi-
zations achieve these goals keeping in mind Vision, Mission,
Values and Strategies which will discuss in subsequent lessons.
We shall discuss this  topic further when we take up the case of
Economics of Organization in Lesson 3.

Recapitulation

1. Characteristic of companies
2. Organization and Company
3 Organization and Management
4. Public Company
5. Private Company
6. Joint Stock Company
7. Foreign Companies

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Factors affecting Environment
2. Business Environment
3 Environmental Analysis

Business Environment
The business firm is a micro-economic unit. The business
environment furnishes the macro-economic context within
which firm operates. By ‘environment’, the reference is to the set
of external factors or forces which affect the operation of the
business firm. The firm, individually, does not have much
influence on the environment. Of course, the collective behavior
of different firms may affect the environment. The analysis of
business environment, however, assumes that environment
remains external to the firm. The internal dynamics of the firm
is meant to adjust itself to the external environment. The
business firm must demonstrate adaptability as well as
adoptability to environment; just as the firm managers must
have capability as well as capability to deal with the environ-
ment.
Business environment may be classified on different criteria,
such as time space, forces and factors. Based on ‘time’, we may
talk of past, present and future environment of business.
Based on ‘space’, we may think of local, regional, national and
international environment of business. Based on ‘forces’ of
market such as supply, price, etc., or non-market institution like
government, we may distinguish between market and non-
market environment of  business. Also, environment can be
assessed in quantitative terms based on data or qualitative terms
based on systems of  policy as proceower.  Finally, based on the
relevance of economic or non-economic ‘factors’, we may specify
economic and non-economic environment of business. Such
classification of environmental variables is mainly for reasons
of analytical convenience to understand their pull and/ or push.
In real world situation, the environmental variables interact with
each other. Such interaction can be conceptualized through the
formal presentation of Interaction Martrix.1 Because of the
involved nature of these interactions, the environment often
appears very complex, dynamic and sometimes beyond any
theoretical comprehension. But for an efficient operation of the
firm, there is no alternative to identification, description and
explanation of its business environment, immediate and
remote.
From the standpoint of analysis and scanning, perhaps the
most useful distinction is between ‘economic’ and ‘non-
economic’ environment. Non-economic environment will
encompass the country’s history, culture, sociology, geography,
polity and the government. Non-economic environmental
variables have got economic implications. For example, the
ideology of the existing government may have important
bearing on tax laws, formation of  a new company, existence of

multinationals and so on. In fact, the political factor is a very
decisive element of the business environment. Political
philosophy, political institutions, political parties, political
achievements and constraints-all have a strong influence on the
working of  any economy. As a result, we often talk of  the
politico-economic environment of business rather than just the
economic environment. In the same way, we also talk of  the
socio-economic environment of business. Since business is an
economic activity, our immediate concern is with the economic
environment of business.

What is Environment ?
Environment refers to all external forces which have a bearing
on the functioning of business. “Environment factors or
constraints”, wrote Barry M.Richman and Melvyn Copen, “are
largely if  not totally, external and beyond the control of
individual industrial enterprises and their managements. These
are essentially the ‘givers’ within which firms and their manage-
ments must operate in a specific country and they vary, often
greatly, from country to country.”
The business environment poses threats to a firm or offers
immense opportunities for potential market exploitation.
Stressing this aspect, William F.Glueck and Lawrence R.Jauch
wrote thus: “The environment includes factors outside the firm
which can lead to opportunities for or threats to the firm.
Although there are many factors, the most important of the
sectors are socioeconomic, technological, supplier, competitors,
and government.
As per the second definition, environment includes such factors
as socio-economic, technological, supplier, competitor and the
government. While all these are highly relevant, there are two
more factors which are not included in the definition, and which
exercise considerable influence on business. They are physical or
natural environment and global environment. Including these
two, the total environment of  business, for our purpose, will
include six factors, viz., political-legal, economic, social-cultural,
technological, global and natural.. A brief description of each
follows in the following paragraphs. Also, we will deal with
International Dimensions and Environmental issues at length
in Unit 04.
Technological environment exercises considerable influence on
business. Technology is understood as the systematic applica-
tion of scientific or other organized knowledge to practical
tasks. It is through business that technology reaches people.
Technology changes fast and to keep pace with it, businessmen
should be ever alert to adopt changed technology in their
businesses.
Economic environment refers to all forces which have an
economic impact on business. Industrial production, agricul-
ture, planning, basic economic philosophy, infrastructure,
national income, per capita income, money supply, price level,

LESSON 2:

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
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population, savings, stages in the economic development and
trade cycles are major factors which make up the total economic
environment. There is close relationship between business and
its economic environment. Business obtains all its needed
inputs from the economic environment and it absorbs the
output of business units.
Political environment refers to the influence exerted by the three
political institutions, viz., legislature, executive and the judiciary
in shaping, directing, developing and controlling business
activities. The legislature decides on a particular course of action;
the executive, also called the government, implements whatever
was decided by the Parliament and the judiciary functions as the
watchdog in order to ensure that both the legislature and the
executive function in public interest and within the boundaries
of the Constitution. A stable and dynamic political environ-
ment is indispensable for business growth.
Notwithstanding spectacular advancements made in science and
technology, man’s attempt to conquer nature has not met with
total success. He has no answer, for example, for the flourishing
affluence co-existing with stark poverty; severe droughts and
devastating floods occurring in sickening regularity; and some
other such phenomena. Man still finds himself helpless before
mighty nature. Business, an economic pursuit of man,
continues to be dictated by nature. To what extent business
depends on nature and what is the relationship between the
two constitutes an interesting study.
Yet another environmental factor which is fast emerging as the
force to reckon with is the global or international environment.
Thanks to liberalization, Indian companies are forced to view
business issues from a global perspective. Business responses
and managerial practices must be fine-tuned to survive in the
global environment. A Manager must understand that safe and
protected markets are no more there; that the world is becom-
ing small in size thanks to advanced means of transport and
communication facilities; that learning of foreign languages is a
necessity; that acquiring familiarity with strange and changing
currencies is a must; that facing political and legal uncertainties is
inevitable; and that adapting their products to different
customer needs and tastes would only help companies survive
amidst intense competition. Implications of the global
environment are elaborated in one of the subsequent sections.
Social and cultural environment refers to the influence exercised
by certain factors which are beyond the company’s gate. Such
factors include people’s attitude to work and wealth; role of
family, marriage, religion and education; ethical issues and social
responsiveness of business. Social and cultural environment is
highly relevant for a business unit as the variety of goods it
produces, the type of employees it gets and its obligation to
society depend on the cultural milieu in which the firm operates.
Thus, business is the product of the technological, political-
legal, economic, social-cultural, global and natural factors amidst
which if functions. Three features are common to this web of
relationship between business and its environment. First, there
is symbiotic relationship between business and its environment
and among the environmental factors. In other words, business
is influenced by its environment and in turn, to a certain degree,
it will influence the Environment refers to all external forces which

have a bearing on the functioning of business. “Environment
factors or constraints”, wrote Barry M.Richman and Melvyn
Copen, “are largely if  not totally, external and beyond the
control of individual industrial enterprises and their manage-
ments. These are essentially the ‘givers’ within which firms and
their managements must operate in a specific country and they
vary, often greatly, from country to country.
The business environment poses threats to a firm or offers
immense opportunities for potential market exploitation.
Stressing this aspect, William F.Glueck and Lawrence R Jauch
wrote thus: “The environment includes factors outside the firm
which can lead to opportunities for or threats to the firm.
Although there are many factors, the most important of the
sectors are socioeconomic, technological, supplier, competitors,
and government.”
As per the second definition, environment includes such factors
as socio-economic, technological, supplier, competitor and the
government. While all these are highly relevant, there are two
more factors which are not included in the definition, and
whicJ1 exercise considerable influence on business. They are
physical or natural environment and global environment.
Including these two, the total environment of  business, for our
purpose, will include six factors, viz., political-legal, economic,
social-cultural, technological, global and natural. AB can be seen
in the subsequent chapters, all these factors are explained in
great detail. A brief description of each, however, follows in the
following paragraphs.
Technological environment exercises considerable influence on
business. Technology is understood as the systematic applica-
tion of scientific or other organised knowledge to practical tasks.
It is through business that technology reaches people. Technol-
ogy changes fast and to keep pace with it, businessmen should
be ever alert to adopt changed technology in their businesses.
Economic environment refers to all forces which have an
economic impact on business. Industrial production, agricul-
ture, planning, basic economic philosophy, infrastructure,
national income, per capita income, money supply, price level,
population, savings, stages in the economic development and
trade cycles are major factors which make up the total economic
environment. There is close relationship between business and
its economic environment. Business obtains all its needed
inputs from the economic environment and it absorbs the
output of business units.
Political environment refers to the influence exerted by the three
political institutions, viz., legislature, executive and the judiciary
in shaping, directing, developing and controlling business
activities. The legislature decides on a particular course of action;
the executive, also called the government, implements whatever
was decided by the Parliament and the judiciary functions as the
watchdog in order to ensure that both the legislature and the
executive function in public interest and within the boundaries
of the Constitution. A stable and dynamic political environ-
ment is indispensable for business growth external forces.
Similarly, political-legal environment influences economic
environment and vice versa. The same is the relationship
between other environment factors too.
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The second feature is that these environmental factors are
dynamic. They keep on changing as years roll by, so does
business.
The third feature is that a particular business firm, by itself, may
not be in a position to change its environment. But along with
other firms, business will be in a position to mould the
environment in its favor, to a large extent.

Knowing the Environment
The environment, as described above, provides a mass of
ambiguous information. What should be done to make out the
relevance of the information? What is to accepted and what
rejected? Three related concepts seek to answer these questions.
They are: (i) the enacted environment, (ii) the domain and
domain consensus, and (iii) the task environment.
Enacted Environment An organization seeks to create its own
environment out of the total external environment. The-
environment which the organization creates is called enactment.
Enactment implies that the organization creates a relevant
environment for itself  by aggressively scoping, narrowing and
scanning the external environment. In effect, the organization
creates the environment to which it reacts. It does not react to
the entire environment.
Domain and Domain Consensus The domain is that part of
the enacted environment  which the organization carves out for
itself. The firm delineates its own territory out of the environ-
ment.
Symbiotic Relationship between Business and its Environment

The delineated territory comprises the range of products
offered, population served and services rendered. The organiza-
tion focuses its efforts on these three areas while paying less
attention to other areas.
As is well known, an organization has many stakeholders-
owners, employees, customers, government, public, suppliers
and lenders. Domain Consensus is formed when all the
stakeholders agree upon the domain of the organization.
When domain consensus is not reached, conflicts can arise
regarding parts of the environment which should be moni-
tored. This conflict causes confusion and backbiting, when the
company is blindsided by an unexpected occurrence from a
poorly monitored sector.

Task Environment This specifies the range of  products to be
offered, the technology to be employed and the productive
strategies to be used to counter the global competition.
It is the task environment which needs constant surveillance,
though elements outside are not ignored, but are paid less
attention.

Objectives and Uses of Study
Environmental analysis has three basic goals. First, the analysis
should provide an understanding of current and potential
changes taking place in the task environment. It is important
that one must be aware of the existing environment. At the
same time, one must have a long term perspective too.
Secondly, environmental analysis should provide inputs for
strategic decision making.  Mere collection of  data is not
enough. The information collected must be used in strategic
decision making.
Thirdly, environmental analysis should facilitate and foster
strategic thinking in organizations-typically a rich source of ideas
and understanding of the context within which a firm operates.
It should challenge the current wisdom by bringing fresh
viewpoints into the organization.
To be specific, the benefits of  environmental study are as
follows:
1. Development of broad strategies and long-term policies of

the firm.
2. Development of action plans to deal with technological

advancements.
3. The  foresee the impact of socio-economic changes at the

national and international levels on the firm’s stability.
4. Analysis of competitors’ strategies and formulation of

effective counter-measures.
5. To keep oneself  dynamic.
William F.Glueck and Lawrence R.Jauch have stressed the
negative consequences offailure to study the environment. They
have written that, “In the years between 1918 and 1968, almost
half of the 100 largest American firms went out of business or
became significantly less important to society. Often, a company
becomes convinced that it is almost invincible and does not
have to examine what is happening in the market place. When
the company ceases to adjust the environment to its strategy or
does not react to the demands of the environment by changing
its strategy, the result is lessened achievement of  corporate
objectives.”
They went on to stress that “Environmental analysis and
diagnosis give strategists time to anticipate opportunities and to
plan to take optional responses to these opportunities. It also
helps strategists to develop an early warning system to prevent
threats or to develop strategies which can turn a threat to the
firm’s advantage.”
Without a systematic environmental search and diagnosis, the
time pressure of the managerial job can lead to inadequately
thought out responses to the environmental changes. It is clear
that because of the difficulty to assessing the future, not all
future events can be anticipated. But some can and are. To the
extent that some or most are anticipated by this analysis and
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diagnosis, managerial decisions are likely to be better. And the
process reduces the time pressures on the few which are not
anticipated. Thus, the managers can concentrate on these few
instead of having to deal with all the environment opportuni-
ties and threats in the pressure-cooker environment.
“Firms which systematically analyze and diagnose the environ-
ment are more effective than those which don’t.”
In order to further substantiate the benefits of environmental
analysis, it may be said that the real value of the analysis inheres
in the product of the analysis as well as the process of engaging
in it.
At the product level, the outputs of environment analysis
generally consist of (1) descriptions of changes currently taking
place, (2) harbingers of potential changes in the future, and (3)
alternative descriptions of  future change. Together, they provide
descriptions of alternative futures. Such descriptions provide
organizations with lead time to identify, understand and adapt
to external issues, to anticipate the consequences of the
environmental trends, and to develop well thought out
positions and policies. In addition, lead time enables an
organization to convert emerging issues from threats to
opportunities.
At the level of process, environmental analysis underscores the
notion that organizations are necessarily pervious to the
influence of  outside forces. When conducted properly, this leads
to the enhanced capacity and commitment to understanding,
anticipating and responding to external changes on the part of
the firm’s key strategic managers. Responsiveness is achieved by
inducing managers to think beyond their task or industry
environments, often forcing them to reflect upon their cognitive
biases. In short, at the process level, environmental analysis
offers one basis for organizational learning. 10

The Process of Environmental Analysis
Environmental analysis is a challenging, time consuming and
expensive affair. The analysis consists of four sequential steps:
(i) scanning, (ii) monitoring, (iii) forecasting, and (iv) assess-
ment.
Scanning - Being the first step in the process of environmental
analysis, scanning involves general surveillance of  all environ-
mental factors and their interactions in order to (a) identify early
signals of possible environmental change, and (b) detect
environmental change already under way.
Scanning is ill-structured and ambiguous environmental
analysis activity. The potentially relevant data for scanning are
unlimited but are scattered, vague, and imprecise. The
fundamental challenge for analysis in scanning is, therefore, to
make sense out of vague, ambiguous, and unconnected data.
Monitoring - Monitoring involves tracking the environmental
trends, sequences of events, or streams of activities. It fre-
quently involves following signals or indicators unearthed
during environmental scanning. The purpose of  monitoring is
to assemble sufficient data to discern whether certain trends and
patterns are emerging. Thus, as monitoring progresses, the data
turn frequently from imprecise to precise.
Three outcomes emerge out of monitoring: (a) a specific
description of environmental trends and patterns to De

forecast; (b) the identification of trends for further monitoring,
and (c) the identification of  areas for further scanning. These
outputs (particularly the first) become inputs for forecasting.
They will also cause for further scanning and monitoring.
Forecasting - Scanning and monitoring provide a picture of
what has already taken place and what is happening. Strategic
decision-making, however, requires a future orientation.
Naturally, forecasting is an essential element in environmental
analysis.
Forecasting is concerned with developing plausible projections
of the direction, scope, and intensity of environmental change.
It tries layout the evolutionary path of anticipated change. For
example, how long will it take the new technology to reach the
market place? Are current lifestyle trends likely to continue?
These kinds of questions provide the grist for forecasting
efforts.
Unlike scanning and monitoring, forecasting is well focused and
is much more deductive and complex activity. This is so because
the focus, scope and goals of forecasting are more specific than
the earlier two states of environmental analysis.
Assessment - Scanning, monitoring and forecasting are not
ends in themselves. Unless their outputs are assessed to
determine implications for the organization’s current and
potential strategies, scanning, monitoring and forecasting
simply provide ‘nice-to-know’ information. Assessment
involves identifying and evaluating how and why current and
projected environmental changes affect or will affect strategic
management of the organization.
In assessment, the frame of reference moves from understand-
ing the environment - the focus of scanning, monitoring and
forecasting - to identifying what the understanding means for
the organizations. Assessment, therefore, tries to answer
questions such as what are the key issues presented by the
environment, and what are the implications of such issues for
the organization?

Linkages among Stages
Though conceptually scanning, monitoring, forecasting and
assessment are separate activities, they are inextricably inter-
twined (See Fig. below).
Linkages among the Stages

For example, upon unearthing an emerging trend through
scanning, one might quickly jump to potential implications for
the organization (assessment) by implicitly forecasting the
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future path of the trend. If warranted by the potential impact,
one may then continue scanning and monitoring. Also,
forecasting often proves difficult, if not impossible, because of
insufficient knowledge and data about the topic or trends being
forecast, thus forcing a return to scanning and monitoring
efforts. Deriving implications Assessment) often allots the
organization to the need to conduct further scanning, monitor-
ing and forecasting. Thus, environmental analysis is not as
simple and as linear as moving from scanning to monitoring to
forecasting to assessment.

Limitations of Environmental Analysis
Environmental analysis, as with any other analysis, has certain
limitations. These limitations are:
1. Environmental analysis does not foretell the future, nor

does it eliminate uncertainty for any organization. Thus,
organizations that practice environmental analysis
sometimes confront unexpected events - events not
anticipated during environmental analysis. Environmental
analysis, however, should reduce the frequency and extent
of  surprises that may confront a company.

2. Environmental analysis on and off itself, is not a sufficient
guarantor of organizational effectiveness. It is only ode of
the inputs in strategy development and testing.

3. The potential of environmental analysis is often not
realized because of how it is practiced. It is sometimes used
as a crutch for post-hoc reflections. At times managers place
uncritical faith in the data without thinking about the data’s
verifiability or accuracy.

4. Too much reliance is often placed on the information
collected through environmental scanning. When there is
overloading of information, one is likely to get lost and
become inactive-typical of ‘paralysis through analysis
syndrome’.

Take the case of  Norton Company, an industrial abrasives
manufacturer and a competitor of  3M in the U.S. Norton
faithfully studied environment and followed all management
models, systems and procedures. In spite of  all Norton’s state-
of-the-art management systems, its performance remained
disappointing. Persistently poor results left the company
vulnerable and, in 1990, it was absorbed into the French giant,
Compagnie de Saint-Gobain.
Meanwhile, 3M achieved success but following a different path.
The company did not get caught by the paralysis syndrome.
Leaders here placed little emphasis on top-down planning and
control. Instead, they nurtured the innovative ideas of sales
engineers and sales representatives, thereby building an
entrepreneurial engine that generated a stream of profitable new
products and promising new technologies. Going into post-
war boon, 3M and Norton were roughly the same size. By the
mid-1980s, 3M was reporting sales eight times those of its old
competitor. Ironically, just as Norton was swallowed up by
Saint Gobain, 3M was named for the fifth time in six years to
Fortune’s list of  the ten most admired  corporations.
Success lies in adventure and strategic risk taking. It eludes those
who hesitate to step forward. Environmental analysis often
makes an individual too cautious in his approach and he is likely

to be overtaken by events. So, this analysis should be strategi-
cally done.

Organization for Analysis
Who does analysis in a typical organization? This is a relevant
question. The answer is everybody who holds some post in the
organization. To be specific, the top executive, marketing
manager, financial manager and purchasing manager are the
people who could assume the responsibility. The Production
Manager may not be able to contribute much because his job
demands that he should confine his time and energy to the
shop floor. Some organizations maintain Management
Information Systems (MIS) which can be utilities to handle the
job of analyzing environment. The best alternative is to have an
exclusive department for the purpose to be headed by a
competent official. This would entail additional expenditure but
the additional cost is worth considering the risk involved in not
considering the changes taking place in the environment.
Whatever may be the organizational arrangement, one should
understand that environmental analysis is an activity that
requires people, resources, and time. Someone in the organiza-
tion must spend the time to, do the requisite analytical tasks
involved in environmental analysis. Resources beyond people
are often required: money to fund data collection, to buy
outside analysis capability, or to support internal analysis efforts.
Much managerial time is often consumed in organizing to carry
out the analytical tasks inherent in environmental analysis:
deciding who should do what in collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting data; and creating the organizational processes such
as task forces, adhoc teams, or working groups required to effect
these tasks.

Assessing the General Business Environment
  EIU’s (The Economic Intelligence Unit) business rankings
model measures the quality or attractiveness of the business
environment in the 60 countries covered by Country Forecasts
using a standard analytical framework. It is designed to reflect
the main criteria used by companies to formulate their global
business strategies, and is based not only on historical condi-
tions but also on expectations about conditions prevailing over
the next five years. This allows the EIU to utilise the regularity,
depth and detail of its forecasting work to generate a unique set
of forward-looking business environment rankings on a
regional and global basis.
The business rankings model examines ten separate criteria or
categories, covering the political environment, the macroeco-
nomic environment, market opportunities, policy towards free
enterprise and competition, policy towards foreign investment,
foreign trade and exchange controls, taxes, financing, the labour
market and infrastructure. Each category contains a number of
indicators which are assessed by the EIU for the last five years
and the next five years. The number of indicators in each
category varies from four (foreign trade and exchange regimes)
to 11 (the political environment), and there are 70 indicators in
total.
Almost half of the indicators are based on quantitative data (eg
GDP growth), and are mostly drawn from national and
international statistical sources for the 1995-99 period and from
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EIU forecasts for the 2000-04 period. The other indicators are
qualitative in nature (eg quality of the financial regulatory
system), and are drawn from a range of data sources and
business surveys adjusted by the EIU, for the 1995-99 period.
All forecasts for the qualitative indicators covering 2000-04 are
based on EIU assessments.
The main sources used in the business rankings model include
CIA, World Factbook; EIU, Country Risk Service; EIU,
Financing Operations; EIU, Investing, Licensing & Trading;
Freedom House, Annual Survey of  Political Rights and Civil
Liberties, 1995-97; Heritage Foundation, Index of Economic
Freedom 1995-98; IMF, Annual Report on Foreign Exchange
Restrictions; Institute for Managerial Development, World
Competitiveness Report; International Labour Organisation,
International Labour Statistics Yearbook; Transparency Interna-
tional and Gottingen University, International Corruption
Rankings; UN, Human Development Report; US Social Security
Administration, Social Security Programs Throughout the
World; World Bank, World Development Report; World
Economic Forum, Global Competitiveness Report.

Calculating the Rankings
The rankings are calculated in several stages. First, each of the 70
indicators is scored on a scale from 1 (very bad for business) to
5 (very good for business). The aggregate category scores are
derived on the basis of simple or weighted averages of the
indicator scores within a given category. These are then adjusted,
on the basis of a linear transformation, to produce index values
on a 1-10 scale. An arithmetic average of the ten category index
values is then calculated to yield the aggregate score for each
country, again on a 1-10 scale.
The use of equal weights for the categories to derive the overall
score reflects in part the theoretical uncertainty about the relative
importance of the primary determinants of investment.
Surveys of  foreign direct investors’ intentions yield widely
differing results on the relative importance of different factors.
Weighted scores for individual categories based on correlation
coefficients of recent foreign direct investment inflows do not
in any case produce overall results that are significantly different
to those derived from a system based on equal weights.
For most quantitative indicators the data are arrayed in ascend-
ing or descending order and split into five bands (quintiles).
The countries falling in the first quintile are assigned scores of 5,
those falling in the second quintile score 4 and so on. The cut-
off points between bands are based on the average of the raw
indicator values for the top and bottom countries in adjacent
quintiles. The 1995-99 ranges are then used to derive 2000-04
scores. This allows for inter temporal as well as cross- country
comparisons of the indices and rankings.

Measurement and Grading Issues
The indices and rankings attempt to measure the average quality
of the business environment over the entire historical or
forecast period, not simply at the start or at the end of the
period. Thus in the forecast we assign an average grade to
elements of the business environment over 2000- 04, not to
the likely situation in 2004 only.

The scores based on quantitative data are usually calculated on
the basis of the numeric average for an indicator over the
period. In some cases, the ‘average’ is represented, as an
approximation, by the recorded value at the mid-point of the
period (1997 or 2002). In only a few cases is the relevant variable
appropriately measured by the value at the start of the period
(eg educational attainments). For one indicator (the natural
resources endowment), the score remains constant for both the
historical and forecast.
Students, you may refer to Economist Journal and Website to
get a feel of where India stands.

Recapitulation

1. Business Environment
2. Political Environment
3 Economic Environment
4. Technological Environment
5. Limitations of Environmental Analysis

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Aims of  organizations
2. How they are different
3 Why study of organizations is important in management

context

Aims and Objectives of an Organization
It may be stated that a typical organization seeks to achieve
more than one objective and there are always restraints to the
attainment of some objectives. As explained elsewhere,
objectives vary with the passage of time so the aims of the
organization.
We shall begin with the Objectives common to most contem-
porary businesses:

Profit
Making profit is the primary goal of any business enterprise.
Profit is the excess of income over expense. Profit is the main
incentive, motivator, strong sustainer, judicious allocate of
resources, objective indicator of productivity and a solid basis
for growth, expansion and survival. Profit enables a business-
man to realize his other objectives too.
Not all enterprises are interested-in making profits. For
example, hospitals, schools, charitable institutions and govern-
ment agencies are not basically concerned with the acquisition of
profits. The non-profit enterprises customarily rely on gifts,
endowments, receipts from money raising projects, subsidies or
taxes for sustenance. The basic objective of these establish-
ments is the provision of  a service which is socially desirable
and useful and example below of Indian Institute of Manage-
ment, Ahmedabad (IIMA) is a case in point:

Institute of Excellence: Case of IIMA
The Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (lIMA), was
set up in 1962 to pioneer professional management education

in the country. It was set up with the support of  the Govern-
ment of India, the Government of Gujarat and industrialists
of the city of Ahmedabad. By 1990 IIMA was widely regarded
as one of the foremost institutions of its kind in the Third
World. It had trained nearly 19,000 Indian managers, and nearly
4,000 doctoral and MBA students had graduated from it. Its
faculty had written some 2,000 Indian management cases, nearly
3,000 technical notes and papers, and 600 books and research
monographs. Very early in its history, IIMA decided that it was
going to be a school of management, not just of business
management. In other words, it was. committed to bring
professional management not just to the Indian corporate
sector but also to such nationally important sectors as agricul-
ture, rural development, health, education, energy,
transportation and banking. In the nineties, it was committed
to making contributions to such areas of management as
strategic sick industries and their rehabilitation, pioneering and
innovative entrepreneurship, the globalization of  Indian
corporate management and the formulation and implementa-
tion of  industrial policy. A national poll in 1991 indicated it to
be the most highly regarded of all management institutions in
India. And it is too well known that IIMA is a non-profit
organization.
In profit-making enterprises, profit should not be the end in
itself. Profit should be the beginning - acting as seed money for
more products, more plants, more dividends, more tax
payments, more jobs and more opportunities. Profits should
promote the well-being of all... the rich and the poor; privileged
and less privileged; consumers and producers and investors and
noninvestors. Ignoring this and over-emphasizing profit may
bring early death to an enterprise. For instance, wrote George R.
Terry, “promoting only products with high margins (to earn
profits), ignoring research, and failing to provide working
conditions satisfactory to employees, may in the ultimate, bring
about the demise of an enterprise.

Sales Growth/Market Share
Growth is another primary objective of business. Business
should grow in all directions over a period of time. An
enterprise which remains stagnant for long is presumed to
suffer from an organic defect.
The strategies adopted to achieve growth are:
a. add more products/markets;
b. diversify into new areas;
c. integration-forward or  backward;
d. increase market share;
e. expand markets or
f. cut down costs and increase productivity.
We shall cover more about growth in Lesson while discussing
performance of organizations.

LESSON 3:

AIMS OF  ORGANIZATIONS
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Power
Business houses have vast resources (in the form of  money,
materials, men and know how) at its command. These
resources confer enormous economic and political power on
owners and managers of business ventures. Next to the Prime
Minister and Chief Ministers, perhaps, it is the business people
who enjoy considerable clout in our country. Some business-
men mince no words in expressing the desire that they want
more power. The late Aditya Birla used to assert that he built
his empire to get more power.
Several enlightened businessmen have used their power for the
good of  society. One such illustration in our country was J. N.
Tata, who passed away in 1904. He was a pioneer in industry,
research, health care, art, literature and in many other areas. His
name inspires awe and respect. It is hard to imagine what
would have happened to the industrial map of our country if
J.N. Tata had not been born in 1839 in a: family of  Parsi priests
in Gujarat. “He was above all a patriot”, wrote The Times of
India (April 13, 1912) “who made no public speeches. To his
mind, wealth and the industry which led to wealth, were not
ends in themselves, but means to an end, the stimulation of
the latent resources of the country and its elevation in the scale
of nations.”

Employee Satisfaction and Development
“If you want to plan for a year, plant corn. If you want to plan
for 30 years, plant a tree. But if you want to plan for 100 years,
plant men” -so goes a Chinese proverb. Business is people, said
we, in the beginning.. Caring for employee satisfaction and
providing for their development has been one of the objectives
of enlightened business enterprises.
Concern for employees continues to be an important aspect of
management, contrary to the expectation that human element
will lose its significance thanks automation. In fact, quality of
personnel is considered to be one of the hallmarks of best
managed and highly respected companies.
The Tatas are a legend in pursuing this objective. Either in
implementing labour welfare measures, constituting safety and
security measures, or in providing training and development
facilities, the name of   Tatas should be mentioned first.

Quality Products and Services
Providing quality products. and services. is yet another objective
of business. Those who insisted on and persisted m quality
survived competition and stayed ahead of  others in the market.
Persistent quality of  products earns brand loyalty, a vital
ingredient of success. Hindustan Lever is flourishing mainly
because of the quality of its products. Some of its products like
Liril, Vim, Lifebuoy, Surf, Rin, Sunlight, Signal, Close-up, Lux,
Rexona, Pears and other have become household names
throughout the country. These products are accepted by buyers
as safe, of high quality and reasonably priced. Behind its quality
products, Hindustan Lever has an excel1ent Research and
Development (R&D) set-up and a high degree of professional
management. The company is sitting pretty and is almost
invincible.
There are other business people who believe in quick money.
Quick money comes through short-cuts. These are the people

who give us razor blades which fail to give us one smooth and
at shave, bulbs that do not give at least 100 light hours of
service, leaky taps and adulterated goods. Such enterprises will
not survive for long.

Market Leadership
To earn market leadership is yet another objective of  business.
To earn niche for oneself  in the market, innovation is the key
factor. Innovation may be in product, advertising, distribution,
finance or in any other field. Blow Plast retains its market
leadership Introducing soft luggage bags and totes. Hindustan
Lever earned leadership in tooth paste by introducing mouth-
washer in its ‘Close-up.’ Asian Paints adopted unconventional
channels for sale of its paints, which has pushed them ahead of
their competitors. Ambani of Reliance tiles introduced convert-
ible debentures which have become attractive. This and other
financial wizardies enabled Reliance to receive unprecedented
response from investing public to any of issues of securities.

Challenging
Business offers vast scope and poses formidable challenges.
Success in a business venture smacks of the abilities of
individuals who own and failure betrays their inability and
incompetence. The worth of an individual is tested more in
business than in any other profession.
For Ratan Tata running business has been a challenge. Con-
fessed Tata in an interview thus: “I have asked myself  this quite
often. I don’t have monetary ownership in the company in
which I work and I am not given to propagating the position I
am in. I ask myself why I am doing this I think it is perhaps
the challenge. If I had an ideological choice, I would probably
want to do something more for the uplift of the people of
India. I have a strong desire not to make money but happiness
created in a place where there isn’t.

Joy of Creation
It is through business strategies new ideas and innovations are
given a shape and are converted into useful products and
services for the benefit of  customers.
Although it may be too difficult to list all the products and
services that business houses have provided us till now, it is
interesting to mention that in the coming two or three decades,
the following will receive considerable attention from researchers
and business people:
• A means of transportation without an automobile, perhaps

an individual flying machine
• Readily available artificial human organs, except the brain
• Drugs to cure or prevent cancer and the common cold.
• A personal telephone, no larger than a cigarette pack, that

can be used  from any location.
• A pocket sized personal business computer- i.e., a laptop

or palm computers.
• Clothing that can be cleaned by placing it in a ‘cleaning

chamber’ for one minute.
• A synthetic material to replace wood.
• A simple injection to determine the sex of an unborn child.
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Will there be a greater joy to a businessman coming out with a
drug which can cure cancer? Its availability in the market will be
of benefit to those who need it.

Service to Society
Business is a part of society and has several obligations towards
it. Some of them are:
i. providing safe and quality goods at reasonable prices;
ii. providing employment;
iii. patronizing cultural and religious activities;
iv. maintaining and protecting ecology and
v. supporting less privileged sections of people in society like

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, the physically
handicapped, women and children.

Services to society is the main objective of  a non-profit-making
enterprise. Profit-making enterprises cannot afford to have
service as the primary objective. It will be a secondary objective.

Good Corporate Citizenship
Good corporate citizenship implies that the business unit
complies with the rules of the land, pays taxes to the govern-
ment regularly, discharges its obligations to society and cares for
its employees and customers.
The statement issued by Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) on the eve of its National Convention on 26th April,
1993 is worth reproducing below:

Corporate Citizenship
Indian industry, for many years, has been  doing community-
related work such as medical centers, rural development,
educational activities and several other areas. But, this is more an
exception than the rule. More recently, efforts have been made
by the Indian industry to extend the frontiers of its involve-
ment in such key issues as environment protection, population
management, AIDS prevention etc. Gone are the  days when
industry could merely concern itself with production and profit
and industry has realized that ‘Corporate doing Citizenship’ is
an important character and responsibility, to be fulfilled
.wholeheartedly, as a current and future responsibility. In
shaping India’s future, the integration of  the corporate sector
into community development in all its aspects is a reality and
the managerial expertise of industry will help to build a
stronger community at the micro level in a rural area and at the
macro level in nation-building.

Case
Now we shall consider an article of The New Economics of
Organization very briefly discussion summarized below:

Organizational Economics

The New Economics of Organization
In Classical Microeconomic Theory, a company is a “black
box, a purposeful entity whose inner workings cannot be
observed and whose behavior is determined almost entirely by
the markets in which it competes. Executives and management
practitioners, on the other hand, tend to behave as though
changing the internal design and operation of a company can
profoundly affect its performance.

Can the views of economists and managers be reconciled?
Which innovations in corporate design are likely to succeed in
the business environment of  the next decade? We undertook a
two-year research program to find out.
First, we analyzed the advantages and problems of  today’s
largest corporations. Second, we examined the strategies and
organizational designs of innovative and successful firms.
These are few in number, and many of them are small. For that
reason, they cannot act as a ready source of best practices for
giant corporations to adopt. Yet they do oƒfer a landscape
attractive to executives for whom innovation and
entrepreneurialism are aspirations rather than everyday realities.
Since the grounds for future competitive success cannot be
understood solely on the basis of current practice, we also drew
on the discipline of organizational economics, which analyzes
organizational actions as outcomes of strategic interplay among
individuals as they respond to incentives or otherwise pursue
their own interests.

Jonathan Day is a principal and Jim Wendler is a
consultant in McKinsey’s London oƒfice. Copyright ©
1998 McKinsey & Company. All rights reserved.

In their purest forms, markets motivate and hierarchies
coordinate

Have we learned to combine the best of  both?

Two challenges for the corporations of the future:
Entrepreneurialism and knowledge

Jonathan D. Day and James C. Wendler

Organizational economics thus looks inside the “black box” of
the corporation by examining the task of motivating and
coordinating human activity. Though not in the mainstream of
economic thought, the field has matured rapidly, and several of
its leading exponents have won Nobel prizes.* The work of
such thinkers as Ronald Coase, Oliver Williamson, and Herbert
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Simon informs many contemporary practices in strategy and
organization.†
Unlike classical microeconomics, organizational economics is
not at odds with a managerial view of strategy and organiza-
tion. Indeed, it complements it, giving us tools for designing
and changing organizations with less recourse to such ambigu-
ous concepts as “community,” “trust,” and “culture.” There is
nothing intrinsically wrong with these ideas, which may have a
central part to play in the design of effective organizations. But
they are difficult to define and can impede managers’ communi-
cation.
With its focus on such ideas as ownership, decision rights, and
incentives, organizational economics offers a practical tool in
designing companies capable of responding to the business
challenges of  the twenty-first century.

What Organizations Do?
Organizations exist to motivate their members and coordinate
their activities. In general, corporate performance suffers when
there is a lack of motivation, coordination, or both.
For many companies, the chief challenge is insufficient
entrepreneurialism: a failure to motivate top talent to seize
opportunities and make the most of them. For others, the
problem is an inability to develop, apply, and capture value from
new technologies and practices, and to forge value-creating
linkages between processes, business units, and core functions.
We might think of  this as primarily a knowledge challenge, or a
lack of coordination.
Frederick Winslow Taylor, the father of  scientific management,
described the classic command-and-control organization thus:
“Each employee should receive every day clear-cut, definite
instructions as to just what he is to do and how he is to do it,
and these instructions should be exactly carried out, whether
they are right or wrong.”‡ Here, coordination is a matter of
centrally dictating employees’ activities in great detail. Treatment
of this
- Recent laureates include James A. Mirrlees and William

Vickrey (1996), John F. Nash, John C. Harsancy, and
Reinhard Selten (1994), Ronald Coase (1991), and Herbert
Simon (1978).

² The central themes of organizational economics are
presented in a highly readable form in Paul Milgrom and
John Roberts, Economics, Organization, and Management,
Prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1992.

³ Quoted in Robert Kanigel, The One Best Way: Frederick
Winslow Taylor and the enigma of  efficiency, Viking, Sloan
Technology Series, New York, 1997. Much of  the
conventional wisdom of modern management rests on
Taylor’s thinking.

  About the Research

This article draws on the work of a  McKinsey research program,
“Creating and leading the corporations of  the future.” Begun in 1996, its
objective is to understand the design and conduct of  the corporations that
will succeed over the coming decade. Empirical studies, and case work in
particular, have been combined with research into the theory of

organizational economics, from which a number of important concepts
have been adapted.

From McKinsey, the research team included Christian Barker, Sheila
Bonini, Josh Bottomley, Jacob Dahl, Jonathan Day, Katherine Dewhurst,
Nathaniel Foote, Michael Patsalos-Fox, David Meen, Martin Murphy,
Jason Murray, Bryant Plavsic, Julian Snelder, John Stuckey, James
Wendler, and Anne-Françoise Weyns.

The research team also included two academic economists, John Roberts
of Stanford University and Bengt Holmstrom of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Their thinking has been central to the project, and
they have provided conceptual and practical guidance to the team since the
project’s inception. Many of  the ideas reported in this article were
presented in John Roberts’ 1997 Clarendon Lectures at the University of
Oxford. Because our goal is practical application rather than conceptual
purity, we have taken liberties with some of the conceptual material of
academic economics, and the McKinsey authors bear responsibility for any
errors in this paper.

sort may easily lead to demotivation, as the discipline and
monitoring put in place to ensure that work gets done also
ensure that only minimum requirements are met.
Few executives today view organization in such a mechanistic
way. Top performance now depends on extracting the full
potential of talented individuals to reach levels of initiative and
skill that the organizations of the past were never designed to
exploit. As a result, the twin challenges of motivation and
coordination are becoming ever more important. For some
companies, particularly those in the fast-moving technology and
pharmaceutical sectors, it is difficult to determine which is the
more pressing. For most, however, one challenge predominates.

Motivation and Entrepreneurialism
We all know the symptoms. When entrepreneurialism is
lacking, the corporate center looms large. It makes the key
decisions and launches the major initiatives, even when it
professes to delegate authority. Line and functional managers
lack the autonomy, the capital, and the information to make
things happen.
Executives at the corporate center are responsible for critical
decisions, particularly those concerning capital commitments.
But as they tend to lack direct knowledge of the markets in
which their companies operate, their decisions can be poor.
Critical issues inevitably receive too little attention or are
overlooked.*
Lengthy authorization and consensus-building processes stifle
initiative. Everyone knows that the corporate center will always
intervene in matters of  moment. Performance is difficult to
measure and individual accountability is weak, so it is impos-
sible to employ performance-based incentives. All these
problems make it harder to attract and retain talented managers,
who find they are rewarded better and have more opportunities
to put their ideas into action elsewhere.
The business implications for such companies can be stark.
Growth opportunities are missed. Urgent decisions are
deferred. Smaller, focused competitors lure away profitable
customers.
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Coordination and Knowledge
Many of the greatest challenges a corporation faces in coordinat-
ing its activities relate to knowledge. Though it pervades all
forms of  activity, knowledge has received surprisingly little
management attention outside technical contexts. It must now
become a central managerial concern (see the article that follows,
“Best practice and beyond: Knowledge strategies”).
It is easy to forget that finance made a similar transition not so
long ago, spurred in part by thework of  JamesO. McKinsey on
planning and budgeting† and culminating in the development
ofmodern corporate finance over the past 40 years. The
theoretical and practical tools onwhichwe nowrely, such as net
present value and the capital assets pricingmodel,were simply
not available to previous generations of  managers.Wemust
learn to manage knowledge in an equally explicit and
integratedway, and for the same reason: there is economic value
in doing so.
Many management writers have recognized the importance of
intangible assets in general, and knowledge in particular. Few
managers today would confine themselves to an accountant’s
analysis of physical and financial assets in seeking to understand
the value of  a company. Yet despite the mounting interest in
intellectual capital, the experience of many corporations
* A number of economists and management thinkers have

pointed out the similarities between many large
corporations and socialist economies. Both feature
centralized asset ownership; both are characterized by vertical
information flows and central planning instead of the
decentralized decision making, horizontal information
flows, and price-guided coordination mechanisms of
markets. Both suƒfer from what economists call “bounded
rationality,” or managers’ inability to play the role of
rational economic agents perfectly due to the limitations of
the human intellect. Jay W. Forrester, founder of  the system
dynamics movement, develops this theme in his interview
with Mark Keough and Andrew Doman, “The CEO as
organization designer,” The McKinsey Quarterly, 1992
Number 2, pp. 3–30.

† See his 1932 paper, “Adjusting policies to meet changing
conditions,” American Management Association General
Management Series, AM116.

in managing knowledge and converting it into economic value
is patchy and disappointing.
Some companies have set up business units in order to boost
initiative, but have then struggled to bring about the interaction
between units on which knowledge generation and value
creation depend. Others remain insular, even though alliances
are a powerful vehicle for value creation in their industries. Still
others lack the leverage and skills to capture an adequate share
of the value that their alliances create. Many lack both the
incentives and the resources - people, processes, systems, and
knowledge itself - to generate, refresh, and share knowledge.
For yet others, the knowledge challenge is more operational
than strategic. An inability to share knowledge eƒfectively means
that though one business unit is aware of  an opportunity,
others are not, and the moment is lost. When frontline

execution is the problem, an otherwise impressive knowledge
advantage fails to translate into a competitive difference.
Whereas a corporation confronting an entrepreneurialism
challenge typically knows where the opportunities lie but cannot
motivate its people to pursue them vigorously enough, a
corporation with a knowledge challenge can be blindsided by
competitors exploiting opportunities of which it is not even
aware. It may simply miss the boat strategically.
To find successful organizational designs, companies must
solve the challenges of entrepreneurialism and knowledge in
tandem. Neither the entrepreneurial drive of talented managers
nor the sophistication of knowledge-based strategies will be
suƒficient in itself  to secure success. Tomorrow’s winners must
have both.

The Disaggregation Imperative
Companies facing either or both of these challenges can best
respond with some formof  disaggregation: the devolution of
decision-making authority within and beyond the organization,
making the controlled economy of the firm more like a market.
Many chief executives recognize the impact that market pressure
can have on managers’ performance. By devolving decision
making, they seek to harness market forces to increase au-
tonomy and accountability, boost entrepreneurialism, enhance
business flexibility, and improve access to opportunities.
Themostimportant effect is toput decisions inthehandsof the
managerswhoaremost familiar withthe detailsof thebusiness.

Internal Disaggregation: Is it Sudficient?
Corporations can be disaggregated in several different ways:
internally, externally, or by combining elements of  both.
Internal disaggregation, where decision-making authority is
devolved to managers of business units but full ownership of
assets rests with the corporation, is the most conservative
option.
Internal disaggregation often resembles the decentralization and
empowerment that many companies have embraced in recent
years. The corporate center continues to intervene in planning
and operations - sometimes far more than can be justified by its
responsibilities to shareholders and legal authorities. This
inevitably stifles entrepreneurialism and makes the company less
attractive to talented managers.
Promises not to intervene suffer from what economists call
“imperfect commitment.” How can we believe that the
corporate center won’t intervene when it retains the right to do
so? Not knowing when and how it might act, managers are
forced to factor the possibility of  its intervention into their day-
to-day decision making. Despite its pledge to support
autonomy, the center casts a long shadow.
Internal disaggregation can be effective only if  steps are taken to
tackle this problem.One approach is to establish explicit rules to
govern the interaction between corporate center and units, with
theCEOmaking a formal and public commitment to abide by
them. This amounts to the staking of a “reputation hostage,”
an action that economistswould say facilitates cooperation
between two parties when one is inmuch the stronger bargain-
ing position.
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Another possibility is for the corporate center to limit its ability
to intervene by withdrawing from certain activities and informa-
tion flows, reducing its own resources, flattening the
organization, or increasing the number of business units. Many
of  these moves raise the cost of  intervention and thus reduce
its frequency. ABB, for example, has a tiny corporate center but
well over 1,000 business units, each separately incorporated.
Intervention in one unit implies a choice not to intervene in the
rest of the business.

External Disaggregation: The Radical Alternative
At the other extreme is external disaggregation, where corpora-
tions spin off parts of their business to the financial markets,
thus reducing or surrendering their ownership interest. Joint
ventures may have similar effects.
External disaggregation sets formal limits on the corporate
center’s ability to intervene. It also exposes managers directly to
the pressures of the financial markets. Both changes strengthen
entrepreneurialism. Performance becomes more transparent
when strict financial reporting replaces internal managerial
reporting, and when the market’s valuation is there for all to see.
Influence costs - the direct and indirect costs incurred because of
managers’ preoccupation with securing the favor of the
corporate center - are greatly reduced.
By allowing themanagers of a unit to ownan equity stake in its
business, external disaggregation also helps companies deliver
powerful incentives. Since strong incentives and devolved
authority are economic complements - in other words,
eachmakes the othermore valuable - external disaggregation
can,when properly thought out, make a substantial contribu-
tion to corporate value.*

Internal or External?
Many executives believe that internal disaggregation is superior
to external because it is easier to achieve. Though spin-offs may
enhance motivation, market discipline is harsh, they argue, so
avoiding it should make the transition easier. External disaggre-
gation involves heavy spending on lawyers, bankers, and
investor relations personnel. By contrast, the success of
exponents such as ABB, which appears to have solved the
problem of imperfect commitment without relinquishing asset
ownership, makes internal disaggregation seem all the more
alluring.
In reality, however, internal disaggregation is much harder to get
right because it is essentially a simulation. The corporate center
is expected to act as if it doesn’t have full control over the
business units; the business units are expected to act as if they
have autonomy. Both sides are expected to act as if  the financial
markets have a direct, enforceable claim over unit performance.
As none of these conditions holds, the effectiveness of internal
disaggregation depends entirely on the participants’ ability to
suspend disbelief and carry on the simulation.
Success may prove elusive. As the poor reputation of employee
empowerment programs suggests, imperfect commitment can
represent an insurmountable hurdle. In many ways, external
disaggregation, with the clear signal it sends, is the more
straightforward choice. Companies should at least start from

the assumption that it is the more feasible and powerful
option.

A Broader Meaning of Organization
At first sight, external disaggregation may appear to lead to the
dissolution of the organization as businesses are spun-off to
the financial markets. Seen in a wider perspective, however,
markets are as much a form of organization as firms. Both are
means of  motivating and coordinating activity. What distin-
guishes them, as Exhibit 1 illustrates, is the different emphasis
they give to motivation and coordination.
Market forms of  organization are typified by arm’s-length
transactions. Personal initiative dominates, and participants
cooperate only when an
* For recent empirical evidence, see Patricia Anslinger, Dennis

Carey, Kristin Fink, and Chris Gagnon, “Equity carve-outs:
A new spin on the corporate structure,” The McKinsey
Quarterly, 1997 Number 1, pp. 165–72.

acceptable bargain can be struck. Markets  are a highly efficient
mechanism for delivering simple, powerful incentives. By
contrast, in firms – hierarchical forms of organization, as
economists would say – a degree of personal initiative is
sacrificed in the interest of cooperation.
In their purest forms, markets emphasize motivation and
hierarchies emphasize coordination. Every organizational form
falls somewhere between these two extremes, establishing
its own tradeoff between personal initiative and enforced
cooperation.
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Internal and external disaggregation can both be understood as
shifts away from enforced cooperation toward personal
initiative (Exhibit 2). Both make a hierarchy more market-like.
No organizational form is inherently superior, and many firms
will combine several, using hierarchies where tight control is
needed and more disaggregated forms where activities can be
outsourced. When groups of firms work together, they also use
different forms of organization to pursue different objectives.
Viewed as a system for motivating and coordinating activity,
Silicon Valley is as much an organization as General Electric or
the British Civil Service.

Relational Forms of Organization
This framework might seem to suggest that a corporation must
accept either limited personal initiative, or limited enforced
cooperation. Fortunately, the reality is more promising. The
broad space in the center of  the curve is increasingly populated
by innovative organizational forms (Exhibit 3).
These “relational” forms of organization, which include
alliances, joint ventures, long-term supplier relationships, and
licensing arrangements, allow companies to make market-based
relationships more like the coordinated interactions within a
firm. They make possible a better tradeoff between personal
initiative and enforced cooperation - one that continues to
improve as organizational experiments proceed and manage-
ment practice matures.
For the corporation, the result can be a sphere of influence that
extends beyond the assets it owns and controls itself. This
enables it to leverage others’ assets to create value while
minimizing its own capital outlays, to expand into new
markets, and to draw on outside knowledge and talent.
Corporations such as Coca-Cola have become skilled at
knowing when to push activities (such as bottling) outside their
ownership boundaries, and when to pull activities into their
sphere of influence in order to extend their reach.
Such an approach often produces a diversity of organizational
forms within a single enterprise. Some activities remain tightly
controlled in hierarchies; others are pushed into markets; and
yet others operate in relational forms. For an example, consider
British Airways. Network scheduling, the heart of its operation,
is managed close to the corporate center. Catering is outsourced
to Gate Gourmet, a division of Swissair. Ticket sales and
distribution are conducted via a number of market-based
channels. Finally, BA manages a series of  franchises and alliances
with other carriers to own and fly aircraft and provide cabin
crews.

Managing Relational Forms
Not every corporation that enters a relational form will gain. In
many cases, the combination of personal initiative and enforced
cooperation that alliances and other relational forms allow will
create incremental value. However, the split of that value may
favor one of the partners.
The key to capturing value within a relational form is ownership
of an asset that is needed to make the greater value creation
possible, and that is not readily available elsewhere. In the
language of economists, such an asset is both scarce and

complementary. Investment in such an asset increases returns
on investment in its complementing assets.
Intangible assets such as brands, reputation, and knowledge
often play this role in partnerships. A corporation that pos-
sesses strong relationships with customers, advanced
manufacturing skills, or a key component technology can attract
a partner that has a product in need of distribution, manufac-
turing, or technical improvement, and bargain hard for a
substantial share of  the value created by the partnership.
The value of intangible assets changes over time as a technology
edge erodes, say, or a partner becomes an insider in a previously
unfamiliar market. As a result, capturing the value from a
relational form calls for careful planning and continuous
monitoring. This is particularly true of  knowledge-intensive
industries, because the value of knowledge tends to be
especially volatile. In economic terms, the value generated by a
relational formshould remain high so long as both the scarcity
and the complementarity of an asset are maintained.
But complementarity also operates within the corporation.
Successful firms have assets and features of management in
which each element increases the value of the others.* Conven-
tional management wisdom, endorsed in such books as In
Search of Excellence† and Built to Last,‡ holds that alignment
is an important goal: returns are increased when strategy,
structure, systems, and so on are aligned. Complementarity
renders this somewhat vague notion both precise and empiri-
cally testable.§
Complementarity explains not only how some organizations
manage to create exceptional value, but also why becoming one
of them is so difficult. The paradox of complementarity is that
it makes exceptional returns possible, but rare.||
It is this very tendency for elements of a system to reinforce one
another (the inertia or “stickiness” encountered by any manager
who has ever worked on a change program) that makes it so
hard to move from a low-value system of complements to a
higher-value one. The early steps in the transition reduce value,
often sharply, because complementarity is being reduced. Only
after the change has reached an advanced stage does the positive
effect of the new emerging system of complements outweigh
the negative effect of the disturbance to the older system that is
being replaced.
A further paradox is that disaggregation, as a process that
fosters diversity across the corporation, actually increases local
complementarity. This is so because in complex corporations
with multiple activities and business units, there may be no
single system of complements that applies across the board.
Disaggregation makes it possible to tailor systems of  comple-
ments unit by unit. A disaggregated technology firm, for
example, may find it valuable to
* See Paul Milgrom and John Roberts, “Complementarities

and fit: Strategy, structure, and organizational change in
manufacturing,” Journal of Accounting and Economics,
April 1995, Volume 19 Numbers 2–3, pp. 179–208.

† Thomas J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, Jr, New York,
Harper & Row, 1982.
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‡ James Collins and Jerry I. Porras, New York, Random
House, 1994.

§ See Casey Ichinoswki, Kathryn Shaw, and Giovanna
Prennushi, “The effects of human resource management
practices on productivity: A study of steel finishing lines,”
American Economic Review, June 1997, Volume 87
Number 3, pp. 291–313, which demonstrated
complementarity between human resources practices in 36
steel finishing lines in 17 US companies. Lines operating
with a complete set of “modern” practices (such as
multiattribute incentive pay, extensive screening of  new
workers, and off-line training in technical skills and team
problem solving) achieved a 6.7 percent productivity increase
over those operating in a “traditional” manner. Yet
changing one variable at a time had virtually no effect on
productivity.

|| Complementarity also figures in a recent article by Michael
Porter that positions corporate strategy as the selection of
highly complementing activities within a firm; see “What is
strategy?,” Harvard Business Review, November–December
1996, pp. 61–78.

establish different talent profiles, incentives, performance
measures, and cultures for its research, marketing, and manufac-
turing units.
As disaggregation proceeds, an outmoded, low-value system of
complements at the corporate level may be called into question,
perhaps for the first time. A large, diversified, and poor-
performing technology corporation that establishes a relational
form with a smaller, more focused, and higherperforming
partner, for instance, may gain more from learning how to
change than from the actual business the two do together.

The Difficulty of Knowledge Management
Instilling entrepreneurialism, while by no means easy to achieve,
is none the less a readily comprehensible objective. The goals
and means of knowledge management are altogether more
difficult to grasp.
As an asset, knowledge has complex characteristics all of its
own: extraordinary leverage and increasing returns; a tendency
toward fragmentation and leakage; a need for refreshment; and
uncertainty as to value creation and value sharing. Thanks to
these characteristics, the need to manage knowledge more
effectively is both a primary driver of  disaggregation and a
practical constraint on it. This is in sharp contrast to the
challenge of entrepreneurialism, which can usually be addressed
simply by increasing disaggregation.
Disaggregation helps to solve the knowledge challenge by
increasing a corporation’s “surface area,” or the number of
points at which it has access to knowledge. Corporations that
participate in a multitude of relational forms are much more
likely to stay in the knowledge flow than those that do not.
Such access is as important in continuously refreshing knowl-
edge as it is in acquiring it in the first place.
Moreover, knowledge generation often flourishes in smaller
units, partly because their organization can be tailored to their
specific challenges and requirements, as with the disaggregated
technology firm that creates distinctive incentives and other

design elements for research, marketing, and manufacturing.
Knowledge generation also functions better in smaller units
because the greater autonomy that comes with smaller scale is a
strong complement with knowledge-generating activities. This
explains why the outright acquisition of partners for their
competence in generating knowledge so often fails. The
complementarity within the unit disappears when it is assimi-
lated into the organization of the new parent.
Yet disaggregation can also put up barriers to the generation of
knowledge. Every business unit will have a bias toward
maximizing its own value, and will refuse to participate in
knowledge sharing and other forms of cooperation unless they
are in its interests. When they are not, opportunities to create
value at the corporate level will be forgone.
Disaggregation can pose other difficulties too. The cost of
coordination may surge as more units lead to many more
interactions. Value capture may decline as a corporation discov-
ers that some of the scarce complementary assets in its
partnerships are held not by itself, but by its newly independent
partners. Finally, the corporation may find that although as a
disaggregated whole it remains in the knowledge flow, its
corporate center is outside the flow and becoming less able to
play a part in maximizing value creation. In extreme cases, such
circumstances may lead to the breakup of the corporation.
On balance, however, we believe that companies should
approach disaggregation more radically that they have to date.
The effective design of relational forms and incentives can limit
the risks involved. In any case, corporate centers would do well
to show more humility in describing the role they play. Many
have a long way to go before they can justly claim to have a
positive effect on their company’s ability to manage the
challenges of entrepreneurialism and knowledge.

The Shape of the Modern Firm
What sorts of corporation would result from the systematic
application of the design principles we have outlined? Our
research suggests that no single model will prevail. Rather,
organizations will adopt a variety of shapes, and change them
as new strategic challenges emerge.
One broad tendency can be identified, however. Economists
speak of “the modern firm” as a federated body rather than a
single hierarchical enterprise - one where the decisions of
constituent units often precede or powerfully influence those of
top management. Whereas historically firms have vertically
integrated in order to control access to scarce physical resources,
modern firms are internally and externally disaggregated,
participating in a variety of alliances and joint ventures and
outsourcing even those activities normally regarded as core. In
the past, the incentives employed by firms were weaker than
those that markets can provide; today, designers of  modern
firms are creating innovative and powerful incentive systems
(see the article that follows, “Industrial venture capitalism:
Sharing ownership to create value”).
Despite the term “modern,” there is strong evidence that
disaggregated, federal designs go back several hundred years.
The eighteenth-century North West Company featured
decentralized decision making, a franchise-like structure, and
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strong incentive systems, features that enabled it to overtake the
entrenched Hudson’s Bay Company despite its overwhelming
structural advantages.*
More recently, a revolutionary analysis of  the famous General
Motors/Fisher Body case suggests that the relationship
between the two firms, both before and after GM’s acquisition
of Fisher, was highly collaborative and based as much on the
knowledge of the Fisher brothers as on the hard assets of
Fisher Body’s plants.†
We suspect that global competition, the growing importance of
knowledgework, and the plummeting cost of information
technology will increase the pressure on firms to adopt
amodern disaggregated design. Our experience suggests that
the role of  the chief  executives of  theworld’s top corporations
has already shifted from that of master entrepreneur or chief
monitor of performance to that of architect, responsible for
designing the organization to achieve the best tradeoff between
personal initiative and enforced cooperation.
Given the size and scope of  today’s corporations, this is a
daunting leadership task. Those who rise to the challenge will
find that the principles of organizational economics provide
useful tools for the job.
* See Paul Milgrom and John Roberts, Economics,

Organization, and Management, pp. 6–9.
† See Susan Helper, John Paul MacDuffie, and Charles F.

Sabel, “The boundaries of the firm as a design problem,” in
press.
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The New Economics of Organization
In their purest forms, markets motivate and hierarchies
coordinate
Have we learned to combine the best of both?
Two challenges for the corporations of  the future:
Entrepreneurialism and knowledge
Organizational economics looks inside the “black box” of the
corporation by examining the task of motivating and coordi-
nating human activity. Though not in the mainstream of
economic thought, the field has matured rapidly, and several of
its leading exponents have won Nobel prizes.* The work of
such thinkers as Ronald Coase, Oliver Williamson, and Herbert
Simon informs many contemporary practices in strategy and
organization.† Unlike classical microeconomics, organizational
economics is not at odds with a managerial view of strategy and
organization. Indeed, it complements it, giving us tools for
designing and changing organizations with less recourse to such
ambiguous concepts as “community,” “trust,” and “culture.”
There is nothing intrinsically wrong with these ideas, which may
have a central part to play in the design of effective organiza-
tions. But they are difficult to define and can impede managers’
communication.
With its focus on such ideas as ownership, decision rights, and
incentives, organizational economics offers a practical tool in
designing companies capable of responding to the business
challenges of  the twenty-first century.

What Organizations Do?
Organizations exist to motivate their members and coordinate
their activities. In general, corporate performance suffers when
there is a lack of motivation, coordination, or both.
For many companies, the chief challenge is insufficient
entrepreneurialism: a failure to motivate top talent to seize
opportunities and make the most of them. For others, the
problem is an inability to develop, apply, and capture value from
new technologies and practices, and to forge value-creating
linkages between processes, business units, and core functions.
We might think of  this as primarily a knowledge challenge, or a
lack of  coordination. Frederick Winslow Taylor, the father of
scientific management, described the classic command-and-
control organization thus: “Each employee should receive every
day clear-cut, definite instructions as to just what he is to do and
how he is to do it, and these instructions should be exactly
carried out, whether they are right or wrong.”‡ Here, coordina-
tion is a matter of centrally dictating employees’ activities in
great detail. Treatment of  this sort may easily lead to
demotivation, as the discipline and monitoring put in place to
ensure that work gets done also ensure that only minimum
requirements are met.
Few executives today view organization in such a mechanistic
way. Top performance now depends on extracting the full
potential of talented individuals to reach levels of initiative and
skill that the organizations of the past were never designed to
exploit. As a result, the twin challenges of motivation and
coordination are becoming ever more important. For some
companies, particularly those in the fast-moving technology and

pharmaceutical sectors, it is difficult to determine which is the
more pressing. For most, however, one challenge predominates.

Motivation and Entrepreneurialism
We all know the symptoms. When entrepreneurialism is
lacking, the corporate center looms large. It makes the key
decisions and launches the major initiatives, even when it
professes to delegate authority. Line and functional managers
lack the autonomy, the capital, and the information to make
things happen.
Executives at the corporate center are responsible for critical
decisions, Particularly those concerning capital commitments.
But as they tend to lack direct knowledge of the markets in
which their companies operate, their decisions can be poor.
Critical issues inevitably receive too little attention or are
overlooked.
Lengthy authorization and consensus-building processes stifle
initiative. Everyone knows that the corporate center will always
intervene in matters of  moment.
Performance is difficult to measure and individual accountability
is weak, so it is impossible to employ performance-based
incentives. All these problems make it harder to attract and
retain talented managers, who find they are rewarded better and
have more opportunities to put their ideas into action else-
where.
The business implications for such companies can be stark.
Growth opportunities are missed. Urgent decisions are
deferred. Smaller, focused competitors lure away profitable
customers.

Coordination and Knowledge
Many of the greatest challenges a corporation faces in coordinat-
ing its activities relate to knowledge. Though it pervades all
forms of  activity, knowledge has received surprisingly little
management attention outside technical contexts. It must now
become a central managerial concern. It is easy to forget that
finance made a similar transition not so long ago, spurred in
part by the work of James. McKinsey on planning and
budgeting and culminating in the development of modern
corporate finance over the past 40 years. The theoretical and
practical tools on which we no wrely, such as net present value
and the capital assets pricing model, were simply not available to
previous generations of  managers. We must learn to manage
knowledge in an equally explicit and integrate dway, and for the
same reason: there is economic value in doing so.
Many management writers have recognized the importance of
intangible assets in general, and knowledge in particular. Few
managers today would confine themselves to an accountant’s
analysis of physical and financial assets in seeking to understand
the value of  a company. Yet despite the mounting interest in
intellectual capital, the experience of many corporations
A number of economists and management thinkers have
pointed out the similarities between many large corporations
and socialist economies. Both feature centralized asset owner-
ship; both are characterized by vertical information flows and
central planning instead of the decentralized decision making,
horizontal information flows, and price-guided coordination
mechanisms of markets. Both suffer from what economists call
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“bounded rationality,” or managers’ inability to play the role of
rational economic agents perfectly due to the limitations of the
human intellect.
Some companies have set up business units in order to boost
initiative, but have then struggled to bring about the interaction
between units on which knowledge generation and value
creation depend. Others remain insular, even though alliances
are a powerful vehicle for value creation in their industries. Still
others lack the leverage and skills to capture an adequate share
of the value that their alliances create. Many lack both the
incentives and the resources – people, processes, systems, and
knowledge itself – to generate, refresh, and share knowledge.
For yet others, the knowledge challenge is more operational
than strategic. An inability to share knowledge effectively means
that though one business unit is aware of  an opportunity,
others are not, and the moment is lost. When frontline
execution is the problem, an otherwise impressive knowledge
advantage fails to translate into a competitive difference.
Whereas a corporation confronting an entrepreneurialism
challenge typically knows where the opportunities lie but cannot
motivate its people to pursue them vigorously enough, a
corporation with a knowledge challenge can be blindsided by
competitors exploiting opportunities of which it is not even
aware. It may simply miss the boat strategically.
To find successful organizational designs, companies must
solve the challenges of entrepreneurialism and knowledge in
tandem. Neither the entrepreneurial drive of talented managers
nor the sophistication of knowledge-based strategies will be
sufficient in itself  to secure success. Tomorrow’s winners must
have both.

The Desegregation Imperative
Companies facing either or both of these challenges can best
respond with some form of desegregation: the devolution of
decision-making authority with in andbey and the organization,
making the control led economy of the firm more like a market.
Many chief executives recognize the impact that market pressure
can have on managers’ performance. By devolving decision
making, they seek to harness market forces to increase au-
tonomy and accountability, boost entrepreneurialism, enhance
business flexibility, and improve access to opportunities. Them
ostimportant effect is to put decisions in the hands of the
managers who are most familiar with the details of the
business.

Internal Desegregation: Is it Sufficient?
Corporations can be disaggregated in several different ways:
internally, externally, or by combining elements of  both.
Internal desegregation, where decision-making authority is
devolved to managers of business units but full ownership of
assets rests with the corporation, is the most conservative
option. Internal desegregation often resembles the decentraliza-
tion and empowerment that many companies have embraced in
recent years. The corporate center continues to intervene in
planning and operations – sometimes far more than can be
justified by its responsibilities to shareholders and legal
authorities. This inevitably stifles entrepreneurialism and makes
the company less attractive to talented managers.

Promises not to intervene suffer from what economists call
“imperfect commitment.” How can we believe that the
corporate center won’t intervene when it retains the right to do
so? Not knowing when and how it might act, managers are
forced to factor the possibility of  its intervention into their day-
to-day decision making. Despite its pledge to support
autonomy, the center casts a long shadow.
Internal desegregation can be effective only if steps are taken to
tackle this Problem .One approach is to establish explicit rules
to govern the interaction between corporate center and units,
with the CEO making a formal and public commitment to
abide by them. This amounts to the staking of a “reputation
hostage,” an action that economists would say facilitates
cooperation between two parties when one is in much the
stronger bargaining position.
Another possibility is for the corporate center to limit its ability
to intervene by withdrawing from certain activities and informa-
tion flows, reducing its own resources, flattening the
organization, or increasing the number of business units. Many
of  these moves raise the cost of  intervention and thus reduce
its frequency. ABB, for example, has a tiny corporate center but
well over 1,000 business units, each separately incorporated.
Intervention in one unit implies a choice not to intervene in the
rest of the business.

External Desegregation: The Radical Alternative
At the other extreme is external desegregation, where corpora-
tions spin of parts of their business to the financial markets,
thus reducing or surrendering their ownership interest. Joint
ventures may have similar effects. External desegregation sets
formal limits on the corporate center’s ability to intervene. It
also exposes managers directly to the pressures of the financial
markets. Both changes strengthen entrepreneurialism. Perfor-
mance becomes more transparent when strict financial reporting
replaces internal managerial reporting, and when the market’s
valuation is there for all to see. Influence costs - the direct and
indirect costs incurred because of managers’ preoccupation with
securing the favor of the corporate center - are greatly reduced.
By allowing the managers of a unit to on an equity stake in its
business, external desegregation also helps companies deliver
powerful incentives. Since strong incentives and devolved
authority are economic complements - in other words, each
makes the other more valuable - external desegregation can,
when properly thought out, make a substantial contribution to
corporate value.

Internal or External?
Many executives believe that internal desegregation is superior
to external because it is easier to achieve. Though spin-of  may
enhance motivation, market discipline is harsh, they argue, so
avoiding it should make the transition easier. External desegre-
gation involves heavy spending on lawyers, bankers, and
investor relations personnel. By contrast, the success of
exponents such as ABB, which appears to have solved the
problem of imperfect commitment without relinquishing asset
ownership, makes internal desegregation seem all the more
alluring.
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In reality, however, internal desegregation is much harder to get
right because it is essentially a simulation. The corporate center
is expected to act as if it doesn’t have full control over the
business units; the business units are expected to act as if they
have autonomy. Both sides are expected to act as if  the financial
markets have a direct, enforceable claim over unit performance.
As none of these conditions holds, the effectiveness of internal
desegregation depends entirely on the participants’ ability to
suspend disbelief and carry on the simulation.
Success may prove elusive. As the poor reputation of employee
empowerment programs suggests, imperfect commitment can
represent an insurmountable hurdle. In many ways, external
desegregation, with the clear signal it sends, is the more
straightforward choice. Companies should at least start from
the assumption that it is the more feasible and powerful
option.

A Broader Meaning of Organization
At first sight, external desegregation may appear to lead to the
dissolution of the organization as businesses are spun of to
the financial markets. Seen in a wider perspective, however,
markets are as much a form of organization as firms. Both are
means of  motivating and coordinating activity. What distin-
guishes them,  is the different emphasis they give to motivation
and coordination. Market forms of organization are typified by
arm’s-length transactions. Personal initiative dominates, and
participants cooperate only when an acceptable bargain can be
struck. Markets are a highly efficient mechanism for delivering
simple, powerful incentives. By contrast, in firms – hierarchical
forms of organization, as economists would say – a degree of
personal initiative is sacrificed in the interest of cooperation.
In their purest forms, markets emphasize motivation and
hierarchies emphasize coordination. Every organizational form
falls somewhere between these two extremes, establishing its
own trade of between personal initiative and enforced coopera-
tion. Internal and external desegregation can both be
understood as shifts away from enforced cooperation toward
personal initiative  Both make a hierarchy more market-like. No
organizational form is inherently superior, and many firms will
combine several, using hierarchies where tight control is needed
and more disaggregated forms where activities can be
outsourced.
When groups of firms work together, they also use different
forms of organization to pursue different objectives. Viewed as
a system for motivating and coordinating activity, Silicon Valley
is as much an organization as General Electric or the British
Civil Service.

Relational Forms of Organization
This framework might seem to suggest that a corporation must
accept either limited personal initiative, or limited enforced
cooperation. Fortunately, the reality is more promising. The
broad space in the center of  the curve is increasingly populated
by innovative organizational forms.
These “relational” forms of organization, which include
alliances, joint ventures, long-term supplier relationships, and
licensing arrangements, allow companies to make market-based
relationships more like the coordinated interactions within a

firm. They make possible a better trade of between personal
initiative and enforced cooperation – one that continues to
improve as organizational experiments proceed and manage-
ment practice matures.
For the corporation, the result can be a sphere of influence that
extends beyond the assets it owns and controls itself. This
enables it to leverage others’ assets to create value while
minimizing its own capital outlays, to expand into new
markets, and to draw on outside knowledge and talent.
Corporations such as Coca-Cola have become skilled at
knowing when to push activities (such as bottling) outside their
ownership boundaries, and when to pull activities into their
sphere of influence in order to extend their reach.
Such an approach often produces a diversity of organizational
forms within a single enterprise. Some activities remain tightly
controlled in hierarchies; others are pushed into markets; and
yet others operate in relational forms.
For an example, consider British Airways. Network scheduling,
the heart of its operation, is managed close to the corporate
center. Catering is outsourced to Gate Gourmet, a division of
Swissair. Ticket sales and distribution are conducted via a
number of  market-based channels. Finally, BA manages a series
of franchises and alliances with other carriers to own and fly
aircraft and provide cabin crews.

Managing Relational Forms
Not every corporation that enters a relational form will gain. In
many cases, the combination of personal initiative and enforced
cooperation that alliances and other relational forms allow will
create incremental value. However, the split of that value may
favor one of the partners.
The key to capturing value within a relational form is ownership
of an asset that is needed to make the greater value creation
possible, and that is not readily available elsewhere. In the
language of economists, such an asset is both scarce and
complementary. Investment in such an asset increases returns
on investment in its complementing assets.
Intangible assets such as brands, reputation, and knowledge
often play this role in partnerships. A corporation that pos-
sesses strong relationships with customers, advanced
manufacturing skills, or a key component technology can attract
a partner that has a product in need of distribution, manufac-
turing, or technical improvement, and bargain hard for a
substantial share of  the value created by the partnership.
The value of intangible assets changes over time as a technology
edge erodes, say, or a partner becomes an insider in a previously
unfamiliar market. As a result, capturing the value from a
relational form calls for careful planning and continuous
monitoring. This is particularly true of  knowledge-intensive
industries, because the value of knowledge tends to be
especially volatile. In economic terms, the value generated by a
relational form should remain high so long as both the scarcity
and the complement arity of an asset are maintained. But
complement arity also operates within the corporation.
Successful firms have assets and features of management in
which each element increases the value of the others. Conven-
tional management wisdom, endorsed in such books as In
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Search of Excellence and Built to Last, holds that alignment is an
important goal: returns are increased when strategy, structure,
systems, and so on are aligned. Complement arity renders this
somewhat vague notion both precise and empirically testable.
Complementarily explains not only how some organizations
manage to create exceptional value, but also why becoming one
of them is so difficult. The paradox of complementarily is that
it makes exceptional returns possible, but rare.
It is this very tendency for elements of a system to reinforce one
another (the inertia or “stickiness” encountered by any manager
who has ever worked on a change program) that makes it so
hard to move from a low-value system of complements to a
higher-value one. The early steps in the transition reduce value,
often sharply, because complementarily is being reduced. Only
after the change has reached an advanced stage does the positive
effect of the new emerging system of complements outweigh
the negative effect of the disturbance to the older system that is
being replaced.
A further paradox is that desegregation, as a process that fosters
diversity across the corporation, actually increases local comple-
mentarily. This is so because in complex corporations with
multiple activities and business units, there may be no single
system of complements that applies across the board.

The Difficulty of Knowledge
Management
Instilling entrepreneurialism, while by no means easy to achieve,
is none the less a readily comprehensible objective. The goals
and means of knowledge management are altogether more
difficult to grasp.
As an asset, knowledge has complex characteristics all of its
own: extraordinary leverage and increasing returns; a tendency
toward fragmentation and leakage; a need for refreshment; and
uncertainty as to value creation and value sharing. Thanks to
these characteristics, the need to manage knowledge more
effectively is both a primary driver of desegregation and a
practical constraint on it. This is in sharp contrast to the
challenge of entrepreneurialism, which can usually be addressed
simply by increasing desegregation.
Desegregation helps to solve the knowledge challenge by
increasing a corporation’s “surface area,” or the number of
points at which it has access to knowledge. Corporations that
participate in a multitude of relational forms are much more
likely to stay in the knowledge flow than those that do not.
Such access is as important in continuously refreshing knowl-
edge as it is in acquiring it in the first place.
Moreover, knowledge generation often flourishes in smaller
units, partly because their organization can be tailored to their
specific challenges and requirements, as with the disaggregated
technology firm that creates distinctive incentives and other
design elements for research, marketing, and manufacturing.
Knowledge generation also functions better in smaller units
because the greater autonomy that comes with smaller scale is a
strong complement with knowledge-generating activities. This
explains why the outright acquisition of partners for their
competence in generating knowledge so often fails. The

complementarily within the unit disappears when it is assimi-
lated into the organization of the new parent.
Yet desegregation can also put up barriers to the generation of
knowledge. Every business unit will have a bias toward
maximizing its own value, and will refuse to participate in
knowledge sharing and other forms of cooperation unless they
are in its interests. When they are not, opportunities to create
value at the corporate level will be forgone.
Desegregation can pose other difficulties too. The cost of
coordination may surge as more units lead to many more
interactions. Value capture may decline as a corporation discov-
ers that some of the scarce complementary assets in its
partnerships are held not by itself, but by its newly independent
partners. Finally, the corporation may find that although as a
disaggregated whole it remains in the knowledge flow, its
corporate center is outside the flow and becoming less able to
play a part in maximizing value creation. In extreme cases, such
circumstances may lead to the breakup of the corporation.
On balance, however, we believe that companies should
approach desegregation more radically that they have to date.
The effective design of relational forms and incentives can limit
the risks involved. In any case, corporate centers would do well
to show more humility in describing the role they play. Many
have a long way to go before they can justly claim to have a
positive effect on their company’s ability to manage the
challenges of entrepreneurialism and knowledge.

The Shape of the Modern Firm
What sorts of corporation would result from the systematic
application of the design principles we have outlined? Our
research suggests that no single model will prevail. Rather,
organizations will adopt a variety of shapes, and change them
as new strategic challenges emerge.
One broad tendency can be identified, however. Economists
speak of “the modern firm” as a federated body rather than a
single hierarchical enterprise – one where the decisions of
constituent units often precede or powerfully influence those of
top management. Whereas historically firms have vertically
integrated in order to control access to scarce physical resources,
modern firms are internally and externally disaggregated,
participating in a variety of alliances and joint ventures and
outsourcing even those activities normally regarded as core. In
the past, the incentives employed by firms were weaker than
those that markets can provide; today, designers of  modern
firms are creating innovative and powerful incentive systems.
Despite the term “modern,” there is strong evidence that
disaggregated, federal designs go back several hundred years.
The eighteenth-century North West Company featured
decentralized decision making, a franchise-like structure, and
strong incentive systems, features that enabled it to overtake the
entrenched Hudson’s Bay Company despite its overwhelming
structural advantages.
More recently, a revolutionary analysis of  the famous General
Motors/Fisher Body case suggests that the relationship
between the two firms, both before and after GM’s acquisition
of Fisher, was highly collaborative and based as much on the
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knowledge of the Fisher brothers as on the hard assets of
Fisher Body’s plants.
We suspect that global competition, the growing importance of
knowledge work, and the plummeting cost of information
technology will increase the pressure on firms to adopt modern
disaggregated design. Our experience suggests that the role of
the chief  executives of  the world’s top corporations has already
shifted from that of master entrepreneur or chief monitor of
performance to that of architect, responsible for designing the
organization to achieve the best trade of between personal
initiative and enforced cooperation.
Given the size and scope of  today’s corporations, this is a
daunting leadership task. Those who rise to the challenge will
find that the principles of organizational economics provide
useful tools for the job.
Lesson specific Example of Godrej Consumer Products
Limited (GCPL)

The following are the highlights of operations of the company
during 2002-03:
• Sale of GCPL brand have grown 8%
• Profit after Tax (PAT) grew 28%
• Economic Value Addition (EVA) grew 39%
• GCPL’s Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) and Return

on Net Worth (RONW) ratios at 115% and 118%
respectively continue to be amongst the highest in corporate
India.

While the Indian consumer continues to favor value for money
offerings and demands quality products at competitive rates,
there is a significant and growing opportunity for niche and
high value offerings. Happily, GCPL is strongly positioned in
both these areas. Its soap business performed strongly with the
Godrej No.1 range leading the way, enjoying extremely high
consumer off  take during the year under review. At the same
time, GCPL’s premium hair colour range Colour Soft has
demonstrated a high degree of success in the urban markets.
Building on the enthusiastic response the brand received, the
Company launched three new fashion colour variants in this
financial year.

Recapitulation

1. Objectives of organizations
2. Profit
3 Growth/Market Share
4. Quality
5. Good Corporate Citizenship

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is Vision
2. What is a Mission Statement
3. Basis of developing aforesaid Statements
We have already discussed before the broad aims of  all organi-
zations. Before we go further , it is desirable to be clear about
the meaning of three concepts, viz., vision, mission  and their
relation with objectives.

Vision
Vision refers to the goals that are  broad set ,  most general, and
all inclusive. A vision describes aspirations for the future,
without specifying the means necessary to achieve those desired
ends. The most effective visions are those that inspire, and this
inspiration often takes the form of asking for the best, the
most or the greatest. It may be the best service, the most
rugged product, or the greatest sense of  achievement, but it
must be inspirational.
Examples of  few Vision Statements :
1. Birla 3M (A Manufacturing Company) :  To be the most

innovative enterprise and the preferred supplier.
2. Tata Honeywell (An IT Company) :  To be a globally

admired enterprise of knowledge workers which
passionately combines innovation and technology to create
automation solutions that continuously add value and
prosperity to all stakeholders.

3. AIESEC (Non-profit Student Run) :  Peace & fulfillment
of human kinds potential.

Mission
A vision becomes tangible as a mission statement. Writing such
a statement specifies a leader’s belief  about an organization and
the direction in which it should move. It can also identify what
is unique about the character of the organization. The mission
statement of Ford Motor Company is a typical illustration of
the mission.
Ford’s mission statement reads thus:

“Ford Motor Company is a world leader in automotive and
automotive-related products and services as well as in newer
industries, such as aerospace, communications, and financial
services. Our mission is to improve continually our products
and services to meet our customers’ needs, allowing us to
prosper as a business and to provide a reasonable return for our
stockholders, the owners of our business.”
Mission statement of  Tata Honeywell reads as follows:
“ We draw inspiration from and take pride in enhancing
productivity, comfort and safety of  everyone through continu-
ous learning and investments in technology.”

Mission statement of  CUMMINS INDIA LIMITED reads as
follows:
“ Helping our customers win, becoming a cost leader, growing
our share of Cummins Global Manufacturing, Improving our
execution ability, ensuring good governance & responsible
citizenship”.
Many organizations develop both a vision statement as well as a
mission statement. Whereas the vision statement answers the
question “what do we want to become ?” the mission state-
ment answers “what is our business?”
Though mission statements are the hallmarks of successful
organizations, we are not sure whether all Indian firms  have
them in place as it was not so till 1998 as shown below:.

   Present         Absent        Under Preparation
Manufacturing Sector   80%             17%         3%
Services Sector        69%             19%        12%
Infrastructure        50%              33%                  17%
Overall        72%              18%                  10%

(Source: Business Today, Feb 22-March 6, 1998).

Objectives
Mission statements are more specific than vision statements,
but are not to be taken as concrete directions for action.
Objectives render mission statements more concrete. In other
words, mission statements seek to make a vision more specific
and
objectives are attempts to make mission statements more
concrete. In short, they are compatible to each other Objectives,
therefore, represent the operational side of an organization.
(Read box 1.3 for a jinxed case of failed objectives and forgotten
mission). We focus on objectives here.
It may be stated that a typical business unit seeks to achieve
more than one objective and there are always restraints to the
attainment of some objectives. Objectives vary with the passage
of  time. Let’s look at a case of  failed objectives and forgotten
mission:

A Case of Failed Objectives and
Forgotten Mission
ET & T was set up in 1974 with a very small capital base of
Rs.50 lakh only. This was raised in 1985 to Rs.5 crore, which was
also not a very substantial amount in relative terms. The
activities were being funded mainly by borrowing from other
public-sector undertakings and the Government of India. The
number of employees is less than 500.

Objectives and Performance
To understand the true nature and large dimensions of  ET&T’s
intended role in India’s nascent electronics industry in the past
two decades, one must look at its Memorandum of Associa-

LESSON 4:

CORPORATE MISSION
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tion, which had spelt out the following objectives among
others:
• to import and distribute in India electronic goods in short

supply;
• to promote exports of all types of electronic products, and

to explore and develop new markets abroad;
• to undertake techno-commercial negotiations with foreign

organizations, in order to identify, locate, modify and
standardize electronic plant and equipment for use in India;

• to locate proper technical know-how for production and
development of electronic goods and infrastructure, and
import these from abroad; and to promote joint
production ventures with foreign enterprises.

The CAG sums up ET&T’s performance vis-a-vis these basic
purposes (read mission) as follows:
….The corporation has confined itself primarily to trading
activities, by importing certain electronic equipment (mainly
television picture tubes), selling kits of electronic items  like TV
sets, and undertaking limited exports of Indian electronic
goods....
‘Very little was done for achieving objectives like development
of the Indian electronics industry through import of technical
know how , techno-commercial negotiations with organizations
abroad, joint production ventures, and diversification of
exports of Indian electronic goods’.

Basics  of  Developing   Mission,  Vision
and Values  Statements
Identifying or updating the mission, vision and values state-
ments is usually done during strategic planning. However, we
will just introduce the concept for discussion and class room
exercise purpose:
Identifying or updating the mission, vision and values state-
ments  is usually done during strategic planning. However, we
will just introduce the concept for discussion and class room
exercise purpose:

Developing a Vision statement

1. The vision statement includes vivid description of the
organization as it effectively carries out its operations.

2. Developing a vision statement can be quick culture-specific,
i.e., participants may use methods ranging from highly
analytical and rational to highly creative and divergent, e.g.,
focused discussions, divergent experiences around
daydreams, sharing stories, etc. Therefore, visit with the
participants how they might like to arrive at description of
their organizational vision.

3. Developing the vision can be the most enjoyable part of
planning, but the part where time easily gets away from you.

4. Note that originally, the vision was a compelling description
of the state and function of the organization once it had
implemented the strategic plan, i.e., a very attractive image
toward which the organization was attracted and guided by
the strategic plan. Recently, the vision has become more of  a
motivational tool, too often including highly idealistic

phrasing and activities which the organization cannot
realistically aspire.

Developing a Mission Statement

1. At is most basic, the mission statement describes the overall
purpose of the organization.

2. If the organization elects to develop a vision statement
before developing the mission statement, ask “Why does
the image, the vision exist - what is it’s purpose?” This
purpose is often the same as the mission.

3. Developing a mission statement can be quick culture-
specific, i.e., participants may use methods ranging from
highly analytical and rational to highly creative and divergent,
e.g., focused discussions, divergent experiences around
daydreams, sharing stories, etc. Therefore, visit with the
participants how they might like to arrive at description of
their organizational mission.

4. When wording the mission statement, consider the
organization’s products, services, markets, values, and
concern for public image, and maybe priorities of activities
for survival.

5. Consider any changes that may be needed in wording of the
mission statement because of  any new suggested strategies
during a recent strategic planning process.

6. Ensure that wording of the mission is to the extent that
management and employees can infer some order of
priorities in how products and services are delivered.

7. When refining the mission, a useful exercise is to add or
delete a word from the mission to realize the change in
scope of the mission statement and assess how concise is
its wording.

8. Does the mission statement include sufficient description
that the statement clearly separates the mission of the
organization from other organizations?

Developing a Values Statement

1. Values represent the core priorities in the organization’s
culture, including what drives members’ priorities and how
they truly act in the organization, etc. Values are increasingly
important in strategic planning. They often drive the intent
and direction for “organic” planners.

2. Developing a values statement can be quick culture-specific,
i.e., participants may use methods ranging from highly
analytical and rational to highly creative and divergent, e.g.,
focused discussions, divergent experiences around
daydreams, sharing stories, etc. Therefore, visit with the
participants how they might like to arrive at description of
their organizational values.

3. Establish four to six core values from which the
organization would like to operate. Consider values of
customers, shareholders, employees and the community.

4. Notice any differences between the organization’s preferred
values and its true values (the values actually reflected by
members’ behaviors in the organization). Record each
preferred value on a flash card, then have each member
“rank” the values with 1, 2, or 3 in terms of the priority
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needed by the organization with 3 indicating the value is
very important to the organization and 1 is least important.
Then go through the cards again to rank how people think
the values are actually being enacted in the organization with
3 indicating the values are fully enacted and 1 indicating the
value is hardly reflected at all. Then address discrepancies
where a value is highly preferred (ranked with a 3), but
hardly enacted (ranked with

5. Incorporate into the strategic plan, actions to align
6. actual behavior with preferred behaviors.

Survey
Let’s consider following survey for discussion

SURVEY: THE NEAR FUTURE

Will the Corporation Survive?
Nov 1st 2001
From The Economist print edition

Yes, but not as we know it
FOR most of the time since the corporation was invented
around 1870, the following five basic points have been assumed
to apply:
• The corporation is the “master”, the employee is the

“servant”. Because the corporation owns the means of
production without which the employee could not make a
living, the employee needs the corporation more than vice
versa.

• The great majority of employees work full-time for the
corporation. The pay they get for the job is their only
income and provides their livelihood.

• The most efficient way to produce anything is to bring
together under one management as many as possible of the
activities needed to turn out the product.

The theory underlying this was not developed until after the
second world war, by Ronald Coase, an Anglo-American
economist, who argued that bringing together activities into
one company lowers “transactional costs”, and especially the
cost of communications (for which theory he received the 1991
Nobel prize in economics). But the concept itself was discov-
ered and put into practice 70 or 80 years earlier by John D.
Rockefeller. He saw that to put exploration, production,
transport, refining and selling into one corporate structure
resulted in the most efficient and lowest-cost petroleum
operation. On this insight he built the Standard Oil Trust,
probably the most profitable large enterprise in business

history. The concept was carried to an extreme by Henry Ford in
the early 1920s. The Ford Motor Company not only produced
all parts of the automobile and assembled it, but it also made
its own steel, its own glass and its own tires. It owned the
plantations in the Amazon that grew the rubber trees, owned
and ran the railroad that carried supplies to the plant and carried
the finished cars from it, and planned eventually to sell and
service Ford cars too (though it never did).
• Suppliers and especially manufacturers have market power

because they have information about a product or a service
that the customer does not and cannot have, and does not
need if he can trust the brand. This explains the profitability
of brands.

• To any one particular technology pertains one and only one
industry, and conversely, to any one particular industry
pertains one and only one technology. This means that all
technology needed to make steel is peculiar to the steel
industry; and conversely, that whatever technology is being
used to make steel comes out of the steel industry itself.
The same applies to the paper industry, to agriculture or to
banking and commerce.

On this assumption were founded the industrial research labs,
beginning with Siemens’s, started in Germany in 1869, and
ending with IBM’s, the last of  the great traditional labs,
founded in America in 1952. Each of them concentrated on the
technology needed for a single industry, and each assumed that
its discoveries would be applied only in that industry.

Everything in its Place
Similarly, everybody took it for granted that every product or
service had a specific application, and that for every application
there was a specific product or material. So beer and milk were
sold only in glass bottles; car bodies were made only from steel;
working capital for a business was supplied by a commercial
bank through a commercial loan; and so on. Competition
therefore took place mainly within an industry. By and large, it
was obvious what the business of a given company was and
what its markets were.
Every one of these assumptions remained valid for a whole
century, but from 1970 onwards every one of  them has been
turned upside down. The list now reads as follows:
• The means of production is knowledge, which is owned by

knowledge workers and is highly portable. This applies
equally to high-knowledge workers such as research
scientists and to knowledge technologists such as
physiotherapists, computer technicians and paralegals.
Knowledge workers provide “capital” just as much as does
the provider of  money. The two are dependent on each
other. This makes the knowledge worker an equal - an
associate or a partner.

• Many employees, perhaps a majority, will still have full-time
jobs with a salary that provides their only or main income.
But a growing number of people who work for an
organization will not be full-time employees but part-
timers, temporaries, consultants or contractors. Even of
those who do have a full-time job, a large and growing
number may not be employees of the organization for
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which they work, but employees of, eg, an outsourcing
contractor.

• There always were limits to the importance of transactional
costs. Henry Ford’s all-inclusive Ford Motor Company
proved unmanageable and became a disaster. But now the
traditional axiom that an enterprise should aim for
maximum integration has become almost entirely
invalidated. One reason is that the knowledge needed for
any activity has become highly specialized. It is therefore
increasingly expensive, and also increasingly difficult, to
maintain enough critical mass for every major task within an
enterprise. And because knowledge rapidly deteriorates
unless it is used constantly, maintaining within an
organization an activity that is used only intermittently
guarantees incompetence.

The second reason why maximum integration is no longer
needed is that communications costs have come down so fast
as to become insignificant. This decline began well before the
information revolution. Perhaps its biggest cause has been the
growth and spread of  business literacy. When Rockefeller built
his Standard Oil Trust, he had great difficulty finding people
who knew even the most elementary book-keeping or had
heard of the most common business terms. At the time there
were no business textbooks or business courses, so the
transactional costs of making oneself understood were
extremely high. Sixty years later, by 1950 or 1960, the large oil
companies that succeeded the Standard Oil Trust could
confidently assume that their more senior employees were
business literate.

By now the new information technology - Internet and e-mail-
have practically eliminated the physical costs of communica-
tions. This has meant that the most productive and most
profitable way to organize is to disintegrate. This is being
extended to more and more activities. Outsourcing the
management of  an institution’s information technology, data
processing and computer system has become routine. In the
early 1990s most American computer firms, e.g., Apple, even
outsourced the production of their hardware to manufacturers
in Japan or Singapore. In the late 1990s practically every Japanese

consumer-electronics company repaid the compliment by
outsourcing the manufacturing of its products for the Ameri-
can market to American contract manufacturers.
In the past few years the entire human-resources management
of more than 2m American workers - hiring, firing, training,
benefits and so on - has been outsourced to professional
employee organizations. This sector, which ten years ago barely
existed, is now growing at a rate of 30% a year. It originally
concentrated on small and medium-sized companies, but the
biggest of  the firms, Exult, founded only in 1998, now
manages employment issues for a number of Fortune 500
companies, including BP, a British-American oil giant, and
Unisys, a computer maker. According to a study by McKinsey, a
consultancy, outsourcing human-relations management in this
way can save up to 30% of the cost, and increase employee
satisfaction as well.
• The customer now has the information. As yet, the Internet

lacks the equivalent of a telephone book that would make it
easy for users to find what they are looking for. It still
requires pecking and hunting. But the information is
somewhere on a website, and search firms to find it for a fee
are rapidly developing. Whoever has the information has
the power. Power is thus shifting to the customer, be it
another business or the ultimate consumer. Specifically, that
means the supplier, eg, the manufacturer, will cease to be a
seller and instead become a buyer for the customer. This is
already happening.

General Motors (GM), still the world’s largest manufacturer and
for many years its most successful selling organization, last year
announced the creation of a major business that will buy for
the ultimate car consumer. Although wholly owned by GM, the
business will be autonomous, and will buy not only General
Motors cars, but whatever car and model most closely fits the
individual customer’s preferences, values and wallet.
• Lastly, there are few unique technologies any more.

Increasingly, the knowledge needed in a given industry
comes out of some totally different technology with which,
very often, the people in the industry are unfamiliar. No one
in the telephone industry knew anything about fiber glass
cables. They were developed by a glass company, Corning.
Conversely, more than half  the important inventions
developed since the second world war by the most
productive of  the great research labs, the Bell Laboratory,
have been applied mainly outside the telephone industry.

The Bell Lab’s most significant invention of  the past 50 years
was the transistor, which created the modern electronics
industry. But the telephone company saw so little use for this
revolutionary new device that it practically gave it away to
anybody who asked for it - which is what put Sony, and with it
the Japanese, into the consumer-electronics business.

Who Needs a Research Lab?
Research directors, as well as high-tech industrialists, now tend
to believe that the company-owned research lab, that proud
19th-century invention, has become obsolete. This explains
why, increasingly, development and growth of  a business is
taking place not inside the corporation itself but through
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partnerships, joint ventures, alliances, minority participation and
know-how agreements with institutions in different industries
and with a different technology. Something that only 50 years
ago would have been unthinkable is becoming common:
alliances between institutions of a totally different character, say
a profit-making company and a university department, or a city
or state government and a business that contracts for a specific
service such as cleaning the streets or running prisons.
Practically no product or service any longer has either a single
specific end-use or application, or its own market. Commercial
paper competes with the banks’ commercial loans. Cardboard,
plastic and aluminum compete with glass for the bottle market.
Glass is replacing copper in cables. Steel is competing with
wood and plastic in providing the studs around which the
American one-family home is constructed. The deferred annuity
is pushing aside traditional life insurance - but, in turn,
insurance companies rather than financial-service institutions are
becoming the managers of commercial risks.
A “glass company” may therefore have to redefine itself by
what it is good at doing rather than by the material in which it
has specialized in the past. One of  the world’s largest glass
makers, Corning, sold its profitable business making traditional
glass products to become the number one producer and
supplier of  high-tech materials. Merck, America’s largest
pharmaceutical company, diversified from making drugs into
wholesaling every kind of pharmacy product, most of them
not even made by Merck, and a good many by competitors.
The same sort of thing is happening in the non-business
sectors of  the economy. One example is the free-standing
“birthing centre” run by a group of obstetricians that competes
with the American hospital’s maternity ward. And Britain, long
before the Internet, created the “Open University”, which
allowed people to get a university education and obtain a degree
without ever setting foot in a classroom or attending a lecture.

The Next Company
One thing is almost certain: in future there will be not one kind
of corporation but several different ones. The modern com-
pany was invented simultaneously but independently in three
countries: America, Germany and Japan. It was a complete
novelty and bore no resemblance to the economic organization
that had been the “economic enterprise” for millennia: the
small, privately owned and personally run firm. As late as 1832,
England’s McLane Report—the first statistical survey of
business—found that nearly all firms were privately owned and
had fewer than ten employees. The only exceptions were quasi-
governmental organizations such as the Bank of England or
the East India Company. Forty years later a new kind of
organization with thousands of employees had appeared on
the scene, e.g., the American railroads, built with federal and
state support, and Germany’s Deutsche Bank.
Wherever the corporation went, it acquired some national
characteristics and adapted to different legal rules in each country.
Moreover, very large corporations everywhere are being run quite
differently from the small owner-managed kind. And there are
substantial internal differences in culture, values and rhetoric
between corporations in different industries. Banks everywhere
are very much alike, and so are retailers or manufacturers. But

banks everywhere are different from retailers or manufacturers.
Otherwise, however, the differences between corporations
everywhere are more of style than of substance. The same is
true of all other organizations in modern society: government
agencies, armed forces, hospitals, universities and so on.

The tide turned around 1970, first with the emergence of new
institutional investors such as pension funds and mutual trusts
as the new owners, then - more decisively - with the emergence
of  knowledge workers as the economy’s big new resource and
the society’s representative class. The result has been a funda-
mental change in the corporation.
A bank in the next society will still not look like a hospital, nor
be run like one. But different banks may be quite different from
one another, depending on how each of them responds to the
changes in its workforce, technology and markets. A number of
different models is likely to emerge, especially of organization
and structure, but perhaps also of recognitions and rewards.
The same legal entity - e.g., a business, a government agency or a
large not-for-profit organization may well contain several
different human organizations that interlock, but are managed
separately and differently. One of  these is likely to be a tradi-
tional organization of  full-time employees. Yet there may also
be a closely linked but separately managed human organization
made up mainly of older people who are not employees but
associates or affiliates. And there are likely to be “perimeter”
groups such as the people who work for the organization, even
full-time, but as employees of an outsourcing contractor or of a
contract manufacturer. These people have no contractual
relationship with the business they work for, which in turn has
no control over them. They may not have to be “managed”,
but they have to be made productive. They will therefore have
to be deployed where their specialized knowledge can make the
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greatest contribution. Despite all the present talk of “knowl-
edge management”, no one yet really knows how to do it.
Just as important, the people in every one of these organiza-
tional categories will have to be satisfied. Attracting them and
holding them will become the central task of people manage-
ment. We already know what does not work: bribery. In the
past ten or 15 years many businesses in America have used
bonuses or stock options to attract and keep knowledge
workers. It always fails.
According to an old saying, you cannot hire a hand: the whole
man always comes with it. But you cannot hire a man either; the
spouse almost always comes with it. And the spouse has
already spent the money when falling profits eliminate the
bonus or falling stock prices make the option worthless. Then
both the employee and the spouse feel bitter and betrayed.
The management of knowledge workers should be based
on the assumption that the corporation needs them more
than they need the corporation

Of course knowledge workers need to be satisfied with their
pay, because dissatisfaction with income and benefits is a
powerful disincentive. The incentives, however, are different.
The management of knowledge workers should be based on
the assumption that the corporation needs them more than
they need the corporation. They know they can leave. They have
both mobility and self-confidence. This means they have to be
treated and managed as volunteers, in the same way as volun-
teers who work for not-for-profit organizations. The first thing
such people want to know is what the company is trying to do
and where it is going. Next, they are interested in personal
achievement and personal responsibility—which means they
have to be put in the right job. Knowledge workers expect
continuous learning and continuous training. Above all, they
want respect, not so much for themselves but for their area of
knowledge. In that regard, they have moved several steps
beyond traditional workers, who used to expect to be told what
to do, although later they were increasingly expected to “partici-
pate”. Knowledge workers, by contrast, expect to make the
decisions in their own area.

From Corporation to Confederation
Eighty years ago, GM first developed both the organizational
concepts and the organizational structure on which today’s large
corporations everywhere are based. It also invented the idea of a
distinct top management. Now it is experimenting with a range
of new organizational models. It has been changing itself from
a unitary corporation held together by control through owner-
ship into a group held together by management control, with
GM often holding only a minority stake. GM now controls but
does not own Fiat, itself one of the oldest and largest car
makers. It also controls Saab in Sweden and two smaller
Japanese car makers, Suzuki and Isuzu.
At the same time GM has divested itself of much of its
manufacturing by spinning off  into a separate company, called
Delphi, the making of parts and accessories that together
account for 60-70% of the cost of producing a car. Instead of
owning - or at least controlling - the suppliers of parts and
accessories, GM will in future buy them at auction and on the

Internet. It has joined up with its American competitors, Ford
and DaimlerChrysler, to create an independent purchasing co-
operative that will buy for its members from whatever source
offers the best deal. All the other car makers have been invited
to join.
GM will still design its cars, it will still make engines, and it will
still assemble. It will also still sell its cars through its dealer
network. But in addition to selling its own cars, GM intends to
become a car merchant and a buyer for the ultimate consumer,
finding the right car for the buyer no matter who makes it.

The Toyota Way
GM is still the world’s largest car manufacturer, but for the past
20 years Toyota has been the most successful one. Like GM,
Toyota is building a worldwide group, but unlike GM, Toyota
has organized its group round its core competence in manufac-
turing. The company is moving away from having multiple
suppliers of parts and accessories, ultimately aiming for no
more than two suppliers for any one part. These suppliers will
be separate and independent companies, owned locally, but
Toyota will in effect run their manufacturing operation for
them. They will get the Toyota business only if  they agree to
being inspected and “advised” by a special Toyota manufactur-
ing consulting organization. And Toyota will also do most of
the design work for the suppliers.
This is not a new idea. Sears Roebuck did the same for its
suppliers in the 1920s and 1930s. Britain’s Marks & Spencer,
although in deep trouble now, was the world’s most successful
retailer for 50 years, maintaining its pre-eminence largely by
keeping an iron grip on its suppliers. It is rumored in Japan
that Toyota intends ultimately to market its manufacturing
consultancy to non-car companies, turning its manufacturing
core competence into a separate big business.
Yet another approach is being explored by a large manufacturer
of branded and packaged consumer goods. Some 60% of the
company’s products are sold in the developed countries
through some 150 retail chains. The company plans to create a
worldwide website that will take orders direct from customers
in all countries, either to be picked up in the retail store nearest
to them or to be delivered by that store to their home. But -
and this is the true innovation - the website will also take orders
for non-competing packaged and branded consumer products
made by other, and especially smaller, firms. Such firms have
great difficulty in getting their wares on to increasingly crowded
supermarket shelves. The multinational’s website could offer
them direct access to customers and delivery through an
established large retailer. The pay-off for the multinational and
the retailer would be that both get a decent commission
without having to invest any money of their own, without risk
and without sacrificing shelf space to slow-moving items.
There are already a good many variations on this theme: the
American contract manufacturers, already mentioned, who now
make the products for half a dozen competing Japanese
consumer-electronics firms; a few independent specialists who
design software for competing information-hardware makers;
the independent specialists who design credit cards for compet-
ing American banks and also often market and clear the cards
for the bank. All the bank does is the financing.
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These approaches, however different, still all take the traditional
corporation as their point of departure. But there are also some
new ideas that do away with the corporate model altogether.
One example is a “syndicate” being tested by several non-
competing manufacturers in the European Union. Each of the
constituent companies is medium-sized, family-owned and
owner-managed. Each is a leader in a narrow, highly engineered
product line. Each is heavily export-dependent. The individual
companies intend to remain independent, and to continue to
design their products separately. They will also continue to make
them in their own plants for their main markets, and to sell
them in these markets. But for other markets, and especially for
emerging or less developed countries, the syndicate will arrange
for the making of the products, either in syndicate-owned
plants producing for several of the members or by local contract
manufacturers. The syndicate will handle the delivery of all
members’ products and service them in all markets. Each
member will own a share of the syndicate, and the syndicate, in
turn, will own a small share of  each member’s capital. If  this
sounds familiar, it is because the model is the 19th century
farmers’ co-operative.
As the corporation moves towards a confederation or a
syndicate, it will increasingly need a top management that is
separate, powerful and accountable. This top management’s
responsibilities will cover the entire organization’s direction,
planning, strategy, values and principles; its structure and its
relationship between its various members; its alliances, partner-
ships and joint ventures; and its research, design and
innovation. It will have to take charge of the management of
the two resources common to all units of the organization: key
people and money. It will represent the corporation to the
outside world and maintain relationships with governments,
the public, the media and organized labor.

Life at the Top
An equally important task for top management in the next
society’s corporation will be to balance the three dimensions of
the corporation: as an economic organization, as a human
organization and as an increasingly important social organiza-
tion. Each of the three models of the corporation developed in
the past half-century stressed one of these dimensions and
subordinated the other two. The German model of  the “social
market economy” put the emphasis on the social dimension,
the Japanese one on the human dimension and the American
one (“shareholder sovereignty”) on the economic dimension.
None of the three is adequate on its own. The German model
achieved both economic success and social stability, but at the
price of high unemployment and dangerous labor-market
rigidity. The Japanese model was strikingly successful for 20
years, but faltered at the first serious challenge; indeed it has
become a major obstacle to recovery from Japan’s present
recession. Shareholder sovereignty is also bound to flounder. It
is a fair-weather model that works well only in times of
prosperity. Obviously the enterprise can fulfill its human and
social functions only if it prospers as a business. But now that
knowledge workers are becoming the key employees, a company
also needs to be a desirable employer to be successful.

Corporations, therefore, will have to pay attention both to
their short-term business results and to their long-term
performance as providers of  retirement benefits

Crucially, the claim to the absolute primacy of  business gains
that made shareholder sovereignty possible has also highlighted
the importance of  the corporation’s social function. The new
shareholders whose emergence since 1960 or 1970 produced
shareholder sovereignty are not “capitalists”. They are employ-
ees who own a stake in the business through their retirement
and pension funds. By 2000, pension funds and mutual funds
had come to own the majority of  the share capital of  America’s
large companies. This has given shareholders the power to
demand short-term rewards. But the need for a secure retire-
ment income will increasingly focus people’s minds on the
future value of the investment. Corporations, therefore, will
have to pay attention both to their short-term business results
and to their long-term performance as providers of retirement
benefits. The two are not irreconcilable, but they are different,
and they will have to be balanced.
Over the past decade or two, managing a large corporation has
changed out of all recognition. That explains the emergence of
the “CEO superman”, such as Jack Welch of  GE, Andy Grove
of  Intel or Sanford Weill of  Citigroup. But organizations
cannot rely on finding supermen to run them; the supply is
both unpredictable and far too limited. Organizations survive
only if they can be run by competent people who take their job
seriously. That it takes genius today to be the boss of  a big
organization clearly indicates that top management is in crisis.

Impossible Jobs
The recent failure rate of chief executives in big American
companies points in the same direction. A large proportion of
CEOs of such companies appointed in the past ten years were
fired as failures within a year or two. But each of  these people
had been picked for his proven competence, and each had been
highly successful in his previous jobs. This suggests that the
jobs they took on had become undoable. The American record
suggests not human failure but systems failure. Top manage-
ment in big organizations needs a new concept.
Some elements of such a concept are beginning to emerge. For
instance, Jack Welch at GE has built a top-management team in
which the company’s chief  financial officer and its chief  human-
resources officer are near-equals to the chief executive, and are
both excluded from the succession to the top job. He has also
given himself and his team a clear and publicly announced
priority task on which to concentrate. During his 20 years in the
top job, Mr Welch has had three such priorities, each occupying
him for five years or more. Each time he has delegated every-
thing else to the top managements of the operating businesses
within the GE confederation.
A different approach has been taken by Asea Brown Boveri
(ABB), a huge Swedish-Swiss engineering multinational. Goran
Lindahl, who retired as chief executive earlier this year, went
even further than GE in making the individual units within the
company into separate worldwide businesses and building up a
strong top management team of a few non-operating people.
But he also defined for himself a new role as a one-man
information system for the company, traveling incessantly to get
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to know all the senior managers personally, listening to them
and telling them what went on within the organization.
A largish financial-services company tried another idea: appoint-
ing not one CEO but six. The head of each of the five
operating businesses is also CEO for the whole company in
one top management area, such as corporate planning and
strategy or human resources. The company’s chairman repre-
sents the company to the outside world and is also directly
concerned with obtaining, allocating and managing capital. All
six people meet twice a week as the top management commit-
tee. This seems to work well, but only because none of the five
operating CEOs wants the chairman’s job; each prefers to stay
in operations. Even the man who designed the system, and
then himself  took the chairman’s job, doubts that the system
will survive once he is gone.
In the next society, the biggest challenge for the large
company may be its social legitimacy: its values, its
mission, its vision

In their different ways, the top people at all of these companies
were trying to do the same thing: to establish their
organization’s unique personality. And that may well be the
most important task for top management in the next society’s
big organizations. In the half-century after the second world
war, the business corporation has brilliantly proved itself as an
economic organization, i.e., a creator of wealth and jobs. In the
next society, the biggest challenge for the large company—
especially for the multinational—may be its social legitimacy: its
values, its mission, its vision. Increasingly, in the next society’s
corporation, top management will, in fact, be the company.
Everything else can be outsourced.
Will the corporation survive? Yes, after a fashion. Something
akin to a corporation will have to co-ordinate the next society’s
economic resources. Legally and perhaps financially, it may even
look much the same as today’s corporation. But instead of
there being a single model adopted by everyone, there will be a
range of models to choose from.

Godrej Consumer Products Limited……..

Our Vision

“We are Dedicated  to
DELIVER SUPERIOR STAKEHOLDER VALUE
by providing solutions to existing and

emerging consumer needs in the
Household and Personal Care business.

We will achieve this through
ENDURING TRUST and RELENTLESS INNOVATION

Delivered with
PASSION and ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT.”

Recapitulation

1. Vision
2. Mission
3 Objectives
4. Corporate Examples
5. Exercise
6. Survey

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Who is a Stake holder
2. How to identify stakeholders
3. Stakeholder Relationship
4 Types of  Stakes

Stakes and Stakeholders
Let us think for a bit about what it means to be a stakeholder in
a business or, for that matter, any other organization.  Accord-
ing to the dictionary, the word “stake” can have at least three
different general meanings, each representing a different type of
relationship between the stakeholder and the entity in which a
stake exists.  A stake is, among other definitions, a claim of
some sort, e.g., of  ownership based on a set of  expectations
related to principles of ethics, such as legal or moral rights,
justice or fairness, the greatest good for the greatest number, or
the principle of care.
Second, a stake can signify that a stakeholder has made an
investment, thereby putting some sort of capital at risk.  In this
usage, a stake is an interest in or share in some enterprise or
activity that is somehow placed at risk.  Thus, the stake can be a
prize as in a horse race a share, or perhaps a grubstake, for which
the provider expects a return for the risk taken.  Typically, the
type of risk that is under consideration relates specifically to the
type of capital invested.  Thus, for example, owners invest
financial capital in the firm, while communities may invest social
capital in the firm’s local presence or create infrastructure to
support the firm’s activities.  Employees invest their human
capital, their knowledge, and their intellectual energies, all forms
of “capital,” in the firm.  Customers invest their trust as part of
the firm’s franchise and hence their willingness to continue to
purchase the goods and services produced by the firm.  Suppli-
ers may invest in specific technology, equipment, or
infrastructure so that they can enhance their relationship to the
firm over time and make the bonds tighter.   Which brings us
to the third meaning of stake embedded in stakeholder
relationships.
The third meaning of stake is a bond of some sort, such as a tie
or tether, something that creates linkages between two entities,
such as tangible linkages that bind the two (or more) entities
together (i.e., contracts or long-term relationships for purchas-
ing supplies, as examples) or intangible.  In fact, bonds can
come about because of some tangible or intangible investment
or risk taken by the stakeholder in a specific enterprise or activity,
which then creates an on-going relationship.  Alternatively, an
intangible bond can come about because a stakeholder identifies
in some way with the organization and therefore feels an
association with the organization that potentially creates one of
the other types of stakes, a claim or a risk.1

LESSON 5:

STAKEHOLDERS

Stake as… 
Claim 
 

Stake is based on… 
Legal or moral right 
Consideration of justice/fairness 
Utility (greatest good for the greatest 
number)  
Care 

Risk  
Owner 
Community 
Employee 
Customer 
Supplier  

Investment of capital including 
Financial capital 
Social/infrastructure capital 
Knowledge/intellectual/human capital 
Franchise (trust) capital 
Technological, infrastructure capital 

Bonds (tether, tie) Identification (process) 
Each type of stake creates a 
relationship that, when 
constructive and positive, 
is… 

Mutual 
Interactive 
Consistent over time 
Interdependent 

Stakeholder Relationships
Notice that each of the types of stakes identified above creates a
relationship between the stakeholder and the organization in
which there is a stake.  For example, owners are clearly stake-
holders.  The stakeholder owner, who makes an investment
creates a relationship with the organization in which the
investment is made.  Similarly, the stakeholder who puts
something at risk to gain possible benefits from an enterprise
creates a relationship with that enterprise, as communities do
when they invest in local infrastructure that supports a firm’s
activities.  Bonds of identity also create on-going relationships.
The important point, then, is that whichever meaning we use to
define a stake, being a stakeholder creates an on-going and
interactive relationship between the stakeholder and enterprise
or activity in which one has a stake.  The stakeholder perspective
inherently conceives of the firm as a set of linkages among
stakeholders, a network of relationships.
Stakeholder relationships also create a boundary around
managerial responsibilities, so that corporations do not have to
become responsible for all of  the problems of  society, but only
those that they create or those that affect them.  Thus, when we
think about corporate responsibility, we can think of  it terms of
the public responsibility of managers, which is limited to the
areas of primary and secondary involvement of their enter-
prises.2  The principle of  public responsibility, which was
developed by Lee Preston and James Post, comes about in part
because companies are granted “charters” to incorporate by the
states in which they are established and in part as a result of the
impacts that companies have on their various constituencies.  It
also is a result of the fact that corporations, in fact all organiza-
tions, are part of  and intersect with other aspects of  society.
The scope of managers’ public responsibilities is quite wide
given the resources that companies, particularly multi-national
companies, command and the resulting power they hold.
According to Preston and Post, management’s responsibilities
are limited by the organization’s primary and secondary
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involvement, both of which contain stakeholders to whom the
firm must pay attention if it hopes to succeed.  Primary
involvement arenas are related to the primary mission and
purpose of  the firm as attempts to live out its vision in society.
Thus, as Preston and Post state, “Primary involvement
relationships, tested and mediated through the market mecha-
nism, are essential to the existence of the organization over
time.
Primary involvement arenas are those that affect primary
stakeholders, i.e., those stakeholders without whom the
company cannot stay in business.3  For most companies,
primary stakeholders include owners, customers, employees,
and (at least in virtual organizations) suppliers. Some people
even believe that the environment is a primary stakeholder
(although it is not a person or group of people) because it
supplies the raw materials necessary to the company’s existence.
But managerial public responsibilities do not end with primary
involvement arenas; they extend also to arenas of secondary
involvement, which includes those arenas and relationships that
affect or are affected by the firm’s activities.  Secondary stake-
holders, by extension, are those who affect or are affected by the
company.  Secondary stakeholders may not be in direct transac-
tions with the corporation or necessary to its survival.  Because
they can impact the firm or are affected by the firm’s activities, it
is important that secondary stakeholders’ needs and interests be
taken into consideration in much the way that the needs and
interests of primary stakeholders are.4 Thus, the governments
that create the rules of the game by which companies operate, as
well as the communities that supply the local infrastructure on
which companies depend can be considered secondary stake-
holders.
Stakeholders interact with - or in the case of primary stakehold-
ers actually constitute - organizations. Thus, for example,
activists may attempt to influence corporate environmental
policy but may not be in a position to put the company out of
business, making them secondary stakeholders.  Similarly,
towns and cities located downstream from a company may feel
the impact of its polluting a river that flows through, and thus
are secondary stakeholders.  Firms ignore these impacts at their
peril, because as the next section suggests, such secondary
stakeholders can be demanding or dangerous when their needs
are urgent, when, for a variety of reasons, they have power, or if
they are inactive (dormant), when they are awakened into action.

Building Sustainable Stakeholder
Linkages
Business organizations, arguably, are constituted of  their
network of primary stakeholders:  owners, customers, employ-
ees, and, at least in the case of “virtual” or network
organizations, suppliers.   Relationships with these primary
stakeholders are therefore essential to the long-term health and
success of any business enterprise.  Depending on their sphere
of  activity, all business enterprises also have what we shall call
critical secondary stakeholder on whom they are also dependent
or who depend on their success.  Critical secondary stakeholders
include communities in which operations are located and
governmental agencies that interact with the enterprise (if the
organization is not itself a governmental agency) in setting the

relevant rules of society(ies) where the company operates.
Companies depend upon the infrastructure and supports
provided by local communities for their well-being, and they
depend upon governments for setting the rules of society
necessary to make the business system feasible.
Critical secondary stakeholders depend to some extent upon the
company’s success for their own well being, that is, for taxes
and, in the case of communities, for the community outreach
and philanthropic activities that help support the development
of healthy communities.  Society as a whole might in some
cases be considered a critical secondary stakeholder because of
companies’ long and short-term impacts.
Further, all business enterprises have an array of particular
secondary stakeholder relationships that arise because of the
specialized interests, business activities, and purposes of the
enterprise itself.  These particular secondary stakeholder
relationships can include various activists, the media, relevant
citizen groups, NGOs (non-governmental organizations, also
called nonprofit organizations), as well as relevant trade,
industry, and civic associations, inter-governmental organiza-
tions (IGOs), and partnership enterprises with which the
company is engaged.  These are the stakeholders that have only
one of the three characteristics of stakeholders of power,
legitimacy, and urgency.
Finally, there are parties in society that fall outside the realm of
primary and secondary activities for a company.  These parties
are non-stakeholders for any firm at the point in time.  But
society is dynamic, as are companies, so one of the important
roles of leadership is to scan the external environment con-
stantly and consistently for emerging issues and concerns that
may convert non-stakeholders into stakeholders.  This scanning
process is one of the primary responsibilities of units charged
with boundary spanning or boundary scanning, which is what
we will be discussing throughout the rest of this chapter.

Organizing for Relationship:  Boundary-
Spanning Functions
To cope with the complexity and dynamism associated with
dealing with multiple stakeholders and their associated bottom
lines5 simultaneously, many companies have established a range
of internal functions that cross organizational boundaries,
either internally as with employee relations or, more frequently,
externally.  Such functions are called boundary-spanning
functions.  Boundary spanning functions in general are
responsible for developing, maintaining, and assuring the
quality of  the company’s relationship with the particular
stakeholder group and aspects of the broader social environ-
ment for which they are responsible.  For the rest of this
chapter, we will consider the ways in which companies can
organize these boundary-spanning functions so that they can be
effective (i.e., do the right thing) as well as efficient (economize)
to make the business enterprise a success.
The generic mapping of the critical primary and secondary
stakeholder relationships, with their related boundary-spanning
functions for a typical firm.: The focal organization operates
within the business sphere, but, as can readily be seen, has
linkages to entities operating in all of the other spheres. One
primary stakeholder is the owners or shareholders, who are
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represented in the figure by the shareholder-relations function.
A second is employees, who are represented by various
employee relations and human resource functions, designated
in the figure by the generic term employee relations.  A third
primary stakeholder includes the customers, who are repre-
sented through marketing efforts, product quality and service,
and designated boundary spanning functions generically termed
customer relations.   The fourth group of primary stakeholders
for many modern companies, which have outsourced many
functions or which depends on knowledge and expertise from
outside suppliers is, of course, suppliers.  Supplier relations are
typically handled through strategic alliances, contracts, or even
joint ventures
Critical secondary stakeholder relationships are also designated
in the figure for a typical company.  In the typical large corpora-
tion, the community stakeholder will be handled by the
community relations function.  Governmental relationships will
be managed by the public affairs office, which may also include
the firm’s lobbying activities and political activity.  The public
affairs umbrella can also include such particular stakeholder
relationships as public relations, issues management, crisis
management, and media relations, and sometimes community
relations.
Finally, many modern corporations have also established
environmental management programs and offices to cope with
the need for sustainability and better stewardship of natural
resources, and to handle relationships with environmental
activists.

Primary Stakeholder Relationships
Coping with the boundary spanning relationships is complex,
however, it is critical to the success of the modern firm,
particularly when we consider that the firm, literally and
figuratively, is comprised of  its primary stakeholders.  The
firm’s long-term success arguably is intimately related to the way
it treats its stakeholders over time.  The next sections will detail
what the current state of the art in boundary spanning func-
tions is for companies operating in the primary and some of
the secondary stakeholder arenas.

Owners
The primary interest of  owners in a company, according to the
neoclassical economic model, which still dominates thinking
about the modern corporation, is maximizing profits or wealth.
The investment made in a company by the owner stakeholder
is, of course, a financial one, hence the relevant bottom line for
stockholders or owners is the traditional financial bottom line.
Shareholder relations encompass the many ways that companies
use to communicate with and receive feedback from their
shareholders, including through voting on governance issues
and attending annual meetings.

Investor Relations
Many companies have investor relations departments whose
role involves helping financial analysts correctly determine the
company’s value so that investors can make the proper decision
regarding investing in a given firm.  Of course, communicating
with existing investors, as well as potential investors, is a critical
element of this.

The department is also typically responsible for producing a
company’s annual report, which reports both financial and
strategic information to existing investors or shareholders.
Sometimes the investor relations function is encompassed
under the broader umbrella of public relations or public affairs,
functions also responsible for managing external perceptions of
the firm.

Fiduciary Responsibilities
Appropriate and proper “treatment” of owners has to do with
respecting owners’ rights to have input into the governance of
the company, as discussed in Chapter 6.  Treatment of  owners
probably most importantly includes the owners’ right to a fair
return for the financial capital that owners have put at risk in
making their investment in the firm in the first place.  Such
treatment is called the fiduciary responsibility of  the company’s
directors, who oversee the hiring of top management and the
general strategic direction of the firm for shareholders.  The top
management team is responsible for developing and imple-
menting the company’s vision, values, and strategy.
Responsibility to owners or stockholders is typically measured
in financial terms.6  The fiduciary responsibility of corporate
directors and their agents the management team requires that
the management team operate with due care, loyalty, and
honesty with respect to the stockholders’ financial investment
or interest in the firm.7
To accomplish profitability, companies need to be productive
and to economize as much as possible.  Profits, in fact, are a by-
product of doing something well for someone—a customer or
many customers rather than an end.8  Indeed, how companies
treat their owners financially is a legitimate concern among
investors of all sorts, who have put their financial capital at risk
on behalf of the firm with the expectation of good financial
returns in the future.  Still, the fiduciary responsibility of
corporate directors is generally intended by US courts to give
corporate directors authority to prevent self-dealing, opportu-
nistic behavior, and too much power-aggrandizing behavior on
the part of managers, according to management scholars
Richard Marens and Andrew Wicks.9
The primary relationship between the company and its share-
holders is therefore one of safeguarding the investment made
by stockholders, and ensuring that the owners as investors
receive a fair return for the risk they have taken.  The relationship
is actually not that of  agency, nor is it necessarily a contractual
obligation among individual people.   Rather, the fiduciary
responsibility is intended to “protect legal owners who were not
in a position to manage their own affairs from the unscrupu-
lous self-dealing of those administrators the incompetent were
forced to rely upon.”10
Marens and Wicks further note that while shareholders have a
right to expect honesty, candor, and care from management, this
right is similar to rights that other stakeholders, such as
creditors, suppliers, employees, and customers can also expect
from companies as well.  Secondly, they note that courts are
now starting to impose fiduciary responsibilities on corporate
directors and managers for stakeholders other than owners.11
Thus, shareholders need to be considered in some respects to
be on par with other stakeholders, rather than elevated into
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primary status.  Particularly in the framing of what it means to
be a corporation that we are using in this book, companies need
to give due respect to all of the primary stakeholders that
actually constitute the company, including but not only
shareholders.
Again, the key to success is one of balance.  Interests of all of
the primary stakeholders have to be weighted and balanced with
each other in order to achieve the desired outcome:  a company
operating with integrity and adding value for owners, as well as
other stakeholders.  To see how this can be done, we will
address treatment of other stakeholders in the following
sections.

Employee Relationships
The primary interest of employees has to do with earning a
good wage for their efforts and making contributions to the
organization’s achievement of  its vision and values.  The major
investments of employees used to be their physical labor,
however in modern enterprises it tends to be their knowledge
or intellectual capital.  Also, employees put at risk their work
lives, their capacity to contribute, and their earning power in
making a commitment to an enterprise.
Employees and the contributions they make are central to any
organization’s success.  Many companies, recognizing the
importance of good relationships with employees, claim to
“put people first.”  Despite the rhetoric, the modern corporate
landscape is fraught with corporate restructurings, layoffs,
outsourcing of work to low wage countries, with low workforce
standards countries, build-up of contingent or part-time
workforces (to whom benefits do not need to be paid), and
other cost cutting measures that affect employees negatively.
Such actions bear testimony to a different enacted reality about
the value of workers to many corporate leaders.
But people - and their loyalty, commitment, and productive
energy - do matter to the success and health of the firm.
Treating employees well is essential for generating high levels of
productivity on a long period of  time.  Treating employees well
generates commitment to the organization’s purpose, particu-
larly if that purpose is shared with employees and they
understand what their role is in accomplishing it.  Translating
the organization’s vision and values into employee policies that
actually work is not rocket science.  Despite the knowledge of
the value of employees, many companies still operate their
employee relationships on failed assumptions.  Their practice,
that is, differs greatly from their rhetoric.

Failed Assumptions
In the employee arena, failed assumptions12 include viewing
employees as costs rather than investments, focusing on the
short rather than the longer term, dehumanizing employees (or
infantilizing them), and not delegating enough.  Leaders tend
also to be subject to two “perverse” norms about what good
management is:  the idea that good managers are “tough” or
mean, and that good analysis is the same as good manage-
ment.13  Hayes and Abernathy, years ago, called this latter
problem the paralysis of analysis in an article that claimed
managers in the US were “managing our way to economic
decline.”14  Further, because of embedded cultures and long-

term policies that, in reality, devalue people and their contribu-
tions, many companies need to transform their employee
policies to bring the rhetoric and the reality of their cultures and
operating practices more into line what their vision and values
statements claim they stand for.

Successful Employee Practices
Highly successful organizations engage in a number of
employee-related practices that provide employees with the
sense of meaningfulness and contribution that are important
to productivity.  Some of  these practices are directly counter to
current management practices that result in erosion of employee
loyalty (and correspondingly community health as well) and
capacity.  All of  them are consistent with the work of  Collins
and Porras and Liedtka.15
 Employee Practices of Successful Organizations

Employment security : Provides job security even when
productivity improves. Retains knowledgeable, productive
workers, builds commitment and retention, decreases costs
associated with layoffs (including training and recruitment).

Selective hiring : Creates “cult-like” cultures built on common
values.  Requires large applicant pool, clarity about critical
skills and attributes needed, clear sense of job requirements,
and screening on attributes difficult to change through
training.

Self-managed teams and decentralization: Teams substitute
peer-based control for hierarchical control. Increases shared
responsibility for outcomes, stimulating initiative and
effort.  Removes levels of management (cost).  Ideas are
shared and creative solutions found.

Comparatively high compensation contingent
organization performance : High pay produces
organizational success. Retains expertise and experience,
rewards and reinforces high performance. Rewards the
whole as well as individual effort.  Requires employee
training to understand links between ownership and
rewards.

Extensive training :  Values knowledge and skills (generalist,
not specialist).  Relies on front-line employee skill and
initiative for problem solving and innovation, responsibility
for quality.  Can be source of  competitive advantage.

Reduction of status differences : Premised on belief that
high performance is achieved when ideas, skills, efforts of
all are fully tapped.  To do this requires reducing differences
among levels, symbolically (language and labels, physical
space, dress), and substantively (reduction of wage
inequality across levels).

Sharing information : To create a high trust organization
requires shared information across levels on issues like
financial performance, strategy, and organizational measures.
Helps everyone know where contributions come from,
where they stand.

Source:  Summarized from Pfeffer and Veiga, 1999.

Employees, like other stakeholders, need and want to feel a part
of  something bigger than they are, that is, they seek meaning in
their work and work setting.1  High performing companies
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provide security for employees carefully selected to accord with
the vision and values of the company and well-rewarded
through compensation plans that tie rewards not only indi-
vidual but also to group and company-wide performance.  They
value their employees really, not just rhetorically, and demon-
strate that valuing by providing extensive training, by reducing
status differences among levels, and by sharing information
about the company, its performance, and its policies broadly
with employees.  Such companies thereby providing a basis on
which employees, as stakeholders, know that they are being
valued and treated fairly, rather than being subjected to manage-
ment whims or the short-term winds of profitability and the
whims of  power aggrandizing management.

Employee Commitment/Company
Commitment
Gaining commitment and loyalty from employee stakeholders
to capture their productive capability to its fullest means
creating, internally, the type of  cult-like culture that Collins and
Porras described in Built to Last. Commitment derives from a
set of practices internally developed that inspire people to
believe in the work of the enterprise, as we discussed in Chapter
4, generating a clear vision with well articulated underlying
values that clearly demonstrate the contribution that is being
made to something bigger than oneself.  Commitment also
means that the company is willing to commit itself with
integrity to the well-being of employees over the long term.
In addition to the practices of successful organizations detailed
in Table 7-1, there are a number of  things organizations that
want to build employee loyalty can do.  They can, for example,
stress their clear values throughout the orientation and training
programs, implement the values in ways that build an organiza-
tional tradition through symbols and culture, guarantee fairness
or justice throughout the system, particularly through compre-
hensive grievance procedures.  They should also provide for
extensive two-way communications at all levels, and create a
sense of community through elaborating the common
purpose, and hiring people sympathetic with the company’s
vision and values.  Such companies not only distribute rewards
equitably, and emphasize teamwork in many ways, but they also
celebrate achievement, and employee development in multiple
ways.

Intellectual or Knowledge Capital
In one sense, building positive relationships with employees at
its most fundamental is about treating all people with the same
dignity and respect with which we would treat family, peers, or
organizational superiors.  It is not rocket science, but it does
require work to overcome the tendency towards viewing people
as “means” rather than ends inherent in business’s dominant
value of  economizing.  Similarly, the premises of  fairness and
respect implicit in the practices described in Table 7-1 need to be
constantly held up in light of many types of organizations’
tendency to value power aggrandizement.  In the end, however,
the performance results of using a respectful approach towards
the critical employee stakeholder makes it well worth while.

The rationale for building respectful relationships with employ-
ees, especially for the modern corporation, is that the intellectual

or knowledge capital housed in the minds of employees, and
the social capital that can be developed by winning their hearts,
is a great aid to productivity.  Knowledge or intellectual capital in
many organizations today is a key, if  not the only, source of
competitive advantage.  Companies that recognize this and
develop practices that treat their employees with dignity and
respect, rather than exploitation, and that develop cultures
where employees can fulfill personal needs and dreams while
also working on the corporate vision, will succeed where others
fail.

Customer Relationships
Customer relationships have come to the fore in recent years
with the emergence of new ways of thinking about what is
being called relationship marketing.  What marketers and
business leaders have recognized is that customers purchase
goods and services from one company as opposed to another
because they have reason to trust that the goods or services
produced by the company will meet expectations and therefore
make a commitment to a company’s goods or services.  Thus,
the relevant capital associated with gaining a customer’s franchise
is trust in the quality and nature of the product, which permits
the commitment to be made.
The relationship marketing theory of marketing and customer
relations operates alongside the traditional marketing mix of
product, price, place, and promotion.  Relationship marketing is
especially important in service and knowledge industries, where
the relationships themselves may be what matters most to
customers, although relationships are increasingly important for
all types of  companies because of  electronic connectivity.2
Terms such as relational contracting, relational marketing,
working partnerships, symbiotic marketing, strategic alliances,
co-marketing alliances, and internal marketing all have been used
to describe aspects of what is mean by relationship marketing:
developing a network of sustained exchange relationships
between customers and companies.
Like other of the emerging more cooperative forms of
relationships among companies and stakeholders, customer
relationships are emerging into importance because of the
recognition that companies are embedded in networks where
cooperative relationships matter at least as much as competitive
ones.3  Equally deeply embedded in this emerging relational
perspective on customers is recognition of the need for high
quality products and services, as well as high quality relation-
ships that will sustain the necessary trust and commitment on
which relationship marketing relies.4  For example, the term
quality is associated with, among other factors, customer
satisfaction, business effectiveness and cost leadership, and
cooperative relationships, even partnerships, with customers
throughout the company’s value chain.5

Mutual trust in customer relationships (and other relationships
as well) exists when both of the parties have confidence in each
other’s reliability and integrity. Commitment exists when both
parties consider the relationship important or valued over time;
that is, the relationship is enduring.  Among the factors that
result in trust and commitment between companies and their
customers are the potential costs customer of ending the
relationship, shared values, and timely communication that
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helps the parties cope with and solve problems when they arise.
Opportunistic and self-serving behavior on one partner’s part
will very likely reduce trust and commitment.

Customer Loyalty
The goal of enhancing customer relationships is to build loyalty
among customers, who then make a long-term commitment to
the company to continue purchasing goods and services.
Companies that produce shoddy or harmful products will find
it increasingly difficult to maintain customer trust and commit-
ment in an era where sustained relationships and alliances of all
sorts are increasingly central to producing sales.  Particularly as
information about the nature and quality of products becomes
increasingly becoming readily available electronically, working
with customers collaboratively to ensure that they are actually
getting what they need (versus being sold what they may or
many not need) becomes critical.  Intel discovered this to its
chagrin when it had problems with a Pentium chip that were
broadcast to sophisticated users through a user group on-line.
There are many benefits of establishing on-going relationships
with customers rather than simply trying to sell them whatever
it is that is produced.  First, in a relationship, customers’ needs
are really met.  As customer needs change over time, companies
that are in communication with customers can shift accordingly.
Costs of maintaining the relationship and selling, distributing,
and delivering goods and services (called transaction costs) also
decrease as trust and commitment increase and long-standing
customers can provide excellent feedback that helps improve
product and service quality.  Customer relationships mean
interacting regularly with customers to assure that value is being
added, which can create additional ties through technology,
shared knowledge or expertise, or social capital.

Quality and Customers
For most companies, particularly those competing in the global
arena, product and service quality is today a given.  Basically,
along with the quality revolution, which occurred in the United
States during the last 20 years of the 20th century and in the
prior 30 years in Japan, came customer demands for nearly
complete satisfaction with the quality and nature of products
and services.  Satisfied customers are a tremendous source of
long-term business, as happy customers tell six others of their
experience, while unhappy customers tell 22, potentially costing
significant business over a period of time.  Companies that
operate with integrity want to assure that their customers are
satisfied, not only with the quality of products, but also that
the product is useful and constructive, rather than harmful.
Cigarette manufacturers, for example, would have problems
justifying their product given all of the research that links
tobacco with disease, despite the profitability and presumed
quality of their product and despite company protests that the
link is not “proved.”
Quality programs, following the advice of management guru
Dr. W. Edwards Deming, typically focus on continual quality
improvement through emphasis on statistical process controls
and quality management.  The quality process, whether for
product or service oriented companies, ensures that customer
expectations are met and that trust is built.  Table 7-3 lists the
characteristics of companies in both types of industries that are

operating quality programs considered to be world class and
designed to develop excellent relationships with customers (and
suppliers), along with employees.
Table : Characteristics of  World Class Quality Operations

World-Class Plant 
 

Safety 
Involved and committed workforce 
Just-in-time manufacturing and deliveries 
to customers 
Focus on product flow 
Preventive/predictive maintenance 
Bottlenecks managed 
Total quality management program 
Fast setups 
Extreme low inventories 
Supportive policies/procedures 

World-Class Service Organization 
 
Accessibility and follow-up by 
employees 
Competence (required skills and 
knowledge, proactive) 
Attitude (positive, flexible, continuous 
improvement) 
Communication  
Credibility  
Features/innovation in services 
Responsiveness 
Tangible results  

It is interesting to note that many of these characteristics are
similar to those needed to generate excellence in employee
relationships as well.  In addition, these practices associated with
world class companies highlight the need for integrity in all of
the company’s practices, including developing the goods and
services that will be delivered to customers with whom the
company hopes to establish a long-term relationship for repeat
purchases and all-important word-of-mouth marketing.
One interesting perspective links product and service quality
with business effectiveness, making connections among
customers, and partnering with suppliers as source of competi-
tive advantage.  The quality movement has pushed many
companies to benchmark their own operations and product/
service quality against those of  leading competitors to ensure
that they continue to stay abreast of new developments and
meet changing customer needs.21 Companies can enhance actual
and perceived quality as well as the relationship with customers
by providing technical service and user advice, installing just-in-
time logistics systems in customer facilities, adapting invoicing
to specific customer needs, and providing technical expertise,
information, and social contact with customers, among other
services.22

Establishing Customer Relationships
An important study explored the nature of relationship
marketing, emphasizing its basis in trust and commitment.
This study found that trust and commitment emerge when
companies focus on relationships by:  1) offering superior
resources, opportunities, and benefits than competitors (or
alternative partners for the customer); 2) maintain high integrity,
or high standards of conduct and values and associating with
partners that have similar standards; 3) communicating
important and valuable information that includes expectations,
market intelligence, and evaluation of partner performance; and
4) avoiding opportunistic behavior with respect to the part-
ner.23  One conclusion this study draws is that “Somewhat
paradoxically, to be an effective competitor in today’s global
marketplace requires one to be an effective cooperator in some
network of organizations.”24
All of these and other benefits ensue when companies that are
operating with integrity develop products and services that meet
real customer needs and work closely to ensure that the quality
of what they deliver meets customer expectations.
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Suppliers
Many companies organize themselves today partially through
alliances with suppliers or, on the other side of  the relationship,
with customers, as a way of reducing non-essential activities and
controlling costs.  When much of the company is organized
through alliances and linkages and when major functions are
outsourced, the company can be called a virtual company. The
bottom line of supplier relationships, as with employee
relationships, is the intellectual or knowledge capital inherent in
the expertise for which the supplier relationship is developed in
the first place.
These linkages between companies and suppliers constitute the
way that significant portions of  the focal company’s work is
actually performed.  Thus, for virtual companies, the network
of  relationships actually becomes the company in a very real way.
Much the same can be said for knowledge-based companies,
which rely on the expertise and knowledge in the heads of
employees, who then become critical suppliers and simulta-
neously employees.  The network of relationships created by
moving towards “virtuality” can provide competitive advantage
to the firm that manages it well because companies gain from
the expertise provided by specialists in the function that is
supplied or purchased.

Traditional Supplier Relationships
Traditionally and in many cases still today, companies formed
relationships with suppliers to gain access to raw materials and
services necessary to the company’s business.  Typical supplier-
customer linkages are based on contracts that spell out the
services or products to be delivered, the conditions under which
they were to be delivered, and the relevant prices.  The relation-
ship under the contract can be arms-length, meaning that the
two businesses have little interaction other than that necessary
to exchange goods and services and receive payment.
Some companies, particularly in Asian countries where the
ideology is more communitarian and where long-term relation-
ships are considered essential to doing business with others,
develop networks of long-standing inter-company relation-
ships to get access to necessary goods and services.  Some
formed families of companies in similar and sometimes vastly
different businesses, where linkages could be sustained over
long periods of time.  These networks, which derive out of a
communitarian ideology, are called kereitsu Japan and chaebol in
Korea.  They establish a form of social capital or family-like
relationship among the companies involved.
Traditional suppliers are interdependent with their customers in
that each company in the relationship relies upon the other to
deliver what has been promised.  But when the relationships are
solely contractual rather than based on trust and mutuality of
interests, supplier-customer links can be established and
dropped as prices or interests change without significant
consequences to the purchasing company.  Indeed, many
companies, using a contractual mindset, attempt to keep
multiple suppliers “on the line” so that they are dependent on
no single supplier.

Strategic Alliances and Long-Term Supplier
Relationships
When companies form long-term customer-supplier relation-
ships, joint ventures, or partnerships for receiving supply, they
increase their mutual interdependence and therefore their
mutual responsibility for the success of their joint endeavors.
Of course, not all joint ventures are supplier-customer relation-
ships, but all of them do demand more collaboration
combined with integrity of intent if the relationship is to
succeed.
The popularity of strategic alliances over the past two decades
arose in part out of recognition of the success of Japanese
kereitsu during the 1970s and 1980s, when it was noted that
cooperative alliances could provide strategic advantages that pure
competition could not.  When companies commit to each other
and hold themselves responsible for their mutual success, they
are more willing to invest in necessary equipment, employee
development, and market development to assure that success
than they would be if they thought that the relationship could
end with the next price increase.  Such relationships help
companies focus on the longer rather than the shorter term
impacts of their decisions.
Companies in supplier-customer relationships, even traditional
ones, do rely on each other for business.  Because of this
interdependence, they frequently make investments that align
one company’s resources with the other’s needs, for example, by
developing customer-specific equipment, standards, or products
and services based on expectations that the relationship will
continue.  It is because of this interdependence that suppliers
can be considered to be stakeholders that are essential to a
company’s operations, part of  the primary stakeholder set that
needs to be treated respectfully if both are to succeed.  The
tension between a company and its suppliers becomes even
more intense when the customer firm is a virtual company
engaged in numerous outsourcing relationships, as we shall
discuss below.

Outsourcing
Many companies outsource formerly internal functions like
production, human resource management, or the accounting
function to experts in the particular specialized fields.  Thus a
company like Nike is actually a marketing company, holding
within its structure the marketing and distribution functions,
while outsourcing all of  its production activity.  Many clothing
companies like Liz Claiborne and some large retailers like Wal-
Mart follow similar outsourcing strategies for most of what
they sell.
Some large companies outsource their production or even
programming operations to smaller suppliers in less developed
countries where wages and working standards are lower as a
means of  economizing. The practice of  outsourcing supply
relationships creates potential downside risks for the company
practicing this “virtuality.”  Boundaries between the firm and its
suppliers (or customer) tend to blur when the linkages are tight.
Even more potentially problematic, even when the boundaries
are quite clear in the eyes of both firms, they may be much less
obvious to external observers, who view what happens in the
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supplying firm as integral to the integrity and responsibility of
the supplied firm.
Outsourcing can create efficiencies and lowered costs because
specialists are able to focus their efforts on particular areas of
knowledge.  Specialists gain the advantages of  learning curves
and scale economies, plus they develop significant intellectual or
knowledge capital in that particular area of expertise, which
makes them better at the particular task than generalists are.
If not managed with great integrity and consideration for the
company’s vision and values, however, outsourcing relation-
ships can be a source of serious reputational difficulties.
Wal-Mart and Nike, among others, have discovered this reality
to their dismay, having been targeted by activists for sweatshop
conditions in their supplier operations.  Thus, although an
outsourcing strategy can result in the benefits of economizing,
it can also be a source of problems if companies choose to
outsource functions or areas of expertise that prove to be
sources of competitive advantage or are core competencies.25

The Sweatshop Quandary26

When working through suppliers (or customers), companies
are connected to any given firm only to the extent that they have
developed an adequate working relationship and appropriate set
of standards.  Companies that have spent the time and energy
to work through their vision and values need to assure that
their suppliers are working up to the same set of standards and
values.  Otherwise, they can find themselves in the midst of
controversies that arise when suppliers, closely linked to their
customer firm, set lower standards, as happened to Wal-Mart
when the International Labour Organization (ILO) targeted
working conditions in supplier firms in less developed coun-
tries.
Sometimes the lower wages and non-standard working
conditions of less developed countries come at a cost to
corporations, particularly when activists become interested in the
conditions of  employment in supplier companies.  Watchdog
activists like “Sweatshop Watch” or the International Labour
Organization pay close attention to working conditions in
suppliers.  When the customer firm purchases goods without
sufficient attention to the conditions under which workers labor
and when those conditions are significantly worse than would
be allowed under domestic, companies can become the target of
the activists.
Conditions and practices that draw attention include child labor,
work weeks longer than 60 hours, mandatory overtime, and
lower than prevailing minimum wage pay scales.  Workers
treated like slaves, allowed to go to the bathroom only twice a
day, regular pregnancy tests for female workers who are then
fired if pregnant, and dismissal of union supporters have also
incited activists’ attention
Companies that permit such conditions to exist in their
suppliers (or ignore the conditions) sometimes rightly indicate
that it is difficult to monitor these long-distance relationships.
Such companies need to recognize that not only does sourcing
from companies where such conditions prevail very likely go
against the vision and values they have themselves articulated
for and applied to domestic operations, but they also denigrate

the value of  human life in other parts of  the world.  Treating
workers as if they were mere cogs in a machine implies a distinct
lack of respect for the human worth and dignity of each
individual and for the communities these people come from.
Further, negative publicity seriously affects corporate reputations
when companies are “caught” sourcing from substandard
suppliers.  US firms have been subject to scrutiny by activists for
many years and the scrutiny is now spreading to European
firms as well.27  In Europe, German members of the activist
group Clean Clothes Campaign focused attention on Adidas
sourcing of clothes from suppliers whose workers operated
under sweatshop conditions.  Toy, shoe, and clothing manufac-
turers alike have been subject to exposure by activists when their
treatment of workers is considered unfair or abuse by external
activist groups.

Codes of Conduct
To cope with supplier relationships and assure that workers are
treated fairly, many companies adopt codes of  conduct and
apply those codes to their suppliers as well.  Companies also
develop codes of conduct internally that detail their relation-
ships with their suppliers and recognize overtly their
interdependence, as we saw earlier in the book with J&J’s Credo.
The next chapter will discuss emerging global standards and
codes, as well as their implications and implementation, in
some detail.  Here is it important to note that with supplier
relationships so important strategically to many companies, it is
essential that the conditions of work in those suppliers be
carefully monitored if large companies hope to treat all of their
stakeholders with the respect and dignity they deserve.
Operating with integrity demands nothing less.  If integrity
alone is insufficient, the growing numbers of activists who have
access to information and can readily spread that information
through the world wide web of electronic connections will
assure that companies pay attention to working conditions.
Perhaps especially when companies are once removed from the
operations themselves as in these supplier relationships,
standards of operating with integrity need to be maintained to
avoid reputational problems.

Critical and Particular Secondary
Stakeholders
Governments and communities are critical stakeholders for all
companies.  Governments establish the rules of society by
which companies must live, and communities provide essential
infrastructure to support company operations.  The public
affairs function, which is an umbrella for activities coping with
numerous particular stakeholders, and the community relations
function have evolved to provide venues for on-going company
interactions with these important stakeholder groups.

Public Affairs:  Government and
“Publics” Relationships
Governments at all levels and in all branches wherever a
company operates are critical secondary stakeholders for
businesses.  Business-government relationships are generally
handled through the public affairs function, which can also an
umbrella for issues management, media relations, community
relations (discussed below), public relations, and other external
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affairs activities.  The goal of the public affairs office generally is
to manage the legitimacy of the organization in its societies28
and attempt to influence or modify issues, legislation, regula-
tions, and rulings so that they are favorable to corporate
interests.29
To the extent that public affairs encompasses the other external
relations functions noted, its goal is also to present the
company in a favorable light to its many publics.  Thus, public
affairs is also designed for generally managing external relations,
including relationships with respect to public issues and the
activists involved, the media, and occasionally agencies in civil
society to whom the contributions function is linked. The
business-government relations function of the public affairs
office is directed towards helping companies understand,
anticipate, manage, and ultimately cope with laws, regulations,
and rulings generated by various governmental agencies.30
Public affairs developed originally as a fairly minor responsibility
of  the CEO.  It was not until the 1950s and ’60s that the
function began to become more formalized, with growth in the
sophistication of public affairs occurring during the 1980s and
1990s.31  By 1980 more than 80% of large corporations had a
public affairs office.32

Managing Public Affairs
The underlying goal of the public affairs function is to produc-
tively develop and maintain a positive relationship between the
company and the various branches and levels of government
whose activities influence - or are influenced by - the firm’s
activities.  On one level, the function helps present the company
to key public officials and opinion leaders in a positive light.
The public affairs office also serves the reverse purpose of
helping to explain the political environment to people within
the corporation.33   Public affairs is particularly focused on the
political environment and political change as it is likely to affect
the firm; its general charge is to establish and maintain relation-
ships with public officials, whose bottom line is political capital
and power.
In the global “village,” these activities take place not only
domestically for US corporations, but also when companies
operate in other parts of the world and need to work coopera-
tively with local governments.  For example, many US
companies have divisions operating in the European Union
that view themselves European Companies of American
Parentage (ECAPs) because they want to stress their European
roots.34
Activities of public affairs officers involve lobbying public
officials to ensure that they are aware of and well informed
about the company’ perspective pending legislative or regulatory
action.  Political strategy for corporations can mean hiring
lobbyists, whose job it is to work with and inform the public
officials about the company’s position on issues and pending
legislation and regulation.  It might also mean having corporate
officers testify on the company’s or industry’s behalf  before the
relevant public body.  Many companies develop political
strategies and support specific candidates for office, frequently
through political action committees or PACs.35
Political action could mean using corporate resources, often
gathered through a political action committee, to generate a

grassroots letter-writing, phone call-in, or e-mail campaign
either protesting or supporting a proposed legislative or
regulatory action.  Lobbying also means providing information
to public officials and their staff, who might not otherwise be
able to undertake the necessary analysis or find the relevant data.
Or it can simply mean hiring lobbyists to represent the
company’s point of  view before public bodies at the local,
state/provincial, or national level, whichever is appropriate.
Companies clearly need to develop their political strategies
carefully because, as is frequently noted, their resources give
them great power.  Responsible companies will use this power
wisely, not merely to serve the short-term and exclusively
financial interests of  the firm, but more broadly, to think about
the important public responsibilities that leading corporate
citizens bear simply because of the resources they command.
Recognizing these responsibilities, they will work collaboratively
and cooperatively with public officials in the public, not purely
their private, interest.  Working together collaboratively involves
a give and take that allows governments and their officials to do
their appropriate work of representing the public interest and
the common good even, occasionally, when it would be in the
short-term interest of the firm to do otherwise.

Issues Management
Issues in the public policy and social arenas can affect corpora-
tions and their stakeholders.  To cope with issues, many
companies have established issues management units, some-
times independent of and sometimes within the public affairs
function.  Issues managers attempt to shape or frame public
issues in ways that are helpful to the company.  In the framing
process, they are frequently interacting with framings that have
been articulated by different activist groups that are interested in
the issue at hand.  Working productively with activists to settle
on a mutual framing of the issue means engaging with them
interactively in dialogue and on-going conversation about the
nature, scope, and implications of the issue.  Relationships with
activist groups may well be handled through the issues
management function.
Issues managers have the responsibility of identifying emerging
issues relevant to corporate concerns, analyzing the potential or
actual impact of  issues on the company, determining what
kinds of responses the company should make, and then
actually, in some cases at least, implementing the response or
ensuring that others implement it.36  Issues managers are
charged with identifying where gaps exist between stakeholder
expectations and reality.  In the international setting, the
scanning process is more complex, in part because so different
cultures and contexts exist in each country, differing levels of
development generate different types of issues, and stakehold-
ers may have very different expectations of companies than they
do domestically.
In the international environment, issues can cross national
borders or can be located simply in one country.  Experience
with an issue in one nation, such as dealing with human rights
abuses, can help a company cope with it the next time the issue
arises.  Experience can help companies avoid mistakes in
developing relationships with appropriate stakeholders and
managing issues locally, but only to the extent that cultural
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differences and political realities are taken into account in the
next country.

Issue Analysis and Management
Issue analysis involves four major elements.  The first step is
assessing the history of the issue.  Next is forecasting how the
issue might develop using the issue life cycle model presented in
Chapter 3.  Then companies can use forecasting techniques like
scenario analysis to think about different possibilities and assign
probabilities to each possibility.  The final analytic phase is
determining what the likely impact of the issue will be on the
company.  Following these steps allows a company to generate
an internal issues agenda that will shape the company’s strategic
response to the issue based on the priorities given to the issues.
The final phase of issues management involves developing and
implementing the company’s strategy with respect to each of
the high priority issues.37  Several alternatives are available to
the company, including altering its own behavior to reduce or
eliminate the issue in the minds and hearts of stakeholders.
For example, Johnson & Johnson actively led the call for new
packaging following the Tylenol crisis, thereby putting the
company in a proactive, even interactive, positive with respect to
government regulators, who might otherwise have imposed
more burdensome regulations on all drug companies.
The company can also try to change stakeholder perceptions or
expectations, possibly through educating politicians about the
situation (i.e., the lobbying function noted above) or doing a
public relations campaign to educate key stakeholders.  Advocacy
advertising, in which companies state their position on an issue
in paid advertisements, is a form of public education, as is the
testimony given by company officials in the United States before
Congressional committees.
Alternatively, a company could fight about the issue in the
public policy arena, attempting to create its own framing of the
issue, as the tobacco companies have done to create a debate
about smokers’ rights and take attention away from the
negative health consequences of  smoking.  Sometimes the
education process allows a company to move stakeholders
perceptions of what is happening closer to the reality of the
situation.
When companies operate multi-domestically or transnationally,
they face considerable complications in working with local
governments and other stakeholders on relevant issues.  Some
countries, like the United States, readily permit pluralistic
interest groups, including corporations, to “contest” public
issues and provide varying sources of opinion and information
to public policy makers.   In some countries, however, where
the ideology and public policy standards are different, open
lobbying on issues may be far less acceptable, particularly for
foreign firms.  In such circumstances, working through host
country trade or industry associations, which represent the
general interest of  the companies in an industry, may be the
only feasible way to try to influence public policy since direct
intervention by corporations may be frowned upon.38  This
attitude may also explain why US-based companies in Europe
like to be viewed not as American firms, but as ECAPs, as
noted above.

Crisis Management
Organizational crises are highly ambiguous and low probability
situations, where causes and effects are not known, but that
pose a major threat to the organization’s survival and at least
some organizational stakeholders.  Crises frequently surprise the
organization and present a dilemma, timely resolution of which
will either help or hurt the enterprise.39  Although there is
controversy about whether crises can be prevented (since they are
typically surprises), many organizations, particularly those where
crisis is likely, have created crisis management units to help them
cope with a crisis does arise.  A crisis could result when an
executive is kidnapped, a plane crash kills members of the top
management team, a major fire or chemical spill happens, or in
any number of other circumstance.  For example, the Exxon
Valdez oil spill in Alaska severely damaged the environment and
relationships with the state of  Alaska. Union Carbide’s Bhopal
chemical spill killed thousands of citizens near the plant.
Companies may or not be able to predict that such a crisis will
occur, but they need to know what to do—and quickly—when
one does.  That is the role of the crisis management unit, which
is sometimes mobilized from existing employees rather than a
separate unit.  Crisis management efforts can be considered
effective when the organization survives and can resume
relatively normal operations, when losses to the organization
and its stakeholders are minimized, and when enough is
learned that it can be applied to the next crisis.
Sociologist Charles Perrow has studied high risk technologies,
such as those found in chemical, nuclear facilities, and aircraft
and found that there is an inherently high risk of crisis in the
functioning of these technologies.  Such technologies have what
Perrow terms interactive complexity, which means they interact
in complex ways, and tight coupling, which means the function-
ing of each element is closely tied to that of their parts of the
technology.  Time may be of  the essence when a situation
develops and the technology begins to fail and slack may not be
available, resulting in the quick escalation of the problem
through a cascade of interdependent and generally unexpected
effects.  Perrow says that systems that are characterized by
interactive complexity and tight coupling are prone to what he
terms “normal accidents,” because of the multiple unexpected
interactions of failure.
Union Carbide’s Bhopal chemical spill, which killed more than
2000 people and injured many others, is such a “normal”
accident that posed a considerable crisis for the company in part
because the company was ill-prepared to handle it at the time.
Diane Vaughan’s comprehensive study of  the Challenge
explosion in 1988 details a similar perspective in which NASA
and its partners were essentially unprepared for the crisis of a
shuttle failure.

Crisis Preparedness
Scanning for the potential of crises, especially in high technology
companies that risk “normal” accidents is critical to prepared-
ness and for breaking the boundaries of mental models that
suggest “it won’t happen here.”  Prepared companies put a
crisis team, usually comprised of members of the executive
team, in place that is prepared to handle the psychological and
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sometimes physical trauma that frequently follows a crisis,
particularly among employees.
Someone should be appointed to speak to the press and
represent the company’s perspective on the incident so that
multiple messages are avoided.  The more quickly that accurate
and thorough information is released, the better off the
company will be.  Although a crisis necessitates flexibility and
improvisation with respect to the roles and responsibilities
people assume, prior planning about who will do what, how,
and when can reduce the uncertainty associated with the crisis.
Planning can also provide a way for stakeholders to come
together on behalf of the company facing the crisis and help
out rather than getting in the way of efforts to resolve the
situation.

Media and Public Relations
The job of the media in a democracy is to report newsworthy
information to inform the citizenry so that it can be publicly
engaged and politically active, voting knowledgeably and actively
influencing public policy makers when issues arise on the public
policy agenda.  When public issues arise and are reported by the
print and broadcast press, it is generally because either the
reporter or editor, or an opinion leader, has seen the gap
between expectation and reality.  At one level, although the
media is very influential in shaping and framing public percep-
tion about various issues, the media’s real job is to direct public
attention to the issues rather than create the issues itself.40  In
the modern world, this principle may sometimes be violated.
Public and media relations generally involve efforts by compa-
nies to enhance their image in public opinion through positive
representation in the media, typically through media reports for
which the company does not pay (directly).  The founder of the
field of public relations, Edward Bernays, defined public
relations as “‘the engineering of consent,’ or the ability to get
diverse individuals with varying perceptions and values to come
to a ‘consent to a program or goal.
Some public relations practitioners see themselves as advocates
for their companies (or when they are in public relations firms,
for their clients).  Others see their role as building consensus
among stakeholders on various issues of relevance to the firm
by creating carefully crafted messages that put the company’s
point of  view in the public’s eyes and ears.41   Thus, modern
public relations officers are responsible in part for helping to
build local communities and in part for sustaining positive
relationships with a company’s many stakeholders.
Public relations officers use many means of communicating the
public image of the firm, including issuing press releases
announcing the company’s position on issues, or positive
developments within the firm (e.g., promotions, new product
releases, special events, contributions made by the firm).  Press
releases can also attempt to get the company’s point of  view on
an issue or situation fairly represented in the print and broadcast
press.  Thus, the public relations function is another means by
which companies attempt to “frame” issues so that they reflect
the company and its perspective positively.
Some companies generate advertisements, called advocacy ads,
to state their position on specific issues.  Oil and tobacco

companies are particularly active in advocacy advertising,
however this technique tends to raise issues of credibility for the
firm.  Companies may sponsor events or particular causes as a
means of gaining positive publicity without direct advertising,
and they frequently work with community organizations on
local causes.  Another technique is to establish a speakers bureau
or experts list that can be used by the press when questions
about an issue, situation, or area of interest arise.
Many public relations departments are also responsible for
employee newsletters and other communications, as well as
some of the communications with external audiences.  The
public relations department may work with the investor
relations unit to produce the annual report for investors, as well
as environmental reports, social audits, and community
newsletters, and other reports intended for external consump-
tion.
Increasingly, companies use their websites to provide informa-
tion to the computer-using public.  The website offers not only
product information and interactive services, but can be a rich
source of  official information about a company.  Everything
from a company’s vision and values-statements, its mission, its
annual report, new product developments and releases, financial
information, and positive press coverage, not to mention
means of  obtaining the company’s products and services,
among many other things, can be made readily available
through the website.

Working with the Media
Many companies attempt to work collaboratively with the
media in the interest of  getting positive stories told.  To do so
well means developing an on-going relationship with journal-
ists, who can learn to trust the company as a reliable source.
Here integrity matters critically!
Reporters, whether broadcast or print, seek certain things from
company representatives.  Among them are honesty, respect,
and a mutually-rewarding relationship built on trust.  Reporters
want to know that they can trust what a spokesperson says
about the firm, as well as that they will have queries responded
to quickly, as most reporters are working under tight deadlines
and timetables.  It is also important that company representa-
tives are familiar with editorial policies of the media outlets that
might contact the firm so that they can generate a productive
and collaborative, rather than an adversarial, relationship.42

Community Relationships
Healthy communities are those in which citizens know and are
connected with each other, share a common vision of the
community’s identity and culture, and are willing to work
together for the common good.  Corporations located in
communities can, when they are “rooted” in and responsible to
the community, play an important role in building and
sustaining community health.  Companies receive numerous
supports from healthy communities, including infrastructure
planning and development, an educated workforce, and a
working environment that enhances competitiveness.  Most
companies work directly with their communities, enhancing
what is known as social capital (or connections and relatedness)
within the community, through their community relations
functions.
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Community relations programs in the United States, where they
are most common, typically have encompassed a number of
areas including charitable contributions or philanthropy,
volunteer programs, and community-based (public-private or
social) partnerships.  The relationships with communities
embodied in these programs are handled through a number of
functions that are frequently consolidated into a single office
called Community Relations (CR).   Generally speaking, the
community relations function deals with community members
and groups active in the civil society (and sometimes the
political) sphere of influence.
The major investment by the community in a company comes
in the forms of social capital generated by strong and healthy
communities and the infrastructure generated by communities
from taxes paid by individual and corporate citizens.  Social
capital, as has already been discussed, provides for health
community-based relationships and positive civic and political
action that helps balance both economic and governmental
sources of power.  The infrastructure provided by communities
includes the local educational system, which can provide an
educated workforce for a company.  Infrastructure also includes
roads and highways, communications networks, local commu-
nity-based services (e.g., garbage removal and sewage systems),
and the local regulatory system, without which it would be
impossible for firms to operate successfully.

Neighbor of Choice
Best practice companies in community relations operate on a
principle that asks the company to become a “neighbor of
choice.”43   Being a neighbor of choice means being a welcome,
trusted neighbor with a positive relationship within the
communities where the company has operations.  Neighbor of
choice strategies, according to Edmund Burke, who founded
the corporate membership organization called Boston College
Center for Corporate Community Relations, derive from
trusting relationships based on mutual respect and on-going
dialogue with communities and their representatives.44  The
key to becoming a successful corporate neighbor of choice is, as
we have argued earlier for all stakeholders, developing continu-
ing and mutually interactive, power balanced relationships.
Thus, one important consideration for companies wishing to
attain balance between the interests of communities and those
of the company is to assure that there is a significant place for
community members’ “voice” on corporate activities.
Burke highlights three specific program strategies essential to
positive corporate-community relations, recognizing that strong
community relations cannot be housed within a single depart-
ment but are instead the responsibility of everyone in the
company.  Companies need first to build community relation-
ships, then to identify company-relevant issues and concerns
within the community, and finally design appropriate programs
in the community to cope with those concerns.45  A neighbor
of choice community relations program begins with an internal
assessment of company attitudes and practices toward the
community, then moves outward to assess the situation and
needs of those communities (in particular) where the company
has operations or where it hopes to develop a broad customer
base.

To make the community relations programs strategic once
needs and opportunities have been identified, companies need
to map out the ways in which activities within the community
can enhance their strategy.  One example is the use of  strategic
philanthropy, for example, a chemical company donating lab
facilities and materials that help train technicians to a local high
school so that trained workers will later be available.  Another
would be to use volunteer programs to connect employees with
local communities so that they can not only improve the
community and the company’s relationship with the commu-
nity, but also improve employee morale and connectedness to
the values and vision of the firm.  Some companies engage in
cause-related marketing in which they donate a percent of each
sale or product use to a cause or charity with which local
community members can identify.  This technique, which was
pioneered by the American Express Corporation, combines
philanthropy and marketing.

Identifying Communities of Interest
Burke identifies six generic types of communities, many of
which are in the civil society sphere, to which most companies
will need to pay attention if they wish to become a neighbor of
choice.  These types include the site community, which is
geographically determined by the location of facilities.  A second
community is the employee community, which is not the
internal employee group but the communities where employees
live.  A third type of  community is the fenceline community,
which includes the immediate neighbors surrounding company
property.
Companies also need to pay attention to the impact commu-
nity, which is comprised of  the communities impacted by
company operations (particularly any externalities generated by
the company).  Impacts can derive from operations, from
political or social influence generated by a company’s activities,
from decisions to exit or leave a community, or from decisions
to enter a given community.
A new and evolving community to which many, if  not most
companies need to pay attention, is the cyber community.
Unlike traditional place-based communities, the cyber commu-
nity has few boundaries and is not readily identifiable, yet it
provides a ready market for a company’s products or services,
and may have substantial power to influence a company’s
success. Thus, the cyber community needs to be treated with the
same respect as other communities.
Finally, there are common interest communities or functional
communities, as identified by sociologist Murray Ross,
according to Burke.  Common interest communities share a
common interest or function, like the environment, education,
religion or ethnicity.  These particular communities operate
within other civil society institutions, like schools and universi-
ties, or civic organizations, that may wish to develop on-going
collaborations with a company aimed at mutual benefit.

Community Relations Strategies
Dealing with all of these different communities requires
developing specific community relations strategies and pro-
grams for each community.  This process of  relationship
building cannot be left to chance and needs to be planned as
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carefully as any other corporate strategy if the company hopes to
be able to work effectively with community constituencies.
Burke has identified a number of what he terms community
practice programs that enable companies to develop on-going
dialogue within the context of a trusting relationship with
community stakeholders.46  Among the programs that
companies use to invite community representatives from the
different communities of relevance into dialogue and relation-
ship are plant tours and programs that expose people to what is
actually going on within the facilities.  Some companies also
donate the use of their facilities to NGOs or nonprofits,
including allowing access to NGO leaders to corporate training
programs when appropriate.  Others engage key leaders in
mutual problem solving and planning activities related to a
community’s needs, interests, and quality of  life.
Many companies identify key contacts within the company for
specific kinds of community questions or needs, thereby
creating a degree of needed transparency between the firm and
its communities.  Working in the reverse direction, some
companies also develop their own list of key community
contacts so they will know whom to contact when issues arise
and can do so before the issue is framed in ways that go against
the corporate interest.
A final way that progressive and visionary companies use to
work interactively with community representatives is by creating
community advisory panels that provide a forum for dialogue
about community-based issues of mutual concern.  These
panels enlist key community members in working with the
community on issues that are important to the community.
Acting as a liaison between the community and the company,
such panels can create a forum or a “space” for dialogue about
what is important to both sides.  An advisory panel can provide
a common meeting ground, and enhance not only the transpar-
ency of the company to the community but also the prospect
of developing a shared view of what is in the long-term
common good of the community and company alike.

Social Vision and Social Capital
The task of corporate leadership in the 21st century goes well
beyond traditional community relations in dealing with the
public responsibilities of the firm.  As we have argued in earlier
chapters, what is important in developing a corporate-commu-
nity relations program that will be effective in the future is
finding a way to balance the company’s interests with those of
its communities, many of which are found in the civil society
sphere.
The presence of social capital, that is, connectedness among
members of the communities of relevance, is the primary
measure of success in healthy and well functioning communi-
ties.  Companies have a choice:  they can destroy social capital by
economizing at all costs, laying off employees and devastating
their communities when lower cost options arise.  Or they can
develop lasting, trust-filled relationships with local communi-
ties and help strengthen those communities; in short, they can
become “rooted” in communities rather than rootless.  The
result will enable companies to gain access to qualified and well
educated, loyal workers, communities with adequate infrastruc-
ture to support company needs, and civil relationships with

local leaders who believe that the presence of the company is a
benefit to the community.
By working towards the development of social capital through
positive community-based programs, companies can, indeed,
become neighbors of choice and help provide balance among
the three spheres of influence.

Discussions

1. Do we deal directly or indirectly with Stakeholders ?
2. Do we take offence or the defence in dealing with

stakeholders ?
3. Do we accommodate, negotiate, manipulate, or resist

stakeholder overtures ?
“ The Stakes are high; the Standards are not  “

-corporate governance and transactions is an interesting
article for review of students.

Godrej Consumer Products Limited…..

“ Our Promises

Deliver Superior

Stakeholder Value
Effective Performance is a result of  strategic actions, resulting
in growth, success, and  superior value.

Enduring Trust
Trust is a highly valued asset. Supporting this belief  is the
section on Shareholder Information, report of  corporate
Governance and Financials. It is our promise of  enduring
trust that enables us to deliver value and live up to our
stakeholder’s expectation.
The importance the company places on delivering value to its
shareholders can also be gauged from the fact that GCPL’s
dividend yield in 2002-03 is amongst the highest in the
industry.
My belief in our abilities and initiatives was vindicated when
ICRA assigned an SVG2 rating on Stakeholder Value Creation
and Governance practices to GCPL. The SVG2 rating implies
that in ICRA’s current opinion, GCPL belongs to the ‘High
Category’ across the said composite parameters. Furthermore,
this is the highest rating awarded by ICRA to any company, till
date.
The Corporate Governance practices of GCPL were also
assigned a CGR2 rating by ICRA. The CGR2 Rating implies
that in ICRA’s current opinion, the rated company has adopted
and follows such practices, conventions and codes as would
provide its financial stakeholders a high level of assurance on
the quality of corporate governance.

Recapitulation

1. What is a stake
2. Stakeholders relationship
3. Building sustainable stakeholder linkages
4. Organizing for Relationship
5. Owners
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“The Stakes are High; The Standards are
Not”

Corporate Governance and Transactions
by Justin Jenk, Accenture
In recent months the debate has raged around failures of
current corporate governance practices in North American
and European companies. The cited failings are numerous
and include: weakness of the capitalist system; lack of
transparency; ineffectiveness of board of directors;
malfeasance of senior management and plain human
failings - greed amongst others. Opinion polls reveal the
all time low esteem with which the public now holds
corporate officers.To a large extent this debate misses the
central point that good (and strong) corporate governance
starts with informed and active investors of  capital,
principally shareholders. They can, and should be, in-
volved in the critical organic and transactional decisions
of their companies.

Certain recent spectacular corporate failures have  revealed a
confluence of  these factors into a so-called  “perfect storm”. Yet
it is arguable that more attentive  shareholder activity would
have detected, if not  prevented, these spectacular collapses.
For example, the development of  Vodafone – the  UK based
telecoms company – reflects the positive  and reinforcing
interplay between managing a  distinctive strategy, which fully
utilises opportunities  provided by organic as well as transaction
activities, as  well as good corporate governance. Since listing in
the  1980s,Vodafone has increased its total return to sharehold-
ers (TRS) by over 11 times. Since 1998, its average annual
growth in TRS has been just over 15% (see Figure 1).
Most of the credit for this success is usually attributed to the
£170bn Vodafone has spent on acquisitions, as well as £15bn in
capital investments for licences. In fact, skilful strategic disposals
have been equally as important. In May 2000,Vodafone sold
Orange to France Telecom for £25.1bn.  The deal was just part
of the £40bn-plus of former Mannesmann assets that
Vodafone has now sold off.Vodafone is a  powerful demon-
stration of the power of transactions as a means of creating
value. This achievement is all the more impressive against the
background of the dramatic fall in share prices in the telecoms
sector since the Mannesmann deal. Furthermore,Vodafone has
many of the hallmarks of good corporate governance: a long
standing CEO, diverse and independent board of  directors,
good communications with its stakeholders as well as a large
and active shareholder base. This strong performance contrasts
sharply with many of its peers.
By way of  comparison, Deutsche Telekom (DT) and Telia have
faced significant challenges and been unable to effect equally
effective strategies. They have failed to acquire and dispose of
assets as well as capabilities in the far-sighted and integrated
manner that Vodafone has done.Arguably these two companies
had every chance of  emulating Vodafone, yet comparing each
company’s TRS reveals a stark

difference (see Figure 1). DT recently announced record losses
and Telia’s poor performance contrasts sharply with that of
Vodafone.
Good corporate governance cannot be divorced from active and
informed involvement by investors. Those shareholders who
are actively and intelligently engaged in understanding their
investments’ businesses are more likely to help these enterprises
reap the benefits of increasing value as well as reduce the risk of
catastrophic failure.
The contention is not for shareholders to do the job of board
directors or management, but to ensure that the critical aspects
that drive an enterprise’s viability and sustainability are ad-
dressed properly. Sound corporate governance is about
establishing transparency and accountability. That means that
the board ensures the right people, structures and processes are
in place; independent and aligned with shareholders’ require-
ments.
Value creation is the rationale for, and reinforcing aspect, of
enterprises. A viable and healthy enterprise generates adequate
cash flow for reinvestment and growth from sound and
productive decisions. Much of the current debate with regard to
corporate governance misses the importance of understanding
this wellspring of value creation. The role of corporate gover-
nance is to nurture value creation – to ensure the enterprise’s
organisation and management are conducive to sustainable
development. Essentially this means increasing net free cash
flows, and better yet ensuring that returns exceed the related
cost of capital. This behaviour is in the direct interest of
shareholders and indirectly of stakeholders.
Informal surveys reveal that a large portion of  retail investors,
as well as a number of institutional ones, do not regularly
monitor nor question the viability of the net operating cash
flows of  their underlying investment assets. Clearly, at this
stage, one is at risk. Institutional investors play a disproportion-
ate, yet poorly understood, role in the implementation of good
corporate governance and related impact on an enterprise’s value
creation. Institutional investors account for well over half of all
shareholders in the US and nearly 80% in the UK and Germany.
Their single large holdings, and related actions, have significant
impact. Studies reveal that the buying and selling activities of as
few as 100 investors in a large enterprise can significantly
influence its share price development.
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The better enterprises have a greater proportion of shareholders
who are informed and take active decisions to influence their
investments. The shareholders that are engaged do add value by
challenging boards and management as well as protecting
against malpractice and catastrophic failure. Robust and effective
corporate governance starts with a shareholder who consistently
asks of his/her investment – why? While it would not be
constructive for shareholders to question every management
decision, there are certain decisions that merit more shareholder
scrutiny than others. Transactions and ‘change of  ownership’
decisions (be they mergers, acquisitions, divestments, joint
ventures, spin-offs, carve-outs, IPOs , delistings, etc) are ones
that demand this attention.
There is a relatively simple two-step formula to realising
sustainable increases in value. An enterprise can increase its
revenue as well as increase the socalled ‘spread’ (the difference
between its return on capital employed and weighted average
cost of capital) into the future. The positive combination of the
two creates ‘intrinsic’ value, often reflected in the enterprise’s
share price. The better investors and boards are those that are
examining this formula and assessing how realistic
management’s ambitions and plans are.
Enterprises have two basic choices over how to influence this
formula and generate additional cash flow. Enterprises can
pursue organic means to improve returns by creating new
revenue growth, platforms from which to better meet customer
needs, new products and services at improved price/functional-
ity, as well as enhanced productivity (such as cost and process
improvements). This choice accounts for a portion of any
enterprise’s positive development.
However, an enterprise’s full potential is realised by combining
organic growth with an integrated approach to transactions.
This approach is more than just acquisitions – it covers the
spectrum of mergers, joint ventures and disposals as well as
restructurings – for all or parts of  an enterprise’s business
activities. Even in the current depressed environment, there is
still a need and demand for transactions to realise an enterprise’s
strategic ambitions and goals.
A means of illustrating this point is understanding the relative
development of Royal Bank of Scotland (RBOS) and Barclays
in the UK banking market reveals the importance and impact of
this balance between organic and transactional activities.
Examining the ‘spread/growth’ trajectories of the two banks,
in the recent past and possible future, provide clues as to each
bank’s ability to generate value (see Figure 2). The ideal location
on this grid is the upper right quadrant. While both institutions
have been successful, RBOS has enjoyed stronger performance
in terms of  generating more value, such as relative TRS. RBOS’s
circular trajectory reflects this development, with its projected
end point in 2004 in advance of  Barclay’s leftward slide. RBOS
has successful acquired and

Figure 2: Comparative revenue growth/spread trajectories,
1999A-2004E (Estimate)

Sources: Company reports, Analyst reports,
Accenture analysis

integrated financial institutions, particularly NatWest, to derive
tangible increase in revenue growth and cash flow. It has
consciously and proactively utilised both organic and transaction
opportunities as well as corporate governance to the full.
Barclays, on the other hand, has successfully pursued organic
opportunities with a more measured set of acquisitions,
alliances and disposals.
Transactions are often significant step change decisions which
require due consideration of the total risks and rewards to
shareholders and stakeholders alike. While some transactions do
generate significant value, empirical data suggests that far too
many transactions are failing to generate any value, indeed, some
destroy it. So is there a smarter way to approach transactions for
most companies? Yes – and there are a number of  factors to
consider. What is required first and foremost is a willingness to
see transactions in a more holistic manner, one that explicitly
links the strategic rationale, transaction and post-transaction
activities into a coherent whole. Experience suggests that
applying this discipline leads to value-enhancing decisions.
However, all too often management pursue acquisitions that are
flawed from first concept; further compromised by overpaying
and inadequate attention to the post-integration challenges (and
total costs).A number of boards seem equally blind or unwill-
ing to challenge these proposals.The dot-com bonanza and
ensuing bust of  the technology sector are aggregate examples
of this behaviour. For the poor acquirers, value destruction is
not only the premium paid but also the result of having
compromised the viability of the existing business. Successful
acquirers are those that combine both acquisitions and divesti-
tures in a proactive and premeditated fashion to complement
their organic strategies.
A successful acquisition requires a robust and rigorous examina-
tion of the rationale for any acquisition or merger.This
assessment must be reflected in the valuation of synergies, deal
characteristics (such as structure and terms), postmerger
challenges and the price paid. These better acquirers do not
overpay for the opportunity to add to their current businesses.
Instead, they spend the time and resources necessary to convince
themselves objectively to say ‘yes,’ rather than getting caught in
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the emotion and momentum of a deal. In short, they pursue
“strategic due diligence".
Our experience has revealed a worrying statistic over how little
time most enterprises spend on strategic due diligence. The
average time taken for due diligence was less than three weeks,
with only five days spent on understanding the strategic aspects.
The bulk of the three weeks are devoted to checking historical
financial accounts of the target and backgrounds of the
management team; instead of assessing the future
potential.This time should be spent confirming assumptions
and information utilised to improve the original proposal and
analyses.
In a similar fashion better divestors are those that actively review
their businesses and consciously rebalance their portfolio of
businesses. What is required, first and foremost, is a willingness
to consider all possibilities: to look at ways to radically redesign
a business without divesting; to put all of the business units –
including what might appear to be the core business – on the
table as possible candidates for divestiture; and, finally, when
the decision is made to shed a particular business unit, to think
of innovative ways to divest it.
Given the clearly crucial role of sound divestment, it is surpris-
ing how few corporate executives actively embrace the divestiture
side of the equation, particularly in the current environment. In
a recent Accenture survey of  Fortune 1000 executives in the US,
only 27% mentioned divestitures as a conscious part of their
strategies. The other anecdotal point is that while CEOs lead
acquisitions, divestitures seem to be viewed as defeatist and left
to the Chief Financial Officer to implement.
The markets are very ready to see a divestment as value creating
when companies can demonstrate the strategic logic behind it.
Within the space of  three days in mid-February 2003, BP sold
off a package of mature production assets in the North Sea,
and almost simultaneously confirmed a US$6.75bn investment
in Russia. The deal was announced as part of a massive BP
investment programme into emerging areas. A refocusing that
Lord Browne, architect of  BP’s continuous restructuring
programme, described as being ‘as important [to BP] as the
North Sea and Alaska were 30 years ago.’
Better divestors frequently and regularly pose a structured set of
five key questions with regard to restructuring to their boards
and management. Answering these questions often leads to
some form of rebalancing of business activities, including
divestments (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Five key questions to ask before divestment

· Rather than getting rid of an entire business unit, can you disassemble
its operations and outsource the costly or cumbersome functions?

· Have we pushed technology as far as we can, or are there still new ways
it can cut costs, increase productivity and improve operations?

· Do you have all the candidates for disposal on the table, not just the
‘dogs’?

· Is it possible that the business you thought of as core is actually your
least important one?

· If  you do decide to get out of  a business, what’s the best way to exit?

Is corporate governance confined to an enterprise – namely the
board of  directors and senior management? No. Clearly these
individuals have a fiduciary responsibility but shareholders and
bondholders also need to practice corporate governance as well.
Observations suggest that just as management teams are not
addressing these issues nor are boards of Directors. Boards are
often not aware early enough and seem not to wish to challenge
too strongly the proposals of management. One concern is the
relatively limited amounts of time board members actually
spend with their companies. Informal surveys suggest that
directors on average spend less than 21 days a year for a
particular company.
Another observation is the relatively slow reaction time of
some boards to address weakening performance of a company
and senior management. Marconi, C&W and Vivendi are cases
in point. The unfolding ‘pension funding crisis’ in the UK is a
further example of this inactivity being played out on a broader
field. More scrutiny and challenge by shareholders and boards
might well have raised the issue earlier and provided better
remedial opportunities for boards and management. With the
pension crisis, many enterprises are having to divert manage-
ment attention and capital to literally fill the holes.This distracts
from the ongoing business challenges.
The recent proposals of  the Higgs Commission in the UK and
Sarbannes-Oxley Act in the US are examples of efforts to
redress the concerns of commitment, composition, objectivity
and timely intervention by directors and senior executives.
However, recent reform, regulation and legislation have all
tended to miss the critical tenet that the creation of sustainable
shareholder value is based on active investors.
This type of knee-jerk reaction is also being seen amongst
corporates with their decisions to rescind and restrict the
dissemination of information. Recent decisions by some
companies (such has Coca-Cola) to halt quarterly reporting is an
attempt to break the vicious cycle of managing expectations
with regard to earnings. Arguably it has become vicious due to
attempts to meet unrealistic targets rather than establishing a
dialogue about the robustness and feasibility of
targets.Transparency and timeliness of  information are required,
but not for their own sakes.
Shareholders, boards and management should be working
together to develop sound corporate governance.To quote
BP:“We have been trying to make sure that the board becomes a
meaningful link in the chain of authority that begins with the
shareholders and moves down through the organisation to the
janitor.” It has become the fashion to measure corporate
governance; many indices and metrics exist.There does appear to
be a positive correlation between better corporate governance
scores and share price increase. Yet, as with quarterly reporting, is
this process waiting to be hijacked?
Berkshire Hathaway is considered by many to be the single best
example of productive corporate governance at work. Interest-
ingly enough it breaks with many of the ‘conventions’ and
recent regulatory responses. Mr Buffet is both chairman and
CEO. The company has a seven-member board of  which two
others are family members and others close friends of the ‘Sage
of Omaha’. The company is parsimonious in disseminating
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information about its activities. Yet, the company has returned
double digit growth over an extended period and in 2002 made
acquisitions amounting to approximately US$4bn. Mr Buffet
drives his company and those which he is a board member to
pursue opportunities that generate value. He is an active
practitioner of corporate governance.
In one of the most high profile transactions of recent times,
the Compaq merger with Hewlett- Packard, HP director Walter
Hewlett advocated shareholder activism to challenge company
management on the deal. Whatever one thinks of  Mr Hewlett’s
methods, or the management decision, he did manage to
galvanise shareholders to directly influence the fate of two
companies - perhaps even an industry - in a way rarely seen in
corporate life. In the end the vote of the institutional investors
swung the deal for Carly Fiorina. Without any question good
corporate governance was enacted by management, directors and
shareholders. As Mr Hewlett said of his campaign at the time,
“It is my hope that the past several months will come to be
viewed as a turning point in the evolution of accountability and
transparency on the governance of corporations. Despite the
fact that billions of dollars and the future of great companies
are at stake, standards of corporate governance are neither
robustly developed nor rigorously examined or enforced. To be
blunt, the stakes are high; the standards are not.”
The lesson to be drawn is that good corporate governance is in
the implementation of known and accepted standards to focus
the behaviours of management, directors and shareholders on
creating sustainable value. This approach applies as much to
setting and executing strategy, decisions to maintain the viability
of the organisation as well as to effecting value-enhancing
transactions.

Author
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Responsibilities of organizations
2. Role of Government
3 Factors for Growth
4. Performance measurement
5. Consumers perception

Organizations Responsibilities
There are arguments in favor and against regarding  responsi-
bilities of organizations
Some of the Arguments in favor for Social involvement of
business includes:
• public needs have changed leading to changed expectations-

business received its charter from society and has to respond
to the needs of society

• improvement of the social environment benefits both
society and business

• social involvement discourages additional govt. regulation
and intervention

• social involvement creates a favorable public image
Some of the arguments which are against includes:
• the primary task of business is to maximize profit by

focusing strictly on economic activities- social involvement
could reduce economic efficiency

• business has enough power and increased social
involvement would further increase the power and influence

• business people lack the social skills to deal with problems
of society

We shall discuss at length the social responsibilities of  the
organizations in Lesson 06.
Before proceeding further on responsibilities and performances,
let’s look at Business Environment under which an organiza-
tion has to carry forward its activities.

Role of Government
The role of government is also not a substitute for the
responsibilities of the business community in the business
environment described earlier. The first and foremost is to
contribute to the success of national programme of growth,
development and justice. For example. Our business commu-
nity can have a meaningful participation in the programme of
rural development and rural employment generation.Rural-
based business units can take up runt development schemes in
areas situated near their units. Urban-based industries and
business concerns can adopt villages for all-round integrated
development In a country where 78% of people live in villages.
rural industrialization is  meaningful proposition and. there-
fore. existing business-industry must come forward to assist
that process of rural industrialization. In this context, Indian

business community can supply managers and technical know-
how to the District Industrial Centres meant for the “tiny
sector.” Similarly, private business can also assist the process of
employment creation through the multiplier mechanism
underlying its investment programme. Our business has to go
for investment designed to increase employment. to reduce
social disparities  to promote balanced regional growth and to
widen the entrepreneurial base. Our environment today
presents challenging economic prospects: business certainly
should seize this environmental opportunity.
But in the process business must succeed in balancing the
interests of various social classes-the \consumers, the workers,
the shareholders, the owners, and the managers. And our
business can discharge its social responsibilities, obligations and
commitments, provided it does not give up business ethics and
values of Indian tradition and culture. Business must subject
itself  to social audit and accountability. Business belongs to
society as much as society belongs to business; business and
society must enrich each other. Keeping in view this adage, on
the one hand, Indian business has to prove its adequacy,
appropriateness and efficiency in the context of Indian society
and, on the other hand, Indian society has to create an atmo-
sphere of  hope and confidence for Indian business community.
This needs mature managers to balance the aspiration of
various social groups, and thereby promote social harmony and
national growth. For this, it is important for to-day’s managers
not only to understand the parameters of economics, but also
the forces of  politics.  Today, business fluctuations are caused
more by political designs than by economic trends. It requires
both capabilities of managers to take care of business enter-
prises in a modem political economy. When the government is
cultivating a market-friendly approach, business must capitalize
on the emerging opportunities.

Staying on the Path to Growth
Nothing drives shareholder value more powerfully than
profitable growth. Nothing else so energizes and motivates an
organization. And nothing is a surer sign of a healthy strategy
and a well-run company than consistently high growth in an
existing business.
That’s worth remembering amidst the current frenzy of  deal-
making and portfolio shuffling. Certainly, good M&A
opportunities merit attention, as do sensible diversification
opportunities and cost-saving initiatives. But do not forget the
pain or the one-time nature of most cost reductions, and the
intransigent, real-world difficulties of making acquisitions and
new businesses work as hoped.
There’s no place like home - and no growth like homegrown
growth. You know more, so you’re less likely to be fooled by
chimera. You already have a suitable business system, so the
incremental costs of growing your volume may be modest.

LESSON 6:

RESPONSIBILITIES OF ORGANIZATIONS
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You have better odds of  extending your brand. And if  you get
there first, you may preempt your competitors’ ability to attract
your existing customers.
The problem, of course, is that this is hard work. It is no easy
or obvious matter to create meaningful growth in an existing
business. Chances are, you have been trying to do so for years,
but the opportunities just don’t seem to be there. Indeed, how
can you grow when it’s tough enough just to hold on to what
you have?
What have we missed? What have we ignored? What have we
left undone? These, more than anything else, are the questions
Monitor’s clients -large, successful, marketing-savvy, multina-
tional companies - really have in mind when they ask us, as they
often do, “How can we grow our existing businesses?”

A Comprehensive View
Students, I am sure, you will agree with our first answer “Look
at the market differently.” The most attractive sources of
growth are often in the neglected comers of a market. In places
that you haven’t looked or, perhaps, where you have looked but
haven’t seen. Managers often fail to look at all the potential
sources of growth in a business. No surprise here. Every
company has its reflexes, its biases. It looks at the sources of
growth that have worked in the past poaching new customers,
say, from competitors - but not at stimulating existing custom-
ers to use more of its product.
And even when managers do look more broadly, they do not
always look persistently. This matters because the most
productive type of growth for a company or a business changes
over time. when the credit card industry was young, the greatest
source of growth was to get more cards into more wallets. But
when a credit card company already has its plastic in millions of
wallets, the growth arithmetic changes. How can you make
customers pull out your card not the competitors’? How can you
persuade customers to use your card - your product - on new
occasions? The same for soft drinks: have you tried a cola for
breakfast yet? The same for all companies.
The best way to find new places to grow is, first, to broaden
your thinking to include different types of growth and, then, to
look hard at the types of growth you haven’t yet focused on. In
practice, we often help clients find growth by digging deeper
into their traditional markets, tackling competitors they had not
thought relevant, finding buyers they had not known about,
and discovering valuable applications for products they had not
believed to be important.
If  you’re a manufacturer of  laundry detergent, for example, is
your competition the other brands of laundry detergent, or is it
dry cleaning? If  you’re a publisher of  magazines, do you know
all the places and occasions where customers buy magazines - or
just the channels and occasions you serve? If  you’re a mortgage
bank, do you know all the reasons why borrowers refinance
their houses? What about when they are getting divorced? If
you are a commercial bank, do your high growth, mid-sized
clients need help only with the treasury services they have used
in the past, or do they also need help with foreign exchange
transactions that are new to them? Answering such questions as
these, accurately and effectively, is simply impossible if  a

company lacks a comprehensive view - an integrated set of
maps - of its core markets.

A Clear Line of Sight
By themselves, however, maps are not enough. You also need a
clear line or sight to the actual market opportunity. Consider, for
instance, a company in the salty snacks business. It served the
demand in factories, offices, and other workplaces through
specialist distributors, which negotiated with employers, placed
racks and vending machines, and often provided a complete
product package including coffee, tea, and soft drinks. But it had
no idea of the full size or nature of potential demand. In fact,
however, it was as big again as the whole current business! The
company’s view had been blocked by multiple layers of
L.’1tennediaries - distributors, employers, and so fort. Only
when it fmal1y saw what end consumers really wanted, as well
as all the barriers along the route to reach them, could it at last
start working to capture the growth opportunity.
Now, if  were properly organized to go after all these opportuni-
ties - a big “if,” of course, what could you achieve ? How much
revenue is really on the table ? When and  someone find a way to
tap the revenue - even if it is not you?

Actionable  Insight

Everyone knows and you students also must be knowing that
developing an excellent understanding of the  markets and
customers is fundamental to good growth strategies. But what,
in practice, does  “excellent “ really mean? In general, market
researchers and analysts define “excellent “ as meaning “insight-
ful about customers.” It, is an answer to the question, “What
do different groups of customers want?” In our experience,
such answers are often, interesting. But even more often, they
fail to drive real growth.
Why? The primary reason is usually  look of action ability. Most
market researchers can tell you how different groups of people
feel about your product or service, but they cannot tell you how
to locate these groups of people - or even how to recognize
them. How, for example, do your salespeople know which
segment a customer is in when he stands in front of them?
Perhaps more troubling, do they know what to do to win these
customers in ways that your organization is able to operation-
ally?
A Telecommunications firms with an enormous customer
database containing call volumes, call types, addresses, and the
like also had access to excellent market research on the  needs
and motivations of different types of phone users. The
problem ? There  was no way for managers to relate these
customer segments to the customers in their database. As a
result, marketing efforts, which largely depended on direct mail
and telemarketing, were doomed to ineffectiveness. In this case,
for the segmentation to be actionable, it would have to create
legitimate segments that did link directly to the individuals in
the database.
In addition, most companies are not precise enough about the
specific customer behaviors they want to change. Do you, for
example, want present customers to use your product in a new
way for a new purpose, or do you want to attract customers
now being served by your competitors? We believe that, if  you
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know which customer actions will result in the most growth
and if you can create programs that target exactly those actions,
good things will happen. Marketing will be more cost effective,
and the different functions in your organization will be aligned
against a common, actionable goal.
From hard experience with many clients and organizations, we
know the value of an integrated discipline for achieving growth.
This growth path is designed to help managers develop, apply,
integrate, and make operational the full range of end-to-end
systems required for growth.
The  result of following this discipline? First, an operating plan
that has a powerful growth strategy embedded in it - a plan that
has clear logic and can be easily

A Systematic Approach
There are many elements in a successful growth strategy: picking
the right markets, understanding customers, creating programs
the focus on the right behaviors, accurately assessing your own
capabilities, and so on. Achieving growth involves not one
thing, but many. It cannot be brought about by a single change.
It takes discipline, integration, and time.
Most companies know and practice some elements of this
growth discipline, but the best do them all- and do them
systematically. These companies bring together, in an ordered
fashion, the insights and the infrastructure needed to identify
and capture a steady stream of growth opportunities. Less
successful companies often work just as hard at it but do not
achieve as much. Their problem is usually not a lack of initia-
tive, but “initiative soup.”
You recognize the symptoms: every sales unit and every product
manager tries to do something to create growth. Central
management launches one initiative after another. But no one
maintains an overview of  the whole process. As a result, key
steps get missed or lack coherence or are improperly sequenced
or do not combine effectively or are in conflict with each other.
The inevitable gap between rhetoric and achievement leads to
cynicism, which over time discredits efforts to boost internally-
driven growth.
Our experience is that there is often a big payoff from system-
atically identifying and quantifying - on an unconstrained basis –
all the opportunities in a market.

Exercise
Try this back-of-the-envelope experiment. Identify a product of
your choice and go through all the potential sources of growth
in your market and estimate the volume and value of each of
the major types of  growth opportunity.
The result should be a picture !

Performance Measurement
A performance measurement program involves the implemen-
tation of an information feedback system by which
management identifies, monitors and takes action to improve
selected key performance indicators relating to the primary
performance areas of an organization. For most for-profit
businesses, these performance areas are sales and customer
relations, operations, finance and personnel. Many of the
performance indicators tracked are bottom-line oriented and
have to do with profitability and productivity.

Not-for-profit organizations labor under similar kinds of
competitive pressures as do for-profit businesses, as well as
having to deal with a host of other economic, societal and
regulatory conditions and restrictions which are unique to the
not-for-profit sector and which compel them to evaluate their
services and operations and to find ways to make themselves
more effective and efficient. For most organizations, their
mission statement generally defines their primary goals and
objectives. Consequently, many of  the key success factors and
the more specific performance indicators that they will need to
monitor will be determined, in large part, by the specific goals
and objectives which are contained in, or are implicit in, that
mission statement and by the various program activities by
which the organization hopes to realize those goals and
objectives.
The performance areas of finance and operations may still be
key, and management will need to track appropriate financial
measures in order to evaluate how well the organization has
used its financial resources. However, if the organization is to
evaluate how well it is doing in achieving its mission-driven
goals, it will also need to devise ways to measure the overall
effectiveness of  its programs and services. A good performance
measure system would need to address whether these programs
and services are having the impact that its mission statement
promises.
Performance indicators that not-for-profits will use to measure
service effectiveness and accomplishments will typically fall into
one of four categories: 1) Input measures which quantify the
efforts or resources expended in an activity or program, 2)
output measures which quantify the volume or level of  services
provided or delivered, 3) outcome measures which quantify the
actual effect an organization’s efforts have on its objectives and
4) efficiency measures which compare the amount of inputs
with output or outcome quantifiers.
Management of not-for-profit organizations is generally most
familiar with the first two types of measures. They may already
keep track, using their accounting and information systems of
the financial and nonfinancial resources used in operating a
program or providing a specific service. If  volunteerism is an
important element in their program activities, their records may
also capture the statistics on donated hours and efforts. Many
organizations are in the habit of tracking output measures, as
well, that is, the number of meals provided, people housed,
patients served, etc.
Outcome measures present special problems. These measures
gauge how well an organization is doing in accomplishing its
mission-based goals. For instance, an adult reading program
would want to gauge its impact on adult literacy rates in its local
area, a program dedicated to providing health services to
children might track statistics on childhood disease. Whereas
input and output measures can be based on objective data that
can be easily extracted from an organization’s existing account-
ing and information database, outcome measures may involve a
high degree of subjective evaluation, working with data that
may not be that readily quantifiable, may need to be obtained
from an outside source or may require a special system for
tracking.
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Efficiency measures which relate inputs to out put or outcome
measures are particularly useful in enabling management to
evaluate how efficient and cost-effective it has been in managing
its assets and resources, as well as giving them a common
standard of measurement by which they can compare their
organization to others with similar programs. Determining
what the average cost, in terms of dollars and time required, to
assist an adult in achieving a pre-determined level of reading
proficiency, for instance, might be a useful efficiency measure-
ment for our hypothetical adult reading program. In the same
manner, determining the cost of fundraising activities for every
$100 raised is an easily obtainable measure that gives organiza-
tion management a sense of whether its fundraising efforts and
activities are effectively managed. Fundraising cost per  $100 is
also a commonly recognized ratio that many not-for-profit
watchdog agencies like the American Institute of Philanthropy
use as a comparative benchmark in evaluating and grading
charities and other not-for-profits.
Performance measures therefore may be as various as the types
of organizations that employ them. However good perfor-
mance measures, those that really enable the management of an
organization to track the effectiveness and efficiency of its
service efforts should have the following qualities in common.
They should be:
• Meaningful in relation to the organization’s goals
• Responsibility linked
• Organizationally acceptable
• Balanced
• Timely
• Credible
• Cost effective to compile and track
• Comparable (i.e., making the organization’s performance

comparable with other organizations or with recognized
industry benchmarks)

• Simple (the simpler, the more immediate, the better)
Moreover, the identified measures or indicators should be
incorporated into an overall performance measurement system,
one that covers all the key performance areas of the organization
and one that allows for periodic monitoring, reporting and
reevaluation.
The process of implementing such a performance measurement
system can be broken down into the following basic steps:
1. Clearly identify the organization mission and its mission

related objectives. 
2. Define the main performance areas that have a significant

impact on whether or not, and how well, the organization
achieves these objectives: service accomplishment, client
relations, fundraising, community   image, etc.

3. Develop and map a system of key performance indicators
organized by the above determined  performance areas:
meals served, beds occupied, cases treated, local literacy rate
achieved, client  satisfaction level, etc.

4. Implement the new performance measurement system
including procedures which require ongoing monitoring
and reporting.       

5. Most organizations have a mission statement, but the
process of developing a performance measurement system
provides an excellent opportunity for management to
evaluate whether it is currently on track with its mission
goals. At every step in the performance measurement
process, the input of employees, program managers,
accounting staff and board of directors is vital for
developing practical, realistic and workable measures for
which managers and staff can be held accountable.

6.  Another interesting article on how to measure the
performance in an organization is attached as Arcobat
Reader file Lessonattachment for reading of the students.

Determine Customer Needs and Wants:  Definition
Determining customers’ needs and wants means uncovering
the factors that are essentially important to them in their
purchasing decisions and designing processes to keep continu-
ally up-to-date on customers’ evolving purchasing criteria.
Understanding customers’ needs and wants is prerequisite to
just about everything else that a business does. An accurate,
insightful assessment of customers’ requirements gives
direction to product development, recruiting, setting workable
investment levels, defining priorities, and ultimately, creating
shareholder value.
Much of what customers want is obvious - quality products,
courteous service, reasonable prices and payment terms - but
there are subtleties in defining customer needs and wants. How
can a company predict what customers will expect in the future?
How can a company develop products that not only satisfy
customers, but also delight them? How can a company ensure
that it keeps track of ever-evolving customer requirements and
shifts in customer expectations on an ongoing basis? Address-
ing these questions lets a company confidently set its course for
future products and profits.

Performance of an Organization
Lets study the following article to understand fallacies in
organizing for performance

Fallacies in Organizing for Performance

A brief introduction to the most common assumptions that
lead astray efforts to boost performance

The gap seems to grow ever wider between the strategies
required to compete effectively and the capabilities needed to
execute those strategies. Organizations designed in - and for - a
stable environment can easily grow into unwieldy barriers to
performance improvement when the environment becomes
turbulent. One CEO described the result as being like “running
a slalom race in cement.” Most know the feeling.
As the demand for performance ratchets upward, many top
managers have tried to lead their companies toward some more
responsive form of organization - only to find the route as
problematic as the goal was elusive. Their wish - indeed, their
need - to organize for better performance was perfectly reason-
able. But the path chosen was not. All too often, the critical
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process of  determining which route to follow was silently, but
effectively, thrown off  course by one of  several common
fallacies about how best to get from here to there.
How often have you heard, for example, that . . .
. . . “We ought to be able to ‘leapfrog’ to the kind of
organization we need”

Once a company’s strategy has been agreed, there is a strong
temptation to move quickly to align the organizational elements
necessary to implement it. After all, as everyone knows,
structure follows strategy. Why wait? One very important
reason: since the organizational implications of these strategies
now often extend far beyond mere tweaks at the margin of a
business to rather massive overhauls, there is a need to translate
them into enough painstaking, nuts-and-bolts detail for them
actually to be implemented.
One new strategy, for example, called for a company to develop
a much simpler and more responsive customer interface. On the
surface the implied marching orders were relatively straightfor-
ward: simplify our processes for interacting with customers and
make them more responsive to their shifting needs. But what
does this really mean in practice? Does it mean consolidating all
relevant activities into one organizational unit or, at the extreme,
into the charter of  one individual? Or does it mean preserving
existing functional specialization, but linking the relevant players
more tightly through better information and performance
measurement systems? Either way, which activities need to be
performed at the customer interface and which can be managed
off-line? Moreover, how can the company responsibly leap to
key decisions about organization design before these micro level
questions – and many others like them – get answered? How
can it even hope to do so without sorting through its manag-
ers’ differing agendas for – and biases about – the way the
business “ought” to be run? It can’t. In this particular case, the
Vice President of Sales took the strong position that, since Sales
represented the primary customer interface, all activities involv-
ing customer contact should be consolidated into his
organization.
Not surprisingly, the Vice Presidents of  Marketing, Manufactur-
ing, and Distribution all opposed this view and argued that
sufficient coordination could be achieved through other means.
Each marshaled compelling arguments and repeatedly referred
back to the broad statement of strategy as justification for his
position. The debate grew sufficiently emotional that each
began to view any counter-arguments as personal attacks.
Even when such emotion does not come to the surface, it
usually roils the waters just below. If  agreement comes easily, it
is often because the discussion remains at such a high level of
generality that multiple interpretations of what has been agreed
are not only possible, but virtually certain. And that, in turn,
virtually guarantees endless skirmishing at lower levels of the
organization, out of  sight of  the CEO, as implementation
proceeds. Not surprisingly, the organizational outcomes that
emerge from such skirmishing rarely correspond to the true
performance needs of  the strategy. Instead, they reflect the
balance of power within the organization, as well as the
performance-destroying accommodations and compromises
needed to satisfy different constituencies. This is why any

attempt to “leapfrog” from strategy to organization is likely to
fall far short of the performance levels required. The only way to
avoid this outcome is for senior managers to work in careful
detail through an intermediate stage that focuses on determin-
ing what is operationally required the new approaches to
activities, for example, or the new information and material
flows – to achieve those performance levels. Only then can they
productively engage in a discussion about suitable organization
design. The personal agendas and biases will still be there, of
course, but they will be balanced by a much richer understand-
ing of what the strategy really implies at the operational level.
Once a company’s strategy has been agreed, there is a
strong temptation to move quickly to align the organiza-
tion Any attempt to “leapfrog” from strategy to
organization is likely to fall far short of  the performance
levels required

Back to the example cited above. Examined closely, field
interviews strongly supported the need to concentrate responsi-
bilities in a single, named individual to whom each customer
could look as his or her “champion” within the organization,
particularly in terms of the complex logistics of after-sales
service. All the skills required to perform this combined
champion role, however, were not present in the field sales
force. Two people, therefore, would have to provide the linkage
with each customer. To make this arrangement work, the joint
customer champions would have to be tightly linked with each
other through both information flows and the performance
measurement system. Only in that way could the company
ensure that they would act as a team held collectively accountable
for a customer’s satisfaction. Now, the real work of  design
could begin.
. . . “We need one organizational model for our entire
business”

In a well-intentioned effort to promote simplicity and clarity,
senior managers often act on the principle that their business
requires only a single organizational model. In fact, this
principle is so basic that it is often left unstated.
It shouldn’t be. Determining whether a single organizational
approach is appropriate is not something that can be done in
the abstract. The answer hinges on the kind of operational
analysis described above. Consider, for example, a company at
the low, rapidly-commoditizing end of  the computer business.
To keep its lead in product innovation while providing fast and
reliable delivery, it had to deploy very different sets of  skills.
Innovation required the integration of a broad range of
capabilities within high-risk projects with very aggressive
deadlines. Cost was less important than ensuring that the right
products reached the market as quickly as possible. The logistics
process, by contrast, was much more predictable and called on a
more limited range of capabilities. The key here was to coordi-
nate activities so as to achieve the lowest possible cost and
throughput time while ensuring reliability.
Determining whether a single organizational approach is
appropriate is not something that can be done in the
abstract
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The organizational models appropriate for each of these
processes were quite different. For innovation, tightly-linked
teams cutting across functional boundaries were necessary to
bring together the necessary skills. This, naturally, put a
premium on the ability to work effectively as part of a team and
on co-location. Functional affiliations mattered little; perfor-
mance measurement systems had to focus on team performance
in terms of time to market rather than on the cost of the
process itself; and compensation systems had to reward team,
as well as individual, contributions. For logistics activities, teams
were less important since much of the necessary coordination
could be provided through integrated flows of information.
People could, therefore, maintain a much closer affiliation to
their functional homes and could be much more dispersed
geographically, especially when this physical separation helped
lower operating costs. Furthermore, the need to exploit
economies of scale implied greater centralization. As a result,
performance measurement systems had to focus only on
individual performance against tightly-defined parameters of
operating cost, speed, and reliability, and compensation systems
had to reward only individual, not team, contributions.
To be sure, the different organizational approaches implied by
these requirements introduced some added complexity. But any
attempt to impose a single approach across the entire business
would have severely compromised its performance objectives.
. . . “Our front-line employees should determine the
organizational models that work best for them”

In the current age of empowerment, this is a perfectly natural
instinct, but it is an instinct that needs to be resisted, at least in
the early stages of organization design. The kinds of strategies
most companies are now adopting demand significant, often
radical performance breakthroughs, which in turn usually require
significant departures from traditional organizational ap-
proaches. Front-line employees rarely have the integrated
perspective or the breadth of vision to understand the practical
implications of such requirements. For this reason, organiza-
tion design must, if only at the outset, be driven top-down.
Another computer company, this one facing a need to reduce its
sales and marketing costs while increasing responsiveness and
levels of customer satisfaction, drew on what it had learned
from implementing a very successful total quality management
program: it relied on a taskforce of frontline employees to
develop organizational solutions. They approached the
challenge with enthusiasm but were unable to devise an answer
that delivered the necessary level of  performance. Two obstacles
stood in their way. First, they were good at coming up with
suggestions for marginal improvements, but not for truly
radical approaches – not least because such approaches might
threaten their own job security. And second, the cross-func-
tional changes they proposed ran up against stiff
middle-management resistance.
As a result, senior managers had to shift course, take a direct
hand in the process, and reconstitute the taskforce to include
some of their own number as well as some of the more
creative and aggressive front-line members of  the original
taskforce. Driven top-down, the effort now produced a
genuinely radical solution: eliminate the sales force entirely and

provide customers with direct access to information and order
entry systems. What had been the sales force would become, in
effect, a group of consultants who worked with customers to
design solutions to their business needs.
Different organizational approaches added complexity. But
a single approach would have severely compromised
performance objectives The kinds of  strategies most
companies are now adopting demand significant, often
radical performance breakthroughs

. . . “We need to understand how everyone will respond to
these organizational changes before rolling them out”

Senior managers are often very cautious about implementing a
new organization design before reaching a high level of comfort
with their judgment of how people will react. Again, this is
perfectly understandable given the potential for any new design
to disrupt existing business processes and threaten economic
performance. What if the new compensation systems actually
motivate different behaviors from the ones intended? What if
front-line employees feel they do not have adequate informa-
tion to make the right decisions? What if they feel they lack the
skills to make the right decisions?
What if customers don’t like the new approach to customer
service? But no one - no matter how well briefed on a proposed
design - can possibly know all this in advance. The vagaries of
day-to-day organizational performance are simply too complex
to be captured in a blueprint, no matter how detailed. As my
colleague Yoshi Yokoyama has put it, life will fill in the spaces.
The vagaries of  day-to-day organizational performance are
simply too complex to be captured in a blueprint What had
been the sales force would become, in effect, a group of
consultants who worked with customers

Modifications will have to be made. Personal styles will prompt
adjustments. New ideas will surface in the course of implemen-
tation. These are not signs of failure. They are an inescapable
part of  successful learning.
In one recent case, senior managers invested almost two years in
developing a new organization design before rolling it out.
Only after yet another year had passed did they discover that
customers did not value the new skills that had been developed
in the sales force. Valuable time and even more valuable market
share had been lost. So had the morale of the now whipsawed
sales force.
Trying to micro plan in advance all the fine details in order to
reduce risk, management had actually increased risk by postpon-
ing the day the design could be tested in live operation. It
doesn’t have to be this way. If, for example, managers think of
the implementation of a new design not as a one-time event,
but as a series of “waves” or “releases,” they can reduce the risk
of drifting significantly off-course. They can also create a reliable
foundation - through, say, near-term changes in performance
measurement and compensation systems, which rapidly
produce significant changes in behavior - on which to build
longer-term changes in areas like skill-building. In much the
same way, they can use “pilot” implementations of  the key
elements of  a new design. Indeed, it is often possible to carve
out a discrete piece of the business - a geographic area or
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product category, for example – in which to do such testing.
This is analogous to the kind of rapid prototyping that is now
revolutionizing best practice in software development.
. . . “We can’t afford to wait; we need to implement the full
design now”

As market pressures mount and performance deteriorates,
managers quite reasonably feel they do not have the luxury of a
lot of time to test and refine a new design. They need it – and
its promise of  performance improvement – now. Delay is
intolerable.
The problem, of course, is that “crash” programs all too often
become “crash and burn” programs. In true turnaround
situations, the urgency of the need may well justify the higher
risk of breakneck speed: in the absence of immediate action, the
doors close. But such situations are rare. In most cases,
management has at least twelve to eighteen months to achieve
significant performance improvement.
If managers think of the implementation of a new design
not as a one-time event, but as a series of “waves,” they can
reduce the risk of drifting off-course

An insurance company seeking to implement a new organiza-
tional approach to claims processing opted for a crash program
and rapid roll-out. The new design required a single person to
take on activities that in the past had been performed by a
number of people. No one, however, had anticipated the level
of resistance shown by the people who were expected to take
on this expanded range of tasks. Nor had anyone really
understood the changes required of the information systems
that would support them. And even if they had, the crash
environment meant there was no time to do anything about it.
Once again, the best approach is usually to strive for the middle
ground, balancing the urgency for performance improvement
against the importance of managing risk. As described above,
structuring the design process as a series of waves or releases
and testing it through a series of pilots can pinpoint any
supporting action needed to minimize resistance or provide
essential enabling tools.
. . . “We’ll define the new structure and let the staff  work
out the other details”

When senior managers think about organization design, they
tend to focus heavily on issues of structure: who reports to
whom? There are many reasons for this - chief among them,
structure is relatively easy to describe and to change. Drawing
new organization charts is a lot simpler than trying to define,
say, the new kinds of  information that the front line will
require. But structure, though a powerful organizational lever, is
much more of a sledgehammer than a scalpel. Relying on it,
alone, can be dangerous.
So can delegating the responsibility for planning the design’s
other dimensions. Organizations succeed or fail based on the
degree of alignment among these dimensions style, shared
values, systems, and the like - and only senior management
possesses the integrated perspective needed to bridge them and
make the inevitable tradeoffs.
The top group at an industrial products company approved a
radical new design involving tightly-integrated teams reporting

to process “owners” rather than functional managers. Confi-
dent that this was the right organizational model for the
business, they delegated the task of defining and implementing
the remaining organizational details to several low-level
taskforces. The IT taskforce, however, quickly found that the
information required by these new teams could not be delivered
without a fundamental redesign of  the company’s “legacy” IT
systems. Since such a redesign would take three to five years, the
taskforce presented senior management with an unpalatable
dilemma: establish the teams without the necessary information
or delay implementation of the new design for an unacceptable
period of time.
The best approach is usually to strive for the middle
ground, balancing urgency against risk Structure, though a
powerful lever, is much more of a sledgehammer than a
scalpel. Relying on it, alone, can be dangerous

Ultimately, the CEO intervened, reconvened the top-level group
that had developed the original design, and personally led its
efforts to find a way around this dilemma. As it turned out, by
focusing on the information that was truly essential for
performance improvement, the group was able to define a
phased approach to systems redesign that could deliver the
necessary information to the teams in just twelve months. The
IT taskforce, though well-intentioned, lacked the breadth of
vision required to make the tradeoff between information
availability and acceptable lead-times. The lesson is simple: top-
level participation in a new design should continue throughout
the implementation process, and senior executives should take
explicit responsibility both for defining all its major dimensions
and for making critical tradeoff decisions.
. . . “We won’t know if  the new design will work until all
the pieces are in place two to three years from now”

Although the full performance impact of a new organization
design will often not be visible for several years, it is possible –
indeed, essential – that senior managers establish a series of
performance-focused milestones that can measure progress
toward the goal, not just the level of  activity along the way. Did
the taskforce complete the organization design? Did the pilot
occur in a timely fashion? Were new IT needs identified? One
can answer “yes” to all these questions without knowing if
there has been tangible progress in improving business
performance.
Perhaps the greatest risk in not establishing aggressive, perfor-
mance-focused milestones is that the design initiative will lose
momentum at an early stage. A retail company that launched a
design effort with long-term performance objectives, but no
interim performance milestones, found within twelve months
that the taskforce had effectively stopped meeting and its
blueprints for change had not advanced beyond where they had
been six months before.
A post-mortem revealed that the taskforce had found a high
level of resistance to change within the organization, as well as a
reluctance to wait patiently for performance improvement.
The taskforce, though well-intentioned, lacked the breadth
of  vision required to make the necessary tradeoffs The
greatest risk in not establishing performance focused
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milestones is that the design initiative will lose momentum
at an early stage

As pressures mounted, senior management attention had
quickly focused on a variety of short-term initiatives to improve
performance. It became more and more difficult for them to
justify the resources and time consumed by the design effort.
As the CEO observed, “The taskforce just wasn’t relevant any
more.”
Performance-focused milestones can help. Properly defined, they
can ensure that the performance needs of the business are
addressed in a timely fashion and that design efforts are
structured and sequenced to deliver as much performance as
possible as quickly as possible. They can also help to give the
effort credibility within the organization: look, the disruption
and uncertainty are really worth it because the effort is delivering
concrete performance benefits.

Basic Guidelines
Making explicit these common fallacies offers some guidelines
for CEOs seeking to capture the performance potential of their
new strategies:

Move from Strategy to Organization in Stages
Major organizational change is justified only as an enabler or
facilitator of operational changes that are, in turn, justified only
by the performance requirements of  strategy.

Be Open to the Possibility of Multiple
Organizational Solutions
If the key operating processes of a business are different, they
may require different organization designs.

Establish, At Least at the Outset, a Top-Down
Organization Design Process
True breakthroughs in business-unit or corporate performance
rarely come from bottom-up, incremental changes in design.
Fundamental change requires the integrated perspective that
only senior management can provide. At the same time, of
course, the process can - and should - involve front-line
personnel, from whom alone comes needed insight on how
things really get done.

Use Phasing and Pilots to Establish an Appropriate
Balance Between Urgency and Risk
Avoid the twin temptations of  waiting until all the details have
been mastered before roll-out and of launching a crash program
that increases the risk that key organizational issues will not
receive adequate, timely attention.

Pay Attention to All Dimensions of Organization
Design, not Just Structure
The success of a new design depends on the alignment of all its
dimensions. Senior managers cannot afford to delegate the
critical choices about any of them.

Establish, At the Outset, Aggressive Performance-
Focused Milestones
Hold the design taskforce accountable for near-term perfor-
mance improvement as well as long-term performance targets.
Without near-term improvements, the longer-term targets will
be at risk.

There is, of course, no panacea here, no approach or design that
works for all businesses in all circumstances. Nor is there any
shortcut to the difficult task of working through, first, the
operational and, then, the organizational implications of each
company’s strategy. The companies that navigate this road well
will achieve performance levels that few, if  any, of  their competi-
tors can match.

Recapitulation

1. Arguments in favour of responsibilities
2. Arguments against
3. Role of Government
4. Growth factors
5. Performance measurement

Measuring Public Sector Efficiency
The government has staked its political credibility on delivering
significant  and noticeable improvements to public services.
Over the period from April  1999 to March 2006, the resources
allocated to public services are set to  increase substantially: NHS
spending is forecast to increase by 7.3% per year  in real terms,
spending on transport by 6.3% and spending on education by
5.9%.1 The extent to which these increased resources are
translated into  improved outcomes for users will depend on
the efficiency, or productivity, of   public service providers. In
addition, the extent to which public sector  productivity
improvements materialise will have implications for the
government’s aim of  increasing the rate of  productivity growth
of  the UK economy.
The 2002 Spending Review set out around 130 Public Service
Agreement  (PSA) performance targets covering areas such as
health, education and crime.  The PSA targets cover both
outcomes, such as NHS waiting times, and the  efficiency with
which those outcomes are delivered. For example, Department
of Health objective 12 states that ‘value for money in the NHS
and personal  social services will improve by at least 2% per
annum, with annual  improvements of 1% in both cost
efficiency and service effectiveness’ and  Home Office objective
10 aims to ‘ensure annual efficiency gains by the  police of at
least 2%’.2

These targets raise issues about how the efficiency of individual
service  providers is measured, and also about whether the set
of  efficiency measures  produced can be used to give service
providers incentives for improved  performance. Reliable
measures of both outcomes and provider efficiency are
particularly important if they are to be used to target resources
to more  efficient providers, to act as a motivational tool or to
detect failing providers.
In April 2000, HM Treasury’s Public Services Productivity Panel
published a report detailing a new approach to measuring the
efficiency of the police.3 The wider aim was to use the efficiency
measures as part of an incentive system to
1 HM Treasury, 2002 Spending Review, Cm. 5570, London,

2002 (www.hmtreasury. gov.uk/Spending_Review/
spend_sr02/spend_sr02_index.cfm?); HM Treasury, Public
Expenditure Statistical Analyses 2002–03, Cm. 5401,
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London, 2002 (www.hmtreasury. gov.uk/mediastore/
otherfiles/pesa_2002to2003.pdf); authors’ calculations. For
comparable historical figures, see table 3.4 in A. Dilnot, C.
Emmerson and H. Simpson (eds), The IFS Green Budget:
January 2002, Commentary no. 87, IFS, London, 2002
(www.ifs.org.uk/gbfiles/gb2002.shtml).

2 ‘Public Spending and Services: Links to Departmental
Performance Documents’, www.hmtreasury. gov.uk/
Documents/Public_Spending_and_Services/
publicservice_performance/pss_perf_table.cfm.

3 C. Spottiswoode, Improving Police Performance: A New
Approach to Measuring Police Efficiency, HM Treasury
Public Services Productivity Panel, London, 2000
(www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/mediastore/otherfiles/231.pdf).

improve police performance. Police authorities were to be placed
in efficiency  bands, which would be used to determine future
performance targets and  inspection and review arrangements. It
was also suggested that the proposed  efficiency measurement
techniques - namely, ‘stochastic frontier analysis’ and  ‘data
envelopment analysis’ - might have wider applicability within
the public sector.4 The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister has
also commissioned research into the use of these techniques in
measuring the cost-effectiveness of local authorities.5 This
chapter outlines the techniques that were proposed and assesses
their suitability for measuring the efficiency of public sector
organisations.

Efficiency Measurement in the Public
Sector
Measuring an organisation’s efficiency is about the relationship
between the outputs it produces and the inputs it uses. An
efficient organisation would be one that produces the maxi-
mum possible outputs given its inputs, or one that produces a
certain level of output with the minimum amount of inputs.
The process of  trying to measure an organisation’s efficiency can
therefore be  broken down into three steps. First, its inputs and
outputs need to be defined  and measured. Secondly, it is
necessary to define what is feasible - in other  words, what
outputs could be achieved for any given set of  inputs. Finally,
the organisation’s actual inputs and outputs are compared with
the set of feasible inputs and outputs. At this stage, one of
two questions can be asked: ‘Is it feasible to achieve superior
outputs, given the set of inputs being used?’ or ‘Is it feasible to
use less inputs to achieve the same outputs?’. The way the first
two steps are carried out will typically be highly influential on
the outcome of the third.

Definition and Measurement of Outputs, Inputs and
Environmental Factors
Efficiency measurement is relatively straightforward for an
organisation producing one type of output with one type of
input. But most organisations - public and private - produce a
wide range of outputs and use numerous inputs. In the case of
a private firm selling its output in a competitive market,
different outputs can be aggregated by using the observed
prices.6 But public sector organisations usually produce goods
that are provided either free at the point of use or at a price that
is not determined by market forces. This makes it

4 HM Treasury, ‘Improving Police Performance: A New
Approach to Measuring Police Efficiency’, Press Release
PSP4, 17 April 2000.

5 Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Local and Regional
Government Research Programme Newsletter 2002–03
(www.local.dtlr.gov.uk/research/02.htm).

6 Under certain assumptions, prices will reflect market or
buyers’ valuations of the outputs. They therefore act as a
natural set of  weights that can be used to aggregate outputs
into a single measure. See, for example, W. E. Diewert,
‘Fisher ideal output, input and productivity indexes
revisited’, Journal of  Productivity Analysis, 1992, vol. 3, no.
3, pp. 211–48.

very difficult to define the aggregate output of  a public service
provider such as a school, hospital or police force. Inputs, such
as hospital beds, are usually easier to deal with, as prices are
more often observed. Another difficulty arises because some
inputs are not under the control of an organisation. These can
include environmental variables such as the characteristics of
individuals using the service – for example, their underlying
health – that may have an impact on measured efficiency. It is
therefore necessary to find a way to take account of their effects
when comparing organisations.

Defining What is Feasible
With an appropriate set of inputs and outputs at hand, the
next task is to define the efficient set of inputs and outputs
against which an organisation can be compared. This is,
however, unknown. The procedure therefore is to compare an
organisation with an ideal comparator constructed from
information on other organisations operating in the same field
(and with similar size and environmental factors etc.).7 In
practice, this is often difficult, as similar organisations may be
few and far between, especially in the public sector. Environ-
mental differences are particularly difficult to control for in this
respect. For example, schools will differ in the average ability of
children in their catchment area and ambulance service response
times will vary according to population density. If  these
environmental factors are taken into account when selecting the
comparison group, then the group will often be rather small or
even empty. If  they are not, then any efficiency measurements
that emerge may simply reflect differences in these environmen-
tal factors.

Measuring Efficiency
Setting the difficulties of finding comparable organisations
aside, two particular technical methods were put forward in the
Public Services Productivity Panel report as useful ways of
deriving efficiency measures for a group of ‘similar’
organisations.
The two methods that have been proposed are stochastic
frontier analysis (SFA) and data envelopment analysis (DEA). It
is important to ascertain whether these techniques are really
robust and general enough to achieve the purposes for which it
has been suggested they are used.8 To look at this, we begin by
describing the two techniques. Consider Figure 8.1. The dots
represent observed input and output combinations for six
organisations. The two sets of  lines (the solid curved line and
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the dotted line made up of lots of straight segments) are
‘frontiers’ and show the maximum output that could be
7 Of course, given the information available, this comparator

may in itself be inefficient compared with what is possible.
8 For a discussion of these issues with particular reference to

the Spottiswoode Report, see M. Stone, ‘How not to
measure the efficiency of  public services (and how one
might)’, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society A, 2002, vol.
165, issue 3, pp. 405–34, and the discussion in the same
volume.

produced for each level of input. The two frontiers represent
the outcomes of  the two methods of  measuring efficiency, SFA
and DEA.

Stochastic Frontier Analysis
Stochastic frontier analysis uses statistical methods to fit a
frontier like the solid curve in Figure 8.1. The idea is to identify
the relationship between output and input(s) whilst allowing
for two types of  deviation from this relationship. One is
statistical ‘noise’ – in other words, random variations in the
data caused by inaccuracy in the measurement of output and by
other errors. This first type of deviation is assumed to be zero
on average, so that, on average, output is measured accurately.9
The second type of  deviation is a measure of  inefficiency. It is
one-sided: if  a firm were fully efficient, it would be zero, and the
more inefficient the organisation is, the more negative the
deviation. These two types of deviation from the efficient
frontier are shown in the figure by the curly brackets for
organisations D and E. In this case, organisations B and E are
classed as efficient as they lie above the frontier and
organisations A, C, D and F are inefficient to some degree. The
extent to which an organisation’s total deviation from the
frontier is designated to be noise versus inefficiency depends on
the choices made about the joint distributions of the two
components.

Data Envelopment Analysis
Data envelopment analysis is a non-statistical approach to the
problem of  efficiency measurement. Put simply, it takes data on
organisations’ outputs and inputs, and measures the efficiency

of a particular organisation by its distance from the ‘outer
envelope’ of the data. This outer envelope is shown in Figure
8.1 by the dashed line for the case where there are assumed to be
9 As long as this noise is not correlated with either the inputs

or the second type of deviation, it is of no particular
interest.

variable returns to scale. With this technique, all deviations from
the efficient frontier are classed entirely as inefficiency. In the
figure, the solid arrow represents a measure of  organisation D’s
inefficiency. Organisations A, B and E are measured as efficient
and organisations C, D, and F as inefficient. It is worth noting
that this procedure (and this variable-returns-to-scale version of
it in particular) can designate an organisation as completely
efficient simply because it produces more of a particular output
than other organisations. In this single-output example, the
organisation that produces the most will find itself on the
efficient frontier simply because there is no larger organisation
with which to compare it.

Measurement Error and the Form of the Frontier
Stochastic frontier analysis requires a great deal of knowledge,
both about the shape of the frontier and the distributions of
the two types of deviation, if it is to yield a useful answer. The
choice that is made about the shape of the frontier and the
distributions of the deviation components can have significant
effects on the efficiency rankings and absolute efficiency mea-
sures generated. These choices can be pretty much arbitrary:
economic theory often provides little information about the
shape of the frontier, and the data can be uninformative about
the distributions of the two types of deviation. Failing to
measure the inputs accurately can further complicate the task of
correctly identifying organisations’ relative efficiency.10

Data envelopment analysis does not require any assumptions
about the shape of the frontier or about statistical distribu-
tions. But as the whole approach, by definition, focuses on
extreme observations, it is very sensitive to mismeasurement.
For example, in Figure 8.1, if the output of organisation E
were inaccurately recorded and overstated, inclusion of E in the
frontier would mean that the frontier was mismeasured and
that the inefficiency of organisations such as F would be
overstated. Furthermore, actual organisations are generally
compared with hypothetical organisations (for example, the
point on the DEA frontier with which organisation D is
compared is a hypothetical organisation), which can mean that
results are fragile if  there are few real observations from which
to determine the potential performance of these hypothetical
organisations.

How Many Inputs and Outputs to Include
Both approaches will give results that depend upon the choice
of inputs and outputs considered. An important issue is how
many to include. As the number of inputs and outputs
measured increases, the task of measuring efficiency becomes
rapidly more difficult.
In the SFA approach, one problem is trying to choose appropri-
ate forms for the frontier where the data are very sparse and are
barely informative about the appropriate choice. Another is
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specifying how the many noise and inefficiency components are
distributed.
10 More generally, the problem is one of  measurement error in

the explanatory variables. See P. W. Bauer, ‘Recent
developments in the econometric estimation of frontiers’,
Journal of  Econometrics, 1990, vol. 46, pp. 39–56.

In the DEA context, as the number of outputs increases, it
turns out that the measured efficiency of the organisations
cannot go down and, in the extreme, all organisations will end
up being regarded as 100% efficient.11 The intuition for this is
quite straightforward: if  you specify outputs very finely, you will
eventually end up defining one output unique to each
organisation, which – not surprisingly – it is uniquely efficient
at producing. Choosing the level of  aggregation of  inputs and
outputs is therefore an essential aspect of the exercise. There is
no really good way of knowing how far or how little to
disaggregate, yet the results will be heavily influenced by this
choice. In order for these methods to yield useful results, the
number of dimensions must be kept fairly moderate, and rules
of thumb abound – for example, ‘the number of
organisations must be more than three times the combined
number of inputs and outputs’. Decisions must therefore be
made about which inputs and outputs to ignore, which to
include and which to aggregate.

SFA and DEA in Practice
Applications of these techniques have illustrated the sensitivity
of  results to the methods used to measure efficiency. A
relatively recent application of statistical methods in measuring
public sector efficiency can be seen in The World Health Report
2000 – Health Systems: Improving Performance, 12  which
compares the efficiency of different countries’ health systems. A
scientific peer-group report on the methods employed in the
paper was commissioned.13 The report raised a number of the
general issues discussed above, as well as a large number of
reservations specific to the World Health Organisation’s
application of the methods. In particular, the group questioned
the publication of league tables (page 123) based on the
methods and data used. Another application is work comparing
the efficiency of hospital trusts,14 in which the authors highlight
the sensitivity of the results to the efficiency measurement
techniques used.

Conclusions
The obvious practical question arises of how concentrating on a
subset of performance or input indicators might affect
organisations’ incentives. Clearly, formulaic application of  these
methods could have implications for providers’ resource
allocation, leading to the underprovision of outputs that are
not included in the efficiency measurement exercise. Similarly, if
certain organisations find it relatively expensive to produce
certain outputs, they may
11 T. Nunamaker, ‘Using data envelopment analysis to

measure the efficiency of non-profit organizations: a critical
evaluation – reply’, Managerial and Decision Economics,
1985, vol. 6, pp. 50–8.

12 World Health Organisation, The World Health Report 2000
– Health Systems: Improving Performance, Geneva, 2000
(www.who.int/health-systems-performance/whr2000.htm).

13 ‘World Health Report 2000 Consultation and Peer Review’,
www.who.int/health-systemsperformance/
consultation.htm.

14 D. Dawson, R. Jacobs and A. Street, ‘Comparing the
Efficiency of  NHS Hospital Trusts’, www.niesr.ac.uk/
event/jacobs.pdf.

tend to redirect resources to other outputs. This has obvious
implications for universal service obligations.15 More generally,
trade-offs exist between having large numbers of targets or a
few, in terms of  accurate performance measurement, the costs
of gathering and analysing performance information, the
incentives given to public service providers, and transparency
and accountability in public service provision.
The outcomes of  DEA and SFA exercises, in the form of
rankings or league tables of organisations or other efficiency
scores, are sometimes used in a second-stage analysis that tries
to uncover the reasons for these measured differences in
performance. Typically, the DEA or SFA efficiency scores are
regressed on factors that may affect performance – for example,
environmental factors that are thought to be under the
organisations’ control. Of course, this presupposes that the
efficiency scores are correct and, for the reasons discussed above
and others specific to any particular application, they may not be.
Ultimately, very many auxiliary technical judgements are required
when implementing either SFA or DEA techniques. While the
methods are potentially useful, the results need to be treated
with caution, as should their application as a motivational tool.

Ian Crawford, Alexander Klemm and Helen Simpson
15 See A. Chesher, ‘Discussion on the paper by Stone’, Journal

of  the Royal Statistical Society A, 2002, vol. 165, issue 3, pp.
423–4.
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Arguments for and against social responsibility
2. Barriers to Social Responsibility
3. Social Responsibility Strategies

Introduction
In Lesson 6,  we have briefly pointed out the arguments in
favour and against the Social Responsibility of Business.
Now, we will deal the subject in detail.
Business depends on the society for the needed inputs like
money, men and skills. Business also, depends on the society
for market where products may be sold to their buyers.
Thus business, depends on society for existence, sustenance and
encouragement. Dependence of business on society is so
complete that as long as the latter wants the former, business
has reason to exist .
Once society ceases to have any use for business, It has no place
and reason to live. Being so much dependent, business has
definite responsibility towards society. Popularly called the social
responsibility of business, the subject has become an important
topic for discussion in business and academic circles.
Social responsibility is understood as the obligation of
decision-makers to take actions which protect and improve the
welfare of society as a whole along with their own interests.
Every decision the businessman takes and every action he
contemplates have social implications. Be it deciding on
diversification, expansion, opening of a new branch, closure of
an existing branch or replacement of men by machines, the
society is affected in one way or the other. Even routine matters
like overtime and night shifts, subcontracting, and laying off
employees due to load shedding have a social impact. Whether
the issue is significant or not, the businessman should keep his
social obligation in mired before contemplating any action.
Social responsibility of  business is not new to our country. In
the olden days, whenever there was a famine, the leading
businessmen of the area would literally throw open their god
owns and - their treasure chests to provide food and other
assistance to the needy. The history of  every region of  this
country is replete with stories of the magnificent manner in
which businessmen rose to the occasion in times of  calamity.
Even in ordinary times, it was the businessmen who looked
after the welfare of the destitute, the gosh alas, wells and ponds
wherever water was difficult to get, the pathashalas and so on. So
to accept social responsibility is no more than rededicating
ourselves to the cherished values of our ancestors in the field of
business. Gandhiji reminded us of these values when he
propounded the theory of  trusteeship.
There are two basic approaches to the concept of corporate
social responsibility. Some theorists, focusing on the ‘micro’

level of analysis, try to show individual companies how they can
be more socially responsive. Other researchers concern them-
selves with the ‘macro’ level of analysis, assuming that the
government, not individual companies, should establish a
country’s social goals. Needless to say that it is the micro level of
analysis, which is significant.
Ackerman’s Model: Micro-level theorist Robert Ackerman was
among the earliest people to suggest that responsiveness (he
prefers to use the term responsiveness) should be the goal of
corporate social end eavour. Ackerman described three phases
through which companies commonly tend to pass in develop-
ing a response to social issues.
In phase I, A corporation’s top managers learn of  an existing
social problem. At this stage, no one asks the company to deal
with it. The chief executive officer merely acknowledges the
problem by making a written or oral statement of the
company’s policy towards it.
In phase 2, the company hires staff specialists or engages
external consultants to study the problem and to suggest ways
of dealing with it. Up to this point, the company has limited
itself to declaring its intentions and formulating its plans.
Phase 3 is implementation. The company now integrates the
policy into its ongoing operations. Unfortunately, implementa-
tion often comes slowly-and often not until the government or

A Way of Thought
India’s largest and internationally best known group of
companies with a turnover of approximately four billion
dollars and an employee strength of about 240,000 was
launched by its founder, Jamsetji Tata, over a century ago with a
textile mill in Central India.
The enterprises promoted by Tatas were born at a time when
India was no more than a geographical expression, in need of
all the basic and vital necessities of life.
The key nation-building activities that Tatas promoted called for
a spirit of adventure, the taking of great risks and a commit-
ment to build castles on the clouds of intention. Over the years,
not only did Tata enterprises develop and branch out into many
diversified fields of  commercial activity,  but also they came to
represent a way of thought bringing the industrial revolution to
a vast multilingual subcontinent, hitherto wedded exclusively to
agricultural pursuits.
Started in 1907, Tata Steel, India’s first integrated steel plant, and
at one time the biggest in the then British Empire, came into
being at a time when British experts laughed at the very idea of
Indians wanting to produce steel to British specifications.
Nearly 40 years tater, Tata Steel promoted The Tata Engineering
and Locomotive Company Limited initially to produce
locomotives for the Indian Railways, then diversifying to
emerge as the country’s largest and most modern commercial

LESSON 7:

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ORGANIZATIONS
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vehicle producer and consequently a major foreign exchange
earner.
In 1939, Tata Chemicals, struggling hard for years, ultimately
mastered the soda ash production technology which was until
then a closely guarded secret of about six world giants.
Three years after Jamsdji Tata’s death in 1904, saw one of  his
dreams came true, bringing hydro-electric power to Western
India, making Bombay the first smoke free industrial city in the
country. It was also in Bombay that Jamsedji Tata built another
Taj Mahal, which today, some three quarters of  a century later, is
recognized as one of the finest hotels in the world.
To support and preserve the results of  growing green revolu-
tion, Tatas promoted Voltas, a leading enterprise in refrigeration
and air-conditioning. The country’s largest private sector Trading
House, Tata Exports, was set up in the early 1960s. Simulta-
neously; a series of diversification activities took place ranging
from the manufacture and processing of tea to genetic engineer-
ing, from cosmetics to management consultancy services, from
oil rigging to telecommunications.
Through a pioneering concept of trusteeship in management,
the benefits of the profits of many of these companies are
channeled back to the people through major philanthropic
trusts with nearly 80 per cent of the capital of the holding
company, Tata Sons Limited, being held by these Trusts. As a
result, great national institutions have come into being in the
areas of science, medicine, atomic energy and the performing
arts.
Once upon a time, Indian cottons and muslins were sold in the
markets of Babylon and Indian pepper was weighed against
gold in the Forum at Rome. Today, after hundreds of  years of
stagnation, Indian manufactures are travelling back into the
market places of  the world on a bridge built by Tata enterprises.
public opinion forces the company to act. By that time, the
company has lost the initiative. Ackerman thus advises that
managers should “act early in the life cycle of any social issue in
order to enjoy the largest amount of managerial discretion over
the outcome.”
For example, it has recently been suggested that women who
spend a great deal of time working at video display terminals,
such as word processors or computer operators, stand a higher
than average chance of having problem pregnancies. The
research is preliminary, tentative and disputed by some investi-
gators. Ackerman’s point is that as this issue unfolds, as more
actors and competing interests become involved in efforts to
resolve it, managers could conceivably lose control over their
ability to handle the issue at their own discretion. We can easily
imagine several studies confirming these early indications and
the resulting drama of congressional hearings, work stoppages,
lawsuits, and bureaucratic regulations. Ackerman’s model
suggests developing options early in the life cycle of  an issue. In
this case, ‘enlightened’ companies could make the best informa-
tion available to their employees, encourage them to ask
questions, and even seek transfers or retraining if they believe it
is warranted. Being responsive may well be the only responsible
course of action.

Carroll’s Four-Part Model: Archie B.Carroll has promulgated
the four-part model, (figure shown below), while discussing the
nature of  social responsibility. The model (through the length
of  its bars) suggests that because a business firm is basically an
economic entity, its primary responsibility is economic. It must
produce the goods and/or services that society wants and must
sell them at a profit. Legal responsibilities are also basic. Firms
should operate within the law.
In the above model, ethical responsibilities refer to behavior by
the firm that is expected by society but not codified into law.
Although these responsibilities are somewhat ill-defined in
general, in specific situations, they can be fairly clear. For
instance, until the passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
in 1977, it was not illegal for the U.S. firms to bribe foreign
officials. Nevertheless, when it became generally known that
leading corporations were engaged in overseas bribery, public
indignation led to the passage of a law forbidding this practice.

Discretionary responsibilities are purely voluntary obligations
that an organization assumes.
Examples are philanthropic contributions, training the hard-
core unemployed, and providing day care centers. The difference
between ethical and discretionary responsibilities is that few
people expect organizations to fulfill discretionary responsibili-
ties, but all expect a firm to satisfy its ethical obligations.
However, ethical and discretionary responsibilities together
constitute the social responsibility of business.
The four responsibilities are listed in order of  priority. A
business unit must earn profit first in order to satisfy its
economic responsibilities. In order to continue to exist it must
follow laws thus fulfilling legal responsibilities. After these basic
responsibilities have been satisfied, the firm should seek to
fulfill its social responsibilities. It can then fulfill its ethical
responsibilities by doing those things that society tends to value
but have not been brought under legal frame. After satisfying
its ethical responsibilities, the company can focus on discretion-
ary responsibilities- the purely voluntary actions that the society
has not yet considered as important.
The discretionary responsibilities of today may become the
ethical responsibilities of  tomorrow. The provision of  day-care
facilities, for example, is moving rapidly from discretionary to an
ethical responsibility. Carroll has suggested that to the extent
that firms fail to acknowledge discretionary or ethical responsi-
bilities, society will assert, and bring them under legal
framework. Before that happens, it is advisable that companies
undertake ethical and discretionary activities voluntarily.

Arguments for Social Responcibility
There are many arguments in support of socially responsive
actions. More important of them are explained below:

Changed Public Expectations of Business
One of the most potent arguments for social responsibility is
that public expectations from business have changed. It is
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reasoned that the institution of business exists only because it
satisfies the valuable needs of  society. Society gave business its
charter to exist, and the charter can be amended or revoked at
any time that the business fails to live up to society’s expecta-
tions. Therefore, if business wishes to remain viable in the long
run, it must respond to society’s needs and give the society what
it wants.

Better Environment for Business
Another argument favoring social responsibility is that it creates
a better environment for business. This concept rationalizes
that a better society produces environmental conditions more
favorable for -business operations. The firm which is most
responsive to the improvement of community quality of life
will as a result have a better community in which to conduct its
business. Labor recruiting will be easier, and labor will be of a
higher quality. Turnover and absenteeism will be reduced.
As a result of social improvements, crime will decrease with the
consequence that less money will be spent to protect property,
and less taxes have to be paid to support police forces. The
arguments can be extended in all directions to show that a
better society produces a better environment for business.

Public Image
Another argument in favor of social responsibility is that it
improves public image. Each individual firm seeks an enhanced
public image so that it may gain more customers, better
employees, more responsive money markets-and other benefits.
A firm, which seeks better public image, should support social
goals.

Avoidance of Government Regulation
Government is a massive institution with long arms. It seeks to
regulate business in the public interest. Government regulation
is costly and denies the much needed freedom in decision
making. Before the government stretches its long arms,
business should discharge its obligation to society.

Balance of Responsibility with Power
Another argument for social responsibility is that business’s
responsibility should be more related to its power. It is
reasoned that businessmen have vast amounts of social power.
They do affect the economy, minorities, and other social
problems. In turn, an equal amount of social responsibility is
required to match their social power. If each institution is to
perform its social role in an orderly relationship with other
institutions, then responsibility must be accepted whenever
there is power. Any other arrangement invites irresponsible
behaviour.

Business has the Resources
Another argument for social responsibility is that business has a
vast pool of resources in terms of men, talents, functional
expertise and money. Probably, business is without peers in
respect of the resources it possesses. With these resources at its
command, business is in a better position to work for social
goals.

Let Business Try
One interesting argument for business social responsibility is a
sort of back-handed one. It is that many other institutions have

failed in handling social problems, so why not turn to business.
Many people are frustrated with the failures of other institu-
tions, and in their frustration, they are turning to business.

Prevention is Better Than Cure
The last point is that prevention is better than cure.
If   business delays dealing with social problems now, it may
find itself constantly occupied with putting out social fires so
that is has no time to accomplish its goal of producing goods
and services. Since these social problems must be dealt with at
some time, it is actually more economical to deal with them
before they develop into serious social breakdowns that
consume most of  the management’s time.

Moral Responsibility
It is said that the acceptance of corporate social responsibility is
the morally correct position. This notion suggests that our
modern industrial society faces many serious social problems
brought on, to a large extent, by large’ corporations. The
corporations therefore have a moral responsibility to help solve
or ameliorate these problems. A corollary to this notion is that
because business firms control so many of the resources in our
economy, they should devote some of  these resources to the
overall betterment of  society.

Citizenship Argument
Corporations are institutional members of  society. If  individual
members of the society have an obligation to improve society-
to leave the world better than they found it-corporations also
have this responsibility. After all, corporations unlike citizens,
are created by society. Corporations are citizens, and citizens have
civic duties and responsibilities.

Duty of Gratitude
Business units benefit from society. On the basis of  the
commonly accepted principle that one owes debts of gratitude
towards those who benefit us, the corporation, has certain
debts that it owes to the society.

Arguments Against Social Responsibility
Arguments against social responsive actions are equally strong.
Some arguments are as follows:

Profit Maximization
The first and the most forceful argument disfavoring social
responsibility is that business has profit maximization as its
main objective. Infect, the business is most socially responsible
when it attends to its interests and leaves other activities to
other institutions
institutions. Since business operates in a world of poverty and
hunger, the economic efficiency of business is a matter of top
priority and should be the sole mission of  business. Business’s
function is economic, not social and economic values should be
the only criteria used to measure success. In this kind of system,
managers are the agents of the stockholders, and all their
decisions are controlled by their desire to maximize profits for
the stockholders while reasonably complying with law and social
custom.
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Society has to Pay the Cost
Another argument is that the costs of social responsibility will
be passed on to the society and it is the society which must bear
them. Can the society afford these additional costs?

Lack of Social Skills
Business managers are best at managing matters relating to
business. They are not equally good at solving social problems.
Their outlook is primarily economic and that their skills are the
same. They really do not feel at home in social matters. If
society is going to depend on someone to work with social
problems, why choose a group which is so poorly qualified?
Does society really want economic and technical people med-
dling in social affairs? Will they broaden their outlook and will
their skills transfer? Can business really do the job? Is it better
equipped than the government and other institutions?
This problem is, however, sought to be overcome to a consid-
erable extent. We have a number of  fairly high caliber
institutions, like the Xavier Institute of Social Sciences and
Institute of Rural Management Anand (IRMA), which train
students specifically for social work. Corporate like the Lalbhais,
Mafatlals and Shroffs have already attempted to bring in
management professionals into the social responsibility area.

Business has Enough Power
Another argument is that business already has enough social
power, therefore, society should not take any steps which give it
more power. According to this line of reasoning, business is
one of the two or three most powerful institutions in society at
the present time. Business influence is felt throughout society.
It is felt in education, in government, in the home and in the
market-place. It moulds many social values. The process of
combining social activities with the established economic
activities of business would give business an excessive concen-
tration of power. Business is an institution which is considered
to be not so good and giving more power to it is not advisable.

Social Overhead Cost
Cost on social responsibility is considered to be a social cost
which will not immediately benefit the business. Why spend
money on an object, the benefits of which will be realized only
in the future? It is the heavy social overhead cost which is one
of the reasons for the dismal performance of some of our
government undertakings.

Lack of Accountability
Another point of view is that the businessmen have no direct
accountability to the people, therefore, it is unwise to give
businessmen responsibility for areas where they are not
accountable. Accountability should always go with responsibil-
ity, and it is poor social control to allow any other kind of
arrangement. Until the society can develop mechanisms which
establish direct lines of social accountability from business to
the public, business must stand clear of social activities and
pursue only its goal of profit where it is directly accountable
through the market system.

Lack of Broad Support
Another point is that business involvement in social goals lack
support from all groups in society. If  business does become
socially involved, it will create so much friction among dissident

parties that business cannot perform its social assignment.
Although many persons desire business to become more
socially involved, others. oppose the idea. There is lack of
agreement among the general public, among intellectuals, in the
government and even among businessmen themselves.

Friedman and Levitt’s Views
The most cogent criticism has been voiced by the economist
Milton Friedman. Friedman based his arguments on two
principal contentions, one economic and one legal. From the
economic perspective, he asserted that if managers spend
corporate funds on projects not intended to maximize profits,
the efficiency of the market mechanism will be undermined and
resources will be misallocated within the economy. On the legal
side, Friedman contended that because managers are legal agents
of the stockholders, their sole duty is to maximise the financial
return to the stockholders. Hence, if they spend corporate
funds for social purposes, they are essentially stealing from the
stockholders. Moreover, Friedman suggested that if  the
stockholders want money spent on social causes, they are free to
do so individually with their dividends.
Theodore Levitt argued against corporate social responsibility
fearing that business values might come to dominate society.
He posited that business, as an institution, would become the
twentieth-century equivalent of the medieval church-the all-
embracing institution in society. He suggested that this would
not be healthy for society.
Nearer at home, we have Dhirubhai Ambani, of Reliance fame,
who is opposed to corporate social responsibility. “As an
industrialist my job is”, declared he, “to produce goods to satisy
the demand. Let us be very clear about it. Everyone has to do
his job. My commitment is to produce
at the cheapest price and the best quality. If  you dabble in
everything then you make a mess of things. If we cannot take
care of our shareholders and employees and start worrying
about the world, then that is hypocrisy”.

Barriers To Social Responsibility
Efforts to achieve greater social responsibility encounter practical
problems at every level of the organization. Awareness of the
problems is helpful to take steps to overcome them.

The Individual Manager
The individual manager is the person who is ultimately
responsible for the social action programmes of any organiza-
tion. The manager can initiate, advocate, and put programmes
into effect. The manager can also balk, hinder, and prevent
programmes from being planned or implemented. Almost all
employees in business are employers. Their careers may be in
jeopardy if they consistently advocate actions of which their
superiors disapprove or if they make unprofitable trade-offs.
For this reason, most managers are cautious about proposing
significant changes in their organization’s behavior.

The Organization
At the organization’s level, the greatest barrier is the focus on
profits. Social action projects must always be evaluated in terms
of the net cost. Shareholders want profits distributed in
dividends or invested to expand production. ‘Employees want
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higher salaries and better working conditions. Against these
competing claims, social programmes may have little chance.

The Industry
There may not be support from competitors in the same
industry for social action programmes.

The Division
Like the organization of which it is part, a division must try to
maintain itself as a profit centre. Any social responsibility
decision that reduces the level of profit might threaten the
division’s viability. Thus, most divisions are slow to initiate
socially responsible programmes until they receive clear instruc-
tion to do so form the top management.

Social Responsibility Strategies
In view of the ongoing controversy regarding whether or not a
business has social responsibility, it is not surprising to find a
wide range of industry responses to the issue. Business
responses to  social responsibility tend to fall within four
categories: (i) social opposition, (ii) social obligation,  (iii) social
response and (iv) social contribution. As illustrated above, these
positions fall along a continuum, ranging from low to high
levels of socially responsible behavior.

Social Opposition
This view is taken by the businesses which feel that they have
no obligation to society in which they operate. When they are
caught for any offense, their immediate response is to try to
cover it up while denying it.

Social Obligation
This view is held by the companies which believe that they have
an obligation to obey the law. That is, the only socially respon-
sible behavior that is appropriate is the one prescribed by the
law. Such businesses would install safety equipment that is
required by the law, that would not spend additional money in
order to install even better safety equipment.

Social Response
Social response is the position taken by companies that meet
their social responsibilities as dictated by the law, and will, on
selective basis, go beyond the legal requirements. These units
may volunteer to participate in limited socially responsible
efforts, but not until they are convinced that the benefits
outweigh the costs.

Social Contribution
Is the position taken by the companies which believe that they
have a deep obligation to serve the society. Such companies
consider themselves to be responsible citizens in society and are
eager to contribute whatever they can to the improvement of
the society

Price Ragging – MS Shops
The trouble for Pavan Sachdeva, Managing Director, MS Shoes
East, started brewing on 12, Feb.1995-two days before the
Rs.480 cr. issue opened-with an item in press which pointed
out that SEBI had given undue concessions to the MSS issue.
According to SEBI’s guidelines, the gap between the closure
dates of the rights ‘issue and the public issue of a company
should not exceed 30 days. But as per MSS’s prospectus, the
public issue opened on 14 February and closed four days later
while the rights issue was slated to open in April, well over 30
days after the public issue.
Again, before the MSS issue was opened, the company’s ad in
TV stated the market price as Rs.505 and the public issue offer
price as Rs.199. The fact that Rs.505 price was cum-rights and
would therefore would fall after the issue was not made clear in
the ad. This gave an impression to the viewer that the offer price
was an attractive proposition compared to the prevailing market
price. Sachdeva was obviously pushing up the company’s share
price artificially before the public issue.
There were more grave irregularities. Before it opened on
February 18, 1995, the MS Shoes East issue was preceeded by a
continuous barrage of ads centered around Sachdeva. The
assertions made in these ads claimed that the company’s
Rs.699.51 cr. diversification into yarns and fabrics were backed
by a buy-back arrangement with Marubeni Corporation for the
yarn, as well as a tie-up with Intercontinental Hotels.
The prospectus to the issue echoed the claims, adding that
while the hotels project had been appraised by the Tourism
Development Corporation, the yarn project had not. Since then,
Marubeni has denied a finalised buy-back arrangement. Inter
Continental Hotels too admitted to only a memorandum of
understanding.
On March 13, 1995, Sachdeva admitted to the Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE) authorities that the shares of his company had
been purchased on his instruction by the Delhi-based braking
firm, Sareen & Co. on whose behalf  a Bombay-based broker
executed the purchase orders. From Rs.395 on Dec.1, 1994, the
MS, scrip was sustained at Rs. 500 during most of January and
early February, 1995. This tantamount to price rigging. Neither
SEBI nor BSE authorities realized this until the Bombay broker
defaulted on commitments of Rs.16.99 cr. to 50 other brokers
who had sold MS Shoes shares to him and let the cat out of the
bag.
After the issue was closed, Sachdeva discovered that adverse
reports in the press were forcing investors to withdraw. At this
point, Sachdeva refused to pay the Bombay broker who had
defaulted. Although they did not react initially, the BSE
authorities finally shut down the exchange for three days.
The rest is history. The affair was handed over to CBI for
investigation. CBl took Sachdeva into custody.
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Everybody poses to be morally upright. Sachdeva says there was
nothing wrong with his prospectus, projects and ads. Chairman
of SEBI claims that there was no malafide intention in allowing
a gap of more than 30 days to elapse between a simultaneous
public-and-rights issue. BSE authorities seem to be more
interested in day-to-day functioning of their bourse than
checking misuse of the system. The lead managers do not
admit their guilt in not verifying prospectus.

Social Responsibility Implementation
Social responsibility has two facets: first, to whom the business
is accountable and the second, business’s responsibility to
society. The first relates to accountability of  business to its
owners, employees, government and consumers. This account-
ability or responsibility is popularly called corporate
accountability in the literature available on the subject. Corporate
accountability is discussed in this chapter and the responsibility
of business to society is dealt with in the next chapter.
Irrespective of  the facet of  social responsibility, two processes
are essential in developing organization’s social responsiveness.
First, it is necessary to establish methods of monitoring social
demands and expectations in the external environment.
Secondly, it is important to develop in ternal social response
mechanisms.

Monitoring Social Demands and
Expectations
Important means of assessing social needs and expectations
relative to organizations include social forecasting, opinion
surveys, issues management, social scanning and social audit.

Social Forecasting
This is the systematic process of identifying social trends,
evaluating the organizational importance of those trends and
integrating these assessments in the organization’s forecasting
programme. One approach to social forecasting is the use of
futurists, individuals who track significant trends in the
environment and attempt to predict their impact on the
organization, usually 10 or more years hence. Some organiza-
tions use consultants and research institutes that specialize in
social forecasting.

Opinion Surveys
Associations and major business publications often conduct
surveys of  public opinion on various issues of  social concern.
These surveys often provide feedback to companies regarding
the perceptions of social responsibility among various groups.

Issues Management
This is the process of identifying a relatively small number of
emerging social issues of particular relevance to the organiza-
tion, analyzing their potential impact and preparing an effective
response. Typically, 10 to 15 issues are identified, but the
number can vary depending on organizational circumstances.
Issues management attempts to minimize ‘surprises’ resulting
from environmental forces and to facilitate a proactive stance
towards environmental I change. Issues management helps
identity a definable social need, a potential source of serious
stakeholder concern, or the likelihood of government action.
Once identified, firms will try to resolve the issue before it
reaches a critical stage.

Social Scanning
Social scanning is the general surveillance of  various elements in
the environment to detect the evidence of impending changes
that will affect the organization’s social responsibilities. Unlike
issues management, social scanning is usually done on an
informal and unsystematic basis. Executives frequently draw
upon their own experiences of factors that are likely to have
important organizational implications. They may also rely on
data from more systematic assessments.

Social Audits
This is a systematic study and evaluation of social actions of an
organization. It includes an assessment of the social impact of
a firm’s activities, an evaluation of  programmes specifically
aimed at achieving social goals, and a determination of areas in
need of organizational action. Social audits are difficult to carry
out because disagreements can arise regarding what should be
included, results can be difficult to measure, and interpretations
of  what is adequate or good social performance are likely to vary.
Nevertheless, companies are increasingly implementing social
audits to assess their social action programmers.

Internal Social Response Mechanisms
The most common internal response mechanisms used by
firms include executives, temporary task forces, departments or
combinations of these.
In relatively small firms, individual executives are required to
handle social issues, as and when they occur. In some compa-
nies, temporary task forces are constituted to deal with a critical
social issue. When the issue is resolved, the taskforce is dis-
banded. Many companies will have permanent departments
that coordinate various ongoing social responsibilities, identify
and recommend policies for new social issues. Popularly called
the Public Affairs Department, such a department may be
responsible for coordinating government agencies, community
relations and other external activities. In practice, organizations
may use a combination of mechanisms to enhance social
performance.

Corporate Accountability
Coming to the facets of  social responsibility, business‘s
responsibility is towards (i) employees, (ii) consumers, (iii)
government and (iv) owners as depicted below:

Towards Employees
Responsibility towards employees is in the form of just
selection, training, promotion, fair wages, levelling out varia-
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tions in employment, comfortable working conditions, safety
and health, social measures, scope for initiation and advance-
ment, participative management, workers‘ education and the
like.
It is heartening to note that most business establishments are
fully aware of their responsibility towards their employees and
are doing a lot for their improvement. The first name to be
mentioned is is the Tatas who have no peers in the pursuit of
labour welfare. It was the Tatas who first introduced many
welfare measures for the benefit of their employees and several
years later, the government made them compulsory for other
business houses to follow. Following Table gives the firsts to
the credit of  Tatas.

No wonder an individual takes it as a pride and deems it a
privilege to join the 150,000 members of  the Tata family
employed in more than 32 companies, dotting all over the
country. Similarly, Godrej & Boyce, Shriram Ingustries and TVS
group are good employers.

Towards Consumers
Responsibility towards consumers includes such aspects as
producing and supplying quality goods at reasonable prices,
avoiding creation of artificial scarcities, revealing truth in
advertising and labels, keeping up the delivery schedules,
providing prompt after-sales services, preventing formation of
monopolies with the intention of exploiting customers and
guaranteeing the buyers about the lifetime performance of the
products.
In respect of responsibility towards consumers, the perfor-
mance of  our businessmen is far from satisfactory, honorable
exceptions not withstanding. The consumer is not the king in
our country but a vehicle conveniently used by businessmen for
driving towards the goal of profit maximization. Government
is interfering in a big way to protect the interests of consumers
and consumers themselves are forming into a movement,
popularly called consumerism to protect their interests against
business malpractices (consumerism is discussed in detail in the
next chapter).

Towards Government
Business responsibility towards the government covers such
areas as complying with all legal requirements, paying taxes
honestly, executing government contracts, making services of

executives available for the government, deducting income-tax
and amounts to be invested in national savings certificates from
wages and salaries of employees and acting as a willing partner
with the government in pursuit of public welfare.
In respect of responsibility to the government, our business-
men have come under dark clouds. The series of raids
conducted on business houses and the reasons made known
for the raids demonstrate clearly that businessmen have failed to
discharge their responsibility towards the government.

Towards Owners
Corporate accountability towards owners covers such areas as
managing the business profitably, ensuring fair and regular
return on capital employed, guaranteeing capital appreciation
and consolidating the financial position of the business so that
it can withstand fluctuating fortunes so common in business.

Limits of Socia l Responsibility
The social responsibility actions of businesses are limited by
cost, efficiency, relevance and scope. As a result of  these
constraints, actions fall short of public expectations.

Cost
Social responsibility costs money. Whether a company desires to
adopt a village, donate to a college or school, build a hospital,
maintain parks or undertake relief operations in times of
calamity, it costs money.

Efficiency
Social responsibility affects efficiency adversely. Being obliged to
the employees, say a company runs its plant, even if it is
incurring losses every year. Its efficiency goes down and its
ability to compete is lost.

Relevance
According to several critics, business has no obligation to
society. The only obligation is to run the business successfully.
Social responsibility is irrelevant. According to Friedman, for
example, “There is one and only one social responsibility of
business: to use its resources and energy in activities designed to
increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the
game... (and) engages in open and free competition, without
deception and trend... “. Friedman contends that corporate
officials are in no position to determine the relative urgency of
social problems or the amount of organizational resources that
should be committed to a given problem. He also insists that
managers who devote corporate resources to pursue personal,
and perhaps misguided notions of the social good, unfairly tax
their own shareholders, employees and customers. In short,
business should produce goods and services efficiently and
leave the solution of social problems to the concerned individu-
als and government agencies.
Often, social responsibility action is undertaken for wrong
reasons rendering the exercise to irrelevance and ineffectiveness.
Consider what has happened to Brij Mohan Khaitan. the tea
giant. In the beginning of 1990s, Khaitan was under tremen-
dous pressure from the Bodo Security Force (BSF). One of his
executives was kidnapped and another was gunned down by
the militants. BSF demanded hefty sums as a pre-condition for
peace. It was at this time that Khaitan reflected and set up a
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school at a cost of Rs.22 crore. The school could not help
Khaitan buy peace from the BSF.

Scope and Complexity
Society’s problems are too massive, too complex, and too deep
seated to be solved by even the most socially conscientious
company or even by all companies acting together.
The problems such as environmental pollution-acid rain, ozone
depletion, destruction of rain forests; health problems-AIDS,
drug and tobacco use; racial discrimination; sex discrimination;
ethnic and religious animosities and the like defy solutions
however conscientious one might be.
Business has its own limitations. It should deliver quality
goods at reasonable prices, earn profits for shareholders, pay
taxes to the government and plan strategies to survive in the
competitive world. Amidst such varied problems, how can
business solve yet another complex problem, viz., social
responsibility?

Common Characteristics
As the 1990s wear on, more and more companies are realising
that they can no more function or be judged solely on the basis
of their thick bottom lines. A positive impact on employees,
customers and the community at large has assumed an equal or
even greater significance in the overall picture. This realisation
has made them undertake socially responsive actions. All
companies with social orientation exhibit 14 different character-
istics.

Common Characteristics of Socially Responsible
Firms

1. Initially founded by far-sighted people who visibly set the
firm’s moral tone.

2. Stuck to the basics and produced only high quality goods
and services for specific market niches.

3. Developed a public image that emphasized their
commitment to quality and often used non-traditional
means to promote it.

4. Firmly practiced the dual principles of self-management and
decentralization.

5. Brought in outside people to provide needed talent and
additional perspectives.

6. Encouraged all employees to become part of the shared
mission through full worker participation in decisions.

7. Paid fairly and usually offered benefit packages exceeding the
competition.

8. Emphasized a democratic people orientation and did
without executive perks.

9. Constantly solicited feedback from customers on all subjects
from product direction to corporate donations.

10. Top managers possessed an extensive knowledge of  current
events and took a wide-ranging interest in affairs outside
their business.

11. Offered donations in cash or services to people in need of
help.

12. Took an active role in the operations of  their local
communities.

13. Deal with like-minded businesses and encourage their
employees to do the same.

14. Constantly look to the future but always pay attention to
the past.

The Evolving Idea of Social Responsibility
The social responsibility idea evolved over a period of time.
Some major stages in the long history are outlined here.

Business Social Responsibilities in Classical
Economic Theory
Throughout history, classical economic theory has been the
fundamental inspiration of people in business. In the classical
economic view, a business is acting in a socially responsible
fashion if it utilizes resources as efficiently as possible to
produce goods and services that society wants at prices consum-
ers are willing to pay. The sole objective of  business is to
maximize profits while operating, of  course, within the law. If
this is done, say classical theorists, firms carry out their major
responsibility.
This easily understood goal, derived from Adam Smith’s
Wealth of  Nations, was never sought in business practice
without reservations. Even Adam Smith voiced a surprising
number of exceptions to his principles for social reasons.
Throughout our history, business and business people have
modified the strict profit maximization principle to address
social concerns-not much at first, but more and more over time.
Nevertheless, today, this fundamental classical ideology remains
entrenched.

The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
In the colonial era, businesses were very small. Merchants
practised thrift and frugality, which were dominant virtues then.
But charity was a co-existing virtue and the owners of these
small enterprises made contributions to schools, churches and
the poor.
In the early nineteenth century, companies were not effusive in
their social concerns. Charitable contributions continued and
grew over time as great fortunes in business were made. In
most cases, wealthy entrepreneurs who gave their fortunes to
benefit society did so without any reference to the interests of
the companies that were the fountainheads of their wealth.
For instance, John D. Rockefeller, who accumulated a fortune in
the second half  of  the nineteenth century, gave in his lifetime,
more than $550 million and endowed the Rockefeller Founda-
tion, “to promote the well-being of mankind throughout the
world.” Andrew Carnegie gave away $350 million during his
lifetime to social causes, built 2,811 public libraries and gave
7,689 organs to American churches.
Changing Views of Social Responsibility in the Late
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries

During the latter part of the nineteenth century and into the
twentieth, a number of forces converged to lead business
leaders, especially of the larger corporations, to address social
problems out of self-interest. Vigorous industrial growth had
many negative social impacts. Business feared new government
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regulations and sought to blunt their urgency. Business leaders,
many of whom by this time were not the original entrepre-
neurs, but owned only a small part of the stock of the
companies they managed, felt freer to use corporate assets for
social action. Business sought and found arguments to
circumvent the ultra virus doctrine.
By the 1920s, three inter-related themes had emerged to justify
broader business social responsibility. First, managers were
trustees, that is, agents whose corporate roles put them in
positions of power where they could enhance the welfare of
not only stockholders, but others such as customers, employees
and communities. Secondly, managers believed they had an
obligation to balance the interests of these groups. They were,
in effect, coordinators who reconciled the competing claims of
multiple stakeholders on their enterprises. And thirdly, many
managers subscribed to the service principle, a principle with
two distinct definitions. One definition was a near-spiritual
belief that business, simply by operating for profit, had the
power to redeem society by creating a broad general welfare. If
individual managers served society by making a business
economically successful; the aggregate business system would
then work to eradicate social injustice, poverty and other ills. A
second understanding of  the service principle, however, was
that although the capitalist system elevated humanity, individual
companies and managers were still obligated to undertake social
programmes to benefit or serve the public.
These three inter-related ideas-trusteeship, balancing of  interests
and service-were accepted by more and more business and
opinion leaders. Although uplifting, they did not foster lavish
contributions for social programmes, nor did they divert most
individual managers from their laissez-faire attitudes and
dominant emphasis on profits.

The Contemporary View of Social Responsibility
In the last forty years, the concept of business social responsi-
bility has continued to evolve and expand. Today, the efficient
use of resources to make a profit is still seen as the primary
social responsibility of business. But added to economic
performance are the ideas of previous eras about the meaning
of  social responsibility. The view that total social responsibilities
are broader than simple economic responsibilities, has become
more compelling, more accepted by managers and more widely
put into practice than ever before.
The range of social programs assumed by business has
continuously expanded since the early years of  the century.
Today, corporations carry out a wide array of  social actions. The
span includes programmes for education, public health,
employee welfare, housing, urban renewal, environmental
protection, resource conservation, day-care centers for working
parents and -many others. In each of these areas, the
programmes that different corporations have implemented run
into thousands.
The fundamental reason why the concept and range of social
responsibilities have expanded is that accelerating industrial
activity continuously changes society. In this situation, social
responsibilities arise from the impacts of corporate actions on
society. And we know more today about adverse consequences

of  some business activities. For example, early in this century,
carcinogens in industrial effluents were unknown.
Corporate social programmes also arise from a second source-
intractable social problem in the corporation’s environment. “A
healthy business and a sick society are hardly compatible,” notes
Peter Ducker. Racism, wars, violent crime, epidemics such as
AIDS and failing schools are societal pathologies a corporation
has not caused but may benefit from mitigating.

Indian  Scenario
The idea of  social responsibility is very old in our country. The
concept of  parting with a portion of  one’s surplus wealth for
the good of  society is neither modern nor a Western import
into India. The business community occupied a significant place
in ancient Indian society. Merchants were treated with respect
and civility and regarded as an instrument of social good, not
least because of  their philanthropy. Nourished by a social and
religious ethic which put charitable giving high on its list of
virtues, charity was an ingrained part of the life of most
hereditary merchant communities that form the backbone of
the modern business class.
Merchants provided relief in times of famine or epidemics by
throwing open god owns of food and treasure chests to look
after the needy; built and supported temples, dharamshalas
(pilgrim rest houses), night shelters, bathing gnats, water tanks,
wells and panjrapoles (animal refuges) and provided drinking
water facilities. They donated for education in traditional
schools and even for dowries for poor girls.
The practice of business giving continued through the ages,
though as economic, political and social conditions changed, so
did business response to social needs. This can be summed up
as a shift from merchant charity to corporate citizenship. Four
phases in the shift are distinct.

Four Phases of Modern Philanthropy

1850-1914
The first shift was from a more or less purely ameliorative
charity for religious reasons and causes during the pre-industrial
era (pre-1850), towards the more Western form of  philanthropy
in the period 1850-1914. The period saw the beginnings of
industrialization in India and like their counterparts in the West,
the new rich business families began to set up trusts and endow
a host of modern institutions such as schools, colleges,
hospitals, orphanages and widows homes, art galleries and
museums for the welfare of  society and the preservation and
propagation of Indian culture. At the same time, they contin-
ued to contribute to older forms of charity such as building and
maintenance of temples, dharamshalas and water tanks so that
there were elements of both charity and philanthropy in
business giving. The Gujarati and Parsi business communities
of  Mumbai in particular, led by Jamsetji Jejeebhoy, Jamsetji
Tata, Sir Dinshaw Petit and Premchand Roychand, spearheaded
the new trend. The early pioneers of industry were leaders not
only in the economic but also the social fields and took active
interest and part in the religious and social reforms and in
public life.
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1914 - 1960
In the second phase (1914-1960), which was the golden period
of  both Indian capitalism and business philanthropy, there was
a maturing of philanthropic practice. Apart from making
political donations for the freedom struggle, business also
contributed to many of the social and cultural causes associated
with the movement such as revival of Indian art and culture,
nationalist education and so on. Many of  India’s leading
businessmen-GD Birla, Jamnalal Bajaj, Lala Shri Ram, Ambalal
Sarabhai and others came under the spell of Mahatma Gandhi
and his theory of trusteeship of wealth. They contributed
liberally to his programmes for the removal of  untouchability,
women’s emancipation and rural reconstruction, even as the
earlier preoccupation with creating a physical and social institu-
tional infrastructure continued, further honed by the vision of a
free, progressive and modern India.
When India became free, the independent state looked to the
business community to propel the country to a prosperous
future and in the euphoria of Independence, the business class,
confident of its capabilities, responded both by creating more
wealth and utilising it for nonbusiness purposes. Several
business leaders like GD Birla, JRD Tata, Lala Shri Ram,
Kasturbhai Lalbhai and others, endowed institutes of scientific
and technical research as well as art academies and institutes for
the study of Indian history and culture. Many of the best
Indian I institutions in several fields, such as  the  Tata Institute
of  Fundamental Research, the Birla  Institutes of  Technology at
Pilani and Ranchi, the Calico Textile Museum, Ahmedabad to
name but a few, owe their existence to private business munifi-
cence of the time.

1960 – 1980
The next shift came in the 1960s which ushered in an era of
economic and political troubles and saw the business commu-
nity operating under several constraints. The state also took on
many of the obligations that were traditionally the responsibil-
ity of the society as a whole, such as education, care of the sick,
relief in the wake of natural calamities and care of the destitute.
It led to a corresponding decrease of interest in private philan-
thropy. Mistrust of  business consequent to sharp and unethical
practices by some, coupled with high taxes to finance state-led
development, further contributed to the disinclination to part
with private wealth for public benefit. Ironically, the high tax
regime aided by a deterioration in business morality led to a
large expansion in the establishment of charitable trusts for
purposes of  tax planning.
The disillusionment consequent to the failure of the govern-
ment to remove poverty and bring about social change at the
pace required to remove the ever widening gap between the rich
and the poor and to provide a richer quality of life, led to a
renewed interest in private initiative to spearhead change. It
made individuals look to voluntarism as a solution and an
alternative to official action, and made business more conscious
of the need to contribute to approved national development
goals.

The 1970s thus saw a renewed corporate interest in social
concerns and a new element emerged on the philanthropic
scene-corporate philanthropy, as distinct from family business
philanthropy. Spurred partly by the realization that supporting
community development through philanthropic giving is in
their own best business interests and partly by the use of the
carrot and stick method by the government, several business
leaders began to advocate more social responsibility on the part
of business. Of this, philanthropic giving was only one aspect,
the others being more ethical business practices and concern for
the physical environment in which business operated. There
was a diversification in the causes supported, such as foresta-
tion, science education for the people, preservation of
monuments, women’s rights and consumer education.

1980 
The post-1980 period saw an upswing in business fortunes due
to economic reforms and other factors and with it, a re-
emergence of self-confidence. It increased both business
willingness and ability to give, as well as public and government
expectations of business. This contemporary phase,
charackrised by corporate citizenship, has seen a further swing
away from charity and traditional philanthropy towards more
direct engagement in mainstream development concerns and in
helping disadvantaged groups in the society.
In sum, the development of business and industry in India has
been accompanied by a clear change in the attitudes of society
and the business community itself about its obligations to’
society and how they need to be expressed. It may be stated that
the shift from merchant charity to corporate citizenship is not
complete and it is not unusual to find all the three-charity,
philanthropy and corporate citizenship-being practised by the
same business family or corporation.
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Table below gives details about what corporate India has done in the name of  social responsibility.

     Company's    
Company/  Major Institutions   Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported 
Groups  Established   Programme    
Tatas  . Indian Institute of Science  Through each . Lady Tata Scientific research 
  . Tata Institute of Social  individual company Memorial Trust education, health 
  Sciences   coordinated by Tata . Lady Meherbai and community 
  . Tata Memorial Rural  Council for D Tata Trust services, education 
  Cancer Project   Community . JRD Tata Trust in social work, art 
  . Tata Agriculture and Rural Initiatives . Jamsetji Tata Trust and culture,  
  Training Centre for the   . Sir Dorabji Tata medicine, energy 
  Blind, Gujarat    Trust research, rural 
  . Tata Memorial Centre for   . Sir Ratan Tata development  
  Cancer Research    Trust   
  . Tata Institute of    . JN Tata   
  Fundamental Research   Endowment   
   . National Centre for   Fund for Higher   
  Performing Arts -   Education   
  . Tata Energy Research      
  Institute       
  . National Institute of      
  Advanced Studies'      
  . Management Centre for      
  Human Values       
         
Birlas(All  . Birla Institutes of   Slum clearance . Hindustan Charity Technical  
Groups)  Technology Pilani and  scheme, Tenements Trust education,  
  Ranchi   for slum dwellers in . BM Birla agricultural  
  . Birla Institute of Scientific  Hyderabad Foundation research, medicine, 
  Research    . KK Birla art and culture, 
  . Birla Eco. Research   Foundation scientific research, 
  Foundation    . MP Birla education, temple 
  . Calcutta Medical Research   Foundation building,  
  Institute     renovation and 
      
  . BM Birla Heart Research    Archae0logy  
  Centre      
        

  Company's    
Company/ Major Institutions Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported 
Groups Established Programme    

 . Birla Archaeological and     
 Cultural Research Institute     
 . Birla Academy of Arts and     
 Culture     
 . Planetariums in various     
 cities     
 . Temples-Venkateshwara,     
 Lakshmi Narayan, Kali,    
 Hanuman, Nairaj, Govind     
 Deoji     
 . Sanskrit Kala Mandir,     
 Varanasi     
 . Sangeet Sagar, Calcutta.     
 . JD Birla Institute of Home     
 Science     
 . Schools and Colleges, e.g.     
 Modem High School,     
 Rani Birla Girls College     

Videocon     Sports 

Essar Group  Schools around plant    

Singhania . Institute of Applied Physics  . Lala Kamalpat Primary education, 
 and Technology, Allahabad  Primary School higher education, 
 . JK Institute of Sociology and  Building Trust technical education, 
 Human Relations, Lucknow  . Lakshmipat  social sciences, 
 . Institute of Radiology and  Singhania  medicine and ' 
 Cancer Research Centre  Education  health care, 
 . Institute of Cardiology  Foundation  religion and values, 
 . Lakshmipat Singhania Maintaining . Lakshmipat  sports activities, 
 Academy ambulances, blood Singhania  city beautification 
  Kamlapat Memorial banks, relief vans, Medical   
 Hospital, Kanpur laboratories Foundation   
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Company/ Major Institutions   Company's Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported   
Groups Established  Programme     
 . Laksmipat Singhania      
 Auditorium      
 . Shripati Singhania      
 Auditorium      
 . Temples      

Larsen and . L&T Institute of Life Line Express  Health, community   
Toubro Technology, Bombay (Train),  welfare, etc., in   
 . Polytechnics Hospital on wheels,  Mumbai at HQ and   
  . L&T Welfare Centre,  around plants   
  Family planning,     
  Mother and child     
  care,     
  TB and Leprosy,     
  AIDS control,     
  TB clinic     
  Skills for self-     
  employment,     

  Tree plantation     

Thapar Group . Thapar Institute of Development of  Technical   
 Engineering and factory and  education, sports,   
 Technology, Patiala neighbourhood  community welfare   
 . Football Academy, Punjab      
       
Modis/All . Shri Modi Eye Hospital . Adult Education . RB Multianimal Medicine, scientific   
groups andOphthalmic Research Centre Modi Charitable Trust research, welfare of   
   
 

Centre . Mahila Samaj  women, 
  

   
 

. MM Modi Degree College Kalyan Parishad . Modi Science education, 
  

 . Sanskrit Pathshala . Samaj Kalyan Foundation community welfare,   
 . Sainik Bhawan Vibhag . Modi. Foundation religious and  
   . Dayawati Modi spiritual education  

 

     
Company/ Major Institutions Company's Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported 
Groups Established Programme   
 . Naoroj Pirojsha Godrej    
 Boating Station    
 . Godrej Technical Institute    
 . Pirojsha Godrej Research    
 Lab    
 . Soonabai Godrej Dance    
 Academy    
 . Pirojsha Godrej National    
 Conservation centre    

Hero Honda . Bahadur Chand Munjal Mobile clinics,  Education, 
 Arya Model Senior schools, mini ITI  environment, 
 Secondary School round company  health, sports 
  units   

Hindustan  Reclamation of  Community 
Levers  land at Etah, dairy  development, 
  development at  rural education 
  Etah, adopted Etah   
  for development   
  work, rural schools   
  programme   

Mahindra &   . Mahindra Education, health, 
Mahindra   Foundation environment 
   . KC Mahindra  
   Education Trust  

Usha Martin  Krishi Gram Vikas  Community 

  Kendra to 
implement  development 

  rural development   
  programmes   
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  Company's   
Company/ Major Institutions Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported 
Groups Established Programme   
ACC  Restoration and  Environment, 
  rehabilitation of  community 
  used up mining  development 
  area forming water   
  bodies of rain   
  water, recontouring   
  afforestation,   
  landscaping parks,   
  creating green belts   
  and bird sanctuaries,   
  pollution control   
  equipments   

RAMCO . PAC Ramaswamy Raja . Anti Polio . Raja Charity Education, medical 
 Polytechnic Campaign Trust and health care, 
 . PA Chinnaiha a . Vision Research . PAC Ramaswamy community welfare, 
 Memorial High School Foundation - Raja Education culture, heritage 
 . PACR Ammani Ammal's . Anti Asthma Charity Trust and arts 
 . Girls Higher Secondaiy Camps . PACR  
 School . . Marriage Halls Sethurammal  
 . TAKM  Tamammal . Seminar Halls Charity Trust  
 Elementary School . Community Hall   
 . Sri Primary School . Sri Meenakshi   
 . Chinmaya Vidyalaya Sundershwar   
 . Ramaswamy Raja Temple  
 Matriculation Higher    
 Secondary School    
 . RAMCO Industrial    
 Training Institute    
 . PAC Ramaswamy Raja Hospital   
 . Temples    
 . Hall at Loyala College    
 . Sri Sarda College for Women    

  Company's    
Company/ Major Institutions Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported  
Groups Established Programme    
 Management Studies  Bajaj Charitable scholarships,  
 . Shiksha MandaI  Trust spiritual and  
 . Gita Pratishthan   cultural  
 . Gandhi Gyan Mandir   development,  
 . Gitai Mandir   literacy  

ITC . ITC Sangeet Research Tree plantation in  Indian culture and  
 Academy cities, parks  heritage, -sports,  
    Environment,  
    education, wildlife,  
    welfare of  
    handicapped  

Apeejay . Apeejay Schools  . ApeejayTrust Education, health,  
Surrendra . Kamala Memorial Society   vocational training  
 for the Handicapped     
 . Medical Research Centre     

Mafatlal . Vidhyadham Higher  . Shri Sadguru Community health  
(Arvind Secondary School  Seva Sangha Trust care, family  
Mafatlal . Sri Ram Sanskrit Maha   welfare, sports,  
Group) Vidyalaya   education, livestock  
 . Shri Ram Mitra Mandai   development,  
 . Dr Manibhai Desai   agriculture  
 Management Training   development,  

 Centre   empowerment of 
women  

    through education,  
    self employment,  
    famine relief  

Magor-Macneill  . Magar Football Academy Community health . Magar Education Literature and arts, 

Williamson and .  Sports Stadium, Tinsukhia programmes 
through Trust education, 

Co Ltd  . Prince of Wales Technical hospitals, 
Diagnostic  community health  

   Institute Centre at Tea  and welfare  
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Godrej Consumer Products Limited  (GCPL) ….
The Company  has undertaken several measures to create awareness on various health and environment related among residents of
Singwari (a village near Malanpur) by organizing medical health check-ups, running dispensary and distributing medicines. To
promote entrepreneurship  among the village youth , organized skill development training programme on motor winding refrigera-
tion and air conditioning was conducted and help was given to them to start their own business. Besides GCPL has also organized
inter-school sports and cultural events and instituted awards for meritorious students. Besides this during 2002-03, the Malanpur
factory was awarded the best eco-friendly industry award by Madhya Pradesh Pollution Control Board.

Recapitulation

1. Responsibilities of organizations
2. Changing views of social responsibility
3. Different Phases of modern philanthropy
4. Limitations of social responsibility
5. What Indian corporates have done for society

Business
Towards Owners Managing business sucessfully, fair return on capital, appreciation etc.
Towards Government Paying taxes, complying with laws, government services, etc.
Towards Employees Objective selection, better wages, better working conditions etc.

  Company's   
Company/ Major Institutions Community Trusts/Foundations Fields Supported 
Groups Established Programme   
  Wildlife Society,   
  irrigation and flood   
  control   

Murugappa . AMM Education Society  . AMM Education, 
Chettiar . Vellayan Chettiar Higher  Foundation medicne and 
Group Secondary School  . AMM Charities health, scientific 
 . Sri Ramaswamy Mudaliar  Trust research, self- 
 Higher Secondary School   employment 
 . TI Matriculation School   schemes, 
 . AMM Matriculation School   Community welfare 
 . Arunachalam Higher   measures 
 Secondary School    
 . Murugappa Polytechnic,    
 Avadi    
 . AMM Medical Society    
 . AMM Hospital    
 Valliammai Achi Hospital    
 . Sir Ivan Steadforth    
 Hospital, Ambattur    
  AMM Murugappa Chettiar    
 Research Centre    
 . Temples    

TCI Bhorukia . Bhoruramji Ram Das In Rajasthan . Bhoruka Integrated com- 
Group of Public School villages Charitable Trust munity development 
Companies . Indian Institute of Health  . PD Agarwal programme, 
 Management Research,  foundation education, health 
 Jaipur   education 

Deepak Group  Health care, promotion . Deepak Medical Integrated 
of Companies   of smokeless Foundation community 
  chulla, community . Deepak development, health 
  bio gas, education Charitable Trust and education 
  and family planning   

.Chandaria   . Anarde Integrated rural 

Group   Foundation development 
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Need of Ethics in Business
2. Code of Conduct
3 Theories of  Business Ethics

Introduction
Ethics in Business is concerned with truth and justice and has
variety of  aspects such as expectations of  society, fair competi-
tion, advertising, public relations, social responsibilities,
consumers, and corporate behavior in the home country as well
as abroad
Ethics can be institutionalized by applying and integrating
ethical concepts into daily action
1. by establishing appropriate company policy or a code of

ethics
2. by using a formally appointed ethics committee
3. by teaching ethics in MDPs
Ethics deals with the distinction between what is right or
wrong. It is concerned with the nature and ground morality,
including moral judgment  and rule of conduct.
The ethical climate of an organization can be defined as set of
norms, values and practices of organization members regarding
appropriate  behavior in the workplace..
Ethical conflict occurs when individual perceives that his/her
duties and  responsibilities toward one group are inconsistent
with his/her  responsibilities toward some other group
including one self.
There are two types of conflict: conflict within the individual
resulting from individual’s value hierarchy conflict between
individual value and organization value

Factors Affecting Personal Moral

i. Deontological  - certain intrinsic characteristics of behavior
.One can have special inclinations toward certain objects or
philosophy. Certain  honest people have been observed to
have inclinations toward favoring   person of same caste or
religion. There are cases when it was observed  that even
many honest persons are honest because they are scared of
indulging into unethical acts. There are people who can
indulge into  unethical acts till they feel that the act is not
committed for their  personal gain.

ii. Organizational pressures are occupational hazard, the
capacity to sustain pressure is different for different persons.
To avoid pressure people indulge in unethical acts.

iii. Teleological - relative amount of  goodness or badness of
the consequences  of a behavior determines its rightness or
wrongs. Think of the situation when one has to buy
medicine for terminally sick dearest relative. The  money
required is beyond ones means, can stealing to save life will
be unethical? But, what about the loss of life?

iv. Environmental - professional, cultural, industry,
organizational and  personal factors. This fact plays a major
and distinct (we mean  observable) role in an individual
morality. There can be personal  pressures like financial crisis
in family. You have easy access to accounts of  the company
which do not have adequate security, detection of
misappropriation is unlikely, prosecution is unlikely,
punishment is unlikely What will you do?

Moral Evolution Stage

i. Age does play a role in the moral responses of different
persons (refer appendix-1 for Kholberg’s cognitive stages).

ii. Gender: - There is evidence that females are more
conservative in their ethical viewpoint than males. It has
been observed that females rely more  on “equality” and
“need” while deciding on reward but males rely more on
“equity”.

Theories
The normative theories of business ethics try to define and
distinguish  the domain of ethics in business vis-à-vis role of
different players engaged in business.
Stockholders theory (Friedman, 1997): - This theory says that
manager as agent of stockholders should resolve ethical issues
by taking actions that maximise long-term profits without
violating law and avoiding fraud and deception.
Stakeholders theory (Donaldson and Preston, 1995, Preston
and Sapienza,1990) – This theory proposes that regardless of
the potential for improved  financial performance, a firm should
resolve ethical dilemmas by finding the optimal balance among
all important stakeholders.
Social contract (Donaldson, 1982) – The theory says that the
members of   society allow a corporation to be formed and in
return, its managers are  ethically obligated to pursue corpora-
tion profit only if it increases  social welfare.
In an attempt to synthesise a seemingly disparate viewpoint
from the  normative and descriptive research, Donaldson and
Dundee (1994) introduced “Integrative social contracts theory
(ISCT)”. It recognises ethical obligations based on both a
theoretical both a theoretical “macro-social  contract” among
economic participants and a real “micro-social contract”  among
members of specific communities. A business firm small or
large is examples of a company of individuals who interact
within the context of  shared tasks, value and goals and are
capable of establishing norms of  ethical behaviour of them.
These norms are considered authentic when they are supported
by a substantial majority of  the community.

Stages of Venture Development
At every stage ethical standards of company which vary due to
combination of changes in many of these variables. As the firm
grow, do pattern emerge in the ethical standards of  companies,

LESSON 8:

BUSINESS ETHICS
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in the manner in which ethical  dilemmas are addressed or in the
formality or sophistication of managerial mechanism for
maintaining ethical standard? The  overarching change related
to ethics involve the transition of  the firm’s ethical reference
point  from the entrepreneur’s values and judgement to the
establishment of a  professional management team and culture
when the norms and values are  fairly independent of the
founding entrepreneur. During initial phase of  lifecycle, the
founder typically dominates the decision process.

Early Phase

• Main characteristics
• Founder manager dominates
• Constant inflow of new employees
• Employees are paid low wages and no benefits
• Flexibility, no dominant strategy
• No commitment of resource

Factors Affecting Ethical Life Cycle

• Management style
• Less formal structure
• Looser control system.
• Less documentation
• Fewer procedural hurdles.

Transition and Mature Phase: The Main
Characteristics are

• Bigger size and complex
• Operational sophistication
• Conflict between flexibility and structure
•  Hierarchy of structure
•  Factors affecting ethical lifecycle
•  Employee’s personal value system
•  Top management
•  Formal mechanism

General Ethical Character
Churchill and Lewis (1983) report that character, important early
in the  life of the business may become detrimental as the
company environment  become more complex. Thus, it would
seem that there is a number of  countervailing forces in the
ethical evolution of the companies. Pragmatic  operational
demand, limited management controls and lack of public
visibility in early stage may reduce pressure to act ethically. At the
same time entrepreneurial pride and personal identification with
the  venture may encourage a higher ethical standard. As the
company grows greater distance is placed between ownership
and management, firm develop diverse and distinct stockhold-
ers base, perhaps encouraging a lower ethical standard.
However, with the founder becoming more experienced as a
manager and employing other managers, decision making
become a group  effort and is arguably based less on self-
interest and more on the  correctness of the act itself. Further,
public accountability,  professionalism of  management and the
emergence of powerful organisational norms, reward systems
and structure suggest that more established should have
heightened sense of ethical requirement.

The entrepreneurial personality and ethics:  The entrepreneur
plays a pervasive role in defining the ethical climate in the early
stage of the lifecycle. The normative structure within a company
is likely to be embodied in the owner-manager and directly
related to his/her stage of cognitive and moral development.
Situational moderators  are less significant for entrepreneur than
for the manager in large firms, leading to a close relationship
between moral judgement and moral actions.
Thus personal ethics is most influential factor which will be
moderated by psychological variables. The psychological
characteristics may be locus of  control, achievement motivation,
tolerance of  ambiguity. Studies have found that entrepreneurs
have strong internal locus of control (Rotter 1966). While
motivated by various facts, entrepreneur score in terms of  need
for achievement related to general population. Financial returns
tend  to serve more as a success measures than a prime motiva-
tor. The fact that achievement is more important than money
might suggest a stronger ethical posture. Tolerance to ambiguity
can be defined as “ the tendency to perceive ambiguous
situation as desirable” (Budner, 1962). There would  seen to be
clear linkage to ethics, as ethical dilemmas are inherently
ambiguous and often consist of complex and contradictory
situations in  which elements or cues suggest range of  probable
outcomes.

Code of Ethics and Its Implementation Through
Formal Committees

i. a code is a statement of policies, principles or rules that
guide behaviour

ii. functions of Ethics Committee
1. holding regular meetings to discuss ethical issues
2. dealing with gray areas
3. communicating the code to all members
4. checking for possible violations of the code
5. enforcing the code
6. rewarding compliance and punishing violations
7. reviewing and updating the code
8. reporting activities of the committee to the board

Factors that Raise Ethical Standards

1. Public disclosure and publicity
2. The increased concern of a well- informed public
3. provide clear guidelines for ethical behavior
4. In gray areas where there are questions about the ethics of

an action, refrain from it
5. set up controls- conduct frequent and unpredictable audits
6. Punish violations , and make it public

Factors Affecting Managerial Ethics
Whether a manager acts ethically or unethically is the result of a
complex interaction between the manager‘s stage of moral
development and several moderating variables.

Stage of Moral Development

Preconventional

Influenced exclusively by personal      1.Sticking to rules to avoid
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Interest. Decisions are made in terms          physical punishment

Of self benefit as defined by the         2. Following rules only if

Rewards and punishments that come      it is in your immediate

From different types of behavior                                     interest

Conventional

Influenced by the expectations of     1.Living upto what is expected by

Others. Includes obedience to the law,                   people close to you

Response to the expectations of        2. Maintaining conventional

significant what is expected.

Others, and a general sense of 3. Fulfilling obligations to which you
what is expected.    have agreed

Principled

Influenced by personal           1.Valuing rights of  others and upholding

ethical principles

Of what is right. These may      nonrelative values and rights regardless

not be in accordance with of majority‘s opinion.

rules or laws of society

                                           2. Following self chosen ethical principles

                                                               even if they violate the law

Moderators

Individual Characteristics

• values - basic convictions of what is right and wrong
• ego strength - a personality characteristic that measures the

strength of a person‘s convictions
• Locus of control - a personality attribute that measures the

degree to which people believe that they are masters of their
own fate

Structural Variables

• Formal rules, regulations, job descriptions, written codes of
ethics

• Performance related systems

Organisation‘s Culture
Strong vs weak cultures

Issue Intensity

• greatness of harm
• consensus of evil
• probability of harm
• immediacy of consequences
• proximity to victim
• concentration of effect

The Interface and Concluding Remarks
After studying all the variable parameters we can conclude that
the interaction between entrepreneurial venture and ethics
generates two distinct dimensions

Entrepreneurial Context
This poses number of unique challenges, which occur while the
firm is in operational stage. The financial and  operational
pressures found within most of the firms heighten incentive to
engage in expedient behaviour. The firm also confronts an array
of ethical dilemmas, the resolution of which directly affect
companies performances.
At a more fundamental level, it can be argued that the very
nature of what some might refer to as “ acting in an entrepre-
neurial way raises ethical questions”. Entrepreneurial firms are
more vulnerable to environmental forces, especially limited cash
reserves, debt capacity of  organisation, limited product / service
time, limited market, aggressive competitor’s  foray, fewer tax
advantages. At the inception entrepreneurs are unfamiliar  with
their roles and the roles of the firm and are apt to commit
variety of errors and blunders. Compromise can mean the
difference between venture survival and failure. No pay-off  for
ethical behaviour. A number of  researchers have examined the
role of cognitive process under condition of  time pressure,
high level of  uncertainty, strong emotion, fatigue and  other
factors that might increase the entrepreneurial susceptibility to
biases and errors in reasoning and judgement. These conditions
limit the  entrepreneur cognitive capabilities in unpredictable
and complex  situation. This challenge is further compounded
by the entrepreneur’s    strong commitment to his/her ideas
and business, thereby increasing the  potential for self-serving
bias, counterfactual thinking or self –  justification and hence
for making unethical decision. Dees and Stanley  (1992) suggest
that ethical challenges encountered by the entrepreneur can  be
categorised into – Promoter Dilemma (e.g. Pragmatic vs. Moral
consideration), Relationship dilemma (transactional, etc),
Innovator’s dilemma (avoiding responsibility of  one’s creation),
Other dilemma  (conflict between personal and business goal).
It might be argued, based  on the discussion that entrepreneur-
ial context requires a different set of ethical standards than the
larger, established firms. The evidence (for example Shri
Narayan Murthy of  Infosys) suggests that enterprise may
actually demonstrate higher ethical standard than managers or
executives in larger firms. Vitel et al (2000) founded that small
business believe that ethical standard today are lower than
twenty years ago primarily due  to lower standards in society, the
lack of personal integrity and increase  of greed.

Ethical context
In this, the concern is with the ethical environment created
within the firm, the mechanisms put in place by the entrepre-
neur to ensure the ethical standards are observed, and the ways
in which unethical behaviour on part of employees are ad-
dressed. The point of departure in assuring the development
within entrepreneurial firms is to  first examine how such
environment has emerged in established firm. The importance
of moral environment creates a trust and co-operation is
increasingly recognised. How is a moral organisational climate
structured  to accept this? Researchers have recognised that
explicit and implicit  structure encourages such behaviour. Core
values are part of both   structure and represent structure points
for the model. Values play a  defining role in the moral life of
the firm especially core values. It is   define as “ the organisation
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ending tenet, not to be compromised for financial gain or short
tern expediency.” Unless the core value contain  ethical content,
the firm is unlikely to provide a normal environment for
employees. Therefore an ethical environment pressures the
presence of  atleast one-core values with ethical context. Such
values become the strategy point from both the explicit and
implicit structure. Accordingly the specific elements in both
structures must be developed to reflect and reinforce core values.
To understand both the dimensions it is important to under-
stand organisational life cycle. This cycle posits the existence of
stages of development within firms with changes to an array of
strategic, structural and operational stages over these stages.
There should also be an evolutionary nature of the ethical
context within which employee found them.
We have not made any attempt to verify or do quantitative
study of the rationality of ethics vis-à-vis size and age of firms.
We request fellow  students to study the Indian companies
particularly with reference to software companies as the structure
and working is different from conventional industry.

Recapitulation

1. Concerns of Business Ethics
2. Factors that raise ethical standards
3 Factors affecting managerial ethics
4. Different Phases
5. Theory
6. General ethical character
7. Interface and dimensions
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Nature of Economic Systems
2. Who owns the means of production in Economic System
3. Free Market Economy
4. Centrally planned (socialist) economy
5. Mixed Economy
6. Privatization and market friendly approach

Nature of Economic Systems
All nations must answer the question of  scarcity. All nations
and societies must allocate their resources in order to meet their
needs. This is where the essential dilemma between unlimited
wants and limited needs comes into play. We know that all
nations must make choices. This is a matter of resource
allocation. When we allocate limited resources we make choices.
The cost of these choices is known as opportunity cost. When
making these choices and dealing with scarcity, resource alloca-
tion and opportunity cost nations are answering what can be
referred to as the three basic economic questions. These are the
questions all nations must ask when dealing with scarcity and
efficiently allocating their resources. They are:
• What to produce?
• How to produce?
• For whom to produce?
Each nation and society thus must make choices and decision
based upon there own values. If a society values meeting more
wants and needs at the expense of freedom of choice then they
may choose a system radically different then our own. Thus we
have seen the creation of a variety of economic systems.
Economic systems are divided up into three basic types. These
types are:
• Traditional Economic Systems
• Market Economic Systems
• Command Economic Systems

Traditional Economic System
A traditional economic system is one in which people’s
economic roles are the same as those of their parents and
grandparents. Societies that produce goods and services in
traditional ways are found today in some parts of South

America, Asia, and Africa. There, people living in an agricultural
village still plant and harvest their own food on their own land.
And the ways they produce clothing and shelter are almost
exactly the same as those used in the past. Tradition decides
what these people do for a living and how their work is
performed.

Market Economic System
A market economic system is one in which a nation’s economic
decisions are the result of individual decisions by buyers and
sellers in the marketplace. The U.S. has a market economic
system. When you finish school, you may go to work where
you choose, if  a job is open. You are also free to go into
business on your own. Suppose that you decide to open a
business. You will risk the money that you have saved or
borrowed in the hope that you will be successful. The price that
you charge for your goods or services will be influenced by the
prices charged by your competitors (other businesses selling the
same items). The success that you have will depend on the
demand by consumers for your goods. You may do extremely
well. But if people do not want what you are selling, you will
go out of business.

Command Economic System
In a command economic system, the main decision maker is the
government. No person may independently decide to open and
run any kind of business. The government decides what goods
and services are to be produced. And the government sells these
goods and services. The government also decides how the
talents and skills of its workers are to be used.

Who Owns the Means of Production in
Economic Systems?
We have classified economic systems according to the way they
answer three basic questions of  what, how, and who. A fourth
question that should be asked is, “Who owns the means of
production?” An economy’s means of  production are its
capital: factories, farms, shops, mines, and machinery. The
means of production are used to produce other goods and
services.
If  the government owns and operates almost all of  the nation’s
means of  production, then that nation’s economic system is
called communism. China has a communist economic system.
Almost all of the means of production are publicly owned-that

UNIT II

LOCAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMY
LESSON 9:

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

In Unit 1, we covered various topics under the head “Objectives and Purposes of Organization” and in this Unit we will
study “Local and National Economy”. In today’s highly competitive market, as we proceed, you would find that the very
survival of  Organizations of  different types, discussed earlier, will depend to a great extent on various factors of  Economy in
general and in particular those related to the Policies of the Government. Given that the new Ministry at the Centre under the
Prime Ministership of Honourable Dr Manmohan Singh has just been installed, we have to watch the moves and directives
over the period of  time to find out the changes, if  any, on various policy perspectives discussed over next Ten Lessons
including Role of  State Government, Economic Reforms, EXIM Policy to name a few.
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is, owned by the government. Government planners decide the
answers to the basic economic questions. Farming on private
plots of land is sometimes allowed. In recent years, the Chinese
government has been allowing more and more private busi-
nesses to operate.
If  the government owns and operates many of  the nation’s
major industries-such as banks, airlines, railroads, and power
plants-but allows individuals to own other businesses,
including stores, farms, and factories, that nation’s economic
system is called socialism.
Sweden is an example of a country whose economic system is
often described as socialist. Most of its major industries, such
as coal mining, electric power, gas, telephone, and railroads, are
owned by the government. Under Sweden’s national health
insurance system, the people receive free medical services all their
lives.
If almost all the stores, factories, and farms in a nation are
owned and operated by private individuals or businesses, then
its system is called free enterprise, or capitalism. The U.S. has a
free enterprise, or capitalist, economic system.

No country has an economic system that is 100 percent
communism, socialism, or capitalism. All countries today have
mixed economic systems or mixed economies, with some free
enterprise and some government ownership.
In the U.S., as in most capitalist countries, there are many
examples of  government ownership. Public colleges, high
schools, and elementary schools, for example, are owned and
operated by state or local governments. Other publicly owned
enterprises are the postal service, many municipal bus lines and
trains, a few electric power plants, and housing projects.
The nature of economic system obtained within a country is a
critical element of the economic environment of business of
that country. An economic system or what is simply described
as ‘economy’ has reference to an organisation of farms, firms,
factories and institutions-an organisation that enables the
individuals to get their living. The individuals as either consum-
ers or producers or traders and transactors organise their
economic activities. The economic activities are primarily
designed with a view to earning, spending, saving or dissaving
income. The nature of an economy can be described in terms of
the systems of consumption, production, distribution and
exchange transaction. The system of production is very crucial
to the description of  an economy. Very often, it is in terms of
the “mode of production, means of production, ownership of

the productive resources and production relations”-that an
economic system Is Identified. The role of factors like prices,
markets, planning, policy guidelines, regulations, control and
other forms of  governmental intervention provide further
Insight into the nature of the economic system. From the
standpoint of these factors, the economic system may be
broadly classified as either feudalist or capitalist or socialist
(including communist Marxist and Maoist) or mixed.
Before we set out the parameters of an economic system on
these lines, it may be noted that there are other alternative ways
to classify an economic system. For example, the classification
may be between (a) simple (traditional) and complex (modern)
economies, or (b) subsistence (production for self consump-
tion) and commercialised (production for market) economies,
or (e) barter (commodity-for-commodity) and monetized
(commodity-for-money and the money-for-commodity)
economies, or (d) developed (high-income) and underdevel-
oped (low income) economies, or (e) dynamic (fast changing)
and static (stagnant) economies, or if) singular (homogeneous
sectors) and dual/ plural (non-homogeneous) economies, or
(g) closed (without trade with other countries) and open (with
international trade) economies.
For our analytical purpose, these and similar classifications are
too simple to pursue. There is no denying the fact that the
Indian economic system is modem, but highly complex,
monetized, dynamic, underdeveloped, dual, if not plural and
open. Assuming these characteristic features, we would like to
explore in what sense the Indian Economy contains the
elements of a mixed system. In almost all countries that we
find today on the world map, the feudal economic system is
dead; pure capitalist and socialist systems also do not, rather
cannot, operate any more. The pure economic system every-
where is a mixed system: either mixed capitalism or mixed
socialism. In our attempt to understand such a mixed system,
we must state & explain the institutional features of pure
systems.

Free Market (Capitalist) Economy
A capitalist economy is characterised by three fundamental
features: free private enterprise, market mechanism or price
system, and profit motive. We need to explain the meaning and
importance of each of them.

Free Private Enterprises
A capitalist economy is a free enterprise economy. Such an
economy is characterised by economic liberty. The Chief
constituent of economic liberty is the right of individuals to
own property. The word ‘poverty’, in this context, does not
refer to things of personal use. Property here refers to only
material means of production, like land, machinery and
factories. In a capitalist economy, material means of  production
are owned privately.
Freedom to own property is accompanied by freedom to use it.
Producers use the material resources owned and hired by them
in the manner they like. They are free to choose the industry for
which they would employ the resources available to them. This
feature distinguishes capitalist economies from fascist econo-
mies. In the latter, individuals have the right to own property,
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but its use is generally decided by the state. In the former, the
right to own and the right to use property go together.
Freedom to use one’s property implies freedom to earn an
income from property. An individual may hire out his capital
assets. Alternatively, he may utilize them himself. In this case,
the choice of  industry and workers rests with him. Workers are
also free to choose their occupation. Every worker enters that
occupation in which he expects the highest reward in the form
of  money wages and other benefits. In a capitalist economy,
employers are free to choose their workers and the workers are
free to choose their employers.
Freedom to earn income carries with it the freedom to dispose
of the income. Every earner is at liberty to save or not to save,
to save more or to save less. He has the liberty to keep his
saving in the form of cash, bank deposit, loan advanced, or
direct investment. Similarly, he is free to decide how he will
dispose of the rest of his income, i.e., which and how much of
the various consumption goods he will purchase.

Market Mechanism
A capitalist economy is also a free market economy. Goods are
produced for sale in the market. Consequently, there are markets
for all kinds of consumer goods and investment goods. Prices
are determined by the unhindered operation of the forces of
demand and supply, i.e., the relative pressure of  buyers and
sellers on the market. There are markets for factors of produc-
tion also. The process of  determination of  their prices is similar
to that of goods. In the labour market, wages are determined
through free bargaining between workers and employers.
Similarly, the rate of  interest is determined by the demand for
and supply of funds, and the rent by the demand for and
supply of land use.
Thus, a market economy implies the existence of a price
mechanism, which is given the role of making adjustment
between demand and supply. For Instance, suppose the
demand for a commodity increases, pressure exerted by buyers
on market will increase the price of  the commodity. This rise in
price will Indicate the new stat~ of demand to the producers.
Producers will consider this In relation to costs. Larger output
may be possible at higher cost, at the same cost, or at lower cost.
Taking this into account the producers either may not increase
output so that the high price sticks on; or may so increase the
output that price falls but does not touch the original level.
Whatever may happen, one thing is certain: price will ultimately
stand at such a level as equalizes demand and supply. Price
movements reflecting excess demand or excess supply situation
tend to guide allocation of resources (property). i.e., price
mechanism solves the central problems: What to produce?
How to produce? Where to produce? When to produce? For
whom to produce?
Quite in the same way, price system brings about equality
between demand for and supply of  factors. We may illustrate
this by considering demand for and supply of labour in a
particular industry. Suppose, the demand for labour In one
industry increases, producers will try to attract workers from
other industries. Competition among producers will be keener
than competition among workers who wish to enter that
industry. Consequently, the wage rate will rise. At this new wage

rate, demand will adjust itself  to supply. Through successive
adjustments, whatever may be the final wage rate, the supply of
labour will be equal to its demand at this rate. What is true of
labour market is also true of markets for funds, materials,
machines, etc.

Profit Motive
A capitalist economy is characterised by the operation of profit
motive. It means that everybody is guided in his action by
considerations of economic benefit. This may be made clear by
considering the guiding motive of the various industrial groups
in action-producers, consumers. employers, employees, lenders,
borrowers, landlords and tenants. Producers so employ his
resources that he earns maximum income from them.
Consumer’s dispose of  their income in such a manner that they
derive maximum utility from it Every employer bargains for as
low a wage rate as possible. and every employer tries to get as
high a wage as possible. Similarly, every lender’ endeavors to
charge a high rate of interest; every landlord tries to get a high
rent and every tenant higgles to pay a low rent. Every individual,
whatever may be his capacity, seeks his own benefit and tries to
maximise it.
Economic benefit serves as a guide to action. Producers seek
maximum profit. If profit is higher in one industry than in
others, they divert resources from other industries to this
industry. Larger use of  resources in this industry increases
output and lowers price and profit. As other industries are left
with less resources their output falls and prices and profits rise.
The process continues till the rate of profit in the industry
under consideration equals that of  other industries. Similarly,
workers seek the highest wage rate. If wages in a particular
industry are high, workers shift from other industries to that
industry. And this continues till wages are equal in all industries.
Landlords are also guided in their action by what rent they can
earn in various uses. They employ their land in such uses as
yield the highest rent. Thus the rates of profit, wages, and rent
guide capitalists, workers and landlords in deciding in which
industry they would employ their capital, labour and land.
Profit motive serves as an incentive to the people to put in their
best. This can be most clearly seen in the case of producers.
(Profit is the difference between price and cost. An individual
producer may not be able to influence the price in the market.
But he can certainly adopt measures, which will reduce his cost.
Through a proper division of  labour, use of  machinery, proper
location of his production unit and other such steps, he can
make the best use of  his resources. By proper supervision he
can reduce wastes to the minimum. This is what every producer
considers to be his job. He adopts all those measures, which
help him to reduce the cost. Price being given, his profit will be
high only if  his cost is low. The will to earn the highest wage
rate induces workers to improve their efficiency. Similarly, if  the
landlords want to earn high rent, as they do, they must make
appropriate improvements on their land. Thus profit motive
ensures incentive and efficiency.

Centrally-planned (Socialist) Economy
In contrast to a free market (capitalist) economic system, the
planned socialist economic system is characterised by social
ownership of means of production, central planning and social
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welfare objective.  These institutional features are interrelated.
Let us discuss these features separately and examine their
interrelationship.

Social Ownership
The private proprietorship is replaced by social ownership as
and when we move from a capitalist system to a socialist
system. Under socialism property i.e., the means of production
are owned, controlled, allocated, directed and managed by the
state. The state constitutes a powerful political authority and an
economic instrument in a socialist economy. The State is
authorized to control production and distribution. Under
communism the highest stage of socialism, the consumption is
also controlled. Through nationalization decree or law. Indi-
vidual property rights are abolished and communal ownership
rights are created. Slowly and gradually agricultural. industrial.
commercial. and financial business activities come under the
control and operation of the State. The state sector or the
nationalized sector so created eventually becomes self-sustained;
the surplus, generated within the state sector is reinvested to
enlarge the sector. Very often. the state sector is named as the
public sector. In a socialist economy. the public sector is all in all.
The government takes decision and lays down rules about the
size. structure. location and efficiency criteria of the public
enterprises. In other words. as an apex institution of the state,
the government takes all sorts of economic decisions-invest-
ment. production, resources allocation. price. output. etc. The
large-scale governmental intervention implies liquidation of
private sector and restriction on individual freedom and
incentives. This is justified on the ground that the individuals
do not have adequate and appropriate telescopic faculty to judge
the social good. It is in view of social good that collective
ownership and state utilization of resources are sanctioned in a
collectivist economy.

Central Planning
Some economists. like Dickinson identify socialism with
planning. A socialist economy is inconceivable without central-
ized planning. The state sector has to perform its functions
according to the blueprints of a central plan. The Planning
Commission is normally entrusted with the authority to study
the resources situation and the social requirements. and in the
light of that to work out a plan for optimum allocation of
resources. The plan is supposed to provide direction and
command to the working of the economic system. The socialist
plan is centralized planning. it is planning from the top-from
the national level to the regional level to the local level to the
industry level to the corporate level, to the individual level. if
possible. Each unit of the economic system has to adjust
individual activity as per the requirements of a national plan. In
the process of  implementation of  such collectivist planning.
free price mechanism gets frozen and controlled markets. typical
of  a command economy. emerge. This is not to suggest that
pricing and marketing have absolutely no role in a socialist
economy. In fact. cost calculations for planned resource alloca-
tion are based on ‘accounting prices’ set by the government on
the basis of historically prevalent ‘past prices’; and then. with
reference to the ‘accounting prices’ adjustments such as one
between market demand and market supply or between prices

and costs takes place; in the process a set of equilibrium prices’
emerge. These ‘equilibrium prices’ are used for setting up
‘accounting prices’-and thus the process continues! Thus,
markets may be controlled, but they are not abolished in a
socialist planned economy. Prices reflect relative scarcity of
resources and help the authority to plan necessary commands
and controls over market variables.

Social Welfare
A socialist, centrally-planned economy can function, provided
the government has the resources at its command, has the
authority to formulate and execute a comprehensive economic
plan of resource use and the resource use is planned from
standpoint of social welfare. Social welfare constitutes the
objective function of  a centrally planned economy. In fact,
planning is a programme of optimizing social welfare, i.e.,
maximizing social welfare subject to the resource constraint.
Social welfare depends, among other things, on distributive
justice. Socialization of property and nationalization of
enterprises are means to achieve such social justice through fair
distribution of national wealth and income. If distributive
justice is emphasized at the cost of  productive efficiency, then
the economy may end up having an ‘equal distribution of
poverty’; and this is the reason why socialist economies have
always emphasized either accelerating growth or maintaining a
very growth rate and for this, there must be a strong socio-
economic infrastructure. In order to lay down the solid
infrastructure, which can eventually generate self-sustained
growth, the centrally planned economies put heavy stress on
heavy industries and collectivization of agriculture. Such
programmes, which create the conditions for a steady growth in
future, may be at the cost of an improvement in the present
standard of  living. High degree of  capital intensity for the long
run imposes invariably a cut on the short-run availability of
resources for mass consumption. But the socialist planners
argue that social justice without economic growth is in expedi-
ent and inefficient. In addition to economic growth measured
in terms of real per capita income, there are other determinants
of social welfare, some of these determinants such as “quality
of life” measured in terms of health, education, diet, etc., are
non-economic at their face but ultimately economic at their root.
Most of these non-economic variables depend on the stage of
economic growth and development. As such, the social welfare
function of a socialist system turns out to be single valued
function, social welfare is a function of economic growth.

MIXED ECONOMY
In contrast to the features of a free market (capitalist) economy
and a centrally planned (socialist) economy, the institutional
features of a mixed economy may be listed as: co-existence of
public and private sectors, combination of planning with price
system, and coordination among the objectives of private
profits and social welfare. Let us discuss each one of these
features separately.

Private and Public Sectors
A mixed economic system intends to combine the elements of
private capitalism with those of state socialism. The private
sector and the public sector are allowed to co-exist. It is believed
that the private sector being guided by profit motive may not
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divert its resources to the projects, which involve high social
overhead costs, which are characterized by a long gestation
period and which yield a low rate of return in the short period.
But with regard to these projects, the social benefits always
exceed the social costs. In order to reap the net social returns,
the public sector must venture to initiate these projects. Thus
the public sector is to play a compensating role where the private
sector is not forthcoming. The public sector is to supplement,
and not to substitute the private sector. At times, the involve-
ment of the public sector may induce the private sector to
venture into unconventional lines of activities like heavy
industries and social overhead capital construction. Thus the
essence of the functioning of a mixed economy lies in the co-
operation rather than confrontation between the public and
private sectors. This implies that the social ownership of means
of production and the private property rights together can
enrich the system.

Planning and Pricing
A meaningful and purposeful co-existence between the
nationalized state sector and the free private sector in a mixed
economy is not possible unless the mechanism of centralized
planning is juxtaposed with the system of  free market pricing. 1
The Planning Commission has first to take stock of the
political ideology, social aspirations and national resource
constraints. In the light of these parameters, the plan has to lay
down the set of socio-economic objectives, to set the physical
targets. to specify the sources and instruments of mobilizing
financial resources and to detail out the procedure of imple-
menting the national economic plan. The public and private
sectors are then ‘expected to act as per the plan. It is here in
guiding the resource allocation; the market mechanism has to
playa crucial role. The market trends must reflect the situation
of resource endowment relative abundance or scarcity of
resources. This is what will help the planners in evaluating the
plan bottlenecks in the form of resource constraints. Market can
help both formulation as well as implementation of a plan. For
example, market itself may be specified as an instrument of
achieving the plan targets and objectives. Market prices and
profits may be so regulated as to provide incentives to the
private sector. The working of a democratic plan is often
conditioned by a package of monetary and fiscal incentives,
which operate through the system of prices and profits in the
market. Thus in a mixed economy, planning and pricing go
together. This implies that some statutory controls and
regulation of free market forces of demand and supply may
become necessary for a planned functioning of mixed economic
system.

Profit Motive and Social Welfare Objective
Perhaps the most difficult adjustment necessary in a mixed
economy is between profit incentives and social welfare
function. Continuing recession in the world economy has now
convinced many governments that they must adopt strategies
to achieve a balance between industrial productivity and welfare
goals. Profit making is not to be condemned always. After all,
profit may not be the most perfect measure of business
efficiency, but it is the least imperfect measure. Profit acts as an
inducement to invest and thereby helps expanding the scale of

business operations. Profit, its undistributed part, constitutes
the reinvestible funds. Higher the rates of profit, larger the
volume of reinvestment either for replacement of existing
capital stock or for addition to new capital stock or both. It is
investment, which promotes employment. output and income
in the society. Thus for the better society, for improving long-
run standard of living of the people, firms must be allowed to
seek and make profit. This social sanction to profit implies that
profit is allowed, but profit be controlled and regulated.
Control and regulation of profits have to be enforced in the
interest of optimising social welfare-’maximum good for
maximum number’. This is how business profits and social
welfare become consistent in a mixed economy. If  private
profits are left uncontrolled, monopoly and income inequalities
may grow; economic power may get concentrated in a few
hands. As a result, monopolistic and monopsonistic exploita-
tion of labour may result; and many more social evils like black
marketing and hoarding may develop. To protect the system
against socio-economic evils, the government has to impose
restrictions on the rate and volume of profit. Profit controls are
essential for optimising the social welfare function just as price
controls are essential for the desired functioning of central
planning. Social welfare is the end; profit and its control
constitute the means to that end. In this sense, some socially
sanctioned profit itself enters as a variable in the social, welfare
function of  a mixed economic system. That is why, in contrast
to (a) private profits of  a capitalist economy, and (b) social
justice of a collectivist economy we often hear in a mixed
economy: “profits of public sector” and. “social responsibility
of private business.” The public sector should make profit and
that profit can be a source of public revenue to be used for
financing public expenditure for social welfare purposes. The
private sector can also be allowed to make profit so long it does
not unshoulder the social responsibilities of creating a better
society in future. A mixed economy functions on the principle
that business profits do not necessarily conflict with social
justice.

Privatisation and Market-friendly
Approach
In recent years, we observe a tendency towards privatisation in
most of the mixed economies. In a broad sense, the term
‘privatisation’ signifies any activity initiated by a government,
which noticeably rolls back its control over a country’s economy
to the benefit of private parties. This can take place when a
state-owned enterprise is sold wholly or partially to private
parties as well as by induction of the latter in the management
of the enterprise. Thus, the process of privatisation involves
divestiture on the part of the government. A unit need not be
wholly owned by the government before divestiture is under-
taken. It may as well mean that the government reduces its
stake, however small, in the enterprise. However, privatisation is
much more than mere divestiture. The former term also
embraces relaxations in the industrial policy and permitting the
entry of  private sector is areas hitherto reserved for the public
sector, leasing a state unit to the private sector, decision to
abandon or stall proposals to establish a state unit or to expand
(or diversity) an existing unit, employment of private contrac-
tors to supply goods and services required instead of  providing
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them departmentally, etc. Any governmental measure, which
increases the role of private by way of deregulation of its
activities, may be covered by the term privatisation. In this
sense, changes in policies resulting in the removal of price and
distribution controls, reduction in anti-monopoly legislation,
etc., are a part and parcel of privatisation.
It has been argued that privatisation is the best answer to the
ills of the state-owned enterprises. It should dilute the
monopoly power of  an enterprise effectively. Unhampered state
power may yield place to private management with government
control over it. This should also lead to corrections in distor-
tions prevalent in the market. Privatisation may result in a more
efficient distribution of labour force in the economy in the long
run. Likewise, bureaucrats can be relieved from the task of
industrial management and they can devote their time and
energies to public administration. AIl this should. improve the
working of the enterprises. Last, but not the least, by
privatising an enterprise, the government profits financially in
two ways: Sale of enterprise results in cash inflows into public
coffers. At the same time, sale of loss-making enterprises
means so much of saving public funds.
This naturally raises a question: should privatisation be partial
or total? Government policies have generally tended to favour
the former. For one thing, on ideological grounds it is more
acceptable than total privatisation. Secondly, it is partial
privatisation; the government is able to take out a larger
number of  enterprises ‘from its kitty. Thirdly, the government
continues to have some say in the operations of the enterprises.
Fourthly, with only a limited number of  shares placed in the
market, the government is able to mop up larger resources from
the private parties.
As a result of all this, serious re-thinking is going on regarding
the merits of nationalisation vis-a-vis privatisation. Government
policies are tending towards privatisation. In this, the World
Bank and the IMF have supported them. These institutions are
convinced that privatisation reduces strain on the public
exchequer and also improves economic management.
In the past attempts at privatisation have been made the world
over. In Japan, for example, the Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corporation and the Japan Tobacco and Salt
Public Corporation have become joint stock companies. Earlier,
they were government monopolies. There are proposals to split
and sell the loss-making Japan National Railways to the public.
In Bangladesh, jute mills and in Pakistan, cotton mills have
been denationalized; The same trends are evident in the Middle
East too. Saudi Arabia envisaged ambitions privatisation
scheme during its development plans (1985-95). The govern-
ment decided to sell a majority stake in the Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation and Petromin. Likewise, the United
Arab Emirates is considering the privatisation of the Emirates
General Petroleum Corporation. Other Gulf countries appear
to be drifting towards this line of  action too.
Nor have the East European countries and China remained
unaffected by the new wave. Knowledgeable sources have
visualised the possibility of a number of Hongkongs surfacing
in mainland China, Turkey has privatised its state airline. West
Europe too is rolling back the areas of  state intervention;

Countries, which are in the forefront in this respect, are West
Germany, Italy and France, apart from Great Britain. Among all
the countries where privatisation has been done, the latter’s
performance is clearly the most outstanding. The Thatcher
government sold 15 prominent companies between 1979 and
1984. The more important ones are British Petroleum, British
Aerospace, Britoil, British Gas, Jaguar and British Telecom.
In recent years, the Soviet socialist system has broken down;
Germany has been unified; the whole of Eastern Europe is
getting oriented towards market friendly approach; even China
has revived private traders and small business in the name of
socialist market system. There is the emergence of integrated
Europe 1992-93, which reflects an unparalleled international
oligopoly to have market domination. Of all these, the collapse
of the Soviet system despite Glasnost and Perestroika is an
indicator of  an emerging new order in the world economy.
Soviet socialist system could not survive because in the name of
socialism, the ‘dictatorship of proletariat’ degenerated into
‘dictatorship of central secretariat’ (Bureaucracy).
At the other end of the world also-in America-privatisation has
made its impact felt. Special reference may be made of Canada,
Brazil and Mexico. In the last named country there are proposals
to privatise almost half of the 500odd public sector companies.
Experience suggests that privatisation presents some difficul-
ties. The government is often at a loss to decide the level of the
issue price for the shares of its enterprise offered to private
shareholders.’ In case the price fixed by the government is too
high, private shareholders may be deterred to come forward so
that the issue may remain unsubscribed. In case the price fixed
is too low and the issue over-subscribed, there is a risk of
public outcry that the nation’s assets are being sold for a song.
The process of privatisation is often impeded in the third
world because the habit of shareholding is yet to be formed.
The global trend towards privatisation and market orientation
has not left India unaffected. Immediately after becoming the
prime minister Late Rajiv Gandhi promised that his “govern-
ment will give precedence to progress over procedures.” Rao
government carried the spirit forward. The last UF government
has reinforced this tendency.
The government has streamlined the procedures for facilitating
the growth of the private sector. The licensing procedures have
been simplified and a 60day time limit has been fixed for the
disposal of applications. The MRTP threshold has been raised
from Rs. 20 crores to Rs. 100 crores and some industry groups
have been removed from the purview of  the MRTP Act. The
system of broad banding has been introduced with regard to
machine tools, automobiles, chemicals, fertilizers, pharmaceuti-
cals, etc. Its principal merit is that new licences are not required
by a manufacturer for switching over from one product to
another in the same group. The Union budget has given several
fiscal concessions to the corporate sector and the new export-
import policy has been hailed as quite liberal. We have to watch
how Dr Manmohan Singh, the present Prime Minister takes it
further now.
Thus, a survey of  the current world economic environment
suggests that there is a trend towards the revival of  mixed
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capitalist enterprise system subject to paternalistic role and
responsibilities of modem government.

Summary
We may now sum up the contrasting institutional features of
the three major economic systems in the form of a scheme:

Most of the economies today come in the category of mixed
economy-mixed capitalist enterprise system or mixed socialist
system. The system environment differs internationally
depending upon the nature of mixture of private enterprise
and public administration. Lately, there is a tendency towards
privatisation.

Recapitulation

1. Economic Systems
2. Social Welfare
3 Mixed Economy
4. Private and public sectors
5. Planning and pricing
6. Profit motive and Social Welfare Objectives
7. Privatization and market friendly approaches
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Introduction to Constitution of India
2. Amendments
3. Fundamental Rights
4. Directive principles
5. Role of Public Sectors
6. Redefined role

Introduction to Constitution of India
The Constitution of India is a product of the Constituent
Assembly, which had been elected for undivided India. The said
Assembly held its first sitting on the 9th December 1946. It
reassembled on the 14th August 1947, as the sovereign
Constituent Assembly for the Dominion of India. The salient
principles of the proposed Constitution had been outlined by
various committees of the Assembly such as the Union
Constitution Committee, the Union Powers Committee,
Committee on Fundamental Rights, and, after a general
discussion of the reports of these Committees, the Assembly
appointed a Drafting Committee on the 29th August, 1947.
The Drafting Committee, under the Chairmanship of Dr.
Ambedkar, embodied the decision of the Assembly with
alternative and additional proposals in the form of a ‘Draft
Constitution of  India which was published in February 1948.
The Constituent Assembly next met in November 1948, to
consider the provisions of the Draft, clause by clause. After
several sessions the consideration of the clauses or second
reading was completed by the 17th October 1949. The Con-
stituent Assembly again sat on the 14th November 1949, for
the third reading and finished it on the 26th November 1949,
on which date the Constitution received the signature of the
President of the Assembly and was declared as passed. The
provisions relating to citizenship, elections, provisional
Parliament, temporary and transitional provisions, were given
immediate effect, i.e., from November 26, 1949. The rest of the
Constitution came into force on the 26th January 1950, and this
date is referred to in the Constitution as the Date of its
Commencement.
It is the most significant document, which is fundamental to
the governance of the State. It has economic significance of far-
reaching implications. This lesson is devoted to a brief
discussion of the economic provisions of the Constitution in
general and role of the State Government in particular.
The Constitution of the Indian Republic is the product not of
political revolution but of the research and deliberations of a
body of eminent representatives of the people who sought to
improve upon the then existing system.
In order to understand and appreciate the philosophy underly-
ing the Indian Constitution, one must look back into the
resolution, which was passed at the Karachi session of the

Indian National Congress in 1931. The Resolution stated, “in
order to end the exploitation of the masses, political freedom
must include the real economic freedom of  the starving
millions.” The State was to safeguard “the interest of industrial
workers,” ensuring that “suitable legislation” should secure
them a living wage, healthy conditions, limited hours of labour,
and protection from “the economic consequences of old age,
sickness and unemployment.” The State was to “own or
control key industries and services, mineral resources, railways,
waterways, shipping and other means of public transport.”
The historic Objectives Resolution which was moved by Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru on 9 December 1946 and which was subse-
quently adopted by the Constituent Assembly on 22 January
1947 inspired the shaping of the Constitution through all its
subsequent stages.
The Constitution has three parts, viz., the Preamble, the
Fundamental Rights, and the Directive Principles of  State Policy.
The Preamble is an introduction to the Constitution and
contains its basic philosophy. The Preamble to the Indian
Constitution states that “We the people of  India having
solemnly resolved to constitute ourselves into a Sovereign,
Socialist, Secular, Democratic Republic and to secure to all
citizens:
‘’Justice, social, economic and political; Liberty of thought,
expression, belief, faith and worship; Equality of status and
opportunity; and to promote among them all fraternity
assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and
integrity of the Nation.
In our Constituent Assembly this 26th day of November 1949
Do Hereby Adopt, Enact and give to ourselves this Constitu-
tion. “
The words- “We, the people of  India...adopt, enact and give to
ourselves this Constitution”, -declare the ultimate sovereignty
of the people of India and that the Constitution rests on their
authority.
Thus, the goal envisaged by the Constitution is that of a
“Welfare State” and the establishment of  a socialistic pattern of
society. The Preamble recognizes the truth of  the proposition
that political freedom is not an end by itself; it is a means to
secure to all citizens social, economic and political justice. In
other words, the Preamble commits India to the ideal of
converting political democracy established by the Constitution
into a social and economic democracy and that too in a demo-
cratic way, under the rule of  law. Certain key words in the
Preamble need elaboration.ments of instructions which were
issued to the Governor-General and the Governors of colonies
and to those of India by the British Government under the
1935 Government of  India Act.’ What is called ‘Directive
Principles’ is merely another name for the instruments of
instructions. The only difference is that they are ‘instructions to

LESSON 10:

THE ROLE OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT
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the legislature and the executive. Whoever captures power will
not be free to do what he likes with it. In the exercise of it, he
will have to respect these Instruments of Instructions, which
are called Directive Principles. He cannot ignore them.”
The Directive Principles are the directives to the various
governments and government agencies and are fundamental in
the governance of  the country. As Pylee observed, “The
Directive Principles enshrine the fundamentals for the realiza-
tion of which the State in India stands. They guide the path
which will lead the people of India to achieve the noble ideals
which the Preamble of the Constitution proclaims: Justice-
social, economic and political, liberty, equality and fraternity.”
The Directive Principles may be classified, for convenience,
under four heads as shown below:
1. Provisions dealing with Welfare (Art. 38, 42, 45, 47).
2. Provisions dealing with Social Justice (Art. 39, 41, 43, 46).
3. Provisions promoting Democracy (Art. 40,44,45).
4. Miscellaneous Provisions (Art. 48, 49, 50, 51).
The first two categories of provisions have economic signifi-
cance.
Article 38(1) lays down that the State shall promote the welfare
of the people by securing a social order in which justice - social,
economic and political - shall inform all the institutions of
national life. Justice and welfare are the twin objectives of our
Constitution.
Article 38(2) lays down that the State shall strive to minimize
the inequalities in income, and eliminate inequalities in status,
facilities and opportunities, not only among individuals but
also among groups of people.
Article 39 emphasizes that the State shall direct its policy
towards securing: (a) adequate means of livelihood to all
citizens; (b) a proper distribution of the material resources of
the community to the common good; (c) the prevention of
concentration of wealth to the common detriment; (d) equal
pay for equal work for both men and women; (e) the protection
of the strength and health of workers and avoiding circum-
stances which force citizens to enter avocations unsuited to their
age or strength; and CD the protection of childhood and youth
against exploitation or moral and material abandonment.
Article 41 lays down that the State shall, within the limits of its
economic capacity and development, make provision for
securing the right to work, to education and to public assistance
in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement.
Article 42 states that the State shall make provision for securing
just and humane conditions of work and for maternity relief.
Article 43 emphasizes the necessity of an adequate or living
wage in all sectors of  economic activity. The Article enjoins that
healthy conditions of work should be provided and a decent
standard ‘of living should be guaranteed. It also stresses the
right to leisure for all working people. The cottage industries in
rural areas should be promoted either through individual or
cooperative efforts.
Article 43(A) states that the State shall take steps to secure the
participation of workers in the management of undertakings,
establishments or other organizations engaged in any industry.

The State shall promote, with special care, the educational and
economic interests of the weaker sections of the people, and in
particular, of  the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and shall
protect them from social injustice and all forms of exploitation
(Article 46).
The State shall endeavor to protect and improve the environ-
ment and to safeguard the forests and wildlife of the country
[Article 48(A)].
Thus, the Directive Principles of State Policy enjoin upon the
State varied responsibilities and provide vast scope for State
intervention in the economy.

Distinction between Fundamental Rights
and Directive Principles
There is a difference between the Fundamental Rights and the
Directive Principles and it is useful to know the distinction. The
Fundamental Rights are justiciable. If a fundamental right is
violated, a legal remedy is provided for that. But the Directive
Principles are non justiciable and if they are violated, there is no
provision for legal remedy. Article 38 says that the ‘State shall
strive.’ It does not mean that the State must fulfill these
principles. If, for example, the State does not make provisions
for compulsory free education for children under the age of 14
or if the judiciary is not separated from the executive, nobody
can challenge it in a court of  law. However, one thing should be
kept in mind that the Directive Principles have been declared as
fundamental in the governance of  the country. This means that
these principles are not to be lightly taken and the legislature
and the government must make sincere efforts to fulfill these
principles. In the words of Dr.Ambedkar, “the word ‘strive’
was purposely used because their intention was that, however
adverse the circumstances that stand in the way for a govern-
ment in giving effect to these principles and however
unpropitious the time may be, they should always strive for the
fulfillment of the principles. Otherwise, it would be open to
the government to say that the circumstances were not good
and the finances were so bad that they could not implement
them.”
The Directive Principles are subsidiary to the Fundamental
Rights and in case of conflict with Fundamental Rights, the
former shall be declared unconstitutional. In the case of State
of Madras Vs.Champakan Dorairajan, the Supreme Court
observed, “The Directive Principles of  State Policy which are
expressly made unenforceable by a Court cannot override the
provisions in Part III which are made enforceable by appropri-
ate writs, orders or directions under Article 32.” Thus, the
Directive Principles must have to conform to and run subsidiary
to the chapter on Fundamental Rights. The State can act in
accordance with the Directive Principles if that does not amount
to the infringement of the Fundamental Rights conferred by
the Constitution. The legal superiority of the Fundamental
Rights over the Directive Principles has been established by the
decisions of the Supreme Court of India.
Another difference between the Fundamental Rights and the
Directive Principles is that the former are negative in character
whereas the latter are positive. The Fundamental Rights are in
the nature ‘of injunctions requiring the State not to do certain
acts and are prohibitive in character. The Directive Principles, on
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the other hand, are positive directions to the State to perform
certain things for the good of the citizens. They urge that it is
the duty of the State to implement the social and economic
policy as embodied in the directives for the attainment of
economic democracy and social justice. In the words of
Gledhill: “Fundamental Rights are injections to prohibit the
government from doing certain things; the Directive Principles
are affirmative instructions to the government to do certain
things.”

Amendments to the Constitution
The Constitution has been amended a number of times
(eighty-six or so). The amendments where role of states are
involved are:
i. Insertion of a new article 21A that the State Shall provides

free and compulsory education to all children of the age of
six to fourteen years in such manner as the state may, by law,
determine;

ii. Substitution of article 45 that the State shall endeavour to
provide early childhood care and education for all children
until they complete the age of six years; and

iii. Amendment of article 51A inserted therein a new clause (k)
after clause (j) that who is a parent or guardian to provide
opportunities for education to his child or, as the case may
be, ward between the age of six and fourteen years.

Expanding the Role of the Public Sector
to Accelerate Growth (1956 to 1990)
Soon after independence, there was a widespread belief that
without increasing the role of the State, it was not possible
either to accelerate the process of growth or to create an
industrial base for sustained economic development of the
counry. The Second Five year Plan stated in unequivocal terms:
“The adoption of the socialist pattern of society as the national
objective, as well as the need for planned and rapid develop-
ment, require that all industries of basic and strategic
importance, or in the nature of  public utility services, should be
in the public sector. Other industries, which are essential and
require investment on a scale, which only State, in the present
circumstance, could provide, have also to be in the public sector.
The state has, therefore, to assume direct responsibility for the
future development of industries over a wider area.” The
second plan further emphasised:
“The Public sector has to expand rapidly. It has not only to
initiate developments which the private sector is either unwilling
or unable to undertake, it has to play the dominant role in
shaping the entire pattern of  investment in the economy,
whether it makes the investment directly or whether these are
made by the private sector. The private sector has to play its part
within the framework of the comprehensive plan accepted by
the community.” Outlining the strategy of  development, the
second plan further opined: “The use of modern technology
requires large scale production and a unified control and
allocation of  resources in certain major lines of  activity. These
include exploitation of minerals and basic and capital goods
industries, which are major determinants of the rate of growth
of  the economy. The responsibility for new developments in
these fields must be undertaken in the main by the State, and

the existing units have to fall in line with the emerging
pattern…In a growing economy which gets increasingly
diversified there is scope for both the public and private sectors
to expand simultaneously, but it is inevitable, if  development is
o proceed at the pace envisaged and to contribute effectively to
the attainment of  the larger social ends in view, that the public
sector must grow not only absolutely but also relatively to the
private sector.”
From the above citations, certain issues stand out clearly:
i. The consensus on the eve of the second plan was that all

industries of basic and strategic importance should be in
the public sector.

ii. The public sector was to act as a senior partner in the
process of development and undertake investments in such
areas in which the private sector was unwilling or unable to
undertake such investments.

iii. In the exploration of minerals and basic and capital goods
industries and infrastructure, public sector has to undertake
direct responsibility.

iv. While accepting the framework of  the mixed economy,
public sector was expected to contribute effectively to the
special ends in view and grow at a fast rate so that share of
public sector grows both absolutely and relatively to the
private sector.

This was a welcome decision because at that time, the Indian
private industrial sector did not either posses the capability or
the resources to undertake lumpy investments in the capital
goods sector. Private sector was also not willing to undertake
responsibility of the infrastructure. Thus, to initiate the process
of building an industrial base and to reduce our dependence on
industrialised nations, it was considered desirable that the state
should develop the capital goods sectors, which was a totally
neglected area during the British period.
In our over-enthusiasm for expanding the public sector, the
Government nationalisation of Life Insurance and created the
Life Insurance Corporation of India. A momentous decision,
which was hailed all over the country in 1969, was the national-
ization of  14 major commercial banks of  the country. The
Government decided to takeover coal mines and created Coal
India Ltd. At a later stage, 113sick mills of the private textile
sector were taken over in the orphanage of the public sector.
The Government further expanded public sector in telecommu-
nications and thus continued to enlarge the scope of the public
sector. By 1992-93,totalinvestment in the Central Government
Enterprises shot up to Rs.1, 46,971 crores. If we add to this
investment in Railways, Posts and Telegraph and other
departments and also take into account investment in State
Level Public Enterpries, then total investment of a huge order
of Rs.2, 50,000 crores was made in the public sector. Besides
this the public sector provided 71 percent of employment in the
entire organized sector of  the economy. It accounted for about
25 percent of  NDP.

Short Comings of the Public Sector
The operation of the public sector resulted in a number of state
failures. These failures were highlighted by a number of
Committees and economists. Principal failures were: Over
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manning and low work ethics leading to low capacity utilization,
over-capitalization due to substantial time and cost overruns,
political and bureaucratic interference stifling the ability to
innovate, take quick and timely decisions, burden of taken-over
private sector sick units, excessive social welfare expenditure,
absence of a rational pricing policy based on economic calculus.
All these factors resulted in a low rate of return, which tarnished
the image of the public sector.
A serious charge against the operation of public enterprises is
that they were used for private purposes deliberately ignoring
the objectives for which they were established. Sudip Chaudhri
has documented this charge by quoting a number of decisions
and studies .One would have expected that when new plants are
set up and existing plants are expanded in public sector, the PEs
would buy the available capital goods and technology from the
sister PEs. In reality however imports of capital goods and
technology continued despite the domestic availability. Secondly,
in cases when foreign companies are appointed as contractors
for public sector projects, they often choose international
suppliers of plants, equipment and technology ignoring
domestic sources. Mr.Sudip Chaudhri emphasising the
manipulation of public Enterprises for Private Purpose
concludes: “There are reasons to believes that some top level
decision- makers in the Government have also used the PES to
further their own interests. Imports provide one such opportu-
nity. Foreign manufacturers are naturally interested in pushing
their products into India. Reportedly it is quite common for
them to bribe influential persons to secure the order. Once this
is realized it may not be difficult to understand why the
capability of PES were often not recognized or further devel-
oped, why indigenous efforts were often opposed and imports
were preferred. “Among the glaring examples are the import of
shipping vessels by Shipping Corporation of India, rather than
buying them from Cochin Shipyard whose price was higher. In
case of foreign aid agencies, power equipment was imported in
the bilaterally aided projects, depriving BHEL the opportunity
to supply it. Global tendering was resorted to either on the
insistence of  the World Bank or that of  the financiers. Eco-
nomic reasoning was not on many occasions the basis, but
non-price factors such as delivery time, quality, and reliability
were advanced as arguments to defend imports. The above
analysis bring out that lack of autonomy in decision-making,
use of Pes for furthering private interests, absence of a compre-
hensive policy for public enterprise sector in decision-making, us
of Pse by ministers and bureaucrats to siphon off funds, low
work ethics resulting in low efficiency, all these factors conspired
to create an environment of low or in some cases, negative rates
of  return for public enterprises. Consequently, the movment
for liberalisation got legitimacy and this prompted the late
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in his first broadcast to the nation
in 1984 to declare in unambiguous terms: The Public Sector has
spread into “ too many areas where it should not be. We will be
developing our Public Sector to undertake jobs that the private
sector cannot do. But we will be opening up more to the private
sector so that it can expand and the economy can grow more
feely.”

Reducing the Role of the Public Sector
The Government of India, therefoe, thought of reducing the
role of the public sector and started the process of opening
more and more areas for the private sector. The Industrial Policy
of 1991 started the process of delicesing and but for a small
number of 18 industries, industrial licensing was withdrawn.
The main aimed at enlarging competition and allowing new
firms to enter the market .The main aim was to abolish the
license-permit Raj and establish the rule of the market.
Not only the market was opened to domestic entrepreneurs /
industrialists, even foreign capital was provided free entry unto
51 percent equity in hi-tech areas.
The area of the public sector was limited to the following in
future:
a. Essential manufactured goods
b. Exploration and exploitation of oil and mineral resources
c. Technology development and building of  manufacturing

capabilities in areas, which are crucial in the long term
development of the economy and where private enterprise
is inadequate.

d.  Strategic areas –Defence equipment

Areas of Market Failure and Need for
State Intervention
While markets do act in a manner that they tend to encourage
competition and increase in productivity, the market failure has
been noticed in the following:
i. In case of imperfect competition, markets generate

situations in which state intervention becomes necessary to
ensure competition.

ii. In case of  monopoly, market failure is obvious and the
state must intervene to break monopoly by anti-monopoly
legislation or other measures.

iii. Market failure has also been noticed in public goods like
education and health. In these areas, unless the state
establishes schools, colleges, universities, primary health
centers and hospitals, it would not be possible to take care
of  the weaker section of  the society.

iv. Market failure has also been noticed in areas of economic
infrastructure like irrigation, road, railways,
telecommunications etc. Private sector loves to use
infrastructure, but would not like to invest in infrastructure,
more especially in remote areas, where the rate of return
may be very small. Thus, it is generally expected that the
public sector should create infrastructure and thus create an
environment which facilities direct investment by the private
sector.

The question arises: market failure necessitates state interven-
tion so that the imperfections of the market mechanism can be
corrected. For instance, markets set prices on the basis of
demand and supply forces. But to quote Michael Lipton, setting
prices right is quite different from letting prices come from State
inaction. Obviously the function of the State is to set right
prices so that correct signals for allocation of recourses can be
made. State failures, however, do not justify the use of market
in all situations. It is quite possible that there is a need to
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change policies or to take strong administrative measures to
correct state failure. This only underlines the fact that even if
markets are to be used more extensively, this does not eliminate
the role of the state. Rather than arguing for minimal state
intervention, it would be more prudent to argue for effective
state intervention.
World Development Report (1999-2000) has also stated that
in development thinking so far as the regulatory sphere is
concerned, “the focus has shifted from deregulation to building
an effective regulatory framework.”

Role of the State in Socialist Society
The socialists believed that a major factor, which determined
social welfare and also affected individual welfare, is inequality in
ownership of property or instruments of production. This
resulted in inequality of incomes and thus the property owning
classes exploited the property less classes. To improve social
welfare, it was essential to abolish private property. So the
socialists pleaded for nationalisation of the means of produc-
tion.
The State was given role of acting as the vanguard of the people
and thus develops a new social order based on equality.
The Soviet Union and the East European countries after 1917
established socialist societies, which eliminated the private sector
and made the public sector responsible for total development
of  the society. Since the state apparatus become all powerful, it
led to bureaucratization on the hand and eroded democracy
since even the press was nationalized. The disintegration of the
Soviet Union after 1989 and other countries of eastern Europe
again brought to the fore the question of new framework in
which societies should function to achieve the objective of
better level of living in an atmosphere of freedom so that the
personality of the individual can find full growth. The emer-
gence of socialistic states had a profound impact on the capital
economies as well as the mixed economies. Consequently, in
economies of  Western Europe and the USA, there was a sharp
increase in the public expenditure on economic and social
infrastructure, more especially in the form of expenditure on
education, health, child welfare and social security. As a conse-
quence, a very large proportion of the national income ranging
from 30 to 40 per cent was devoted to economic and social
infrastructure. This increased the element of equity coupled
with growth in these economies.
Prof. C H Hanumantha Rao is, therefore, right when he asserts:
“Capitalism has thus done a lot of introspection and has learnt
a great deal from the socialist experiment.” This brought forth
greater economic and social stability in the capitalist economies.
Moreover, the institution of “political democracy” with adult
franchise also kept a constant vigil on capitalist democracies not
to throw the welfare activities into oblivion; rather it goaded the
capitalist economies to rectify the failures of market mechanism
through state intervention in a meaningful manner.
However, the socialist economies, due to the absence of a
democratic spirit, developed an attitude of self-righteousness.
The system of command economy developed in the Soviet
Union and other East European economies failed to appreciate
the role of market in resource allocation and promoting

efficiency. They developed top-heavy bureaucracies and an
inefficient public sector, which continued to be supported by
subsidies from the general exchequer. Hanumantha Rao,
therefore, stated: “Capitalism has been affected and modified
more by the socialist experiment than socialism has learnt from
the functioning of the market economies. The self-righteous-
ness on the part of socialism is rooted in its strong moral
appeal, rigid doctrines and the authoritarian political system
which prevented feedback from the people and kept them
isolated from the rest of the world. This has basically been
responsible for the lack of resistance in the socialist system.”
The late realization by the socialist regimes of the role of
Markets in the socialist economies and induction of democratic
system of government to act as a system of feedback and
correction has brought convergence of the two systems. Mrinal
Datta Chaudhri, states in this connection: The planned
economies of the socialist world have learned that market
institutions are not exclusive to the capitalist mode of produc-
tion, and that the threat of entry and fear of exit remain
irreparable stimuli for cost and equality consciousness in
production.” Pulin B Nayak rightly concludes the controversy
of the State and Market: “The real issue is not whether to have
the market or the state. This is an empty dichotomy and no
serious school of political economy would credibly argue today
for only one or the other. The question however is one of
striking the right balance.

The Experience of Market Socialism in China:
The term ‘Market Socialism’ was first coined by Professor Oscar
Lange in the 50' s but the Polish authorities at the time rejected
the concept and its incorporation in the working of the socialist
economy. Forty years later, the Chinese have used Market
Socialism as the philosophy of liberalization. Market Socialism
connotes the use of market mechanism and the private sector
within the broad parameters of socialism. Some economists
feel that among the socialist countries China is the single
exception, which while maintaining the authoritarian political
system; voluntarily incorporated in recent years the features of
the market economy under the label ‘Market Socialism’.
Consequently, the Chinese economy experienced very high
growth rate during the period. During 1980-93, the average
growth rate of GDP in China was of the order of 9.6% per
annum, and that of per capita GDP was 8.2%. The economy
introduced new property forms like co-operatives and also
undertook privatization by transferring state enterprises to
individuals. The reform process facilitated the bureaucracy to
transfer its power base through privatization by legitimately
transferring the ownership of the formerly state-owned
enterprise in their favour. Besides this; the economy was
opened to foreign investment. Special economic zones were
created where foreigners could set up business by freely hiring
labour on contract basis as also recruiting workers on piece
wages.
Under the newly liberalized economy, a new class of  entrepre-
neurs has come up in China, which follows the philosophy
‘get-rich-quickly’ – a kind of consumerist culture, which has
contributed to material prosperity but with certain devastating
side effects.
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Firstly, as against an inflation rate of  less than I percent during
1970-80 in China, annual average the rate of inflation during
1985-95, according to World Development Report (1997) was
9.3 per cent in China.
Secondly, as a result of  creation of  special economic zones,
regional economic disparities have widened. This implies that
the growth impulses of liberalisation have been restricted to
certain enclaves of development and have not percolated to the
backward regions. In other words, growth is limited in its
spread effects.
Thirdly, to provide urban and industrial infrastructure to attract
foreign capital, the government imposed additional taxes on
Chinese peasants to recover a pan of the cost of infrastructure.
The government acquired farmlands for industrial and other
infrastructures, but paid very inadequate compensation to the
peasants. This imposed serious burdens on the peasants, who
in the communist tradition, had to bear the costs of
liberalisation. This meant a forced transfer of 20 to 30 percent
of income of the peasantry to fund the process of human and
industrial infrastructure development. This process of exploita-
tion of the peasantry led to organized resistance by the peasants
in the form of demonstrations, spreading to riots, and in
extreme cases, beating up of policemen and business executives
and disrupting fact production. In other words, injustices
associated with the new path of development led to social
turmoil.
Fourthly, the system of  social security enjoyed by the average
Chinese worker that guaranteed him minimum essential
requirements of living was replaced by the new system adopted
in 1986. Consequently, jobs were offered on five-year contractual
basis and the right to hire and free workers was introduced. The
contractual system was also pursued in state enterprises for all
new recruitment in place of permanent employment. In
addition, piecework system has also been introduced in
enterprises. Ironically, the contractual system has not been
uniformly applied to all employees, but only to lower level
workers, whereas degree holders who occupy senior executive
positions and military-men continue to benefit from life
employment scheme. Thus, the Chinese Economy has created
an elite class, which is appropriating the benefits of develop-
ment while ordinary worker in the name of competition and
efficiency, has been forced to work under insecure conditions
and accept lower wages. This dual labour market has been the
cause of social discontent.
The Chinese brand of  Market Socialism has survived because it
permitted foreign investment only in special economic zones
and did not permit wholesale and indiscriminate entry of
multinationals. Secondly non-resident Chinese living in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Japan, South Korea, North America
and Europe financed a large pan of  foreign investment. Thirdly,
the Chinese continued with the public distribution of essential
goods at affordable prices.
Lastly, as pointed out by Jean Dreze and Amartya Sen, “The
accomplishments relating to education, health care, land reforms
and social change in the pre-reform period made significantly
positive contribution to the achievements of the post-reform
period. This is so in terms of their role not only in sanctioning

high life expectancy and related achievements, but also in
providing firm support for economic expansion based on
market reforms.”
But the reform process has brought out a major weakness. This
is the sharp increase in prices of the order of 20 per cent per
annum since 1986. Inflation distributes incomes in favour of
the richer classes and erodes the real wages of labouring classes
and the peasantry. If  socialism is to be reckoned as a movement
for social and economic justice for the poor, then the reform
process by fostering a continuous and high degree of inflation
in. China has led to the worsening of distributive justice. It is
this challenge, which the new reforms have to face and thus the
State must intervene to control inflation.
Three objectives of development have been recognized the
world over. These are: Democracy, growth and equity. The
reform process seems to be emphasizing only the objective of
growth, it has abandoned equity. So far as democracy is
concerned, the Chinese system is characterized as an authoritar-
ian regime. The market socialism of the Chinese brand,
therefore, must address itself to issues of democratic reform
and build equity in its pattern of distribution, lest the Chinese
economy may have to face the charge that it is not operating
within the broad parameters set by socialism.

Redefining the Role of the State
For the purpose of redefining the role of the State in the
Indian society, it would be relevant to consider the structure of
Indian economy and polity. It must be clarified at the very
outset that Keynesian perceptions of  state intervention are not
so relevant to an under-developed mixed economy like India,
because Indian society has in 1999-2000 about 26 per cent of its
population living below the poverty line. As such this big
segment of the Indian society comprising about 260 million
persons is untouched by the market mechanism. The State has,
therefore, to play a positive role in employment generation for
the poor and to promote their social welfare. Hanumantha Rao
highlighting the point mentions: “It is often said that markets
bypass the poor and the underprivileged and that they cannot
participate in the market-driven development. This is not an
accurate statement. The poor and the underprivileged are very
much driven into the market. The child labour and bonded
labour are all participating in the market but at very unequal or
unfavourable terms.
For more than four decades, the Constitution has been guiding
the destiny of  our country. It is said that the Constitution has
put several roadblocks which checked the pace of  the country’s
economic development, roadblocks manifesting through
sporadic communal clashes, moral disintegration, growing
regional and parochial tendencies, corrupt bureaucracy, umpteen
regulatory legislations and their implementing agencies, and
topping all, the helplessness of the government in attacking the
roots of the menacing problems.
Partly, the problem lies with the background against which the
Constitution was drafted and adopted. “It is of importance”,
wrote B.K.Nehru, “that we should remember how the
Constituent Assembly was composed. The electorate was
confined to a fraction of the total adult population, the
qualifications for the vote being property, education and the
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payment of tax. The mass of the people, the great have-nots,
was totally unrepresented on the body that framed the system,
which still governs us. Virtually, all the members of  the
Constituent Assembly were men of reasonable affluence and
education. They were primarily concerned not with economic
problems or hunger of the people but with the absence of civil
liberties, particularly those liberties such as freedom of speech or
of association, which had been lacking in British India and
whose absence they had keenly felt. This is the explanation for
the great stress in the Constitution on the Fundamental Rights
of  the individuals as practiced in Western democratic society and
the elaborate safeguards for their preservation.
“Furthermore, the Constituent Assembly was dominated by
lawyers, trained solely in the British tradition and in the British
system of  law, who constituted a substantial proportion of
membership of  the Assembly. Their knowledge of  constitu-
tional law was largely confined within the horizon of the British
constitution. That, like all British institutions and all British
customs, no matter how unsuitable for our country, had been
held up to us as a perfect model to be emulated by subject
societies.
“...We should recognize that the Indian Constitution...is not
helping the country to attain the goals it was meant to achieve.
It is no use saying that the Constitution is perfect but it is the
men who have failed.”8
Further, the founding fathers failed to visualize the society and
polity that would emerge in the decades to follow. The freedom
movement was fought in a different milieu. The objective
before the masses was clear and divisive factors like caste and
religion were not a constraint. People from all walks of life
forgot their differences and fought shoulder-to-shoulder with
one aim in mind-freedom at any cost.
But their behavior, particularly of the leaders, once freedom was
acquired could not be predicted. The presumption that people
will continue to be motivated by the same fire proved wrong.
The dream of a prosperous and free society did not come true.
The consequence: the country in 1996 is entirely different from
what it was in 1947. Naturally, the Constitution of  the early
years cannot be relevant for 1990s.
The founding fathers gave greater role to State with an objective
of  ushering socialism in the country. But socialism has not been
realized. On the other hand, it is capitalism, which has been
promoted.  The various reform measures which the State took
in the following years strengthened capitalism, and not
socialism. The impact of planned economic development of
the country resulted in the emergence of capitalism in agricul-
ture in selected areas, while it has also accelerated the growth of
the manufacturing sector in the industry and the national
market in India. Besides, a few more facts may be mentioned to
understand the role of the State in building capitalism in India.
a. The State is the chief mobilizer of resources and saving in

the country for investment. Public-controlled institutions
like the development banks and the nationalized
commercial banks have centralized resources in the hands of
the State to be invested in the State capitalist sector and the
private corporate sector.

b. The State has actively supported science and technology and
Research and Development efforts for building capitalism.

c. The State has the responsibility to develop infrastructure
like power, transport and irrigation for the development of
capitalism.

d. During the last forty years, the State has consciously
developed and is trying to strengthen private property by
encouraging small-scale and medium industries, and at the
apex, it has harmonized the interests of big business,
political leaders and public bureaucracy, who have common
stakes in capitalism as investors and profit-seekers.

Thus, despite socialistic preventions, the State and the political
parties never accepted the philosophy of ‘welfarism’ either in
economy or in polity. India has come a long way since 1950
when the centralized planning system was adopted for eco-
nomic development. For a full forty years, the entire life,
economic and political, was conditioned by a system in which
everything was controlled by the government, which in reality
meant, the politician. With the passage of time, the govern-
ment became personified in an individual. The functioning of
the government became such that development became
sluggish and the country was out of  alignment with global
trends. Even when the Soviet system and the Eastern Euro-
pean block was crumbling and was changing to the new world
order, the Indian system remained rigid. Whatever little changes
were made were either not implemented or implemented half-
heartedly.  From 1991 onwards, there has been a restructuring
of the economy from the command to a market oriented one.
Now the changes in the economic system have to be incorpo-
rated in the political system also, if  a new order is to be
established in the country. This necessitates a change in the
Indian Constitution.

Required Changes
A relevant question here is: What should the Constitution look
like? Infact, a Constitution should give clear directions to the
polity and the economy. The US Constitution directs the State
to form a society based on freedom, liberty and general welfare.
The social, political and economic development during the last
two centuries has brought a system based on free market
economy.
The British Constitution, which, over the last few centuries,
developed along with British thinking, is based on the rule of
law. The entire edifice of  the British polity and economy is
based on this concept. The Indian Constitution has no
direction in the beginning. But the rulers wanted to establish a
socialist society. Since we have decided to say goodbye to it, the
Constitution should be modified keeping in view the require-
ments of  the changed economy.
The first need is to change the Preamble. The Preamble, as was
pointed out earlier, determines the general purpose behind a
Constitution and is never regarded as a source of power. Since
the Preamble is meant to explain certain facts, which are
necessary to be explained before the enactments contained in the
Act can be understood, it should not have too many such
concepts. The original Preamble did not have too many
confusing concepts. The original Preamble did not contain the
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words ‘socialist, secular’. Moreover, the condition of the
economy and the relationship between various religious
communities have deteriorated since these two words were
inserted by the Constitution (42nd) Amendment Act of 1976
by a Parliament whose credibility was doubtful. Juxtaposing it
with the recent metamorphosis in the government policy, it is
time to restore the original position of 1950 and declare India
as only ‘Sovereign Democratic Republic The second change
needed is to remove the Directive Principles. Directive Principles
are not legally enforceable in the courts and the State cannot be
held responsible for not formulating public policies in confor-
mity with the Directive Principles.
Almost all the Directive Principles, like equal right to an
adequate means of  living, distribution to sub serve the
common good, checking concentration of economic power,
equal pay for equal work and stopping entry to hazardous
vocations are vague and confused. However, most of the
developed countries have adopted these principles in their
system by enacting legislations and strictly enforcing them.
The third need is to restore the right to property, which was
guaranteed by Article 31 of the Constitution. The 44th
Amendment Act of 1978, again by a superannuated Parliament,
omitted Article 31. Now, the legislature is free to take away a
person’s property without payment of  any compensation. The
person has no remedy before a court of law and the courts
cannot challenge the validity of  such a law. The need of  the
changing times is to restore Article 31.9.Whether or not these
and other related issues will be taken up by the recently consti-
tuted panel to review Constitution, is to be seen.
The Government’s intervention in business was necessitated by
historical, economic, political and social reasons. During the past
five decades, the government has been acting as a regulator and
promoter of business activities. If the country has achieved
reasonably satisfactory progress on the economic front, credit
must go to the dynamic role played by the State, contrary views
expressed by the critics notwithstanding.  A new realization has
dawned on economists, policymakers and academicians these
days. These people perceive the government as the main
bottleneck in development. Getting governments out of the
business of development has become an important element in
the policy advice given by international institutions, economic
experts, and donor agencies. Thatcherism in the UK and
Reganism in the USA contributed to this changed mood.
Another important contributory factor has been the increasing
economic difficulties of many developing countries, and the
failure of their governments to take timely corrective action.
Partly in response to their own experience and partly in response
to international pressure, several developing countries are
questioning the role of the government in their economies.
Spain, Venezuela, Zambia and the Latin American and African
countries come into focus in this context. Our country is no
exception.
Is this changed mood justified? Is everything over with the
State intervention? Has government’s role ended? The answer
to these questions is ‘no’.
If doubts are expressed about the efficacy of the State to act as a
change agent, probably there is justification. Over the years, a

sort of false picture about the omnipotence of the State was
created. The solution to every problem was sought to be found
in the expansion of government activity in that area, irrespective
of costs or results. Soon the expansion of the government
became an objective in itself, and every priority or failure in the
economic field generates a response in the form of new
regulatory law or a new public sector corporation. The expan-
sion of the government was also assiduously promoted by
coalitions of powerful interests, which benefited directly from
the increased economic power of the State. Overtime, the scale
of  the government became so large that the quality of  interven-
tion, as well as the quality of  service, provided by the State,
deteriorated. Nevertheless, State’s intervention in the business
must continue for several reasons.
The State activism in economic activities is necessary to eliminate
poverty. It must be admitted that poverty still exists in spite of
the growth registered in the economy. One must visit a village
or travel in a village bus to understand the magnitude of the
poverty. For every one RCC house, there are 10 thatched huts
and for every one individual who is fully clad, there are at least
five people who are half clad. There are victims of malnutrition
and reports of  even starvation deaths in the media. There is
illiteracy, ignorance and helplessness.
World Development Report (WDR), 1991, states that no
market economy has ever eradicated poverty so far. It is only
State intervention that has helped fund programmes that have
alleviated poverty. Today even in the US there is the growing
concern about the need for the State to intervene in the
provision of  health care and education. The World Bank is now
supportive of the role of the government in the provision of
education, health care, development of infrastructure and
fostering of the human capital.  WDR is categorical in its
assertion about the need for continued State intervention. To
quote the Report “many sorts of  interventions are essential if
economies are to achieve their full potential. (When) markets
‘fail’, the government must step in. But countless cases of
unsuccessful intervention suggest the need for caution. Markets
fail, but so do governments. To justify intervention it is not
enough to know that the market is failing; it is also necessary to
be confident that the government can do better”.
The “central question of this Report is”, says WDR 1991, “why
countries like Japan have succeeded so spectacularly while others
have failed.” The essence of the answer to that question is that
Japan facilitated a judicious mix of  State interventionism and
the operation of  a competitive market. Successful intervention-
ists like Japan, ‘’preserved incentives for technological change by
maintaining international and domestic competition and
imposing performance requirements in return for any credit
subsidies, import protection or restrictions on domestic entry.”
In the newfound wisdom of  the Bank, State intervention, per
se, is not the villain of the piece but it is the ‘quality’ and
‘quantity’ of  intervention that matters.
We are tempted to quote Mr.Deepak N.Nayyar, the former
economic adviser in the finance ministry in this context. In an
exclusive interview to the Economic Times of  Feb.25, 1992,
Mr.Nayyar strongly defended Central planning and State
intervention. To quote him:
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“There is neither magic in the market place nor divinity in the
invisible hands of the market. There is as much evidence of
market failure as there is of  failure in State intervention. In
India, we are far more familiar with the latter than with the
former. But instead of jumping to oversimplified conclusions,
it is essential to recognize that markets can only serve those who
are part of the market system. In rural India, 200 million people
who eke out a bare subsistence, or live in absolute poverty, are
not even remotely integrated with the markets. For an economy
at our levels of income and development, there is vital role for
the government. Planning is essential. So is State intervention,
although there is a clear need for change in the nature of this
intervention. Sukhamoy Chakravarty used to say that the
market is a good servant but a bad master. We would do well
to remember his wisdom, lest there be a confusion between
means and ends.”
It has become a fashion on the part of  critics of  State interven-
tion to quote success stories of  Taiwan, South Korea and other
‘Asian Tigers’ to prove how only market economy can usher in
economic prosperity. Little do these critics realize that in these
countries, as in Japan, prosperity has been achieved via State
intervention and not by distancing the government from
economic activities.
Little also is realized by the critics that it is the responsiveness of
the individual company to the competitive forces that matters in
attaining efficiency and not whether the unit is in public sector
or in the private sector. It is no secret that the most efficient car
manufacturing company was still recently in the public sector
and the most slothful one continues to be in the private sector.
To cry hoarse against the government’s role may not be correct.
It is not that the private sector in our country has credited itself
with glory so as to demand total withdrawal of the
government’s presence in the economy. Failures of  the private
sector need no detailing here but suffice it is to say that all the
possible ills of an industry do exist in companies owned by
private industrialists too.
The arguments listed above prove that State intervention in
business must continue. but not in the form we had during the
past four decades. The intervention should be different. One
aspect of  the intervention in future relates to the quality of
intervention. As is too well known, intervention schemes in
‘Asian Tigers’ have worked closely with the market forces.  The
governments in these countries had alertness to use signals
emanating from the world markets to judge dynamic efficiency
of individual firms. This alertness kept the firms always on
their toes. Thus, both in South Korea and in Taiwan, the State
has often energetically used the carrot of easy loans and other
benefits and the stick of international competition to prod the
firms on to the technological frontier. Fortunately, policy makers
in New Delhi seem to have realized the need for such qualitative
interventions. Hence the economic reforms.
The other aspect of  the new intervention strategy that deserves
careful attention is the selectivity of  intervention (in terms of
strategic sectors, products and processes in different stages of
early industrialization. Such selectivity in targeting, as opposed
to indiscriminate and blanket controls and regulations, saves on
scarce administrative skills and makes it easier to pinpoint social

costs of policies and adjust them in response to changing
technical and market conditions. World Development Report
(1996) prescribes four target areas for government intervention.
The third aspect of  the new intervention strategy relates to its
primary orientation and goals. The East Asian State looked
upon its role as that of a pioneer and promoter of industrial
transformation in close collaboration and partnership with the
private sector. This is very different from a State that regards the
private sector at best as a necessary evil and is primarily inter-
ested in regulating and supplanting private capital, through
capacity licensing and other controls and possible
nationalisation. Over the years, the Indian political culture has
fluctuated between these two different roles of the State,
although in recent years, the emphasis has slowly shifted in
reality, if  not in rhetoric, towards accepting the State as a primary
provider of infrastructure and enabling environment for private
as well as public investments to flourish. This is particularly
prominent in the role the State plays in some of the new
industries. Take the Indian electronics industry. There has been
remarkable transformation in nature of State involvement here.
The days of -preoccupation with mere turf-protection and
bureaucratic licensing first under the defense ministry, and then
under the department of electronics, are largely over, and the
emphasis in the eighties has been more and more on State-
sponsored promotional and entrepreneurial projects, providing
basic infrastructure in the more liberalized and competitive
environment. One of the best examples is provided by
Computer Maintenance Corporation (CMC), which graduated
from computer servicing to being a major systems engineering
firm. Many of its large projects (including the massive railways
reservation system) have been aimed at providing informational
infrastructure for domestic investments often at costs below
major international competitors and it is now successfully
bidding for international contracts. This is the stuff dynamic
comparative advantage is made of and it shows that even
Indian public sector companies have the potential. Similar
entrepreneurial stirrings have been noticed in recent years in the
hitherto somnolent Indian telecommunications industry.

Recapitulation

1. Constitution of India
2. Role of State
3 Amendments
4. Public sector
5. Market failures and state intervention
6. Redefined role of State
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Background of Government Policies
2. What is monetary policy?
3. What is fiscal policy?
4. Policy Reform
5. Role of  Reserve Bank of  India

A Brief Review of Government Policies
Fifty-Seven years ago when the British left India in 1947,
economic conditions in India were far from satisfactory. The
early economic planning was initiated against this backdrop.
India adopted a ‘closed economy’ approach to achieve its plan
objectives since 1950s.
India started its economic planning in 1950s. Our plan objec-
tives were: sustained economic growth, self-reliance, better
income distribution and alleviation of  poverty. We adopted the
socialistic economic policy to attain these objectives.
As per the pursued policy, capital intensive and major industries
were reserved to public sector and the rest were opened to
private sector. Public sector received the priority and prominence
in allocation of resources. Our country preferred the policy-of
controls, licensing and restrictions in giving permission to
private sector and foreign investors. The framework of other
policies like taxation, fiscal and monetary policy, foreign
exchange policy and industrial policy were in line with the above
strategy. This is called “closed economy” approach.
The policies mentioned in the above paragraph suited well
during the initial years of  planning. However, their efficacy was
lost there after. Our economic growth was slow and our
problems started aggravating due to many reasons.
The policy approach needed a new direction in 70s but was not
adopted. As a result capital formation was slow and inadequate.
The performance of public sector was far from satisfactory due
to inefficiency, lack of  competition and governmental protec-
tion. The growth of the economy was dismal. The failure of
the policy to achieve the objectives led to re-thinking of the
policies.
The poor health of our fiscal system, inadequate resource
generation, inefficiencies of public enterprises, overall low
productivity of resources use and acute vulnerability of our
balance of payment posed serious treats to our economic
system and called for new bold initiatives and putting the
economy back on the path of sustained growth.
Though late, India looked for alternate economic policies
during 1980s. It was Mr Rajiv Gandhi who first initiated
economic reforms in our country. However, these policies were
half-hearted and policy changes were not comprehensive.
Things went wrong because we continued to cling on to policies
and institutions long after the served their purpose. Other

developing countries like Japan, China, Thailand, Korea and
Indonesia liberalized their economies to global investments,
competition prosperity. India lost the opportunity of  faster
growth due to not adopting alternate policies.
The global development experience of the last few decades’
show that a policy with fewer barriers and restrictions can bring
about faster industrialization, export growth and sustainable
economic growth.
In early Nineties, our economy faced major economic crisis.
Indian economy encountered balance of payment crisis, fiscal
imbalance, and inflationary pressure and down grading of the
country rating in the international capital market. The Gulf-crisis
of 1990 sharply accentuated macro-economic problems.
In July 1991, the government of India (GOI) embarked on a
new economic policy with a vision of stabilization of economy
and restructuring it. The new trajectory of growth was based on
the policy of liberalization, globalization and privatization.
It is to modify and re-orient this economic structure that the
government initiated the programmed of reforms-the set of
policies and programmes to restore international faith on our
economy.
The reforms were looked upon as a remedy for certain long-
term ills of  the economy. Economic reforms have continued as
an enduring programme rather than as a short-term step.
The reforms are not abrupt, half-thought measures. The
government appointed expert committees to examine the
inadequacies pertaining to policies of each sector and to come
out with suitable suggestions. These recommendations/
suggestion are implemented in the form of  reforms. These
measures are announced through budget, credit policy an-
nouncements and other policy documents.
There is a feeling that these policies are imposed on us by
international agencies. In reality, the package of  stabilization and
structural adjustment policies initiated since July 1991 had their
origin in the problems faced by India rather than being
imposed by international agencies.
The economic policy adopted since then, which is pursued as an
alternative policy for planned development is popularly called
the economic reforms or simply reforms.
The reform process involved dismantling the earlier policies,
institutions and economic thoughts and installation of new set
of  policies, institutions and way of  thinking.
The major policy change was opening up our economy for
global interaction by way of trade, capital investment, technol-
ogy transfer and market access. This was enabled by removal of
restrictions, controls and bureaucratic/political hurdles.
The market driven policies replaced the governmental interven-
tion and activities reserved for public sector were reduced to the
bare minimum. Non-performing public sector undertakings are

LESSON 11:

INTRODUCTION TO GOVERNMENT POLICIES
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being private sector or wound up to reduce further burden on
the exchequer. Private sector is encouraged to participate in most
of the activities and even foreign direct investment is allowed in
many of the activities.
All other policies, programmes and initiatives are aligned to
facilitate better utilization of scarce resources and attract
investments from all around.
The reforms are open-minded and flexible response to the
changing economic environment aimed at serving the best
interests of  the country.
In this lesson, however, we will talk about Monetary and Fiscal
policies only.

Introduction
In the past, when America embraced a philosophy of Laissez
Faire, the government did little to monitor and control the
economy. After the depression, however, that philosophy
changed radically. Today we all have come to understand that
one of the federal governments most important roles is
regulating and ensuring the stability of  the economy. And, any
Government – be it India or USA - has two major ways of
doing this. The government can enact fiscal policy changes or
they can enact monetary policy changes.

Monetary Policy

What is Monetary Policy?
Programs that try to increase or decrease the nations level of
business by regulating the supply of money and credit.
The theories of demand for money and supply of money
provide the basis for monetary policy. The task of  monetary
policy is to adjust the supply of money to the changes in
demand for money and thus contribute to the achievement of
the goals of  economic policy. Around this basic task, the theory
of monetary policy has developed.
For instance, the quantity of money created by banks as a result
of their profit seeking activity may be greater or smaller than
that desired by the monetary authorities. But the banks may not
on their own restrict their lending unless they are forced by
circumstances. In the meantime, the monetary authorities may
feel that they should not wait for the banks themselves to
restrict lending and that they want to intervene earlier to restrict
the supply of  money. The monetary authorities can influence
the quantity of money in a number of ways. The theory of
monetary policy is full of controversies and a vast literature has
grown around it.
The term monetary policy refers to actions taken by central
banks to affect monetary and financial conditions in pursuit of
broader economic objectives. It attempts to influence monetary
and other financial conditions by operating on such monetary
magnitudes or variables as money supply, level and structure of
interest rates and conditions relating to availability of credit.
Monetary policy operates ultimately through its influence on
expenditure flows in the economy. In other words, monetary
policy affects liquidity and by affecting liquidity; and thus credit,
it affects total demand in the economy.
Central banks may affect, regulate or control money supply
either directly by placing a limit on its growth Le. Targets or

indirectly by measures which affect the cost and availability of
credit in the economy. In the modern era, the bulk of  money in
developed economies consists of bank deposits rather than
currency and coin. Accordingly, central banks today guide
monetary developments with instruments that give control
over deposit creation and influence general financial conditions.
To that that bank deposits are a predominant component of
money supply, it seems logical to this terms of  edit policy.
Credit policy is concerned with changes in the supply credit.

Objectives of Monetary Policy
The objectives of monetary policy in India are no different from
the over all objectives of  economic policy. The three major
objectives have been: economic growth, price stability and
socialice. As the multiple objectives are equally relevant and
desirable, there is always a problem of choosing the policy
instrument that is appropriate to the objectives. According to
Dr. C. Rangarajan, former Governor of RBI, of the various
objectives, price stability is the one that can be pursued most
effectively by monetary policy.
Price stability as an objective of policy has gained in importance
further, with the opening up of the economy and deregulation
of financial markets. This is because, in a deregulated environ-
ment, expectations of the future inflation play an important
role in influencing the market based interest rate and exchange
rates. Besides, price stability encourages saving, discourages
unproductive investment and contributes to the maintenance
of  standards of  living of  the people whose incomes are low.
The emphasis on price stability as the most important objective
does not mean that other objectives like growth, employment
and income distribution are less important. An environment of
reasonable price stability promotes economic growth, which
results in rising output and employment. Thus, over the long
run, stable prices, output and employment. are linked. Stable
prices also contribute to social justice though indirectly. An
important step towards poverty alleviation is the avoidance of
monetary pressures.

Conduct of Monetary Policy
Translated into action by the central bank, the objective of
growth with the price stability means a rising level of invest-
ment without generating inflationary pressures in the economy.
To elaborate, the RBI attempts to ensure an adequate level of
liquidity to support the expected rate of economic growth and
assist in the fullest possible utilization of resources without
causing inflation. However it is difficult to say precisely as to
what is an adequate level of liquidity at a given time. But as a
working rule, the rate of increase in money supply has to be
somewhat higher than the expected rate of increase in national
income. Because, the demand for money will increase as income
grows and also because of  greater and wider use of  money.
The RBI has also to take care of the promotional aspects of
monetary policy. These are: integration of  money and financial
markets; directing the flow of credit according to policy
priorities, diversion of credit for undesirable purposes; weaker
sections of the community and the neglected sectors and areas
of  the country. An excessive growth of  liquidity or money
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supply relative to requirements of the economy will lead to
inflation.
For conducting monetary policy the RBI uses monetary
aggregates as policy targets. The most important target used by
RBI is broad money or M3. The components of broad money
are: currency with the public, demand deposits and time
deposits. The operating target (the indicator), which the RBI
uses, is monetary base or reserve money. Reserve money
consists of Currency in circulation, other deposits with RBI and
bankers’ deposit with RBI. The relationship between money
supply and reserve money (reflected in the value of  money
multiplier) is the basis of monetary targeting by RBI, as an
approach to meet ultimate objectives or policy goals. The RBI
brings about changes in money by influencing factors affecting
the reserve money.
A major problem, which RBI faces in the conduct of monetary
policy, is the budget deficits of  the government financed by the
banking system, especially by RBI. Resort to RBI credit for
meeting budgetary deficit results in expansion of  money, which,
in turn, leads to an increase in cash reserves of  banks. This
enables banks to expand their lending activity leading to
secondary money expansion. Will recently RBI credit to
government has been the major source of money supply
expansion. As the RBI has little control over government
deficits, the formulation of monetary policy has assumed the
budget deficit as the basic premise; and RBI measures have been
aimed at offsetting the secondary expansion of money supply
arising from deficits.

Nature of Monetary Policy
Monetary policy is the policy statement, traditionally bi-annual,
through which the Reserve Bank of  India (RBI) targets a key set
of  indicators to ensure price stability in the economy. These
factors include:
• Money supply commonly referred to as M3.
• Interest rates.
• Inflation.
Besides, the policy also provides a platform for the apex bank to
announce norms for financial bodies governed by the RBI such
as banks, financial institutions, non-banking finance companies,
residual non-banking companies, nidhis, primary dealers in the
money markets and authorized dealers in the foreign exchange
markets. It is also an opportunity for the RBI to spell out its
overview on the economy, and an occasion for it to indicate
deposit and advance targets for banks in the half-year.
Historically, the monetary policy has been announced twice a
year-one for the slack season (April-September) and one for the
busy season (October-March), in accordance with agricultural
cycles. These cycles also coincide with the halves of the financial
year. However, with the share of credit to agriculture coming
down, the share of non-food credit in total credit has gone up.
Since non-food or industrial credit is not seasonal, the RBI has,
in 1998-99, experimented with one policy announcement in
April, followed by a review in October.
The RBI’s monetary policy has been characterized as one of
controlled expansion, i.e., adequate financing of economic
growth and at the same time, ensuring reasonable price stability.

Extent of Money
Before initiating measures for the expansion or contraction of
money supply the RBI generally measures the extent of money
and credit available in the economy at a given lime. The
following indices are generally used for the purpose
M1 This represents money supply with the public. M1 has two
components; (a) currency with the public and (b) deposits of
the public with the banks.
Currency with the public is the sum total of notes in circulation
and circulation of rupee coins and small coins minus the cash
on hand with banks.
Deposits of the public with banks are the sum total of demand
deposits with banks and “other deposits” of the public with
the RBI.
M2 This represents the total of M1 plus post office savings and
bank deposits.
M3 It is the sum total of M2 and the time deposits with banks.
M4 This represents M3 plus total post office deposits.
M1 is called ‘narrow money’ while M3 is called ‘broad money’.
M3 represents the aggregate monetary resources or the money
stock of the entire banking sector.
What are the representative sources of M3? These are: (a) the
net bank credit to the government, (b) bank credit to the
commercial sector; (c) net foreign exchange assets of the
banking sector and (4) the government’s currency liabilities to
the public.

Expansion of Money
Money is pumped into the economy through the issue of
currency by the RBI, budgetary operations of the government
and borrowings by the government from foreign countries.
Expansion of money has always been on the increase. Between
1970-71 and 1983-84, as against 3.7 per cent average annual
growth in output, money supply registered an annual expan-
sion of 17.2 per cent. This phenomenon is not unique to our
country. It is universal. Particularly, 1986 has been a year of
money expansion.
Expansion in money supply is not wrong; nay it is desirable, in
a developing economy, as money is needed to match the growth
of real national income. In fact, the growth in money supply
must be higher than the growth in the real national income.
This stems from two reasons: (a) as incomes grow, the demand
for money, as one of  the components of  savings tends to
increase. (b) an increase in money supply is also necessitated by
the gradual reduction of the non-monetised sector of the
economy. In our country, the rate of  increase in money supply
has been far in excess of the rate of growth in real national
income. Hence the inflationary pressure is there on the
economy.

Contraction of Money
Unlimited expansion of money and credit results in hyper-
inflation, which hits all sections of  society, particularly the poor.
The Reserve Bank has a responsibility to ensure that money
supply is within manageable limits and inflation is not too
harsh. For this purpose, the Reserve Bank of  India has been
using different control measures, popularly called “Credit
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Control Measures”. These control measures can be broadly
classified into two categories, viz., (a) general (quantitative)
control and (b) selective (qualitative) controls.

Selective Credit Control
It has been indicated above that in addition to the general or
qualitative methods of monetary regulation RBI uses qualita-
tive techniques also known as selective credit control (SCCs) and
moral suasion. SCCs are used by central bank, for regulating the
distribution or direction of bank credit to particular sectors and
specific purposes. SCCs have special relevance in developing
countries where supply of credit is scarce and credit is likely to
flow to less essential activities. SCCs are regarded as useful
supplement to general credit regulation.
The main instrument of SCCs in India are: (a) minimum
margins for lending against selected commodities, (b) ceiling on
the levels of credit and (c) charging minimum rate of interest
on advances against specified commodities.
It is only since the middle of 1956 that RBI began to operate
SCCs, the first commodity subject to SCCs being paddy and
rice. A number of commodities have been covered by SCCs
from time to time on the basis of fluctuations in production
of  commodity, its price trends and potential for speculative
holdings of  that commodity. Some commodities which had
been under frequent controls (SCCs) are: food grains, cotton
and cotton yarn, raw jute, oil seeds and vegetable oil.

Difference between Monetary Policy and Credit
Policy
It is useful to note the points of difference between monetary
policy and credit policy. Monetary policy is concerned with
aggregate of  money supply. Though credit policy is also
concerned with aggregate supply of  credit it is also a matter of
allocation of credit among different uses and users. Besides,
monetary policy operates on the demand side and not on the
supply side of the commodity market. However credit policy
can affect the supply side of output. Moreover, there are
different sources of credit and the banks are only one, though
important. There are other aspects of credit such as its cost,
terms and conditions, duration, risks etc. Thus the area of credit
is much wider than monetary policy.
This delimitation of monetary policy should not be misunder-
stood to mean that monetary policy and credit policy are totally
unrelated. There are many points common between the two.
First, the same authority i.e. the central bank administers both
the policies. Second, the instruments of control used at the
aggregate level in the case of  both the policies are the same.
Third, the supply of money and the supply of credit are
determined by the same forces.

Monetary Policy Instruments
The monetary policy instruments can be classified in to general
Instruments viz., bank rate and other interest rates, cash reserve
requirements (CRR), open market operations (OMO) and
refinance facilities and selective instruments i.e., various directed
credit programs (priority sector credit, export credit, etc.,) and
application of  margins in lending.

Bank Rate

The Bank Rate or discount rate has been traditionally known as
the rate at which central bank of the country makes advances to
commercial banks, against approved securities or purchasing or
discounting eligible bills of exchange and other commercial
paper. The effect of changes in bank rate is to increase or lower
the cost of obtaining funds from the central bank, to cause
changes in market interest rates and to serve as a signal to the
money market and the public about the likely stance of credit
policy.
The RBI Act defines bank rate as the “standard rate” at which
RBI is prepared to buy or rediscount bills and other commercial
paper eligible for purchase under the Act. But in actual practice,
in the absence of a genuine bill market, bank rate has become
the rate on advances charged by RBI and is commonly treated as
Bank Rate.
During the period prior to 1950, Bank Rate was important as an
instrument of policy because it was the signaling rate. However
its importance declined with the introduction in 1960, of
interest rate system for lending to banks by RBI. In the post
nationalization period, the bank rate lost much of its signifi-
cance due to the introduction of priority sector lending and
other confessional ending. It was only in April 1997 that the
RBI announced its policy to revive the bank rate as an instru-
ment.

Cash Reserve Ratio

With the decline of Bank Rate as a policy instrument, cash
reserve ration (CRR) increasingly became the active policy
instrument especially since 1973. With increasing resort to RBI
credit by the Government, excess liquidity was generated and
this had to be reduced. CRR was the principal instrument used
for achieving the purpose. The CRR rose steadily from 3 percent
in 1962 to 25 percent in 1991 - 92. By the technique of varying
the reserve requirements, RBI can, on its own initiative, change
the cash reserve of  banks and affect their credit creating capacity.
The reserve ratio may be applied on the aggregate outstanding
deposits or on the increments in deposits from a given date.
The CRR has a sure and identifiable impact, compared to bank
rate changes or open market operations. The CRR was used to
restrict the growth of  banking systems liability. But control was
also exercised on the asset side of the banks by fixing credit
targets for specific sectors and social considerations.

Open Market Operations

Open market operations (OMO) as a monetary policy instru-
ment is of no significance in India. The reasons are narrowness
of the government securities market; securities are held by few
large institutions and are held till maturity; low volume of
transactions in government securities. OMO are entirely in
central government securities.
A high level of statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) also severely
curtailed the volume of transactions in securities by banks.
Though SLR was originally intended to be a safeguard for
banks’ and depositors’ interests it was increasingly used to
divert bank deposits into government securities. This procedure
created a “captive” (assured) market for government securities.
This affected the growth of a wider market for government
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securities, which is necessary for the success of OMO as a
monetary instrument.

Interest Rate Policy

The Bank Rate operates on the supply of money by altering the
price of credit or cost of credit. However in the Indian context
Bank Rate lost much of  its significance and consequently, the
RBI has come to rely increasingly on direct control over lending
rates of commercial banks. The RBI derives its authority to
regulate the interest rate of banks from the Banking Regulation
Act. The power to stipulate interest rates covers both advances
and deposit rates. The rates on loans and advances are con-
trolled primarily to influence the demand for credit and to
introduce discipline in the use of credit. This is sought to be
achieved by (a) stipulating minimum lending rates and (b)
prescribing confessional or ceiling rates.
As regards deposit rates, till September 1964 these were fixed
under voluntary agreement amongst the most important
Indian and Foreign banks. Since September 1964, RBI started
regulating interest rates payable on deposits. The objectives
behind fixing deposits rates are: (a) to avoid unhealthy competi-
tion among banks for deposits; (b) to keep the level of deposit
rates in alignment with the lending rate B of banks especially
with other market rates and (c) to aid in deposit mobilization
by banks.
Over the years since 1970s, direct control of interest rates by RBI
became a complex process. With the increase in the number of
directed credit programs, in the number of interest rates based
on variety of criteria and in the range of concessional interest
rates there was a plethora of  interest rates in the economy. Even
the bank rate, which was defined as standard rate was reduced to
a reference rate for extending concessional rates.
Though efforts were made in 1980s to simplify the interest rates
structure, the interest rate policy pursued by the RBI till the
beginning of 1990s, had three distinct features; these are: (i) A
highly administered interest rate structure; there was no role for
market forces to play in pricing credit and its allocation. (ii) High
nominal interest rates Le, rates at current or prevailing prices.
These nominal rates were not of much economic value because
of continuing inflation. Real interest rates i.e., rates measured by
deducting inflation rate from the nominal rates, became
negative due to increases in the rate of inflation. Negative real
rates of interest discourage saving and encourage borrowing for
less essential or unproductive uses. (iii) The third feature is that
there was a good element of cross subsidization in the interest
rate structure. Cross subsidization of interest rate refers to the
process by which a higher rate of interest is charged for loans to
certain sectors so that lower interest rates could be charged to
certain other sectors. For purposes of  credit policy, the RBI has
classified economic sectors in to priority (or preferred) and other
(non-preferred) sectors. Higher rates of interest are charged on
loans to other sectors to enable banks to lend to preferred or
priority sectors at lower rates i.e., at a rate equal to or below the
marginal cost of funds.
The entire policy on interest rates underwent radical changes
with the introduction of economic and financial reforms in July
1991. This aspect is discussed in the next section.

Policy Since Reforms
The introduction of economic and financial reforms in July
1991 has brought about radical changes in the approach,
formulation and conduct of  monetary policy in the county.
These are briefly discussed below.
Considerable flexibility in the conduct of monetary policy by
RBI has been introduced by limiting the extent to which RBI
could finance Government’s budget deficits. The system of  ad
hoc Treasury Bills, which was the device for automatic financing
of budget deficits, has been replaced from April, 1997 with
Ways and Means Advances at market rates of  interest. In other
words, RBI credit to Government would be limited and would
be available at market rates of interest and not at low rates as it
had been hitherto. Budget deficits would no longer be the
premise for monetary policy formulation.
The RBI has switched over from direct instruments of
monetary control to indirect methods. The Cash Reserve ratio
has been reduced from 15 percent in May 19091 to 10 percent in
January 1997. Simultaneously, the statutory liquidity ratio was
reduced from 38.5 in 1990 to 25 percent. The reduction in these
two ratios has given greater freedom to banks in respect of their
credit and investment portfolio).
Following the credit policy announcement in April 1997. Bank
Rate as an instrument of monetary policy has been revived and
revitalized as signaling instrument of the stance of monetary
policy. Now the Bank rate is linked to all other rates.
Open Market Operations (OMO) which remained ineffective
hitherto, have been activated and the RBI also conducts
purchase and repurchase (called repos) transactions to influence
liquidity. However, the Government securities market lacks in
depth since banks and financial institutions continue to be the
major players in the market. The RBI is making efforts to widen
the market by setting up a network of primary and satellite
dealers in government securities. This would make OMO the
principal instrument of  monetary policy. RBI has also intro-
duced the auction system for government securities. This would
make OMO the principal instrument of  monetary policy.
The most important monetary policy measure initiated by RBI
is the liberalization or deregulation of interest rates. The direct
control of interest by RBI has given place to market determined
rates. The complex and multiple interest rate structure has been
rationalized and simplified. Prescription of lending rates by RBI
for specific sectors and specific programs was discontinued
except for DRI scheme, export credit and priority sector. Banks
are free to determine lending rates for loan amounts above two
lakhs. In all there were six lending rates, which have been
reduced to two now. The revised lending rates are applicable to
both working capital and terms loans.
As the RBI stopped prescribing minimum lending rates, banks
are free to fix their Prime Lending Rate (PLR). The PLR is the
rate applicable to loans made to first class borrowers or top rated
clients. However, as the interest rate spreads charged by banks
were very high (exceeding 4 percent over PLR), the banks were
required to announce with the approval of their boards, the
minimum spread over PLR for all advances. The stipulation of
the maximum permissible bank finance (MPBF) has also been
removed as part of measures towards rationalization.
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Simultaneously, deposit rates have also been deregulated.
Keeping in view the need to increase the resources of banks, the
structure of interest rates on deposits was made more flexible.
In October 1995 banks were given freedom to fix their own
interest rates on deposit with a maturity of over two years. A
ceiling interest rate continued to be prescribed for deposit of
maturity of 46 days to 2 years. In July 1996 banks were given
further freedom to fix interest rates on maturity over one year.
From April 1997 RBI prescribed only a maximum deposit rate
linked to Bank Rate, for maturity of 30 days to one year. This is
fixed at Bank Rate minus 2 percent. Deposit rates on foreign
currency deposits have also been progressively liberalized.
With the liberalization of the financial sector and the moves
towards integration of domestic and world financial market,
interest rates in India are likely to be better aligned with rates
abroad. In this process LIBOR will playa key role. LIBOR is the
London inter-bank offer Rate and it refers to the rate at which
London banks lend to each other. It changes according to the
currency and the length of loan.
To summarize, the aims, goals or objectives of  monetary policy
are the same as the objectives of economic policy pursued by
the Government. Monetary policy (referred to hereafter as MP)
is one of the instruments of general economic policy and it has
to contribute to the achievement of the goals of economic
policy.
Objectives of MP vary from country to country and within the
same country they vary over different time periods. The
objectives may be employment, stable exchange rate, and
healthy balance of payments, economic growth, greater equality
in the distribution of income and wealth, reasonable price
stability, financial stabilize. UMP has, at times, to achieve more
than one objective and there is the possibility of conflict among
policy goals.
In recent times, the discussions in developed and developing
countries about goals of monetary policy have resulted in
convergence of views that price stability is the dominant
objective. Price stability does not mean complete year-to-year
stability of prices, which is difficult to attain. Price stability refers
to the long - run average stability of prices. For price-level
stability, it is necessary to avoid both inflationary and deflation-
ary pressures.
Price stability as an objective of MP has many advantages. It
contributes to the improvement in the standards of living of
the people. It promotes savings in the economy while discour-
aging unproductive investment. Stable prices enable exports to
compete in international markets and thus contribute to the
strengthening of balance of payments. Price stability leads to
interest rate stability exchange rate stability and to over all
financial stability.

Targets and Indicators
The objectives or goals of economic policy as ultimate targets
of  monetary policy. Though the central bank may use various
instructs of monetary control to achieve or influence the policy
goals, it would be for the central bank to know the effects of its
actions on the policy goals. This is because the al variables are
affected not only by policy measures but also by non- policy

developments. Besides, the effects are not only delayed but also
felt with a time lag. There are also problems of  obtaining,
processing and interpretation of information
Monetary policy is an important instrument of economic policy
and the objectives of monetary policy are the same as the
objectives of economic policy of the Government of India.
The objectives are: growth with price stability and social justice.
The task of  RBI, as the central bank of  the country, is to
conduct monetary policy by ensuring a balance between the
supply of money and the demand for it. In terms of the
objective of  growth with stability, RBI is to ensure adequate
supply of funds for economic growth and at the same prevent a
serious rise in prices. Till the 1990s RBI’s approach to monetary
policy was that it had to accept budget deficit as inevitable.
The instrument of monetary control employed by the RBI are:
Bank Rate, CRR, OMO and selective credit control. In addition
to these, the RBI exercised strict control over interest rates and
credit deployment.
Monetary policy pursued by RBI since the reforms in 1991
marks a radical departure from the past. As the monetary policy
is getting market oriented, RBI has resorted to indoor methods
of monetary control.

Reserve Bank of India
The main functions of  the Reserve Bank of  India, (RBI) the
central bank of  the country, are broadly the same as those of
other central banks all over the world. These are: to act as note
issuing authority, as banker to banks, as banker to government
and as custodian of  country’s foreign exchange reserves, and to
promote the growth of the economy within the framework of
the general economic policy of the government.
The core function of the RBI, as of all other central banks, is to
formulate and implement monetary policy by using the policy
instruments within its control. The purpose is to influence the
level of  aggregate demand for goods and services by regulating
the money supply and credit. The RBI exercises its influence on
the availability and cost of credit primarily by affecting the
reserve position of  commercial banks.
In developing countries like India the central banks have been
called upon to playa positive and dynamic role in administering
monetary policy. One important aspect of  this role is the R&d
for coordination between fiscal and monetary policies. In
developing countries like India, fiscal policy is necessarily
expansionary. This implies that the central bank has to provide
large funds to government in the form of loans and advances
for achieving economic growth. Central bank credit to govern-
ment results in expansion of money supply and therefore in
cash reserves of  the banks. With the expansion in bank
reserves, the ability of  the banking system to extend loans also
increases. In such a situation, monetary policy should moderate
the secondary expansion (bank credit), without affecting flow of
credit for meeting genuine needs of  the economy.
The second aspect is that in the developing countries monetary
policy also encompasses
Institutional changes in banking and credit structure. Absence
of adequate and developed financial institutions affects
mobilization of savings for the purpose of development. In
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this context a financial structure with wide coverage in terms of
area and functions becomes necessary. The RBI has played a
strong developmental role in the financial market. The RBI
took a number of measures to enlarge the institutional sources
of supply of rural, industrial and exports credit.

Fiscal Policy

What is Fiscal Policy?
Fiscal policy refers to the power of the government to tax and
spend in order to achieve its goals for the economy.
What both of these policy options have as a goal is increasing
or decreasing the level of  business activity. It is most always
preferable to have a productive growing economy but an
economy can also be too productive. In that case the govern-
ment may enact policies to slow down the economy.
In order to understand the functioning of these two policies we
have to revisit some of the concepts of inflation, which you
must have studied in Economics. Remember, inflation is when
the value of money goes down. This means that it costs more
money to buy products. Think of the economy in terms of
supply and demand; the more money there is out there being
spent, the less the money is worth. The supply is high, thus the
value is comparatively lower. What this also means is that
people are spending, and this is good. So what we have to do is
find the proper balance between a healthy amount of spending
and money in circulation and an acceptable level of inflation.
Economists have placed “healthy” inflation at 2 - 3%. This
shows spending growth and expansion, any more and we begin
to worry.
Students, any guess, what is the rate of Inflation in our country
now?

Fiscal Policy Actions

Taxes and Spending
Fiscal Policies include raising or lowering of taxes. If we raise
taxes we are taking money out of circulation. When one
considers the impact of taxes one must look at the sector of
society being impacted by the tax hike. Does it impact on the
middle class, working class or upper class. There are differing
philosophies on who should shoulder the tax burden. Some
feel it should be the wealthy while other look to the middle
class. The reality is that the middle class pay the largest amount
of taxes overall. Raising taxes to the middle class will limit
consumer spending so if you are going to do that you had
better have a good reason. Clearly raising taxes will slow down
spending, economic growth as well as inflation.
The question then comes to tax cuts. You must again ask the
same questions. Who do you want to cut taxes too? Who do
you want to encourage to spend? Again, recent economic
history proves that cutting taxes to the middle class is the only
effective way to encourage growth and spending.
Again, when determining what spending programs to initiate
depends on where you want the impact to be. If you build
highways you will create jobs for the working class, same with
housing projects, etc. These types of jobs employ many
workers. If you build B2 bombers, however, less workers are
employed at a much higher cost. Who gets the money here?

The large corporation that builds it does, that’s who. So you see,
how you spend the money means as much as how much
money you spend.
Spending cuts have the same impact. If you cut homeless
shelter there are people out on the streets. From en economic
impact perspective that may not seem like much but now you
have a human interest issue.

Trend in Revenue
It is useful to analyze the trends in resources and expenditure
over the years. For simplicity sake, we take the Union budgets
only.
Taking the resources first, it may be stated that the demand for
them has been growing since the government is committed to
realize the objectives of the fiscal policy stated above.  In
addition, there have been other demands on public authorities:
(i) the demand for resources continues to grow with growth in
population which in turn necessitates increased expenditure on
education, health, family welfare and the like; (2) ever increasing
inflation adds to the demand for resources and (3) increase in
defence expenditure since early 1960s.
With such a large demand to be met, the fiscal authorities are
forced to raise resources from varied channels - both internal as
well as external. Over the years, dependence on external sources
has been sought to be given up. The government is increasingly
relying on domestic sources. Domestic sources include taxation,
market borrowings, deficit financing, surpluses of PSEs,
retained earnings of the RBI and balance from current revenue
at the pre-plant tax rates. Of these, the first three have been
principal sources, although deficit financing has not been
favoured as a source of finance.
Taxation has been receiving increasing attention to raise
resources. Authorities use taxation to realize certain socio-
economic objectives such as: (i) to raise revenue to finance the
public sector projects without severely affecting saving and
investment of the private sector; (ii) to spread tax burden on
different sections of the society so as to minimize inequalities in
incomes and wealth; (iii) to discourage conspicuous consump-
tion by sections of the society; (iv) to divert investment from
capital-intensive and luxury goods industries to labour-
intensive and essential goods industries and (v)to mop up
excess profits.
In order to achieve the objectives stated above, both central and
state governments have taxed the citizens extensively and
intensively. The taxes cover almost all tax bases-income, wealth,
property, consumption, transfer of  income and property, capital
gains, intermediary transaction of goods, exports and imports.
As to the intensification of taxation, a successful attempt has
been made to make both direct and indirect taxation fairly
progressive. The following features are observed in our tax
system:
i. The tax base is narrow both for direct as well as indirect

taxes
ii. There has been a progressive increase in indirect taxation
iii. Tax structure has been fairly progressive
iv. The tax burden on non-agricultural sector is higher as

compared to that of the cultural sector
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v. Tax burden has been heavy.
However, in the post-liberalization era, significant changes took
place in our tax system. More important of them are:
i. Simplification of tax structure and tax loans;
ii. Better tax administration and the rationalisation of the tax

rates;
iii. Long-term fiscal policy that removed uncertainty of tax

changes;
iv. Increased reliance on fiscal and monetary measures as

opposed to physical controls and planning
v. Attempts to realize economies in governments current

expenditures

Trends in Expenditure
Expenditure of the government may be revenue expenditure
and capital expenditure. Revenue expenditure includes expendi-
ture on social and community services, economic services and
grants-in-aid to the state governments. Capital expenditure
includes expenditure on general services, social and community
services, economic services and loans and advances.
Government expenditure may also be classified as developmen-
tal and non-developmental. The first includes expenditure on
social and community services, economic services and grants-in-
aid to state governments and union territories for
developmental purposes. Non-developmental expenditure
includes the amount spent on defence, interest payments etc.
Expenditure of the government has been increasing from year
to year. The total expenditure during 1990-91 was Rs.105,298
crore. It went up to Rs.202,024 crore in the year 1996-97. As the
percentage of  GDP, the expenditure has gone up from 11.1
percent in 1950-51 to 32.5 percent in 1995-96.
Reasons for increase in public expenditure are too obvious. In
the last couple of decades, government machinery expanded
considerably because of the socialist philosophy sought to be
pursued by the government. According to one research5, the
reasons for the growth of  public expenditure are- ideology,
bureaucratic controls, demographic changes, income elasticity of
public goods, increasing cost of government production,
foreign aids, etc.

Evaluation of Fiscal Policy
The effectiveness of our fiscal policy can be assessed from three
angles: (a) fiscal policy and savings and capital formation, (b)
fiscal policy and economic inequalities, and (c) fiscal policy and
inflation control. With reference to the first item, it may be
safely concluded that fiscal policy has failed to produce enough
savings for public investment. Financial crunch has become a
standard excuse to avoid or postpone project implementation.
With regard to the impact of public revenue and public
expenditure on minimising income inequalities, less said the
better. Over the years, the chasm between the rich and the poor
has widened. For example, in 1992, the top 20 per cent of the
population accounted for more than two fifths of the total
consumption expenditure, while the bottom 20 per cent had a
share ofjust.8.5 percent of the total consumption. In the same
year, the top 10 per cent of our population spent eight times as
much as the bottom 10 per cent. The tax system has, obviously

failed to rob Peters and public expenditure has failed to pay
Pauls. Finally, how far our fiscal policy has checked inflation is
everybody’s knowledge and experience. With inflation hovering
around seven to eight per cent, (14 per cent in 1990) majority of
the Indians find it difficult to meet both ends.

Summary
The monetary policy is assuming greater relevance nowadays
because the government has now shifted from physical controls
like control over output, capacity utilization and licensing to
nonphysical controls like monetary policy in order to regulate
business activities. Two reasons are quoted in support of  this
shift. One is that the changes in the quantum of saving and its
characteristics are reasons enough for considering the Indian
economy to be ready for indirect management through financial
controls. It is argued that the physical management of the
economy through controls and licences, which had been an
unavoidable necessity during the earlier phase of the develop-
ment of the Indian economy is no longer necessary and,
indeed, may turn out to be counter-productive when the
economy is poised for a higher level of performance and
growth as shown by the high rate of saving (from 10 percent of
GDP in 1950-51 to 26 per cent in 1978-79 and 20.7 per cent
during 1985-92).
The second reason, which is claimed to favour the indirect
management of the economy through financial controls, is the
findings of the Planning Commission that in recent years,
especially during the Sixth Plan period of high growth rate,
there has been a perceptible fall in the incidence of  poverty. (In
1983, the percentage of population below the poverty line
declined from 48.3 to 37.4 and by the end of the Seventh Plan,
it is expected to go down to 25.8). The Commission’s reason-
ing is that reduction in the incidence of poverty is being
brought about by the accelerated rate of growth of the economy
and what the economy needs in the decade ahead is growth
which can be achieved through appropriate macro-policies based
primarily on fiscal, monetary and credit policies.

Agenda for Future
Fiscal reforms were included as a part of economic reforms
initiated since 1991.
The fiscal reforms must be an ongoing process. In the years to
come, our approach to fiscal policy must be
i. Completion of the tax reform agenda
ii. Curb wasteful expenditure’
iii. Minimize budgetary allocations to public sector

undertakings
iv. Adopt a new approach to administered prices
v. Reduce and redirect subsidies

Highlights of Interim Budget: 2004
The following are the highlights of the Last  Interim Budget
presented by Finance Minister Jaswant Singh in the Lok Sabha
on Tuesday, February 03, 2004:
• 50% Dearness Allowance of the pay will be merged with

basic salary of Central government employees
• No changes made to tax structure.
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• Government committed to 2nd green revolution.
• Govt. to focus on jobs generation, poverty eradication and

fiscal consolidation.
• GDP growth is expected to be 7.5 to 8 per cent in the

current fiscal year. Level of growth is matter of great
satisfaction, says finance minister.

• Declining interest rates and buoyant capital markets have
boosted the economy.

• First RBI forex report today
• Six hospitals — one each in Andhra Pradesh, J&K, Tamil

Nadu, West Bengal, Jharkhand and Uttaranchal — to be
upgraded to the level of AIIMS.

• All farmers will be eligible for credit cards by March 31, 2004.
• Kisan Credit Cards to be made ATM-compatible
• Committee to be set up for agriculture credit.
• Tea growers to get loans up to Rs 200,000 at 9% interest

rate.
• The loan limit on credit card for small-scale entrepreneurs to

be raised from Rs 200,000 to Rs 10,00,000.
• National Cattle Development Board to be set up.
• Non-lapsable defence modernization fund of Rs 25,000

crore being created.
• Accelerated drinking water projects for Bangalore, Chennai,

Hyderabad and Delhi to be implemented.
• Additional innovative funding to be given to speedier

execution of Indira Gandhi Canal project in Rajasthan.
• Airport in Jaipur to be upgraded to an international airport.
• IDBI’s role to be strengthened as a lead development

financial institution.
• Service tax procedures simplified
• Long-term capital gains tax break extended by 3 years
• E-filing of excise returns from June 30
• Income tax deduction, standard deduction to be revisited
• Rs 15,000 crore for co-operative sector
• Stamp duty cut up to 50%
• Defence modernization fund of Rs 25,000 cr
• I-T exemption on power projects extended
• Tax burden reduced for shipping companies
• Farm fund to give loans at 200 basis points below PLR
• Task force to review desert development programmes
• Special package for tea, industry to be announced
• Countervailing duty for power sector to be examined
• Single return and registration for service tax payers.
• Rs 11,145 crore savings achieved in expenditure.
• Customs clearance to be on basis of self-assessment from

June 30.
• E-filing of excise returns to be introduced from June 30.
• Net tax revenue pegged at Rs 1,87,539 crore.
• Non-tax revenue pegged at Rs 75,488 crore, an increase of

Rs 5732 crore.

• Fiscal deficit to be 4.8 per cent of GDP as against projected
5.6 per cent during 2003-04.

• Non-plan expenditure up by Rs 16,218 crore on account of
debt servicing, defence and food subsidies.

• Fiscal deficit at 4.8% of  GDP, revenue deficit at 3.2%.
• Singh promises to rein in inflation at 4.3%.

Recapitulation

1. Government Policies: Background
2. Monetary Policy: Nature, Goal
3. Fiscal Policy
4 RBI
5. Policy since reforms
6. Evaluation
7. Future agenda
8. Highlights of Interim Budget 2004
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Concepts of economic planning
2. Imperative and indicative planning
3. Outline of various plans

Concepts Of Economic Planning
For any economy, the resources of  land, labour, capital and
materials are limited and there are competing demands on
them. Any economic activity, therefore, involves a choice or
planning. The objective of  economic planning is to use the
national resources according to some priority and in the best
interest of  the country. Economic planning is thus a conscious
and carefully thought out process, initiated by the State, for
estimating the potential wealth of the country and utilizing the
resources in the best possible manner with a view to achieving
certain definite long-term objectives of the State.
In simple terms, economic planning can be thought of as a
process of preparing a blueprint for future prosperity and
endeavouring to give a concrete shape to it. While drawing up
the blueprint, the planning authority takes into account the
present level of  economic development of  the country, sets the
priorities and reconciles competing demands of various
productive sectors with available resources so that the country’s
resources are utilized to achieve the plan priorities.

Imperative and Indicative Planning
The process of economic planning can be classified into two
broad heads: imperative planning and indicative planning.
Under the imperative planning, practiced by countries of the
former Soviet bloc, there is an element of compulsion. This
type of planning is characterised by an administrative machinery
that wields effective powers to dictate investment and produc-
tion decisions to ultimate economic units. Private enterprises
and free market mechanism have little role to play in this type
of planning, as the crucial decisions regarding investment,
production, distribution, pricing and resource allocation are
taken by the central, planning authority.
Imperative planning is clearly incompatible with a democratic
society where individual economic agents enjoy a considerable
degree of freedom. In free societies, therefore, the indicative
version of planning is practiced in preference to imperative
planning. Under indicative planning, the planning body sets the
broad goals for the economy in terms of GDP growth rates,
sectoral growth rate, and investment rate. The realization of the
objectives of the Plan calls for an integrated set of macro-
economic policies on the part of all concerned - the
government, public and private sector enterprises and financial
institutions.
Indicative planning also seeks to evolve a consensus and fruitful
cooperation among all the “social partners” in development,
namely, the government, farmers, industry, trade unions,

business enterprises, etc. An indicative, democratic plan is thus a
joint endeavour in national development. The success of
indicative planning depends on active participation of all
economic agents in the planning process. The role of the
Government is to create opportunities and enabling conditions
for the process of  people’s involvement in developmental
activities.

The History of Economic Planning in
India
The history of economic planning in India dates back to the
pre-Independence days. In 1934, Sir M. Visvesvaraya published
a book entitled “Planned Economy for India”. Three years later
the Indian National Congress set up the National Planning
Committee. “A Plan for Economic Development in India”,
popularly known as the Bombay Plan, was prepared and
presented in 1943 by eight leading Bombay industrialists.
Almost simultaneously with the Bombay Plan, the “People’s
Plan” of  Shri M.N.Roy was announced.
After Independence, economic planning was viewed as an
instrument for achieving the objectives of faster economic
growth and reduction of regional disparities. In India, which
had a long history of economic stagnation and deprivation, the
objective of accelerating the overall rate of economic growth
assumed significance. But, given the size and diversity of India
and the need to maintain national cohesion, reduction of
regional disparities also became the focussed objective of  India’s
development strategy since Independence.
To achieve these objectives, the Planning Commission was set
up in March 1950 under the chairmanship of the Prime
Minister. The Planning Commission is the highest policy
making body in the country which is headed by the Prime
Minister. It also has a Deputy Chairman and its members
include Union Finance Minister, other union ministers and
distinguished economists and technocrats. Once the planning
Commission prepares the Plan Document, it has to be
approved by the National Development 99uncil (NDC), which
includes representatives of the Union and the States. Once
approved by the NDC, the Five-Year Plans is then launched for
implementation. During the Five-Year Plan period, the Plan is
subject to mid-term appraisal and in terms of achievements and
constraints; the quantitative goals are reviewed and recast, if
necessary.

Outline of the Five-year Plans
Since the initiation of the planning process in the 1950, India
has so far implemented eight Five -Year Plans and six Annual
Plans.
One of the major tasks before independent India was to
remove the constraint of capital deficiency by accelerating the
saving rate and by transforming such savings into productive
investments. It was believed that economic development

LESSON 12:

ECONOMIC PLANNING
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without systematic planning would be difficult, as markets may
fail to provide direction to investment for achieving faster
growth. Therefore, comprehensive developmental plans were
advocated with specific plan targets. Given the long periods of
stagnation during the pre-Independence period and resultant
low level of per capita income, rapid and self-sustaining
economic growth along with social justice in the form of an
equitable distribution of income and wealth were accepted as
broad goals of  planning.
The problems of the Indian economy were identified by the
planners as low saving due to lower per capita income, high
growth of population and under utilization of resources. The
economy was caught in the ‘vicious circle’ of low saving
generating low investment and consequently low income. What
was required was ‘big push’ to help the economy break the
vicious circle and embark on a high growth path.
The planners initially adopted the Harrod-Domar Model, which
emphasized the importance of savings. The Second Plan
accepted the framework developed by Professor Mahalannobis,
which laid stress on industrialization with emphasis on the
development of heavy industry and production of capital
goods. This was expected to propel growth through various
forward and backward linkages in the economy.
According to the thinking in the fifties and the sixties, the
Government was assigned an important role in the develop-
ment strategy. Public investment was deemed necessary not only
in the area of  infrastructure but also in other industrial activity.
While the idea of a mixed economy was accepted, the State was
given a pervasive role to plan in many areas of  economic activity.
The assumption of a closed economy led to the strategy of
import-substitution rather than export-promotion. Self-reliance
in terms of import-substitution dominated the thinking of the
planners. The possibilities of export growth were assumed to
be limited. As this assumption became almost an integral part
of the development approach, the policy of import substitu-
tion became the key element of planning for quite some time.
The first three Five Year Plans laid almost exclusive reliance on
industrialization as the development strategy to the neglect of
agriculture. The failure to provide necessary irrigation facilities
and adequate inputs like fertilizers, pesticides and quality seeds
led to the debacle on this agricultural front and the country faced
the worst drought in 1965-66. During the fourth Plan, there-
fore, greater stress was laid on agriculture through the use of
high yielding seed varieties, increased application of fertilizers
and creation of irrigation facilities in order to make Indian
agriculture resilient to bad weather conditions. Thus, the Green
Revolution was ushered in. Until the decade of the Seventies, it
was widely believed that the best means of removing mass
poverty was to promote sustained growth, because the benefits
of growth would trickle down to the poorest deciles of the
population. The experience of the first two decades of planning
seemed to suggest, however, that the fruits of  development in
general did not percolate to the bottom rung of  society. The
policy aimed at growth per se did not have the expected “trickle
down” effect and large sections of the people and geographical
areas continued to remain deprived on the one hand and
outside the process of development on the other. In fact,

certain beneficiary oriented programmes like the Community
Development Programme, which was intended to benefit the
poor, benefited the non-poor and the small and marginal
farmers became the victims and not beneficiaries of develop-
ment. The skewed pattern of rural asset holding, particularly of
land, further accentuated the problem. A frontal attack on
poverty in general and rural poverty in particular, therefore,
became a major plank of Indian planning since the mid-
seventies.
Since the Sixth Five-Year Plan, rural development and anti-
poverty programmes became integral parts of the planning
process e.g. the launching of  IRDP. The external financing
pattern of the plans also began to undergo a change during the
Sixth Plan. Till the Fifth Plan, bulk of the external resources was
available on soft terms, in the form of aid. The Sixth Plan saw a
substantial shift towards harder terms and India’s debt service
obligations started mounting. The debt-service ratio steadily
increased from 13.6 per cent in 1984-85 to over 20 per cent by
the end of the Seventh Plan and the country was on the verge
of default on its external obligations in 1991.
The Eighth Five-Year Plan (1992-97) was launched in the
backdrop of momentous changes in world and in India. The
New Economic Policy introduced in 1991 had recognized that
in many areas of  activity, development can best be ensured by.
freeing them of unnecessary controls and regulations and
withdrawing state intervention. At the same time it was realized
that planning is necessary for macro-economic management, for
taking care of the poor and the downtrodden, who are mostly
outside the market system and have little asset endowment.
Human development, in all its many facets, was the ultimate
goal of the Eighth Plan. It was towards fulfilling this goal that
the Eighth Plan accorded priority to the generation of adequate
employment opportunities to achieve near-full employment by
the turn of  the century, building up of  people’s institutions,
control of population growth, universalisation of elementary
education, eradication of  illiteracy, provision of  safe drinking
water and primary health facilities to all, growth and diversifica-
tion of agriculture to achieve self-sufficiency in foodgrains and
generate surplus for exports.
With the increased liberalization of  the economy, planning has
become indicative in nature. It concentrates on building a long-
term strategic view of the future and sets forth the priorities of
the nation. While for the public sector, the plan goes into the
details examining the alternatives and identifying the specific
projects in various sectors, for the rest of  the economy, it works
out sectoral targets and tends to provide promotional stimulus
to the economy to grow in the desired direction.
The Eighth Plan attempted to correct the fiscal imbalances from
which the Sixth and Seventh Plans suffered. The funding of the
Plan in a non-inflationary manner was proposed by avoiding
the debt trap, both internally and externally. This called for
reduction in Government’s dissavings, higher resource mobili-
zation, both by the Centre and the States and improvement in
the performance of public sector units.
The Ninth Five-Year Plan (1997-2002) is still in the drawing
board stage. The principal task of the Ninth Plan will be to
usher in a new era of people oriented planning, in which not
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only the Governments at the Centre and the States, but the
people at large can participate. A participatory planning process
is an essential pre-condition for ensuring equity as well as
accelerating the rate of  growth of  the economy.
The principal task during the Ninth Plan is to build on the
success of the Eighth Plan, while tackling the problems that
have emerged, particularly in areas such as capital formation in
agriculture, living standards of the poor, infrastructure, social
sector, regional disparity and fiscal deficits. The Planning
Commission has constructed two scenarios for the Ninth Plan:
The Base Line Scenario and the Accelerated Growth Scenario.
The Base Line Scenario projects GDP Growth Rate of 6.2J?er
cent per annum on the assumption of Domestic Savings Rate
of 25.2 per cent of GDP at market prices, Current Account
Deficit of 1.7 per cent of GDP at market prices, Investment
Rate of 26.9 per cent of GDP at market prices and the Incre-
mental Capital Output Ratio (I COR) of 4.34. The Accelerated
Growth Scenario has projected GDP growth rate of 7.0 percent
per annum on the assumption of Domestic Savings Rate of
262"percent of GDP at market prices, Current Account Deficit
of 1.7 per cent of GDP at market prices, Investment Rate of
28.6 per cent of GDP at market prices and the ICOR of 4.08.

Assessment of Achievements of the Five-
year Plans
The launching of  the First Five-Year Plan in April 1951 initiated
a process of development “ aimed not only at raising the
standard of living of the people but also opening out to them
new r. opportunities for a richer and more varied life. This was
sought to be achieved by planning for growth, modernization,
self-reliance and social justice. The Indian economy has come a
long way over the past forty-seven years. A largely agrarian
feudal economy at the time of L Independence has been
transformed into one based on a well developed and a highly
diversified structure with immense potential for industrializa-
tion. Income and consumption levels have significantly risen.
Consumption basket has diversified. Incidence of poverty has
visibly declined. The average life expectancy has gone up. The
death and the birth rates have declined. Literacy has improved
and the educational base has widened.
India now has a robust and resilient agricultural economy with
near self-sufficiency in food production. A diversified industrial
and service structure has been built. India has large pool of
skilled manpower and ample entrepreneurial capabilities.
India has released itself from the trap of the so-called “Hindu
Rate of growth” (3.5 per cent per annum), which was the trend
rate till the 1970s. It grew at a much faster rate during the 19805
with GDP growth accelerating to 5.9 per cent. During this
period, there was also an appreciable reduction in regional
disparity of growth.
During the reform period, the Indian economy has done well in
several spheres. The GDP growth rate has exceeded the seven
per cent mark successively for two years in 1994-95 and 1995-96
and was close to that figures in 1996-97. The long-run growth
potential of the economy has improved significantly with a
sustained improvement in the investment prospect of the
economy. The domestic saving and investment rates have
shown a steady improvement and with competitive pressure,

the economy is gradually moving up on the efficiency scale. This
is reflected in the recent decline in the ICOR from over 4 in
1980s to 3.8 during 1994-95 and 1995-96. Inflation situation in
the country has shown a sustained improvement, with the
inflation rate (based on the Wholesale Price Index) ruling
around 5 per cent, which is lowest ever achieved in the past
several years. The external payment situation has improved
considerably since the crisis year of 1991. The current account
deficit as a percentage of GDP at around 1.7 is manageable and
the current level of  international reserves stands at about US $
30 billion.
One of  the concerns of  India’s development strategy, however,
has been its poor record in human development. Though life
expectancy has gone up, adult literacy has improved, the crude
death rate has halved and the infant mortality rate has also
fallen, India’s record in human development makes bleak
reading.
India’s population contains nearly one-third of  the world’s
absolute poor. About 130 million people have no access to
basic health facilities, 226 million have 1J0 safe drinking water,
70 percent of the country lacks basic sanitation and nearly half
the population is illiterate. India has the highest illiterate
population in the world. Women and children fare the worst.
Altogether, the country today finds itself ranked 135th of 174
countries in the UN’s Human Development’lndex.
In spite of the emphasis on balanced regional development
throughout the Five Year Plans, regional disparities still persist.
Some regions have tended to grow faster than others. Such
variations in growth performance generate social instability in
the country.
The performance of the Indian economy since it embarked on
the path of planned economic growth is thus mixed. While it
has done extremely well on several fronts, its record in various
other crucial areas has been dismal.

Let Us Sum Up
In this Unit, we have examined the concept of economic
planning, distinguished between imperative and indicative
planning and seen the need for a developing economy to
embark on the path of  planned economic development. We
went through the history of economic planning in India and
familiarized ourselves with the process of  planning. We also
saw how the plan priorities kept on changing since the First
Plan onwards and what strategies were adopted to remove the
deficiencies in the planning process. Since the economic
liberalization started in 1991, planning has assumed a different
meaning and calls for people’s participation in the planning
process. While the Indian economy has performed exceedingly
well in certain areas in the planned era, its record in several other-
areas, especially in human development has not been satisfac-
tory.

Key Words

a. Current Account Deficit: Difference between a country’s
current account earnings (export earnings and earnings from
invisibles) and current account payments (import plus
payments on account of invisibles). It is the mirror image
of  the country’s domestic saving-investment gap.
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b. Debt Service Ratio: A country’s repayment obligations of
principal and interest in a particular year on its external debt
as a percentage of its current receipts (exports of goods and
services) in that year.

c. Incremental Capital Output Ratio (ICOR): The units of
additional capital required to be invested for one unit of
additional production. A high ICOR may indicate that the
country is not an efficient user of capital.

Recapitulation

1. Concept of economic planning
2. History of Planning
2. Difference between Indicative and Imperative Planning
3 Introduction to 5 year plans
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Indian Planning Horizon
2. Objectives of  5-Year Plans
3. Appraisal of plans

Indian Planning Horizon
Indian Planning as a form of  governmental intervention to
improve the economic environment dates back to 1930s and
1940s. However, it was only after Independence, along with the
adoption of the Constitution in early 1950s that India decidedly
started on a course of planned economic development.
Planning in India derives its objectives and social premises from
the Directive Principles of State Policy set fourth in the Consti-
tution. Eventually the industrial policy statements and the
economic policy statement have also provided the framework
of  Indian planning.

The First Plan (1951-56)
The Plan, with a total outlay of Rs. 4.156 crores. prepared on a
“rush order” basis was primarily a reconstruction plan. It was
intended (a) to correct the disequilibrium caused by World War
II and the partition; and (b) to initiate an all-round balanced
development of  the economy. There were certain subsidiary
objectives: (a) to increase the production of food and raw
materials, (b) to create economic overheads like irrigation and
transport. and increase employment. (c) to expand social
services. and (d) to set up an efficient and adequate administra-
tive machinery to carry out the programmes of reconstruction
and development.  Based on the famous Harrod-Domar
model, the strategy of the plan was to increase the marginal and
thereby the average rate of  saving. The plan aimed at increasing
the investment rate from 5% to 7% of the national income.
Highest priority was given to agriculture including irrigation and
power projects.
The Plan was a success. National income increased by about
18%. per capita income by 11 %. per capita consumption by
about 8% and the rate of investment by about 2.3%. The
achievements of the plan were more due to favourable climate
than due to planning endeavour. Agricultural production
increased manifold; food production rose by 20%. Industrial
production increased by 38%. The price level came down by
13% despite a 10% increase in money supply. Food imports
being less. the balance of payments deficit was much less than
what was anticipated (Rs. 30 crores against Rs. 200 crores). The
plan also initiated the process of institutional and structural
changes through schemes like Community Development.
Despite all these achievements, it was not a developmental plan.
It was more of a financial plan than a physical plan. It was an
imperfect plan-a transitional plan. There was a shortfall of
about Rs. 418 crores between the planned and the actual outlay.
The public sector outlay planned was Rs. 2,378 crores (revised),

but the actual expenditure was Rs. 1,960 crores. Late commence-
ment of the plan was a factor behind this. Another constraint
faced was the growing unemployment problem. The problem
was so serious that an II-point programme with an additional
outlay of Rs. 309 crores was launched. But it was too late and
hence only 4.5 million jobs could be created, when 10 million
got added to the labour force. The plan also failed to visualize
the problems which would have been there had good mon-
soons not been there. The result was, when the second plan
started, it started with several constraints: shortage of foreign
exchange. shortage of food and raw materials. inflationary price
rise, unemployment and the lack of a strong industrial base.

The Second Plan (1956-61)
The Second Plan, with a total outlay of Rs. 7.900 crores (public
sector: Rs. 4,800 crores + private sector: Rs. 3,100 crores), was
the first developmental plan. Its main objective was to establish
the socialist pattern of society. Considering this broad goal, the
plan aimed at (a) an increase of 25% in national income. (b)
rapid industrialisation with particular emphasis on basic and
heavy industries, (c) large expansion of employment opportu-
nities, (d) reduction of inequalities in the distribution of
income and wealth. The plan aimed at an increase in investment
rate from 7% to about 11% of national income.
The underlying strategy of the Plan was furnished by the
famous Mahalanobis model. It was thought necessary to have a
faster rate of growth to catch up with the rest of the world.
Unless a strong industrial base is laid down, accelerated rate of
growth cannot result. Accordingly, there was a ‘heavy emphasis
on heavy industries’ to expand the capital intensity of the
economy as the basis for future growth. The plan laid special
stress on increased production of iron and steel, heavy chemi-
cals including fertilizer, heavy engineering and machine building
industry. The foreign exchange requirement to finance develop-
ment imports necessary for industrialization was quite high.
About 28% of. domestic investment was planned to be finc;
mced by foreign capital.  Compared to the First Plan, the
achievements of the Second Plan were modest and at times
behind the targets. It was felt that the plan was “over ambi-
tious” or “under cautious”. National income increased by 19.5;
per capita income increased by 8%. The index of agricultural
production (with 1949-50= 1 00) of all crops rose from 117 to
135. The general index of industrial production (with 1950-51
= 100) rose by about 40%. During the plan, the production of
iron ore and aluminium rose by about 150% that of steel
ingots by 100%, of machine tools by 50% and of installed
power generation capacity by 68%. Three important steel plants
(Durgapur, Bhilai and Rourkela) were established in the public
sector, providing increasing employment opportunities. There
was also significant achievement in the production of capital
goods and consumer durables.  Despite such achievements, the
plan failed to attain its targets. It absorbed only 6 million

LESSON 13:
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people against the target of providing jobs to 10 million (as per
the special employment plan). Land reform progress was
behind the target. There were shortfalls in achievement else-
where too. The rise in national income was short by 5.5%; the
production of coal was short by 5.4 million tonnes, that of
finished steel by 1.9 million tonnes, that of electric energy by 1.2
million kw.. that of  cotton by 1.1 million bales, that of  jute by
1.4 million bales, that of sugarcane by 3.2 million tonnes and
oilseeds by 0.7 million tonnes. These failures can be accounted
for in terms of several constraints, which the plan faced. The
major constraints were: uncertain monsoons, s! 1ortage of food
and industrial raw materials. non-availability of adequate power
and machines, rising prices. a phenomenal growth of the
population (more than 2% per annum) and the 20nsequent
addition to labour force. The most crucial constraint was,
however. the shortage of foreign exchange. Our foreign
exchange resources were depleted to the tune of Rs. 521 crores;
yet a severe foreign exchange crisis developed which paralysed
our ambitious heavy industrialisation programme. In June
1958, the Plan had to be pruned, “the hard core” had to be
constituted, including those projects which were already started
and indispensable. The critics felt that the foreign exchange crisis
was a “crisis of ambition”. The Plan over-estimated the inflow
of foreign capital. On the other hand. the Plan under-estimated
the capital-output ratio. The Plan assumed a capital-output ratio
of 2.3: I, but the actual capital-output ratio was of the order of
3.86: 1. it was high because of our emphasis on capital-intensive
projects with long gestation period and high overhead costs.
The shortage of capital along with the shortage of\other factors
like power caused a decline in the planned rate of growth of
industrial output. The failure of  monsoons aggravated food
and raw material shortage. When output was thus lagging, a
large dose of income was created through measures like deficit
financing. The natural outcome was demand-pull inflation,
depressing the growth in real per capita income.

The Third Plan (1961-66)
The Third Plan. with a total outlay of Rs. 11,690 crores (public
sector: Rs. 7,500 crores and private sector: Rs. 4,190 crores), was
the first attempt towards long-run development. Within the
perspective of 15 years, the Plan aimed at securing a marked
advance towards self-sustained growth. Its immediate objectives
were to:
i. secure an increase in the national income of over 5 per cent

per annum, and at the same time ensure a pattem of
investment which could sustain this rate of growth during
subsequent plan periods;

ii. achieve self-sufficiency in foodgrains and increase agricultural
production to meet the requirements of industry and
exports;

iii. expand basic industries like steel, chemicals, fuel and power
and to establish machine-building capacity, so that the
requirements of further industrialization could be met
within a period of  ten years or so mainly from the country’s
own resources;

iv. utilise fully the man-power resources ofthe country end
ensure a substantial expansion in employment
opportunities; and

v. establish progressively greater equality of income and wealth
and a more even distribution of economic power. The
national income was to increase by about 30 per cent from
Rs. 14,500 crores in 1960-61 to about Rs. 19,000 crores by
1965-66 (at 1960-61 prices) and per capita income by about
17 per cent from Rs. 330 to Rs. 385 during the same period.

The Third Plan followed the balanced growth strategy. It
emphasised specially interdependence of agriculture and
industry, of  economic and social (including human resource)
development, of national and regional development, and of
mobilisation of internal and external capital. It also placed great
stress on measures for scientific and technological advance and
for raising the general level of  productivity, as well as on policies
relating to population, employment. social change and institu-
tional reforms. An essential aspect of the strategy was to
emphasize export promotion and import substitution. It
seems that the strains and stresses experienced by the economy
during the Second Plan had made the planners more cautious.
The achievements of the plan were again poor, when com-
pared to its targets. The overall growth rate of national income
was below the stipulated rate of 5% per annum. Except the
fourth year when the rate of growth was 7.6%, the target rate of
growth was never attained. In the second year, the growth rate
had gone down to 1.7%. The growth rate of population
continued to be around 2.5% per annum. The result was that
the target rate of growth in per capita income could not be
attained. The general index of wholesale prices went up by 32%
during the plan. The failure to hold the price line meant a sharp
decline in real per capita income level. By the end of the plan,
the level of farm output was found to be at 1959-60 levels.
Such a sharp unprecedented fall was engineered by erratic and
bad weather. There were serious crop failures in 1962-63 and
1965-66. The industrial production in 1961-62 increased by
6.6% as against the target of 11%. In the following years. the
industrial performance improved, but the average annual
growth rate could not be more than 7.9%. Unemployment was
estimated to rise to 25 million during the plan period, but the
plan could create only 14 million additional jobs. Of course, the
overall performance of the plan was much better than that of
the Second Plan. In financial terms, the targets of the third plan
were attained, but several physical targets of production and
capacity could not be achieved.  The constraints faced by the
Plan can be listed: unfavourable weather conditions, shortage of
imported raw materials, spares and components, shortage of
foreign exchange resources, skilled personnel and managerial
talents, arbitrary project formulation and selection process,
delays in finalizing schemes, imbalances and inefficiencies
aggravated by deficiencies in planning techniques. aggression on
our borders and the long gestation period and phasing for
most of the projects and programmes. Some of these con-
straints resulted by way of “hangover of certain shortfalls in the
Second Plan”. For example. foreign exchange crisis. inflation
and unemployment continued to baffle the best efforts of our
planners.

The Annual Plans (1966-69)
The situation created by the Indo-Pakistan conflict. two
successive years of  severe drought. devaluation of  the currency.
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general rise in prices and erosion of resources available for plan
purposes delayed finalisation of  the Fourth Five-Year Plan.
Instead. between 1966 and 1969. three annual plans were
formulated within the framework of the Draft Outline of the
Fourth Plan. They took into account the conditions prevailing
at the time. The state of the economy and the non-availability
of financial resources for plan purposes kept down the size of
development outlay during this period. The total public sector
outlay during the three annual plans was Rs. 6,756.50 crores.
The basic objective of the annual plans was to remove the
strains and stresses in the economy arising from unforeseen
events and contingencies, both natural and man-made. and to
secure a feasible growth rate without generating inflationary
pressures in the economy. The emphasis was accordingly laid on
fuller utilisation of the infrastructure already created and filling
up the essential gaps in the economy to pave the way for future
development.  The strategy of the annual plans was consolida-
tion rather than expansion. The tempo of public investment
was kept up. Agriculture and irrigation were given priority. Inter-
industry balances were to be secured. Thus. the strategy was
moderate growth with price stability.  During the first annual
plan. achievements were poor. Due to severe drought. national
income rose by only 1.1% in 1966-67. In 1967-68, the national
income rose by 9%. Even then the level of real per capita
income did not register any significant improvement, because
of continued rise in population and prices. The situation was
made worse due to decline in industrial production resulting
from underutilised capacity. However, due to devaluation. there
was some improvement in the balance of payments position.
On the whole, these annual plans were instrumental in uplifting
the economy from the morass of the then politico-economic
environment. They helped in overcoming recessionary tenden-
cies and in paving the way for starting another five-year plan.
Some critics felt that the economy was passing through “plan
holiday”. This mood itself was a constraining factor. The other
constraints were: delay in implementation and construction.
revision of  cost estimates. underutilisation of  capacity, lack of
long-term perspective in the face of chronic problems of
inflation and unemployment. A major constraint was the
tendency towards reallocation of resources from development
to defence.

The Fourth Plan (1969-74)
The reconstituted Planning Commission under Prof. D.R.
Gadgil worked out the objectives, targets and instruments for
the Fourth Plan. The Plan, with a total outlay of Rs. 24,882
crores (public sector: Rs. 15,902 crores and private sector: Rs.
8,980 crores) aimed at accelerating the tempo of development
oriented towards establishing social justice and strengthening
democracy in its social and economic aspects. Accordingly, the
major objectives of the plan were: (a) to achieve stability and
progress towards self-reliance; (b) to attain an annual average
growth rate of 5.7%; (c) to achieve an annual growth rate of
5.6% in agriculture; (d) to achieve an annual growth rate of 8%-
10% in industry; (e) to stabilize the price level of food and other
essential consumer goods; (f) not to import foodgrains under
PL 480 beyond 1970-71; (g) to bring down foreign aid require-
ments; (h) to correct regional imbalances through balanced
regional development and dispersal of economic activity; and (i)

progressive reduction of concentration of income so that the
benefits of development may accrue more and more to the less
privileged classes of  society.
The basic strategy of the plan was the continuation of the
strategy under the annual plans, that of giving the highest
priority to agriculture and irrigation development. In the rural
sector, the Panchayati Raj institutions and the extension of co-
operative activity were to combine social purpose with
decentralized decision-making. Balanced growth strategy of
harmonizing the development of agriculture with that of
industry was given shape in terms of elaborate exercises in line
with Leontief type of input-output model for an open
economy. The Fourth Plan was a big and bold attempt. The
overall growth rate of the economy during the plan averaged
about 3% per annum (against the target of 5.7%). The growth
rate of national income at constant prices (1960-61) was 1. 7%
(1969-70), 4.7% (1970-71), 1.4% (1971-72), -0.9% (1972-73),
and 3.1% (1973-74). Since population continued to grow at an
annual average rate of about 2.5%, the growth rate of per capita
income over the plan period had been stagnating around 1%
per annum. The plan had been successful with regard to its
achievements of estimated rates of savings and investment.
The rate of domestic saving increased to about 2.2% (against
the target of 11.9%), and the rate of investment to about
13.7% (against the target of 13.8%) by the end of the plan.
However, the plan failed to achieve its production and employ-
ment targets. Agricultural output grew at the rate of 3.1 per cent
(against the target of 5.6 per cent) per annum. The growth rate
of industrial production averaged around 3.9 per cent (as
against 8 per cent to 10 per cent) per annum. In 1973-74, the
industrial output growth rate was only 0.5 per cent. However,
the total exports during the plan showed a spectacular increase
both in money values as well as in growth rates. Exports
growth averaged around 13% against the target of 7 per cent per
annum. The last two years of the plan experienced an export
growth of 21.9 per cent and 25.9 per cent. As a result. the
country’s dependence on net foreign aid was considerably
reduced as per plan. But due to shortfall in industrial produc-
tion. coupled with rise in population. rise in income (from
planned investment expenditure) and positive income elasticity
of  demand aggravated the price situation. The index of
wholesale prices increased by 3.7 per cent (1970). 5.5 per cent
(1971). 4.0 per cent (1972). 9.9 per cent (1973) and 22.6 per cent
(1974).
A major constraint before the Plan was this unprecedented
upward rise in prices. The hyper-inflation led to a chain of
strikes. economic hardships and social unrest within the
economy. Inflation. narrowing down the market for non-
essential items. created a situation of industrial recession in
some sectors. On the top of this. inflation could not be
counter-acted because of deficiency in industrial and agricultural
production in general.
The major constraints in this context:
• unfavourable climate
• operational problems in industrial units
• shortage of steel and non-ferrous metals
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• shortage of power and coal
• shortage of construction materials
• shortage of transport
• larger reliance on domestic equipment and technology
• industrial unrest. shortage of administrative
• technological and managerial capabilities and
• growing unemployment causing social tensions.
Despite the best intention of our planners. at the end of the
Fourth Plan. more people were unemployed than ever before;
more people were below the poverty line than ever before; more
was the need for social justice than ever before.

The Fifth Plan (1974-79)
The Fifth Plan was launched with a tentative outlay of Rs.
53,411 crores (public sector: Rs. 37.250 crores and private sector:
Rs. 16.160 crores). The plan started with two principal objec-
tives: removal of poverty and attainment of self-reliance. These
are the two weapons to fight underemployment. The Plan
aimed at raising the consumption standards of the lowest 30
per cent of the population from Rs. 25 per month to a
minimum desirable standard of Rs. 40.6 at 1972-73 prices. A
major thrust of policy was to provide more and more employ-
ment opportunities to the weaker sections in general and to
agricultural labourers. small and marginal farmers in particular.
Development programmes were prepared for backward areas
including hills and tribal areas. for the uplift of the backward
classes through the mechanism of specially drawn-up sub-plans
as an integral part of the State Plans. A national programme to
meet the minimum needs of the poorest section was to be
implemented in the context of integrated rural development.
The plan aimed at an accelerated growth of agricultural and
industrial output. and provided for non-inflationary financing
of development. An overall growth rate of 5.5 per cent per
annum was envisaged. To achieve these objectives, the Fifth
Plan laid down four major instruments of policy: “(a) appro-
priate allocations of investment outlays of different heads of
development in the Plan drawn up for the various public
agencies; (b) a package of measures consisting of incentives and
disincentives designed to direct the flow of private investment
into preferred uses and away from areas of low social profitabil-
ity: (c) institutional reforms which will release productive forces
which would otherwise lie dormant: leading to higher levels of
production, and a more equal distribution of the benefits of
extra production. and (d) finally, a set of  measures which may be
described as fiscal and monetary in character which can help the
process of development to be carried out in a non-inflationary
manner while minimizing the need for administrative actions,
wherever they may tend to create unintended distortions in the
resources allocation process.”
The strategy of the Fifth Plan was in keeping with its twin
objective of poverty removal and economic self-reliance. These
objectives called for a modification of the existing structure of
demand in favour of investment and social consumption. Self-
reliance meant: (i) elimination of special forms of external
assistance, (ii) external assistance only to build up the internal
growth potential. and (iii) phasing of efforts towards reduced
dependence on foreign funds. Within the constraints of the

overall resources, sectoral distribution was designed to optimize
the use of these resources consistent with varied objectives in
different sectors. The overall guiding principles were: (a) speedy
completion of  projects and programmes already under way. (b)
fullest utilization of capacities and potentials already created so
that the investment therein yields better return, (c) achievement
of the inescapable minimum targets of additional capacity in
the core sectors on which the accelerated pace of growth in the
coming years would largely depend, and (d) attainment of
certain minimum levels of development for the economically
weaker sections, especially the last three deciles of population.
To attain this, higher priority was accorded to mining and
manufacturing both in the public (24%) and private (38.6%)
sectors, next came agriculture and irrigation (20.1% and 18.3%
respectively), and then came transport and communications
(19.2% and 11.6% respectively). In addition to large agro based
industries, village and small industries were given sufficient
emphasis for reducing poverty and inequality. The broad
strategy of the programmes was: (i) to develop and promote
entrepreneurship and provide a package of  consultancy services
so as to generate maximal opportunities for employment,
particularly self-employment. (ii) to facilitate fuller utilization of
the existing skills and equipment, (iii) to improve the produc-
tion units and to make them viable. and (iv) to promote small
industries in selected growth centres in semi urban and rural
areas including backward areas.
The overall strategy of the Plan was worked out through an
elaborate exercise. Underlying the choice of 5.5% rate of growth
strategy there was a system of three interdependent models:
Leontief open static (input-output) model. a macro-economic
growth model. and a consumption model. Using these models,
balancing physical targets were fixed and the consistency.
feasibility and optimality calculations were made.
It is difficult to comment on achievements and failures of the
Fifth Plan. The Fifth Plan was never allowed to get completed.
Its life had been cut short by one year. A new government came
to power with a new philosophy and a new economic policy
statement. The new government got determined to give a new
direction to Indian planning. The Planning Commission was
reorganized under Prof. Lakdawala and a new approach
(consisting of restructured objectives, priorities and investment
pattern) was expected from the newly reconstituted Commis-
sion.
When we review the performance of the economy during the
period when the Fifth Plan was in force. we find that the
economy was not gaining ground. The actual growth rate had
fallen short of the planned target. At 1970-71 prices. the annual
growth rate in national income was of the order of 0.8% (1974-
75). 8.7% (1975-76) and 1.4% (1976-77). The annual growth
rate in per capita income happened to be -1.3% (1974-75), 6.6%
(1975-76) and -0.6% (1976-77). Both population and prices had
gone up rapidly and regularly despite checks imposed on both.
Net domestic saving rate has gone up from 12.8 to 15.9 whereas
net domestic capital formation has gone up only marginally
from 13.5 to 13.9 between 1974 and 1977. The average rate of
growth of industrial output during 1974-77 was around 5.3 per
cent. Agricultural output grew better due to good climate. Some
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improvement in general economic environment and activity
which was noticeable during 1976-77 was more due to the ad
hoc piecemeal plan: the 20-point economic programme than due
to any comprehensive five-year plan.
An important development during this period under review is
the disappearance of two major constraints (food and foreign
exchange), which have hitherto obstructed the planned eco-
nomic development of India. The shortage of food got
reversed into a comfortable food buffer stock. The foreign
exchange reserve also started growing rapidly and regularly. In a
way, it became a problem to ensure productive utilization of
food stock and exchange reserve. that posed the new challenge
before our planning. Thus the constraints did not disappear.
they only changed their colour and character. We had to take care
of “surpluses” in place of “shortages”. And there were
traditional constraints like shortage of power and raw materials,
shortage of  managerial talent. Underutilized capacity, underem-
ployment, inflation. recession. etc. The record of these
constraints and achievements so far constituted the immediate
background for the Sixth Plan.

The Sixth Plan (1980-85)
The economy during the Fifth Five-Year Plan had achieved an
average growth rate of 5.2 per cent per annum. Industry grew at
an average rate of over 6 per cent during the plan period.
agricultural production also attained high levels with foodgrains
production touching a new peak of 132 million tonnes in 1978-
79. With food imports declining sharply and a good
performance on the export front. the economy enjoyed a
comfortable balance of payments situation especially in the later
years of the Plan. All this had been accompanied by remarkable
price stability during most of the plan period.
However, there was a sharp deterioration in the economic
situation in the country in 1979-80 as compared to the two
previous years. Severe drought gripped large parts of the
country and agricultural production plummeted by about 10 per
cent in sharp contrast to the record harvest in 1978-79. Indus-
trial production declined marginally, again in contrast to the
increase of 7.6 per cent in 1978-79. The performance in power,
coal and transport sectors was particularly poor, and the
infrastructure emerged as a major constraint on production.  All
activities in the economy was accompanied by an acute inflation-
ary spiral-caused both by a shortage of essential goods in the
economy and a rise in costs of production in general-to which
the continuous sharp increase in the prices of petroleum and
petroleum products during 1979-80 contributed significantly.
All this was happening at a time when the global economy was
heading towards a new crisis. Stagflationary trends were
intensifying in the OECD countries with the USA and Europe
approaching zero growth situations. The absorptive capacity of
these economics had shrunk considerably, leading to decelera-
tion in exports by the third world. With rising energy prices and
import bills, the balance of payments of these countries was
subject to a considerable strain due to rapidly deteriorating
terms of trade. The Indian economy was among the worst hit
and as against a surplus of Rs. 72 crores in 1976-77 the trade
deficit crossed Rs. 2,370 crores in 1979-80 with foreign exchange
reserves declining sharply. It was in the midst of  this

unfavourable economic environment, both domestic and
external, that the Sixth Plan was presented to the nation by a
new government.

Objectives and Targets
The major objectives of the Plan were a significant step-up in the
rate of growth of the economy with improved efficiency in the
utilization of  resources and productivity, strengthening of
economic and technological self-reliance, a progressive reduction
of  poverty and unemployment and conservation of  ecological
environmental assets. Towards these, the Plan visualized a
massive investment effort of Rs. 1,58.710 crores at 1979-80 prices,
of which Rs. 84,000 crores or 53 per cent was to be in the public
sector and 47 per cent in the private sector. With an estimated
capital-output ratio of 4.2 during the plan period, this invest-
ment was to yield a growth rate of GDP of 5.2 per cent per
annum. Thus by 1984-85. India’s per capita income was
expected to reach Rs. 1,744 (at 1979-80 prices) compared to Rs.
1,488 in the last year.
Originally, the VIth Plan (1978-83) was released by the Janata
Government on December 2, 1979. Soon the Janata Govern-
ment went out of power and the Congress (I) Government
took over. The new Government ‘rolled up’ the Rolling Plan
and superseded the 1978-83 Plan by a New Sixth Plan for 1980-
85. Some of the sectoral growth rates envisaged in the Sixth Plan,
for the terminal year (1984-85) are as follows: Agriculture (32%).
Mining and Manufacturing (21.2%). Services (34.0%). Transport
(4.9%). Construction (5.05%). Electricity (1.8%), Coal and
Petroleum products (.05%) and Engineering products (2.3%).
In terms of physical targets, the Sixth Plan intended to achieve,
by the terminal year 1984-85: Foodgrains (149-154 million
tonnes), Sugarcane (200215 million tonnes), Oilseeds (110
million tonnes), Iron are (55 million tonnes), Cloth (13.30
million metres), PVC (128 thousand tonnes), Cement (34
million tonnes). and Electricity (191 billion kwh).
In terms of financial planning, the Sixth Plan envisaged major
contribution to Plan resources from market borrowings (Rs.
19,500 crores). tax revenue (Rs. 14,478 crores), profits of public
enterprises (Rs. 9, 395 crores), small savings (Rs, 6.62 crores),
inflow of foreign resources (Rs.9, 939 crores) and miscellaneous
capital receipts (Rs, 4,009 crores).

Comments on Achievements
The Sixth Plan had set an aggregate growth target of  5.2%. This
target has been achieved. The achievement of  the aggregate target
has to be seen in the context of performance at sectoral levels.
Sectoral average growth rates per annum are as follows:
Agriculture grew at the rate of 4.3% against the target of 3.8%;
Mining and manufacturing growth rate has been of the order
of 3.7% against the target of 6.9%; and for other sectors, the
actual growth rate is 6.6 % against the target of 5.5%. Thus, the
aggregate growth target set for the Sixth Plan could be attained
mainly because of  good performance of  agriculture and service
sectors. In Industry. the Sixth Plan performance fell short of
target in basic industries like steel, fertilizer and cement. and
textiles. One major industrial problem was the shortage of
power. Industrial growth was constrained by a set of other
factors as well. Some of these factors were soaring and high
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prices of inputs, small-scale operations, technological obsoles-
cence, labour unrest and so on.  The output of commercial
energy, measured in terms of  coal replacement, increased at an
annual rate of 12% over the Sixth Plan. An outstanding feature
of this growth was the increase in crude oil production from
11.8 million tonnes in 1980 to 29 million tonnes in 1985. The
pattern of commercial energy consumption moved away from
coal towards oil and electricity. This has made energy conserva-
tion more important than even before.  The level of investment
is a major determinant of growth and, in this, Sixth Plan
expectations were by and large fulfilled. Gross investment
during the plan amounted to about Rs. 1,43,000 crores (1978-
79 prices) against the targets of Rs. 1,59,000 crores. As for
domestic savings, the Sixth Plan had anticipated a gross saving
rate of 24.5% against which the actual rate worked out around
23.3%.  The shortfall was largely because the public sector’s
savings rate has been well below target. In fact, resource
mobilization for public investment has run into serious
difficulties in the Sixth Plan and the actual level of plan
expenditure in real terms has been 21% below target. These
difficulties arose mainly due to the rapid growth in non-
development expenditures, which rose more rapidly than
current revenues over plan period and low level of profitability
or losses in public enterprises, power boards, railways and road
transport corporations.
In industry and infrastructure, several major technological changes
were made during the Sixth Plan, e.g., the production of
computer, numerically controlled (CMB) machine tools, the
commissioning of 3,000 tonnes per day cement plants and of
the first 500 MW thermal generating unit, the manufacture of
LSI chips, the use of powered support faces in coal mining, the
introduction of new generation of fuel efficient motor vehicles,
a rapid expansion in the use of computers, the commissioning
of the first electronic telecom exchange, and running of brains
with telcom boards of 3,000 tonnes improvement in petro-
leum refineries and petro-chemical plants to reduce energy
consumption, etc. Some of these developments were conse-
quent upon the clear formulation of  a Technology Policy
Statement. An important objective of the Sixth Plan had been
the quest for self-reliance. A crucial component in the strategy of
self-reliance was the accelerated oil production performance. A
rapid increase in the domestic production of crude oil decreased
its import-consumption ratio from 66% (in 1980) to 31 % (in
1985). However, during the plan period, exports grew more
slowly, and imports grew rapidly than anticipated. As a result,
the overall trade deficit was about 18% larger than anticipated.
But the net earnings from invisibles were much higher, and the
current account deficit (at constant prices) was nearly one third
less than anticipated. These developments, along with the
inflow of  borrowings from IMF, hailed the decline in exchange
reserves during the last three years of  the Plan, the foreign
exchange reserves rose steadily and covered nearly five months,
import by the end of 1984-85.  Another important component
in the strategy for self-reliance was the containment of the
external debt-service ratio within a manageable level. In 1979-80,
external debt service was 12.4% of  exports, or in 1984-85, this
ratio declined to 11.2%. There was also a major change in the
pattern of external borrowings. Earlier, the major source used

to be concessional assistance received by the Government.
During the Sixth Plan, this changed in two important ways: (a)
Non-concessional flows increased in proportion; and (b) direct
borrowings by financial institutions and private sector grew
substantially. Additionally, there was the support from Non-
Resident Indian (NRI) investment and the inward remittances
from Indians abroad. Finally, let us review the achievement of
the Sixth Plan on the front of social justice encompassing
poverty eradication. As per NSS data, it is found that between
1977-78 and 1983-84, the percentage of people below the
poverty line declined from 48.3 to 37.4. The incidence of
poverty declined almost equally for rural and urban sector; the
percentage of people below poverty line declined from 51.2 to
30.4 in the rural sector and from 31.2 to 21.1 in the urban
sector. The figures are indeed impressive. However, considering
the situation of  high cost and low efficiency, high inflation and
low productivity, low levels of  per capita consumption and high
levels of  unemployment, critical observer may feel that at the
end of the Sixth Plan, though the size of the national cake
(GNP) was bigger, its contents were smaller. Larger production
was not accompanied by better distribution.

Seventh Five Year Plan (1985-90)

Perspectives and Priorities
The programme of developmental planning during the Seventh
Plan has been set against the perspective of 15 years, 1985-2000.
The Plan is thus a step towards the entry into 21st Century
when India must establish herself as a modern, technologically
progressive economy with expanding capacity to provide basic
material and cultural requisites of social welfare. The attainment
of these goals requires:
• Action to sustain and enhance the momentum of economic

growth and technological progress;
• Adoption of effective promotional measures to raise

productivity and income of the poor (people, region and
state);

• Expansion and improvement in the quality of life, i.e.,
health, education, civic amenities, etc.;

• Reduction in the rate of population growth.
The formulation of the Plan has been guided by three basic
priorities: Food, Work and Productivity. In view of  sustaining
the growth process, special emphasis has been placed on
infrastructure and human resource development.

Objectives
The guiding principles of Indian Planning are provided by the
basic objectives of growth, modernization, self-reliance and
social justice. Towards attainment of  these long-run objectives,
the Seventh Plan has the immediate (short-run) objective of
raising food production, increasing employment opportunities
and enhancing productivity.

Strategy
The development strategy of the Seventh Plan aims at a direct
attack on the problems of  poverty, unemployment and regional
imbalances. It requires for its success substantial improvements
and economy in resource-use. These improvements will be
achieved through the accelerated development of human
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resource; greater selectivity in the development and use of
domestic technological capabilities; the wide spread induction
of new technologies in our farms. factories and offices; stronger
emphasis on capacity utilization and better project implementa-
tion and the pursuit of policies that would cut down costs of
production mainly in the industrial sector.
The development strategy outlines above has been spelt out in
quantitative terms, taking into account demographic factors, the
constraints imposed by the availability of domestic and foreign
resources, linkages between different sectors of  the economy,
the impact of redistributive policies, and the effects of the
improvements in efficiency and changes in technology.

Targets
In the context of the macro-dimensions, outlined above, the
Seventh Plan has set up its targets-physical and financial, over-all
and sectoral, and so on.’ Some of  the targets read as follows:
The Seventh Plan document envisages the overall economic
growth of five per cent per annum during 1985-90. This is
broadly in line with the growth rate achieved in the Sixth Plan
and a little higher than the average for the past decade.  Sectoral
growth rates are planned as follows: The growth rate of
agricultural production is anticipated to be 2.5% per annum,
that of minerals and industrial goods 7%, electricity gas, water
support 7.9%, construction 4.8% and transport services 7% and
other services 6. 1 %.
The Seventh Plan public sector outlay will be Rs. 1,80,000 crores;
current development outlay of Rs. 15,720 crores and total
investment of Rs. 1,54,218 crores.

The largest shares in public sector allocation will go to the
energy sector (30.6%), agriculture including rural development
and irrigation (30.2%) and social services (15.8%), which
together account for two-thirds of  total public sector outlay.
Thus the Plan is heavily oriented towards power, agricultural
and rural development and social services. In fact, a stage has
been reached where the share of energy sector cannot be
increased without jeopardizing the prospects for growth in the
energy using sectors.  The share of the public sector in total
investment over the Plan period will be 48%. The private
corporate sector will account for 17% and unincorporated
enterprises and households for 35% of the total investment.
The rate and pattern of growth envisaged for the Seventh Plan
would require a total investment of Rs. 3,22,366 crores of
which 94% will be financed from domestic resources. The rate
of domestic savings is expected to go up from 23.3% of GDP
in 1984-85 to 24.5% in 1989-90, which implies a marginal
savings rate of 28.4%.
The rate of gross investment would rise from 24.5% of GDP
in 1984-85 to 25.9% in 1989-90. The incremental capital-output
ratio (ICOR), which relates to the increase in GDP at market
prices to the total investment over the Plan period, is expected
to be around 5 in the Seventh Plan.
The share of manufacturing will increase to 15% by 1989-90
and further to 20% by 1999-2000 and of  services from 31% to
35.5%. The share of agriculture will decline from 37% to 25.5%.

Some thrust areas have been identified for the next fifteen years,
which include petro-chemicals, fertilizers. aluminium. electron-
ics. telecommunication equipments and computers.
According to the plan document, there were 273 million people
below the poverty line at the end of 1984-85, which accounted
for 37% of the total population. This was expected to go down
to 200 million people or 26% of the total population by the
end of 1989-90.
Towards poverty alleviation over the Plan period, employment
potential is expected to increase by 40 million standard person
years against an addition to the labour force of 39 million
persons. The employment potential will~ go up by 7% per year
against the expected average growth rate of labour force of
about 2.6% over the plan period.

Challenges
The Sixth Plan was formulated at a time when the balance of
payments was put under severe strain by the sharp increase in
oil prices. A crucial component in the strategy for self-reliance
was the accelerated oil production programme. A rapid increase
in the production of domestic crude helped reduce the import
of consumption ratio for crude oil and petroleum products
from about 73% in 1979-80 to 34% in 1984-85. Had the import
ratio for these two commodities remained at the 1979-80 levels,
the import bill in 1984-85 would have been higher by about Rs.
4,000 crores and posed virtually an insurmountable problem for
the balance of payments.
Another factor which stood the country in good stead was the
fact that a substantial proportion of our machinery require-
ments are met from domestic production. Hence, maintaining
the tempo of the investment programme did not pose a major
balance of payments problem.
An important component of the strategy for self-reliance is the
containment of  the external debt service ratio within a manage-
able level. However, this ratio will increase as the pattern of
foreign borrowings has changed during recent years: {a} non-
concessional aid accounts for a growing proportion of official
borrowings and {b} direct borrowings by financial institutions
and the private sector has grown sizably. These factors, plus the
outstanding borrowings from the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the non-resident Indian (NRI) deposits will mean a
substantial increase in the average cost of foreign debt, a factor
that has to be taken into account in our future strategy for self-
reliance.  The plan emphasizes one important weakness in our
developmental effort and that is the poor performance of
productivity and growth. As such, attention should be paid to
productivity and efficiency. to capacity expansion and production
increases. The replacement of over aged assets and maintenance
must be given priority. Improved utilization of  capital assets.
reduction of energy and raw material use and cost reduction are
required in all sectors.  Without these improvements, it will be
difficult to sustain the tempo of development since a substan-
tial increase in the rate of saving which is already high. is difficult
to attain. Cost reduction is also vital for improving the interna-
tional competitiveness of Indian products and for expanding
the scale of the domestic market.
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The development strategy of the Seventh Plan. therefore. aims
at a direct attack on the problems of  poverty. unemployment
and regional imbalances in economic and social development.

Role of the Private Corporate Sectorl
The plan has provided for the growth rate of 7% in manufac-
turing. Assuming that the growth rate in the public sector is
6%. private sector will be required to grow at 10% annually. To
achieve 10% rate of growth. the total investment needed will be
around Rs. 65.000 crores at 1984-85 prices
Keeping in view the fact that in the past three decades, the
growth rate in the industrial sector has decelerated from 7% in
50s and 60s to 4.3% in the post-1965 period a growth rate of
7% in manufacturing and 10% in the private corporate sector
appears to be a formidable target. Yet. given the opportunity
and considering the vast potential in country it can be achieved
or may even is exceeded.
In order to achieve a growth rate 10% the recent changes at the
policy level such as privatization, delicensing, decontrol,
dereservation etc. will have to be supported by measures at the
level of implementation and supplemented by some further
changes in policy. Unfortunately. some of  the policy changes,
which have been initiated following the finalization of the
Seventh Plan. have left the private sector high and dry. The
spokesmen of the private corporate sector atleast in private do
not hide their disappointment and disillusionment.
As against the need of Rs. 65,000 crores, total resource
mobilisation from internal and extemal avenues, including
capital market. financial institutions. banks and public deposits.
may not exceed Rs. 52,000 crores. leaving a resource gap of Rs.
13.000 crores.
The plan document lays considerable stress on raising of
internal resources by the corporate sector. But the broad
allocation of resources will continue to be under government
control (as stated in the plan document) and the scope of
raising additional resources through new instruments will be
somewhat limited. This wide gap, therefore, needs to be met
partly by tapping other potential avenues and partly by reducing
the resource need through fiscal and monetary measures.
The private corporate sector has accordingly suggested: the
formation of private corporate savings trusts (on lines of UTI),
floatation of loan in Eurocurrency market, reduction in tax
liabilities of the corporate sector, expeditious financial sanction,
reduction in delays, introduction of single-window clearance,
expansionary credit policy, investment allowance, removal of
infrastructural bottlenecks, etc. Such a mix of  monetary, fiscal
and physical policies is needed for generation of resources by
private sector. The Seventh Plan has put a responsibility on the
private business sector; but the necessary support must come
from the politico-economic environment.

Recall and Review
The Seventh Plan, according to the Planning Commission’s
own estimates, is going to experience a severe resource crunch. This
is partly due to the fact that the non-planned expenditure to
meet contingencies like drought and floods has been rising over
the last two years, Also, the resource generation by the public
enterprises has been rather dismal. During first two years of the

plan, 1985-87, the contribution of public enterprises has not
been more than Rs. 14,500 crores against the target of Rs.
58,937 crores for the whole of the Plan period. At this rate, the
public enterprises may not be able to generate more than Rs.
36,000 crores for the Plan. In the meantime, an accelerated rate
of inf1ation in recent years has reduced the real value of money
so much that the project costs are definitely going to be higher
than what is planned. This calls for additional resources. But
sources are drying up. There is hardly any scope for additional
taxation to raise developmental revenue. Foreign loans and
grants are also not very promising. Non-resident Indian
investment is becoming shy because of prevailing political
climate. Inward remittances are also falling, because the Middle
East construction boom is over. The balance of trade and
payments situation does not promise much hope for India,
when the world economic recovery is slow, if  not still caught in
recessionary fear following the “Great Crash” of October, 1987.
The situation has been aggravated by the Gulf  crisis of  1990
and its aftermath. Considering all the environmental develop-
ments India has lately gone in for mobilizing internal resources
through floating public loans. Most of the resources so raised
are being used for meeting current expenditure; hardly anything
is left for financing capital expenditure for planned development
purpose. In fact, in recent months, the situation has turned
worse. It is feared that India is moving fast towards an internal
debt trap. At the same time India has approached IMF for the
second time and despite India’s credit rating being low, India
has managed to get around $ 1.8 billion in January 1991.
Over the years, Indian economy has come to be characterized by
an inter-sectoral mismatch between the increase in savings
(supply) and the increase in investment (demand). The public
sector, whose savings have not increased proportionately, has
been obliged to rely in growing measure on borrowings from
households.  According to a study by the RBI, if the current
trend in market borrowings by the Government continues,
India might get into the situation of an internal debt trap by
1992-93 when net market borrowings may not be sufficient to
pay even interest on market borrowings. The study points out
that the gross aggregate internal liabilities (GAIL) rose from Rs.
10,134 crores in 1968-69 to Rs. 1.38.213 crores in 1986-87.
According to the Central budget for 1987-88.  It was to go up
to Rs. 1.61.029 crores. The annual compound growth rate of
GAIL works out to 15.6 per cent upto 1986-87 (RE) and 15.7
per cent up to 1987-88 (BE). If dues receivable from others,
that is States. public enterprises, etc., to whom the Central
Government has issued loans, are excluded. the net aggregate
internal liabilities (NAIL), rose from Rs. 1.662 crores in 1,968-69
to Rs. 67,788 crores in 1986-87.
One point that emerges from the study is that NAIL as a
proportion, of GAIL has shown a rising trend from 16.4 per
cent in 1968-69 to 49.0 percent in 1986-87 and 51.1 per cent in
1987-88.
The point remains that India’s seventh plan has already run into
severe difficulties. Because of drought and flood. Gulf crisis,
the average annual growth rate for the plan is back to the so-
called Hindu Rate of 3.5%. In the budget (1988-89), an 11.7%
increase in plan outlay was proposed to salvage the Plan by
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boosting the drought affected agricultural economy. And now
an additional small surcharge has been proposed in 1990-91.
The growth rate may get decelerated further if the problem of
resources crunch intensifies because of growing inflation
consequent upon falling productivity of agriculture and public
sector units in industry. As it stands now, the Plan has failed to
achieve its target. The Gulf crisis alone should not be quoted to
explain this failure. Unless the resource mobilization plan is
done more realistically, the approach to argue that we have only
plans. but no planning for economic management.

Eighth Five-year Plan (1992-97) 1

The Background
India has completed seven Five-Year Plans since 1851. The
broad objectives of these plans were growth, employment, self-
reliance and social justice. The recent developments in the
politico-economic scenario of the world have created a different
economic environment for the planners of the Eighth Plan.
Developments in Soviet Union, changes in East European
countries and sudden hegemony of USA in political and
economic matters at international level concomitant with
worsening of balance of payment compelled the government
to restructure its economy and to adopt a market friendly approach.
The formulation of Eighth Plan has been done against the
above-mentioned background.
The quantitative performance under Five Year Plans is as
follows:
Up to 1980 the average growth rate under different Plans
remained around 3.5 percent; however. during the last decade
the economy has grown at 5.5 per cent per annum, which may
be considered a reasonably good improvement over the earlier
three decades. The economy has become more resilient and
there is large pool of skilled manpower. The industrial infra-
structure has been diversified. The process of modernization of
infrastructure provided more incentive to private sector
investment. The capital output ratio has also declined in the
Seventh Plan period significantly.
In spite of so many positive points. the preparation of Eighth
Plan started on a difficult tone in the form of resource crunch
and cut in many development programmes. The increasing gap
in input spendings and export earnings added to higher level of
external debt and debt servicing. The economic situation within
the country was also not very healthy. Increasing dependence of
public sector units on deficit finance increasing subsidies.
burden of internal payments and increasing non-plan expendi-
ture all added to the difficulty of Eighth Plan formulation.
To improve the fiscal position the new government initiated
some developmental measures. The whole VIII plan has been
recast in the light of  these measures. Accordingly, the plan
period has also been shifted. which starts now from April 1992.

The Thrust

• The Eighth Plan considers people’s initiative and.
participation as key elements in the process of
development. This is very important particularly in the areas
of  education, literacy, health, family planning, land
improvement, minor irrigation, recovery of wasteland and
afforestation.

• Government will create conducive environment through
institutional infrastructure. This will be done through
involvement of voluntary agencies. Schools, colleges and
universities.

• Public sector investment will be selective. It should be only
in areas such as infrastructure. preservation and
augmentation of basic resources of the economy and
regulating long-term interest of the society in the sphere of
population control health and education.

• The Planning Commission changed its basic philosophy of
development. Now plans will reflect the long-term strategic
vision keeping in view the international standards. Unlike in
earlier plans, which presented direction and detailed activities
to be carried out, no, the role of  Planning Commission will
be indicative only. The quantum of  investment will be
decided by the market mechanism.

• States will be given greater responsibility for the
development of social sector.

• Planning Commission will play an integrative role in the
policy formulation of  critical areas. viz.. energy. HRD.
backward area development and management of balance of
payments. It will also evolve the ways for efficient utilisation
of funds. The Commission will also play an information
dissemination role.

The Approach
Major priority areas identified are fiscal reform, trade, industry
and human development. However, the basic approach of the
Plan will be on human development through employment
generation, better education system, creation of healthy
organizations and a sound delivery system.

The Objective
It has been realized in the Eighth Plan that for better human
resource development, it is necessary that due weight age should
be given to quality of the population. Earlier Plans neglected
this issue. Population policy received a lukewarm attention
because of mis-adventure of 1975-76. The Sixth and Seventh
Plans did not accord any priority to these areas. Experience of
countries such as China shows that population control is very
necessary to ensure that galloping pace of population growth
should not negate all the Plan achievements. The importance of
literacy also cannot be negated for better human resource
development. Countries such as Korea proved this fact. It is for
the first time that this issue has been identified as the main
objective of the Eighth Plan. Areas which have been accorded
high priorities under objectives of the Plan are:
1. Generation of employment to achieve near full

employment level by the turn of  this century.
2. Containment of  population growth through active people’s

co-operation and effective scheme of incentives and
disincentives.

3. Universalisation of elementary education and complete
eradication of illiteracy among the people in the age group
of 15 to 35 years.
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4. Provision of drinking water and primary health care facilities
including immunization accessible to all the villages and the
entire population and complete elimination of  scavenging.

5. Growth and diversification of agriculture to achieve self-
sufficiency in food and to generate surplus for exports.

6. Strengthening the infrastructure in order to support the
growth process on a sustainable basis.

Growth Rates
The Eighth Plan will aim at an average growth rate of 5.6%
with incremental capital-output ratio remaining constant at 4.1
%.  The Sectoral percentage growth rates projected during the
Eighth Plan reads:
Agriculture (3.1); Mining & quarrying (8.0); Manufacturing (7.3);
Electricity. gas water (7.8); Construction (4.7); Transport (6.7);
Communication (6.1); Other services (6.0) and Total (5.6).
The plan assumes an overall growth rate of 5.6% per annum. It
is based on the assumption that domestic savings investment.
and curreI1t account deficit will average 21.6%, 23.2% and 1.4%
respectively with “incremental capital output ratio of 4.1 %. The
growth rate is considered more realistic keeping in view the
current savings rate.
The Eighth Plan projects lower growth rates vis-à-vis last ten
years’ achievements in agriculture, electricity. gas, water and
transport and other services whereas it is higher in mining,
quarrying and construction.

Plan Outlay
The level of total investment (total outlay is Rs. 8,71,000 crores)
projected in the plan is Rs. 7,98,000 crores of which public
sector outlay is Rs. 4.34,100 crores. The position regarding
public sector investment during the last three Plans suggests a
tendency towards enhancing the rate of responsibility of the
private sector.
The share of projected public sector investment in Eighth Plan
is 45.2%. Realized investment in public sector was 43.3% in
Fifth Plan. 47.8% in Sixth. Plan and 45.7% in Seventh Plan.
Despite policy changes the Planning Commission does not
foresee any major shift in the pattern of investment.

Sectoral Investment
The public: private sector investment share has been planned at
45.2%: 54.8% of investment. When one analyses the changes in
sectoral investment. it is clear that there is a significant shift in
investment in favour of agriculture and allied activities in the
Eighth Plan vis-à-vis Sixth and Seventh Five Year Plans. This is
mainly to maintain the food security as well as for generating
employment. The share of infrastructure such as transport and
communication has also been increased in order to strengthen
the foundation for growth in future. The sectoral shift was
mainly on account of  decline in services sector investment.
During the Eighth Plan, the proposed investment by public
sector was very high in mining and quarrying, electricity and
communications while the private sector investment will be very
high in case of  agriculture, manufacturing. construction and
services.

Human Resource Development
The labour force during the Plan was expected to grow at the
rate of 2.2% per annum. With planned pattern of investment
and production, the employment potential would grow at 2.6%
per annum. The implication of 2.6% growth scenario will mean
about 8 million jobs per annum during the first half of the
Plan and 9 million jobs per year during the latter half of the
Plan. The Eighth Plan visualized the ultimate goal of full
employment by the turn of  century.
The emphasis will be more on relief type of employment to
the building up of durable productive assets in the rural areas.
A decline in employment elasticity of industrial sector has
primarily been caused by the declining employment potential of
output growth in the organized sector. Small-scale industries
contribute significantly in providing employment and it
constitutes around 80% of total employment of manufactur-
ing sector. However. assumption that small capital necessarily
implies high employment per unit of capital has not always
found validity. Therefore, the Plan identified tiny or micro-
enterprise sector as a separate segment for the development of
employment potential.
The Eighth Plan besides the above mentioned policy measures
arrived at streamlining of  the existing schemes like SEPUP,
SEEUY. NRY. The strategy of  the Eighth Plan for poverty
removal was mainly through increase in employment, appropri-
ate land reforms and meeting housing needs. To improve the
impact of poverty-alleviation programmes. there will be
decentralization of planning and implementation of these
programmes at the local area level.

Agriculture and Land Reforms
Though the progress of agriculture in the recent years has been
satisfactory. there are striking regional and crop imbalances. The
Eighth Plan envisaged that the benefits of green revolution
must spread to eastern and northeastern regions. which have
adequate rainfall, fertile soil and unlimited scope for stepping
up agricultural production.
The Eighth Five Year Plan like other earlier Plans aimed at five
principles of  national land reforms policy, i.e.. abolition of
intermediary, tenancy reforms. redistribution of  surplus ceiling
land, consolidation of holdings and updating the land records.

The Pubic Sector
Over the years the public sector contributed richly towards the
formation of  infrastructure in the economy. However, it has
been observed over time that the financial basis of  the public
sector units has been weakened. Consequently, budgetary
support for such units on ongoing basis may prove very
harmful for the development of other priority areas. That
Eighth Five-Year Plan strongly felt the need to re-examine the
rationale of certain public sector units. The Plan foresees
investment only in infrastructure preservation and augmenta-
tion of basic resources of the economy and in the long-term
interest of the society such as population control. health and
education. The process of adjustment and restructuring in
public sector was bound to create some apprehensions. Efforts
were planned be made to avoid retrenchment through merger
and suitable deployment.
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Balance of Payments
The balance of payments situation has been continuously
under strain for the past several years. The projected export
growth for the plan period was as high as 13.6% against the
import growth of just 8.4%. These projections may be diluted
by inflationary pressure within the country with implications on
BoP situation during the English Plan period.

Financing the Plan
The total outlay of the Eighth Plan was Rs. 8.71.000 crores of
which Rs. 73.0CO crores was current outlay of  public sector. To
finance its total outlay about 89% was to be financed from
domestic resources. 6.6% from external resources and deficit
financing will be 4.6% of the total outlay to be financed.

Change in Approach
The process of planning has undergone significant changes
since 1951. Initially. it used to denote democratic planning. It
has never been a centralized planning as it used to be in
socialistic economies. The focus was on mixed economy with
equal role to both public and private sectors though certain
sectors were exclusively reserved for public sector. However.
over time the public sector has become cost ineffective. Thus.
the Eighth Five Year Plan visualized that the process of
planning should be corrected in this respect. The private sector
was to be given opportunity to invest in areas hitherto reserved
for public sector. The idea was to move towards a market friendly
approach. However. the poor and downtrodden were not to be
left to the vagaries of market mechanism. Specific provisions
have been made to look after their interest. The Plan provided
for special area programmes such as hill area plan. tribal area
plan and other schemes for backward area. In the overall
context. the Eighth Plan hoped to integrate the planning
process with market mechanism.

Approach to the Ninth Plan
Despite the talk about the change in approach in the Eighth
Plan nothing substantial has really happened; the illusion about
planning continues. The Planning Commission has been
reconstituted, with the new Chairman, new Vice-chairman, new
member-secretary and new members-Indian Planning is due for
a revamp. Already, there is a talk about approaching the Ninth
Five Year Plan with emphasis on fiscal discipline and social sector
development among other things. We need to wait and watch if  or
not the proposed Ninth Plan comes with a fresh outlook. fresh
approach and fresh targets.

Ninth Five-year Plan (1997-2002)

Preface
The National Development Council adopted the Approach
Paper to the Ninth Five Year Plan on January 16, 1999. Its
framework provided the plan approach, its objectives and
emerging issues, macro dimensions of the plan, development
strategy and policy priorities, sectoral strategies, perspective of
cooperative federalism and the nature of implementation and
delivery systems.
The Approach Paper projected a 7% annual GDP growth
scenario, with necessary targets of  Domestic Savings Rate,
Current Account Deficit, Incremental Capital Output Ratio,
Investment Rate and total plan size of Rs. 8,75,000 crores.

The Internal Planning Commission undertook in exercise of
working out the details of the Ninth Plan, within the frame-
work of the Approach Paper adopted by the National
Development Council.

Perspective, Objectives and Strategy of
Development
The Ninth Five-Year Plan was launched in the 50th year of
India’s Independence. Much has happened in the intervening
years. The people of India have conclusively demonstrated their
ability to build up a nation overcoming all the divisiveness and
to operate a representative political system in the true spirit of
democracy. The time has now come to extend this spirit to the
social and economic spheres in full measure, so that the poorest
and the weakest will be able to shape their destiny in an
unfettered manner. The plan only aims at higher rates of
growth of output and employment, but an all round human
development with stress OJ) social sectors and a thrust on
eradication of  poverty, minimizing economic disparities and
correcting regional imbalances. These are needed for promoting
human development.
In this perspective, the Approach Paper to the Ninth Five Year
Plan, adopted by the National Development Council, had
accorded priority to agriculture and rural development with a
view to generating adequate productive employment and
eradication of poverty; accelerating the growth rate of the
economy with stable prices; ensuring food and nutritional
security for all, particularly the vulnerable sections of society;
providing the basic minimum services of  safe drinking water,
primary healthcare facilities, universal primary education, shelter,
and connectivity to all in a time bound manner; containing the
growth rate of population; ensuring environmental
sustainability of the development process through social
mobilization and participation of people at all levels; empower-
ment of women and socially disadvantaged groups such as
Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes
and Minorities as agents of social-economic change and
development; promoting and developing people’s participatory
bodies like Panchayati Raj institutions, co-operatives and self-
help groups; and strengthening efforts to build self-reliance.
These very priorities constitute the objectives of the Ninth Plan.
The principal task of the Ninth Plan will be to usher in a new
era of people oriented planning, in which not only the Govern-
ments at the Centre and the States, but the people at large,
particularly the poor, can become effective instruments of a
participatory planning process.
The Ninth Plan has been developed in the context of four
important dimensions of  State policy, which may not necessar-
ily be attained by the free operation of market forces. These are:
(a) quality of life of the citizens; (b) generation of productive
employment; (c) regional balance; and (d) self-reliance.

Objectives of the Ninth Plan
The Eighth Plan had identified “human development” as its
main focus. There can be no two opinions about this being the
ultimate goal of all public action, including planning and
development strategy. The emphases and nuances, however,
will need to vary from time to time depending upon the
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objective conditions of the economy and the perceptions of the
people. The explicit recognition of the integral link between
rapid growth and improvement in the quality of life character-
izes the approach to the Ninth Plan. It is also based on the
collateral recognition of the need to pursue policies, which are
pro-poor and are aimed towards correction of historical
inequalities. Thus the focus of the Ninth Plan can be described
as  “Growth with Social Justice and Equity”. The specific
objectives of the Ninth Plan arising from the greater reliance on
market forces and the imperatives for public policy and action
discussed above are as follows:
i. Priority to agriculture and rural development with a view to

generating adequate productive employment and eradication
of poverty;

ii. Accelerating the growth rate of the economy with stable
prices;

iii. Ensuring food and nutritional security for all, particularly
the vulnerable sections of society;

iv. Providing the basic minimum services of  safe drinking
water, primary healthcare facilities, universal primary
education, shelter, and connectivity to all in a time bound
manner;

v. Containing the growth rate of population;
vi. Ensuring environmental sustainability of the development

process through social mobilization and participation of
people at all levels;

vii. Empowerment of  women and socially. disadvantaged
groups such as Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and
Other Backward Classes and Minorities as agents of socio-
economic change and development;

viii.Promoting and developing people’s participatory
institutions like Panchayati Raj institutions, co-operatives
and self-help groups;

ix. Strengthening efforts to build self-reliance.

The Development Strategy
The gradual shift in development strategy that has occurred
since the early 1980s in India is now at a stage where it needs to
be articulated fully and unambiguously. Although India has
always had a vibrant sector and a functioning market economy,
the role of the government has been dominant, not only as a
significant investor and producer of  goods and services in its
own right, but also as an arbiter of the actions of the private
sector. The former role will have to continue in the foreseeable
future, since the economy is still not at a stage where the most
pressing needs of  public goods and services have been met in
adequate measure. Nor for that matter are the private sector and
the peoples’ organizations at a stage where they can shoulder
the responsibilities of meeting these needs. In so far as the
latter role is concerned, it too will have to continue, but its
manner and content will need to change. In the development
strategy of  earlier years, government intervention was overly
focused on guidance through prevention. As a consequence,
there was insufficient room for market signals to determine the
course of private behaviour. Greater reliance on market forces
and people’s initiatives implies that the focus of  government

action will have to shift towards evolving transparent and
unambiguous policies with limited scope for discretionary
action, greater decentralization and improved monitoring and
enforcement systems.
An important component of  government intervention in
markets is in the area of promoting the degree of competition.
In areas where abridgement of competition can involve
technological complexities, it is preferable to establish indepen-
dent regulatory authorities. In most other cases transparent
regulations combined with normal judicial and quasi-judicial
processes would be adequate. Greater reliance on the market is
only one facet of the process of decentralization, which is at the
heart of  the development strategy. Equally important is the
decentralization within the government system itself. The
Ninth Plan is based on the concept of cooperative federalism
whereby much greater freedom would be given to States to
determine not only their own priorities but also the modalities
of  public intervention and provision of  goods and services.
This concept also embodies a higher degree of dialogue and
coordination between the states.
Since the principal objective of economic planning is to fulfill
the social and human aspirations of the people, the basis for all
planning efforts rests upon the projections of future demo-
graphic trends, the requirement for work opportunities and the
need to eradicate poverty. The factors which determine the long-
term conditions of growth, along with the size and still profile
of the workforce, are the availability of investible resources
through domestic savings and prudent access to international
investment funds, the basic resource endowment of the
country, the available and latent entrepreneurial abilities of  the
people and the pace of technological development.

Growth and Investment Targets
Accelerating the growth rate of the economy with stable prices is
central to the attainment of a number of objectives.
The growth objective also subsumes a number of subsidiary
objectives, which have. at one time or another. been explicitly
identified as objectives in earlier Five Year Plans.
lndustrialisation. productivity growth. infrastructural develop-
ment is examples of such subsidiary objectives. The logic of
economic growth and the requirements of structural consistency
demand that most of these subsidiary objectives are met in
order to attain the primary objective of accelerating the over-all
growth rate.
The average growth rate that is likely to be achieved in the
Eighth Plan in terms of the GDP at market prices is 6.5 per
cent. This has been supported by an average investment rate of
25 per cent of  GDP. thereby yielding on ICOR of  3.9. which is
significantly less than the figure of 4.1 that was assumed in the
Eighth Plan calculations. There has been a significant step-up in
the domestic savings rate during the Eighth Plan period to 24
per cent of GDP as compared not only to the long period of
stagnation experienced during the 1980s. but also in relation to
the savings target assumed for the Eighth Plan, which was
placed at 21.6 per cent. This is a positive development and
augurs well for the future. On the other hand, the reduction in
the overall ICOR should have been sharper in view of the
perceptible improvement in the growth rate. particularly in
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agriculture. and hides certain adverse developments. The
principal cause of concern relates to significant increases that
have taken place in the ICORs of some of the infrastructural
sectors.
Keeping these factors in mind, the macro-economic perfor-
mance of  the economy. that is likely to occur during the Ninth
Five Year Plan, had been projected on the basis of  a model that
had been developed specifically for this purpose. In calculating
the parameters of the model for the Ninth Plan period. a
number of specific assumptions had been made which need to
be noted. First, it had been assumed that the trend towards
improvement in total domestic savings, as well as in public
savings. witnessed in the last couple of years would continue
during the Ninth Plan. The improvement in Government
savings would have to rise essentially from combined improve-
ment in taxes net of subsidies. with public consumption
expenditure more or less maintaining its share of  GDP. This
assumption explicitly takes into account the impact arising from
the adoption of the Fifth Pay Commission recommendations
both by the Centre and the States. As a consequence, although
public consumption increases sharply during the first two years
of the Plan, it reduces equally dramatically in the last three years.
Total public investment. which includes investment by the
Centre. the States and all public sector enterprises had been
determined with a view to achieving a fiscal deficit target of 4.0
per cent for the Centre during the Plan period. In view of the
emphasis that is being placed on investment in infrastructure,
the ICOR would tend to rise from 3.9 during the Eighth Plan
to 4.3 during the Ninth Plan. This parameter was generated by
the model in order to ensure that the growth rate of the
economy would not suffer in the post-Plan period due to
infrastructural bottlenecks, which could arise from the shortfalls
in pipeline investment that occurred during the English Plan
period.
On the basis of the parameters described above, the likely
growth rate of GDP during the Ninth Plan in the base-line
scenario following the recent trends was projected to average
about 6.2 per cent per annum. despite a step-up in both private
and public savings, and a current account deficit of about 1. 7
per cent of  GDP. Public investment as a whole would be about
33 per cent of  total investment in the economy, which would be
considerably lower than 45.2 per cent that was assumed during
the Eighth Plan and about the same as 33.6 per cent that is
likely to be attained. The standard of living of the people, as
determined by the growth in private consumption, would be
likely to grow by 5.7 per cent per annum, which amounts to a
growth in per capita consumption of 4.0 per cent assuming a
growth rate of population of 1.7 per cent over the Plan period.
This compares very favourably with the 2.9 per cent and 3.5 per
cent growth in per capita consumption that were recorded
during the Seventh and the Eighth Plan periods, and arises
from the lower rate of population growth on the one hand and
greater availability of public and foreign savings for financing
the required investment, on the other. On the negative side, the
pattern of  growth and the likely employment elasticity’s are such
that the employment potential created in the base-line scenario
would barely absorb the additions to the labour force during
the Plan period. However, because of the increase in infrastruc-

ture investment, the conditions are created for an acceleration in
the growth rate and consequently a sharp reduction in the
unemployment rate during the post-Plan period. The Ninth
Plan overall growth rate targets are as follows: annual GDP (6% -
7%), Exports (14.5%), Imports (12.2%), Savings (26.2%),
Investment (28.3%) and incremental capital-output ratio
(4.03%).
The Sectoral structure of annual growth rates is as follows:
Agriculture (4.5%), Industry-manufacturing (9.7%), Mining
(7.7%), Electricity, Gas & Water (10.6%), Construction (5.7%),
Trade (7.1%), Rail Transport (3.4%), Other transport (7.9%),
Communication (11.2%) and Financial Services (10.1%).
Among other things, the Plan has detailed out the role and
responsibility of Public Sector; the employment perspective;
implementation, delivery mechanism and institutional develop-
ments; and the elements of cooperative federalism and
decentralisation.

Constraints
All the Five Year Plans since inception have been based on the
implicit assumption of a binding savings constraint in the
Indian economy. In other words, it has been assumed that
aggregate investment demand in the country would consistently
exceed the availability of investible resources. There is no simple
and intuitively appealing method of empirically assessing the
degree to which the different constraints are binding on the
economy. Nevertheless, cognisance must be taken of  the
possibility that there may be situations when constraints other
than savings are more relevant for determining the growth
performance of  the economy. The alternatives to the savings or
investible resource constraint are: (a) the flScal constraint, or the
availability of sufficient resources with the government to meet
the development objectives in a fiscally sustainable manner; (b)
the foreign exchange constraint, or the availability of adequate
foreign exchange for ensuring balance of payments
sustainability; (c) the agricultural constraint, which arises from the
insufficiency of ‘wage goods’ on the one hand, and the lack of a
widely dispersed distribution of purchasing power, on the
other; and (d) the infrastructural constraint, which arises from the
lack of adequate infrastructure for sustaining high levels of
capacity utilisation in the rest of  the economy. These are
generally referred to as structural’ constraints in the sense that they
originate from rigidities in specific sectors. This is in contrast to
the overall indication of the demand-supply position given by
the savings constraint. This distinction between the structural
constraints and the savings constraint has a crucial bearing on
the conduct of  policy.
The biggest constraint for the Ninth Five Year Plan! is the
political constraint. So long as political stability is not achieved2
and in the wake of it economic uncertainty continues, the future
of macro economic planning efforts would remain bleak. Even
when the financial year 1999-2000 has begun, the implementa-
tion of  9th Plan is a far cry.

Tenth Five-year Plan (2002-2007)
Although growth has strong direct poverty reducing effects, the
frictions and rigidities in the Indian economy can make these
processes less effective, and the Tenth Plan must therefore be
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formulated in a manner, which explicitly addresses the need to
ensure equity and social justice.

Planning Commission

Tenth Plan: Objectives, Targets and
Strategy

Background of Developments in 1990’s
The Tenth Plan (2002-07) is being prepared against a backdrop
of high expectations arising from some aspects of the recent
performance. GDP growth in the post reforms period has
improved to an average of about 6.1 percent in the Eighth and
Ninth Plans from an average of about 5.7 per cent in the 1980s,
making India one of the ten fastest growing developing
countries. Encouraging progress has also been made in other
dimensions.
The percentage of population in poverty has continued to
decline, even if not as much as was targeted. Population growth
has decelerated below 2 per cent for the first time in four
decades. Literacy has increased from 52 per cent in 1991 to 65
percent in 2001 and the improvement is evident in all States.
Sectors such as software services and IT enabled services have
emerged as new sources of strength creating confidence about
India’s potential to be competitive in the world economy.

Weakness Observed in the Economy
These positive developments are, however, clouded by other
features that give cause for concern. The economy is now in
accelerating phase and urgent steps are needed to arrest the
deceleration and restore momentum. This reversal is all the
more difficult because it has to take place in an environment
where the world economy is slowing down. There are several
aspects of development where the progress is clearly disap-
pointing.
(i) Growth in the 1990s has generated less employment than
was expected. (ii) The infant mortality rate has stagnated at 70
per 1,000 for the last several years. (iii) As many as 60 per cent of
rural households and about 20 per cent of urban households
do not have a power connection. (iv) Only 60 per cent of urban
households have taps within their homes, and far fewer have
latrines inside the house. (v) Land and forest degradation in the
rural areas, and over-exploitation of groundwater are seriously
threatening sustainability of food production. (vi) Pollution in
the cities is on the increase.
The Tenth Plan provides an opportunity, at the start of  the new
millennium, to build upon the gains of the past but also to
address the weaknesses that have emerged. The country must
be willing to modify policies and. institutions based on past
experience, keeping in mind the changes that have taken place.
The country must, therefore, draw up a reform plan instead of
merely having a resource plan.

The Development Strategy
An important aspect of the redefinition of strategy that is
needed relates to the role of  the Government. An allpervasive
government role may have appeared necessary at a stage where
private sector capabilities were undeveloped, but the situation
has changed dramatically. India now has a strong and vibrant
private sector.

The public sector is much less dominant in many critical sectors
and its relative position is likely to decline further as govern-
ment ownership in many public sector enterprises is expected to
decline to a minority. It is clear that industrial growth in future
will depend largely on the performance of the private sector and
the policies must therefore provide an environment that is
conducive to such growth.

Tenth Plan: Appproach
This is not to say that the Government has no role to play or
only a minimalist role, in promoting development. On the
contrary, it has an important role but a different one from that
envisage4 in the past. There are many areas such as the social
sectors, where its role will clearly have to increase. There are other
areas like infrastructure development, where gaps are large and
the private sector cannot be expected to step in significantly. In
these areas the role of Government may have to be restruc-
tured: It will have to increase in some areas of infrastructure
development that are unlikely to attract private investment, such
as rural infrastructure and road development.
In others like telecommunications, power and ports, the private
sector can playa much larger role provided an appropriate policy
framework is in place. Here, the role of the Government needs
to change to facilitate such investment as much as possible
while still remaining a public sector service provider for quite
some time. In all these areas, the role of Government as a
regulator ensuring a fair deal for consumers, transparency and
accountability, ~d a level playing field is also extremely impor-
tant. Redefining the role of the Government to reflect the
changed circumstances facing the economy must be an impor-
tant aspect of  future strategy. This redefinition is necessary both
at the Central and State levels.

Objectives of the Tenth Plan
Traditionally, the level of  per capita income has been regarded as
a summary indicator of the economic well being of the country
and growth targets have therefore focused on growth in per
capita income or per capita GDP. In the past, the growth rates
of GDP have been such as to double the per capita income over
20 years or so. Recognizing the importance of  making a
quantum jump compared with the past performance, the Prime
Minister has directed the Planning Commission to examine the
feasibility of doubling the per capita income in the next ten
years. With population expected to grow at about 1.6 per cent
per annum, this target requires the rate of growth of GDP to
be 8 per cent over the Tenth Plan and 9.3 per cent during the
Eleventh Plan.
The Approach Paper proposed that the Tenth Plan should aim
at an indicative target of 8 per cent GDP growth for 2002-07. It
is certainly an ambitious target, especially in view of the fact that
GDP growth has decelerated to around 6 per cent during the
last two years of the Ninth Plans.
Even if the deceleration is viewed as a short-term phenom-
enon. the medium term performance of the economy over the
past several years suggests that the demonstrated growth
potential over several years is only about 6.5 per cent. The
proposed 8 per cent growth target therefore involves an increase
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of at least 1.5 percentage points over the recent medium term
performance, which is very substantial.
Economic growth cannot be the only objective for national
planning and indeed over the years, development objectives are
being defined not just in terms of increases in GDP or per
capita income but broader in terms of enhancement of human
well being. This includes not only an adequate level of  con-
sumption of food and other types of consumer goods buff
also access to basic social services especially education, health,
availability of drinking water and basic sanitation. It also
includes the expansion of economic and social opportunities
for all individuals and groups and greater participation in
decision-making. The Tenth Plan must set suitable targets in
these areas to ensure significant progress towards improvement
in the quality of life of all people.

Key Targets
To reflect the importance of  these dimensions in development
planning, the Tenth Plan must establish specific and
monitorable targets for a few key indicators of human develop-
ment. It is proposed that in addition to the 8 per cent growth
target, the following targets should. also be considered as being
central to the attainment of the objectives of the Plan

Monitorable Targets

• Reduction of poverty ratio by 5 per cent per cent by 2007
and by 15-percentage point’s percent by 2012;
• Gainful employment to the addition to the labour
force over the Tenth Plan period;

• Universal access to primary education by 2007; Reduction in
the decadal rate of population growth between 2001 and
2011 to 16.2 per cent;

• Increase in literacy to 75 per cent by 2007.
• Reduction of infant mortality rate (lMR) to 45 per 1000 live

births by 2007 and to 28 by 2012;
• Reduction of maternal mortality ratio (MMR) to 2 per

1000 live births by 2007 and to 1 by 2012. Increase in
forest and tree cover to 25 per cent by 2007 and 33
percent by 2012.

• All villages to have access to potable drinking water by
2012.

• Cleaning of all major polluted rivers by 2007 and other
notified stretches by 2012.

The social targets mentioned above will require a substantial
allocation of resources to the social sector and major improve-
ments in governance to make effective use of these resources. It
must also be recognized that achievements of these targets is
not independent of the achievement of high growth. Indeed,
high growth rates will generate the flow of public resources
needed to sustain improvements in social indicators.

Balanced Regional Development
In order to emphasize the importance of ensuring balanced
development for all states, the Tenth Plan lays down State-wise
breakdown of the broad developmental targets, including
targets for growth rates and social development. These State-
specific targets take into account the potentialities and

constraints present in each State and the scope for improvement
in performance given these constraints. This will require careful
consideration of the sectoral pattern of growth and its regional
dispersion.

Feasibility of 8 per cent Growth
At an aggregate level, any acceleration in growth requires some
combination of an increase in gross domestic fixed capital
formation and an increase in efficiency of resource use. The
latter requires policies that will increase the productivity of
existing resources and also increase the efficiency of new
investment. There can be little doubt that we cannot hope to
achieve 8 per cent growth relying entirely, or even largely, on
increased investment.
With the average ICOR in the Eighth and Ninth Plans amount-
ing to around 4.0, the investment increase needed to achieve a
1.5 percentage point increase in growth is 6 percentage points.
While some part of this could come from an increase in foreign
direct investment, it is unrealistic to expect this source to
contribute more than I to 1.5 percentage points. This means
that if the entire acceleration in growth has to come from
additional investment with an ICOR of 4.0, it would be
necessary to mobilize between 4.5 and 5 percentage points of
GDP through additional domestic savings. An increase of this
order may not be feasible. A substantial part of the additional
growth targeted must therefore come from increased efficiency.
The principal reason why 8 per cent growth may be feasible in
the Tenth Plan is that the scope for realizing improvements in
efficiency is large in the public and private sectors. However, this
can only be realized if policies ensure such improvement. The
Tenth Plan must therefore give high priority to identifying
efficiency enhancing policies at macro and also at sector levels.
Tenth Plan emphasizes the need to take measures to reduce idle
capital stock so that assets can be used to their full productive
capacity. For this, the following measures are suggested in the
Tenth Plan.
1. Full emphasis to be placed on completion of partially

completed or on-going projects and up gradation of
existing capital assets before starting new projects.

2. Rapid privatization of public sector enterprises (PSEs),
particularly those, which are working below capacity.

3. Legal and procedural changes for quick transfer of assets,
including such measures as repeal of Sick Industrial
Companies (Special Provision) Act (SICA), introduction of
a bankruptcy law, facilitating foreclosure, accelerating judicial
processes, etc.

It is important to emphasize that the equity related objectives
of the Plan, which are extremely important, are intimately linked
to the growth objective and attainment of one may not be
possible without the attainment of the other. For example,
high rates of growth are essential if we want to provide a
sufficient expansion of sustainable high quality employment
opportunities to the expanding labour force and ensure a
sufficient increase in incomes of the poor and the disadvan-
taged. However, the relationship is not just a one-way
relationship.
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It is also true that sustained high growth rates may not be
sustainable if they are not accompanied by a dispersion of
purchasing power that c~ provide the demand needed to
support the increase in output without having to rely excessively
on external markets. External markets are an extremely impor-
tant source of demand and we would emphasize that they need
to be tapped much more aggressively for many sectors.
However, given the size of the economy and the present relative
size of exports, much of the demand needed to support high
growth will have to come from the domestic economy itself.
Although growth has strong direct poverty reducing effects, the
frictions and rigidities in the Indian economy can make these
processes less effective, and the Tenth Plan must therefore be
formulated in a manner, which explicitly addresses the need to
ensure equity and social justice. There are several ways in which
this can be achieved.
First, agricultural development must be viewed as a core
element of the Plan as growth in this sector is likely to lead to
the widest spread of benefits especially to the rural poor. The
first generation of reforms concentrated on reforms in the
industrial economy and reforms in the agricultural sector were
neglected. This must change in the Tenth Plan.
Second, the growth strategy of  the Tenth Plan must ensure
rapid growth of those sectors that are most likely to create high
quality employment opportunities and deal with the policy
constraints, which discourage growth of employment. Particular
attention must be paid to the policy environment influencing a
wide range of  service sectors, which have a large employment
potential. These include sectors such as construction, tourism,
transport, SSI and modem retailing; IT enabled services and a
range of  other new services, which need to be promoted
through supportive policies.
Third, there will be a continuing need to supplement the impact
of growth with special programmes aimed at special target
groups that may not benefit sufficiently from the normal
growth process. Such programmes have long been part of our
development strategy and they will have to continue in the
Tenth Plan. However, it is important to ensure that they are
effective in achieving their objectives.

Employment Generation and Poverty Reduction
Tenth Plan has indicated that the current backlog of  unemploy-
ment is around 35 million persons, i.e. 9 per cent of the labour
force. The Prime Minister’s vision of  creating 100 million
employment opportunities over the next 10 years cannot be
realized, if we depend merely on the growth process pushing it
to 8 per cent level. The Special Group on Targeting 10 million
employment opportunities per year has indicated that over the
Tenth Plan, if  8 per cent growth is achieved, an additional 30
million employment opportunities will be created. For this
purpose, special employment generation programmes will have
to be focused on high employment generating sectors so that
an additional 20 million jobs are created over the Tenth Plan
period. If this combined target is achieved, unemployment rate
is likely to decline significantly to 5 per cent by the end of the
Tenth Plan.

Similarly, the targeted reduction in poverty rate of  5 percentage
during the Tenth Plan and another 10 percentage points by the
Eleventh Plan, will still leave more than 11 per cent of the
population. or about 130 million people, below the poverty line
in 20 12. The Tenth Plan has estimated that it may be possible
to reduce poverty by nearly 7 percentage points over the Tenth
Plan period with proper sectoral and regional focus.

The Planned Economic Development of
India

An Appraisal
For about half  century, an independent India has been strug-
gling with the development of  a partially planned economy.
Throughout these years, there has existed a national consensus
on four objectives: a high growth rate, national self-reliance, full
employment and the reduction of economic iniquities. The
consensus has been affirmed most concretely in a series of
National Plans.

Record of Achievements
India now has to her credit such achievements as self-sufficiency
in food grains and a substantial substitution of domestic
production for imports in basic sectors. On the whole, how-
ever, India remains a case of stunted, sub optimal growth,
burdened as it is with the world’s largest single national mass
of poverty and unemployment.

Recapitulation

1. Development Plans
2.  1st 5-Year Plan
3  2nd 5-Year Plan
4.  3rd 5-Year Plan
5.  4th 5-Year Plan
6.  5th 5-Year Plan
7.  6th 5-Year Plan
8.  7th 5-Year Plan
9.  8th 5-Year Plan
10.  9th 5-Year Plan
11. 10th 5-Year Plan
12. Summarization
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Background
2. Components of new policy
3. Evaluation of the policy
Since July 1991, the government has initiated a series of radical
changes in its policies relating to industry, trade, finance, foreign
investments and fiscal aspects. The various changes, also called
structural adjustments, when put together, constitute an
economic policy which marks a total departure from the policy
pursued earlier. This Lesson is devoted to a brief discussion of
the various aspects of  the new policy, details will be taken up in
Lesson 15 (Globalization).

Background
The new economic policy was necessitated by the worst
economic crisis, which was never witnessed by the country after
Independence.
The most visible sign of  the country’s economic crisis was its
extremely low foreign exchange reserves of  Rs.2400 crore, which
was reached in early 1991. The reserves were just enough to buy,
from abroad, only three weeks requirements. The situation
became even more precarious when international agencies
lowered the country’s credit rating.
The second major aspect of the economic crisis was the rapidly
increasing burden of national debt, which exceeded 60 per cent
of GNP in 1991. The fiscal deficit of the previous five years
forced the government to borrow increasingly to meet shortfall
in the revenue account. Borrowing added to the already
prevailing debt burden.
The third and the most damaging feature of the 1991 crisis was
the high price level. During 1985-90, the GDP grew at an
average rate of 5. 7 per cent but money supply increased at 15.7
per cent per annum. This excess liquidity led to high price rise,
which touched 17 per cent.
As part of the budget of 1991-92, through the latest one and
also outside of the budgets, the government announced a
number of economic reform measures. (It does not mean that
attempts were not made earlier to reform the regulatory, trade
and taxation regimes. It is just that their pace and frequency
were slow).
The main objectives of the policy initiatives were:
a. Reducing the government deficit to 6.5 percent of GDP in

1991-92 and five percent in 1992-93, with further reduction
thereafter leading to containment of inflation;

b. Reduction of the current account deficit in the balance of
payments to 2.7 percent of GDP in 1991-92 and to 1.5
percent by 1995-96 as a result of export-growth and

c. Raising GDP growth to around six percent by the mid-
1990s

The new economic policy has four components, viz.:
a. liberalization
b. Privatization,
c. Globalization, and
d. Stabilization.
Together called the structural adjustment programme (SAP), the
new policy envisages the lures as shown below:

Pre-reform strategies

1.   Closed economy
2.   Self reliance
3. State-led economic growth
4. Import substitution strategies
5.  Licence dominated regime
6.    Frequent state interventions
7.  Political administered prices
8.  Not much concern for deficits
9.  Development by inf1ationary process
10. PSUs as engines of growth
11.  Dominance of PSUs
12. Philosophy of natural monopoly
13. Restrictions of FDI and MNCs
14. Restrictions on currency movement
15.  State controlled interest rates
16.  State controlled credit
17. Underdeveloped capital market
18. Huge public sector budgetary resources (PSBR) liability on

the Government
19. High tax rates
Economic reform strategies (corresponding to 1-10 above Pre-
reform strategies)
1.   Open economy
2. Integrate with world markets
3. Market determined economic growth
4. Export oriented strategies
5. Delicensing, deregulation, debureaucratisation
6. Selective and effective state interventions
7. Market determined prices at large.
8. Contain all kinds of deficits
9. Deflationary monetary and fiscal policies
10. Private investment as growth engine
11. Withdrawal from the area of private interest
12. Minimize gap between public and private sector.

LESSON 14:

NEW ECONOMIC POLICY
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13. Inducement to FDI and MNCs
14. Liberalization of restrictions
15. Deregulation of interest rates
16. Credit policy reforms
17. Reforms in”capital” market
18.  Minimize PSBR
19. Tax reforms
The SAP has been forced on the economy because of several
reasons. They are: (i) excess of option and expenditure over the
revenue, resulting in heavy government borrowing; (ii) ineffi-
ciency in the use of resources; (iii) over protection; (iv)
mismanagement of  the firms economy, (v) distortions such as
poor technological development and a shortage of foreign
exchange and (vi) imprudent borrowing from abroad and
mishandling and mismanagement of  exchange reserves.

Evaluation of the Policy
Two questions are relevant in the context of  critical assessment
of  the new economic policy. They are: (i) Is the policy unavoid-
able? and (ii) What are the achievements and failures of the
policy?
With regard to the first question, the answer is in affirmative
considering the mire in which our economy was caught during
the late 1980s and the early 1990s. A lasting solution to the crisis
was not possible without the restoration of fiscal balance,
infusing dynamism and competition and an increase in outward
orientation.
As to the second question, it may be asserted that the results
have been quite encouraging. There has been a remarkable surge
in the growth rate of  the economy. After the crisis induced low
growth of 0.9 per cent in 1991-92, the economy has responded
smartly to the economic reforms to record a growth of6.8
percent in 1996-97. Industrial growth has registered around 8
per cent per annum.
Exports have grown comfortably and foreign investment
inflow has been exceedingly good, Consequently, foreign
currency reserves (19.5 billion by mid February 1995) have stock
piled. Price level too has been brought down to less than 8 per
cent. And contrary to what the critics might say, poverty has
come down.
In general, economy has become vibrant. Captains of industry
are buoyant and are not deterred by the entry of MNCs. There
is an overall increase in productivity, quality and competitiveness
of  Indian goods and services. For an economy, which was
under the grip of controls for nearly four decades, the new
economic policy has not been a big jolt. It has absorbed the
shocks of the structural adjustment with remarkable resilience
and is looking ahead for more reforms. This has been realized
by all political parties and hence the talk about the irreversibility
of economic reforms.
There are problems nevertheless:

1. The pace of economic reforms, though fast during the first
three years, slowed down from 1994 onwards. Reason is
obvious. Elections to several state assembles were held in
1994. Two Rupees a kg of  rice was the main promise in

elections to the Andhra assembly. The electorate accepted
the promise and the party, which promised highly
subsidized rice, won the landslide majority. This opened the
eyes of the rulers in the Central Government. Suddenly
there was talk about subsidies and poverty and all attention
was focused on these issues. Economic reforms were
sidelined and the trend continues till to date.

2. Though economic reforms are announced by the Central
Government, their implementation is in the hands of state
governments. For example, industries have been freed from
investment and production restrictions. But basic
infrastructure such as land, power, and water needs are to be
provided by the state governments. And except Haryana,
Kerala, Orissa, Punjab, Rajasthan, West Bengal and
Maharashtra. Other states have not responded favourably to
the economic reforms. Without active support from the
state governments, it is difficult to carry out the reforms
successfully.

3. The Central Government’s fiscal deficit continues to be high
and this is reflected in continuing inflationary pressure. The
borrowing requirements of a high fiscal deficit are a source
of pressure on interest rates and adversely affect the
availability of resources for productive in. vestment,
especially at a time when a strong industrial recovery has
resuscitated private sector demand for investible funds.

4. Foreign exchange front may not continue to be comfortable
for all the days to come. Unless fiscal restraint is observed
and reforms in tax and trade policies continued, the recent
improvements in international competitiveness and export
growth could falter and thus bring the balance of payments
under renewed stress. Moreover, in today’s increasingly
open and competitive international environment,
perceptions of weakness in macroeconomic policy of
economic reforms could adversely affect the flow of foreign
savings.

5. Weakness in reforms is already visible. Not only the pace has
slowed down, the process of reforms is not complete even
though reforms are four years old. Many areas need policy
changes.
For example, throwing insurance to the private sector,
phasing out subsidies, reducing the number of agencies
which give clearance for new projects, amending the
Companies Act, 1956 to allow amalgamations and inter-
corporate investments, and the like await government’s
clearance.

6. The reforms have hit the labour hard. Emboldened by the
new economic-policy, both public and private sector
enterprises have resorted to voluntary retirement schemes to
get rid off surplus labour. Surplus may be the labour force,
but removal is not the ideal solution. Excess labour could
be retrained and redeployed instead of being asked to go
home for good.
The labour is hurt on the employment front too. As
pointed out by the mid-term appraisal document of the
eighth Plan, although employment growth was better in
1992-95 than during 1985-92, when the average rate of
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growth was only 1.78 per cent (equivalent to a net annual
addition of about five million per year), it has been
substantially lower than the Plan’s target of  an average
employment growth rate of 2.6 to 2.8 per cent.

Consequently, the growth in employment opportunities of
six million in each of the three years 1992-95 have fallen
short of the target envisaged in the Plan by about 2.5
million each year. It has also been smaller than the
estimated growth of the labour force during the period.
Therefore, the level of  unemployment in the economy,
which was estimated at 17 million in 1992, is likely to have
increased to 19 million in 1994". Obviously, economic
reforms seem to have failed in generating additional jobs.

7. The success of  reforms is highly exaggerated. If  one were to
look into the economy closely, nothing seems to have
changed from pre-reform days. The share of manufacturing
in GDP for example was 27.5 percent in 1989-90. It was
slightly less at 27.3 percent in 1994-95. The share of
agriculture fell from 33.7 percent in 1989-90 to 31.5 percent
in 1994-95.

8. Poverty during the 90‘s has worsened and the progress
achieved during the 80‘s in poverty reduction got reversed
or ground to a halt during the Nineties.

All things considered, it may be stated that the reforms are
inevitable. Our economy cannot remain isolated from what is
happening in the global business scenario. However, the policy
makers do well to realize the past mistakes and correct them on
the way to further reforms.
Percentage of People Below Poverty Line

What has been accomplished till now through SAP is signifi-
cant. Yet much more needs to be done to reap the full benefits
of what has so far been done. This calls for the implementation
of the second-generation reforms. The second generation reforms
should help our firms grow and become strong MNCs, and
offer greater opportunities to our vast pool of educated youth
to realize their potential and alleviate the sufferings of people
still languishing below poverty line.
In brief, the second-generation reforms comprise the following:
Exploiting the Knowledge-based Global Economy

i. Revolutionizing the telecom sector to help integrate India’s
economy into world economy.

ii. Building institutes for higher education to turnout
competent youth to take advantage of newer opportunities.

iii. A system of intellectual property rights to reward
innovations adequately.

iv. Venture capital and ‘private equity funds’ to finance risk
projects of  the knowledge based economy.

Growing Indian Transnational Corporations

i. Indian firms to enjoy flexibility in entry and exit. Freedom
to diversify and to close down unsuccessful units helps
Indian companies compete successfully with MNCs.

ii. Bring in more trade reforms so that resources could be put
to more productive uses.

iii. Liberalize domestic trade, besides freeing international trade.
iv. Liberalize and move towards capital account convertibility.
High Growth of Agriculture

i. Free farmers from all domestic restrictions on storage,
transport and sale of agricultural products.

ii. State to ensure that adequate investments are made in
irrigation, agricultural research and infrastructure.

Empowering the Poor

i. Integrate and consolidate anti-poverty measures.
ii. Set up a system for old age income security.
Human Development

i. Knowledge industries require educated people. Make
primary education compulsory.

ii. Involve private sector to provide better primary education.
Clean Environment

i. Arrest damage to environment.
ii. Promote clean and healthy environment.
Improvements to Governance

i. Reform of public finance.
ii. Rationalize electricity prices.
iii. Bring in legal reforms that ensure inexpensive and speedy

justice and at the same time facilitate economic growth.

Recapitulation

1. Objectives of new economic policy
2. Pre-reform strategies
3 Post-reform strategies
4. Evaluation of the Policy
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Meaning of Globalization
2. Globalization and World Economy
3. India and Globalization
4. Economic reform measures of Indian Government
5. Ongoing economic reforms and related developments

Introduction to Globalization
The International Monetary Farm (IMF, we will learn more
about IMF in Unit 4) defines globalization as little growing
economic interdependence of countries worldwide through
increasing volume and variety of cross border transactions in
goods and services and of  international capital flows, and also
through the more rapid and widespread diffusion of technol-
ogy.” As Mitchell succinctly puts it, “globalization for better or
worse, has changed the way the world does business. Though still
its early stages, it is all but unstoppable. The challenge: that
individuals and businesses face is learning how to live with it,
manage it, and take advantage of the benefits it offers.
In his Management Challenges for the 21st Century, Peter Drucker
cautions:
“All institutions have to make Global Competitiveness a
strategic goal. No institution, ‘whether a business, a university
or a hospital, can hope to survive, let alone “to succeed, unless
it measures up the standards set by the leaders in its field, any
place in the world.”
We may consider globalization at two levels, viz., lit the macro
level (i.e., globalization of the world economy) and at the micro
level (i.e., globalization of the business and the firm).
Globalization of the world economy is achieved, quite obvi-
ously, by global sing the national economies. Globalization of
the economies and globalization of business are very much
interdependent.

Globalization of World Economy
The world economy has been emerging as a global or
transnational economy. A global or transnational economy is
one, which transcends the national borders unhindered by
artificial restrictions like Government restrictions on trade and
factor movements. Globalization is a process of development
of the world into a single integrated economic unit.
The Transnational economy is different from the international
economy. The international economy is characterized by the
existence of different national economies the economic relations
between them being regulated by the national Governments.
The transnational economy is a borderless world economy
characterized by free flow of trade and factors of production
across national borders.
Drucker in his New Realities observes that in the early or mid
seventies - with OPEC and President Nixon’s floating of  the

dollar - the world economy changed from being international to
transnational. According to Drucker, the transnational economy
is characterized by; inter alia, the following features:
1. The transnational economy is shaped mainly by money

flows rather than by trade in goods and services. These
money flows have their own dynamics. The monetary and
fiscal polices of sovereign Governments increasingly react to
events in the international money and capital markets rather
than actively shape them.

2. In the transnational economy management has emerged as
the decisive factor of production and the traditional factors
of production, land and labour, have increasingly become
secondary. Money and capital markets too have been
increasingly becoming transnational and universally
obtainable. Drucker, therefore, argues that it is management
on which competitive position has to be based.

3. In the transnational economy the goal is market
maximization and not profits maximization.

4. Trade, which increasingly follows investment, is becoming a
function of investment.

5. The decision making power is shifting from the national
state to the region (i.e., the regional blocs like the European
Community, North American Free Trade Agreement, etc.)

6. There is a genuine - and almost autonomous - world
economy of  money, credit and investment flows. It is
organized by information, which no longer knows national
boundaries.

7. Finally, there is a growing pervasiveness of  the transnational
corporations, which see the entire world as a single market
for production and marketing of  goods and services.

There are, thus, many factors, which tend to promote the
transnationalisation of  the world economy. The multilateral
trade negotiations under the auspices of GATT/WTO have
been liberalizing trade and investment.

Globalization of Business
Globalisation in its true sense is a way of corporate life necessi-
tated, facilitated and nourished by the transnationalisation of
the World economy and developed by corporate strategies.
Globalization is an attitude of mind - it is a mind-set, which
views the entire world as a single market so that the corporate
strategy is based on the dynamics of the global business
environment. International marketing or international invest-
ment does not amount to globalization unless it is the result
of such a global orientation.
A truly global corporation views the entire world as a single
market - it does not differentiate between domestic market and
foreign markets. In other words, there is nothing like a home
market and foreign market - there is only one market, the global
market.

LESSON 15:

GLOBALIZATION
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As Kenichi Ohmae observes in his well-known book, The
Borderless World, a global corporation develops a genuine
equidistance of perspective. That is, managers with a truly
global orientation consciously try to set plans and build
organizations as if they view all key customers equidistant from
the corporate centre. For example, the managers of Honda,
which has operations in several parts of the world, do not think
or act as if the company were divided between Japanese and
overseas operations. Indeed, the every word “overseas” has no
place in Honda’s vocabulary because the corporation sees itself
as equidistant from all its key customers. At Casio, the top
managers gather information directly from each of their primary
markets and then sit down together once a month to layout
revised plans for global product development.
Multinationals develop integrated international production
logistics and marketing system. The production sharing between
various units in different countries. For example, about two
thirds of  Toyota’s total business is outside Japan. More than
half of its vehicles sold overseas are manufactured overseas and
the remaining exported from Japan. Toyota has established
integrated manufacturing systems in all three of its main
markets - North America, Europe and Asia. Plants in China,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand turned
out nearly a third of  the company’s overseas production. These
manufacturing units are inter-linked by flows of components
parts, production planning etc. To cite a different example,
Mazda’s sports car, MX-5 Miata, was designed in California, had
its prototype created in England, was assembled in Michigan
and Mexico, using advanced electronic components invented in
New.Jersey and fabricated in Japan, financed from Tokyo and
New York, and marketed globally. The global sourcing, described
in chapter 1, throws light on some other aspect of global
integration.

Features of current Globalization
Globalization, of course, is not a new phenomenon. The
period 1870 to 1913 experienced a growing trend toward
globalization. The new phase of globalization which started
around the mid 20th century became very widespread, more
pronounced and overcharging since the late 1980s by gathering
more momentum from the political and economic changes that
swept across the communist countries, the economic reforms in
other countries, the latest multilateral trade agreement which
seeks to substantially liberalize international trade and invest-
ment and the technological and communication revolutions.
There are several similarities and differences between the two
phases of globalization. The Human Development Report, 1999,
mentions the following as the new features of the current phase
of globalization:

New Markets

• Growing global markets in services - banking, Insurance,
transport

• New financial markets - deregulated, globally linked,
working around. the clock, with action at a distance in real
time, with new instruments such as derivatives.

• Deregulation of antitrust laws and proliferation of mergers
and acquisitions.

• Global consumer markets with global brands.

New Actors

• Multinational corporations integrating their production and
marketing, dominating food production.

• The World Trade Organization - the first multilateral
organization with authority to enforce national
governments’ compliance with rules.

• An international criminal court system in the making.
• A booming international network of NGOs.
• Regional blocs proliferating and gaining importance -

European Union, Association of South-East Asian
Nations, Mercosur, North American Free Trade Association,
Southern African Development Community, among many
others.

• More policy coordination groups - G-7, G-40,G-22,G-
77,OECD.

New Rules and Norms

• Market economic policies spreading around the world, with
greater privatization and liberalization than in earlier
decades.

• Widespread adoption of democracy as the choice of
political regime.

• Human rights conventions and instruments building up in
both coverage and number of signatories - and growing
awareness among people around the world.

• Consensus goals and action agenda for development.
• Conventions and agreements on the global environment -

biodiversity, ozone layer, disposal of hazardous
wastes, desertification, climate change.

• Multilateral agreements in trade, taking on such new
agendas as environmental and social conditions.

• New multilateral agreements - for services, intellectual
property, communications – more binding on national
governments than any previous agreements.

• The Multilateral Agreement on Investment under debate.

New (Faster and Cheaper) Tools of Communications

• Internet and electronic communications linking many
people simultaneously.

• Cellular phones.
• Fax machines.
• Faster and cheaper transport by air, rail and road
• Computer-aided design

Stages of Globalization
Normally, a firm passes through different stages of  develop-
ment before it becomes a truly, global corporation. Typically, a
domestic firm starts its international business by exporting.
Later it may establish joint ventures or subsidiaries abroad.
From an international firm it may then develop into a multina-
tional firm and finally into a global one.
Ohmae identifies five different stages in the development of a
firm into a global corporation. The first stage is the arm’s length
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service activity of  essentially domestic company, which moves
into new markets overseas by linking up with local dealers and
distributors. In stage two, the company takes over these
activities on its own. In the next stage, the domestic based
company begins to carry out its own manufacturing, marketing
and sales in the key foreign markets. In stage four, the company
moves to a full insider position in these markets, supported by
a complete business system including R&D and Engineering.
This stage calls on the managers to replicate in a new environ-
ment the hardware, systems and operational approaches that
have worked so well at home. It forces them to extend the reach
of domestic headquarters, which now has to provide support
function such as personnel and finance, to all overseas activities.
Although stage four, the headquarters mentality continues to
dominate. Different local operations are linked, their relation to
each other established by their relation to the center.
In the fifth stage, the company moves toward a genuinely
global mode of operation. What is called for is “Global
Localization”, a new orientation that simultaneously looks in
both directions.
Getting to stage five, however, means venturing onto new
ground altogether. Many firms across the world have ambitious
plans to become global.
The essential conditions for a successful Globalization of the
business includes: Business Freedom, Facilities, Government
Support, Resources, Competitiveness and Orientation.

India and Globalization
The government of India has initiated various reform measures
since July 1991. Globalization is one such reforms measure. We
shall talk about these measures just to familiarize with the
reforms. Reforms are on going and you should update them
with further reforms through newspaper and media.

Economic Reforms
India started its economic planning in 1950s. Our plan objec-
tives were: sustained economic growth, self-reliance, better
income distribution and alleviation of  poverty. We adopted the
socialistic economic policy to attain these objectives.
As per the pursued policy, capital intensive and major industries
were reserved to public sector and the rest were opened to
private sector. Public sector received the priority and prominence
in allocation of resources. Our country preferred the policy-of
controls, licensing and restrictions in giving permission to
private sector and foreign investors. The framework of other
policies like taxation, fiscal and monetary policy, foreign
exchange policy and industrial policy were in line with the above
strategy. This is called “closed economy” approach.
The policies mentioned in the above paragraph suited well
during the initial years of  planning. However, their efficacy was
lost there after. Our economic growth was slow and our
problems started aggravating due to many reasons.
Things went wrong because we continued to cling on to policies
and institutions long after the served their purpose. Other
developing countries like Japan, China, Thailand, Korea and
Indonesia liberalized their economies to global investments,
competition prosperity. India lost the opportunity of  faster
growth due to not adopting alternate policies.

The global development experience of the last few decades’
show that a policy with fewer barriers and restrictions can bring
about faster industrialization, export growth and sustainable
economic growth.
Though late, India looked for alternate economic policies
during 1980s. It was Mr Rajiv Gandhi who first initiated
economic reforms in our country. However, these policies were
half-hearted and policy changes were not comprehensive.
In July 1991, the government of India (GOI) embarked on a
new economic policy with a vision of stabilization of economy
and restructuring it. The new trajectory of growth was based on
the policy of liberalization, globalization and privatization.
The economic policy adopted since then, which is pursued as an
alternative policy for planned development is popularly called
the economic reforms or simply reforms.
The reform process involved dismantling the earlier policies,
institutions and economic thoughts and installation of new set
of  policies, institutions and way of  thinking.
The major policy change was opening up our economy for
global interaction by way of trade, capital investment, technol-
ogy transfer and market access. This was enabled by removal of
restrictions, controls and bureaucratic/political hurdles.
The market driven policies replaced the governmental interven-
tion and activities reserved for public sector were reduced to the
bare minimum. Non-performing public sector undertakings are
being private sector or wound up to reduce further burden on
the exchequer. Private sector is encouraged to participate in most
of the activities and even foreign direct investment is allowed in
many of the activities.
All other policies, programmes and initiatives are aligned to
facilitate better utilization of scarce resources and attract
investments from all around.
The reforms are open-minded and flexible response to the
changing economic environment aimed at serving the best
interests of  the country.

Meaning of Reforms
The word reform denotes the replacement of the old order/
policy by new policies/measures. Such reforms are necessitated
by the changes taking place around.
The economic reforms are policy initiatives of the government
to meet the changes in business environment. Present policies
are mainly by way of liberalization, Privatization and globaliza-
tion.
The word “Liberalization” implies dismantling of controls at
various levels, reducing the role of state in economic activities,
abolition or reduction of subsidies, lowering of tax rates,
simplifying the tax system, opening up the economy to foreign
competition and allowing a free-play of market forces. The
other two words are explained in subsequent sub sections.

Need for Reforms
Fifty years ago when the British left India in 1947, economic
conditions in India were far from satisfactory. The early
economic planning was initiated against this back drop. India
adopted a ‘closed economy’ approach to achieve its plan
objectives since 1950s.
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The policy approach needed a new direction in 70s but was not
adopted. As a result capital formation was slow and inadequate.
The performance of public sector was far from satisfactory due
to inefficiency, lack of  competition and governmental protec-
tion. The growth of the economy was dismal. The failure of
the policy to achieve the objectives led to re-thinking of the
policies.
The poor health of our fiscal system, inadequate resource
generation, inefficiencies of public enterprises, overall low
productivity of resources use and acute vulnerability of our
balance of payment posed serious treats to our economic
system and called for new bold initiatives and putting the
economy back on the path of sustained growth.
In early Nineties, our economy faced major economic crisis.
Indian economy encountered balance of payment crisis, fiscal
imbalance, and inflationary pressure and down grading of the
country rating in the international capital market. The Gulf-crisis
of 1990 sharply accentuated macro-economic problems.
The gross fiscal deficit rose to 8.4 percent of GDP in 1990-91.
Internal debt of government increased rapidly to 53 percent of
gross domestic product (GDP), inflation reached to 10.3 percent
and economic growth rate was low.
It is to modify and re-orient this economic structure that the
government initiated the programme of reforms-the set of
policies and programmes to restore international faith on our
economy.
The reforms were looked upon as a remedy for certain long-
term ills of  the economy. Economic reforms have continued as
an enduring programme rather than as a short-term step.
There is a feeling that these policies are imposed on us by
international agencies. In reality, the package of  stabilization and
structural adjustment policies initiated since July 1991 had their
origin in the problems faced by India rather than being
imposed by international agencies.

Objectives of Reforms
The basic objectives of the current reform programme have
been to remove various structural constraints, and let competi-
tive forces improve efficiency and productivity. It is also to
integrate the Indian economy with the rest of the world.
The main objectives of reforms are as follows:
• to remove constraints on any economic activity
• to attain sustained economic growth
• to secure macro-economic stability and enhance the long run

growth potential
• to impart a liberalized trade regime
• to adopt advanced technology and to access competitive

markets
• to promote exports and to attain favourable balance of

payment situation
• to improve efficiency of capital
• to reduce the fiscal deficit
• to put the economy in fast track of growth

Benefits of Reforms
Reforms re-adjust certain strategic macro-economic imbalances
of  the economy, raise efficiency in the use of  resources and reap
the benefits of the international division of labour by expand-
ing the foreign trade and encouraging foreign investment.
The reforms allow foreign direct investments. These provide
access to capital, technology transfer and market access. It would
expose our industrial sector to competition from abroad in a
phased manner and quality of  products and services would
begin to receive the attention they deserve.
The most striking result of the reforms has been the overcom-
ing of the external payments crisis.
Indian economy has shown considerable resilience after the
crisis of  1991, when the foreign exchange reserves were reduced
to the equivalent of two weeks’ imports.
The successful implementation of reforms is expected to
increase efficiency and growth. The reforms have improved the
growth of GDP to above 6 percent. The growth has become
sustainable too.
The gross fiscal deficit which was more than eight percent of
GDP between 1985-86 and 1990-91 was brought down to 5.7
percent in 1992-93 and to below 4% during 1996-97.
In the fiscal front there was drastic improvement. Current
account position improved substantially due to fiscal tightening
with 22 percent devaluation. A primary deficit of 3.2 percent of
GDP in 1990-91 fell to 0.5 percent in 1991-92 while foreign
exchange reserves steadily improved from $ 2.1 billion in 1990-
91 to $ 21.7 billion by the end of March 1997.
Economy showed a fast turn around. Dismal GDP growth of
0.8 percent in 1991-92 improved to 5.1 percent in 1992-93.The
economies has grown at a compound rate of 6.3 percent per
annum during the period 1991-92 to 96-97.
Gross domestic savings grew from 22.8 percent of GDP in
1991-92 to 25.6 percent in 95-96.
Gross domestic capital formation went up from 23.4 percent of
GDP in 1991-92 to 27.4 percent in 1995-96.
Select macro economic indicators during reform regime

Growth of 91-92  92-93  93-94  94-95  95-96  96-97
GDP at factor cost  0.9  5.3  6.0  7.2  7.1  6.8

Industry  0.6  2.3  6.0  9.4  11.7  6.7

Gross fiscal deficit  5.9  5.7  7.5  6.1  5.5  5.0

Export (as % of GDP) 7.1  7.6  8.7  8.7  9.7  4.0

Import (as % of GDP) 7.7 9.0 9.1  9.4  11.2  6.0
Foreign exchange   5.6  6.4  15.0  20.8  17.0  21.7
Reserve

Source: Survey of  Indian Industry 1997 – The Hindu

Some Economic Indicators Reconfirm the Benefits
Derived from Reforms

a. Overall economic growth which had fallen to less than one
percent in crisis year of 199192, recovered quickly to 4.3% in
each of the next two years, accelerated further to 6.2 % in
94-95 and further improved to 6.8 % in the year 1995-96.
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This reform-induced recovery from crisis is a credible
performance.

b. Industrial production, which was virtually stagnant in the
crisis year 1991-92, recovered slowly but strongly to attain a
growth rate of 8.2% in 94-95.

c. Agricultural production, after registering a decline of 2% in
1991-92, has increased steadily since then.

d. The turn around in the external sector has been quite
remarkable. Dollar value of exports though declined in
1991-92, it grew by 20% in 93-94 followed by increase by
18% in 94-95.

e. Inflation has declined from a crisis peak of nearly 17% in
August 91 to about 5% in Feb 1998, after bottoming to
about 3%.

f. The ultimate yardstick for assessing economic reforms must
be in terms of  the living standards of  India’s poor.
Planning commission’s estimates of  annual increments in
economy-wide employment indicates strong growth from 3
million in crisis-driven 91-92 to an average 6 million in 94-
95.

g. The developed business culture, work ethos which will
follow FDI will also raise the productivity of resources

h. The growth rate of the economy is expected to go up due
to improved efficiency and investment. Liberalized
economic environment will also act as a great spur for
production.

i. Macro-economy today is in a more comfortable position.
j. The experience with economic reforms in several countries

has demonstrated that substantial benefits flow to
agriculture. The exchange rate liberalization and reduction in
the rate of production to industry get translated into
improved terms of trade for agriculture. Thus the incentive
framework for agriculture ought to improve vastly and new
opportunities will open up.

k. With prudential norms and provisioning, banks cannot any
longer be what they were all the while. More transparency in
reporting of bank performance in a positive feature.

l. Capital market is freed from various controls. Foreign
institutional investors (Flls) can invest 100% as against limit
of 30% hitherto-on debt instruments. Corporate sector can
soon issue shares on non-voting rights.

m . Indian industrial sector, which is exposed to competition,
will be induced to modernization and cost reduction. Public
sector is forced to improve operation.

n. Financial sector is free from the restrictions of government.
o. Interest rates have come down substantially.
p. There has been import relaxation to a fair degree.

Adverse Effects of Reforms
We cannot conclude that reforms bring about only positive
effects. There are some adverse effects on the economy due to
reforms. Following are the important negative effects:
a. Technical upgradation has promoted capital-intensive

technologies and as a consequence, employment

opportunities have declined. This has initiated a process of
jobless growth.

b. Multinational companies (MNCs) have started the process
of acquiring Indian concerns and there is a fear that MNCs
will establish supremacy in the corporate sector. In this
context, instead of enabling the Indian industrialists to
improve their efficiency and productivity, the MNCs will
displace Indian industrialists. This runs counter to the
objective self-reliance.

c. New economic reforms have by passed agriculture and thus,
have ignored the potential of mainstay sector.

d. A greater export orientation and integration with the world
market is another important component of economic
reform. It can lead to reckless exploitation of mineral and
forest resources leading to their depletion and transfer of
polluting industries from advanced to developing countries
in the name of encouraging foreign investment, in which
case economic reforms would have a serious adverse impact.

e. According1o latest economic survey the food grains output
in the 1990s has been growing at a rate less than that of
population. This is an after effect of reforms.

f. Poverty reduction is one area that suffers from reforms. The
first two years of reforms, saw a reduction in social
spending. Poor are unlikely to get the attention they
deserve.

g. Indian enterprises are thrown open for foreign competition
exposing some of  them to winding-up.

h. Reforms have put capitalism to the fore rather than market
economy.

i. Fly by night operators can hijack funds from the market to
vanish with impunity.

Challenges
Change always poses some challenges. We also face certain
challenges due to reforms. These challenges are:
• Country has to sustain fiscal deficit at low levels.
• Continuation of  the early gains in growth of  industry,

agriculture and exports depends crucially on rapid, cost-
effective expansion supporting infrastructure services.
Development of  infrastructure is a challenging job.
Electricity, communication facilities, transportation facilities
need urgent attention.

• Industrial restructuring and competitive environment lead
to winding-up and sickness in some units.

• Our other infrastructure needs urgent modifications to
meet the market requirements. Legal system, enforcement
system in case of dispute need thorough overhaul.

• Reform requires a new dispensation, one that rewards and
punishes.

• Delay, red tapism, inefficiency, carelessness and callousness,
contempt for the public, unabashed corruption, militant
trade union activities pose serious hindrance for reforms.

Globalization
Globalization as the name suggests, means making the Indian
economy responsive to the developments taking place at the
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global level and trying to play greater role in the world economic
environment. Therefore, globalization essentially means a free
flow of  factors of  production goods and services, labour and
capital across the globe without any governmental restrictions.
Globalization of our economy is one of the objectives of our
reforms. Some of the reforms measures are aimed at putting
our economy in line with the rest of the world and make it
conducive for foreign investment.
Globalization indicates the desire to integrate nation-states
within the overall framework of the world trade organization
(WTO). The term globalization has four parameters:
• reduction of trade barriers so as to permit free flow of

goods across national frontiers
• creation of an environment in which free flow of capital can

take place among countries
• setting up a policy and administrative regime facilitating free

flow of technology
• clearing the decks for free movement of labour among

various countries of the world.
Globalization aims to achieve free trade between the economies.
This implies the following:
• There should be no restriction in the form of licenses and

controls in taking up any industrial activity.
• Multinationals should be allowed to have free access to

investment in Indian enterprises/ventures to enable the
natural flow of  capital and technology.

• There should be no curb on imports/exports.
• The customs tariff should be based on a sound rationale to

encourage free international trade and should not be
‘protection’ oriented.

• There should only be management and not restriction to
transaction involving foreign exchange.

Globalization was adopted as an economic policy by many of
the countries during 70s and 80s. These countries have derived
the benefits due to such orientation of their policies.
The countries that have attracted maximum investment during
last decade - Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, China is today far
stronger and better able to resist international competition than
the countries that have failed to liberalise/globalise.

Advantages of Globalization
Globalization can bring about the following advantages to the
country:
• Decline of  tariffs and other trade barriers under GATT.
• Enormous increase in direct foreign investment.
• Growth of organization and administrative structures to

manage resources and risks across sovereign borders and
over great distances.

• Gains in technology and their transfer from one economy to
another.

• Exposure to completion thereby increases of  efficiency.
• Consumer gains due to availability of  goods and services

of international standards at competitive rates.

• Faster rate of growth due to industrial development and
export growth.

• Employment generation due to economic activities and
trade.

• Specialization and innovation in products and services.
• Availability of  capital at competitive rates.
• Development of infrastructure.

Risks of Globalization
Globalization exposes the economy to the following risks also:
• Domestic industry will be exposed to international

competition and there will be initial shakeout leading to
unemployment in the short run.

• Only corporate with research and quality control can survive.
• Domestic economy will face turmoil at least in the initial

phase of globalization.
• Exchange rate will be more volatile due to free flow of

capital.
• Developed countries are conscious of their environment.

There is every likelihood that industries affecting
environment are shifted/set up in underdeveloped
countries.

• Natural resources like forest, minerals of underdeveloped
economies can deplete if not properly guarded.

• The global happenings will have direct impact on a country’s
economy on account of interdependencies of economies.

• There will be impact on the social. political and cultural life
of  the country.

Privatization
The term ‘privatization’ connotes different meanings. In a
narrow sense, privatization implies the induction of private
ownership in publicly owned enterprises. In a broader sense, it
connotes the induction of private management and control in
the public sector enterprises.
Privatization means transfer of ownership and/or management
of an enterprise from the public sector to the private sector. It
also means the withdrawal of the State from an economic sector
partially or fully.
The privatization response is, in a real sense, a reaction to the
worldwide failure of government sector enterprises. State
owned enterprises accounted for 10-20 percent of the GDP in
much of the less developed world. Virtually all countries saw an
expansion of the public sector during 60s and 70s. However,
failure of public sector enterprises is a worldwide phenomenon.
As a reaction to the inefficient working of the state owned
enterprises the wave of privatization has spread all over the
world.
The public sector was originally intended to be the engine of
self-sustained economic growth. It failed to generate sufficient
internal resources for its further expansion and has now become
a major constraint on economic growth in most countries.
Since around 1980, there has been a marked trend across the
world towards privatization. Privatization trend is observed
even across the communist and socialist countries.
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Privatization allows competition, forces the economy to
respond to the needs of the consumer, promotes efficiency and
holds down costs.
Besides other benefits, privatization will help trim the size of
the administrative machinery leading to considerable savings to
the exchequer.
Government has taken concrete steps for encouraging private
entry into sectors previously dominated by the public sector.
Disinvestments in the form of transfer of a part of the
ownership of state owned enterprises to the public are another
form of privatization undertaken by the government. Equity
amounting to Rs. 4950 crores in 35 PSUs was disinvested to
public sector financial institutions, mutual funds and general
public. The government strategy thus is to retain the manage-
ment of pubic sector undertakings in its own hands while
selling of  part ownership. In India, there is a lack of  enthusi-
asm for outright privatization.
The most serious criticism against the public sector is the low
rate of return, a large number of loss making units and
accumulation of losses. Public sector did not attain efficiency
and productivity of capital. The virtual absence of competition
did not provide opportunity of  developing efficiency.
The World Bank, IMF and other international financial
institutions also pressurize the Governments to accept
privatization as the new philosophy.

Pros and Cons of Privatization
Privatization has the following advantages:
• It will improve the efficiency in the use of resources.

Economy will benefit by efficient utilization of scarce capital
resources.

• Excessive restrictions leading to poor individual initiatives
are removed.

• Technological upgradation and improvement in
management.

• The government will be left with more resources and can be
spent for developmental purposes.

• However, privatization has the following adverse effects
also:

• The production facilities will be dominated by private sector
and wealth is accumulated in fewer hands. This is contrary
to socialistic policy.

• Some of  the goods and services cannot be provided by the
private sector. Public sector has to take up such activities
willingly.

• Social justice will be affected.
Finally, let’s look at the following article to see what critics
have to say on Globalization.

Globalization and Its Critics
Sep 27th 2001

From The Economist print edition
Globalization is a great force for good. But neither
governments nor businesses, Clive Crook argues, can be
trusted to make the case

PUBLICATION of  this survey had originally been intended to
coincide with the annual meetings of  the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund, scheduled for September 29th-
30th in Washington, DC. Those meetings, and the big
anti-globalisation protests that had been planned to accompany
them, were among the least significant casualties of the terrorist
atrocities of September 11th.
You might have thought that the anti-capitalist protesters, after
contemplating those horrors and their aftermath, would be
regretting more than just the loss of a venue for their marches.
Many are, no doubt. But judging by the response of some of
their leaders and many of the activists (if Internet chat rooms
are any guide), grief is not always the prevailing mood. Some
anti-globalists have found a kind of consolation, even a cause
of satisfaction, in these terrible events - that of having been, as
they see it, proved right.
To its fiercest critics, globalisation, the march of  international
capitalism, is a force for oppression, exploitation and injustice.
The rage that drove the terrorists to commit their obscene crime
was in part, it is argued, a response to that. At the very least, it is
suggested, terrorism thrives on poverty - and international
capitalism, the protesters say, thrives on poverty too.

Far from Being the Greatest Cause of Poverty,

Globalisation is the Only Feasible Cure.

These may be extreme positions, but the minority that holds
them is not tiny, by any means. Far more important, the anti-
globalists have lately drawn tacit support - if nothing else, a
reluctance to condemn - from a broad range of public opinion.
As a result, they have been, and are likely to remain, politically
influential. At a time such as this, sorting through issues of
political economy may seem very far removed from what
matters. In one sense, it is. But when many in the West are
contemplating their future with new foreboding, it is important
to understand why the sceptics are wrong; why economic
integration is a force for good; and why globalisation, far from
being the greatest cause of  poverty, is its only feasible cure.
Undeniably, popular support for that view is lacking. In the
developed economies, support for further trade liberalisation is
uncertain; in some countries, voters are downright hostile to it.
Starting a new round of global trade talks this year will be a
struggle, and seeing it through to a useful conclusion will be
harder. The institutions that in most people’s eyes represent the
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global economy—the IMF, the World Bank and the World
Trade Organisation—are reviled far more widely than they are
admired; the best they can expect from opinion at large is
grudging acceptance. Governments, meanwhile, are accused of
bowing down to business: globalisation leaves them no choice.
Private capital moves across the planet unchecked. Wherever it
goes, it bleeds democracy of content and puts “profits before
people”.
Who will speak up for international capitalism? Governments
and businesses. What a pity that is. These supposed defenders
of globalisation may do more to undermine support for it than
the critics.
Rich-country governments generally present economic integra-
tion to voters as an unfortunate but inescapable fact of life: as a
constraint, that is, on their freedom of action. For the past ten
years, this has been the favourite excuse of any government
about to break an election promise.
Multinational businesses, for their part, with their enlightened
mission statements, progressive stakeholder strategies, flower-
motif logos and 57-point pledges of “corporate social
responsibility”, implicitly say that they have a case to answer:
capitalism without responsibility is bad. That sounds all right;
the trouble is, when they start talking about how they will no
longer put profits first, people (rightly) think they are lying. If,
as these defenders of economies without borders lead you to
conclude, global capitalism is a cause of democratic paralysis and
a cloak for old-fashioned corporate venality, even instinctive
liberals ought to side with the sceptics.
With advocates like these on either side of the globalisation
debate—dissembling governments and businesses in favour,
angry and uncompromising protesters against—it is natural
that the general public stands firmly in support of neither. It
has no deep commitment to international capitalism, but it can
see no plausible alternative. Certainly, the protesters do not
appear to be offering one. So people are mostly puzzled,
anxious and suspicious. This climate of opinion is bad for
democracy and bad for economic development.
This survey offers a few suggestions for a more purposeful
kind of discussion. It would be foolish to suppose that
consensus will ever be possible. Some of the sceptics are
opposed not just to globalisation or even to the market
economy but to the very idea of economic growth. That view
has the virtue of coherence, at least, but it is unlikely in the
foreseeable future to command a large following.
Nonetheless, in among all their weak arguments, dangerous
good intentions and downright loony notions, the sceptics are
hiding some important points. Clarifying what makes sense in
the sceptics’ case, and exposing the mistaken or dishonest
arguments that politicians and businessmen are putting up
against them, may serve some purpose. And a clearer under-
standing of the arguments for globalisation, of the problems it
solves as well as the problems it creates, may help as well.

Good Old Invisible Hand
The strongest case for globalisation is the liberal one. It is
almost never heard, least of all from governments or business-
men. International economic integration, on the liberal view, is

what happens when technology allows people to pursue their
own goals and they are given the liberty to do so. If  technology
advances to the point where it supports trade across borders,
and if people then choose to trade across borders, you have
integration, and because people have freely chosen it this is a
good thing. Also, again because people have freely chosen this
course, you would expect there to be economic benefits as well.
By and large, theory and practice confirm that this is so. Adam
Smith’s invisible hand does its work. People choose what serves
their own self-interest, each of them making that judgment for
himself. The result is that society as a whole prospers and
advances - spontaneously, not by design of  any person or
government.

A Liberal Outlook is Consistent with

a Wide Range of Government Interventions.

Indeed, It Often Demands Them

All kinds of qualifications and elaborations are needed,
obviously, to fill out the argument properly. This survey will
offer some of them in due course. But it is essential to
understand one point from the outset. The liberal case for
globalisation is emphatically not the case for domestic or
international laisser faire. Liberalism lays down no certainties
about the requirements of social justice in terms of income
redistribution or the extent of the welfare state. It recognises
that markets have their limits, for instance in tending to the
supply of public goods (such as a clean environment). A liberal
outlook is consistent with support for a wide range of govern-
ment interventions; indeed a liberal outlook demands many
such interventions.
But the starting point for all liberals is a presumption that,
under ordinary circumstances, the individual knows best what
serves his interests and that the blending of  these individual
choices will produce socially good results. Two other things
follow. The first is an initial scepticism, at least, about collective
decision-making that overrides the individual kind. The other is
a high regard for markets - not as a place where profits are made,
it must be stressed, but as a place where society advances in the
common good.
Why then are governments and business leaders rarely heard to
put this case? Because for the most part they are not liberals.
Perhaps it goes with the job that politicians of left and right,
traditional and modern, have an exaggerated view of  their
ability to improve on the spontaneous order of a lightly
governed society.
It would be even more naive, and contrary to all experience, to
expect business itself to favour a liberal outlook. Businesses are
ultimately interested in one thing: profits. The business-
bashing NGOs are right about that. If businesses think that
treating their customers and staff well, or adopting a policy of
“corporate social responsibility”, or using ecologically friendly
stationery will add to their profits, they will do it. Otherwise,
they will not.
Does that make market capitalism wrong? On the contrary, the
point of a liberal market economy is that it civilises the quest for
profit, turning it, willy-nilly, into an engine of  social progress. If
firms have to compete with rivals for customers and workers,
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then they will indeed worry about their reputation for quality
and fair dealing - even if they do not value those things in
themselves. Competition will make them behave as if they did.
Here, then, is where the anti-business NGOs get their argument
completely upside down - with genuinely dangerous conse-
quences for the causes, sometimes just, which they hope to
advance. On the whole, stricter regulation of international
business is not going to reduce profits: the costs will be passed
along to consumers. And it is not going to diminish any
company’s interest in making profits. What it may well do,
though, by disabling markets in their civilising role, is to give
companies new opportunities to make even bigger profits at
the expense of society at large.
For example, suppose that in the remorseless search for profit,
multinationals pay sweatshop wages to their workers in
developing countries. Regulation forcing them to pay higher
wages is demanded. The biggest western firms concede there
might be merit in the idea. But justice and efficiency require a
level playing-field. The NGOs, the reformed multinationals and
enlightened rich-country governments propose tough rules on
third-world factory wages, backed up by trade barriers to keep
out imports from countries that do not comply. Shoppers in
the West pay more—but willingly, because they know it is in a
good cause. The NGOs declare another victory. The companies,
having shafted their third-world competition and protected
their domestic markets, count their bigger profits (higher wage
costs notwithstanding). And the third-world workers displaced
from locally owned factories explain to their children why the
West’s new deal for the victims of  capitalism requires them to
starve.

If Firms Ruled the World
A fashionable strand of scepticism argues that governments
have surrendered their power to capitalism - that the world’s
biggest companies are nowadays more powerful than many of
the world’s governments. Democracy is a sham. Profits rule, not
people. These claims are patent nonsense. On the other hand,
there is no question that companies would run the world for
profit if they could. What stops them is not governments,
powerful as they may be, but markets.
Governments have the power, all right, but they do not always
exercise it wisely. They are unreliable servants of  the public
interest. Sometimes, out of conviction, politicians decide to
help companies reshape the world for private profit. Some-
times, anti-market thinking may lead them to help big business
by accident. And now and then, when companies just set out to
buy the policies they want, they find in government a willing
seller. On all this, presumably, the sceptics would agree.
But they miss the next crucial step: limited government is not
worth buying. Markets keep the spoils of  corruption small.
Government that intervenes left and right, prohibiting this and
licensing that, creating surpluses and shortages - now that kind
of  government is worth a bit. That is why, especially in
developing countries with weak legal systems, taming capitalism
by regulation or trade protection often proves such a hazardous
endeavour.

If NGOs succeeded in disabling markets, as many of them say
they would like to, the political consequences would be as dire as
the economic ones. It is because the sceptics are right about
some things that they are so wrong about the main thing.
Copyright © 2003 The Economist Newspaper and The
Economist Group. All rights reserved.

Recapitulation

1. Introduction to Globalization
2. Globalization and World Economy
3 Features of  current Globalization
4. Reform measures of Government of India
5. Liberalization
6. Privatization
7. Globalization and India

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Direct foreign investment
2. Government Policy
3. New Policy
4. FII Investment
5. Euro/ADR Issues

Foreign Investment In India

The flow of direct foreign investment to India has been
comparatively limited because of the type of industrial develop-
ment strategy and’ the very cautious foreign investment policy
followed by the nation.
Direct foreign investment (private) in India was adversely
affected by the following factors:
1. The public sector was assigned a monopoly or dominant

position in the most important Industries and, therefore,
the scope of private Investment, both domestic and
foreign, was limited.

2. When the public sector enterprises needed foreign
technology or investment, there was a marked preference for
the foreign government sources.

3.  Government policy towards foreign capital was very
selective. Foreign investment was normally permitted only
in high technology industries in priority areas and in export
oriented industries.

4. Foreign equity participation was normally subject to a ceiling
or 40 per cent, although exceptions were allowed on merit.

5. Payment of dividends abroad, repatriation of capital, etc., as
well as inward remittances were subject to stringent laws like
the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), 1973. These
discouraged foreign investment.

6. Corporate taxation was high and tax laws and procedures
were complex.

These factors either limited the scope of or discouraged the
foreign investment in India.

Government Policy
The following paragraphs give a very brief account of Govern-
ment of  India’s policy towards foreign capital and technology.
First, the salient features of the policy followed till the economic
liberalisation introduced in July 1991 are given. This is followed
by an account of  the new policy.
India was following a very restrictive policy towards foreign
capital and technology. Foreign collaboration was permitted
only in fields of high priority and in areas where the import of
foreign technology was considered necessary. In other areas,
import of technology was considered on merits if substantial
exports were guaranteed over a period of 5 to 10 years and if

there were reasonable proposals for such exports. The govern-
ment had issued lists of industries where:
a. i. Foreign investment may be permitted.

ii. Only foreign technical collaboration (but no foreign
investment) may be permitted.

b. No foreign collaboration (financial or technical) was
considered necessary.

The government policy on foreign equity participation was,
thus, selective. Such participation tad to be justified with regard
to factors such as the nature of technology involved, whether it
could promote exports which might not otherwise take place
and the alternative terms available or securing the same or
similar technological transfers. Foreign equity participation was
limited to 40 per cent, although exceptions were allowed on
merit. The foreign share capital was to be by way of cash
without being linked to tied imports of machinery and
equipment or to payments for know-how, trade marks, brand
names, etc.
Technical collaborations were to be considered on the basis of
annual royalty payments which were linked with the value of
actual production. The percentage of royalty was dependent on
the nature of  technology. Whenever possible, the payment of
fixed amount of royalty per unit of production was preferred.
Royalty payments were limited to a period of 5 years.
The Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), 1973, served as a
tool for implementing the national policy on foreign private
investment in India. The FERA empowered the Reserve Bank
of India to regulate or exercise direct control over the activities
of foreign companies and foreign nationals in India. A foreign
company was defined as one (other than a banking company)
which was not incorporated in India or in which non-resident
interest was more than 40 per cent or any branch of such a
company.
According to the FERA, non-residents (including Indian
citizens), foreign citizens resident in India and foreign compa-
nies required the permission of the RBI to accept appointment
as agents or technical management advisers in India, of any
person or company, or permit the us~ of  their trade marks.
The trading, commercial and industrial activities in India of
persons resident abroad, foreign citizens in India and foreign
companies were regulated by the FERA. They had to obtain
permission from the RBI for carrying on in India any activity of
a trading, commercial or industrial nature; opening branches/
offices or other places of business in India’ acquiring any
business undertaking in India; and purchasing shares of Indian
companies.
RBI had given general permission for certain matters. For
example, general permission was granted to foreign companies
to acquire or hold any immovable property in India which was

LESSON 16:

FOREIGN INVESTMENT POLICIES
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necessary for, or incidental to, any activity undertaken by them
with the permission of the RBI.

The New Policy
The Industrial policy statement of July 24, 1991, which
observes that while freeing the Indian economy from official
controls, opportunities for promoting foreign investment in
India should also be fully exploited has liberalised the Indian
policy towards foreign investment and technology.
As pointed out earlier, in the pre-liberalisation era, foreign
equity participation was restricted normally to 40 per cent and
foreign investment and technology agreements needed prior
approval. As against this, the new policy has allowed majority
foreign equity with automatic approval in a large number of
industries.
The new policy has also made the import of capital goods
automatic provided the foreign exchange requirement for such
import is ensured through foreign equity.
Salient features of initiatives under the new policy includes
the following:

Foreign investment in most of the industries is now eligible for
automatic approval route (i.e., no prior approval of the
government / RBI is required).
Until December 1996, only 36 industries as mentioned in the
Annexure III of the Industrial Policy Statement of July 1991
were eligible for automatic approval of FDI up to 51 per cent
of  the total equity. The automatic route has subsequently been
expanded very significantly and now there are different catego-
ries of industries on the basis of the ceiling of foreign equity
participation, viz.,
1. Industries in which FDI does not exceed 26 per cent
2. Industries in which FDI does not exceed 50 per cent
3. Industries in which FDI does not exceed 51 per cent
4. Industries in which FDI does not exceed 74
5. Industries in which up to 100 per cent foreign equity is

permitted.
In February 2000, Government took a major decision to place
all items under the automatic route for FDI/NRI*/OCB
(Overseas Corporate Bodies) investment except for a small
negative list which includes the following: (1) items requiring an
industrial licence under the industries (Development &
Registration) Act, 1951; (2) foreign investment being more than
24 per cent in the equity capital of units manufacturing items
reserved for small scale units; (3) all items requiring industrial
licence in terms of the locational policy notified under the
industrial policy; (4) proposals having previous venture / tie-up
in India with foreign collaborator; (5) proposals relating to
acquisition of shares in existing Indian company by foreign /
NRI / OCB investor; (6) proposals falling outside notified
sector policy / caps or under sectors in which FDI is not
permitted and / or applications chosen to be submitted
through FIPB rather than automatic route by the investors.
Further, subject to sectoral policies and sectoral caps, the
automatic route would be available to all foreign and NRI
investors with the facility to bring in 1 00 per cent FDI/NRI/
OCB investment. All proposals for investment in public sector

units as also for EOU / EPZ / EHTP / STP units would
qualify for automatic approval subject to the aforesaid param-
eters.
All other proposals which do not conform to the guidelines for
Automatic Approval are considered by the Foreign Investment
Promotion Board (FIPB). The FIPB considers those proposals
in their totality and’ makes recommendations to the Govern-
ment.
Foreign owned Indian holding companies have been permitted
to make downstream investments within permissible equity
limits through the automatic route provided such holding
companies bring in the requisite funds from abroad. Also the
need to obtain prior approval of the FIB for increasing foreign
equity within already approved limits has been dispensed with
in all cases where the original project cost was Rs. 600 crore.
There are two procedural routes for approval of technical
collaborations: (1) Automatic Approval by RBI is available for
any proposal with lumpsum payment not exceeding US $2
million and royalty of up to five per cent on domestic sales and
eight per cent on exports (2) In all other cases, the Project
Approval Board (PAB) considers’ the proposals and makes
recommendations to the Industry Ministry regarding approval.
Other measures which encourage foreign investment include the
following: ending the government monopoly in insurance;
opening up of the banking sector; divesting public sector
enterprises; protection of international trade marks and patent
by legislation; conclusion of bilateral investment treaties and
double taxation treaties; and establishment of a Foreign
Investment Implementation Authority (FIIA) in order to
ensure that approvals for foreign investments (including NRI
investments) are quickly translated into actual investment
inflows and the proposals fructify into projects.
India has also joined the Multilateral Investment Agency in
1994.

FII Investments
The Indian stock market was opened up to FII investment in
1992-93 and since then there, has been a significant increase in
the portfolio investment by FIIs.
The Regulations on Foreign Institutional Investors, which were
notified on November 14, 1995, contains various provisions
relating to definition of Fils, eligibility criteria, investment
restrictions, procedures of registration and general obligations
and responsibilities of FIIs.
According to the Regulations, FIIs may invest only in:
a. Securities in the primary and secondary markets including

shares, debentures and warrants of companies listed on a
recognised stock exchange in India, and

b. Units of schemes floated by domestic mutual funds
including Unit Trust of  India, whether listed on a
recognised stock exchange or not.

Joint ventures between a variety of domestic and foreign
securities firms have been approved in the stock broking,
merchant banking, assets management and other non-bank
financial services sectors. The overall effect of  FII investment
and financial joint ventures has been the introduction of
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international practices and systems to the Indian Securities
industry.
FIIs are permitted to invest in a company upto an aggregate of
24 per cent of  equity, which can be increased to 40 per cent
subject to approval by the Board of Directors and a Special
Resolution of  the General Body.
In 1996-97, Government liberalised the FII investment policy,
allowing them to invest in unlisted companies and in corporate
and government securities.
FII investment has become an important determinant of the
stock market trends I India.

Euro/ADR Issues
As mentioned earlier, since 1992-93, Indian companies satisfy-
ing certain conditions, are allowed to access foreign capital
markets by Euro-issues of Global Depository Receipts (GDRs)
and Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs).
“A depository Receipt is basically a negotiable certificate,
denominated in US dollars, that represents a non-US company’s
publicly-traded local currency (Indian Rupee) equity shares. DRs
are created when the local currency shares of an Indian company
(for example) are delivered to the depository’s local custodian
bank, against which the Depository Bank (such as the Bank of
New York) issues ADRs in US dollars. The Depository Receipts
may trade freely in the overseas markets like any other dollar
denominated security, either on a foreign stock exchange, or in
the over-the counter market, or among a restricted group such
as qualified institutional buyers”
The prefix global implies that the ADRs are marketed globally
rather than in a specific country or market.
Companies with good track record of three years may avail of
Euro-issues for approved purposes. According to the revised
guidelines issued in November 1995 companies investing in
infrastructure projects~ including power, petroleum exploration
and refining, telecommunications, ports, roads and airports are
exempted from the condition of ‘three-year track record. It is
expected to help companies in the infrastructure sectors to access
cheap overseas funds.
Earlier companies had to keep the funds raised through Euro-
issues in foreign currency deposits with banks and public
financial institutions in India to be converted into Indian
rupees as and when required for expenditure on approved end
uses up to 25 per cent of the Euro-issue proceedings for
meeting corporate restructuring and working capital require-
ments. Companies are also permitted to raise funds through
issue of Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) and
ADRs.
Foreign Investment In IndiaBy Category

*Relates to the acquisition of shares of Indian companies by
NRls under section 5 of FEMA.

Source: Reserve Bank of  India Bulletin, December 2002.

Mergers and Acquisitions
The liberalisation - the privatisation, delicensing, libralisation of
foreign investment policy, scrapping of  MRTP restrictions on M
& A et. al., - and the SEBI takeover Code have opened the
doors for cross-border M & As in India. The FDI inflow to
India on account of acquisition of shares increased from $11
million in1995-96 to $400 million in1998-99. Foreign MNCs
have been using M & A as a market entry strategy and competi-
tive strategy. The soft drink industry witnessed the use of  M &
A to increase market share and shrink competition. The Indian
cement industry, which has witnessed a number of  domestic M
& As and resultant consolidation, has been witnessing the entry
and expansion of global cement majors. The French cement
major, Lafarge, which made a market entry with the acquisition
of  Tisco’s cement unit for Rs. 550 crore has moved on to
strengthen its position by acquiring Raymond’s cement unit for
Rs. 785 crore. It then eyed Madras Cements, a leading player in
South India. Italcementi, the Italian cement major, through its
group company Ciments Francais, opened its door to India by
the acquisition of  the K.K. Birla group’s Zuari Cements. Other
global majors like Cemex of  Mexico, Holder Bank of  Switzer-
land and Blue Circle of UK have been reported to be interested
in India.
FDI in India by acquisition of shares increased from $11
million in 1995-96 to $881 million  in 2001-02.
Several MNCs have acquired the partner’s stake in their joint
ventures or have hiked the stake in the joint ventures and
subsidiaries.
Strategic M & As have been finding favour with corporate India
too. M & As by Indian companies involving foreign firms fall in
to three categories, viz., acquisition of foreign firms, acquisition
of MNC affiliates in India and acquisition of foreign brands.
Acquisition of foreign firms by Indian companies is not
something new. Acquisition of  foreign firms has been an
important element of the internationalization strategy of a
number of Indian firms. Several pharmaceutical companies, for
example, have done it. A very important foreign acquisition buy
has been the $271 billion (Rs. 1870 crore) leveraged buy-out of
Tetley by Tata j Tea. With this Tata Tea, the largest integrated tea
producer in the world, got possession of the ; second largest
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global tea marketer which has a variety of tea products and
number one position in some of the advanced markets.
Another very important event was the acquisition of the
Canadian , aluminium major Alcan’s stake in its Indian
subsidiary, Indal, by the A.V. Birla Group’s Hindalco J for Rs.
1008 crore, making the largest all-cash acquisition in the history
of corporate India.
Some Indian companies have acquired certain foreign brands.
For example, the Nicholas Piramal India has acquired the Indian
rights for three anti-infective brands from the US firm Eli Lilly
which gave Piramal a strategic entry into this generation of
antibiotic. The acquisition of the $4million generics business of
Bayer AG has given Ranbaxy an entry into Germany, the third
largest generics market in the world. Sun Pharmaceutical
industry’s acquisition of  Caraco Pharma labs, which has a FDA
approved formulations manufacturing plant, gave it a strategic
entry in to I the US generics market “with lightening speed.” It
may be viewed in the light of the fact that 178 molecules valued
at $43 billion is going off  patent by 2003 in the US. Similarly,
the acquisition of  MJPL gave it an entry to the European
generics market.
The acquisition of Madura Garments, the ready-made garments
business of  Madura Coats, a subsidiary of  the U.K. based
Coats Viyella, for nearly Rs. 236 crores by the Indian Rayon of
the A.V. Birla group gave it some overseas brand rights too.
It is reported in early 2000 that it was the right time for Indian
IT companies to buy IT companies in the US and Europe
because global markets in the last several months have seen a
massive erosion in market capitalisation of all technology
companies. “In contrast, it is easier for Indian companies to
raise finance for foreign acquisitions, and the US market is still
bullish about Indian software companies”, says an investment
banker.
Liberalisation, privatisation and growing competition have been
stimulating restructuring industries globally and cross-border M
& A has become a necessitating and facilitating force. The
Takeover Code put in place by the SEBI has imparted clarity and
order to the acquisition scene in India. Within three years of the
operation of the Code, shares worth a total of Rs. 11,6000 crore
were acquired - Rs. 2052 crore through open offers and the
balance (Rs. 9550 crore) through the exemption route. Close to
700 companies acquired shares either trough open offers or
through the exemption route. Almost half of the acquisitions
were for the purpose of consolidating holdings. Nearly a
quarter of the acquisitions were with the intension of change in
management. Of the total of 181 open offers made during the
three year period, 33 (18 per cent) were by foreign companies.
The foreign companies however, accounted for about 44 per
cent of the total value of the shares acquired by open offers,
indicating that their acquisitions are more deep-pocket and big-
ticket.

An Evaluation of New Policy
Although the liberalization has increased the inflow of foreign
capital to India, it has been much lower than several other
developing countries have been receiving. After reaching a height
of $3.57 billion in 1997, FDI inflow to India dropped to $2.16
billion in 1997 and marginally increased to $2.63 billion in 2000.

India’s share of  global FDI flows declined from 0.75 in 1997 to
0.24 in 2000. The FDI inflow is nowhere near the annual target
of  $10 billion set by the Government many years ago. This is
because the infrastructural facilities are poor, several factors are
costly and the policy and procedural environment in India in
several respects is far from encouraging. Not only the foreign
capital is shying away from India but also it is feared that there
are signs of capital flight from India.
There are many ardent critics of foreign investment and
technology. Foreign investment and technology is not without
problems. However, the opening up of the economies of a
number of nations for foreign companies and the several
measures they have taken to woo foreign companies are clear
indicators of the positive contribution foreign capital and
technology can make.
Government of India had been considering only equity
investments and had been excluding factors like reinvested
capital is the computation of FDI. However, in 2003 Govern-
ment aligned the methodology with the internationally accepted
practice. As per the revised data, FDI inflow is 2000-01 is
reckoned at $4.03 billion against $2.34 published earlier, while it
would be $6.13 billion in 2001-02 (earlier estimate $3.91 billion)
and $4.67 billion in 2002-03 ($2.57 billion).
The new policy of Government of India is, of course, much
better than the old policy. However, in comparison with the
business environment in many other countries India still is not
very attractive  in the eyes of  foreign companies, despite the large
and growing Indian market. Now that many countries are
competing to lure the foreign capital and technology, the choice
is indeed very wide for the foreign firms. Further, many
multinationals are keen to establish a foothold in the former
‘communist’ and ‘socialist’ countries which have now widely
opened their doors for the foreign capital and technology, besides
their interest in several other countries. Cultural factors also tilt
the balance in favour of these countries vis-a-vis India. Again,
sufficient clarity and simplicity are still conspicuous by their
absence in the Indian policy. No miracles should, therefore, be
expected from the belated awakening of India. Many develop-
ing countries have a much higher FDI.:GDP ratio than India.
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Courtesy: “Outward bound”, The Economic Times
(Editorial), 12 June, 2001 and AnjuliBhargava & Alam
Srinivas, “Where Is The Money”, Businessworld, 23
April, 2001.

Although there is a lot of talk about the procedural simplifica-
tion, foreign companies still find the procedures very perplexing
and unbearably time-consuming.
One important criticism of the liberalisation of foreign
investment has been that foreign investment would take place
mostly in non-priority sectors. However, about 80 per cent of
the foreign investment in India since the liberalisation has gone
to priority sectors. Now several of the priority industries,
including the infrastructural sector, which were earlier exclusively
reserved for the public sector is opened to foreign investment.
Foreign investment needs to be directed to priority sectors.

Foreign Investment by Indian Companies
Although, the share of the primary sector in FDI has declined,
there has been a substantial increase of the FDI in this sector in
absolute terms. The FDI stock in the primary sector of
developed countries increased more than five fold between
1975-1990, while in the developing countries it increased more
than six fold. According to the World Investment Report 1998,
though declining in importance, the availability of natural
resources is still a determinant of FDI and continues to offer

important possibilities for inward investment in resource-rich
countries. Natural resources still explain much of the inward
FDI in a number of  countries, developing (e.g., countries in
sub. Sahara, Africa), developed (e.g., Australia) and countries in
transition (Azerbaijan, Kiazakhistan and Russian Federation}.
Until 1991, Indian companies made very little investment
abroad. Although government of  India’s policy had been one
of encouraging foreign investment by Indian companies,
subject to certain conditions, several factors like the domestic
economic policy and the domestic economic situation were
deterrents to foreign investment by Indian companies.
By restricting the areas of operation and growth, the govern-
ment policy seriously constrained the potential of Indian
companies to make a foray into the foreign countries through
investment. Added to this was the attraction of the protected
domestic market which was, in many cases, a seller’s market and
this made the Indian companies to ignore the foreign markets.
Indian companies have established subsidiaries and joint
ventures in a number of countries in different manufacturing
industries and service sectors.
The new economic policy of India is expected to encourage
foreign investments by Indian companies. The curbs on
growth, even by mergers and acquisitions, have been removed,
financing restrictions have been eased, areas of business opened
to the private sector companies have been substantially enlarged
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and foreign tie up policies have been liberalised. Further,
domestic market is becoming increasingly competitive. All these
factors should encourage the Indian companies to invest in
other countries and take advantage of the economic liberaliza-
tion in  many countries.
The investment limits for automatic clearance are too small and
there is an urgent need for a substantial upward revision.
In light of the economic liberalisation and the growing
competition at home, many Indian companies have been
planning for a major thrust abroad.
Recent reports indicate that many Indian companies are eager to
invest abroad. Several companies have also been relocating
production facilities abroad or prefer foreign countries to India
for further expansion. Direct investments abroad by Indian
companies recorded a strong growth in 2001-02, reaching $638
million, 24 per cent higher than that recorded in 2000-01 ($514
million) and more than three times that of $151.18 million,
recorded in 1999-00. The outstanding investment figure as of
end-March 2002 touched $3 billion.
Foreign investment, both in greenfield enterprises and mergers
and acquisitions (M & A), is dearly a part of the globalisation
strategy of  many Indian companies. Recently, there has been a
spurt in FDI by Indian companies. birect investments abroad
by Indian companies recorded a strong growth in 2001-02,
reaching $638 million, 24 per cent higher than that recorded in
200001 ($514 million) and more than three times that of
$151.18 million, recorded in 1999-00. The outstanding invest-
ment figure as of end-March 2002 touched $3 billion.
Direct investment in equity comprises corporate investment in
joint ventures and wholly owned subsidiaries abroad. A chunk
of these investments has been by the IT companies for
overseas acquisitions in the US. Among the big IT companies
to make overseas investments during the year are TCS, Infosys,
Wipro and HCL Technologies. Investments were made for
product acquisitions and R & D funding. IT products acquisi-
tions have been mainly in the banking and other financial lector
software products.
The figures for the first two months of 2003 have been still
more encouraging. According to !The Economic Times, a cursory
glance at the Indian companies that have announced their
foreign ~vestment plans between December 2002 and February
2003 reveal that around 10 companies have lined up a combined
investment of around $2,500 million (approximately Rs. 12,000
crore) to be made in their foreign operations. This amount
accounts for roughly two-third of the actual ~reign investment
inflow of  Rs. 18,284 crore recorded by the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) during ‘January-November 2002. Indian companies
today are among the front runners in their chosen nelds with
investments in countries as far away as Australia, Germany,
Japan, Spain, Egypt, Morocco, to name a few. And the sectors
they are investing in too are diversified.
It may be recalled that the RBI had liberalised overseas invest-
ment norms for Indian corporates some time back. Indian
corporates are allowed to invest directly in equity of their joint
ventures abroad and/or wholly-owned subsidiaries upto a limit

of  $100 million annually. The norms allow investments across
industries, except banking and real estates.
In short, a number of Indian companies have invested and will
be investing abroad as part of  their globalisation strategy. FDI
outflows from India which averaged $19 million annually
during 1989-94 increased from $119 in1995 to $336 in 2000 and
$638 million in 2001-02.

Recapitulation

1. Foreign investment in India
2. Government policy
3 New policy
4. Evaluation of new policy
5. Euro/ADR Issue
5. Mergers and aquisitions
6. An evaluation of new policy
7. Foreign investment by Indian Companies

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is EXIM Bank
2. History and Objectives of Exim Policies
3. Various Policies since inception
4. Exim Policy 2002-2007

Background

Export-Import Bank of India was set up by an Act of
Parliament in September 1981, for the purpose of financing,
facilitating and promoting foreign trade in India. It is wholly
owned by the Government of India and  commenced opera-
tion in March 1982
Exim is the principal financial institution in the country for co-
ordinating working of institutions engaged in financing exports
and imports

The import policy in the post independence period was guided
by consideration of a growth oriented policy which should
ultimately lead us to the objective of self reliance:
a. Imports should be limited as far as possible so as to

conserve foreign exchange.
b. Imports of those items were to be encouraged which

would help the industrialization of the economy and
imports of such items which could be produced at home
were discouraged or completely banned. This distinction
between essential and non-essential items of imports were
necessary in view of the fact that even the demand for
imports of capital goods and other equipment in a
developing economy could be of such a magnitude that it
might become difficult to find foreign exchange for
developmental imports.

c. The nature of imports should be so modified that it helped
export promotion, and thus mitigate the deficit in the
balance of  payments position ultimately.

The government appointed the Import and Export Policy
Committee headed by Mr.Mudaliar in 1962 to review
Government’s trade policy. The recommendations of  the
committee were accepted by the government.  Mr.V.P.Singh, the
then Commerce Minister, announced the Export Import policy
on the 12th of April, 1985.It was here that for the first time the
Government announced the policy on a three year basis.The
basic aim of the policy was to facilitate productin through easier
and quicker access to imported inputs, impart continuity and
stability of  Exim Policy, strengthen the export production base,
facilitate technological upgradation and effect all possible savings
in imports.
Hence, the Export Import policy was announced in 1985
followed by 1990, 1999-2000,2001-02 & 2002-2007.Let us
discuss the latest policy – Exim Policy: 2002-2007 in detail.

Exim Policy 2002-07: A Synopsis
With exports nose-diving during FY02, the country had been
looking for an Exim Policy that would provide the right
impetus to exporters and put them back on the growth track.
The Commerce Minister has tried to do so by providing export
incentives and simplifying export procedures.
The Exim policy for 2002-07 has been declared with the
objective of capturing 1% of the global share of trade by 2007.
To attain this target, India needs to increase its exports from the
present level of US$ 46 bn to more than US$ 80 bn over the
next five years, which implies a CAGR of 11.9%.
It is to be noted that India enjoyed a huge share of around
25% in global trade till 1750. Over time the share of India in
global trade kept slipping from 11% in 1900 to roughly 5% in
1920s and 1930s and by 1947 it was 2.5%. Today the share
stands at 0.67%.

Quantitative Restrictions on Exports Removed
Moving towards the regime of free trade with minimum
intervention, last year, the Exim Policy removed Quantitative
Restrictions (QR) on 714 import items. This year, it was the
turn of exports. Except for few sensitive items, QRs on all
exports have been removed. Only a few items have been
retained for exports through State Trading Enterprises.

Measures Announced for Boosting Agricultural
Exports

Continuing on the lines of Union Budget 2002-03, which
acknowledged the importance of agriculture to the Indian
economy and declared several measures to boost the income of
the sector, the Exim Policy has declared further goodies for the
agricultural sector.
Around 20 Agri Export Zones (AEZ) have been notified by
the Government to promote export of agro and agro based
products. Moreover, export restrictions like registration and
packaging requirement for commodities like Butter, Wheat &

LESSON 17:
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Wheat products, Coarse Grains and Groundnut Oil have been
removed. This follows the removal of quantitative and
packaging restrictions on Wheat & Wheat products, Butter,
Pulses, Grain and flour of  Barley, Maize, Bajra, Ragi and Jowar
on 05/03/02. Restrictions on export of all cultivated (other
than wild) varieties of seed, except Jute and Onion have also
been removed. In order to promote diversification of agricul-
ture, transport subsidy has been made available for export of
fruits, vegetables, floriculture, poultry and dairy products.
These measures are expected to help farmers get a better price
for their produce and hence increase the rural purchasing power.
As around 65% of the total workforce of the country are
employed by the agricultural sector, an increase in the rural
purchasing power will have positive repercussions on the overall
demand in the economy.

Special Focus on Cottage Sector and Handicrafts
The word ‘Exports’ might bring to our minds sophisticated
articles and urban centres. However, it is to be noted that 50%
of  India’s exports come from the small-scale sector. With a view
to strengthen this segment, the Government has embarked on
a programme this year called “Special Focus on Cottage Sector
and Handicrafts”.
Under this programme, a sum of Rs 50 mn has been earmarked
for promoting cottage sector exports coming under the Khadi
& Village Industries Commission (KVIC). The handicrafts
sector has also been allowed to access funds from Market Access
Initiative* (MAI) for activities like development of website for
virtual exhibition etc. Under the Export Promotion Capital
Goods (EPCG) scheme, these units will not be required to
maintain average level of exports, while calculating the Export
Obligation. Moreover, these units will be entitled to the benefit
of Export House status on achieving average export perfor-
mance of Rs 50 mn as against the requirement of Rs 150 mn
for other export units.

Measures to Facilitate Exports from Industrial
Cluster Towns

In India, a number of towns have emerged as dynamic
industrial locations and are handsomely contributing to the
country’s exports. UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Devel-
opment Organisation) has identified 354 such clusters in India
with high potential, of which 34 have a minimum annual
production of Rs 10 bn and some exceed even Rs 100 bn.
Some such towns are Panipat for woollen blankets, Tirupur for
hosiery and Ludhiana for woollen knitwear.
In order to facilitate exports from these areas, common service
providers in these areas will be entitled for benefits of EPCG
scheme. Moreover, the recognised associations of units in these
areas will be able to access the funds under the Market Access
Initiative (MAI) scheme. These areas will receive priority for
assistance for infrastructure under the scheme on Central
Assistance to States**.

OBUs Permitted to be Set up in SEZs
In order to provide easy access of funds to the Special Eco-
nomic Zones (SEZs), the exim policy has allowed setting up of
Overseas Banking Units (OBUs) in these areas. These OBUs
would be exempt from CRR & SLR and would give funds to

SEZ units / SEZ developers at international rates. However,
only Indian banks will be allowed to operate in SEZs as
overseas units.
The other entitlements proposed for the units in SEZs are as
follows:
1. Income Tax concessions to the units in SEZs
2. Exemption from Central Sales Tax for supplies from

Domestic Tariff  Area ( DTA)    to SEZs
3. Drawback/ DEPB scheme available to DTA suppliers
4. Treating transaction from DTA to SEZ as exports under

the Income Tax Act and Customs Act
5. Exemption to SEZ units from External Commercial

Borrowing restrictions, freedom to make overseas
investment and carry out commodity hedging.

Though these measures will certainly help SEZs attract invest-
ments, the lack of infrastructure across the country will impede
India’s SEZs to reach the standard of  their Chinese counter-
parts.

Focus Africa to be Launched
On lines of Focus LAC (Latin American Countries), the
Commerce Minister has launched Focus Africa. Under it,
exporters will be given Export House status on trade worth Rs
50 mn. The first phase of Focus Africa will cover Nigeria, South
Africa, Mauritius, Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Ghana. These
seven countries accounted for nearly 70% of  India’s total trade
of US$ 3.3 bn with sub-Saharan region in FY01.
A similar programme Focus CIS is also on the anvils in coming
years. Moreover, the existing programme, Focus LAC, which
resulted in exports to Latin American countries going up by
40%, has been extended to Mar 03.

Soft Options for Hardware Industry
An attempt has been made by the Commerce Minister to
modify the Electronic Hardware Technology Park (EHTP)
scheme to enable the hardware sector face the zero duty regime
from 2005, as per the Information Technology Agreement
(ITA-1).
The condition of positive Net Forex Earnings as a percentage
of exports (NFEP) has been allowed to be met over five years
instead of every year. This will provide industry with the
necessary gestation period between production and export. The
Exim Policy also proposes the sale of items falling under the
ITA-1 in the Domestic Tariff  Area (DTA) from EHTP be
considered as fulfilment of Export Obligation. The proviso is
that these items should be attracting zero duty in the domestic
market.

Other Sector Specific Measures
The Exim Policy has also declared specific measures for
important sectors like gems & jewellery, textiles and leather and
which contribute around 18%, 13% and 5% respectively to the
country’s total exports.

Gems & Jewellery

1. Customs duty on rough diamonds has been reduced to nil
and licensing regime for rough diamonds has been
abolished
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2. Value addition norm for export of  plain jewellery has been
reduced from 10% to 7%

3. Export of all mechanised unstudded jewellery has been
allowed at a value addition of  3% only.

Textiles

1. Sample fabrics have been permitted duty free import within
the 3% limit for trimmings and embellishments

2. 10% variation in GSM has been allowed for fabrics under
Advance Licence

3. Additional items such as zip fasteners, inlay cards, eyelets,
rivets, eyes, toggles, velcro tape, cord and cord stopper have
been included in input output norms

4. Duty Entitlement Passbook (DEPB) rates for all kinds of
blended fabrics has been permitted.

Leather
The duty free imports of trimmings and embellishments up to
3% of the FOB value hitherto confined to leather garments has
been extended to all leather products.

Steps to Reduce/ Simplify the Transaction Procedure
The policy proposes a new commodity classification for imports
and exports to be adopted by Central Board of Excise &
Customs (CBEC) and DGCI&S. The common classification to
be used by both the bodies will eliminate the classification
dispute and hence reduce transaction costs and time. The
percentage of physical examination of export cargo has already
been reduced to less than 10% except for few sensitive destina-
tions. The repatriation period for realisation of export proceeds
has been extended from 180 days to 360 days.
Contrary to apprehensions among the export community, the
duty neutralisation schemes like Duty Entitlement Passbook
(DEPB), Export Promotion Capital Good (EPCG), Duty Free
Replenishment Certificate (DFRC) and Advance Licenses have
been retained along with the existing dispensation of not
having any value cap.

Conclusion
In order to meet the target of 1% share in the world trade, the
Commerce Minister has charted an export oriented policy with
minimum import and procedural restrictions. But the success,
as is applicable to any policy, depends on effective implementa-
tion.

Exim Policy 2002-07: Highlights  

Special Economic Zones (SEZs)
Offshore Banking Units (OBUs) shall be permitted in SEZs.
Detailed guidelines are being worked out by RBI. This should
help some of  our cities emerge as financial nerve centres of
Asia.
Units in SEZ would be permitted to undertake hedging of
commodity price risks, provided such transactions are under-
taken by the units on stand-alone basis. This will impart
security to the returns of the unit.
It has also been decided to permit External Commercial
Borrowings (ECBs) for a tenure of less than three years in
SEZs. The detailed guidelines will be worked out by RBI. This

will provide opportunities for accessing working capital loan for
these units at internationally competitive rates.

Employment Oriented

Agriculture

Export restrictions like registration and packaging requirement
are being removed today on Butter, Wheat and Wheat prod-
ucts, Coarse Grains, Groundnut Oil and Cashew to Russia .
Quantitative and packaging restrictions on wheat and its
products, Butter, Pulses, grain and flour of  Barley, Maize, Bajra,
Ragi and Jowar have already been removed on 5th March, 2002.
Restrictions on export of all cultivated (other than wild)
varieties of seed, except Jute and Onion, removed.
To promote export of  agro and agro based products, 20 Agri
export zones have been notified.
In order to promote diversification of agriculture, transport
subsidy shall be available for export of fruits, vegetables,
floriculture, poultry and dairy products. The details shall be
worked out in three months.
3% special DEPB rate for primary & processed foods exported
in retail packaging of 1 kg or less.

Cottage Sector and Handicrafts

i. An amount of Rs. 5 crore under Market Access Initiative
(MAI) has been earmarked for promoting cottage sector
exports coming under the KVIC.

ii. The units in the handicrafts sector can also access funds
from MAI scheme for development of website for virtual
exhibition of their product.

iii. Under the Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG)
scheme, these units will not be required to maintain average
level of exports, while calculating the Export Obligation.

iv. These units shall be entitled to the benefit of Export
House status on achieving lower average export
performance of Rs.5 crore as against Rs. 15 crore for others;
and

v. The units in handicraft sector shall be entitled to duty free
imports of an enlarged list of items as embellishments
upto 3% of FOB value of their exports.

Small Scale Industry

With a view to encouraging further development of centres of
economic and export excellence such as Tirupur for hosiery,
woollen blanket in Panipat, woollen knitwear in Ludhiana,
following benefits shall be available to small scale sector:
Common service providers in these areas shall be entitled for
facility of EPCG scheme.
The recognised associations of units in these areas will be able
to access the funds under the Market Access Initiative scheme
for creating focused technological services and marketing
abroad.
Such areas will receive priority for assistance for identified critical
infrastructure gaps from the scheme on Central Assistance to
States.
Entitlement for Export House status at Rs. 5 crore instead of
Rs. 15 crore for others.
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Leather

Duty free imports of trimmings and embellishments upto 3%
of the FOB value hitherto confined to leather garments
extended to all leather products.

Textiles

Sample fabrics permitted duty free within the 3% limit for
trimmings and embellishments.
10% variation in GSM be allowed for fabrics under Advance
Licence.
Additional items such as zip fasteners, inlay cards, eyelets, rivets,
eyes, toggles, velcro tape, cord and cord stopper included in
input output norms.
Duty Entitlement Passbook (DEPB) rates for all kinds of
blended fabrics permitted. Such blended fabrics to have the
lowest rate as applicable to different constituent fabrics.

Gem & Jewellery

Customs duty on import of rough diamonds is being reduced
to 0%. Import of rough diamonds is already freely allowed.
Licensing regime for rough diamond is being abolished. This
should help the country emerge as a major international centre
for diamonds.
Value addition norms for export of  plain jewellery reduced
from 10% to 7%. Export of all mechanised unstudded
jewellery allowed at a value addition of  3 % only. Having already
achieved leadership position in diamonds, now efforts will be
made for achieving quantum jump on jewellery exports as well.
Personal carriage of jewellery allowed through Hyderabad and
Jaipur airport as well.

Technology Oriented

Electronic Hardware

The Electronic Hardware Technology Park (EHTP) scheme is
being modified to enable the sector to face the zero duty regime
under ITA(Information Technology Agreement)-1. The units
shall be entitled to following facility:
Net Foreign Exchange as a Percentage of Exports (NFEP)
positive in 5 years.
No other export obligation for units in EHTP.
Supplies of ITA I items having zero duty in the domestic
market to be eligible for counting of export obligation.

Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals

All pesticides formulations to have 65% of DEPB rate of such
pesticides.
Free export of samples without any limit.
Reimbursement of 50% of registration fees for registration of
drugs.

Projects

Free import of equipment and other goods used abroad for
more than one year.

Growth Oriented

Strategic Package for Status Holders

The status holders shall be eligible for the following new/
special facilities:

Licence/Certificate/Permissions and Customs clearances for
both imports and exports on self-declaration basis.
Fixation of Input-Output norms on priority;
Priority Finance for medium and long term capital requirement
as per conditions notified by RBI;
Exemption from compulsory negotiation of documents
through banks. The remittance, however, would continue to be
received through banking channels;
100% retention of foreign exchange in Exchange Earners’
Foreign Currency (EEFC) account;
Enhancement in normal repatriation period from 180 days to
360 days.

Neutralising High Fuel Costs

Fuel costs to be rebated by it in Standard Input Output Norms
(SIONs) for all export products. This would enhance the cost
competitiveness of our export products. The value of fuel to
be permitted as a percentage of FOB value of exports for
various product groups is as under:

Diversification of Markets

Setting up of “Business Centre” in Indian missions abroad for
visiting Indian exporters/businessmen.
ITPO portal to host a permanent virtual exhibition of Indian
export product.
Focus LAC (Latin American Countries) was launched in
November, 1997 in order to accelerate our trade with Latin
American countries. This has been a great success. To consoli-
date the gains of this programme, we are extending this upto
March, 2003.
Focus Africa is being launched today. There is tremendous
potential for trade with the Sub Saharan African region. During
2000-01, India’s total trade with Sub Saharan African region was
US$ 3.3 billion. Out of this, our exports accounted for US$ 1.8
billion and our imports were US$ 1.5 billion. The first phase of
the Focus Africa programme shall include 7 countries namely,
Nigeria, South Africa, Mauritius , Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania
and Ghana. The exporters exporting to these markets shall be
given Export House Status on export of Rs.5 crore.
Links with CIS countries to be revived. We have traditional
trade ties with these countries . In the year 2000-01, our exports
to these countries were to the extent of US$ 1082 million. In
this group, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Azerbaijan to be in special focus in
the first phase.

North Eastern States, Sikkim and Jammu & Kashmir

Transport subsidy for exports to be given to units located in
North East, Sikkim and Jammu & Kashmir so as to offset the
disadvantage of being far from ports.

Re-location of Industries

To encourage re-location of  industries to India, plant and
machineries would be permitted to be imported without a
licence, where the depreciated value of such relocating plants
exceeds Rs. 50 crores.

Reduction in Transaction Time & Cost
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With a view to reducing transaction cost, various procedural
simplifications have been introduced. These include:

DGFT

A new 8 digit commodity classification for imports is being
adopted from 1st April 2002. This classification shall also be
adopted by Customs and DGCI&S shortly. The common
classification to be used by DGFT and Customs will eliminate
the classification disputes and hence reduce transaction costs and
time. Similarly, Ministry of  Environment and Forests is in the
process of finalisation of guidelines to regulate the import of
hazardous waste.

Further Simplification of All Schemes

Reduction of the maximum fee limit for electronic application
under various schemes from Rs. 1.5 lakh to Rs. 1.00 lakh.
Same day licensing introduced in all regional offices.

Customs

Adoption and harmonisation of the 8 digit ITC(HS) code.
The percentage of physical examination of export cargo has
already been reduced to less than 10 percent except for few
sensitive destinations.
The application for fixation of brand rate of drawback shall be
finalised within 15 days.

Banks

Direct negotiation of export documents to be permitted. This
will help the exporters to save bank charges.
100% retention in EEFC accounts.
The repatriation period for realisation of export proceeds
extended from 180 days to 360 days. The facility is already
available to units in SEZ and exporters exporting to Latin
American countries.
These facilities are being made available to status holders only
for the present.

Trust Based
Import/Export of samples to be liberalised for encouraging
product upgradation.
Penal interest rate for bonafide defaults to be brought down
from 24% to 15%.
No penalty for non-realisation of export proceeds in respect of
cases covered by ECGC insurance package.
No seizure of stock in trade so as to disrupt the manufacturing
process affecting delivery schedule of exporters.
Foreign Inward Remittance Certificate (FIRC) to be accepted in
lieu of Bank Realisation Certificate for documents negotiated
directly.
Optional facility to convert from one scheme to another
scheme. In case the exporter is denied the benefit under one
scheme, he shall be entitled to claim benefit under some other
scheme.
Newcomers to be entitled for licences without any verification
against execution of Bank Guarantee.

Duty Neutralisation Instruments

Advance Licence

Duty Exemption Entitlement Certificate (DEEC) book to be
abolished. Redemption on the basis of Shipping bills and Bank
Realisation Certificates.
Withdrawal of Advance Licence for Annual Requirement (AAL)
scheme as problems were encountered in closure of AAL and
the significance of scheme considerably reduced due to dispen-
sation of DEEC. The exporters can avail Advance Licence for
any value.
Mandatory spares to be allowed in the Advance Licence upto
10% of the CIF value.

Duty Free Replenishment Certificate (DFRC)

Technical characteristics to be dispensed with for audit purpose.

Duty Entitlement Passbook (DEPB)

Value cap exemption granted on 429 items to continue.
No Present Market Value (PMV) verification except on specific
intelligence.
Same DEPB rate for exports whether as CBUs or in CKD/
SKD form, Reduction in rates only after due notice.
DEPB for transport vehicles to Nepal in free foreign exchange.
DEPB rates for composite items to have lowest rate applicable
for such constituent.

Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG)

EPCG licences of Rs.100 crore or more to have 12 year export
obligation (EO) period with 5 year moratorium period.
EO fulfilment period extended from 8 years to 12 years in
respect of units in agri-export zones and in respect of compa-
nies under the revival plan of BIFR.
Supplies under Deemed Exports to be eligible for export
obligation fulfilment along with deemed export benefit.
Re-fixation of EO in respect of past cases of imports of
second hand capital goods under EPCG Scheme.Salient features
of the Exim policy 2002-07.

Exim Policy 2002-2007 in Detail
In exercise of the powers conferred under Section 5 of The
Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation Act), 1992 (No. 22
of 1992), the Central Government hereby notifies the Export
and Import Policy for the period 2002-2007. This Policy shall
come into force with effect from 1st April, 2002 and shall
remain in force up to 31st March, 2007 and will be co-terminus
with the Tenth Five Year Plan (2002-2007). However, the
Central Government reserves the right in public interest to
make any amendments to this Policy in exercise of the powers
conferred by Section-5 of the Act. Such amendment shall be
made by means of a Notification published in the Gazette of
India.
Any Notifications made or Public Notices issued or anything
done under the previous Export/ Import policies, and in force
immediately before the commencement of this Policy shall, in
so far as they are not inconsistent with the provisions of this
Policy, continue to be in force and shall be deemed to have been
made, issued or done under this Policy. Licence / certificate/
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permissions issued before the commencement of this Policy
shall continue to be valid for the purpose for which such licence
/ certificate / permission was issued unless otherwise stipu-
lated.

The Principal Objectives of This Policy are:

1. To facilitate sustained growth in exports to attain a share of
at least 1% of global merchandise trade.

2. To stimulate sustained economic growth by providing
access to essential raw materials, intermediates, components,
consumables and capital goods required for augmenting
production and providing services.

3. To enhance the technological strength and efficiency of
Indian agriculture, industry and services, thereby improving
their competitive strength while generating new
employment opportunities, and to encourage the
attainment of  internationally accepted standards of  quality.

4. To provide consumers with good quality goods and services
at internationally competitive prices while at the same time
creating a level playing field for the domestic producers

In case an export or import that is permitted freely under this
Policy is subsequently subjected to any restriction or regulation,
such export or import will ordinarily be permitted notwith-
standing such restriction or regulation, unless otherwise
stipulated, provided that the shipment of the export or import
is made within the original validity of the irrevocable letter of
credit established before the date of imposition of such
restriction
The objectives will be met through the coordinated efforts of
the State Governments and all the departments of the Govern-
ment of India in general and the Ministry of Commerce and
Industry and the Directorate General of  Foreign Trade and its
network of Regional Offices in particular, with a shared vision
and commitment and in the best spirit of facilitation, in the
interest of  promotion of  trade in goods and services
A full-fledged effort seems to be under way to make exports an
effective engine for growth for the Indian economy. Prior to the
release of Exim Policy 2002-07, a detailed ‘medium-term export
strategy: 2002-07’ was released by the Union Ministry of
Commerce. This report highlighted the need to increase the
competitiveness of Indian products in the world market. Exim
Policy 2002-07 is an offshoot of the broad strategies outlined in
the medium-term export strategy report, and hence doesn’t
generate any surprises.
The Exim Policy reiterates the goal to capture 1 per cent of the
global share of trade by 2007, up from the present level of 0.67
per cent. Translated into value terms, this would mean a
doubling of exports from the present $46 billion to more than
$80 billion over a five-year period, which would mean com-
pounded annual growth rate of 11.9 per cent in dollar terms.
This is an astounding task. In an attempt to make this target
viable, a large number of small initiatives have been taken in the
Exim Policy.
In this article we present an outline of the key policy proposals
in the Policy.

Major Proposals

• In a much-waited move, quantitative restrictions have been
removed on the exports of practically all items, barring a
few sensitive ones such as onion, jute, etc. In addition, 106
items (as suggested in the medium term export strategy)
have been identified for special export focus — by
encouraging their export through various schemes and
monitoring their progress.

• In a move to attract more foreign direct investment,
relocation of industrial plants from foreign countries to
India without a license has been permitted. The depreciated
value of such plants should exceed Rs 50 crore. However,
this policy may not give a boost to FDI in a big way, since
relocation will not take place unless it makes sound
economic sense.

• In a pilot project, comprehensive assistance will be provided
to three areas — Tirupur, Ludhiana and Panipat — in an
attempt to develop them as industrial cluster towns. The
incentives will include entitlements under the Export
Promotion Capital Goods scheme, and funds under the
Market Access Initiative (MAI) to create technical services.
Also, infrastructure gaps in these clusters will get priority for
assistance. This kind of indirect assistance to exporters in
specific areas may be compatible with World Trade
Organisation rules since they are not specific and can be
projected as regional development assistance.

• To ensure greater participation from the states in export
promotion, the Centre has increased the allocation of funds
under the Assistance to States for Infrastructure
Development for Exports (ASIDE) scheme, and
announced a linking of outlays to the twin criteria of gross
exports and rate of growth of exports.

• The government has also increased the allocation under the
MAI scheme to Rs 42 crore in 2002-03. The scope of the
scheme will be broadened to include activities necessary for
focused market promotion. Assistance under the scheme
will be available for publicity campaigns to launch products
in select markets, participation in international trade fairs
and seminars, promotion of select brands, and charges for
product registration abroad for pharmaceuticals and
biotechnology.

• Efforts at reviving India links with CIS countries and
diversification of markets by inaugurating ‘Focus Africa’ (to
explore the trade potential with sub-Saharan countries.
Exporters to markets in this region will be given an export
house status once the value of their exports reaches Rs 5
crore. In the pipeline is a ‘Focus CIS’ programme.

Export Promotion Schemes

• Advance licence: The Annual Advance License scheme was
withdrawn after problems were encountered in the closure
of the scheme. The DEEC book has been abolished and
redemption will now be on the basis of shipping bills and
bank realisation certificates. Exporters can avail of advance
licence for any value. In addition, mandatory spares are
allowed in the advance license up to 10per cent of the cost
insurance freight value.
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• DFRC: The technical characteristics of the DFRC scheme
will be dispensed with for audit purposes.

• DEPB: The original plan of merging the DEPB scheme
with drawback schemes has been postponed till a central-
and state-level VAT comes into force. Incidentally, VAT is
likely to be introduced from April 1, 2003. Value caps have
been removed from nearly 90 per cent of all items, but
where the rates were over 17 per cent caps are retained. The
same level of DEPB credit has been given for completely
built units and completely knocked down and semi-
knocked Down kits (CKDs) to boost exports. Post-market
value verification will not be undertaken, except in cases
where concrete information about the misuse of the scheme
is available. These measures will provide temporary relief to
Indian exporters.

• EPCG: The period for fulfilling export obligations under
the EPCG has been extended from eight to 12 years, with a
five-year moratorium. This benefit will be available to
EPCG licensees of over Rs 100 crore. BIFR units will be
given an additional period for fulfilment of their export
obligations. Also, there will be re-fixing of  export
obligations in respect of past cases of imports of second
hand capital goods under EPCG.

The majority of the export incentives/subsidies provided to
Indian industry is ‘specific’, which makes them WTO non-
compatible. Besides, countervailing duties have already been
imposed on several export products by countries in the
European Union, Canada, etc. India has not been taken to the
WTO’s dispute settlement body by any member country for
employing these subsidies, because India figures among
countries that are allowed to retain prohibited subsidies till their
GNP per capita crosses $ 1,000 per annum. These subsidies can
be retained till the share of a particular product in global trade
exceeds 3.25% for two successive years.
However, this does not provide Indian exports immunity from
countervailing action taken by individual countries. Therefore,
export subsidies given to Indian industry need to be refur-
bished in order to meet WTO obligations. The Commerce
Ministry will have to address these issues in the immediate
future.

Special Economic Zones
A package of incentives has been announced in an attempt to
reposition SEZs as havens of global competitiveness. Several
income tax concessions will be provided to units in SEZs,
including exemption from Central Sales Tax to supplies from
DTA;
• drawback and DEPB to DTA suppliers;
• exemption from external commercial borrowing curbs;
• the freedom to make overseas investments and carry out

commodity hedging.
One of  the major incentives, which deserves special mention, is
the permission to set up ‘overseas banking units’ (OBUs) in
SEZs. These units will virtually be functioning as foreign
branches of Indian banks while being located in India. These
OBUs would be exempt from CRR and, and will help units in
SEZs and developers of SEZs access international finances at

international rates and, in the process, develop financial nerve
centres at Asian levels.

Transaction Costs
The Exim Policy has ventured to address the basic problem
plaguing the competitiveness of Indian exports. It initiates an
attempt at immunising the export sector from disadvantages
arising due to infrastructure gaps, higher power tariffs,
uncompetitive interest rates, skewed taxation structures, etc. In
this regard, procedural simplifications have been introduced to
reduce the transaction costs. These include:
• A new eight-digit commodity classification for imports and

exports. This classification will commonly be used by the
DGFT and CBEC and will eliminate classification and
related disputes.

• Reduction of maximum fee limit for application under
various schemes.

• Same-day licensing in all regional offices. The move is aimed
at saving the time an exporter spends in obtaining licenses.

• Brand rates under the drawback scheme will henceforth be
finalised within 15 days.

• The percentage of physical examination of export cargo will
be reduced substantially, except for a few sensitive
destinations.

• Direct negotiations of export documents to be permitted in
order to help the exporter save on bank charges.

• 100 per cent retention of export earnings in Exchange
Earners Foreign Currency (EEFC) accounts. Also, the
repatriation period for realisation of export proceeds has
been extended from 180 to 360 days.

• Export industry can set up captive power plants. The
exporting units can claim rebate on fuel costs, ranging from
3 to 7 per cent of the FOB value of exports. This will
enhance the cost competitiveness of Indian exports.

Promoting Agricultural Exports
Removal of export restrictions such as registration and
packaging requirement on certain products.
• Transforming certain rural regions into regional rural

motors of the export economy by promoting the export of
agricultural and agriculture -based products. In this regard,
Agri-Export Zones (AEZs) will provide enhanced
international market access to Indian farmers.

• Transport assistance to be made available to exports of
specific agricultural commodities. This will lead to a
diversification of  agriculture activity.

Exim Policy 2002-07 is a positive and forward-looking one.
However, the key lies, as in all polices, in effective implementa-
tion of  these proposals. Targeting a reduction in transaction
costs is a step in the right direction, but promotion of SEZs to
create export hubs through a slew of incentives will yield results
only in the long term.
The introduction of a rebate on fuel costs and a transport
subsidy for exports of agricultural products are in line with
WTO provisions. But an important measure that could have
been initiated in this Policy is converting some of the existing
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export promotion schemes into WTO-compatible ones.
Instead of initiating some action on this issue, the commerce
minister has adroitly postponed the same till VAT becomes
functional. The lack of a sustained, long-term, WTO-compat-
ible strategy persists.
A detailed study — called ‘WTO compatibility of  India’s
export-promotion schemes: A Tata memorandum’ — was
submitted to the Ministry of Commerce. The Exim Policy is
closely aligned to some of  the suggestions outlined in that
memorandum. But the major issues relating to making Indian
export-promotion schemes WTO compatible as well as
technically non-countervaillable by member countries will have
to be addressed in the coming years. The Policy could have as
well addressed this issue.
The current Policy will surely be helpful to Indian exporters. But
the Policy’s proposals alone cannot be expected to generate the
critical mass of export competitiveness. In this context, it needs
to be realised that the role of the Policy has become very
limited. The overall competitiveness of Indian exports is
beyond the scope of  any Exim Policy.
A number of  these issues will have to be addressed when VAT
is introduced (from April 1, 2003). Considerable inputs will
have to be provided by Indian exporters, particularly at the time
of  revising this so-called stable policy.

Recapitulation

1. Exim Bank
2. Exim Policies
3 Synopsis of  Exim Policy 2002-2007
4. Highlights of Exim Policy 2002-2007
5. Details of Exim Policy 2002-2007
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Foreign Exchange Regulation Act
2. Foreign Exchange Management Act
3. In what way 1 and 2 are different

Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973
An Act to consolidate and amend the law regulating certain
payments, dealings in foreign exchange and securities, transac-
tions indirectly affecting foreign exchange and the import and
export of  currency, for the conservation of  the foreign exchange
resources of the country and the proper utilisation thereof in
the interests of  the economic development of  the country.
BE it enacted by Parliament in the Twenty-fourth Year of  the
Republic of India as follows:

Short Title, Extent, Application and Commencement

1. This Act may be called the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Act, 1973.

2. It extends to the whole of India.
3. It applies also to all citizens of India outside India and

to branches and agencies outside India of companies
or bodies corporate, registered or incorporated in India.

4. It shall come into force on such date as the Central
Government may, by notification in the Official
Gazette, appoint in this behalf:
Provided that different dates may be appointed for
different provisions of this Act and any reference in any
such provision to the commencement of this Act shall
be construed as a reference to the coming into force of
that provision.

Definitions
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,
a. “Appellate Board” means the Foreign Exchange Regulation

Appellate Board constituted by the Central Government
under sub-section(1) of section 52;

b. “authorised dealer” means a person for the time being
authorised under section 6 to deal in foreign exchange;

c. “bearer certificate” means a certificate of title to securities by
the delivery of which (with or without endorsement) the
title to the securities is transferable;

d. “certificate of title to a security” means any document used
in the ordinary course of business as proof of the
possession or control of  the security, or authorising or
purporting to authorise, either by an endorsement or by
delivery, the possessor of  the document to transfer or
receive the security thereby represented;

e. “coupon” means a coupon representing dividends or
interest on a security; The provisions of  F.E.R.

(Amendment) Act, 1993 (hereafter referred to as Act 29 of
1993) came into force on the 8th day of January 1993.

f. “currency” includes all coins, currency notes, banks notes,
postal notes, postal orders, money orders, cheques, drafts,
traveller’s cheques, letters of  credit, bills of  exchange and
promissory notes;

g. “foreign currency” means any currency other than Indian
currency;

h. “foreign exchange” means foreign currency and includes -
i. all deposits, credits and balances payable in any foreign

currency, and any drafts,  traveller’s cheques, letters of
credit and bills of exchange, expressed or drawn in
Indian currency but payable in any foreign currency;

ii. any instrument payable, at the option of the drawee or
holder thereof  or any other party thereto, either in
Indian currency or in foreign currency or partly in one
and partly in the other;

i. “foreign security” means any security created or issued
elsewhere than in India, and any security the principal of or
interest on which is payable in any foreign currency or
elsewhere than in India;

j. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993
k. “Indian currency” means currency which is expressed or

drawn in Indian rupees but does not include special bank
notes and special one-rupee notes issued under section 28A
of  the Reserve Bank of  India Act, 1934;

l. “Indian custom waters” means the waters extending into
the sea to a distance of twelve nautical miles measured from
the appropriate base line on the coast of India and includes
any bay, gulf, harbour, creek or tidal river;.

m . “money-changer” means a person for the time being
authorised under section 7 to deal in foreign currency;

n. “overseas market”, in relation to any goods, means the
market in the country outside India and in which such
goods are intended to be sold;

o. “owner”, in relation to any security, includes any person
who has power to sell or transfer the security, or who has
the custody thereof or who receives, whether on his own
behalf or on behalf of any other person, dividends or
interest thereon, and who has any interest therein, and in a
case where any security is held on any trust or dividends or
interest thereon are paid into a trust fund, also includes any
trustee or any person entitled to enforce the performance of
the trust or to revoke or vary, with or without the consent
of any other person, the trust or any terms thereof, or to
control the investment of the trust moneys;

p. “person resident in India” means -

LESSON 18:

 FERA/FEMA
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i. a citizen of India, who has, at any time after the 25th
day of March, 1947, been staying in India but does not
include a citizen of India who has gone out of, or stays
outside, India, in either case— (a) for or on taking up
employment outside India, or (b) for carrying on
outside India a business or vocation outside India, or
(c) for any other purpose, in such circumstances as
would indicate his intention to stay outside India for
an uncertain period;

ii. a citizen of India, who having ceased by virtue of
paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) of sub-
clause (I) to be resident in India, returns to, or stays in,
India, in either case -(a) for or on taking up
employment in India, or (b) for carrying on in India a
business or vocation in India, or.(c) for any other
purpose, in such circumstances as would indicate his
intention to stay in India for an uncertain period;

iii. a person, not being a citizen of India, who has come
to, or stays in, India, in either case -(a) for or on taking
up employment in India, or (b) for carrying on in India
a business or vocation in India, or (c) for staying with
his or her spouse, such spouse being a person resident
in India, or (d) for any other purposes, in such
circumstances as would indicate his intention to stay in
India for an uncertain period;

iv. a citizen of  India, who, not having stayed in India at
any time after the 25th day of March, 1947, comes to
India for any of the purposes referred to in paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) of sub-clause (iii) or for the purpose
and in the circumstances referred to in paragraph (d) of
that sub-clause or having come to India stays in India
for any such purpose and in such circumstances.

Explanation - A person, who has, by reason only of paragraph
(a) or paragraph (b) or paragraph (d) of sub-clause (iii) been
resident in India, shall, during any period in which he is outside
India, be deemed to be not resident in India;
q. “person resident outside India” means a person who is not

resident in India;
r. “precious stone” includes pearl and semi-precious stone

and such other stone or gem as the Central Government
may for the purposes of this Act, notify in this behalf in
the Official Gazette;

s. “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this
Act;

t. “Reserve Bank” means the Reserve Bank of  India;.
u. “security” means shares, stocks, bonds, debentures,

debenture stock, Government securities as defined in the
Public Debt Act, 1944, savings certificates to which the
Government Savings Certificates Act, 1959 applies, deposit
receipts in respect of deposits of securities, and units or
sub-units of unit trusts and includes certificates of title to
securities, but does not include bills of exchange or
promissory notes other than Government promissory
notes;

v. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993

w. “transfer”, in relation to any security, includes transfer by
way of  loan or security.

Classes of Officers of Enforcement
There shall be the following classes of officers of Enforcement,
namely:
a. Directors of Enforcement;
b. Additional Directors of Enforcement;
c. Deputy Directors of Enforcement;
d. Assistant Directors of Enforcement; and
e. such other class of officers of Enforcement as may be

appointed for the purposes of this Act.

Appointment and Powers of Officers of
Enforcement

1. The Central Government may appoint such persons as it
thinks fit to be officers of enforcement.

2. Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (1), the
Central Government may  authorise a Director of
Enforcement or an Additional Director of Enforcement or
a Deputy Director of Enforcement or an Assistant Director
of Enforcement to appoint  officers of Enforcement below
the rank of an Assistant Director of Enforcement.

3. Subject to such conditions and limitations as the Central
Government may impose, an officer of Enforcement may
exercise the powers and discharge the duties conferred or
imposed on him under this Act.

Entrustment of Functions of Director
The Central Government may, by order and subject to such
conditions and limitations as it thinks fit to impose, authorise
any officer of customs or any Central Excise Officer or any
police officer or any other officer of the Central Government or
a State Government to exercise such of the powers and
discharge such of the duties of the Director of enforcement or
any other officer of Enforcement under this Act as may be
specified in the order.

Authorised Dealers in Foreign Exchange

1. The Reserve Bank may, on an application made to it in this
behalf, authorise any person to deal in foreign exchange.

2. An authorisation under this section shall be in writing and -
i. may authorise transactions of all descriptions in

foreign currencies or may be restricted to authorising
dealings in specified foreign currencies only;

ii. may authorise dealings in all foreign currencies or may
be restricted to authorising specified transactions only;

iii. may be granted to be effective for a specified period, or
within specified amounts;

iv. may be granted subject to such conditions as may be
specified therein.

3. Any authorisation granted under sub-section (1) may be
revoked by the Reserve Bank at any time if  the Reserve
Bank is satisfied that, - (i) it is in the public interest to do
so; or (ii) the authorised dealer has not complied with the
conditions subject to which the authorisation was granted
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or has contravened any of the provisions of this Act or of
any rule, notification, direction or order made thereunder:
Provided that no such authorisation shall be revoked on the
ground specified in clause (ii) unless the authorised dealer
has been given a reasonable opportunity for making a
representation in the matter.

4. Any authorised dealer shall, in all his dealings in foreign
exchange and in the exercise and discharge of the powers
and of the functions delegated to him under section 74,
comply with such general or special directions or
instructions as the Reserve Bank may, from time to time,
think fit to give, and, except with the previous permission
of  the Reserve Bank, an authorised dealer shall not engage
in any transaction involving any foreign exchange which is
not in conformity with the terms of his authorisation
under this section.

5. An authorised dealer shall, before undertaking any
transaction in foreign exchange on behalf of any person,
require that person to make such declarations and to give
such information as will reasonably satisfy him that the
transaction will not involve, and is not designed for the
purpose of, any contravention or evasion of the provisions
of this Act or of any rule, notification, direction or order
made thereunder, and where the said person refuses to
comply with any such requirement or makes only
unsatisfactory compliance therewith, the authorised dealer
shall refuse to undertake the transaction and shall, if he has
reason to believe that any such contravention or evasion as
aforesaid is contemplated by the person, report the matter
to the Reserve Bank.

Money-Changers

1. The Reserve Bank may, on an application made to it in this
behalf, authorise any person to deal in foreign currency.

2. An authorisation under this section shall be in writing and -
(i) may authorise dealings in all foreign currencies or may be
restricted to authorising dealings in specified foreign
currencies only; (ii) may authorise transactions of all
descriptions in foreign currencies or may be restricted to
authorising specified transactions only; (iii) may be granted
with respect to a particular place where alone the money
changer shall carry on his business; (iv) may be granted to be
effective for a specified period, or within specified amounts;
(v) may be granted subject to such conditions as may be
specified therein.

3. Any authorisation granted under sub-section (1) may be
revoked by the Reserve Bank at any time if  the Reserve
Bank is satisfied that -( i) it is in the public interest to do so;
or (ii) the money-changer has not complied with the
conditions subject to which the.authorisation was granted
or has contravened any of the provisions of this Act or of
any rule, notification, direction or order made thereunder:
Provided that no such authorisation shall be revoked on the
ground specified in clause (ii) unless the money-changer has
been given a reasonable opportunity for making a
representation in the matter.

4. The provisions of sub-sections (4) and (5) of section 6
shall, in so far as they are applicable, apply in relation to a
money-changer as they apply in relation to an authorised
dealer.

Explanation - In this section, “foreign currency” means foreign
currency in the form of  notes, coins or traveller’s cheques and
“dealing” means purchasing foreign currency in the form of
notes, coins or traveller’s cheques or selling foreign currency in
the form of notes or coins.

Restrictions on Dealing in Foreign
Exchange

1. Except with the previous general or special permission of
the Reserve Bank, no person other than an authorised
dealer shall in India, and no person resident in India other
than an authorised dealer shall outside India, purchase or
otherwise acquire or borrow from, or sell, or otherwise
transfer or lend to or exchange with, any person not being
an authorised dealer, any foreign exchange:
Provided that nothing in this sub-section shall apply to any
purchase or sale of foreign currency effected in India
between any person and a money-changer.

Explanation - For the purposes of this sub-section, a person,
who deposits foreign exchange with another persons or opens
an account in foreign exchange with another person, shall be
deemed to lend foreign exchange to such other person.
2. Except with the previous general or special permission of

the Reserve Bank, no person, whether an authorised dealer
or a money-changer or otherwise, shall enter into any
transaction which provides for the conversion of Indian
currency into foreign currency or foreign currency into Indian
currency at rates of exchange other than the rates for the
time being authorised by the Reserve Bank.

3. Where any foreign exchange is acquired by any person, other
than an authorised dealer or a money-changer, for any
particular purpose, or where any person has been permitted
conditionally to aquire foreign exchange, the said person
shall not use the foreign exchange so acquired otherwise
than for that purpose or, as the case may be, fail to comply
with any condition to which the permission granted to him
is subject, and where any foreign exchange so acquired
cannot be so used or the conditions cannot be complied
with, the said person shall,within a period of thirty days
from the date on which he comes to know that such foreign
exchange cannot be so used or the conditions cannot be
complied with, sell the foreign exchange to an authorised
dealer or to a money-changer.

4. For the avoidance of doubt, it is hereby declared that where
a person acquires foreign exchange for sending or bringing
into India any goods but sends or brings no such goods or
does not send or bring goods of a value representing the
foreign exchange acquired, within a reasonable time or sends
or brings any goods of a kind, quality or quantity different
from that specified by him at the time of acquisition of the
foreign exchange, such person shall, unless the contrary is
proved, be presumed not to have been able to use the
foreign exchange for the purpose for which he acquired it or,
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as the case may be, to have used the foreign exchange so
acquired otherwise than for the purposes for which it was
acquired.

5. Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent a person
from buying from any post office, in accordance with any
law or rules made thereunder for the time being in force,
any foreign exchange in the form of postal orders or money
orders.

Restrictions on Payments

1. Save as may be provided in and in accordance with any
general or special exemption from the provisions of this
sub-section which may be granted conditionally or
unconditionally \by the Reserve Bank, no person in, or
resident in, India shall
a. make any payment to or for the credit of any person

resident outside India;
b. receive, otherwise than through an authorised dealer,

any payment by order or on behalf of any person
resident outside in India.

Explanation - For the purposes of this clause, where any
person in, or resident in, India receives any payment by order or
on behalf of any person resident outside India through any
other person (including an authorised dealer) without a
corresponding inward remittance from any place outside India,
then, such person shall be deemed to have received such
payment otherwise than through an authorised dealer;

c. draw, issue or negotiate any bill of  exchange or
promissory note or acknowledge any debt, so that a
right (whether actual or contingent) to receive a
payment is created or transferred in favour of any
person resident outside India;

d. make any payment to, or for the credit of, any person
by order or on behalf of any person resident outside
India;

e. place any sum to the credit of any person resident
outside India;

f. make any payment to, or for the credit of, any person
or receive any payment for, or by order or on behalf of,
any person as consideration for or in association with -
(i) the receipt by any person of a payment or the
acquisition by any person of property outside India,
(ii) the creation or transfer in favour of any person of a
right (whether actual or contingent) to receive payment
or acquire property outside India;

g. draw, issue or negotiate any bill of  exchange or
promissory note, transfer any security or acknowledge
any debt, so that a right (whether actual or contingent)
to receive a payment is created or transferred in favour
of any person as consideration for or in association
with any matter referred to in clause (f).

2. Nothing in sub-section (1) shall render unlawful -(a) the
making of any payment already authorised either with
foreign exchange obtained from an authorised dealer or a
money-changer under section 8 or with foreign exchange
retained by a person in pursuance of an authorisation

granted by the Reserve Bank; (b) the making of  any
payment with foreign exchange received by way of salary or
payment for services not arising from any business in, or
anything done while in, India.

3. Save as may be provided in, and in accordance with, any
general or special exemption from the provisions of this
sub-section, which may be granted conditionally or
unconditionally by the reserve Bank, no person shall remit
or cause to be remitted any amount from any foreign
country into India except in such a way that the remittance is
received in India only through an authorised dealer.

4. Nothing in this section shall restrict the doing by any
person of anything within the scope of any authorisation
or exemption granted under this Act.

5. For the purposes of this section and section 19, “security”
includes coupons or warrants representing dividends or
interest and life or endownment insurance policies.

Blocked Accounts

1. Where an exemption from the provisions of section 9 is
granted by the Reserve Bank in respect of  payment of  any
sum to any person resident outside India and the
exemption is made subject to the condition that the
payment is made to a blocked account -(a) the payment shall
be made to a blocked account in the name of that person in
such manner as the Reserve Bank may, by general or special
order, direct; (b) the crediting of that sum to that account
shall, to the extent of the sum credited, be a good discharge
to the person making the payment.

2. No sum standing at the credit of a blocked account shall be
drawn on except in accordance with any general or special
permission which may be granted conditionally or otherwise
by the Reserve Bank.

3. In this section, “blocked account” means an account
opened, whether before or after the commencement of this
Act, as a blocked account at any office or branch in India of
a bank authorised in this behalf  by the Reserve Bank, or an
account blocked, whether before or after such
commencement, by order of  the Reserve Bank.

11. Deleted by Act 29 of 1983

12. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993

Restrictions on Import and Export of Certain
Currency

1. The Central Government may, by notification in the Official
Gazette, order that, subject to such exemption, if  any, as
may be specified in the notification, no person shall, except
with the general or special permission of  the Reserve Bank
and on payment of  the fee, if  any, prescribed, bring or send
into India any foreign exchange or any Indian currency.

Explanation - For the purposes of this sub-section, the
bringing or sending into any port or place in India of any such
article as aforesaid intended to be taken out of India without
being removed from the ship or conveyance in which it is being
carried shall nonetheless be deemed to be a bringing, or, as the
case may be, sending, into India of that article.
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2. No person shall, except with the general or special
permission of  the Reserve Bank or the written permission
of  a person authorised in this behalf  by the Reserve Bank,
take or send out of India any Indian currency or foreign
exchange other than foreign exchange obtained by him from
an authorised dealer or from a money-changer.

Acquisition by Central Government of Foreign
Exchange

1. The Central Government may, by notification in the
Official Gazette, order every person in, or resident in, India -(a)
who owns or holds such foreign exchange as may be specified
in the notification, to offer it, or cause it to be offered, for sale
to the Reserve Bank on behalf  of  the Central Government or
to such person, as the Reserve Bank may authorise for the
purpose, at such price as the Central Government may fix, being
a price which is not less than the price calculated at the rate of
exchange for the time being authorised by the Reserve Bank; (b)
who is entitled to assign any right to receive such foreign
exchange as may be specified in the notification, to transfer that
right to the Reserve Bank on behalf  of  the Central Govern-
ment on payment of such consideration therefor as the Central
Government may fix having regard to the rate for the time
being authorised by the Reserve Bank in pursuance of  sub-
section of section 8 for conversion into Indian currency of the
foreign currency in which such foreign exchange is expressed:
Provided that the Central Government may, by the said
notification or by a separate order, except any person or class of
persons from the operation of the order made in the said
notification:
Provided further that nothing in this section shall apply to any
foreign exchange acquired by a person from an authorised dealer
or from a money-changer and retained by him with the
permission of  the Reserve Bank for any purpose.
15.  Deleted by Act 29 of 1993

Duty of Persons Entitled to Receive Foreign
Exchange

1. No person who has a right to receive any foreign exchange
or to receive from a person resident outside India a
payment in rupees shall, except with the general or special
permission of  the Reserve Bank, do or refrain from doing
anything, or take or refrain from taking any action, which
has the effect of securing -(a) that the receipt by him of the
whole or part of that foreign exchange or payment is
delayed, or (b) that the foreign exchange or payment ceases
in whole or in part to be receivable by him.

2. Where a person has failed to comply with the requirements
of sub-section (1) in relation to any foreign exchange or
payment in rupees, the Reserve Bank may give to him such
directions as appear to be expedient for the purposes of
securing the receipt of the foreign exchange or payment, as
the case may be.

17. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993.

Payment for Exported Goods

1. a. The Central Government may, by notification in the
Official Gazette, prohibit the taking or sending out by

land, sea or air (hereafter in this section referred to as
export) of all goods or of any goods or class of goods
specified in the notification from India directly or
indirectly to any place so specified unless the exporter
furnishes to the prescribed authority a declaration in
the prescribed form supported by such evidence as may
be prescribed or so specified and true in all material
particulars which, among others, shall include the
amount representing -(i) the full export value of the
goods; or (ii) if the full export value of the goods is
not ascertainable at the time of export, the value which
the exporter, having regard to the prevailing market
conditions, expects to receive on the sale of the goods
in the overseas market, and affirms in the said
declaration that the full export value of the goods
(whether ascertainable at the time of export or not) has
been, or will within the prescribed period be, paid in
the prescribed manner.

b. If the Central Government is of opinion that it is
necessary or expedient in the public interest so to do, it
may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify any
goods, from among those goods to which a
notification under clause (a) applies, and direct that in
respect of the goods so specified, where an exporter
makes a declaration under sub-clause (ii) of clause (a)
of the value which he, having regard to the prevailing
market conditions expects to receive on the sale of such
goods in the overseas market, he shall not, except with
the permission of  the Reserve Bank on an application
made to the Reserve Bank by the exporter in this
behalf, authorise or permit or allow or in any manner
be a party to, the sale of  such goods for a value less
than that declared:

Provided that no permission shall be refused by the Reserve
Bank under this clause unless the exporter has been given a
reasonable opportunity for making a representation in the
matter:
Provided further that where the exporter makes an
application to the Reserve Bank for permission under this
clause and the Reserve Bank does not, within a period of
twenty days from the date of receipt of the application,
communicate to the exporter that permission applied for
has been refused, it shall be presumed that Reserve Bank
has granted such permission.

Explanation - In computing the period of twenty days for the
purposes of  the second proviso, the period, if  any, taken by the
Reserve Bank for giving an opportunity to the exporter for
making a representation under the first proviso shall be
excluded.(2) Where any export of goods, to which a notification
under clause (a) of sub-section (1) applies, has been made, no
person shall, except with the permission of  the Reserve Bank,
do or refrain from doing anything, or take or refrain from
taking any action, which has the effect of securing -(A) in a case
falling under sub-clause (i) or sub-clause (ii) of clause (a) of
sub-section(1), -(a) that payment for the goods -(i) is made
otherwise than in the prescribed manner, or (ii) is delayed
beyond the period prescribed under clause (a) of sub-section
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(1), or (b) that the proceeds of sale of the goods exported do
not represent the full export value of the goods subject to such
deductions, if  any, as may be allowed by the Reserve Bank; and
(B) in a case falling under sub-clause (ii) of clause (a) of sub-
section (1), also that the sale of the goods is delayed to an
extent which is unreasonable having regard to the ordinary
course of trade:
Provided that no proceedings in respect of any contravention
of the provisions of this sub-section shall be instituted unless
the prescribed period has expired and payment for the goods
representing the full export value has not been made in the
prescribed manner within the prescribed period.
3. Where in relation to any goods to which a notification

under clause (a) of sub-section (1) applies the prescribed
period has expired and payment therefor has not been made
as aforesaid, it shall be presumed, unless the contrary is
proved by the person who has sold or is entitled to sell the
goods or to procure the sale thereof, that such person has
not taken all reasonable steps to receive or recover the
payment for the goods as aforesaid and he shall accordingly
be presumed to have contravened the provisions of sub-
section (2).

4. Where in relation to any goods to which a notification
under clause (a) of sub-section (1) applies the prescribed
period has expired and payment therefor has not been made
as aforesaid, the Reserve Bank may give to any person who
has sold the goods or who is entitled to sell the goods or
procure the sale thereof, such directions as appear to it to be
expedient for the purpose of securing -(i) if the goods have
been sold, the payment therefor, or (ii) if the goods have
not been sold, either the sale of the goods and payment
therefor as aforesaid, or the re-import of the goods into
India as the circumstances permit, within such period as the
Reserve Bank may specify in this behalf  and without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing provision, may
direct that the goods, the right to receive the payment
therefor or any other right to enforce such payment shall be
transferred or assigned to the Central Government or to a
person specified in the directions.

5. Where any goods or a right to receive payment or any other
right to enforce such payment, are or is transferred or
assigned in accordance with sub-section (4), the Central
Government shall pay to the person transferring or
assigning the same, the amount recovered by or on behalf
of the Central Government in respect of the goods, after
deducting all costs, charges and expenses incurred by the
Central Government in selling the goods or in recovering or
realising the amount in respect of such goods.

6. Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section(1),
where the value of the goods specified in the declaration
furnished under that sub-section is less than the amount
which in the opinion of  the Reserve Bank, in a case falling
under sub-clause (i) of clause (a) of that sub-section,
represents the full export value of those goods, or in a case
falling under sub-clause (ii) of that clause, the value which
the exporter can, having regard to the prevailing market
conditions, expect to receive on the sale of the goods in the

overseas market, the Reserve Bank may issue an order
requiring the person holding the shipping documents to
retain possession thereof until such time as the exporter of
the goods has made arrangements for the Reserve Bank or a
person authorised by the Reserve Bank to receive on behalf
of the exporter payment in the prescribed manner of an
amount which in the opinion of  the Reserve Bank
represents the full export value of such goods or the value
which the exporter, having regard to the prevailing market
conditions, can be expected to receive on the sale of the
goods in the overseas market.

7. For the purpose of ensuring compliance with provisions of
this section and any order or direction made thereunder, the
Reserve Bank or the prescribed authority referred to in sub-
section (1) may require any person making any export of
goods to which a notification under clause (a) of that sub-
section applies to exhibit contracts with his foreign buyer or
other evidence to show that the full export value of the
goods, or, as the case may be, the value which the exporter,
having regard to the prevailing market conditions, expects
to receive on the sale of the goods in the overseas market,
has been, or will within the prescribed period be, paid in the
prescribed manner.

8. Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (1),
where the Reserve Bank has permitted any authorised dealer
to accept for negotiation or collection of shipping
documents covering exports from his constituent [not
being a person who has signed the declaration in terms of
sub-section (1)], such authorised dealer shall, before
accepting such documents for negotiation or collection,
require the constituent concerned also to sign such
declaration and thereupon such constituent shall be bound
to comply with such requisition and the original declarant
and such constituent signing the declaration shall each be
considered to be the exporter for the purposes of this
section, and shall be governed by the provisions thereof
accordingly.

9. Without prejudice to the provisions of sub-section (1), in
relation to export of goods to which a notification under
clause (a) of  that sub-section applies, the Reserve Bank may,
for the purpose of ensuring that the full export value of
the goods or, as the case may be, the value which the
exporter, having regard to the prevailing market conditions,
expects to receive on the sale of the goods in the overseas
market, is received in proper time or without delay, by
general or special order, direct from time to time, that in
respect of export of goods to any destination or any class
of export transactions or any class of goods or class of
exporters, the exporter shall, prior to the export of the
goods, comply with any or all of the following conditions
as may be specified in the order, namely:-(a) that any
contract or other arrangement for the sale of the goods shall
be registered in such manner and with such authority or
organisation as may be specified in the order; (b) that the
payment for the goods is covered by an irrevocable letter of
credit or by such other arrangement or document as may be
specified in the order; (c) that a copy of the declaration to be
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furnished to the prescribed authority under sub-section(1)
shall be submitted to such authority or organisation as may
be specified in the order for certifying that the value of the
goods specified in such declaration represents the proper
value thereof; (d) that any declaration to be furnished to the
prescribed authority under sub-section (1) shall be
submitted to the Reserve Bank for its prior approval, which
may, having regard to the circumstances, be given or
withheld or may be given subject to such conditions as the
Reserve Bank may deem fit to impose:.Provided that no
approval shall be withheld by the Reserve Bank under this
clause unless the exporter has been given a reasonable
opportunity for making a representation in the matter.

10. Where the Central Government is of opinion that, in
respect of any goods or class of goods or class of exporters,
or in respect of export to any destination, the practice of
exporting goods in accordance with any term to the effect
that the goods will be sold on account of the exporter and
the account of such sales rendered to the exporter has
resulted or is likely to result in the full export value of the
goods not being brought into India in the prescribed
manner or within the prescribed period, it may, by general
or special order, prohibit the export, in accordance with such
term, of such goods or class of goods or by such exporters
or to such destination.

Payment for Lease, Hire or Other Arrangement

18 A. No person shall, except with the general or special
permission of  the Reserve Bank, take or send out by land, sea
or air any goods from India to any place on lease or hire or
under any arrangement other than sale or disposal in any other
manner of such goods.

Regulation of Export and Transfer of Securities

19. 1. Notwithstanding anything contained in section 81 of the
Companies Act, 1956, no person shall, except with the
general or special permission of  the Reserve Bank,
a. take or send any security to any place outside India;
b. transfer any security, or create or transfer any interest in

a security, to or in favour of  a person resident outside
India;

c. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993;
d. issue, whether in India or elsewhere, any security which

is registered or to be registered in India, to a person
resident outside India;

e. acquire, hold or dispose of  any foreign security.
2. Where the holder of a security is a nominee, neither he nor

any person through whose agency the exercise of all or any
of  the holder’s rights in respect of  the security is controlled
shall, except with the general or special permission of the
Reserve Bank, do any act, whereby he recognises or gives
effect to the substitution of another person as the person
from whom he directly receives instructions, unless both
the person previously instructing and the person
substituted for that person were, immediately before the
substitution, resident in India..

3. The Reserve Bank may, for the purpose of  securing that the
provisions of this section are not evaded, require that the
person transferring any security and the person to whom
such security is transferred shall subscribe to a declaration
that the transferee is not resident outside India.

4. Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, no
person shall, except with the permission of  the Reserve
Bank,
a. enter any transfer of securities in any register or book

in which securities are registered or inscribed if he has
any ground for suspecting that the transfer involves
any contravention of the provisions of this section, or

b. enter in any such register or book, in respect of any
security whether in connection with the issue or
transfer of the security or otherwise, an address outside
India except by way of substitution for any such
address in the same country or for the purpose of any
transaction for which permission has been granted
under this section with knowledge that it involves
entry of the said address.

c. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993

5. Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, no
transfer of any share, bond or debenture of a company
registered in India made by a person resident outside India
or by a national of a foreign State to another person
resident in India shall be valid unless such transfer is
confirmed by the Reserve Bank on an application made to it
in this behalf by the transferor or the transferee.

6. If  the Reserve Bank is of  opinion that it is necessary or
expedient in the public interest so to do, it may, by general
or special permission exempt any transfer referred to in sub-
section  or any class of such transfers from the operation of
the provisions of that sub-section, subject to such
conditions, if  any, as may be specified in such permission.

7. For the purposes of this section
a. “holder”, in relation to a bearer security, means the

person having physical custody of the security;
provided that, where a bearer security is deposited with
any person in a locked or sealed receptacle from which
the person with whom it is deposited is not entitled to
remove it without the authority of some other person,
that other person shall be deemed to be the holder of
the security;.

b. “nominee” means a holder of any security (including a
bearer security) or any coupon representing dividends
or interest who, as respects the exercise of  any rights in
respect of the security or coupon, is not entitled to
exercise those rights except in accordance with the
instructions given by some other person, and a person
holding a security or coupon as a nominee shall be
deemed to act as nominee for the person who is
entitled to give instructions either directly or through
the agency of one or more persons, as to the exercise
by the holder of the security or coupon of any rights in
respect thereof and is not, in so doing, himself under
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a duty to comply with instructions given by some
other person.

20. Deleted by Act 29 of 1993

Notes:
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Soon after India’s independence, the Government of  India
enacted the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act. 1947 to regulate
the operation of foreign controlled companies in India. The Act
was amended comprehensively in 1973 and the New Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 (FERA) came into force from
January 1974. The major objectives of FERA, 1973 were (a) the
conservation of  India’s precious foreign exchange resources,
and (b) the issue of guidelines to the foreign investors to divert
their funds to the core sectors which  of employ sophisticated
foreign technology.
FERA, 1973 was enacted at a time when India had less than a
billion dollars in foreign exchange reserves and when almost all
spheres of the economy were sought to be as controlled and
regulated by the Government. Under FERA, in foreign
exchange all transactions in foreign exchange and all transactions
an with non-residents (whether in foreign exchange or in
rupees) were absolutely prohibited, except where specific
relaxation’s were made. Similarly, non-residents were also not
permitted to have any dealings in India. However, the practical
and day-to-day provisions were contained not in the Act, but in
the guidelines issued by the Government of India. These
guidelines related to foreign business in ‘India, as for instance,
the necessity of all branches and all subsidiaries of foreign
companies (except airlines and 91ipping companies) to have
minimum Indian equity, participation of  26 percent. These
guidelines were revised substantially in 1976.
FERA (1973) came under severe criticism , particularly for the
section which stipulated that whenever II person was pros-
ecuted or proceeded against for contravention of any provision,
rule, regulation, directive or any order under the Act, the onus
of proving that he had [the requisite permission was on him.
This often led to unnecessary harassment of bona fide persons
and companies with show cause notices and prosecution for
alleged violations of FERA on narrow technical grounds. Of
course, thousands of crooks, both individuals and companies,
managed to evade and avoid the draconian provisions of
FERA and got away scot-free.

The Salient Features of FEMA
The Foreign Exchange Management. Act (FEMA) Bill which
was introduced in July 1998 in the Parliament ‘leeks to repeal
FERA, 1973 and consolidate and simplify the law relating to
foreign exchange with the objective of facilitating external trade
and payments and for promoting the orderly development and
maintenance of foreign exchange market in India.
According to Section 3 of FEMA, 1998, no person ‘shall deal in
or transfer foreign exchange or foreign security to any person
not being an authorised person.
Section 4 provides that no person resident in India shall acquire,
hold, own, possess or transfer any foreign exchange, foreign

security or any immovable property situated outside India, save
as otherwise provided in this Act.
Section 5 provides that any person may sell or draw foreign
exchange to or from an authorised person if such sale or drawal
is a current account transaction, provided that the Central
Government may, in public interest and in consultation with
RBI, impose such reasonable restrictions for current account
transactions as may be prescribed.
Section 6 states that any person may sell or draw foreign
exchange to or from an authorised person for a capital account
transaction. RBI, in consultation with the Government of
India may specify the class of capital account transactions which
are permissible, the limit up to which foreign exchange shall be
admissible for such transactions. RBI may prohibit, restrict or
regulate the following:
a. transfer or issue any foreign security by a person resident in

India; by a person resident outside India, or by any branch,
office or agency in India of a person resident outside India;

b. any borrowing or lending in foreign exchange in whatever
form or by whatever name called;

c.  any borrowing or lending in rupees between a person
resident in India and person resident outside India;

d. deposits between persons resident in India and persons
resident outside India;

e. export, import or holding of currency or currency  notes:
f. transfer of immovable property outside India, other than a

lease not exceeding five years by a person resident in India;
likewise, acquisition or transfer of immovable property in
India, other than a lease not exceeding five years, by a
person resident outside India;

g. giving a guarantee or surety in respect of any debt,
obligation or other liability incurred by a person resident in
India and owed to a person resident outside India.

Section 6, subsection 4 provides that a person resident in India
may hold, own, transfer or invest in foreign currency, foreign
security or any immovable property situated outside India, if
such currency, security or property was acquired, held or owned
by such person when he was resident outside India or inherited
from a person who was resident outside India.
Section 6, subsection 5 applies to persons who reside outside
India i.e., they may hold, own, transfer or invest in Indian
currency, security or any immovable property situated in India if
such currency, security or property was acquired, held or owned
by such person when he was resident in India.
Under Subsection 6, RBI may, by regulation, prohibit, restrict”
or regulate establishment in India of a branch, office or other
place of business by a person resident outside India, for
carrying on any activity relating to such branch, office or other
place of business.

LESSON 18A:

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MANAGEMENT ACT (FEMA)
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Under FEMA, 1998, every exporter of goods shall furnish to
RBI a declaration containing true and correct, material particulars
including the amount representing the full export value of the
goods exported for the purpose ensuring the realisation of the
full export proceeds by such exporter without any delay.
Further, every exporter of  services shall furnish to RBI a
declaration containing the true and correct material particulars in
relation to payment for such services. Where any amount of
foreign exchange is due or has accrued to any person resident in
India, such person shall take all reasonable steps to realise and
repatriate to India within a period and manner specified by RBI.
Section 9 refers to certain exemption from realisation and
repatriation in certain cases.
Contravention and Penalties. If any person contravenes any
provision of FEMA, 1998 or contravenes any rule, regulation,
notification, direction or order issued in exercise of the powers
under this Act or contravenes any condition subject to which
authorisation is issued by RBI, he shall be liable to penalty up
to twice the sum involved in such contravention.
The Central Government shall establish an Appellate Tribunal
for Foreign Exchange to hear appeals against the orders of the
adjudicating authorities under this Act. Appeal against the
judgement of  the Appellate Tribunal lies with the High Court.
The Central Government shall establish a Directorate of
Enforcement to enforce the provisions of this Act.
Section 40 of the Act gives power to the Central Government
to suspend or relax, either indefinitely or for a specific period the
operation of all or any of the provisions of FEMA. The
notification issued by the Central Government in this regard
will have to be placed before the Parliament and got approved
within a specified period. .

Evaluation of FEMA
As mentioned at the beginning, FEMA seeks to repeal FERA,
1973, because the conditions under which FERA 1973 was
enacted and implemented do not exist any more. For instance,
India has now huge forex reserves. It is, however, true that the
size of the economy in general and the external transactions in
particular, have gone up substantially. Even then, none can deny
the fact that the situation on the external front in recent times is
a great deal more favourable than at any time in the past. Hence,
there is no place for the fear complex that characterised regula-
tory’ efforts in the past. For another, with the culture of
liberalisation that has come to be accepted as a framework of
management of  the economy, strict exchange control regime as
visualised in FERA, 1973 will have 10 be disbanded.
FEMA, 1998 attempts to simplify the provisions of FERA
1973. In fact, there are several major changes with immediate
effect and relevance, particularly those relating to certain
substantive matters and contraventions and punishments.
Besides, there is a major shift under FEMA, 1998. Under FERA
1973, all transactions in foreign exchange and all transactions
with non-residents (in foreign currency or in rupees) were
absolutely prohibited except where specific relaxations were
made. Similarly, non-resident were also not permitted to have
any dealings in India Under FEMA 1998, however, the major
focus is III! transactions involving foreign exchange and foreign

securities. Restrictions over dealings with non-resident and by
non-residents in India have been substantial diluted, though
not eliminated.
Another major change under FEMA is that only I monetary
penalty will be slapped on the convicted; all there is no punish-
ment by way of imprisonment for contravention of any of the
provisions. The only circumstance under which imprisonment
can be made for non-payment of  such penalty. Under FERA,
however, the Enforcement Directorate had sweeping powers 10
arrest anyone suspected in indulging in forex violatiom
Naturally, individuals and particularly employees of  companies
would welcome the new provisions of FEMA.  Cases under
FEMA will also have to be referred by RBI.

Recapitulation

1. What is FERA
2. What is FEMA
3. Salient features of FEMA
4. Evaluation of FEMA
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is a market
2. Types of  Market
3. Types of  competition
4. Oligopoly
5. Monopoly

Market
Let’s start by defining What is a Market?
Economists have defined Market differently. For example,
Jevons says
“Originally, a market was a public place in a town where
provisions and other objects were exposed for sale; but the
word has been generalized so as to mean any body of persons
who are in intimate business relations and carry on extensive
transactions in any commodity. A great city may contain as many
markets as there are important branches of trade, and these
markets may or may not be localized……… But the idea of
locality is not necessary. The traders may be spread over a whole
town, or region, or a country and yet form a market, if they are,
by means of fairs, meetings, published price lists, the post
office or otherwise, in close communication with each other”.
In the words of Cournot, a French Economist,
“Economists understand by the term market not any particular
market place in which things are bought and sold but the whole
of any region in which buyers and sellers are in such free
intercourse with one another that the price of the same goods
tends to equality easily and quickly”.
Thus, the essentials of a market are:
a. a commodity which is deaqlt with
b. the existence of buyers and sellers
c. a place, be it a certain Region, a Country or the entire World;

and
d. such intercourse between buyers and sellers that only one

price should provide for the same commodity at the same
time.

Types of Market
A distinction is made between perfect market and imperfect
market. A market is said to be perfect when all the potential
sellers and buyers are promptly aware of the prices at which
transactions take place and all the offers made by other sellers
and buyers and when any buyer can purchase from any seller

and conversely. Under such a condition, the price of  a commod-
ity will tend to be the same (after allowing for cost of transport
including import duties) all over the market. Thus the preva-
lence of the same price for the same commodity at the same
time is essential characteristic of a perfect market.
On the other hand, a market is said to be imperfect when some
buyers or sellers or both are not aware of the offers being made
by others. Naturally, therefore, different prices come to prevail
for the same commodity at the same time in an imperfect
market. In a perfect market, on the other hand, the same price
rules throughout the market.

Conditions of a Perfect Market
For a Market to be perfect, the following conditions are
essential:
i. Free and Perfect Competition:  In a perfect market, there are

no restrictions either on the buyers or on the sellers. They
should be absolutely free to buy from or sell to anybody
they like. In other words, there should be no monopolies.

ii. Cheap and Efficient Transport and Communication:  Same
price for the commodity will not rule if the information
about changes in prices cannot be quickly transmitted or if
the commodity cannot be cheaply and speedily transported.
Hence, efficient transport and communication system is
essential for a perfect market.

iii. Wide Extent: A perfect market is sometimes considered
synonymous with a wide market. In order to have a wide
market, a commodity should be portable, durable, and
gradable and should have a wide demand.

Let us now examine some cases and find out whether the
markets are perfect or imperfect.
The type of market depends on the degree of competition
prevailing in the market. Broadly speaking, there are two types
of competition prevailing in the markets: (i) Perfect competition
and (ii) Imperfect competition

Perfect Competition and Pure Competition
Modern economists draw a distinction between perfect
competition and pure competition. Perfect competition is a
wider concept. In order that there should be perfect competi-
tion, the market should satisfy not only the conditions of pure
competition but also a few more, as we shall see later.
Imperfect competition may also take several forms, e.g.
monopolistic competition, oligopoly, duopoly or monopoly.

UNIT III

EXTERNAL MARKET FORCES
LESSON 19:

INTRODUCTION TO TYPES OF MARKETS

In Unit 2, we covered various topics under the head “Local and National Economy” and in this Unit we will study “External
Market Forces”. In today’s highly competitive market, as we proceed, you would find the topics covered are of  utmost important
for future professionals like you. We will have Eight Lessons ranging from different types of  market to emerging competition and
opportunities arising thereof apart from few fundamental concepts.
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Thus, at one extreme stands perfect competition and at the
other monopoly. In between these two extremes there are all
degrees of competition or lack of competition.
The following chart shows at a glance different types of market
forms on the basis of the nature of competition: -

Type of the market                      No. of firms                          Nature of the commodity   

                           
                                          A. Perfect Competition 
 
Perfect or pure                             Infinite                                Homogeneous 
Competition 
                                         B.Imperfect Competition  

(a)Monopolistic                            Many                                  Differentiated 
    Competition       
(b)Perfect Oligopoly                     A few                                 Homogeneous 
(c)Imperfect Oligopoly                 A few                                 Differentiated 
                                  

     C.Pure or Absolute Monopoly 

Pure or Absolute Monopoly         One                                   Homogeneous 

Now we shall study these forms in some detail. We take first
consider the Models of Competition followed by  pure and
perfect competition.

Models of Competition
When Adam Smith developed the theory of the invisible hand
he envisioned a model of competition far different from the
model that exists today. His essential belief  was that all
businesses would compete selling identical products. In his
theory these were small businesses and consumers would be
free to select product on the basis of prices and not other
factors. As we can now recognize Smith’s theory runs contrary
to basic human nature. Instead of small businesses competing
based on price alone we see mergers, large corporations and a
dizzying array of products all designed to gain market share and
increase profits. If Adam Smith were with Dorothy he would
turn to her and say, “we’re not in Kansas anymore!”

Pure Competition: Conditions
Pure competition is said to exist when the following condition
are fulfilled:-

Large Number of Buyers and Seller
One condition of pure competition is that there should be
operating in the market a large number of buyers and sellers.If
that is so,no single seller or purchaser will be able to influence
the total output and of the total demand.  Hence, market price
has to be taken as given and unalterable by every purchaser and
seller. Thus, no individual purchaser can influence the market
price by varying his own demand and no single firm is in a
position to affect the market price by varying its own output.
”Thus, the market price is a parameter to be reacted to rather
than a variable to be determined.”

Homogeneous Product
The second condition is that the commodity produced by all
firms should be standardized or identical. In case all farms
produce a particular brand of Wheat, it is immaterial for the
purchaser as to who has produced it. He can buy it as well from
the one as from the other. This condition ensures that the same
price rules in the market for the same commodity. The product

of each firm is a perfect substitute for the products of all other
firms in the industry.
It is the purchaser’s opinion which will determine whether the
products are identical or not. Even if the products are really
identical, the purchaser may have a prejudice against the output
of a particular firm and may consider it different. Hence, under
pure competition, the consumers do not differentiate between
the products of different firms.
When the quality is the same, the commodities are perfect
substitutes for one another and their cross-elasticity is infinity.
In these circumstances, if a firm raises its price, it will loose all
the customers. It can sell as much as it likes at the prevailing
price. Why should it then think to lowering its price ? Hence, a
firm cannot raise its price nor need it lower the price. That is
why the prevailing market price is accepted and acted upon by all
the dealers.
If the above two conditions, viz., homogeneous product and
large number of buyers and sellers, are found in a market, it is
said to be under pure competition.
To summarise, pure competition is a market scenario that
includes a large number of autonomous and knowledgeable
buyers and sellers of  an identical product. Yet none of  which
are capable of influencing the price. There are five major
conditions, which characterize purely competitive markets.
• The first condition is that there are a large number of

buyers and sellers. No single buyer or seller is large enough
or powerful enough to affect the price of the product.

• The second condition is that buyers and sellers deal with
identical products. Therefore buyers do not prefer one
seller’s merchandise over another’s because there is no
disparity in quality, no brand names, and no need to
advertise.

• The third condition is that each buyer and seller acts
autonomously, there must be no collusion. If  such a
situation occurs, sellers would compete against one another
for the consumer’s dollar. Buyers also compete against each
other and against the seller to obtain the best price.

• The fourth condition is that the buyers and sellers are
knowledgeable about the items for sale. Because all
products are exactly the same, customers would have little
reason to remain loyal to one seller. If sellers were
reasonably familiar with other sellers’ prices, they would
have to keep their own prices low to attract customers.

• The fifth and final condition is that buyers and sellers are
free to get into, conduct, and get out of  business; thus
making it difficult for a single producer to keep the market
just to itself. It is up to the producer to keep prices
competitive or new firms will enter the industry and take
away some business.

Perfect Competition:  Conditions
There is said to be perfect competition when every purchaser
and seller is so small relative to the entire market that he cannot
influence the market price: by increasing or decreasing his
purchases or his output.
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Perfect competition is a wider term than pure competition.
Besides’ the two conditions of pure competition mentioned
above, viz., the homogeneity of the product and the existence
of a large number of dealers, several other conditions must also
be fulfilled to make it a perfect competition.
Thus, the  conditions of  perfect competition are:
i. Large number of buyers and sellers.
ii. Homogeneous product.
(These conditions of pure competition have already been
discussed above.)
iii. Free Entry or Exit. There should be no restrictions, legal, or

otherwise, on the firms’ entry ‘into, or exit from, the
industry, In this situation, all the firms will ‘be making just
normal profit. If the profit is more than normal, new firms
will enter and extra profit will bee competed away; and if, on
the, other hand, profit. is, less, than normal, some firms
will quit, raising the’ profits for the n: u1aining firms. “ But
if there are restrictions on the entry of new firms, the
existing firms may continue’ to enjoy supernormal profit.
Only when there are no restrictions on entry or exit, the
firms will earn normal profit.

iv. Perfect Knowledge. Another, assumption of perfect
competition is that the purchasers and sellers should be
fully aware Of the prices that are being offered and accepted.
In case there is ignorance among the dealers, the same price
cannot rule in the market for the same commodity. When
the producers and the customers have full knowledge of the
prevailing price nobody will offer more and none will accept
‘less, and the same price will rule throughout the market.
The producers can sell at that price as much as they like and
the buyers also can buy as much as- they like.

v. Absence of  Transport Costs. If  the same price is to rule in a
market, it is necessary that no cost of transport has to be
incurred. If the cost of transport is there, the prices must
differ to that extent in different sectors of the market.

vi. Perfect Mobility of the Factors of Production. This
mobility is essential in order to enable the ,firms to adjust
their supply to demand. If  the demand exceeds supply,
additional factors will move into the industry arid in the
opposite case, move out. Mobility of the factors of
production is essential to enable the firms and the industry
to achieve an equilibrium position. Mrs. Robinson thus
defines perfect competition:

“When the number of firms being .large, so that change in the
output of any of them has a negligible effect upon the total
output of  the commodity, the commodity is perfectly homoge-
neous in the sense that the buyers are alike in respect of their
prefercnces (or indifference) between one tirm and its rivals,
then competition is perfect, and the elasticity of demand for the
individual firm is infinite.
Here is a comprehensive definition: “Perfect compctition is the
name given tb an industry or to a market characterised by a large
number of buyers and sellcrs all engagcd in the purchase and
sale of  a homogeneous commodity, with perfect  knowlcdge of
market prices and quantities. no discrimination and perfect
mobility of  resources.”

Chamberlin thus brings out the distinction between pure
competition and perfcct compctition: “Purity requires only the
absencc of  monopoly, which is realised when there are many
buyers and sellers of the same (perfectly standardised) product.
Perfection is concerncd  with other matters as well: mobility of
resources, perfect.knowledge, etc. ... Perfection is a different
thing from its purity, meaning by the latter its freedom  from
monopoly elements;” .

Imperfect Competition
Imperfect competition takes three main forms:
a. Monopolistic Competition,
b. Oligopoly,and
c. Monopoly

Monopolistic Competition
Since we live in a society were the five elements of pure competi-
tion are not available to us, then we are clearly operating in a
state other than pure competition. Instead we operate under a
different model of competition known as monopolistic
competition. Any time the elements of pure competition are
not met the existing model is monopolistic competition.
The fundamental difference between a pure competitor and a
monopolistic competitor is that the latter refrains from selling
identical products. By employing product differentiation, the
monopolistic competitor is trying to establish a comparison
between its product and another competitors product. Product
differentiation is when manufacturers make design changes to
basically identical products. An example might be the Big Mac
and the Whopper. Each is a large fattening hamburger yet
McDonalds and Burger King market them as totally different
products in an attempt to make their product appear different
and better. Instead of competing based upon price, we are
competing based upon features. This is known as non price
competition. This non price competition is rampant through-
out our economy. How many different brands of  blue jeans,
sneakers, cars, etc are there that all claim to be different and
somehow better? The reality is they are just trying to get a leg up
on the competition.

Models of Monopolistic Competition

Oligopoly
A few large sellers dominate and have the ability to affect prices
in the industry. Because of  the fact that in an oligopoly there are
very few firms, when ever one firm does something, the others
follow suit. Since all the firms have considerable power and
influence, firms tend to act together. There are times when the
interdependent behavior of the firms results in a formal
agreement to set prices; this is termed a “collusion”. Price-fixing,
a type of collusion, is the action taken by an oligopoly to charge
the same or similar prices for a product. The firms must also
agree to divide the market so that each is guaranteed to sell a
certain amount. Yet collusion is against the law because it
restrains trade. Price wars are also common in oligopolies.
When one firm lowers prices, it leads to a series of price cuts by
all producers that may lead to unusually low prices in the
industry. Raising prices is also risky unless the firm knows that
rivals will follow suit. Otherwise, the higher priced firm will lose
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out on sales. An example might be Coca Cola and Pepsi which
dominate the soft drink market.
When in a market, there are only a few sellers of a product, it is
called Oligopoly. The basic characteristic of  an oligopolistic
situation is the fact that every seller can exercise an important
influence on the price-output policies of his rivals. This is due
to the fact that the number of sellers is not very large and each
seller controls a substantial portion of  the supply. Every seller,
therefore, is so influential that his rivals cannot ignore the likely
adverse effect on them of a given change in the price output
policy of any single manufacturer. This rival consciousness, or
the recognition on the part of the seller of the fact of interde-
pendence, is the most important feature of oligopolistic
situations.
Oligopoly differs from monopoly and monopolistic competi-
tion in this that, in monopoly, there is a single seller; in
monopolistic competition, there is quite-large number of them;
but in oligopoly, there is only a small number of  sellers.
Oligopoly without Product Differentiation. Under oligopoly,
the pricing theory is fundamentally the same as other forms of
competition with this that the larger the number of firms the
greater will, be differences in marginal costs and more remote
will be the possibility of collusion or agreement whether tacit or
explicit. When they all deal in a standardised product and each is
producing a considerable portion of the total output, the price
and output policy of each producer is likely to affect the others
appreciably, but none can foretell precisely how, the price which
will be fixed in oligopoly without product differentiation is
thus indeterminate.

Monopoly
When there is monopoly, a single producer seller controls the
entire market. There are no substitutes for his product. He
controls the entire supply and he can fix his price. He is Ltd firm
and he also constitutes the industry. It is a one-firm industry.
Thus, under monopoly, the distinction between the firm and
industry disappears. The average revenue (AR) curve (or the
demand curve) always slopes downwards to the right as in
monopolistic competition” but it is less elastic in monopoly
than in monopolistic competition. In monopoly, there is no
need to differentiate products because no close substitutes are
available. It is one product, homogeneous and completely
under the control of  the monopolist.
Pure Monopoly is a situation in which there is only one seller
of  a specific product that has no substitutes. Yet in the United
States there is no situation like the aforementioned. Therefore,
when economists discuss monopolies, they are referring to near
monopolies. There are four types of near monopolies.
••••• Natural Monopoly. This is where society would be best

served by the existence of  the monopoly. Also called a
franchise, it is a market situation where costs are minimized
by having a single firm produce the product. Oftentimes,
the government gives a company the exclusive right to do
business in a certain area without competition. By accepting
such a privilege, the companies also are subject to a certain
amount of government regulation. Natural monopolies
also bring about lower costs. If a firm grew larger and
larger, its growth would result in the lowering of its costs.

This trend is called economy of scale. Often these natural
monopolies are accepted because it would be too great an
inconvenience to have competition. Imagine ripping up the
streets for new natural gas and lines.

••••• Geographic Monopoly - In this case, there are times when
a business has a monopoly because of its location. When
there is low demand for a certain type of firm, it often
reflects in the amount of stores or business located in an
area. Yet a geographic monopoly is not free from
competition. If a business begins to make a great deal of
money, competitors may come along in order to “share in
the wealth”. Also too, if  a business keeps its prices too
high, another business of the same type may come along
with lower prices in order to elicit competition.

••••• Technological monopoly - These monopolies are really
special rights given to those who invent a new product or
create some type of work. By provision of the
Constitution, the United States government is allowed to
grant patents to inventors guaranteeing them the right to
manufacture, use, or sell any new improvement they have
made. Inventions are covered for 17 years and designs can
be patented for shorter periods. Art and literary works are
protected in much the same way through a copyright.
Microsoft’s control of  the Windows operating system is
such an example.

••••• Government Monopoly - a business the government
owns and operates. Government monopolies are found at
all levels and in most cases, involve products people need
that private industry may not adequately provide like the
post office.

We shall briefly describe below these forms of  imperfect
competition.

Monopolistic Competition
The main features of monopolistic competition  are as under:
i. Undcr mnonopolistic competition, the number of dealers is

not large; at any rate not so large as under perfect
competition.

ii. The products are not homogeneous; they are, on the other
hand, diffcrentiated,  inter alia, by means of different labels
attached to them such as different brands of toilet
requisites.

iii. Either in ignorance or on account of transport costs or lack
of mobility of the factors of production, same price does
not rule in the market throughout. Rather different prices
are charged by different producers for products which are
really similar, but are made to appear different through
advertisements, high pressure: salesmanship and labelling
and branding. The result is that each producer comes to
have a. hold on a clientle  from whom he can charge higher
prices.

Oligopoly With Product Differentiation
In case there is product differentiation, monopoly agreements
are even less likely. Since products are not similar, any producer
in oligopoly can raise or lower his price without any fear of
losing customers or immediate reactions from his rivals. Cut
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throat competition is unlikely. However, keen rivalry among
them may create conditions of monopolistic competition. The
price, in the long run, may settle at a level between the mo-
nopoly price and that in cut-throat competition.

Recapitulation

1. Types of  Markets
2. Types of  competition
3 Monopoly
4. Oligopoly

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Forces in a market
2. Price
3. Supply
4. Demand
We rely on market forces instead of  government forces to
distribute goods and services and therefore, there must be
some method for determining who gets the products that are
produced. This is where supply and demand comes in.
Understanding the laws of supply and demand is central to
understanding how the capitalist economy operates... By
themselves the laws of supply and demand give us basic
information, but when combined together the are the key to
distribution in the market economy... price. In this lesson, we
will just define the concepts and carry on the details in next
Lesson.

Why Prices are Important in a Market
Economy
Prices are key ingredients in our economy because they make
things happen. If buyers want to own some items badly
enough, they will pay more for them. When sellers want to sell
some items badly enough, they will lower their prices. Prices
play such an important role in economic life that the United
States is often described as a price-directed market economy. Let
us see why.
1. Act as Signals to Buyers and Sellers : One of the things

that prices do is carry information to buyers and sellers.
When prices are low enough, they send a “buy” signal to
buyers (consumers), who can now afford the things they
want. When prices are high enough, they send a “sell” signal
to sellers (retailers), who can now earn a profit at the new
price.

2. Encourage Efficient Productions : Prices encourage
business people to produce their goods at the lowest
possible cost. The less it costs to produce an item, the more
likely it is that its producers will earn a profit.
Firms that are efficient will produce more goods with fewer
raw materials than firms that are inefficient. Producers strive
for efficiency as a way of increasing their profits. While these
efforts are in the best interests of the sellers, all of us may
benefit because we are provided with the things we want at
lower costs.

3. Determine Who Will Receive the Things Produced :
Finally, prices help to determine who will receive the
economy’s output of  goods and services. The price that a
worker receives for doing a job is called a wage. The amount
of this wage determines how much the worker has to
spend. What the worker can buy with those wages will

depend, in turn, upon the prices of  the goods and services
the worker would like to own.

What is Demand?
Demand is comprised of three things.
• Desire
• Ability to pay
• Willingness to pay
It is not enough to merely want or desire an item. One must
show the ability to pay and then the willingness to pay. If  all
three conditions are not met then the demand is not real. This,
by the way, is the purpose of  advertising. While many may want
a product it is quite another to be willing to pay. Advertising
attempts to move a consumer from mere want to action. These
day even conditions two may not stand in the way of a
consumer. With the advent of credit cards we are able to
purchase products without the current ability to pay. Many
stores and car dealers even offer on the spot credit though the
interest rate may be quite high.
What factors alter your desire, willingness and ability to pay for
products? Some factors include consumer income; consumer
tastes the prices of related products like substitutes for that
product of items that may complement that product.
Marginal utility - extra satisfaction a consumer gets by
purchasing one more unit of a product.
Diminishing Marginal Utility: The more units one buys the
less eager one is to buy more. Think of diminishing marginal
utility this way. It is a hot summer day and your sweating
bullets. You come across a lemonade stand and gulp down a
glass. It tasted great so you want another. This second glass is
marginal utility. But now you reach for a third glass. Suddenly
your stomach is bloated and you’re feeling sick. That’s diminish-
ing marginal utility.
There are two types of changes in demand:
Changes in demand - change in the demand for a product that
occurs when price drops.
Changes in the Quantity Demanded - change in the amount
of a product demanded regardless of price.
The difference is subtle but important. If the demand of ice
cream goes up in the summer it is because consumers demand
has truly increased, clearly it is hot. In the case the business can
most likely raise prices without suffering a drop in sales. This is
a change in quantity demanded. If sales of ice cream were to
increase in January as a result of a price cut, however, the
information we would be receiving is that the demand was
artificially manipulated. It really tells us that actual demand is
low and that extra efforts had to be made to increase sales. This
is change in demand.

LESSON 20:

MARKET FORCES
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When there is a change in amount purchased (tied to demand)
due to lower prices and surplus spending money it is called the
income effect. Income effect basically happens when salaries are on
the rise.
Another economic phenomenon tied to demand is Substitution
Effect. This states that as prices drop consumers will buy more
than usual at the expense of  a different product. Take a sale at
the mall for example. If jeans are on sale for a great price
consumers will by extra jeans even if they had previously
planned to buy something else. This is that great deal you just
cannot pass up. What would the opportunity cost be? That
item you passed up and substituted for.

The Law of Demand

quantity demanded in inversely proportional to price.
Simply put, the higher the price, the lower the demand and the
lower the price, the higher the demand.
In numbers it would look like so:

Demand Schedule for Cookies

            At a price of        Consumer will buy 
.70 cents 100 cookies 
.60 200
.50 400
.40 700
.30 1,100
.20 1,600
.10 2,300

Economists also like to look at things graphically. It enables us
to see the quantity and price on a limitless scale. To do this we
plot what is known as a demand curve. The price is always on the
vertical axis and the quantity is always on the horizontal axis. If
we were to plot our points and draw a demand curve for the
cookies it would look like this:

The Law of Supply
Quantity supplied is directly proportional to price.

Clearly the law of supply is the opposite of the law of demand.
Don’t these both make sense to you? Consumers want to pay
as little as they can. They will buy more as the price drops.
Sellers, on the other hand, want to be able to charge as much as
they can. They will be willing to make more and sell more as the
price goes up. This way they can maximize profits.
Numerically a supply schedule would look like this:

Supply Schedule for Cookies

At a price of Sellers will offer 
.70 cents 2,000 cookies 

.60 1,800

.50 1,600

.40 1,400

.30 1,100

.20 700

.10 100
The accompanying supply curve would be drawn like so:

 

Market or Equilibrium Price
Now that we have covered both demand and supply we have to
combine both together. The place where what sellers are willing
to sell for and buyers are willing to buy for is called market or
equilibrium price. This is the price the product will sell for. Price
is negotiation between the buyers and the sellers.
To figure out price one has to law the supply and demand next
top each other.

Supply and Demand of Chocolate Chip Cookies

Students will buy At a price of Sellers will offer 
100 .70 cents 2,000
200 .60 1,800
400 .50 1,600
700 .40 1,400

1,100 .30 1,100
1.600 .20 700
2,300 .10 100
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When we then plot and draw both curve together we are able to
see the market price of the product.

 

The market price for cookies in this graph is 30 cents. The
quantity sold and bought is 1100 cookies.

Markets Go Global
Sep 18th 1997
From The Economist print edition

Will Market Forces Shrink the State?
WHEN James Carville worked as Bill Clinton’s chief  spin-
doctor during the 1992 election campaign, he changed his mind
about his next life. Until then, he had wanted to come back as
the pope; but having been told over and over again by col-
leagues that such-and-such a “progressive” policy was
unaffordable, and that just discussing it would give Wall Street
the jitters, he concluded that he would rather return as the bond
market. The financial markets, Mr Carville felt, had finally
become more powerful than God.
The idea that elected governments have been rendered power-
less by market forces has become a well-worn cliché of modern
political commentary - although, as the earlier evidence shows, it
is still a long way from being true. But perhaps things are
starting to move that way?
Once the automatic assumption that governments are disinter-
ested servants of  the public good has been dropped, the
much-heralded assault of global markets on the prerogatives of
the state takes on a new character. In moderation, it may begin
to look like a good thing. If  you happen to live in Scandinavia,
you do not have to be a raving liberal to wish for just a bit less
government. No doubt the best solution would be for people
to vote for less government, and for governments to be able to
oblige. Failing that, a bit of shrinkage under duress seems
acceptable. However, what might arouse anxiety in Scandinavia
and elsewhere is the thought that the power of the state to do
anything - including the essential things that only states can do -
will eventually be destroyed. This is the spectre raised by some
global-economy pessimists.

At first sight their argument seems persuasive. It goes as
follows. Even if governments are to discharge their minimum
responsibilities of providing public goods such as defence, and
law and order, they must collect taxes. People cannot be
expected to volunteer to pay for such things. They will be
tempted to become “free-riders”, calculating that others will pay,
and realizing that those who refuse to do so cannot be excluded
from the benefits. The money needed to pay for public goods,
therefore, has to be collected through taxes.
Beyond that narrow core of  services that everyone agrees must
be provided by the state, the argument continues, there are
many others that have some of the characteristics of public
goods: basic education, for instance, or primary health care. Left
to itself, the market may well supply a lot of  these services, but
it will still not provide enough, because at least some of the
benefits will extend beyond those who pay for them. Once
again, though in a more limited way, the difficulty of  excluding
free riders means that too little of  the service will be supplied.
By stages, this kind of argument can be extended across the
entire range of government spending programmes. At the
extreme, it has been argued that equality of income is itself a
kind of public good - something from which everybody
benefits but which individuals, left to themselves, will not pay
for. If governments are to supply much from this far longer list
of  goods, the tax bill is going to be big.
That is all right, the argument goes on, so long as the mobility
of capital and labour is limited. But what happens when
advancing technology and continuing deregulation allow capital
and labour the freedom to roam? Owners of capital, seeking
the highest return, will flee from high-tax regimes to low-tax
ones. Skilled labour, too, will start to shop around the globe for
a tax haven. Governments, aware that they must compete to
attract and retain these scarce factors of production, will cut their
taxes and hence their spending. A “race to the bottom” gets
under way as the provision of public goods drops in line with
revenues. As capital and labour become more mobile, dollars
begin to count for more than votes - remember these are elected
governments - and democracy is defeated.
Certainly, on a variety of  measures, the world economy has
become far more integrated in the past few decades than it used
to be. Trade is one such yardstick. In America the share of
exports in national income has nearly doubled, from 4% in the
1950s to 7% in the 1990s. Since the United States is a continen-
tal trading zone in its own right, which suggests a relatively low
share of international trade, that rise is already impressive.
Arguably, though, a better measure for judging how far foreign
trade is impinging on American producers is the share of
merchandise exports in the output of manufactured goods.
This more revealing ratio, over the same period, rose from 6%
to nearly 20%.

A Frictionless World?
Europe’s producers are even more exposed to foreign competi-
tion - not just from outside the European Union, but from
elsewhere in Europe as well. A single global market for tradable
goods is by no means a reality yet. If it were, the prices of
goods in different countries, expressed in a common currency,
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would be the same. They are not. Even so, the world has
moved far and fast in this direction of late (see chart 6).

Integration through flows of capital has increased even faster
than integration through trade in goods. The expansion of
international finance has been phenomenal, and all the more
striking for taking place over a relatively short period. Interna-
tional transactions in bonds and equities and daily turnover on
the foreign-exchange market have both increased at an astonish-
ing rate over the past 20 years (see chart 7). It has become a
well-known fact that daily turnover on the currency markets
now often exceeds the global stock of official foreign-exchange
reserves - so what chance have central banks of  influencing
exchange rates by buying or selling currency in the markets?
Flows of  foreign direct investment have also increased rapidly,
though nothing like as rapidly as transactions in currency and
securities (see chart 8 further down the page).

Remarkable as these growth rates are, they need to be put in
perspective. Even though vast sums of money are hurtling
round the globe, there is still no such thing as a single global
market for capital. The most obvious evidence is that, within a
margin of  two or three percentage points either way, countries
tend to invest about as much as they save. If there were a fully
integrated global market for capital, this very strong correlation
would not persist the way it has. Poor countries that are short
of physical capital and offer many opportunities for profitable
investment would tend to invest far more than they save, and
rich ones would tend to do the opposite. Poor countries,
therefore, would generally run big current-account deficits and
rich ones big current-account surpluses. If there were a single
global market for capital, international financial imbalances
would be much bigger than they are.

The capital market, it turns out, is integrated only in a narrower
sense - in the sense that “arbitrage opportunities” are quickly
competed away. For instance, the rate of  interest on a safe
dollar-denominated bond of a given maturity is the same in the
international markets as the rate of interest on a safe sterling-
denominated bond of the same maturity after allowing for the
cost of “cover” (insurance) against the exchange-rate risk. If this
were not so - and in the old days of capital controls it was not -
then there would be a risk less opportunity to make money (in
the jargon, an arbitrage opportunity). This level of integration
has been achieved mainly thanks to the abolition of capital
controls, together with advances in financial technology and
telecommunications, which have greatly reduced the costs of
such transactions.
But integration at deeper levels has yet to materialize. The
markets do not regard assets denominated in different curren-
cies as perfect substitutes for each other: differences in interest
rates and differences in expected currency changes do not exactly
cancel out. Most important, there is no single world real rate of
interest. This is partly because different currencies are not perfect
substitutes and partly because, as noted earlier, the price of
goods in a common currency also varies from country to
country. The claim that “these days, when you want to borrow
money, you have to pay the global market rate” is in fact false.
There is no global market rate, even among countries that have
fully liberalized their capital flows.
To say that the world, as yet, is far from having truly single
markets for goods and capital is not to deny that integration is
increasing, or that economic policy has been affected by it. The
next section will ask what the change so far means for govern-
ment. Before that, however, it may be helpful to think a little
more about the principles involved.

Slippery Utopia
Consider the limiting case of  a fully integrated world economy,
with a single currency and a single market for goods. Suppose
that capital is completely mobile, and that labour too moves
freely across international borders. Imagine, in other words, a
degree of integration even greater than within a national
economy.
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Liberals are often said to have a desiccated view of humanity -
to see men as rootless, atomistic individuals floating free of any
ties to society. For once, let that be true. Imagine not only that
all regulatory barriers have been removed (for that would not
come close to making capital and labour perfectly mobile), but
picture a world without ties of  history, language, culture and
kinship, in which it is costless for people and objects to move
around, and in which capital remains malleable even after it has
been applied to production (so that a sewing machine in
Bombay one moment becomes a PC in Atlanta the next). In
short, imagine a world in which there is no hindrance of any
kind to the mobility of people or their assets.
Recall the pessimists’ argument: integration undermines the
capacity of governments to govern. Under these imaginary
circumstances, therefore, it would surely be impossible for the
state to collect taxes and supply public goods? Not at all.
People, as workers, consumers or owners of capital, do value
public goods. That is the only reason why it makes sense to
provide such goods in the first place. When the choice is
between having them and not having them, people are willing
to pay. The difficulty arises only when there is a third choice:
having them without paying for them. In a closed economy,
because of this free-rider problem, it is impossible to discover
how much people are willing to pay. In a perfectly open
economy, this information would be readily available.
People would vote with their feet, choosing where to live, or
where to invest, according to the value for money that each
government provided. That decision in turn would reflect not
only each state’s technical efficiency (e.g., its ability to build a
better road at any given cost) but also people’s individual
preferences (e.g., whether they preferred roads to open space,
extra policemen to extra schoolteachers, or lower taxes to any of
the above).
Yet on reflection it seems the pessimists’ case is proven. In this
peculiar world, there might be pure public goods, but there
could be no question of providing generous transfers to the
poor. Thanks to the assumption that mobility is costless, any
government that did much to help the poor would attract to
itself the destitute of the world. Its taxes would be driven
higher and its income-generating taxpayers would be off.
But make this fantasy fractionally more realistic. Assume that
governments in countries with lots of rich workers restrict the
immigration of poor ones, and/or that poor people cannot
afford to move. Further assume, atomistic individuals notwith-
standing, that most people have some altruistic regard for their
neighbors. On those assumptions, even if capital and labour
were still perfectly free to run away, a moderate degree of
redistribution could, and probably would, still take place. More
than in the real world, perhaps, some people would presumably
flee to enclaves of the rich and selfish; but most people with
some altruistic instinct might well continue to prefer living close
to others of like mind.
Admittedly, much would depend on whether egalitarians are
right that greater equality of income is indeed a kind of public
good. If it delivers benefits to the whole society - less crime, a
happier and more relaxed society - then, as with other public

goods, many taxpayers will be willing to pay for it, so long as
the price is not too high.
If equality is not a public good in this sense, then the rationale
for public redistribution (as opposed to private, voluntary,
benevolence) can only be some variant of the doctrine that the
income produced by the members of a society belongs not to
them individually but to society at large, which is then within its
rights in sharing it out as it sees fit. In other words, it is the
People’s Money, not the people’s money.
Many egalitarians would indeed argue exactly that, and some
modern liberal philosophers are sympathetic. They would find a
frictionless world - in which people with the capacity to earn a
living were not indentured to their governments - an inconve-
nient one. But that is their problem.

Recapitulation

1. What are market forces?
2. Why price is important
3. Supply and Law of Supply
4. Demand and Law of Demand
5. Market or equilibrium price
6. Article: Markets go Global
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Introduction
2. Demand Function
3. Demand Curve
4. Elasticity
In last lesson we saw why understanding the laws of supply
and demand are central to understanding how the capitalist
economy operates. Now we shall go a little deep into analysis of
demand and supply.

Introduction
Markets are highly volatile. They are always changing, dynamic,
unpredictable, subject to frequent periods of storm and calm,
complex, and fascinating. As with the weather, careful study of
markets also shows certain forces of patterns underneath the
daily and apparently random movements. The essential tool for
understanding the movement of prices and outputs in
individual market is called the analysis of supply and demand.
For example, after Gulf  War, existing stock of  the reserves were
not sufficient to meet increasing demand for oil products
resulting into rise in prices of oil products. The volatility of
forex markets is particularly evident when there is a sharp
fluctuation in the exchange rates due to major political and
economic upheavals in the country. Today due to eminent threat
of war, the exchange rate for dollar with rupee is showing clear
signs of  volatility.
Lets look afresh a few concepts we defined in last lesson.

Definitions
Demand may be defined as desire backed by adequate purchas-
ing power.
Demand for a commodity by a household is its quantity that he
would buy per unit of time at a given price.
Individual consumer demand refers to the quantity of a good
or service that an individual consumer is willing and able to
purchase at a particular moment at each possible price that
might be changed for that good pr service.
The term demand is generally confused with the words such as
want, desire or need. Thus, a person may desire to buy a car.
But mere desire does not constitute demand. Unless he has,
sufficient money & willingness to spend the money to buy a car,
it cannot be termed as a demand.
Demand must be related to a time period i.e. it must be
expressed in terms of “per unit of time”. It is meaningless to
say that the demand for certain goods say what in Mumbai is 20
lakh quintal at RS.15 per kg. We must specify whether the
amount is specified per day, per week or per month etc...
Quantity demanded is always expressed at a given price.
Economist conceives of the individual demand as his or her

plan about how much to buy at different possible prices. As
price changes the quantity demanded also undergoes a change.
Thus the term demand can be explained in following aspects:
1. Willingness backed by purchasing power
2. Per unit of time
3. At a given price
To illustrate the relationship between price & quantity demand
let us take the example of a consumer who buys sugar.
Economists will express his/her demand function as
QD = f (Ps) 1ceteris paribus
Other things remaining the same i.e. consumers tastes, his
income, prices of  other goods that he could buy or does buy, a
consumer’s demand for sugar is a function of  price of  sugar i.e.
QD is the quantity demanded of good sugar by a consumer &
Ps is the price of sugar.
A consumer at different times & at alternative prices demands
different quantities of a commodity provided other influential
variables are held constant.

Demand Function
In mathematical language, a function is a symbolic statement of
relationship between the dependent and the independent
variables. Demand function states the relationship between the
demand for a product (the dependent variable) and its determi-
nants (the independent variables). Let us consider a very simple
case of demand function. Suppose all the determinants of
commodity for commodity X, other than its price, remain
constant. This is a case of shortrun demand function. In case
of a short-run demand function, quantity demanded of X.
(Dx) depends only on its price (Px). The demand function can
then be stated as ‘demand for commodity X, (Dx) depends on
its price (Px)’. The same statement may be symbolically written
as
Ox = f (Px)
In this function, Ox is a dependent and P x is an independent
variable. The above function reads ‘demand for commodity X
(i.e., Ox) is the function of its price (Le., Px)’. It implies that a
change in P x (the independent variable) causes a change in Ox
(the dependent variable). The above function however does not
reveal the change in Ox for a given percentage change in P x Le.,
it does not give the quantitative relationship between Ox and P
x’ When quantitative relationship between Ox and P x is
known, the demand function may be expressed in the form of
an equation, and may be written as
Ox = a - bP x
Where ‘a’ is constant, denoting total demand at zero price, and
b =……….., is also a constant - it specifies the change in Ox in
response to change in P x.

LESSON 21:

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
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The form of demand function depends on the nature of
demand-price relationship. The two most common forms of
demand-price relationship are linear and nonlinear. Accordingly,
the demand function may assume a linear or a nonlinear form.

The Law of Demand
The law of demand expresses the inverse relationship between
the price of a commodity & its quantity demanded. The law of
demand states that when the price of a commodity rises, there
occurs a fall in its demand & vice versa.
According to R.G. Lipsey, “A fall in the price of  a commodity
causes a household to buy more of that commodity and less of
the other commodities which compete with it, while rise in price
causes the household to buy less of this commodity & more
competing commodities.” In brief the law of demand states
that other things being equal, at a higher price consumer will
buy less of a commodity & at a lower price, consumer will buy
more of it.
The relationship between the price of the goods & its quantity
demanded can better be understood by demand curve &
demand schedule

Demand Schedule
The relationship between the price & the quantity bought is
called the demand schedule. In other words it is a numerical
tabulation showing the quantity demanded at different prices.

 Individual Demand Schedule

Price of commodity N Quantity demanded (units)
(Rs.) over next 12 months
50 0
40 1
30 2
20 4
10 7

From the above table it is clear that there is an inverse relation-
ship between price & quantity demanded. At a lower price more
units of commodity are bought.
An individual at price 50 will not purchase any quantity of a
commodity & as the price decreases from 50 to 40 the quantity
demanded is 1 unit & so on.

Demand Curve
The graphical representation of the demand schedule is the
demand curve. Individual demand curve indicates the quantity
of a commodity that an individual will buy at different prices. It
is customary in economics to measure a price along ‘Y’ axis and
quantity demanded on ‘X’ axis.
The curve slopes downward. Any point on the graph indicates a
single price quantity relation. The whole demand curve DD1
shows the quantity of commodity N that would be bought by
an individual at different prices.

Slope of the Demand Curve
The slope of  demand curve is negative & inversely related as
seen above. Why does quantity demanded tend to fall as price
rises? There are mainly 2 reasons: (1) Income effect & (2)
Substitution effect

Income Effect

Whenever a good or a service that a person buys goes up or
down in price, it affects the persons ‘real income’ i.e. purchasing
power of that persons money income. A fall in the price causes
an increase in the real income of an individual & vice versa.
Suppose the price of oranges falls due to a good crop from
RS.20 per dozen to RS.1 0 peer dozen, an individual who was
earlier buying 2 dozens of oranges may now buy 4 dozens of
oranges by spending the same amount of  money. A fall in the
price of oranges enables an individual to increase his real
income.

Substitution Effect

According to the substitution effect, when the price of a
commodity falls, it will be substituted for a costlier commodity.
On the other hand, an increase in the price of a commodity will
automatically decrease the relative price of its substitutes. The
household, therefore, will buy more of its substitute which has
become cheaper.
For eg: Suppose the price of tea & coffee is RS.3 & RS.5 per cup
respectively. If  the price of  tea increases from RS.3 to Rs.4 per
cup, the relative price of  coffee which is a substitute will
automatically decreases. Consequently, some consumers may
shift their demand from tea to coffee.
The relationship between the price of a commodity & its
demand is affected jointly by income as well as substitution
effect. In other words the income effect & the substitution effect
occur together, higher prices cause lower real incomes & lead
people to substitute other goods & services.

Assumptions of the Law of Demand
The law of demand is based upon the following assumptions:
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Tastes & Preferences of Consumer Remains
Unchanged
It is assumed that the tastes & habits of a consumer remains
unchanged. The demand curve is drawn on the basis of  a
particular level of tastes & preference. If it changes demand
curve has to be redrawn. If  the preference of  a consumer
changes he may demand more or less of  a given commodity.
For instance when a commodity becomes fashionable, con-
sumption will increase, irrespective of price changes. In such a
case the law of demand will not hold true.

The Income Remains the Same
When income changes the consumer’s scale of  preference or
choice usually becomes entirely different. With the increase in
income, he may purchase more of a commodity at the same
price. If  the commodity is of  inferior quality, he may replace it
with a better variety at a higher price. Hence, stability of income
through out the demand schedule is necessary.

The Prices of Other Goods Remain the Same
A change in the prices of substitutes and complementary goods
may cause demand to shift. A consumer may shift from the
consumption of present goods to its complementary or
substitute goods due to its fall in the price. Thus the demand
for tea will be affected by a fall in the price of coffee or sugar.

Exceptions to the Law of Demand
Generally, more of  a commodity is demanded at a lower price &
less of it is demanded at a higher price. However, under certain
conditions the law of demand does not hold good. These are
exceptions to the law of demand which are as follows:
1. Conspicuous Consumption: There are certain

commodities such as diamond jewellery, antique collections
the possession of which is a matter of prestige. More of
these commodities are purchased at a higher price & vice
versa. While some goods are such the constant use of which
become necessity of life. For example, in spite of the fact
that the prices of television sets, refrigerator, washing
machine etc. have been continuously raising their demand
does not show any tendency to fall. These are the ‘upper
sector’ goods.

2. Speculative markets: Households also act as speculators.
In the speculative markets a rise of prices is frequently
followed by large purchases & a fall of price by less
purchases. Likewise, if price are expected to fall further, a
reduced price may not be a sufficient incentive to buy more.
For example: In the share market, a rise in the price of a
specific share induces the speculators to buy large number
of this share because they expect a further rise in the price of
that share. Consequently, the demand for the share also
rises. On the contrary, fall in the price of  a specific share
causes a fall in its demand.

3. Giffen goods: Giffen goods are special type of cheaper
goods. Sir Robert Giffen found that in the 19th century
Ireland the people were so poor that they spent the major
part of their income on potatoes & a small part on meat.
Potato was cheap but meat was dear. When the price of
potatoes rose, they had to economise on meat. To maintain
the earlier level of consumption or to fill the resulting gap

in food supply more potatoes had to be purchased. Thus,
rise in the price of potatoes led to increased sales of
potatoes. This is known as Giffen effect. This effect is
usually found in the case of cheap necessary foodstuffs.
Bajra can also be considered as Giffen good to which the
law of  demand does not apply.

4. The income effect: The demand curve may be affected by
the income effect. If the income effect. If the income effect
is positive we can expect a downward sloping curve. But, on
the other hand, if the income effect is negative, particularly
in case of inferior goods, the result may not be a downward
sloping curve. If  the total expenditure of  the commodity is
small, the income effect will have less implication on the
demand curve & there will be an inverse relation between
price and demand.

5. Emergencies: Emergencies like war, famine, floods etc..
negate then operation of the law of demand. In
anticipation of scarcity of goods, consumers increase their
purchases & induces further price rise. Even at a increased
price consumers are ready to buy more during such periods.
On the other hand during depression no amount of falling
price is sufficient inducement for consumers to demand
more.

6. Change in fashion: A change in fashion & tastes affects
demand for a commodity. When a narrow or thin metallic
frame of spectacles replaces a broad plastic frame, reduction
in the price of latter is not sufficient to clear the stocks. On
the other hand, the demand for thin frame rises even at a
higher price.

7. Ignorance: A consumer of one market may be ignorant
about the prevailing prices in the other market. Thus he can
end up in buying a commodity at a higher price. This is also
true when the consumer is under impression that a higher
priced commodity is better in quality than low priced
commodity which is necessarily not true. The law of
demand also fails when an impulsive purchase is made
without any calculation of price and usefulness of the
product.

Changes in the Quantity Demanded or
Movement Along a Demand Curve
Economists usually mean something different when they talk
about a “change in the quantity demanded” than when they talk
about a “change in demand”. Thus change in demand is
different from change in the quantity demanded. A change in
quantity demanded is reflected in a movement along a demand
curve. If  the demand changes due to change in price, all other
things being equal or remaining same Le. ceteris paribus it is
called “change in quantity demanded”. While a movement
along a demand curve is taking place, tastes, income, prices of
other goods are being held constant through the ceteris paribus
assumption. The change in the quantity demanded means the
same things as what the Law of demand states.
Change in quantity demanded takes place in both the directions
along the demand curve. When larger quantity of  a commodity
is demanded at a lower price, there is an ‘expansion in demand’.
On the other hand, if the quantity demanded falls due to an
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increase in price, it is Analysis of Demand and Supply called
‘contraction in demand’. In contraction or expansion in
demand, neither the demand schedule nor the demand curve
undergoes changes. The only change is in the movement of
equilibrium along the same demand curve.
The change in quantity demanded can be explained through
diagrammatic presentation.
In the figure given below, DD1 is an individual’s demand curve
where he buys OQ quantity at OP price. Other things remaining
the same, if  the price rises to OP, & quantity shifts from Q to
Q2. It implies that a smaller quantity is bought at a higher price.
Along the demand curve, there is an upward movement from
A to C. Thus, the upward movement on DD, curve is called as
contraction in demand.
On the contrary, if  the price falls to OP 2' quantity demanded is
OQ1 which implies that large quantity is bought at a lower
price. The downward movement from A to B along DD1 curve
is called ‘expansion in demand’.

Change in Demand or Shift in Demand
Curve
A ‘change is demand’ is not caused by a change in the price of
that good. It is related to the effect on demand due to a change
in the factors such as income, taste, price of related goods,
weather conditions etc. But this can happen only when the
ceteris paribus assumption is removed i.e. taste, income, price
of other goods change. As a result of the changes in factors
other than price, the demand may increase or it may decrease.
A change in demand is reflected in a shift of  the curve - a
displacement of  the entire curve to the right or to the left.
Accordingly, a change in demand may be expressed by way of
‘increase in demand’ and ‘decrease in demand’. When demand
for a commodity rises other than the price factor, more is
demanded at the same price. An increase in a consumer’s
income will usually cause his or her demand curve to shift to
the right and vice versa.

In the figure given above, DD is the original demand curve. At
the equilibrium point R, an individual buys 00 quantity at price
OP. As the money income of  an individual rises, the demand
curve shifts to DD1 with an increased quantity °1 at the same
OP price. The shift of  demand curve from DD to DD 1 and
equilibrium point from R to B shown an ‘increase in demand’.
On the contrary, when the money income of  an individual
decreases, his demand curve will shift leftwards from DD to
DP2' Individual’s new equilibrium point will be B at price OP &
quantity 0°2' Thus the shift of  demand curve DD to DP2 &
equilibrium point from R to B represents ‘decrease in demand’.

The Supply Function
Let us know turn from demand to supply. The supply side of  a
market typically involves the terms on which business produce
& sell their products. Supply does not refer to the actual
amount of a commodity sold but the amount that the firms
are willing to offer for sale per period of time at specified prices.
According to Prof. McConnel, “Supply may be defined as a
schedule which shows the various amounts of a product which
a producer is willing & able to produce & make available for sale
in the market at each specific price in a set of possible prices
during some given period.”
In simple words, supply refers to the quantity of a commodity
that a firm is willing to offer for sale at some price during a
given period of time. Mere willingness to supply a good is not
enough. A firm must be able to attract the resources, or factors
of production such as land, labour, capital etc… that are
necessary to produce the good or service. A company that
manufactures jeans may wish to produce 10,000 pairs per week,
but it will not supply that many if it lacks the right machinery or
enough employees to do the work.
As was true of demand, economists use the ceteris paribus
assumption when viewing supply. Thus they avoid having to
consider at the same time any variables other than the price and
the quantity supplied of the good being studied. The func-
tional relationship between price and quantity supplied by a
producer can be expressed as:
QSJ = f ( Pj)’ ceteris paribus
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Determinants of Supply Function
The supply of a commodity in a particular market is influenced
by a number of  factors, called determinants of  supply. The
major determinants of supply could be put in the form of a
supply function as follows:
QSN = f  (P N’P R, F, T, G)
Where SN is the supply of commodity N, PN is the price of
commodity N, PR is the prices of related goods, F is prices of
factors of  production, T is technical know-how, and G is the
goal of the producer. Supply of a commodity is influenced by
these factors, each one of them influencing the supply in a
different way. In order to understand the factor which deter-
mines the supply function, each one of them should be
considered in isolation:
1. Price of the commodity: It is expressed as SN = f (P N)’ Le.

other things being equal, supply of commodity N depends
upon the price of commodity N. When price of the
commodity N increases, the quantity supplied also increases.
A profit motive drives a seller to sell more at a higher price
and less at a lower price.

2. Prices of other commodities: It is expressed as SN = f (P
R)’ Le. other things remaining the same, supply of
commodity N depends upon the prices of the related
goods. If  a price of  the substitute goes up, firms will be
tempted to divert their resources to the production of the
substitute. For example, if price of commodity ‘f:{ rises
relatively to the price of ‘B’ which are substitutes to each
other, a producer will shift his resources for the production
of  commodity ‘B’. As a result supply of  ‘A’ will fall.

3. Supplies of factors of production: It is expressed as SN = f
(F), Le. other things being equal, supply of commodity N
depends upon the supply of the factors of production such
as land, labour, capital etc... If the supply of these factors of
production increases, a rent, wage rate, interest to these
factors of  production decreases respectively. This ultimately
results in the decrease in the cost of production and thus
supply of the commodities using these factors rises and vice
versa.

4. Motives of the firm: It is expressed as SN = f (G), Le.
Other things remaining the being equal, supply of
commodity N depends upon the motives of firm
producing the commodity. In traditional theory of  firm, it
is assumed that every firm has the motive of maximum
profit. Therefore, it would change supply in such a way that
finally profits are maximum. Of course, in reality a firm can
have other goals or motives such as getting larger share in
the market, creating monopoly or maximising sales. The
other motives can be minimising the cost of the
production, welfare of the society etc. These motives would
determine how much quantity the firm would like to supply
in the market.

5. State of technology: It is expressed as SN = f (G), Le.
Other things remaining equal, supply of the commodity
depends upon the state of  technology. Over time technical
know-how also changes. When technology of producing a
commodity improves, it means with the same input we

have large output. In such a case, even if a large supply of
factors is not available, it is possible to increase production
and to supply more quantity of  commodity. Discoveries and
inventions help raise the productivity of the factors, thus
making production more profitable. Thus, the quantity of
the commodity to be produced and supplied depends upon
the state of  technology.

Law of Supply
The law of supply explains the relationship between price of a
commodity and its quantity supplied. Price and supply are
positively or directly related. A rise in price is followed by rise in
supply and a fall in price reduces the supply.
The law of supply states: “Other things being equal, the
quantity of any commodity that firms will produce and offer
for sale is positively related to commodity’s own price, rising
when price rises and falling when price falls.” The reason for the
operation of the law of supply is easy to find. At a higher price
of  the commodity, firms can earn large profits, thus, they have
the incentive to produce and sell more. Conversely, at lower
prices, profit margin shrinks, and hence firms curtail the level of
output and sale. The law of supply can be better understood
with the help of  supply schedule and supply curve.

Supply Schedule
A supply schedule is a table showing different prices for a good
and the quantity of that good supplied at each of the prices. It
gives full account of supply of any commodity at selected prices
in a given market at a given time.

Supply schedule

Price of commodity N Quantity supplied (units)
(Rs.) over next 12 months
50 8
40 7
30 5
20 3
10 0

It would be seen in the table that the quantity supplied of
commodity N is directly related to its price. As the price of
commodity N rises its supply also rises. At price Rs. 10 per unit
the quantity supplied is zero and at price Rs. 50 per unit, the
quantity supplied rises to 8 per units.

Supply Curve
A supply curve conveys the same information as supply
schedule. But it exhibits this information graphically instead of
arithmetically. A supply curve connects all the combinations of
price and the corresponding quantities of a commodity that
firms are willing to sell. In simple words, a supply curve shows
the quantity produced and offered for sale at each price.

Expansion and Contraction of Supply and
Increase and Decrease of Supply
Businesses are constantly changing the mix of product and
services they provide. What lies behind these changes in supply
behaviour? Supply changes when any influences other than the
commodities own price change.
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Expansion and Contraction in the Supply or
Movement Along the Supply Curve
When the quantity offered for sale increases or decreases merely
because price has risen or fallen, all other determinants of
supply remaining unchanged, we use the terms extension and
contraction of  supply.
Consider the figure given below. At point A, the firm is willing
to supply 20 units of commodity X at price Rs. 3 per unit. If
the price increases to Rs.5 per unit, the firm is willing to offer 60
units of commodity X, as shown by point C. The movement
from point A to C along the supply curve SS is called ‘expan-
sion in supply’. Similarly, a downward movement from point C
to point A on the same supply curve is called ‘contraction in
supply’.

Increase and Decrease or Shift of the Supply Curve
A shift in supply curve occurs when the producers are willing to
offer more or less of a commodity because of reasons other
than the price of  the commodity. For example: innovation of
new machinery, cheap availability of  raw materials etc. In terms
of  a supply curve, we say that supply increases (or decreases)
when the amount supplied increases ( or decreases) at each
market price.
This change in supply which occurs because of a change in any
of the determinants of supply other than the price, is known as
‘increase’ and ‘decrease’ in supply. Increase and decrease are
shown in the figure given below (a) and (b) respectively.

Increase in supply is shown in figure (a). It occurs when: (1) the
firm is willing to supply 00 at original price OP, or (2) the firm is
willing to supply the original quantity (00) at a lower price (OP,).
OR is the ‘reserve price’. The reserve price shows that the firm is
just not willing to offer anything qt price OR.
Decrease in supply, as shown in figure (b), takes place when: (1)
the firm is willing to supply lesser quantity (001) at the original
price OP, or (2) the firm is willing to supply original quantity
(00) at a higher price (OPJ The new supply curve shifts to the
left, as a result the reserve price also moves up from OR to
OR1.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we got ourselves introduced with the concept of
demand and supply followed by demand function and supply
function. In real life situation, this demand and supply are
brought together to determine price and output equilibrium.
This aspect of equilibrium with the help of demand & supply
function is discussed in the succeeding chapter.
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Elasticity of Demand
Uptil now we have seen the law of demand and the relation-
ship between the price and demand. If  we carefully observe the law
of  demand, we observe that the law of  demand gives only
directions i.e. demand increases or decreases with the change in
the price. It does not tell us how much quantity demanded will
change with the change in the price. Thus, the information
regarding how to derive the change in the quantity demanded is
provided by the concept of elasticity of demand.
We have also seen that Dx = f(Px, I, Py ,Pz) where demand is
determined by Px , Py , Pz or I. The various determinants can
be explained as follows:
I = Income
P x = Price elasticity of demand
Py & Pz = Price of the related products.
Here, quantity demanded of the product ‘x’ will change as a
result of change in the size of any of these determinants of
‘D’. According to each determinant, we have Price elasticity of
demand (Px.), Income elasticity of demand (I) and Cross
elasticity of demand (related goods Py or Pz).

Price Elasticity of Demand
Dr. Marshall has defined the price-elasticity of demand as
follows:
“The elasticity (or responsiveness) of demand in market is great
or small according to the amount demanded increases much or
little for a given rise in the price.” Price elasticity of demand
determines the responsiveness of quantity demanded of good
to the change in its price.
According to Lipsey, “Price elasticity of  demand is defined as the
percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the
percentage change in price. The equation of the price elasticity of
demand can be expressed as follows:

Price Elasticity of demand (E ) = price the  inchange Percentage
demandquantity   inchange Percentage

                                                       p/p
q/q

The price elasticity of demand is the ratio of proportionate
change in the quantity demanded of a commodity to a given
proportionate change in its price. Alternatively, it is the ratio of  a
relative change in quantity to a relative change in price. Since,
price and quantity are inversely related, it is obvious that the
percentage change in quantity demanded and price would have
opposite numerical sign. If one is positive, the other is
negative. Let us suppose that the percentage are as follows:
The price falls by 1 % and the demand increases by 3%. Because
the price falls, the change in price can be shown by -1%. Thus, E

= 3% = 
%1
%3

−
−

. Alternatively the price rises by 1 %, the quantity
demanded may fall by 3% and the equation would be

Ep= 
%1
%3−

 = -3. As Ep is always a negative quantity, the minus
sign is always omitted to avoid confusion. Suppose, 5% rise in
the price results into 10% change in the quantity demanded for
good ‘A’ then co-efficient of  elasticity will be -2 and if  for good
‘B’ 5% rise results into 20% change in the quantity demanded

co-efficient of price elasticity will be - 4. If we put - 2 and - 4 on
number line, then - 4 is less than - 2, actually elasticity for good
‘B’ is higher than good ‘A’ Therefore, in practice minus sign is
omitted.

Types of Price – Elasticity
Different goods respond differently to the change in the price.
Some goods are more responsive to price change, while some
goods are less responsive to the price change. In economics,
former are called more elastic and later are called less elastic. It
may be noted here that there is no commodity in the world
which is perfectly elastic or perfectly inelastic. The concepts of
elastic and inelastic are used in relative sense. It is said that
demand for good is relatively more elastic (than any other
good). Basically, elasticity differs due to availability of  substi-
tutes. If more substitutes are available for any good then
possibility of shifting to such substitutes is more. Therefore
elasticity is also more.
The types of price elasticity are as given below:

Unitary Elasticity of Demand (E = 1)

When the percentage change in price is accompanied by an equal
percentage change in the quantity demanded, we have unitary
elasticity of demand. In other words, when the total outlay of
the commodity remains constant inspire of change in the price
and quantity demanded, elasticity = 1. For example: When the
price is Rs. 10 and the quantity demanded is 100 units, the total
outlay is Rs.1 000. If price increases to Rs.20, and the quantity
demanded declines to 50 units, the total outlay remains at RS.1
000. In this case the unitary elasticity is present.
The above figure shows unit elasticity of demand. This
demand curve is a rectangular hyperbola.

The rectangular hyperbola is a curve where the product of  the
‘X’ and ‘V’ co-ordinates is constant at all points. It means RP .
RO = SP1 . S01' Price’ Quantity is nothing but total revenue for
the producer or total expenditure for the customers. When the
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total revenue is constant, the elasticity of demand is unity or E
= 1.

Highly Elastic Demand (E > 1)

It happens when percentage change in the quantity demanded is
more than the percentages change the price. In other words,
when a small percentage change in the price of a commodity is
accompanied by a large percentage change in its quantity
demanded, it is a case of relatively elastic or highly elastic
demand e.g. When price increases from RS.10 to Rs.20, quantity
demanded declines from 100 units to 40 units. As a result, the
total outlay declines from Rs.1000 to RS.800. On the other
hand, suppose price declines from Rs.1 0 to RS.5 and quantity
demanded increases from 100 to 300 units, as a result the total
outlay has increased from RS.1 000 to RS.1500. In this case, the
price and total outlay are inversely related. This is the result of
the fact that the quantity demanded is changing relatively faster
than change in the price.

In the above figure, DO illustrate a highly elastic demand. As a
result of change in the price of the commodity from P to P1,
the quantity demanded extends by 001 which is comparatively a
large change in the demand. Thus the elasticity is greater than 1.

Inelastic Demand (E < 1)

In the case of inelastic demand, which represents that the
percentage change in price is higher than the percentage change
in the quantity demanded. Thus, a large percentage change in
the price of the commodity is followed by a small percentage
change in its quantity demanded is inelastic demand e.g. When
price increases from RS.1 0 to Rs.20, and the quantity declines
from 100 units to 50 units, the total outlay increases from RS.1
000 to RS.1500. On the other hand, if the price declines from
RS.10 to Rs.5, and quantity demanded increases from 100 units
to 150 units, the total outlay declines from RS.1 000 to RS.750.
This shows that the price and total outlay are directly related.

This is because the quantity demanded changes relatively slower
than the change in price.

From the above figure it can be seen that there is a less elastic
demand. A rise in the price of  the commodity from P to P, is
followed by a rise in the quantity demanded from 0 to 01 which
is relatively very less.

Perfectly Inelastic Demand (E = 0)

In this extreme case, demand is unaffected even after a substan-
tial change in price. In other words, any amount of rise or fall in
price might have taken place, but the quantity demanded of the
commodity remains unchanged. Therefore, the demand is said
to be zero. The example of  perfectly inelastic demand is rarely
found in real life. If suppose, the price of a product increases by
50% but the change in demand is 0, then it is said to be a
perfectly inelastic demand.

In the above figure, a rise in the price of a commodity is
followed by absolutely no increase in the quantity demanded.
Thus elasticity becomes zero i.e. E = 0.
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Perfectly Elastic Demand (E = ¥)

Perfectly elasticity refers to that situation where the slightest rise
in price causes the quantity demanded of the commodity to fall
to zero and conversely the slightest fall in price causes an infinite
increase in the quantity demanded of  the commodity. It also
implies that with a very small percentage change in price, the
quantity demanded would change infinitely and so the seller
would not change the price. As such, this is also an extreme case
of elasticity which is very rarely found in practice.

In the above figure, we can see a straight line demand curve
parallel to X axis. The diagram shows that at the ruling price
OD, any amount of  the commodity can be sold which is a case
of perfectly elastic demand or E = ¥.

Significance of Price Elasticity of Demand
Economic significance of the concept of price elasticity of
demand can be depicted from the following points:
a. If  we use percentage method to measure price elasticity, we

can find out whether demand for commodity is more elastic
or inelastic. From that we can judge the effect of change in
price on quantity sold by seller.

b. The total outlay method gives total revenue for the seller at
different prices. From this method, the seller can decide
whether it is profitable to increase or to decrease price. If
elasticity is less than 1, it is always profitable to increase price.
Because it increases total revenue of the seller even by
producing and selling smaller quantity. On the other hand,
if elasticity is greater than 1, total revenue increases by
reducing the price.

c. When we use the method of point elasticity of demand, we
find how elasticity is different from a slope. In case of a
straight line demand curve, it has constant slope at all the
points. The slope of  the demand curve measures the ratio
of change in price to the change in quantity demanded. But
the elasticity of demand is concerned with percentage
change. It has also to consider the ratio of price to quantity
demanded. That ratio is different at different points. So the
elasticity is different even if the slope is the same. As we

travel down a straight line, demand curve from highest
point to lowest point, the elasticity declines from infinity to
zero. Thus, we can prove that normally demand for the
same commodity is more elastic at a higher price than at a
lower point.

d. When monopoly seller wants to charge different prices for
the same commodity to different groups of buyers, he can
use the concept of  elasticity. He charges higher price for the
buyers with inelastic demand and lower price for the buyers
with elastic demand. It means, the price discrimination is
based on the elasticity.

e. When Government wants to tax a commodity, the effect of
tax on total tax revenue would depend on elasticity. If
demand is highly elastic, the increasing tax with subsequent
increase in price may reduce tax revenue by largely reducing
the quantity sold. Similarly, whether the tax burden falls on
sellers or buyers also depend on the elasticity of demand.
Thus, if we can measure actual elasticity of demand, we can
use it for different economic forecasting.

Measurement of Price Elasticity of Demand with
Total Expenditure Method
From the practical point of  view, it is not enough to know the
demand for any commodity is elastic or inelastic. Instead, it will
be more useful if we can know how very elastic or less elastic its
demand is. One of the methods used to measure price elasticity
is Total Outlay Method or Total Expenditure Method.
The relationship between total expenditure and price elasticity is
expressed as under:
A. When total expenditure remains constant in the event of

rise or fall in the price, elasticity is equal to unity.
B. When total expenditure increases due to fall in the price, and

decreases with the rise in price, elasticity is always greater
than 1, a case of luxury goods.

C. When total expenditure falls with fall in price and rises with
rise in the price, elasticity is less than 1, a case of necessity
goods.

Total Outlay Method

Price elasticity can be measured on the basis of change in the
total outlay i.e. expenditure of a household following a change
in the price of  a commodity. Total outlay is defined as the
product (multiple) of the price of a commodity and the
number of  units purchased at this price, i.e., Total outlay (TO)
= price (p). quantity (q).
As a general rule, as a result of fall in the price if total outlay
decreases the demand is said to be inelastic, if total outlay
remains unchanged the demand is said to be elastic. This can be
Elasticity of Demand explained with the help of the demand
schedule of a household for three different commodities as
shown in the table:
Households Demand Schedule for Three Different Commodi-
ties
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 Sugar   Cloth   Apples  

p (Rs.) q (k.g.) TO (Rs.) p (Rs.) q (mtrs.)  TQ(Rs.) p (Rs.) q (k.g.) TO (Rs.) 

12 10 120 12 10 120 12 10 120 

10 11 110 10 12 120 10 14 140 

8 12 96 8 15 120 8 20 160 

In the above table, we can observe that in case of  sugar, as the
price decreases the total outlay also declines showing the inelastic
demand for sugar.
In case of cloth, as the price decreases the total outlay remains
unchanged, implying elastic demand for cloth.
In case of apples, as the price decreases the total outlay increases,
implying elastic demand for apples.
On the basis of change in total outlay price elasticity can be
measured by the following formula:

where Total outlay is the absolute change in total outlay; q is the
original quantity; and ~ p is the absolute change in the price.

Illustration
Suppose the price of commodity X falls from RS.10 to Rs. 5,
and as a result, the quantity demanded rises from 8 to 10 units.
Price elasticity according to the total outlay method will be
estimated as follows:

5'8
30

1Ed −= , 1 - 0.75 = 0.25

In this case, demand is inelastic.
Graphically, elasticity of  demand with the help of  the total
outlay method can be measured as shown in the following
figure:

In the above figure, total outlay is being measured along the X
axis and price along the Y axis. Over the price range p to P1
demand is unitary elastic because the total outlay remains
constant. Demand is inelastic over the price range P1 to O. It is
so because the total outlay falls with the fall in the price.

Demand is elastic over the price range P3 to p because a fall in
price is followed by an increase in the total outlay.

Point Elasticity Method
This method is used to measure the elasticity of demand at any
given point on the demand curve. Look at the figure given
below:

DD1, is the straight-line demand curve. Elasticity is represented
by the fraction: distance from °1 to the point on the curve
divided by the distance from the other end to that point.
Thus, elasticity of demand on the points P l’ P 2. and P 3 is
respectively.

If P2 is the middle point of DD1' then elasticity at P2 will be

DP2    = 1, (D1P2 being equal to DP2)
D1P2
i.e. elasticity at P 2' the middle point, is unity. At any point lower
than P 2' elasticity will be less than unity and at any point above
P 2. it will be greater than unity.

In order to observe how price elasticity is determined on any
point of a straight line, let us consider the above diagram. If
point R lies exactly at the middle of this straight-line demand
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curve TT1, then the distance RT1 will be equal to the distance

RT. Therefore, elasticity which is equal to 

RT
1RT

 will be equal to
one at the middle point of  the straight-line demand curve.
Suppose a point S lies above the middle point on the straight
line demand curve TT1. It is obvious that the  distance ST1 is

greater than the distance ST and elasticity which is equal to 
ST

1ST

at point S will be more than one.
Similarly, at any other point which lies about middle point on
the straight-line demand curve, elasticity will be greater than
unity. Moreover, this elasticity will go on increasing as we move
further towards point T and at point T, elasticity will be equal to

infinity. This is because elasticity is equal to 
RT

1RT
 i.e.,

segment upper
segmentlower 

 and as we move

Towards T the lower segment will go on increasing while the
upper segment will become smaller and smaller. Therefore, as
we move towards T on the demand curve, the price elasticity
will be increasing. At point T, the lower segment will be equal to
the whole TT1, and the upper segment will be zero. Therefore,

Elasticity at T = 
0

1TT
= infinity

Now suppose a point L lies below the middle point on the
straight-line demand curve TT1. In this case, the lower segment
L T1 will be smaller than the upper segment L T and therefore

elasticity at L which is equal to 
LT

1LT
 will be less than one.

Moreover, elasticity will go on decreasing as we move towards
point T1. This is because whereas lower segment will become
smaller and smaller, the upper one will be increasing as we
move towards point T. At the point T1 the elasticity will be
zero, since at T1 the lower segment will be equal to zero and the
upper one to the whole TT1 . At point T1 ,

Ep =
1TT

0
= 0

Concept of Arc Elasticity
As we have seen, the point elasticity of demand is expressed In
the form of  equation of  elasticity as Dq/Dp, P /q. Here 0
represents an infinitesimally small change in the original price
and quantity and a subsequent change in price and quantity
demanded is measured. As change is very small in point
elasticity, if  we take original price or subsequent price as a basis
of measurement, it hardly matters. However, it certainly matters
if the change is large or some what larger which gives rise to the
concept of Arc.
The co-efficient of price elasticity of demand between two
points on a demand curve is called arc elasticity. In other words
this method is used to measure the elasticity of demand at any
given point on the demand curve. The main limitation of  the
arc method is that it measures elasticity at a particular point or
points on the demand curve. Two points showing different
combinations of price and quantity could be joined by an
infinite number of  curves.

In the above figure, D1' D2. and D3 are few of  such curves.
These curves, in general will have different elasticity’s at point P1
and P2.ln all such cases, elasticity of demand should be
measured with the help of arc elasticity method. It measures
elasticity of  segment of  a curve between two points. The
following formula is used to measure arc elasticity of demand
which is as follows:

                    P
1PP

qq
qor  

1PP
P

qq
q

Ed +
×

+
+

+=

where, q and p are the original quantity and price respectively, q,
and P, are the new quantity and new price respectively.

Illustration
Suppose, the price of a commodity decreases from Rs. 5 per
unit to Rs. 4 and the quantity demanded rises from 10 units to
15 units. The arc elasticity should be calculated as follows:

      
1

45
1510

5Ed +
×

+
=

         
1
9

25
5

Ed ×=

=1.8
To avoid the limitation of  point elasticity of  demand method,
which cannot measure correctly if the basis of measurement is
changed. Thus, in order to simplify the explanation, arc method
can also be understood with the help of another example:

q         x      P1+P2  2
Arc Elasticity of demand =                  p                 q1+q2  2

 Price Quantity 

Original 5 10 

New 4 15 
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Arc Elasticity of demand = 5             x        5+4/2
              1                     10+15/2

Arc Elasticity of demand = 5             x         4.5
                                             1                        12.5
                                          = 1.8
From the above curve we can say that:
1. This formula increases arc elasticity over dashed line ‘AB’.
2. It is taken approximation of Arc elasticity along true Arc

curve.
3. Poorer is approximation of Arc Elasticity if divergence

between AB and Arc curve is more i.e. more is the convexity
of  the arc, more is the distance between two points AB.

Elasticity of Demand and Slope of
Demand Curve
It is generally believed that a steep demand curve denotes
inelastic demand, whereas a flat demand curve denotes elastic
demand. It should, however, be remembered that the slope of
the demand curve is not a correct measure of  elasticity. Given a
change in the scale, demand curves with different slopes can be
drawn from the same demand schedule as shown in the
following figure.
Demand Schedule for commodity X

Price (Rs.) Quantity (Units)

5 20
4 40
3 60
2 80
1 100

Both the figures (a) and (b) have been drawn with the help of
schedule. It could be observed that the demand curve in figure
(a) is flatter as compared to demand curve in (b). Although the
slopes of  the two demand curves differ, they represent the
same responsiveness in demand to a given change in price.

It could be further observed that, even with uniform slope of  a
demand curve we may have different price elasticity’s as could be
seen from fig. (a). If  the price falls from RS.5 per unit to RsA
per unit, the demand for X rises from 20 units to 40 units.

 20
5

1
20

q
p

P
qEd ×=×= =    5 (Elastic)

In case, the price falls from Rs. 2 per unit to Re.1, the demand
for X rises from 80 units to 100 units. Price elasticity in this case
will be estimated as follows:

80
2

1
20

q
p

P
qEd ×=×=  =  0.5 (Inelastic)

From this, we arrive at the conclusion that the slope of the
demand curve is not the correct measure of  the elasticity of
demand, it should always be measured over a range of prices.
Generally speaking, the elasticity of demand at a common point
will be more on a flatter curve than on a steeper curve.

Income Elasticity of Demand
Income elasticity of demand measures the degree of change in
demand for a commodity in response to change in the real
income of a consumer. In other words, income elasticity of
demand for a product shows the extent to which a consumer’s
demand for that product changes consequent upon a change in
his income. Income elasticity of demand can be defined as the
ratio of proportionate change in the quantity demanded of the
commodity to a given proportionate change in income of the
consumer. The formula for measuring income elasticity of
demand can be stated thus:

Measurement of Income Elasticity

Formula 1 . Ey =  incomesconsumer'  inchange ateProportion
demandedquantity   inchange ateProportion

Example: A 20% rise in income causes a 30% increase in
demand for a product ‘X’, What will be the income elasticity of
demand for ‘X’?
According to the formula mentioned above

       5.1
20
30

Ey ==

Formula 2. Ey =  Q2 – Q1               /  Y2 - Y1
Q2 + Q1              /   Y2 +Y1

In this formula, Q1 is the initial consumer expenditure on
commodity ‘X’ (which represents the demand for the product
‘X’) and °2 is the new expenditure on the same commodity
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after a change in income. Y1 denotes the initial income and Y2
stands for changed or new income.

Example
A consumer spends Rs. 60 per month on Sugar when his
income is RS.1500 per month. When his income increases to
Rs. 1800 per month, he spends RS.84 on Sugar. What will be
the income elasticity of demand for sugar in this case?
According to the above formula:

Ey =  
6084
6084Ey

+
−

=
1500188
15001800

+
−

              24                          300
=           144                       3300

              1                              1
=            6                            11
=      11         or 1.8
          6
Income elasticity of demand in this case is 1.8

Types of Income Elasticity of Demand
According to the value of income elasticity of demand, we can
classify income elasticity into the following 5 types:
1. Negative income elasticity: When the demand for a

product decreases as income increases and conversely and
demand for the product increases as there is fall in income,
the income elasticity of demand is negative. The demand
for inferior goods is of this type.

2. Zero income elasticity: When a change in income has no
effect upon the quantity demanded of a product, the
income elasticity of  demand would be zero. Demand for
salt is an example of this type.

3. Unit income elasticity: Income elasticity of demand will
be equal to unity (Le. 1) when the demand for the product
increases in the same proportion in which income increases.
Unit elasticity of demand is considered to be a dividing line
between necessaries and comforts. In other words, the
income elasticity of demand for necessaries will be less than
Unity, while the income elasticity of  the demand for
comforts will be more than unity.

4. Low income elasticity of demand: When the income
elasticity of demand for a product is positive i.e. greater
than zero, but less than one, we say that the income
elasticity of that demand is relatively less. Such of variety of
relatively less income elasticity or income inelasticity of
demand suggests that the commodity concerned must be a
necessary. This is because as income increases the percentage
of income spent on necessaries goes on diminishing,
according to Engel’s Law of  family expenditure.

5. High income elasticity: As opposed to the above
category, we get high income elasticity of  demand for
products which satisfy the consumers comforts and
luxuries. In other words, the income elasticity of demand
for articles of  comforts and luxuries is greater than unity.
The income elasticity for different products differ widely.
Income elasticity of demand tends to be very high in respect

of  luxury articles like gold, jewellery, precious stones,
paintings, etc. As against this, income elasticity of demand
is very low in respect of  commodities like salt, Vanaspati,
Matches, Kerosene, Washing soaps etc. Besides the type of
a commodity that is whether it is a necessity or comfort or
luxury, the proportion of  a consumer’s income spent on the
commodity is also a major factor influencing income
elasticity of demand.

Cross Elasticity of Demand
In the market where different forces act upon and determine the
supply and demand of goods, commodities are seldom
independent of one another. On the basis of the relationship
between goods, the concept of cross elasticity of demand can be
used. Cross elasticity of demand can be defined as the ratio of
proportionate change in the quantity demanded for one good
in response to the proportionate change in the price of other
good.
It can be expressed as:

(Ec) = commodityanother  of price the  inchange Percentage
commodity one of demandedquantity   inchange Percentage

Coefficient of cross elasticity of demand of commodity ‘X’
with respect to commodity ‘V’ (exy) measures percentage change
in the amount of ‘X’ demanded per unit of time Le. Dqx / qx
due to percentage change in the price of ‘V’ Le. Dpy / py

Thus ,exy  = py/
qx/

py
qx

= qy
px

py
qx

×

Here note that exy is positive when ‘x’ and ‘y’ are substitutes.
The cross elasticity in such a case will be infinity. It means that
the slightest rise in the price of ‘y’ will cause an almost infinite
rise in the demand for ‘x’ and the slightest fall in the price of ‘y’
will reduce the demand for ‘x’ to almost zero. If, on the other
hand, two goods are no substitutes at all, the cross elasticity of
demand will be zero. A change in the price of  one commodity
will not affect the quantity demanded of  the other commodity.
It will thus be clear that the cross elasticity of demand for
substitutes varies between zero and infinity.
On the other hand, exy is negative when both the goods ‘x’ and
‘y’ are complimentary with each other. A rise in the price of ‘y’
will mean not only a decrease in the quantity demanded of ‘y’
but also a decrease in the quantity demanded of ‘x’ because
both are demanded together.
Suppose there are two commodities X and Y. Both these goods
are substitutes to each other.
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Refer the above figures. Now suppose that the price of “Y’ Le.
P y falls from DP1 to DP2. Due to this fall in the price of the
commodity PY, quantity demanded rises from 001 to 002. It
will have effect on the quantity demanded of ‘X’. AS “Y’ is a
substitute to ‘X’ then due to the fall in the price of “Y’ from
DP1 to DP2, demand curve of  ‘X’ will shift to the left i.e. the
demand for the
Commodity ‘X’ will fall. Thus as a result of fall in the price of
commodity ‘Y’. the demand curve of  the substitute ‘X’ shifts
to the dotted position D’X D’X so that at OP price less
quantity of “X’ is demanded.
If commodity ‘X’ happens to be a complimentary good to
commodity ‘Y’ then, fall in the price of commodity ‘Y’ will
shift demand curve of  commodity ‘X’ to the right i.e. quantity
demanded increases.

In the case of complimentary goods ‘X’ and ‘Y’, the fall in the
price P y will result in a rise in the demand i.e. Dx’ Thus a fall in
the prices of ‘tyres’ would increase the demand for ‘tubes’.
From the figure no. (C) & (0), we can observe that a fall in the
price of  commodity ‘Y’ has shifted the demand curve of
commodity ‘X’ upwards from Dx Dx to D1X D’X.
There is a negative cross elasticity between complimentary
goods. But it is not necessary that goods between which cross
elasticity is negative are necessarily complementary goods. First
we must understand what we mean, when we say that there is a
negative cross elasticity between complimentary goods. When
the fall in the price of commodity ‘V’ leads to a rise in the
demand of commodity ‘X’ or when with the fall in the price of
‘X’ leads to a rise in the demand for ‘V’, it is said to have a
negative cross elasticity. This situation is also possible when the
income effect is greater than substitution effect. Let us turn to
the concept of income effect.

Income Effect
Under income effect of cross elasticity of demand, when the
price of any commodity falls, people tend to buy more of other
commodity. Generally in the case of  normal commodity, people
tend to buy more because with the fall in the price of the
commodity, their real income rises. For example, a fall in the
price of commodity ‘X’ will tend to increase the demand for
commodity ‘V’ because of the rise in the real income of the
consumer.

Substitution Effect
When we consider a consumer who has to choose between
combinations of two commodities, the substitution effect of
cross elasticity refers to the degree to which one commodity can
be substituted with another commodity as a result of a given
change in the price ratio, to maintain the same level of  satisfac-
tion for a consumer. If we are considering suppose two factors
of production then the substitution effect is the measure of the
degree to which one factor will be substitutable for another in
response to the given change in their price ratio, the amount of
output remaining the same.

Formula: Ec Y and X of  ratioprice the  inchange natenProportioapplicatio  Adobeanby  generated
Y and X of ncombinatio the  inchange natenProportioapplicatio  Adobeanby  generated

=

(X)          (Px)

 Y     /       Py

 X              Px

 Y              Py

Where,
Y
X

 is the ratio of the combination of goods X and Y

Y
)X(

is the change in the ratio of the combination of goods X

and Y
P x   is the ratio of the price of X and Y goods

Py
Px

is the change in the price ratios of X and Y goods.

Illustration
The prices of tea and coffee are given as Rs. 50 and Rs. 100 per
kg respectively. A household buys 3 kg of  tea and 3 kg of  coffee
at the given prices. Now, suppose that the price of  coffee rise to
Rs. 200 per kg, while the price of tea remains unchanged. At the
new price the household buys 5kg of tea and 1 kg of coffee.
The substitution effect will be estimated as follows:
Denoting tea By X and coffee by Y.
In the beginning
X / 3

2
1

100
50

Py
Px and ;1

3
Y

3
X

====

After change in the price

4
1

200
50

Py
Px and ;1

1
5

Y
X

====

Thus,
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2
1

2
1

4
1

Py
Px and ;415

Y
)X(

=−==−=

           X        /          Px         =   4   +   1
Ec       Y                   Py                 1    /   2   =2
           X                   Px                      -      1
           Y   Py                    4
Hence tea and coffee are substitutes
We can note three important types of  substitution effect:
1. If two goods are perfect substitutes for one another, the

rate of substitution between them will be uniform or
constant. The elasticity of substitution in such a situation
will be infinite.

2. If two goods are not substitutes for at all so that they have
to be used in fixed proportion to get some satisfaction, the
rate of  substitution between them is said to be zero. The
elasticity in such cases is zero.

3. In between these two extremes, of infinite and zero
elasticities of substitution depending upon the whether the
rate of  substitution is falling rapidly or slowly. If  the rate of
substitution falls gradually, the elasticity of  substitution will
be high.

Use of the Concept of Cross Elasticity of Demand
Perfect substitutes are seldom found in practice. Perfect
complimentary is equally rare. But, broadly speaking, there is a
complimentarily or competition i.e. substitutability among
several commodities. Under such circumstances the entrepre-
neur can judge the effect of his pricing policy on the quantities
demanded of the products of others and vice versa on the basis
of the cross elasticity of demand.

Conclusion
We have seen price elasticity, how it can be measured, and
income elasticity as well as cross elasticity of demand. However,
the demand and supply side remains incomplete without the
consideration of consumer behaviour. How a consumer derives
utility from a commodity he consumes? Can utility be mea-
sured? How a consumer can derive surplus benefit for receiving
more than what he pays for? is the subject matter of next
chapter.

Recapitulation

1. Law of Supply
2. Law of Demand
3. Types of  Elasticities
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Economies of Large Scale Production
2. Diseconomies of Scale
3. Scale of production
4. Internal and External Economies
The scale of production has an important bearing on the cost
of production. It is the manufacturers common experience
that-larger the scale of production, the lower generally is the
average cost of production. That is why the entrepreneur is
tempted to enlarge the scale of production so that he may
benefit from the resulting economies of scale. These economies
are broadly speaking of two types: internal economies and
external economies, which we shall presently consider in some
detail. But before we do that, we shall give in a summary way
the economies and diseconomies flare-scale production.

Economies of Large-scale Production
The modem factory system, with its extensive. Use of machin-
ery and division of labor, is responsible for large-scale
production. The following are its chief advantages

Efficient Use of Capital Equipment
There is a large scope for the use of machinery which resuits in
lower costs. A large producer can. install an upto-date and
expensive machinery. He can also have his own repairing unit.
Specialised machinery can be employed’ for each job. The result
is that production is very economical. A small producer, with a
small market, cannot keep the machinery continuously working.
Keeping it idle is uneconomical. A large producer can work it
continuously and reap the resulting economies.

Economy of Specialised Labour
In a big concern, there is ample scope for division of labour.
Specialized labour produces anger output and have better
quality. H is only in a large business that every person can be put
on the job that he can best perform. The large-scale producer
thus gets the best out of every person he employs, Better
Utilisation and Greater Specialisation hi Management. A capable
manager is obviously under-utilised in a small cornern. As,
therefore, the scale of production is enlarged; there is fuller use
of  the manager’s time and ability. Also, he is able to delegate
some of his less important functions to his assistants and
increasingly specialise in the jobs where his ability is most
fruitful.

Economies of Buying and Selling
While purchasing raw material and other accessories, a big
business can secure specially favourable terms on account of its
large custom. While selling its goods it can attract customers by
offering a greater variety and by ensuring prompt execution of.
the orders placed with it. A lower rate of profit results in larger.
Sales and higher net profits in a large-scale business.

Economies of the Overhead Charges
The expenses of administration and distribution per unit of
output in a big business are much less. Interest, the pay bil1,
and other overhead charges are the same whether production is
on a large or a small scale. Thus, the same amount of expendi-
ture being distributed over a larger output results in a lower cost
per unit.

Economy in Rent
A large-scale producer makes a saving in rent too. If  the same
factory is made to produce a large. quantity of goods, the same
amount of rent is divided over a large output. This means a
smaller addition to the cost per ‘unit in the form of rent.

Experiments and Research
A large concern can afford to spend liberally on research and
experiments. It  is well-known that, in the long run, these
expenses more than replay. Successful research may lead to the
discovery of a cheaper process. This may bring a large profit.
Only a large-scale .business can incur such expenditure.

Advertisement and Salesmanship
A big concern can afford to spend large amount of money on
advertisement and salesmanship. Ultimately they do bear fruit.
Also, the amount of  money spent on advertisement per unit.
comes to a low figure when production is on a large scale. The
salesmen can make a careful study of individual markets and
thus acquire a hold on new markets or strengthen it on the old
ones. Thus, a large-scale producer has a greater competitive
strength.

Utilization of By-products
A big business will not have to threw away any of its by-
products or waste products. It will be able to make an
economical use of  them. A small sugar factory, for instance, has
to throwaway the molasses, whereas a big concern can turn it
into power-alcohol. By utilising by-products, it can lower the
cost of production.

Meeting Adversity
A big business can show better resistance in times of  adversity.
It has much larger resources. Losses can be easily borne. A small
concern will simply collapse under such a strain.

Cheap Credit
A large business can secure credit facilities at cheap rates. Its
credit in the money market is high and the banks are only too
willing to give advances. Low costs of credit reduce cost of
production.
These are some of the advantages that a large-scale business has
over a small-scale business. But let us see the other side.

Diseconomies of Scale
Large-scale production is not without its disadvantages. Some
of these disadvantages are:

LESSON 22:

ECONOMIES OF SCALE
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Over - worked Management
A large - scale producer cannot pay full attention to every detail.
Costs often rise on account of the dishonesty of the employees
or waste of materials by them. This is due to the lack of
supervision. Owing to laxity of  control costs of  production go
up. The management is overworked.

Individual Tastes Ignored
Large-scale production is a mass production or standardised
production. Goods of uniform quality are turned out irrespec-
tive of the preferences of individual customers individual tastes
are not, therefore, satisfied. This results in a loss of custom.

No Personal Element
A large-scale business is generally managed by paid employees.
The owner is usually absent. The sympathy and personal touch,
which ought to exist between the master and the men, are
missing. Frequent misunderstandings lead / to strikes and lock-
outs. This is positively harmful to the business.

Possibility of Depression
Large-scale production may result in over-production. Produc-
tion may exceed demand and cause depression and
unemployment. It is not always easy or profitable to dispose of
a large output.

Dependence on Foreign Markets
A large-scale producer has generally to depend on foreign
markets. The foreign markets may be cut off by war or some
other political upheaval. This makes the business risky.

Scale of Production

Cut-throat Competition
Large-scale producers must fight for the markets. There is
wasteful competition which does no good to society. Many
promising businesses are ruined by senseless competit40n.
There is also competition and bidding for resources and inputs.

International Complications and War
When the large-scale producers operate on an international scale,
their interests clash either on the score of markets or of
materials. These complications sometimes lead to armed
conflicts. Many a modem war arose on account of scramble for
materials and markets.

Lack of Adaptability
A large-scale producing unit finds it very difficult to switch on
from one business to another. In a depression, small firms are
able to move away from declining1rades to flourishing ones
easily. In this way, they are able to avoid losses. This adaptability
is lacking in a big business.

Conclusion
In spite of these drawbacks, large-scale production offers several
economies. The tendency in manufacturing and transport
industries is to increase the scale. The advantages outweigh the
disadvantages. The scale of production is enlarged till the firm
has reached the optimum size. At this scale of production, the
total profit is the maximum or the average cost per unit is the
minimum. At this stage, marginal cost equals price (i.e.,
marginal revenue). The producer goes on producing more, so
long as the price exceeds marginal cost. He will stop when

marginal cost has’ overtaken price or marginal revenue, and the
two have been equalised. “Differences in efficiency between
firms will show themselves” not in differences in marginal costs
but in differences in output. The more efficient will have the
larger output.”

Concept of Indivisibility
A very important source of economy in a big concern arises
from the use of an indivisible factor of production. This
concept of  indivisibility requires careful understanding. Just
think of a hostel kitchen. It must have a minimum equipment
of  utensils and servants, e.g., it must have at least one cook and
one boy servant. This is the indivisible factor. Now if  this
equipment can satisfactorily serve fifteen students, it will be
obviously uneconomical to have only ten students to serve.
Charges per head will be unnecessarily higher and the cook and
the servant will remain idle for some time. A large group of
students will keep them fully employed and get the utmost out
of them.
Similarly, a professor is indivisible. Suppose he can effectively
impart instruction to a class of fifty students. In a small college,
where the number in a class may be smaller, the authorities will
not be making full use of him.
The same is the case with a factory. Take the case of  a sugar
factory. It must have a minimum equipment of  building, plant,
clerical staff and other miscellaneous establishments. Even a
worker is indivisible. One operator may be required for each
machine irrespective of  its capacity. Similarly, a manager is
indivisible whether the factory works below capacity or at full
capacity. In case the factory is working below capacity, this
equipment will not be fully used, a part of it will be wasted.
Hence, the sc, Me of production must be such as to use the
indivisible equipment fully, otherwise it will be uneconomical.
Several of our industries, notably iron and steel and the jute
industries, are generally working below capacity, which is
obviously wasteful. The indivisible equipment is not being fully
employed. The point, therefore, is that when production is
carried on on a large scale, equipment will not remain idle, and
the indivisible factors will be fully employed. It will! mean more
economical production.
Stigler has mentioned several types of indivisibilities: I)
Indivisibility of  machinery. (2) Marketing indivisibilities. The
serelate to the employment of salesmen, maintenance of
purchasing department and advertisement. The larger the scale
the smaller will be the cost per unit. (3) Financial indivisibility’s.
These relate to the managing costs of loans. Securities issued in
large quantities can be listed on  the stock exchange. (4) Research
indivisibilities. Once certain costs have been incurred in invest-
ments, the larger the scale. the more economical it is.

Internal and External Economies
As we have said already, economies of  large-scale production can
be grouped under two headings: internal economies and
external economies. We shall first take internal economies.

Internal Economies
Internal economies are those economies in production, those
reductions in production costs, which accrue to the firm itself
when it expands its output or enlarges its scale of production.
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The internal economies arise within a firm as a result of its own
expansion independent of the size and expansion of the
industry.
The internal economies are simply due to the increase in the
scale of production. They arise from the use of methods which
small firms do not find it worthwhile to employ. Internal
economies may be of  the following types:

Technical Economies

They arise from the fact that it is easy to make a large machine,
and there is a mechanical advantage in the use of a large
machine. Techhical economies pertain not to the size of  the
firm but to the size of a factory or establishment. A firm may
own and operate several factories or establishments. The size of
the establishment depends on the nature of  the industry. For
instance, in agriculture and dairy, large plants can be duplicated
in several small establishments. In such industries, the size of
the typica1 establishment is small. In other industries, e.g.,
mining, technical economies are available only in large establish-
ments; hence the typical unit is large.
There are four different ways in which technical economies can
arise: (i) Large size. Economies arise only when large machines
are used, e.g., a bigger boiler or a bigger furnace. It has a bigger
productive capacity but uses proportionately less energy. A
bigger machine does not require more staff  to operate it. The
cost of construction is also relatively smaller. (ii) Linking
process. A dairy may have its own fodder farm or a sugar factory
its own cane farm: The integration of the two is more economi-
cal. Similarly, paper-making and pulp-making can be combined
with great advantage. (iii) Superior technique. Some machines
represent superior techniques. The bigger works can use them
with greater advantage. For instance, only a big ne”Yspaper can
use a rotary press. Similarly, only large establishments can use
power-driven machinery economically. (iv) Increased
specialisation. Scope for specialisation is also available in a large
plant. Specialisation and division of labour are highly advanta-
geous. For instance, only in a big school, we can have specialist
teachers.

Managerial Economies

These economies arise from the creation of special departments
or from functional specialisation. They also result from the
delegation of routine and detailed matters to subordinates. The
managerial expenses can be reduced by increasing the size of an
establishment or by grouping a number of establishments
under one management. In a ,small factory, a manager is a
worker, foreman and a manager all rolled in one. Much of his
time is wasted on things having little economic significance. In a
big concern, such jobs car be delegated to junior .employees and
the manager confines himself to jobs which bring more profits.
This is vertical division of Labour. But there are possibilities of
horizontal division too when each department is placed under
an expert. The job is done more efficiently and more economi-
cally. All this is possible When production is carried on on a
large scale.

Commercial Economic Files

They arise from the purchase of materials and sale of goods.
Large businesses have bargaining advantages and are accorded a

preferential treatment by the firms they deal with. They are able
to secure freight concessions from railways and road transport,
cheap credit from the banks, prompt delivery, careful attention,
and considerate treatment from all dealers. This means more
profits. A large firm can employ experts and carry on rese1irch
and experiments. It can use material testing and grading
machinery. It can buy and sell when the market trends are more
favourable. In selling, it can cut down selling costs and in
purchasing, it can have a wider choice.

Financial Economies

These economies arise from the fact that a big firm has better
credit and can borrow on more favourable terms. Its shares
enjoy a wider market, which! encourages a prospective investor.
This only shows superior bargaining strength .and does not
necessarily indicate greater efficiency.

Risk-bearing Economies

A big firm can spread risks and can often eliminate them. This it
does by diversifying output. Diversification imparts it strength
and stability and makes it less vulnerable to changes in commer-
cial fortunes. There is also diversification of markets, of sources
of supply and of processes of manufacture. Real and Pecuniary
Economics internal economies can be classified as Real Econo-
mies and Pecuniary Economies. Real economies arise from
reduction in the physical quantity of inputs. These may be
economies in (i) production (ii) marketing or salesmanship (ii)
managerial due to .specialisation, decentralisation in decision-
making and mechanisation e.g.-computerisation and (iv)
transport and storage economies. Pecuniary Economies arise from
lower prices for inputs, lower interest rates, lower rates for
advertising, lower transport costs paid by bigger firms.

External Economies
External economies are those economie, which accrue to each
member firm as a result of the expansion of the industry as a
whole. Expansion of an industry may lead to the availability of
new and cheaper raw materials, tools and machinery, and to the
discovery and diffusion of a superior technical knowledge.
Some raw materials and tools may be made available at reduced
prices, because as the industry grows, subsidiary and correlated
firms may spring up in the vicinity of the industry to provide it
with raw materials and tools at reduced prices.
Further, as an industry expands, trade journals may appear
which help in the discovery and diffusion of the technical
knowledge. Moreover, with the expansion of  an industry,
certain specialised firms may come. into existence which work
up its “waste products”. The industry can then sell them at a
good price. Thus, the entry of new firms enlarging the size of
an industry may enable all firms to produce at lower ‘cost. The
large-scale firm reaps internal economies. The large-scale
industry brings to the fines external economies. There is every
possibility of external economies to be reaped when a young
industry grows in a new territory. Various types of  external
economies are given below:

Economies of Concentration

These economies relate to advantages arising from the availabil-
ity of skilled workers, the provision of better transport and
credit facilities, stimulation of improvements, benefits from
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subsidiaries, and so on. Scattered firms cannot enjoy such
economies. These are the advantages of  a localised industry.
Every firm in the industry shares the common. stock of
knowledge and experience. Concentration of nrrns enables the
transport system to cut down costs. Such economies are of
special importance in a country like India which has not yet been
fully industrialised.

Economies of Information

These economies refer to the benefits which all firms engaged in
an industry derive from the publication of trade and technical
journals and from central research institutions. In a localised
industry, research and experiments are centralised. Each
individual firm need not incur expenditure on research.’ It can
draw such benefits from the common pool. Such schemes are
beyond the capacity of individual firms. Firms in a scattered
industry cannot have such facilities.

Economies of Disintegration

When an in dustry grows, it becomes possible to split up some
of the processes which are taken over by specialist firms. For
example, a number of cotton mills located in a particular locality
may have the benefit of a separate calendering plant. Relation
between internal and external economies no hard and fast line
can be drawn between internal and external economies. When a
number of firms combine into one external economies become
internal economies. Whether particular economies are internal or
external depends upon what operations it is profitable to
combine. Internal economies are the result of expansion. of
individual firms, whereas external’ economies are the result of
expansion or development of the entire industry of which the
individual firms are members.
It is worth noting that as commercial and technical education
spreads, and other such developments take place, the field of
internal economies is being narrowed and that of external
economies is being widened. This is the result of progress in
different Internal and External Diseconomies
We should also take note of  diseconomies, both internal and
external. It is possible that the expansion of  a firm’s output
may lead to rise in costs and thus result in diseconomies instead
of eeonomies. This may be due to the fact that inferior or less
efficient factors may have. been brought into use. When a firm
expands beyond proper limits, it is beyond the capacity of the
manager to manage it efficiently. This also is an example of  an.
internal diseconomy.
In the same manner, the expansion of an industry may result in
diseconomies When may be called external diseconomies. The
result is that the individual firms in the industry are faced with
diseconomies instead of economies.
It is common experience that, when an industry in an industrial
center expands, there is a keener competition among the firms
for the. factors of production and the raw materials. As a
consequence, the prices of raw materials and of the factors of
production go up. All firms have now to pay higher wages,
higher. rents and higher rates of interest besides higher prices
for the raw materials. Suitable labour ceases to be available; and
capital also becomes scarce. The result is that with the expansion
of  an industry the costs of  production go up instead of  falling.

The main point is that the additional factors of production, the
employment of  which becomes now necessary, are less efficient
and they are obtained at a higher cost. It is in this manner that
diseconomies result as an industry expands.
Thus, as the scale of production of an individual firm increases,
there are internal economies as well as internal diseconomies.
But, the internal economies generally outweigh internal
diseconomies. That is why, as the scale of  production increases,
average; cost of production falls. But if the scale is increased
beyond a proper limit, the internal diseconomies will swallow
up the internal economies and the cost of production will rise
instead of  falling. In the same manner, when an industry
expands, the firms enjoy external economies. But too much
expansion will result in greater external diseconomies than
external economies. As a consequence, the cost of production
goes up instead of  falling.

Limits to the Expansion of a Business
Although it is profitable to expand business yet it is not always
possible to do so: The main obstacles in the’ growth of
business ate: (a) Financial, (b) Managerial, and (c) Market
obstacles.
We take financial obstacles first. For expanding business, the
entrepreneur needs fresh supplies of capital. It may not,
however, be easy to arrange for more capital. Still the difficulty is
not insurmountable. Successful businessmen, who’ have
reputation for honesty and efficiency, will find ample capital
forthcoming. Finance, it’ is said, is a mere camp follower. A high
hurdle is the managerial. An entrepreneur, however capable.
cannot satisfactorily tackle problems beyond a certain range and
complexity. That is why a business cannot be expanded
indefinitely. A point will be reached when the entrepreneur will
find that his business has become unmanageable. Supervision
will then become ineffective. Safeguards against fraud will add
to the cost. Internal economies will gradually disappear.
The Limit. But there are other difficulties too. As business is
expanded, prices of the factors of production will rise; more
may have to be paid in the form. of rent, wages and interest to
attract additional supplies of the inputs. The cost will, there-
fore, rise. On the other hand, the additional output may
depress the price in the market. Hence, the cost will sooner or
later overtake the revenue.
The firm will go on expanding till the marginal revenue
(additional income from the additional output) exceeds the
marginal costs (additional costs incurred on producing the
additional output).
The limit of expansion will be reached when the marginal
revenue is equal to marginal cost. At that point. the firm will be
maximising its profits and therefore, it wll, have no incentive to
expand its output any further.
Therefore, these are some of the factors which govern the
expansion of a business and limit its growth. No wonder that
business stops growing beyond a certain stage. The main reason
relates to the emerging diseconomies.
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Advantages of Small- scale Production

We have studied the advantages of  large-scale production. But
small-scale production also has economies of its own:
i. In favour of small-scale production it may be pointed out

that the small manufacturer possesses greater degree of
maneuverability. He is capable of  prompt decision and
quick execution. He can adopt new strategy, as the market
trends require. There is no divided responsibility. He is the
only person  concerned and he has none else to convince.

ii. The initiative and sense of responsibility of a small
producer have not been sapped by routine. He does not
need elaborate system of book-keeping and checks to
prevent fraud or eliminate waste of  labour or material. As
Marshall says, “the master’s . eye is everywhere”. Close
supervision makes for economic working.

iii. Personal contact with the employees, and a kind word
thrown now and then, will rule out the possibility of a
strike or any other trouble. Peace generally reigns in a small
concern and peace means prosperity. .

iv. Personal contact with the customers. again, sends them
away well satisfied and is productive of good results.
Custom is stable and demand is steady. This means absence
of risk.

v. The small-scale producer’s advantage is the greatest where
the demand is limited and fluctuating. A large-scale business
is not suited to cater for such a defamed and is therefore
seriously handicapped.

vi. The small businessman is usually the sole proprietor. Self-
interest is a strong spur to his activity. He works long and
late. Hard work is bound to make a success of a business.

To sum up, with the wide dissemination of  technical knowl-
edge, the number of external economies is increasing “While
that of  internal economies is decreasing. This helps the small
producer. Also, where business cannot be reduced to a routine,
a small producer has an advantage over a big producer. All these
factors explain the advantages of small businesses.

Disadvantages
The small-scale producer Cannot reap those economies which
are available to a big concern. His drawbacks can be enumerated
thus:
i. There is less scope for the use of modern machinery and

labour-saving devices. Hence cost per unit is high.
ii. There is little scope for division of labour. The advantages

of division of labour are, therefore, lost to him. Hence
production is uneconomical.

iii. The small-scale producer is at a disadvantage in the purchase
of raw materials and other accessories. This pushes up the
cost.

iv. He cannot afford to spend large sums of money on
research’ and experiments. Hence he cannot make
innovations and thus reduce costs.

v. Cost of rent, interest, advertisement, etc., per unit of
output is higher. That is, he has higher ovel, head charges.

vi. With his limited resources he cannot meet bad times. This
means instability.

vii. He cannot secure cheap credit. This means higher costs.
viii.By-products have to be thrown away as so much waste.

Survival of Small Businesses
The advantages enjoyed by small-scale business enable it to
compete successfully against big business. There are, besides,
other circumstances which help a small business and in which
large-scale production is not economical. When, for instance, the
demand for a commodity is small and fitful, expansion of
business is inadvisable. There are several factors which help the
‘small producers to survive:

Geographical Factors
The demand for the product may be strictly local. Small firms
can meet local needs more economically.
If the raw materials are bulky and scattered, production will
have to be decentralised and carried on in small units, where
they can draw on the local supplies.
Similarly, in sparsely populated regions, it is more economical to
carry on production in small and scattered units. Also, where
markets and sources of supply over lap and the producers and
consumers are in close contact with one another, e.g., in milk
supply, smaller firms are found. to be more economical. Thus, a
small firm is sheltered by distance. Expansion of firms is,
checked by market resistance, especially if transport costs are
high.

Psychological Factors
The small producer is also helped by psychological factors.
Consumers have their own preferences-based on superiority,
real or imaginary, of  the goods they use. Thus, it is not only the
distance which breaks a market but also prejudices, tastes and
habits of the consumers. This gives each firm a protected
clientele. To overcome this resistance very expensive publicity
may be necessary.
The geographical obstacles can be overcome by setting up
branches and the psychology stables by widening the range of
production. But these devices are often neither feasible nor
economical, because they ‘bump up’ against the managerial
obstacle to expansion.

Some Moden Developments
Besides, a small producer in modern times has been helped to
hold his own against a big producer by developments like
electricity, co-operative Government, and dissemination of
scientific and technical knowledge through technical journals.
Such knowledge is no longer the monopoly of the big busi-
ness.

Entrepreneur’s Attitude
The entrepreneur’s own inclination, too, is responsible for the
existence of small firms. “From a mixture of motives from a
love of  independence and uncertainty, from pride or ambition,
or the urge to create-men may prefer to. run a small business of
their own rather than act as subordinates at a higher rate of  pay.
These are some of the reasons why a small-scale producer is
able to hold his own against a big producer. That also explains
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why small-scale businesses exist side by side the large-scale
business. Role of Small-Scale Industry in Under-developed
Countries.

Small-scale Industry
The small-scale industry has a special role to play in an under-
developed country. ,considering the resource position of  the
under-developed countries, the small-scale industries fit in
excellently in their development plans for several reasons: (i)
They have a vast employment potential; (ii) They offer limitless
opportunities for self-employment; (iii) They are, capital-light
and capital is what such countries lack; (iv) They promote capital
formation; (v) They are skill-light; (vi) They are import-light and
cut the country’s import bill; (vii) They are quick-yielding so that
inflationary pressures are contained; (viii) They promote
decentralisation of industries; (ix) The decentralised illustrious
can bring about even distribution of income had wealth; (x)
They can lend valuable support to large-scale industries; (xi) By
diverting surplus labour from land they can reduce pressure on
land.

Production Possibility Curve and
Production Function
In this chapter we propose to deal with two fundamentals of
the theory of  production, viz., Production Possibility Curve and
Production Function.

Production Possibility Curve
We know that the resources, both human and material, at the
disposal of the community are strictly limited and they are
capable of alternative uses, whereas we want to produce
innumerable commodities, i.e., the ends are unlimited. We have,
therefore, to choose the most desirable assortment of goods
that we can produce with the resources that we command and
with a given state of technical knowledge. Had the resources at
our disposal been unlimited, there would have been no
problem, and we would have produced more of everything to
satisfy our wants. If some resources were lying idle, then also it
would have been possible to increase the production of all
goods. But, in an economy characterised by full employment,
some good can be produced only by foregoing the production
of some other good. This is in keeping with the opportunity
cost principle.
An economy has a certain population and some millions of
workers of various grades; it has mastered certain techniques of
production; it has certain resources in the form of land, water
and other natural resources. That is, it has a certain number of
factors or inputs. The society has really to decide how these
resources can be utilised to produce. the various possible
commodities. In other words, it has to discover its production
possibility curve.
The production possibility curve shows the maxi-” mum
output of anyone commodity that the economy can produce
together with the prescribed quantities of other commodities
produced and the ,resources utilised. In short, the production
possibility curve tells us what assortment of  goods and services
the economy can produce with the resources and techniques at
its disposal. The assortment on the curve is regarded as
technologically efficient and below it as inefficient, for the simple

reason that the economy is capable of  producing  bigger
assortment at least in respect of one commodity without
decreasing any other. Any assortment which is beyond the
frontier is really beyond the economy’s power and is unattain-
able. The production possibility curve depicts the society’s
menu of choices.
We shall illustrate the concept of  the production possibility
curve by means of  a table and a diagram. We take only two
commodities, although in the real world, the commodities that
can be produced are numberless. We talk only two, because a
larger number cannot be represented on a two-dimensional
diagram. But the principle will be clear and can be applied to any
number of commodities.
Let us take two commodities X and Y that a firm can produce.
If it decides to devote more of its resources to the production
of  X, it must sacrifice to that extent production of  some Y.
Take the following table:
Alternative Production Possibilities

 x y 
Production Possibilities {Thousands! (Thousands) 

A 0 15 
B 1 14 
C 2 12 
D 3 9 
E 4 5 
,F 5 0 

As in the case of  indifference curves, we first suppose that all
the resources at the disposal of the economy are devoted to the
production of good X. In that case 5,000 X-products is the
maximum that it can produce. Now let all the productive
resources

Production Possibility Curve and
Production Function
available be devoted to the production of Y with the result that
15,000 Y will be produced but no X. These are the two extreme
limits, viz., 5,000 X and no Y and 15,000 Y but no X. In
between these two extreme limits, there are nu’inerous combi-
nations of X and Y that can be produced.The production
possibility. can be depicted by means of  diagram given below.
In this diagram (Fig. 17.1), A represents the one extreme limit at
which all Y’s are produced. Now If  we want to produce some
X, some Y will have to be  sacrificed. For instance, in order to
produce 1,000 X, we shall have
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Figure 17.1

to be content with 14,000 Y instead of 15,000. That is, we have
transformed, as it were, one thousand Y into 1,000 X, and so
on down the table (given above). Thus, production possibility
schedule is the same thing as production transformation
schedule and the curve in the diagram (Fig. 17.1) is called the
Production Transformation Curve.
In the diagram, the curve marks the production possibility
frontier and all points on the curve represent production
possibility, the points inside the curve are attainable combina-
tions and those outside such as s, t are unattainable
combinations. Any point inside the curve represents an
underutilisation of resources or under-employment. A fuller
utilisation will shift the curve outwards.
Increase in the resources at the disposal of the firm will take it
to a higher production possibility curve.

Marginal Rate of Transformation
We have seen above that, in order to produce more X, we must
sacrifice some Y, Le Y’s can be transformed into X’s. The rate at
which one product is transformed into another is called
marginal rate of transformation. For instance, marginal rate of
transformation between good X and good Y is the amount of
Y which has to be sacrificed for the production of  X. We can
also see  that for the production of additional units of X,
increasing quantities of Y have to be sacrificed. Hence, the
marginal rate of transformation increases as more of X is
produced and less of  Y. This makes the production possibility
curve concave in the origin. The marginal rate of  transformation
(MART) at any point on the production possibility curve is
given by the slope of  the curve at that point. ISO - Revenue
Line.
We have seen that the production possibility curve shows the
various combinations of the two goods which can be produced
with given resources. The question remains as to which of these
various combinations the firm will decide to produce, Which is
considered the most desirable? Surely, the firm will have to
decide which combination out. of the so many available will be
most profitable. In order to hit on the most “desirable
combination, we shall introduce the price factor or the revenue
factor (Price paid by the purchaser is revenue” for the seller). The
producer must maximise his revenue. We shall, therefore, draw
the ISO-Revenue line. All combinations’ on the ISO Revenue
line yield the same revenue. Output Expansion Path. In Fig.

172 RL, R’ L’ , R’ ‘L” and R” ‘L”” are the ISO-revenue lines each
showing that every point on the line y

OX represents the same revenue from the’ sale of  the products
X and .Y. AD is our production possibility curve at which RL is
the tangent touching it at P. Similarly, R’ L’ touches CD,. a
higher production possibility curve’ at Q and R” L “ touches
.EF still higher curve at R  and R L  ISO-revenue line touches
GH the higher curve at S. Joining P, Q, R and S, we get Output
Expansion Path. The ISO revenue lines are’ parallel to one
another since the prices of the products are taken as fixed. The
slope of the ISO-revenue line represents the ‘ratio of the price
of  X to the price of  Y.

Production  Possibility Curve and
Production Function
If the resources at the disposal of the firm are represented by
the production possibility curve AB, then it will choose for
production the combination of X and Y represented by the
point P. At this point, its revenue will be maximum. Here the
marginal rate of transformation MRTY the given production
possibility curve will be equal to the price ratio of  the two
products, i.e., Similarly,  as regards the points Q, Rang S. p, Q,
R, S expansion path is the locus of all the revenue maximising
product combinations with the varying amount of resources
that the firm commands.

Uses of Production Possibility Curve
The production possibility curve can .be put to a number of
practical uses. Besides helping in the solution of the basic
problems of  production, viz., what and how, i.e., what is to be
produced and how and with what combinations of resources is
it to be produced, the concept of the. production possibility
curve can be put to the following uses:
i. The planning authority of a developing country may decide

after certain s(a~e to divert its resources from the
production of necessaries to luxuries and from producer
goods to consumer goods.

ii. A democratic country may decide to devote its resources less
to !he production of  privately. manufactured goods
purchased by price and more by public sector enterprises
supplied free but financed by taxes such as public utilities,
free education, free medical services, etc.

iii. The production possibility curve can also help in guiding
the diversion of resources from current consumption
goods to capital goods like machines and increase
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productive resources to attain higher levels of production.
Many more alternatives can be imagined.

Efficient Allocation of Resources
We have been examining the problem of  resource allocation
from the point of view of an individual firm. Let us widen the
horizon and try to see how the resources of the entire economy
can be most efficiently utilised. What, in other words, is the
criterion for the optimum utilisation of  the country’s resources?
The resources will be most efficiently allocated from the
consumers’ point of view if highest possible level of want-
satisfaction has been attained. From the point of national
income, resource allocation will be regarded as efficiently
employed if they make the maximum possible contribution to
the national income. There will be mis-allocation, if the net
national output is less than what it can be.
In a free enterprise economy, this important function is
performed by the resource prices. For attaining maximum
efficiency of resource allocation, there is constant shifting and
reallocation of resources between different uses in response to
changes in people’s tastes and preferences, changes in the
category and the quantitjes of available resources and changes in
techniques of production. Resource prices furnish the mecha-
nism for rectifying misallocation of the resources in the
economic system.

Criterion of Maximum Efficiency
Thus, the criterion for a correct or efficient utilisation of
resources is that the net. national product has been maximised.
i.e., at the existing technology it has attained a peak level.
Conversely, the resources will not be correctly allocated if  the net
national product is below its potential maximum. However, in
case of misallocation, automatically such forces will be set in
motion as will bring about a reallocation of the resources so as
to maximise the national product. Here is the traditional
approach to the problem.

The Principle
The question now is as to how the optimum allocation of
resources can be achieved. Or, if there is a misallocation of
resources among the various uses, how it is to be rectified. The
law of substitution or equip-marginal ‘returns solves the
problem. A community can allocate its resources in the most
efficient manner by acting on this principle. This means that the
resources should be so allocated among their various uses that
the value of the marginal production each use is the same. If it
is not the same. then it has to be equalised by the application of
the Law of Substitution, i.e., by transferring resources from one
use to another.
For instance, if the value of the marginal product of resources
in one use is greater than it is in other uses, it is obvious that
they will be more valuable to the society if they are used where
the value of the marginal product is higher. Some units of the
resources, therefore, must be transferred from the lower to the
uses with higher value of margin  product. That would increase
the total value of  the economy’s output.
Since some price has be paid for a factor, no factor will be used
to such an extent as to reduce its marginal productivity to zero.
Each scarce factor will be allocated among the various industries

or uses in such a manner as to equalise the value of its marginal
product in every industry where it is employed. If the value of
the marginal product of  labour, say, in iron and steel industry, is
greater than that in sugar industry, labour will be shifted from
the latter to the former till the marginal productivities of labour
in the two industries are equalised. In the same manner, if land
devoted to sugar-cane cultivation yields more than that devoted
to growing cotton, it will obviously pay to withdraw some land
from cotton growing and divert it to sugarcane. This diversion
will continue till the value of the marginal product in the two
alternative uses of land has been equalized.
Thus, the factors of production will be optimally allocated
among the various alternative uses when there is no induce-
ment for diverting them from any one use to another. This will
be the case only if the marginal return in each use is equal. So
long as it is not equal, reshuffling will go on.
Thus, “the best allocation of the factors of production is when
the value of the marginal product of a factor is  the same in
every line in which it is employed, or the equilibrium situation
with regard to allocation of factors is that in which the commu-
nity places the same value upon marginal product of that factor
in every industry” says Benham.

Recapitulation

1. Large scale production
2. Diseconomies
3 Internal and External Economies
4. Production possibility curve
5. Efficient allocation of resources
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Growth of organizations since independence
2. Growth of large industrial houses
3. What is concentration of economic power
4. Causes of growth
5. Future organizations

Background
While covering performance of Organizations in Unit 1, we
emphasized that growth is one of the primary objective of any
Organization. We also discussed why business should grow in
all directions over a period of time and if an enterprise remains
stagnant for long is presumed to suffer from an organic defect.
Usually an organization aims to achieve growth by pursuing
one or a combination of the following avenues as indicated
elsewhere:
a. add more products/markets;
b. diversify into new areas;
c. integration-forward or backward;
d. increase market share;
e. expand markets or
f. cut down costs and increase productivity.
Let’s look at the history of  growth of  organizations.

Growth of Organizations Since Independence
Under the Industrial Policy Resolution, 1948, the government
accepted the concept of a mixed economy for India with clearly
defined roles for both public and private sectors. One impor-
tant aspect of the development of the private sector since
Independence has been the spectacular rise of a few large
enterprises in the country – commonly known as monopoly
capital. The term “Monopoly Capital” refers to the existence of
an economic situation in the capital market of a country where a
small number of units-whether giant corporations or big
business houses –acquire a dominant share in the corporate
private sectors stock of industrial capital. The existence and
growth of monopoly capital has a tremendous effect, on the
character of the State and the social and economic legislation
that may be brought forth by it. There is considerable evidence
of the growth of monopoly capital in India.

Growth of Large Companies Towards Concentration
of Assets
The data about the net assets of 1690 private sector companies
highlight the fact that 1.6% of the companies with assets worth
more than Rs.700 crores account for around 27% of total
assets. Even in this group, 13 companies (0.8%) account for
18.4% of total assets. As against them, 1415 companies
(83.7%) with assets less than 100 crores account for only 30%
of  total assets. Obviously, there is the dominance of  the large

companies in asset ownership. Even among the large compa-
nies only 57 companies with assets of more than Rs.400 crores
account for 39.1% of total assets. The data clearly indicate
towards the emergence of monopoly capital in the private sector
in India.
According to the Economic Times Research Bureau the total
assets of the top 51 giant companies in the private corporate
sector stood at Rs.1, 000 crores in 1960-61 and Rs.11, 680 crores
in 1983-84. The assets of the top 51 giant companies rose by
36% p.a. during the 23 year period. Tata Iron & Steel has
continued to be on the top in both the years. But many
companies in the 1960-61 lists had either been taken over by the
government (e.g. Indian iron & Steel Company and many of
the oil companies) or they had dropped out of the list of top
51 companies due to slower rate of growth. Many others have
entered the list after 1960-61.Prominent among the new
entrants are the reliance Industries which did not exist in 1960-
61 but which ranked third in 1983-84.Even though each one of
these top 51 companies is legally independent, quite a few of
them are actually under the same management or business
house. For example, Tata Iron & Steel company, TELCO, Tata
Power, Volta’s etc. belongs to the Tata group. From giant
companies, we can now proceed to an analysis of large indus-
trial houses.

Growth of Large Industrial Houses
The Monopolies Enquiry Commission (1965) found that 75
business houses controlled 1536 business companies. A
business house or business group was defined to compromise
all such concerns which were subject to the ultimate and decisive
decision making power of  the controlling interest in the group.
The Industrial Licensing Policy Inquiry Committee (Subimal
Dutt Committee) accepted the concept of large industrial
houses which “should include those business concerns over
which a common authority holds way. These business concerns
though separate for legal or taxation purposes, function in
unison as parts of a common organization under the overall
guidance, direction and support of a closely-knit group of
persons. While the day-to-day affairs of the concerns are
independently carried on by those with whom the authority
rests under proper legal sanction, the ultimate source regulating
overall policies can be traced to a common authority. ‘The Dutt
Committee listed 20 larger industrial houses in 1963-64 each
with total assets of Rs.35 crores. Through the system of
multiple applications to foreclose capacity and by taking
advantage of liberalization of industrial licensing, the large
business houses have proliferated in a number of industries.
The total assets of top 20 industrial houses which were of the
order of Rs. 1,346 crores in 1963-64 increased to Rs.2, 511 crores
in 1972.They further shot up to Rs.7, 857 cores in 1981 and
zoomed to Rs.41, 522 crores in 1989-90.The rate of growth of

LESSON 23:

GROWTH OF ORGANIZATIONS
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assets of the top 20 houses during the period 1972 to 1989-90
works out to be 16.9 percent per annum.
In 1989-90, Tatas were at the top with assets of  the order of
Rs.8, 531 crores, closely followed by Birlas with assets of Rs.8,
473 crores. Among the top 20 business houses, the top 5 viz.,
Birla, Tata, Reliance, Singhania and Thapar accounted for total
assets of Rs.24, 930 crores in 1989-90 i.e., 60% of the total
assets of 20 business houses. Need it be mentioned that this
proportion was 60.3% in 1981.There is, therefore, evidence of a
high degree of concentration even among the top 20 business
houses among those who occupied the first five ranks. It may
also be worth observing that Reliance Group showed a
meteoric growth rate in its assets from Rs.271 crores in 1981 to
Rs.3, 600 crores in 1989-90- an annual average compound
growth rate of  33.3%. It improved its position to rank.no.3
among the top 20 business houses, whereas it did not occupy
any rank in 1972.It was at rank no.6 in 1981.  Another business
house M.A.Chidambaram showed a growth of its assets from
Rs.44 crores in 1980 to Rs.1, 273 crores in 1989-90, thus
jumping from rank 47 in 1981 to rank 10 in 1989-90.With
greater liberalization and removal of MRTP and FERA
restrictions, the business houses, specially the top 20 have
shown very high growth rates in their assets in recent years.

Growth of Monopolies and Concentration of
Economic Power in India
Under the Industrial Policy Resolutions of 1948 & 1956 as well
as through licensing procedures and guidelines, the government
sought to restrict the scope and the growth of the private
sector. However, it was soon observed that many of  the large
enterprises in the private sector operated under conditions of
virtual monopoly and oligopoly. Taking advantage of  the
absence of foreign competition and sheltered markets, the large
enterprises entered into combinations, eliminated internal
competition internally and secretly, got effective control of  the
markets of their products and thus exploited their helpless
consumers. Many of them managed to create artificial scarcities
(by restricting their production) and created their impression of
excessive demand for their products. They influenced govern-
ment policies to their own advantage and secured favourable tax
measures and fiscal incentives for exports and foreign collabora-
tion agreements. They were able to mobilize vast financial
resources from the market and the public sector financial
institutions and banks. Naturally, these private sector enterprises
have come to enjoy considerable economic power and demon-
strate the same through their monopoly power and restrictive
trade practices in the market.

Monopolies Enquiry Commission
The government appointed the monopolies inquiry commis-
sion to enquire into monopoly power and restrictive trade
practices of the private sector, which submitted its report in
1965.
The monopolies inquiry commission was concerned with
manifestations of economic power, viz., monopolistic practices
and restrictive practices. ”One such manifestation is the
achievement by one or more units in an industry of such a
dominant position that they are able to control the market by
regulating prices or output or eliminating competition.

(monopolistic practice). Another is the adoption by producers
and distributors, even though they do not enjoy such a
dominant position, of practices which restrain competition and
thereby deprive the community of the beneficent effects of
competition”. (Restrictive practice).
The essence of monopoly restricts in the fact that monopolists
can exercise control over the output or the prices in the market
without being materially affected by other competing firms.
Wherever monopoly power exists, price leadership will be
observed to be a clear manifestation of  this power and thus the
monopolist dictates the prices in the market. For this purpose
he brings into use several monopolistic and restrictive practices.”
Every practice whether it is by action, agreement or understand-
ing, formal or informal, to which persons enjoying monopoly
power resort in exercise of the same to reap the benefits of that
power and every action, understanding or agreement tending to
or calculated to preserve, increase or consolidate such power
should properly, be designated monopolistic practice.” Similarly
the term “restrictive practice” implies “practices other than those
pursued by monopolists which obstruct the free play of
competitive forces or impede the free flow of capital or
resources into the stream of production or of the finished
goods in the stream of distribution at any point before they
reach the hand of the ultimate consumer.” There is no doubt
that it is difficult to make a very fine distinction between a
monopolistic practice and a restrictive practice. The more
common restrictive practices that prevail in India as in several
other countries are:
1. Horizontal fixation of prices;
2. Vertical fixation of  price and resale price maintenance
3. Allocation of markets between producers;
4. Discrimination between purchasers;
5. Boycott;
6. Exclusive dealing contracts and ties up arrangements.

Country-wise Concentration
Country wise concentration-also known as inter industry
concentration-was investigated through a study of the “busi-
ness group”-”a business group” has been taken to comprise all
such concerns which are subject to the ultimate and decisive
decision making power of the controlling interest of the group-
the group master. The commission analyzed 75 business
houses controlling 1,536 companies. Leaving out of account
government companies and banking companies, the paid up
capital of the corporate sector for 1963-64.was estimated to be
1465 crores and the assets were estimated to be over Rs.5552
crores. The paid up capital of the 75 business groups (compris-
ing of  1536 companies) aggregated to Rs.646 crores and their
assets were Rs.2606 crores. The proportion of assets and paid
up capital of the 75 business groups to those of all non
government and non banking companies worked out at 46.5%
and 44.1% respectively. It should be emphasized here that the
business groups do not confine to a single product but produce
a number of diverse commodities.
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Causes for the Growth and
Concentration of Economic Power
Economies of scale bought in largely by technological advances
are responsible for the growth of large industrial units. But the
growth of big business houses was actually fostered by the
unique managing agency systems under which powerful
business families set up and managed a series of   concerns -Tata
Sons, Birla Brothers, Shriram associates, etc. were well known
managing agencies at one time. Even after the system was legally
abolished, the original business families have continued to hold
and manage a number of companies.

Inter Company Investment
An important cause of the growth of large industrial houses
and concentration of economic power is the intercompany
investment Economic concentration may be in the same line of
business (industry wise concentration) or in non competing
lines of business (inter industry concentration) in both cases a
large number of resources come to be controlled by a business
group. The investor company acquires the status of  a holding
company and the other companies become the subsidiaries.
Along with inter-company investment inter-locking of
directorship is also achieved so that the power of decision
making in a large number of companies is monopolized by a
few big business magnates, all closely related to one another.

Government Policy
The greatest responsibility of large industrial houses and
concentration of economic power lies with the government. As
the Dutt Committee pointed out, the government never
specified clearly to the licensing authority the objective of
preventing conc3entration of  economic power or monopoly. So
much so, a few industrial houses were able to take multiple
licenses for the same product. Further, it may be remembered
here that the tendency of licensing authorities had been to
sanction new undertakings to men of  proven business ability.
The system, therefore, did not encourage the growth of new
enterprises outside the business groups. The MIC categorically
concluded “we are convinced that the system of controls in the
shape of industrial licensing however necessary from other
points of  view, has restricted the freedom of  entry into industry
and so helped to produce concentration.”
Foreign collaborations also helped the strong and the en-
trenched industrialist vis-à-vis the small industrialists. It
provided another handle to big business houses to expand
their influence. The Government attempted to promote the
growth of private industry through extension of tax incentives
and the large industrial houses were able to take advantage of
them. In the matter of  imports too, the large industrial houses
through legal and illegal methods, were able to secure foreign
exchange allocations, and to set up and even expand industries
given low priorities in the plans. Thus, the major responsibility
for the growth of industrial houses should legitimately be
placed on the government.

Planning Process and Concentration of Economic
Power
Efforts at planned economic development afforded an oppor-
tunity to big industrialists to enlarge their fortunes further. The
MIC stated “ In the period immediately following indepen-

dence , the very forces which are harnessed to produce the quick
industrialization of the country worked at the same time to
concentrate power in industry in a few individuals or families
who were wealthy and powerful… the allocation of resources
and the settlement of priorities which planning necessarily
involves have necessitated a system of licensing for starting new
industries or expanding the old  established units or starting
new units in existing industries; capital issues had also to be
controlled ……everyone of these circumstances tended to
produce concentration of economic power”

Grabbing of Business and Industrial Opportunities
by Big Business Houses
When rapid industrial development was planned under the
second Five Year Plan, the industrial houses which were already
in the field were quick to seize the abundant opportunities for
their growth and expansion. They were able to take advantage
of the financial facilities and tax incentives provided by the
government. Motivated by the capitalist spirit of an acquisitive
society, they created monopolies and thus included new entrants
into the industrial sector. They resorted to extensive bribing of
the licensing authorities to get monopoly control of their
products. By manipulating the loopholes of the company law
they were able to multiply the capital stock of the companies
through the issues of bonus shares.

Control Over Banking Companies
Prior to bank nationalization in 1969, the banking system was
controlled by large industrial houses. The bank deposits
collected from the general public were used almost exclusively
for financing of industries owned and controlled by large
industrial houses. It is universally accepted that the commercial
banks played a significant role in the creation of industrial
empires. Even after bank nationalization, the situation has not
changed very much.

Public Sector Financial Institutions
Another important factor for growing concentration of wealth
and economic power and the nature of working of public
sector financial institutions. Dutt Committee showed that
about 56% of the total assistance provided by the IFCI, the
IDBI, the ICICI and other financial institutions had gone to
the large industrial houses. There were certain industrial
concerns which had obtained between 65 & 70% of their
financial requirements from the public sector financial institu-
tions; as against these, the contributions against promoters and
collaborators were as low as 13.5% on the average but varied
between 6 and 24% in most cases.

Control Through Diversification and Technological
Integration
Proliferation of industrial units in different industrial categories
is commodity referred to as diversification. On the other hand
the various stages of production under common ownership
and control are referred to as technological integration. Most of
the industrial houses have made use of both techniques for
increasing their monopoly power. Tatas, for instance, deal in
steel as the main product. But along with this Tatas have
entered in the production of iron ore, coal, other minerals,
heavy vehicles, and machine tools, chemical and steel structurals.
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To provide for their principal products, Tatas have recently also
started the production of  coal, mining and machinery.
Similarly, the Birlas specialize in the product of  automobiles,
textiles but to secure vertical integration, they have also under-
taken the production of most of the accessories and
components required for the principle product of  the group.
This explains why the Birlas are manufacturing chemicals like
sulphuric acid, calcium carbide, cotton textile machinery, carding
engines, ring frames, rayon yarn and cotton textiles, sugar and
sugar machinery.
The MIC revealed on the basis of market shares of different
business groups that the Birlas controlled 66% of the produc-
tion of cars, 75% of cotton textile machinery (looms), 27% of
electric fans, 24% of railway wagons and 16% of room air
conditioners. Similarly, Tatas had their net widespread in steel
ingots, special tools, industrial machinery, oils and soaps, etc.
Not only that but through the process of interpenetration of
business groups and collaboration with individual companies
or other business groups, the growth of monopoly capital was
promoted still further.

Changing Scenario of the Corporate
Sector and Dangers Ahead
After the announcement of Industrial Policy (1991), the
corporate sector has experienced a sea change in its scenario. The
big business houses were not required to seek clearance of
MRTP Commission before undertaking projects. Consequently,
there is a sharp increase in investments undertaken by the
private corporate sector. There is no doubt that investments
have been undertaken, by public sectors undertakings (PSUs) as
well. A study undertaken by Business Standard (March 2002)
covers 1,000 companies. 50 business houses cover 494 private
sector companies and it also includes 32 PSUs which are really
giant undertakings. Certain results emerging from the study
have been reproduced below:
1. 32 PSUs accounted for 53.2 per cent of total net sales and

494 private sector companies accounted for 46.8 per cent.
This implies that the PSUs are giant corporations and,
therefore, their share in net sales exceeds that of private
sector corporations.

2. The share of  PSUs in gross profit was 53.7 per cent and
that of private sector companies was 46.3 per cent. The
situation of PSUs was even better in terms of net profit
and the share of PSUs stood at 61 per cent and that of
private sector companies at 39 per cent in the sample under
study.

3. Gross profit as a percentage of sales in PSUs was 9.8% and
for private sector companies, it was 7.1%. Similar was the
position in terms of net profit as a percentage of sales for
PSUs at 3.8% and for private sector companies were 1.2%
only.

4. Gross profit/sales ratio, however, in the case of  20 business
houses was 12.1 % and net profit/sales ratio was 6.4%. It
implies that business houses showed a better performance
both in terms of gross profit and net profit.

5. If we consider the performance of 10 top private sector
business houses, gross profit/sales ratio was even higher at

13.6% and net profit/sales ratio was 6.9%. This indicates
that the 10 top business houses were able to earn better
profits than their junior counterparts.

6. The public sector undertakings performed much better in
terms of net profit/net worth (NP/NW) at 14.9 % whereas
the top 10 private sector business houses indicated only
11.5% NP/NW. Since this indicator measures return on
investment and real shareholder value, it is considered as a
powerful financial parameter of performance. The overall
NP/NW of the 494 private sector companies was 6.7%
which was less than half the level of 32 PSUs. Among the
star performers in terms of NP/NW in the business
houses were: Unilever (47.6%), Munjal (33.9%) and ITC
(23.9%).

Business India Study of Super 100 Companies
Business India made a study of super 100 companies for the
year 2000. The study points out following startling conclusion
(we shall cover the whole topic as a Case Study in the Class
Room):
‘There are an equal number of PSUs and private companies
among the 10 compares that have made it to the top. In terms
of  sales, the aggregate of  PSUs-IOC, BPCL, HPCL, VSNL and
BHEL-account for 87.78 per cent (Rs. 1, 55, 239 crore) of the
total sales of the 10 companies. The five private companies
HLL, ITC, WIPRQ, Hero Honda and Bajaj Auto-account for
the remaining 12.22 per cent. In terms of  assets too, the five
PSUs are 87.49 per cent (Rs. 32,038 crore) or seven times that of
the private companies. However, when it comes to market
capitalization the picture is the reverse. The total market
capitalization of those PSUs is Rs.26, 483 crore- a mere one-
fifth that of the private companies. The moral of the story:
despite huge sales and assets, the fact is that it has not translated
into higher valuation.”
It would be of interest to examine the relevance of the
conclusion drawn by the Business India study. Market capitaliza-
tion is obtained by multiplying the shares outstanding by the
adjusted share price. Since PSUs do not function like the private
sector companies and do not offer their shares for sale, there is
bound to be under pricing of PSU shares. Moreover, share price
cannot be taken as the index of performance of PSUs. On the
basis of the rate of return on capital employed (ROCE), the
PSUs seem to have performed fairly well. ROCE of IOC was
19.45%, BPCL 20.9%, VSNL (21.2%), BHEL (19.95%), MTNL.
(12.4%). With all the political and managerial constraints related
with decision making, the performance of the PSUs should be
considered fairly well. It may also be understood that the
principal motive of PSUs is not profit maximization, though it
may be treated as one of the objectives. Some of the private
sector companies among the top 20 have shown a very high
ROCE-Hindustan Lever (50.4%), Hero Honda Motors 42.57%,
Nestle 35.6%, Infosys Technologies (34.3%) and Castrol
(55.55%).
The moral of the story is: Functioning of PSUs should be
privatized by granting greater autonomy in decision-making.
This can result in better performance. Instead of privatization
of ownership of PSUs, the need is privatization of functioning
of PSUs.
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Rising and Falling Fortunes of Business Houses
Business Standard studied the changing scenario of business
houses during the 5-year period (1995-96 to 2000-01). A survey
of 1,000 companies revealed the following:
Business houses which had flourished under the protected
regime, suffered heavily as a result of the introduction of free
economy in which the system of licensing and controls,
protective custom duties was dismantled. The houses of  R.P.
Goenka, B.K. Birla, Mahindra, Thapar, Bajaj-Mukund, Garware,
Kalyani, Wadia and Kirloskar fared badly during the period.
However, Ambanis representing Reliance Industries set up
huge capacities and became the second largest producer of
polyester staple fibre and partially oriented yarn in the world.
The Ambanis also ranked among the top 10 producers in all
petro-chemicals products that they manufacture. During 1995-
96 to 2001, RIL’s sales grew at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 29.2 per cent and despite a decline in petro-chemical
prices globally, their profits grew at a CAGR of  15.2 per cent.
Hero Honda secured the top most position in the world in the
production of  motor cycles. Hero Honda’s sales during the 5-
year period grew at a CAGR of 38.1 per cent, but in contrast,
net profits zoomed to 56.5 per cent. This was due to the fact
that Hero Honda management headed by Mr Brij Mohan
Munjal could foresee the changing pattern of demand and took
timely action in view of the shifting preferences of consumers
from scooters to motorcycles. As against this, Bajaj Auto
continued to bank on scooters and did not perceive of the
change in demand pattern. Consequently, it fared badly and its
growth rate in sales was merely 5.97 per cent during the 5-year
period, but its net profit declined at an average growth rate of (-
) 8.9 per cent.
Liberalization helped the two world class software companies,
namely, Infosy’s Technologies and WIPRO. Infosy’s sales and
net profit have grown at an annual average of 100 per cent
during the 5-year period.

Industry-wise Analysis
Best results were achieved by software companies along with
entertainment and petrochemicals.
But steel, automobiles, engineering and textiles showed dismal
performance. They continued to reel under demand and price
pressures, and their losses continued to mount year after year.
Cement companies staged an impressive turnaround during
these five years, but this could be achieved by resorting to cuts
in production to keep prices firm. Since newsprint prices
escalated in the international market, newsprint paper compa-
nies were saved from slipping into the red.
A very distressing part of the story is that growth rate of the
fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector has gradually
declined to single-digit level.
The agro-based sector, fertilizers, chemicals, pesticides and agro-
products-sugar, tea, food processing and edible oils-showed a
dismal performance on account of poor growth in the rural
economy.
Consumer electronics and capital goods manufacturing
companies were hard hit due to severe competition given by

foreign firms consequent upon the reduction in import duty.
The Indian middle class preferred to buy foreign goods as
against domestically produced goods. Consequently, consumer
electronics and capital goods manufacturing firms were major
losers and victims of the policies of liberalization, more
especially reduction in import tariffs.
On the profitability front, commercial vehicles, chemicals and
white goods manufacturing companies indicated losses in their
accounts. Profits also declined in sectors such as caustic soda,
two-and three wheelers, tractors, cement, telephone cables,
electrical equipment, fertilizers, hotels and cotton textiles.

Firm Size and Growth Trends
Business Standard study of 1,000 companies has brought out
the startling fact that “Large companies (ranked in groups of
100 by sales) have survived very well, but as one goes down the
percentiles, the bottom line distress becomes more acute.”
The findings reveal that but for the top 100 companies, none
of the other groups could post positive rate of growth of
profits. In fact, companies below 500-800 range posted net loss.
The situation is that thanks to the top 100 companies, India’s
corporate giants could average a compound growth rate in sales
of the order of 14.1 per cent and a miserably low average net
profit growth rate of 3.3 per cent.
Grouping of Companies by Sales and Net Profit during 1995-
96 to 2000-01
In per cent top Sales                5 year CAGR net profit

1-100               16.80                                        8.09 
101-200            9.89                                       -1.41 
201-300            7.61                                       -11.48 
301-400            9.73                                       -10.93 
401-500            6.53                                       -21.07 
501-600            4.31                                        Net loss 
601-700            5.91                                        Net loss 
701-800            5.54                                        Net loss 
All Group         14.1                                         3.3 

Source: Business Standard, March, 2002-05-03

All this shows that in this game of  survival of  the fittest, it is
only the top 100 companies of the corporate sector who are able
to concentrate the gains of growth. This heavy concentration of
sales and profits has its, implications in terms of growth of
employment. If  the relatively small are not allowed to survive
by the powerful giants, employment will be squeezed further.
Secondly, it has implications in terms of  growth of  entrepre-
neurship in the country. The big firms would develop
monopolistic tendencies and acting as price leaders, would start
dictating terms to the small firms. Shall the growth of mo-
nopoly capitalism reverse the intended objectives of
liberalization in terms of higher growth of output and
employment and a more equitable deal for the consumer?
Another danger posed by the changing scenario is that the
powerful foreign companies are appropriating much higher
market share than the domestic companies. This is happening
in the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector. In other
words, the grip of foreign companies will continue to become
strong in the coming years. They are already pressing for
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obtaining membership of industry associations like FlCCI,
ASSOCHAM and CII. If this trend snowballs, would it not be
a kind of neo-imperialism that would get transplanted in India
on the plea of l liberalization and globalization?

A Review of Relevant Lessons Learnt So Far
Dear Students, based on the Lessons we have covered so far,
the growth of  organizations since independence and finally, the
above referred studies of Business Standard and Business India
(what is remaining for last Unit is “International Dimensions
and Environmental Issues”) as per you:  What are the key
factors for an organization, (you feel) to be successful across the
world and the organization will achieve a phenomenal growth?
Let’s begin our discussion by saying that one of  the most
successful “invasions” in the post-Second World War era has
been that of Japanese companies in the American market. They
had two strong motive impulses: a national mission to redeem
the pride suffered at the World War and a very limited domestic
market.
These organizations reflected the characteristics of a nation
unified by the defeat, unified also by shared values. The
organizations had the self-confidence not to abandon their
management and manufacturing systems, which they had
perfected.
Their competitive advantage was the resultant efficiency, which
made their products good value propositions. The products
were different and answered latent needs of foreign markets. In
fact, they   transformed the market.
The success formula stays the same in the current low tariff
regime:
Firstly, there should be a strong urge - both need and mission –
to succeed. This should be backed by global competencies in
technology, manufacture, management and customer servicing,
with distinct competitive advantage in at least one of these.
The robust forays made by Indian IT companies in foreign
markets validate this premise. Attracted by ready and remunera-
tive foreign markets, these companies - young, confident and
ambitious - entered into foreign markets. All of them have a
huge competitive advantage in one quintessential factor, namely,
high caliber and low cost human resource.
What are the roles played by the external and internal environ-
ment to build world-class competitiveness?
A clear distinction has to be drawn between knowledge-based
industries and others. The traditional industries operate in an
environment with greater dependence on various external
factors. In knowledge industries, the essential factors of
competitiveness are more company-dependent. The capabilities
that make up the competencies are individual rather than
collective. Within this major difference, the external factors range
from government policies, cost of finance, and availability of
infrastructure, competition and the state of the domestic
market. How mature the domestic market is will determine the
ability and readiness of  the organization to service a foreign
market. In industry segments barring a few exceptions like
automobiles, the dominant domestic market segments are not
in the same stage of evolution as most global markets.

Irrespective of the industry segment, export orientation would
presuppose organizational leadership that has the vision to
look beyond national boundaries and set up racy missions even
as they fight battles in the domestic market. An organizational
culture of learning and daring is an equally important precondi-
tion.
What do you feel had made other comparable economies,
namely China and Japan successful?
 Japan was an early mover in international markets. They
perfected their own brand of mass manufacturing systems and
shop floor practices, lot of it reflective of the Japanese psyche,
which is so different from the Western, or Indian psyche.
Geographical and size proximity make India and China two
seemingly comparable countries. I am afraid the comparisons
end there.
In India, the four decades of political and individual freedom
followed centuries of foreign rule and as a national we have not
learned to take the responsibility that comes with freedom.
Starting the early 90s, we introduced economic freedom – in
small and slow doses, given the need for debate and consensus.
China’s case is different. China has always been insular and
homogenous. After decades of Party authoritarianism, China is
attempting economic deregulation. Given the iron grip of the
Party government on macro economic factors, their initial steps
have been at a faster pace. Not hamstrung so far by individual
liberties, China has started off well with 7~8% GDP growth.
Lest we forget, India, too, had three euphoric post-liberalization
years. China’s experiments with globalization are too nascent to
be called a success. The real test will come when the Party is
forced to loosen its direct control over the economy (and that
of the army over its citizens) and simultaneously the social cost
of  globalization, following China’s entry into WTO, manifests
itself in China. By tackling poverty more efficiently through
absolute centralization of power, China has bought more time
for itself, though.
What will it take for India to achieve a similar level of success?
It will take an unprecedented degree of political will to imple-
ment economic reforms in India. The leadership has to
overcome the pressures of coalition politics and electoral
compulsions. What make the task more difficult in India are
our poverty levels and the woefully inadequate social security
system. We do not have the luxury of  time to solve the latter
and then attempt the former - we have to work on both
simultaneously.
India also has to sort out its dilemma between free market
economics and socialism. We cannot travel in two boats for
long. Once this is sorted out, then Government can pursue
consistent, predictable polities without contradictions. We will
do well to dismantle multiplicity of regulatory authorities and
multiple taxation.  More than anything else, we need a national
mission.
What is your opinion regarding strengths that can be leveraged
by Indian managers and organizations to build world-class
competitiveness given the Forces of Change shown below? (In
Lesson 26 we shall talk more about competition and opportu-
nities)
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Forces of Change

The  “knowledge 
economy”

“Information Superhighway”

Rapid changes in 
technology

Globalisation and 
increased competition

4

Increasing focus on 
core competence

... are transforming the Wor ld of Bus iness

Managing Business
Risks

Price competitiveness 
and higher customer 
expectations

Deregulation

Finally, lets‘ have a look at the attached article titled Staircases to
Growth to supplement the discussions

Staircases to Growth

With revenue increases of  25 percent a year, how do the world ’s  best
growth companies do it?

A few steps at a time, each bringing options and new capabilities

No formulas, just astute bundling of competences, skills, assets, and
relationships

Mehrdad Baghai, Stephen C. Coley, and David White with
Charles Conn and Robert J. McLean

One Thing About Growthi S Clear : the literature touting its
importance keeps growing, and growing, and growing. What is
less clear – and often needlessly obfuscated in manageme jargon
– is how companies grow. Take the tricky, potentially paralyzing,
dilemma that confronts most senior executives contemplating
growth. On the one hand there exists a chasm between their
current inventory of institutional capabilities and those required
to achieve their growth aspirations; on the other, taking a
discontinuous, “bet-the-company” leap could send the
company barrelling down a deep and dangerous crevice, ending
in the thud of extinction.
To provide some timely, practical advice on how companies can
grow, we examined 40 of  the world’s leading growth companies
to find out how they approach, and more important, imple-
ment growth strategies (see the boxed insert, “About the
research base” and Exhibit 1). These companies – in industries
from basic materials to high technology based throughout
Europe, North America, and Asia – clearly know how to grow:
they average 25 percent compound annual growth in sales and
32 percent in shareholder returns (from dividends and capital
gains). Their response to the question “How do I get from here
to

We would like to acknowledge the contribution of  the McKinsey Growth
Team to the ideas in this article. The team included Rajan Anandan,
Anna Aquilina, Scott Berg, Wulf  Böttger, Jeƒf  Chan, Angus Dawson,
Andrew Grant, Sallie Honeychurch, Aaron Mobarak, Annette Quay,

Hugo Sarrazin, Houston Spencer, Stefanie Teichmann, and Bay
Warburton.

Mehrdad Baghai is a consultant in McKinsey’s Toronto oƒfice. Steve
Coley is a director in the Chicago oƒfice. David White is a principal and
Rob McLean is a director in the Sydney oƒfice. Charles Conn was
formerly a principal in the Sydney oƒfice. Copyright © 1996 McKinsey
& Company. All rights reserved.

Exhibit 1

Retrospective Performance of a Aample of Great
Growers

there” would typically be “not by big bold leaps but by a series
of measured steps.” Each step makes money in its own right;
each is a step up in that it adds new institutional skills that
better prepare the company to open up – and take advantage of
– opportunities; and each is a step roughly in the direction of a
broader vision of where the company wishes to be.
When these companies look back at what they have achieved,
they see not steps zigzagging all over the place but a distinctive
pattern or “footprint” in the
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form of a staircase of manageable steps. While few – if any –
single steps are dramatic in and of themselves, linking them
together as a staircase of sequential growth achieves results that
definitely are. None of these companies will say that, looking
forward, they had perfect foresight of where the steps would
lead. On the other hand they will say that each time they
climbed a few they felt they had institutionalized a new set of
capabilities, created new business options, and carved a
competitive position for themselves that was beyond their reach
when they stood at the bottom of the staircase.
The staircase approach of continuously compounding skills and
options is consistent with the competitive reality of most
industries. The competitive landscape is changing so rapidly that
it is impossible to predict paths several years ahead. Building a
staircase explicitly recognizes that the appropriate strategy for any
company depends on where it is today and on the state of the
world down the road. The best a company can do under these
circumstances is to build appropriate capabilities and create
strategic options and opportunities without pre-empting or
constraining future flexibility.

Staircase of Initiatives
Successful growers adopt a bifocal perspective which emphasizes
both near term and long term: vision and tactics. Even though
they plan within a clear strategy, they are not slaves to a mecha-
nistic process for projecting a mediumterm budget. Many
low-growth companies are.

Exhibit 1

Retrospective Performance of a Sample of Great
Growers

The focus on near-term steps takes advantage of the fact that,
each time a company builds new skills, new opportunities open
up. It means managers are able to move fast enough to exploit
opportunities early, before competitors move in or conditions
change. It also encourages managers to behave as entrepreneurs
rather than bureaucrats, avoiding excessive deliberation and
“paralysis by analysis.” This does not mean they act impru-
dently but, simply, that they act.
While great growers are focused on immediate steps, they are
not capricious. They act with informed opportunism toward a
clear vision of  the kind of  company they are building. The Walt
Disney Company (Disney), for example, requires its groups to
articulate five-, ten-, and fiƒteen-year directional plans. Enron,
the Texas-based gas company, moves quickly to maximize

About The Research Base

The Growth Initiative is one of five global taskforces McKinsey has
launched in the past year to undertake applied cross-functional research
and development. The initiative supplements McKinsey’s continuing
R&D programs in specific industries (financial institutions and energy,
for example), functions (including organization and operations), and
geographies (China is one). The aim is to develop distinctive and practical
perspectives that help our clients increase profitability.

The research is based on academic thinking, practical insights from
clients, and detailed case studies of 40 successful growth companies. The
case studies involve reviews of company information, annual reports,
SEC filings, newspaper and magazine articles and books, and, in the
majority of the cases, interviews with a cross-section of managers. The
case studies of success have been supplemented by 15 cases of growth
failures.

opportunities for its rapidly evolving gas businesses – originally
toward its vision of  becoming “the world’s first gas major,”
and now with the aim of “creating energy solutions world-
wide.”
To achieve their aspirations, companies like these use a similar
pattern over and over. The first step secures an option on an
opportunity. If  it shows promise, next steps test the concept
further and help accumulate the confidence and skills for more
steps. Aƒter a few years the concept is replicated and extended as
the strategy gains momentum. Later, replication is accelerated to
take full advantage of the successful formula.
Coca-Cola Amatil (CCA) is a good example of a company that
has bootstrapped itself to growth in this way (Exhibit 2). Now
one of  Coca-Cola’s
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flagship bottlers, in 1980 CCA was a diversified Australian
conglomerate with a few small Australian Coke bottling
franchises. In 1982, it bought bottling franchises in Vienna and
Graz in Austria – a small step, but one that took the company
into Europe. Over the next few years, CCA continued to build
its Australian base by acquiring adjacent regional franchises,
while divesting its interests in other businesses. By the mid-
1980s, the company was in two countries, with a potential
market of 25 million consumers.
Having learned about the Austrian market from Vienna and
Graz, and about the benefits of consolidation from its
Australian acquisitions, CCA decided to go further. Between
1987 and 1991, it bought eight contiguous Austrian franchises,
consolidating operations and achieving economies of scale. In
1988, it stepped into two countries adjoining its home market –
Fiji and New Zealand – and continued to consolidate Austra-
lian regional franchises. By 1991, this put CCA in four countries,
exposed to 29 million people.
Each step built CCA’s skills and confidence, and strengthened
its reputation in The Coca-Cola Company’s eyes. All three
became critical as CCA moved into the next stage of growth,
extending its formula into other adjoining – but undeveloped
– markets: Hungary and the Czech and Slovak Republics, and
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. Lacking modern produc-
tion, distribution, and marketing skills, and with low per capita
consumption, these markets oƒfered tremendous potential.
By 1994 – now in nine countries, with 250 million consumers –
CCA began moving into more and more contiguous markets:
Belarus, Slovenia, Ukraine, Croatia, Switzerland, Poland,
Romania, and new regions of Indonesia. In all, CCA is now in
16 countries, with a total potential market of 368 million
people.
Enron has followed a similar model. In 1985 the company
identified the potential in independent private power generation
(IPP), but its capability was limited to some gas reserves, a
pipeline network, and conventional gas contracting skills. Enron
secured an option in IPP by acquiring the rights to

Successful growers adopt a
bifocal perspective which

emphasizes both near term and
long term: vision and tactics

operate a small, gas-fired cogeneration plant in Texas in 1986.
The company built a bigger plant in Texas the following year.
Confident the concept was valid, it undertook three more IPP
ventures in other American states. In 1990–91, the company
took its first truly big step by developing Teeside in the UK, the
world’s largest combined-cycle gas turbine plant. With its
international reputation cemented by the project, and with
skilled specialists on its staff, Enron expanded into India,
Indonesia, Germany, China, Guatemala, and the Philippines –
becoming a worldwide force in IPP.
Neither CCA nor Enron relied on huge “bet-the-company”
gambles to create growth. Each step was a manageable invest-
ment that built on established capabilities and oƒfered the
potential to add new ones. Sometimes, however, it may be

necessary to make large investments and stretch the company in
order to preempt competitors – in scale-intensive businesses,
for example. This was the case with News Corporation’s BSkyB
satellite television network in the UK and with Li Ka Shing’s
similar venture, StarTV, in Asia. Usually, however, the staircase
approach enables a company to avoid such risks.
The record of successful growers makes the idea of building
staircases appealing. Butwhen you are at the bottomof  your
staircase, howdo you begin? The constraints can seem
unbreachable if you believe your opportunities are limited and
your skills poor. The companies in our sample teach valuable
lessons about how to view opportunities and abilities in order
to break through these perceived constraints.

The Opportunity Pipeline
Many executives feel nervous about their ability to grow simply
because they do not see many opportunities; neither do they see
their companies generating profitable growth ideas. Their
managers often tell them that markets are mature, core fran-
chises under threat, and all paths to growth restricted.

Companies in similar positions
in an industry may see options

very diƒferently and pursue
strikingly diƒferent courses

Much of the growth debate fails to address how to overcome
these perceived limitations. Instead, advice focuses on one
strategic option or another and claims that any company that
adheres to a single path will grow. One view talks about product
innovation, another about stepping out into emerging growth
industries, aother about globalization. This approach is
reminiscent of the proverbial boy with a hammer, who runs
around looking for things to hit with it. Each path is a legiti-
mate hammer, but not every company is a nail, and the hammer
may not break the shackles a company feels.
Nosingle strategy can offer a complete view of  howto grow, and
any approach that overemphasizes one strategy also oversimpli-
fies the manager’s challenge. Given that each company brings to
growth a unique position and exposure to different kinds of
opportunity, there must be many possible strategies for each to
consider.
That is certainly the view taken by successful growers: they believe
neither their industries nor circumstances prevent them from
considering opportunities along various paths. Indeed, compa-
nies in similar positions in a given industry may see their options
very differently and pursue strikingly different courses. We have
seen the best companies consider seven distinct strategic degrees
of freedom - and use most of them (Exhibit 3).
1. Maximizing existing customers: The first degree of
freedom – and the one closest to home – is to sell more of the
current product range to existing customers. This may simply
mean using promotional programs to increase the frequency of
purchase or use. However, it can also mean managing sophisti-
cated cross-selling programs. State Street Boston is a good
example of a company making the most of its existing
customers. It has become the world’s leading provider of
custodial services by acting as the “outsourced back oƒfice” to
pension funds and mutual funds. While many customers start
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out with bulk “commodity” services, however, State Street
grows with these

existing customers by offering them increasingly differentiated
and, therefore, higher value-added services.
2. Attracting new customers: A second way for a company to
grow, still without stepping into new product ranges, is by
attracting new customers to its existing product range, thereby
expanding the size of its customer franchise. Gillette, for
instance, paid little attention to women for years. By extending
the marketing of its Sensor product to women, however, it has
both expanded the women’s shaving market and taken 65
percent of it.
3. Innovation of  products and services: Among the com-
monest ways to grow is the introduction of new products and
services. Gillette continually moves customers up to new,
improved razors that are better than competitors’ offerings:
from coated stainless steel blades, to twin-bladed products, to a
pivoting head shaver, to a pivoting head shaver with a lubricat-
ing strip, to its revolutionary Sensor, and now Sensor Excel.
Gillette has also built on its razor brand to add grooming
products such as aftershave lotion, deodorant, and shaving
cream.
4. Innovation of  the value-delivery system: Successful
companies recognize the potential in redesigning the business
system by which a product or service is delivered. The Home
Depot has used this path, developing a fundamentally new
retail system which is more appealing to most customers than
the small local hardware store (because it gives better service and
wider choice) and cheaper (because of its buying power, efficient
logistics, and capital productivity). In financial services, Charles
Schwab pioneered the discount brokerage industry in the US
after deregulation in the mid- 1970s – offering price-sensitive
customers fast, accurate execution of sharetrading orders at
substantially lower cost than full-service competitors. Schwab
has continued to innovate with improvements to its delivery
system such as automated telephone trading, personal com-
puter trading, and, most recently, Internet trading.

Successful companies recognize
the potential in redesigning the

business system by which a
product or service is delivered

In India, Arvind Mills has redesigned the value-delivery system
for jeans. Arvind, the world’s fifth-largest denim manufacturer,
found Indian domestic denim sales limited because jeans were
neither aƒfordable nor widely available. At $20 to $40 a pair they
were beyond the reach of the mass market, and existing
distribution systems reached too few towns and villages. In
1995, Arvind introduced Ruf  and Tuf  – a ready-to-stitch kit of
jeans components (denim, zip, rivets, leather brand patch)
priced at about $6. It distributed them through 4,000 tailors,
whose self-interest motivated them to market the kits to create
demand for sewing services. Ruf  and Tuf  are now the
largestselling jeans in India by far, driving sales in Arvind’s main
product, denim, and netting the company a potentially power-
ful consumer brand.
5. Improving industry structure. Improving industry
structure is a degree of strategic freedom frequently exercised by
great growers, because it involves growth close to the core, that
is, in similar geographies and types of business. At its simplest,
this can mean buying businesses to be improved on a
standalone basis, and some types of greenfield capacity
expansion. Both can change an industry’s cost and capacity
dynamics. European industrial companies such as Jeƒferson
Smurfit and CRH use this path, as do US consumer goods
companies ConAgra and Sara Lee, specialty manufacturer Federal
Signal, and high-tech innovator Thermo Electron.
Multiple acquisitions enable companies to create economies of
scale – CCA found this with its franchises in Austria and
Australia. Again, it is a course that can add up to influence the
competitive dynamic of  a whole industry, as Columbia/HCA’s
consolidation of the US hospital sector illustrates. Founded in
1987, Columbia/HCA’s principal strategy has been to acquire,
and often merge, hospitals in adjacent regions. Ten years later, it
owns 343 hospitals, 135 outpatient surgeries, and 200 home
health agencies, making it the largest healthcare services provider
in the US. The same kinds of economic benefit could of course
be achieved with alliances and joint ventures, removing the need
to acquire the assets outright. Some industries can also be
reshaped by influencing regulation.
6. Geographical expansion: The fourth strategic degree of
freedom is geographical expansion, which companies can
pursue either by intensifying their coverage of regions in which
they already operate – as 7-Eleven Japan, The Home Depot in
the US, and Australian cinema and entertainment group Village
Roadshow are doing with spectacular effect – or by moving into
new regions (the strategic path at the heart of globalization).
Many companies in our sample have taken the latter course,
including Arvind Mills, Sara Lee, Johnson & Johnson, Gillette,
SAP, and Jefferson Smurfit. It can, however, be a difficult path
to navigate.
7. Stepping out into new business arenas. Many successful
growers grow by competing in new arenas. They seek opportu-
nities vertically along their industry chain, or find areas of their
existing operations in which to specialize. Enron vertically
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integrated from gas pipelines into gas-fired power generation.
State Street Boston, on the other hand, started as a bank but
spotted a chance to specialize, as already noted, in the provision
of  custodial, accounting, and information services to pension
and mutual funds.

Truly great companies – those
that are able to sustain growth –
pursue growth along several of

these paths, oƒten simultaneously

Other companies step into new businesses to which they can
apply established skills. Sara Lee has entered a range of con-
sumer brand businesses from pantyhose to hot dogs. Federal
Signal, which started in signs and signals, is now a leader in
specialty vehicles too, including fire engines and street sweepers.
Charles Schwab stepped from discount brokerage into the
mutual fund agency business, defined contribution pension
funds, financial advisory services and, most recently, direct
selling of insurance.
It is clear that truly great companies – those that are able to
sustain growth – pursue growth along several of these paths,
oƒten simultaneously. Many, such as Disney, use all seven
degrees of  freedom. (See the boxed insert, “Disney’s use of
seven degrees of strategic freedom.”)

Resourcing Processes to Generate Ideas
Recognizing the strategic degrees of freedom available for
growth is important, but not enough. Companies still have to
identify specific opportunities. To do so, they pour resources
and senior management time into generating ideas. In this way
they produce so many that competitors are left exhausted from
the effort of  keeping up. Not all ideas will work, but one could
be the next big opportunity.
Johnson & Johnson, for example, has dozens of vice-presi-
dents of licensing and acquisitions, many with doctorates in law
or science or medicine. Their job is to identify and nurture
opportunities by establishing relationships with

Disney’s Use of Seven Degrees of
Strategic Freedom

Many wonder if, perhaps, Disney is a special case. While it may be, we
see very similar patterns in most of  our sample of  growth companies.
And one need only look back to its dark days in the early 1980s to note
that Disney’s growth has not come as a natural birthright on the strength
of its assets. Disney has driven growth since then by using all seven
strategic degrees of  freedom. Disney, as a world-class marketer, is very
good at maximizing its current customer base. It also
attracts new customers, however, by going after customer franchises
beyond its traditional family orientation. It started Touchstone and
Hollywood Pictures, and purchased Miramax, for instance, in order to tap
the teenage and adult markets. Disney also constantly innovates with
products and services. Its release of  three animated feature films
every two years is the starting point for the introduction of  thousands of
merchandising products, home videos, music cassettes and discs,
attractions and rides at theme parks, live theatrical productions, and even
computer games. Recently, it has also announced new theme parks,
including Animal Kingdom and California Adventures.

Disney has been at the forefront of  most of  the value-delivery
system innovation in its industry. It was quick to adopt new channels
for its entertainment – first television (with the Wonderful World of
Disney), then cable television (with the Disney Channel), and eventually
home video. It opened a new merchandising channel in the form of a chain
of Disney Stores, then changed the way some people take vacations by
building on its theme park business in Orlando to deliver a unique
package: guests are offered day- and nighttime entertainment at the Magic
Kingdom Park, EPCOT, and Disney-MGM Studios, as well as hotel
accommodation, restaurants, and bars. Every part of  a tourist’s stay can
be catered for through a Disney package deal.

Geographically, Disney has grown by distributing its films, videos,
and merchandise worldwide. It expanded its theme park business first
from Anaheim to Florida, then Tokyo, and then France with EuroDisney.
It is now extending its stores globally.

In order to improve its industry structure, Disney has largely
eschewed big acquisitions (ABC excepted) in favor of more subtle
vehicles. It creates cross-promotional relationships with McDonald’s and
Mattel based on Disney characters, for example. The company shapes its
regulatory environment by working with the Florida government to secure
unique property ownership and development arrangements.

Disney has a long tradition of stepping into new arenas when it
sees an attractive opportunity. Its first step was from animated films into
theme parks; more recently, it has moved into live entertainment (including
theater and sports), cruise liners, resorts, and even residential communi-
ties such as Celebration, in Florida, and Val d’Europe, in France.
Perhaps its biggest bet so far is its move to integrate vertically into
television by acquiring ABC.

medical entrepreneurs, venture capitalists and investment banks,
research establishments, and universities. The institutions give
Johnson & Johnson access to new medical technologies that
might be good targets for acquisition. After development, these
technologies become the products Johnson & Johnson
distributes through its global salesforce.
In other environments, the processes are more organic but the
focus on generating opportunities is the same. Opportunities
present themselves to the Hong Kong-based Li Ka Shing
group, which includes Hutchison Whampoa, through the
extraordinary network of contacts Li has cultivated.
He has achieved unequalled presence in China by cultivating
relationships with central and regional governments, state-
owned enterprises, financial institutions, overseas Chinese
entrepreneurs, and western multinationals.
The process has been under way since the late 1970s. Li built the
China Hotel in Guandong in 1980 before China opened up,
then donated HK$850 million the following year to build
Shantou University. He met Deng Xiaoping in 1986 and
maintained contact aƒter the Tiananmen Square protest in 1989.
The same year Li contracted China Aviation to launch the
Asiasat I satellite for StarTV. He also shares business interests
with government enterprises such as CITIC and Cosco. The
resulting contacts have opened opportunities that account for
much of the several billion dollars he has committed to the
mainland.
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Assembling Platforms of Capabilities
Finding even the most fertile growth opportunities does not
mean a company will grow. Great growers know they will profit
from an opportunity only if they are capable of exploiting and
protecting it. Unfortunately, most advice about how to use
capabilities to grow tends to be narrow and may reinforce
managers’ perception that they are hindered by having limited
capabilities.
Perspectives such as “skills-based strategy” and “the core
competence of the corporation” rightly emphasize the impor-
tance of  the skills inherent in an organization’s people and
processes. But neither considers what other capabilities a
company might bring to bear. Great growth companies do.
They recognize, and maximize, whole classes of capability
ignored by traditional perspectives. They start with strong
business-specific competences, but also acknowledge the
importance of growth-enabling skills (in acquisitions and deal
structuring, for example), privileged assets (such as infrastruc-
ture, patents, and brands), and special relationships (Exhibit 4).

Business-specific Competences
Successful growers are good at what they do and have skills that
make them distinctive. Disney, for example, possesses un-
matched competence in character design and animation; since
1928 and the first Mickey Mouse cartoon, Steamboat Willie,
Disney has led its industry. This has been the foundation for
growth in filmed entertainment from which the company has
grown into merchandising, music publishing, and theme parks.

Great growth companies
recognize, and maximize, whole

classes of capability ignored
by traditional perspectives

Great growers do not only use such business specific
competences to make more money from existing assets; they are
also able to see more value in new opportunities for which
those competences are required than others do. Canada’s Barrick
Gold, which has quickly become the world’s most profitable
and third-largest gold producer, has distinctive competence in
its development and operation of gold mines, for example. It
uses the biggest autoclaves in the industry, runs the largest
dewatering system in the world, and has exceptionally low
overheads and a unique approach to exploration and develop-
ment of  reserves near existing mines. These are the basis of  the
company’s growth formula: they mean Barrick is able to take
mines that to others appear marginal and turn them into top
performers.

Growth-enabling Skills
Focusing on core competences gives a limited view of the range
of attributes required for growth. Great growers are also
distinguished by their mastery of more generic “growth-
enabling,” skills including making acquisitions, financing, risk
management and deal structuring, regulatory management, and
capital productivity enhancement.
It has become the popular wisdom that acquisitions, especially
large ones unrelated to a company’s main business, are risky and
often destroy value. Yet almost all the companies in our sample
have used acquisitions as part of their growth strategies. More
than half the growth of US food company ConAgra, for
example, has been driven by acquisition. The company has
made more than 45 significant purchases in the past ten years
alone. One core skill that pervades ConAgra is the ability to find
and secure acquisitions that meet growth/return targets.
Not all companies’ acquisition programs are about buying
established businesses, however. They can also focus on feeding
the “opportunity pipeline,” with purchases aimed at patents
and small businesses developing promising ideas.
Great growers also commonly exhibit skills in financing, risk
management, and deal structuring. While Barrick Gold’s core
competence is in the operation of gold mines, Robert
Wickham, then chief financial officer,

Leading Growth

Kickstarting and sustaining profitable revenue growth is tough. The
harshstatistical reality is that only 10 percent of companies with above-
average growth will sustain it for more than ten years. Executives who
aspire to grow profitably and sustainably are therefore betting against the
odds. A sound growth strategy is important. But it is a long way from a
successful growth program.

Why do so few growth programs succeed? And what can leaders do to
change the odds in their favor? These are the questions we have sought to
answer with research into 40successful growth companies (Exhibit 1,
main text), supplemented by research into 15 failures.

The first reason for failure is that many management teams do not
integrate and balance the aspirational, strategic, and organizational
imperatives of growth. Some executives begin in the wrong place,
developing bold strategies before they have “earned the right to grow” by
ensuring that current operations are profitable and competitive. Others
invest in generating ideas before they have the people, incentives, and
structure to move from concept to reality. Yet others focus on building
ambition and entrepreneurship but neglect to impose the discipline of
choosing between strategic alternatives.

The second reason for failure is that executives find it difficult to
concurrently manage initiatives with different pay-off horizons. It is not an
easy job. Some companies protect and extend their core business well in
the short term, but neglect to invest adequately to secure growth over the
longer term. Not surprisingly, growth begins to stall after three to five
years. Others get so excited by building momentum in the emerging growth
engines that will underpin profitability three to six years out that they pay
insufficient attention to today’s core – and begin to lose the ability to
generate cash and the stakeholder confidence required to sustain the right
to grow.
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Leadership across three dimensions Successful growth leaders
balance and integrate their efforts across three dimensions. They build a
stretching commitment to growth throughout their organization, drive
development of new growth engines, and cultivate the environment of
entrepreneurship in which growth thrives.

All companies manage across these priorities to some extent. But the most
successful are distinguished by the intensity and balance with which they
pursue the nine actions that underpin the aspirational, strategic, and
organizational imperatives (Exhibit A). Disney’s growth, for instance, has
been driven by the skillful operationalization of all nine dimensions of
strong growth programs (Exhibit B).

Commit to Growth

• Earn the right to grow. Growers must earn the right to grow, then
maintain it. They relentlessly pursue operational excellence to underpin
their growth efforts, and divest underperforming or distracting businesses.
They earn investors’ confidence through clear and consistent communica-
tion about growth programs.

• Raise the bar through stretching targets and values. Growers aim high.
Many set profit targets well beyond industry averages. Others articulate
and embrace stretching aspirations based on what they want their company
to become. All balance targets and aspirations with strong corporate
values. These can be critical to prevent an organization shaking apart
under the strains of growth.

• Embrace an expansive mindset. Growth companies do not believe their
business environments limit growth. They reject traditional market
definitions, challenge conventional wisdom, and break constraining
mindsets so that they are less likely to miss opportunities a more orthodox
mindset might obscure. They push their passion for growth throughout the
organization to motivate employees.

Build Growth Engines

• Fill the opportunity pipeline. Growers gush with ideas, and recognize
that they will need more and more to keep up the pace of growth. They
understand there are multiple degrees of strategic freedom, and invest in
the search for opportunities along as many of them as possible.

• Assemble a platform of capabilities. Companies that think about their
capabilities only in terms of business competences are missing much of
their potential competitive advantage. Growers build from a broader
platform of capabilities which includes privileged assets, special
relationships, and growth-enabling skills. And if they are missing the
capabilities they need to exploit an opportunity, they assemble them
through partnerships, acquisitions, or internal development.

• Climb a staircase of initiatives. Growers do not let themselves get stuck
in a morass of strategic planning and medium-term budgeting. While they
are committed to a long-term vision, they focus on near-term steps. They
evolve by linking these small, manageable steps in series. Each builds new
capability and opens new horizons.
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Cultivate Entrepreneurship

• Create a connected set of small communities. People in growth
organizations do not sit in crowds; they run in teams. Growth companies
organize around small accountable communities – such as independent
operating companies – which replicate the speed and flexibility of small
companies and foster a greater sense of ownership and pride in achieve-
ment. At the same time they achieve the reach and resources of a large
corporation by sharing brands, infrastructure, relationships, people, and
best practices.

• Breed business builders. Growth requires entrepreneurs: people who
want to build their own businesses regardless of the challenges. But they
are scarce, and many companies’ greatest growth constraint is not having
enough of them. So growers bring in new blood from outside and put in
place systems to nurture new entrepreneurs and leaders from the inside.

• Design reinforcing systems and incentives. Growth is hard work, so the
pay-off must be clear. Growers reward success handsomely by giving top
performers increased responsibility, variable compensation, and equity
distributions. They also penalize mediocrity.

They ensure that other systems reinforce their aspirations. Planning,
budgeting, capital allocation, and performance yardsticks are designed to
provide support and manage risk.

Leadership across three time horizons

Growth leaders manage concurrently across three time horizons (Exhibit
C). They aim to defend and extend their current core business to pay off
in the short term, work hard today to build momentum in new or emerging
businesses which will underpin medium-term profit growth, and devote
time and resources to explore and secure options for long-term profit growth
(Disney example, Exhibit D).

The number of  years in each horizon will vary among industries. In slowly
evolving, capitalintensive basic materials sectors such as pulp and paper
or chemicals, the tail of the first horizon may be five or ten years out.
Hyperevolutionary software, electronics, or Internet businesses may see
their third horizon as close as five years away.

The challenge is to balance today’s efforts across all three time horizons in
proportions appropriate to industry context. Managing the tensions
inherent in simultaneously attending to all three is easy to advocate, hard
to do. The types of targets, strategies, people, performance metrics, and
incentive systems appropriate to creating medium- or long-term options are
often at odds with those needed to drive short-term performance. Bringing
all this together across three dimensions and three time horizons takes
judgment, courage, and tolerance of ambiguity.

The right balance for any particular company, of course, depends on the
industry and the company’s starting position. Companies whose growth has
stalled must pay particular attention to initiatives to kickstart growth in
the short term. Companies with sound core businesses but few long-term
options may pay more attention to horizons two and three, particularly if
their industries are changing quickly. Neither type, however, can afford to
ignore any of the three.

recognized in 1992 that larger gold companies would need to
know as much about financing as they do about metallurgy.”
Barrick has used gold bonds – which index interest to the gold
price – to finance new mines, offloading some of the risk of
developing a mine. Li Ka Shing makes his capital go further and
shares risk through clever deal structuring. He reduced the initial
funding needs of  StarTV, for instance, by securing upfront
payment from founder advertisers while deferring StarTV’s
payments to program suppliers, both in return for sharing the
potential upside.

Established distribution networks
enable their owners to piggyback

new products into the market
at lower cost than competitors

Finally, exceptional capital productivity skills enable great
growers to make commercial successes of projects that other
companies might reject. Increasing the incremental productivity
of capital investment, not only increases returns on individual
projects but also expands capacity and resources for further
growth. Hindustan Lever’s exceptional success in Indian
consumer goods markets – it is the country’s largest packaged
goods manufacturer – is partly due to its ability to achieve sales
revenues per dollar of fixed assets that are double those of the
Unilever company worldwide.

Privileged Assets
A company’s assets, if  distinctive, can bring competitive
advantage in current businesses, but they can also be important
in future development. Privileged assets include brands,
networks, infrastructure, information, and intellectual property,
and may be as important in exploiting growth opportunities as
people skills and company processes. Disney uses its proprietary
intellectual property as a privileged asset. Its library of characters
such as Mickey Mouse and the Lion King has underpinned
development in home videos, musical recordings, merchandise
retailing, and theme parks. Disney is not unique; many compa-
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nies have similar intellectual property assets in the form of
proprietary technology and patents. To be valuable, however,
intellectual property must be recognized as such and put to use.
But in emphasizing the importance of knowledge-based assets,
it is easy to overlook the contribution physical infrastructure can
make. In the petroleum industry, adding gas fields to existing
trunk pipeline routes is a recognized way of growing at minimal
incremental cost. Some mining companies are similarly able to
turn established infrastructure into a growth asset. By control-
ling the heavy-haul freight railroads and port infrastructure
required for remote mines, they are able to develop other
proximate deposits – that would not on their own justify
construction of new infrastructure – at incremental cost. In
gasoline retailing, oil companies have come to see their outlets
as prime real estate upon which to build convenience stores and
fast-food outlets.
Networks and information can similarly be a basis for growth.
Established distribution networks enable their owners to
piggyback new products into the market at lower cost than
competitors. Hindustan Lever possesses a powerful base in the
form of its distribution network into thousands of Indian
villages. This has garnered the company an advantage that is
particularly hard to emulate; it has better maps showing village
locations and road quality than even the government mapping
service. And information – databases of  customers, or exclusive
knowledge of markets – is increasingly used to gain advantage.
Capital One, for instance, prefers to define itself as an
informationbased marketing company rather than as a credit
card issuer.

Special Relationships
Relationships are one of great growers’ most important - but
least talked about - capabilities, as Li Ka Shing’s unrivalled
position in China demonstrates. They may provide access to
deals and financing, or bring complementary skills needed to
develop an opportunity.
The access that carefully cultivated relationships open up is
important not only in emerging markets. Bombardier, a
Canadian snowmobile maker that has become the world’s
fourth-largest aircraft manufacturer, owes much to the strategic
importance of its relationships. Building on a platform of
operational excellence in other transportation manufacturing
markets, Bombardier’s staircase of  growth in aerospace has
relied on strong strategic partnerships with other aerospace
technology leaders. This network allows Bombardier to share
project risk and concentrate on its own strengths as designer,
assembler, and marketer.

Relationships enable companies
to pool skills for the purpose of

exploiting opportunities one
company could not pursue alone

Relationships also enable companies to pool skills for the
purpose of exploiting opportunities one company could not
pursue alone. Village Roadshow has combined its expertise in
cinema operation with Warner Brothers’ European cinema sites
to accelerate both companies’ growth in Europe. At the same
time, Village’s Australian knowledge and Warner’s theme park

expertise have fuelled growth in Australian theme parks and
resorts.
A web of complementary relationships is at the heart of the
growth formula pursued by SAP, the German soƒtware maker.
The complexity of  SAP’s products requires technical expertise at
every stage of implementation. Rather than provide that itself,
SAP uses partnerships – with the makers of the hardware that
runs its software (IBM, Compaq, Bull, or NEC, for instance),
with the vendors that sell the product and provide technical
support, with the systems consultants that implement the
product (Price Waterhouse, Andersen Consulting, or Ernst &
Young, for example), and with the software developers that
provide complementary business- or industry- specific func-
tions. It is in the interests of  each partner to increase SAP’s
sales: widespread adoption has made SAP R3, its leading
product, the worldwide standard in integrated business
software.

Breaking Constraints by Assembling New
Capabilities
It can appear that companies like these were always more capable
than their competitors. Often that is not the case. Many
managers setting out to grow face a gap between the abilities
they have and those they need to net opportunities. By
assessing their skills like a laundry list, they can only conclude
that they do not have what it takes to bag the prize.
But great growers shift their attention from what they have to
what they need, and go out and get it. Consider Bombardier. It
won its position of the fourthlargest aerospace manufacturer in
the world – dominating the market in smaller regional aircraƒt
– by assembling and then developing the skills it needed in just
ten years. It started in 1986 by acquiring Canadair. In the late
1980s, it launched improved versions of its Challenger business
jet. In 1989, it bought Shorts Brothers. Shorts, the nacelle
manufacturer for the Fokker 100, was a technical leader in
composite materials and had underutilised manufacturing
capacity. In 1992, Bombardier added 51 percent of  de Havilland,
another Canadian aircraft maker that brought with it a state-of-
the-art paint shop and a marketing and salesforce with access to
60 commercial aircraft customers in 22 countries. When the
company launched its first regional jet it was from an already
established market position.

Many managers setting out to
grow face a gap between the
abilities they have and those
they need to net opportunities

Similarly, Samsung assembled the wherewithal to enter the
semiconductor business from scratch. It is a story of capability
building that is daring in terms of size and strategic risk.
Having studied the idea’s potential in 1982, the company
established an R&D centre in California the following year to
collect technology information, recruit engineers, train Korean
staff, and conduct initial product and process development. It
also hired fresh, high-calibre Korean engineers from US high-
tech companies. It licensed design technology from Micron
Technology and process technology from Sharp, and then
acquired the latest equipment, sending more than 70 engineers
to the suppliers for training. Samsung also retained Japanese
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technical consultants and retired engineers to “moonlight” in
technology transfer and troubleshooting. In 1986, the company
also joined an R&D consortium with LG and Hyundai to
conduct new basic research. Between 1987 and 1994, it invested
more than $4 billion in facilities and another $300 million in
product development.
In this way the company gradually closed the gap on competi-
tors. It was four years behind Japanese rivals in entering the
64Kb DRAM market, but it launched its 256Mb DRAM chips
in 1994 at the same time as industry leaders did. While the jury
is still out on whether Samsung will earn exciting returns – it
depends on your view of  the industry’s cyclical character and the
cost of  the company’s capital – there is no debate about the
remarkable speed and effectiveness with which the company
accumulated the skills for a worldclass semiconductor business.
Not all capability assembly is so dramatic. Charles Schwab’s
California pilot program in direct insurance sales, for example,
combines the life insurance products of  Great West Life with its
own telephone sales representatives and customer relationships.
If successful, the business could be extended to all Schwab
customers across North America.
One key to putting together skills is to combine them in
bundles that are tough for competitors to copy, because if
competitors can imitate them, you cannot protect the value of
your businesses. At Disney it is the combination of
competences (animation, financial management, and theme
park operation), privileged assets (cartoon characters, brand
names, and resort properties), and special relationships (with
promotional partners, entertainment talent, and the Florida
government) that distinguish it.

The flexibility to cut short
an unsuccessful series of

steps is an attractive feature
of the staircase approach

A company need not possess strengths in all areas of a business
– just in the areas important to making money. Growers
distinguish between attributes that garner value and those that
are simply necessary to play the game. Enron became a world
leader in international private power generation because it
sawthat profit did not depend on construction and operation
skills, but on deal structuring and risk allocation. So in the early
years itwas unimportant that the companywas not distin-
guished at building and operating power stations, because
instead it was good at coordinating and negotiating fuel supply
contracts, electricity sales contracts, financing packages, govern-
ment guarantees, and construction contracts – skills few utility
competitors possessed.Operating skills, on the other hand,
could be acquired through tender.

Flexible Evolution of a Business
Not all combinations of opportunity and capability lead to
successful longterm staircases. In fact, the flexibility to cut short
an unsuccessful series of steps is an attractive feature of the
staircase approach. Consider Lend Lease, a consistently growing
Australian company. Having started in construction and
property development, by the early 1980s Lend Lease had
developed expertise in fund management through its wholly

owned property trust. In 1982, the company spotted an
opportunity in the approaching deregulation of financial
services. It began with two modest steps: it bought 25 percent
of Australian Bank, the first new trading bank established in
Australia for 50 years, and a minority stake in MLC, a poorly
performing insurance and fund management company. The
investment in Australian Bank, while profitable, proved
fruitless as a step into retail financial services, and Lend Lease
sold its stake in 1988. MLC was a different story. Lend Lease has
built it into the fourth-largest fund manager in Australia
through a staircase of profit improvements and acquisitions.
Such flexibility provides one of the main advantages of the
staircase approach. Over themediumterm, it is possible for
companies to transformtheir range of skills and business
portfolio with limited risk. Indeed, it is a recurring theme
among our sample of companies: they evolve their businesses
over relatively short periods by pursuing options their new
skills have opened up.
Many low-growth companies, in contrast, feel held back by
advice to “stick to their knitting” and remain “focused.” But no
one disputes the evolution of  Disney’s knitting from cartoon
animation into theme parks and television programming
(Exhibit 5), or from theme parks into resorts, even though
such

an evolution might seem to fly in the face of advice to focus.
Moreover, Disney’s evolution shows few periods of  unmanage-
able stretch.
Many other great growers have evolved in a similar way.
Hutchison Whampoa has developed from Hong Kong-based
container terminals to electricity generation, retailing, and
telecommunications in China, Canada, and the UK. Bombar-
dier grew from a specialized manufacturer of snowmobiles into
a world-leading maker of regional business jets and regional
aircraft. Johnson & Johnson has extended into an extraordinary
array of medical technologies. Gillette has added grooming
products, small electrical appliances, and toothbrushes, and now
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batteries, to its core razor business. Federal Signal started in
electrical signage and signals, and is now also a leading maker of
specialized vehicles. Lend Lease, from its origins in construction,
became a fully integrated international property company with a
strong domestic financial services business. Charles Schwab has
extended from discount brokerage into selling a range of
financial products and services. The records of  all of  them
suggest that truisms such as “stick to the knitting” and “focus
on core competences” are prescriptions that require careful
interpretation.

Recapitulation

1. Growth of organizations since independence
2. Causes for Growth
3 Business India study
4. Rising and falling fortunes of business houses
5. Industry-wise analysis
6. Firm size and growth trends
7. Review of lessons learnt so far

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Features of  Technology
2. Impact of  Technology on Society, Economy etc.
3. Status of  Technology

4. Policy towards Technology

Among all the segments of macro-environment, technological
environment exerts considerable influence on business. This
section is devoted to a detailed discussion of the interface
between business and technology.
J.K.Galbraith defines technology ~ a ‘systematic application of
scientific or other organised knowledge to practical tasks’. During the
last 150 years, technology has developed substantially. Science
and technology for the difference between the two terms)
enabled man to conquer distances; control birth rate; save lives;
generate, preserve and distribute energy; discover new materials
and substitutes to existing ones; introduce machines to do the
work of human beings; substitute mental work with comput-
ers; probe deep into the seas and space in search of new
treasures; provide himself with lot of leisure and comfort ad
infinitum.

Science and Technology - The Semantics
It is useful to place the two words-science and technology-in
their proper perspective. It may be noted that the word ‘science’
refers to a systematised body of knowledge and when this
knowledge is put into practice, it becomes technology.
There are similarities and dissimilarities between the two terms.
With regard to similarity, it may be stated that the two are inter-
dependent. Advances in science help develop new technologies
while at the same time, the need for new technologies and
products provide the drive for new scientific discoveries. The
difference between science and technology may be brought out
as follows:

 Features Science Technology 
1. In pursuit of Knowledge Socio-economic gains 
2. People involved Scientists Engineers 
3. Agencies Research Industrial 
 involved institutions and establishments 
  Universities  

4. Funding Mostly Industry 
  Government  

5. Motivation To satisfy To bring out need 
  Curiosity satisfying products 

6. Domain Public Private/secret 
7. Impact Discontinuous Continuous 
8. Time span Uncertain Evolutionary 

As years roll by, new discoveries have been added. 1983 was
particularly  considered by scientists as the year of scientific
success. In this year, scientists put a billion dollar technology
into space; produced the world’s first test-tube triplets and
obtained evidence of another solar system. In the field of
medicine, Japan marketed the much-awaited artificial blood
system. A major breakthrough was achieved in! the field of
genetic engineering to cure dwarfism. The US physicists stripped
off all the electrons from the uranium atom thus exposing the
bare nucleus. It was also the year when the doctors were
confronted with a baffling disease, viz., AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) also named ‘Gray Plague’ that
has taken a heavy toll of human lives.
The year 1998 belonged to nuclear scientists of India-they
shook the world with serial underground nuclear blasts at
Pokhran: resurrected a dead atomic rector in Rajasthan, and
concluded negotiations with Russia on building a 2000-
megawatt power station in Tamil Nadu.
Globally, the year witnessed an array of  events: construction of
an international space station, a lamb delivered by the world’s
first cloned sheep Dolly, the block-buster anti-impotency pill
Viagra, teleportation and the discovery that a strange force is
pushing the Universe apart.
Technology is the most dramatic force shaping the destiny of
people allover the world. Some of the technological inventions
the man feels, are wonders, some others are horrors, and yet
others have mixed blessings. Automobiles and television, for
example, have evoked mixed reactions. Hydrogen bomb, nerve
gas and sub-marine guns have proved to be horrors. Penicillin,
open heart surgery and birth control pills are wonders. I
Whether one is enthralled or appalled by a technological
invention depends on one’s attitude towards it.
Before we describe the impact of technology on business, we
propose to bring out the salient features of  technology. The
first feature of technology is its change and then more change.
Technology forces change on people whether they are prepared
for it or not. In the modern society, it has brought so much
change that it creates what is called future shock, which means
that change comes so fast and furiously that it approaches the
limits of human tolerance and people lose their ability to cope
with it successfully.
More ideas are being worked on, the time gap between idea and
implementation is falling rapidly and the time between
introduction and peak production is shortening considerably
(See Box 6.2). Experts have estimated that 80 to 90 of all the
scientists who ever lived are still alive today. Business leaders
must always watch out for changes and developments taking
place around. New developments must be adopted and new
ideas explored lest the business units would perish at the
earliest.

LESSON 24:

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
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Box 6.2 : Innovation time-from idea to successful product

Photography   112   Years
Telephone 85  Years

Steam engine 56 Years
Telegraphy 42 Years

Radar 18 Years
Transistor 5 Years
Fast logic 2 Years

Another feature of technology is that its effects are widespread,
reaching far beyond the immediate point of technological
impact. Technology ripples through society until every commu-
nity is affected by it. The shock waves push their way into even
the most isolated places. People cannot escape it. Even if they
travel to remote places, as in Far East, technology is still
represented by vapour trials from airplanes flying overhead,
microwave communication signals from satellites moving at the
speed of light and a haze from air pollution often preventing a
view of the afar side.
An additional feature of  technology is that it is self-reinforcing.
As stated by Alvin Toffler, ‘Technology feeds on itself. Technol-
ogy makes more technology possible’. This self-reinforcing
principle implies that technology acts as a multiplier to encour-
age its own faster development. It acts with other parts of
society so that an invention in one place leads to a sequence of
inventions in other places. Thus, invention of the wheel led
rather quickly to a dozen or more applications. These applica-
tions, in turn, have affected 50 other parts of the system and led
to several additional inventions that similarly influenced society
as technology multiplies.
We propose to discuss the impact of  technology under three
heads: (a) technology and social change, (b) economic effects of
technology, and (c) technology and plant level changes.
Impact of  Technology

 

Technology and Society
Perhaps the most striking influence of technology is found on
society. Practically every area of  social life and the life of  every
individual has been, in some sense or the other, changed by the
developments in technology.

Technology Reaches People Through Business
Business is an institution through which man expects new
discoveries to be converted into goods and services. Managers
of business organisations pool the necessary resources and
work on the new discoveries to convert them into useful
products. New discoveries would remain mere ideas in mind,

sketches on paper or mock models in laboratories but for
business institutions.
Printing, housing, education and television are all dependent on
business activities to make them work productively. Society
depends on business to benefit from new discoveries flowing
into useful goods and services for all mankind. Developing
countries have learnt that scientific discoveries ,mean very little
to them unless they have competent business units to produce
for people what science has discovered. Developed countries
have learnt that their progress stops unless they operate a
business system which contributes to discovery and uses
discovery to produce for their people.
That technology reaches people through business is only part
of  the story. The economic prosperity of  a nation (of  which
business is a part) depends on technology. 50% of  economic
growth of  USA, UK, Germany, France, and Japan has come
from technical progress achieved in these countries.

High Expectations of Consumers
Technology has contributed to the emergence of   affluent
societies. Affluent citizens want more of many things than
more of same things. New varieties of products, superior in
quality, free from pollution, more safe and more comfortable,
are to be produced and supplied to the affluent sections. This
calls for substantial investments in R & D. One important
compulsion for investing in technological advances in Japan is
its customer’s high expectations regarding design sophistication,
quality, delivery schedules and prices. Industry owners in Japan
swear by the dictum-the customer is a god who is always right.
High expectations of consumers pose a challenge and an
opportunity to the owners of business institutions.

System Complexity
Technology has resulted in complexity. Modern machines work
better and faster, no doubt. But if  they fail, they need services
of  experts to repair. They fail often because of  their complexity.
A machine or a system is composed of several hundred
components. All parts must work in tandem to accomplish a
desired task. Reliable performance of each part, therefore,
assumes greater significance..
Also there is inter-dependence of systems. Failure of power
supply, for example, will cause dry water taps, closed petrol
bunks, suspended elevators between floors, dark streets, dark
houses , no television and radio broadcasts, closed retail
establishments and so on. A localised problem in a power
house balloons into a regional problem affecting thousands of
people. It is possible that technology might eventually lead to
simplicity and small independent operational units. Such a
possibility still remains a distant dream. Meanwhile, more
complexity in work and product systems is expected. Manage-
ment is, therefore, under pressure to keep the whole system
working all the time.

Social Change
The role of  technology on social change may be observed in
more than one way. First, there is the change in social life which
results from a change in a technological process. Thus, an
invention may destroy the economic basis of a city; displace
thousands of workers; yet the same invention may result in the
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creation of a new city somewhere else and create even more jobs
than it originally destroyed. Technological changes of  this sort
create a constant turmoil in society, with socially   uprooted,
mobile populations drifting about in search of new centres of
employment. Sometimes, this drifting may result in a new
geographical distribution of population; an example is
provided by the constant drift of population centres of
electronic or aerospace industries.
Secondly, besides uprooting population, technology directly
changes the patterns of  their social life, for instance, the family,
the sensitive recorder of all types of change, alters with techno-
logical development. An invention may open new employment
opportunities to women, radically change hours spent at work
and in the family, increase available leisure time, open jobs to
youth. and deny them to middle aged or old workers. Techno-
logical development may basically change the stratificational
system of  a community. Skilled jobs, carrying great prestige,
may be destroyed. Jobs maybe opened to members of
discriminated and low-ranking or racial groups. Technological
advancement tends to smoothen out social differences, if
strategically targeted at the potential workforce. Industrial
technology tends to iron out differences between the two sexes
and between parents and children in a family.
Thirdly, though social differences tend to be ironed out, status
differences are likely to be created by technological advancement
in developing countries. Technology flows to less developed
countries mainly through multinational companies. With vast
resources at their command, multinational corporations
(MNCs) have carved out places and images for themselves
distinct from local companies. Along with the MNCs, people
associated with them directly or indirectly behave like a class
apart by themselves. Such people are better paid than their
counterparts in local companies. With higher incomes, the
standard of living enjoyed by these people is fairly high. They
form exclusive clubs and are culturally more at home with the
industrial West. In fact, the cultural integration of  these neo-rich
people with the industrial West is so complete that they read the
same books, see the same films and TV programmes, have
similar fashions, similar groups or organisations of family and
social life, similar styles of decorating the home, building
furniture and urban designs. Despite linguistic barriers, they
have a far greater capacity for communication among themselves
than is possible between illiterate and managerial persons in the
same country speaking the same language. This international
community, which has similar patterns of  consumption, must
have similar patterns of income as well. In India, the employees
in foreign collaborations are paid much more than they are paid
in other local Indian companies, though they do the same job
in the same field.
Finally, the way we cook, communicate, use media and work are
affected by technology. Even the language we use is changing:
terms that until recently were not even part of our lexicon such
as superconductivity, computer engineering, robotics, un-
manned factories, miracle drugs, space communications, lasers,
fibre optics, satellite networks, e-business, and electronic funds
transfer have become common place. New terms continue to
emerge as new products are introduced or improved-always

with the anticipation that there will be a newer, faster, and better
innovation in the market any day. Social changes are also
reflected in our vocabularies. Words like telecommunicating, house-
husband, surrogate mother and domestic partner all represent changes
in society. It is, therefore, rightly said that the words are the
bugles of social change. When our language changes, behavior
will not be far behind.

Technological Phases and the Social Systems they
Create
Commencing from the later part of the 17th century till the end
of  20th century, five sages of  technological development can be
traced. Each stage leaves a distinct influence on work and on the
social system. In history, nations have tend3d to move sequen-
tially through each phase, beginning with the lowest technology
and moving higher with each step, so that the five stages of
technology roughly represent the progress of civilisation
throughout history. Although one phase of  technology tends
to dominate a nation’s activities at a particular time, other
phases often will be practised at the same time.
Of  particular interest is the knowledge level of  technology. At
this level, technology creates a distinct type of social system, viz.,
knowledge society. In knowledge society, use and transfer of
knowledge and information, rather than manual skill, domi-
nates work and employs the largest portion of labour force.
In the knowledge society, the relationship between the knowl-
edge worker and the organisation will be strange and
amorphous, redefining itself all the time. The knowledge-
worker will have to show why he should be retained, what
benefit he can offer to the organisation, and how he can add
value to whatever the organisation does. He will have to create
new jobs in consultation with his employer. A job will then
become a joint venture. When this happens, the worker can
forget pension plans.

Technology and Economy

Increased Productivity
The most fundamental effect of technology is greater produc-
tivity in terms of  qoth quality and quantity. This is the main
reason why technology at all levels is adopted. In a hospital the
objective may be qualitative, such as maintaining life with
electronic monitoring equipment regardless of costs. In a
factory, the objective may be quantitative in terms of  more
production at less cost.
As a result of productivity improvements, real wages of
employees tend to rise and prices of some products decline
which spreads the beneficial economic effects of technology
throughout the whole social system. The result is that employ-
ees and citizens are motivated to want more technological
advancement, thereby placing on business major responsibilities
to introduce it with due concern for its social and environmental
effects.

Need to Spend on R & D
Research and Development (R&D) assumes considerable
relevance in organisations as technology advances. In this
context, firms are required to consider, decide and take action on
atleast seven issues. First, is the allocation of resources to R &
D. A company must make the required resources available for
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effective R & D. A company’s R & D intensity (its spending on
R & D as a percentage of sales revenue) is a principal means of
gaining market share in global competition6. Besides, consis-
tence in resource allocation to R & D across lines of business
improves corporate performance by enabling the firm to better
develop synergies among product lines and business units.
We spend very less on R & D. As percentage on GNP our
normal spending on R & D is less than one percent.
In contrast, UK spends more than 2%, Japan 1.96% and US,
2.3%. In terms of absolute figures, these sums work out to be
staggering because GNPs of  these countries themselves run
into astronomical figures.
Even the industry, for which technology is directly useful,
spends too less on R & D. Take the case of  R & D spending by
1250 units. During 1993-94, all these units spent Rs.1300 crores,
during 1994-95 Rs.1450 crore and Rs1575 crore during 1995-96.
As a percentage on turnover, R&D spending works out to be
less than one per cent.
Secondly, technology transfer, the process of taking new
technology from the laboratory to the market place is equally
important. This transfer takes larger time as organisations grow
in size. The US based chemical giant Du Pont has long been
known for its excellence in basic corporate research. In the early
1990s, for example, it led US chemical companies in patents
applied for and granted. The company spent more than $13
billion on chemical and related research during the 1980s but the
management admitted that the company failed to develop
much in the way of major innovations.
Thirdly, time factor is important in R & D. The time between
innovation and commercialisation is getting considerably
reduced.
Companies can no longer assume that competitors will allow
them the time needed to recoup their investment. Time to
market, therefore, is an important consideration because 60%
of successful potential innovations are imitated within four
years at 65% of the cost of innovation. In the 1980s, Japanese
auto manufacturers gained incredible competitive advantage
over US manufacturers by reducing new products’ time to
market to only three years. US auto companies needed five years.
Fourthly, as new technology comes in, the old technology needs
to be abandoned. The process of old replaced by new is called
technological discontinuity. Such discontinuity occurs when a new
technology cannot be used simply to enhance the current
technology but actually substitutes for that technology to yield
better performance. The R & D manager must determine when
to abandon present technology and then to develop or adapt
new technology.
Fifthly, the firm must also decide on its own R & D or to
outsource technology. The make or buy decision can be
important to a company’s R & D. Although in-house R & D
has been traditionally an important source of technical knowl-
edge for companies, firms can also tap the R & D capabilities of
competitors, suppliers and other organisations through
contractual agreements such as licensing, R & D agreements and
joint ventures. When product life cycles were longer, a company
was more likely to choose its own R & D, not only because it

gave the firm a longer lead time before competitors imitated it,
but also because it was more profitable in the long run. In
today’s world of  shorter life cycles and global competition, a
company may no longer have the luxury of waiting to reap a
long-term profit. As a rule, it may be stated that a company
should buy technologies that are commonly available but make
(and protect) those that are rare, valuable, hard to imitate, and
have no close substitutes. In addition, outsourcing technology
may be appropriate when: .
• The technology is of little significance to competitive

advantages;
• The supplier has proprietary technology;
• The supplier’s technology is better and/or cheaper and

reasonably easy to integrate into the current system;
• The technology development process requires special

expertise and
• The technology development process requires new people

and new resources.
The sixth issue relates to the decision on product innovation or
process innovation. In the early stages, product innovations are
most important because the product’s physical attributes and
capabilities affect financial performance considerably. Later,
process innovations such as improved manufacturing facilities,
increasing product quality and faster distribution become
important in maintaining the product’s economic returns.
German and Japanese firms have been most successful in
process innovations.
Finally, in the days to come, organisations will be required to
spend vast sums of money on Research and Development in
the area ofbio-technology. Japanese are ahead of  other countries
in this emerging area. In  simple  terms, bio-technology has
been understood as the application of scientific and engineering
principles to the processing of materials by biological agents to
provide goods and services.
Though the amount required is enormous, bio-technology
offers a wide range of  opportunities to the industry.  It is upto
the organisations to seize the opportunities and exploit them
to their advantage.
Industrial Opportunities in Bio- Technology
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Jobs Tend to Become More Intellectual
With the advent of  technology, jobs tend to become more
intellectual or upgraded. A job hitherto handled by an illiterate
and unskilled worker now requires the services of  an educated
and competent worker. A clerical post in an office now demands
the services of  an expert in computers. Fig.6.4 demonstrates the
change in the type of labour now required to work on ma-
chines. 

Decades ago, the typical factory had a range of  skills resembling
curve A. This curve was shaped like the normal curve of
intelligence among people. Being matched to people, it
suggested that an adequate supply of  labour would be available
at all levels of business in the long-run. In modern business,
the curve has moved towards the right, higher in skill, as shown
in curve B. And in many organisations, the skill distribution has
become bi-model, as shown by the second top on the curve.
Many scientific and professional people are required in research,
development, planning and other specialised work, creating the
secondary bulge towards the skills’ end of the scale.
Curve C represents the skill distribution which is developing in
firms oriented towards research and development. Though
these firms manufacture products for sale, much of their effort
is devoted to development and building prototypes. In some
of these, the number of engineers, scientists, college graduates
and specialists exceeds the total number of other employees.
Introduction of new technology dislocates some workers
unless they are well-equipped to work on new machines. This
makes it obligatory on the part of business houses to retrain its
employees and to rehabilitate those displaced and untrainable.
Equal is the responsibility of the government to provide
training and educational facilities to its citizens. Government
and businessmen should boldly demonstrate and convince the
people that economic growth is more an insurance against
unemployment than opposition to technological advancement.
But for those who pick up and acquaint themselves with the
new technology, the job will be rewarding. The new job will be
more challenging and rewarding. Working class, in general,
stands to gain through increased productivity, reduced prices
and increased real wages-all byproducts of technological
advancement.
Along with upgrading jobs, technology has its impact on
human relations. Technology lays down the requirements for
much of  the human interaction in organisations. The arrange-
ment of a production set-up determines who will be near
whom. The work flow determines who needs to talk to whom.
And since interaction and activity affect sentiments, technology

indirectly determines what individuals in large groups will feel
and think about one another and about their work situation.

Problem of Technostructure
Not only jobs become more intellectual, even the incumbents
tend to become highly professional and knowledgeable. An
organisation which has adopted the latest technology is flush
with scientists, engineers, college graduates and highly skilled
workers on its payroll. Though such an organisation can boast
of a progressive and modern outlook of its personnel comple-
ment, the problems such an enterprise has to face on this
account are serious, to say the least. Motivation of such
employees, for instance, is a difficult task. Such mundane
incentives as attractive remuneration,job security and just
treatment, hardly inspire the enlightened employees to work
more. They are instead motivated by opportunities which offer
challenges or growth and achievement. Secondly, retaining such
employees for long is a difficult job. “Being cosmopolitan in
their outlook, these professional employees are known for
organisational rootlessness and job-hopping. Flighting and not
sticking to one company is their culture. The company has to
make several exceptions to discourage rootlessness of its
professionalised employees. Regular attendance and punctuality
have to be relaxed; dual promotion ladders have to be estab-
lished so that distinguished technical people can rise in rank;
profit-sharing to be provided to give creative persons a financial
stake in the ideas they create; attendance at professional get-
togethers has to be sponsored; writing professional articles has
to be encouraged; and special assignments and part-time
teaching may be allowed. Thirdly, scientific and professional
workers constitute, what Galbraith calls, the technostructure of a
modern organisation. The technostructure tries to control the
organisation through influencing management’s decision-
making. While there may be nothing wrong in making decisions
prompted by the technostructure, the problem lies in the social
effect that is involved. People constituting technostructure are
experts, no doubt. But they are more action-oriented and are yet
to learn social problems of business decisions. Management is,
therefore, in a tight position to balance the ruffied feelings of
technocrats and the social consequences of business decisions.
The presence of technicians is not confined to the precincts of
an industrial establishment, the influence goes beyond and
covers the entire gamut of  the society. The social values change
to productivity, rationality and efficiency when the society gets
dominated by technicians. Social institutions may be recon-
structed or even eliminated. Family, for instance, might prove an
anachronism as family loyalties might well interfere with
rationality and job efficiency. Procreative functions might be
according to the laws of eugenics, breaking the age-old barriers
of  inbreeding. Education could be made a purely pragmatic
institution, devoted to scientific and technical disciplines. Most
significant is the fact that scientists and technicians are and will
continue to be the keymen in our civilisation.

Need for Bioprofessional and Multiprofessional
Managers
Technocrats, who assume reins of  administration, need to be
qualified in managemen t education in addition to the profi-
ciency they have acquired in the chosen fields of specialisation.
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Today’s business needs bioprofessional and multiprofessional
managers. To fill up a factory manager’s post, for instance, the
desired qualification stipulated is a degree in engineering and
MBA from a recognised institution. The need for managers well
versed in different fields of knowledge is greatly felt now than
ever before. Technological advancement has made the business
more complex and its management more demanding.
Business and government must, therefore, spend more and
more on spreading knowledge on know-how (technology) and
do-how (management). Such a task is expensive but
technology’s greater productivity eases the burden of  costly
education and the training it requires.

Increased Regulation and Stiff Opposition
A by-product oftechnological advancement is the ever-increasing
regulation imposed on business by the government of the land
and stiff opposition from the public. The Government has the
powers to investigate and ban products that are directly harmful
or hurt the sentiments of  a section of  society. Import of
animal tallow has been banned by the Government of India
because the alleged mixture of tallow with vanaspati oil hurt the
feelings of  Hindus. Continuous struggle 
launched by the FMRAI (Federation of  Medical Representatives
of India) produced gainful results like banning the sale of
harmful drugs and banning of sales promotion and advertise-
ment of infant formula through the mass media.
Technological advancement is inviting opposition from those
who fear that new innovations are a threat to ecology, privacy,
simplicity and even the human race. These people oppose the
construction of high-rise buildings, location of industrial
plants that eject harmful effluents, and setting up of hydroelec-
tric plants. As the production process becomes more complex
and products assume greater sophistication, public have to be
assured of  their (products) safety, their minimal propensity to
cause pollution and their least threat to happiness and well-
being of the human race.
The public must be enlightened that technology is not always
uni-directional in its effects. It can be corrective as well as
curative. Technology has created antibiotics which give rise to
side effects. The same technology has also shown remedial
measures for the side effects. Again, technology causes pollu-
tion, but it can also be used to check pollution caused by it and
by human beings. Technology does contribute to urban blight,
but it can also be used to beautify the city and make it more
comfortable and enjoyable for the people to live in.

Insatiable Demand for Capital
Today’s technology necessitates massive investment of  money
on acquiring or discovering of new ideas and their adoption;
educating, training and maintaining of the managers and the
managed and on several other related areas. In fact, today’s
technology is characterised by its insatiable demand for capital.
Business organisations should not only raise huge funds,
exploiting all ways and means, but the mobilised funds must
be judiciously employed for gainful purposes. This calls for
honest and efficient financial management. Qualified and
competent people must be appointed to assume responsibility

for financial management and should be given due place in the
hierarchy of an organisation.

Rise and Decline of Products and Organisations
Change of  technology, therefore, is a norm and not an excep-
tion. This poses another problem to business. A new
technology may spawn a major industry but it may also destroy
an existing one. Transitors, for example, hurt the vacuum-tube
industry and xerography hurt the carbon-paper business.
Television affected the business of  radio broadcasting compa-
nies and movies and synthetic fibres reduced the demand for
cotton fabrics. It is for this reason that Schumpeter saw
technology as a force for ‘creative destruction.’ And it is precisely
for the same reason that the saying, ‘Today’s growth product is
tomorrow’s earthen pot’, becomes relevant. Products, like mortals,
have life-cycles. A typical product, today, is subject to a cycle:
introduction, growth, maturity, decline and abandonment.
An organisation that is associated with a particular technology is
influenced by it and will have the same life pattern as ofthe
technology. Such an organisation will go in sequence through
the introductory, growth, maturity and decline phases. . The life
of such an organisation may be composed of the following
stages: CD birth, (ii) growth, (iii) policy, (iv) procedure, (v)
theory, (vi)religion, (vii) ritual, and (viii) last rites. In this eight-
step sequence, an organisation is born and then has its growth.
Policies are developed to guide decisions, and these are carried
out through procedures. These procedures are refined and made
more efficient with theories about efficiency. In time, the
organisation may develop characteristics of a religion, it may
worship the way it does things. Performance is by ritual; things
are done by habit without questioning. The death and last rites
of  the organisation will ordinarily follow.

Business Boundaries Redefined
Technological change is a potent force in the reconfiguring of
industry boundaries, it may broaden or narrow generally
accepted industry boundaries. For example, advances in
information technologies have rendered old conceptions of the
financial services industry obsolete: insurance firms, banks and
brokerage houses can now all be interconnected to provide new
financial services, thus ,blurring long-held distinctions among
the services offered by these industries.
As a consequence of its impact on whole industries, technologi-
cal change can have a significant impact on the prevailing
business definition of individual companies. Companies may
find themselves in a different business due to technological
changes that they or others have effected. For example, Xerox
(in the US) landed itself in such position in its copier business,
thanks to the success of Japanese firms in miniaturising
products. ‘Because Japanese firms introduced smaller-sized
copiers, Xerox found itself selling to different customers with
different needs through different distribution channels and
competing for different bases (price was much more impor-
tant).
Technological change is one of  the important factors giving rise
to product substitution and product differentiation. For
example, plastics have replaced many uses of steel, and micro-
wave ovens are now frequently substituted for conventional
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ovens. Similarly in videotape recorders, companies have sought
to differentiate their products through the introduction of
technologically based features; longer recording time, longer
recording time setting, sharper picture reproduction, clearer
sound and so on.
The above examples suggest that technological change is a
dominant force in shaping competitive dynamics in many
industries. It influences industry boundaries and structure,
product substitution and differentiatio and the price and quality
relationships between products.
Technological change in the form of  process (as opposed to
product) and materials innovations may contribute to many of
the impacts noted above. Fur example, process innovations
such as automation, robotics and CAD/CAM have bestowed
cost and quality advantages on many companies. Japanese
automobile manufacturers have gained a significant competitive
edge on their rivals elsewhere through the adroit use of this
form of technological change.
Finally, for multi-product companies (preceding discussion
applies to single-business units), technological change may have
multiple impacts. For example, technological change can create
new synergies across businesses or obsolete existing ones.
Advances in telecommunications and computer technologies
have made new synergies possible across business dealing with
computers, television sets and communications.

Plant Level Implications

Technology and Organisation Structure
Technology has considerable influence on organisation struc-
ture, length of the line of command, and span of control of
the chief executive. Where companies use technology which is
fast changing, matrix structures are more common. Some
companies use a matrix even though the rate of technological
change is not fast. Besides technology, other factors which have
their influence on organisation structure are history and
background of a company and the personalities of the people
who founded the firm and managed it subsequently but the
impact of technology is considerable.
The length of line of command is determined by whether
production process is mass-process based (routine) or
customised (non-routine). Line of command tends to be
lengthy where the production is routine and process based.
Decision-making is highly centralised. It tends to be short if the
production activities are customised. The use of specialists will
be more and hence decision-making gets delegated.
Technological factors seem to explain the wide variations in the
span of control of chief executives, the people responsible to
the policy-forming body for the conduct of  their firm’s
business. In mass production technologies, the number of
people whom an executive controls tends to be larger than
when the production is unit based.
Technology has its impact on other areas of  an organisation.
Any technological advancement will result in (a) the expanded
availability of  a range of  products and services; (b) substitution
of capital for labour, leading to higher productivity and lower
costs; (c) increases in sales or power for the innovating
organisation relative to its competitors; (d) initiation of changes

in behaviour among customers, suppliers, employees, or society
and (e) side effects on the quality of physical environment.

Fear of Risk
There is always the fear of  risk. Take the case of  DuPont’s
Corfam, an intended substitute for the forecasted shortage of
shoe leather. After an investment of $300 million, the company
abandoned the project in 1971 because of quality and cost
problems. Even a research-oriented company like DuPont,
which was responsible for adding totally new dimensions to the
textile industry with its introduction of synthetic fibres
begining in 1939, was unable to manage technology without
great risks and some subsequent failures.

Resistance to Change
The manager of a given business unit shall face resistance to
change. New technology poses new problems which may not be
to the liking of the organisational men. The resistance to change
is purely psychological.
A typical businessman himself  is opposed to new technology.
He does not encourage new technology. Reasons are not purely
psychological. Adopting new tecnology is expensive and risky.
When he is making enough money with obsolete technology
why must he worry about new tecnology? Take the case of  Telco
for example. Telco’s trucks are still antiquated models only
found in developing countries. But the turnover of  Telco was
Rs.1,969 crores during 1989-90. Another example is Bajaj Auto,
Ltd. The company claims to be number two in the world in the
manufacture of two wheelers. But during the last two decades
the company could not. develop a self-starting scooter. Or take
the case of  Indian Telephone Industries (lTI) which was till
recently manufacturing strowger crossed switching equipment
that became outdated 10 years ago with the development of
electronic switching system.
Specifically, resistance to change stems from the following
reasons:
1. Psychological and social commitments to existing products,

processes and organisation,
2. Sizable capital investments in long-life single-use-facilities,
3. Low profits and reduced rate of growth,
4. Small size or fragmented activities,
5. Complacent top management,
6. Industry norms and associations or cartels which perpetuate

industry-bound thinking,
7. Lack of successful entrepenurial models to emulate, and
8. Powerful labour resistance to changes in methods.

Total Quality Management(TQM)
Total Quality Management refers to deep commitment of  an
organisation to quality. Quality of  product and service is an
obsession and every step in the company’s processes is sub-
jected to intense and regular scrutiny for ways to improve it.
Almost every issue is subject to exploration, and the process is a
continuing one of long duration. Employers are provided with
extensive training in problem solving, group decision making
and statistical methods.
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TQM replaces traditional beliefs about quality with a new set of
principles. Traditional beliefs which are discarded include
• High quality costs more.
• Quality can be improved by inspection.
• Defects cannot be eliminated completely.
• Quality is the job of the quality control personnel.
The new principles of TQM are

• Meet the customer’s requirement on time, the first time,
and 100% of the time.

• Strive to do error-free work.
• Manage by prevention, not by correction.
• Measure the cost of  quality.
TQM has been introduced by almost all organisations. It has
several implications for employees and organisations. Managers
are required continuously to search for improved policies and
activities. Employees can no longer rest on their past achieve-
ments. They too are required to search for newer and better
ways of doing things. Some of them may experience stress
from a work climate that no longer accepts complacency with the
status quo. Employees will be more and more involved in
process improvement. Management will look at them as a
source of improvement of ideas.

Business Process Reengineering(BPRE)
Business Process Reengineering essentially involves considering
how things would be done if the organisation were to start all
over from scratch. Michael Hammer is the father of the process
reengineering.
TQM and BPRE have identical objectives-search for excellence in
serving the customers. But they differ in the means they adopt
to reach the goal. TQM seeks to improve essentially what is
good but BPRE seeks to reject what is irrelevant and starting
afresh. Another feature which separates the two is- TQM is
essentially a bottom-up approach, whereas BPRE is driven by
top management.
BPRE is being considered essential in the modern competitive
world. An organisation can survive the competition if  it can cut
down its costs, eliminate waste and improve its product quality.
Reengineering helps the organisation achieve all these.
BPRE has certain implications for employees. Many of them
may lose jobs because of reengineering efforts. Middle manag-
ers and clerical staff will be most vulnerable in this respect.
Others who retain their jobs find that they are not the same any
longer. The new jobs will require a wider range of skills, include
more interaction with customers and suppliers, offer greater
challenge, contain increased responsibilities and provide higher
pay.

Peter Drucker, the management guru, tion. Elsewhere, technology is
embodied has emphasised that success depends on in ideas; in Indian
industry, it is embodmaking obsolete one’s own profitable tech- ied in
machinery. Hence, as technology nologies; and as quickly as possible. His
depreciates, Indian industrialists look logic is simple: however great your
tech- for new machinery, not for better ideas.

Also, ideas need innovative researchers; minding machines needs good
mechanics. So, the Indian entrepreneur has little concern for technology
depreciation, nor for high fliers in R&D.

In Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, there is a telling episode of  how
Beta type infants are conditioned; they are indoctrinated with the idea that
they are happy and they are not alphas who have to struggle to remain
ahead all the time. Indian industry is a self  conditioned Beta type; happy
and proud to be second rate, to borrow ideas from others; to make do with
discarded technology.

This mental make-up gets deeply disturbed when anyone steps out of the
line and tries to do something better, like for instance, what Sam Pitroda
attempted to do. Every other country is greatly worried about external
threats to technology;

we need have no such fears. We know who the enemy is; it
is us.;

In his latest book, Drucker warns that the era of comparative advantage
which made competition important-is over; what we are facing is
adversarial trade where the aim is the subjugation of others. Incidentally,
the weapon for such subjugation is technology:

Isacc Asimov has a beautiful short story about how a brilliant and
ambitious youngster is prevented from migrating to other far more
glamorous worlds. In the denouement, he realises he can never leave this
world because he has an Al brain; the kind of brain which alone can
produce better and better innovations. Emigration, he learns, is
permissible only for inferior mortals.

Does any entrepreneur (or decision maker) in this country understand
what Asimov was driving at?

(Source: The Economic Times, Feb. 6, 1993)

Flexible Manufacturing System(FMS)
Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is another by-product of
technology. Under FMS, machines are designed to produce
batches of different products. Gone are the days of one
machine producing multiple units of one component. It can
now make dozens or even hundreds of different parts in any
order management desires.
The unique characteristic of FMS is that by integrating computer
aided design, engineering and manufacturing, they can produce
low-volume products for customers at a cost comparable to
what had been previously possible through mass production.
In effect, FMS is rewriting the laws of economies of scale.
Management no longer has to produce on a massive scale to
achieve low unit-cost of production. With flexible manufactur-
ing, when management wants to produce a new part, it does
not change machines- it needs to change the computer pro-
gramming.
Under FMS, workers need more training and higher skills.
Besides, employees in flexible’ plants are typically organised into
teams and given considerable decision making discretion.
Organisational structure needs to be so designed so as to
facilitate decentralisation of authority into the hands of
operating teams.

Technology is a high-risk, costly and uncertain activity. The
world has entered an age in which many of the easy inventions
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and discoveries have already been produced. To achieve break-
throughs
which have social significance and profit potentials for the
originator, increasingly larger investments in research must be
made. Quantum leaps forward in technological benefits require
greater managerial and financial commitments. But while costs
of discovery are increasing at an accelerating rate, the incremental
pay-off results seem to be growing at a decreasing rate over the
short-run.
To obtain cost-discovery effectiveness and justify research and
development expenditures, firms need potentially high pay-
offs. Pharmaceutical drug companies have been criticized for
prices excessively higher than the cost of production and
materials. But the uninformed public fails to consider the high
research investment that preceded production of an effective
and successful drug and all the dead ends and unsuccessful
formulations that must be recovered from the successful .ones.
There is the added risk that a new product will quickly be
duplicated or closely imitated, thereby reducing the market and
profit potential for the original innovator. As the technology of
any industry becomes easier to duplicate, the motivation for
further innovation declines. Undifferentiated competitive
advantage, whether in drugs, petro-chemicals, electronics, or
building materials, ultimately leads to a slowdown in the rate of
product improvements generated within the industry. In
seeking more profitable potentials for future growth, manage-
ment either turns more to manufacturing or distribution
process improvements.
For a management which wants to import technology, there are
problems. Basic infrastructural facilities like training of techni-
cians and supervisors, testing facilities for raw materials,
replacement parts, and the like are not easily available. A
prestigious tool room located in Bangalore has a CNC mahine
lying idle for the past two years. Reason-non-availability of a
critical part which is worn out and a replacement is not available
locally.
Import of technology is also not easy because development
countries are not willing to lend it. In fact, these countries view
India as a potential rival. The technology, the developed
countries are willing to lend, is limited in scope and is mainly
aimed at exploiting our dynamic competitive advantages in
order to feed the markets they are interested in. They will not
pass on their key technology, such as design know-how for
manufacturing equipment, which could help uS in challenging
them in their own game.
If the  East Asian Tigers, with hardly any natural resources, can
be such wonders and prove a threat to Western MNCs, India
with its rich resources-both natural and human-can become a
greater threat to developed countries.
Assuming there are companies willing to transfer technology,
there is the problem relating to choosing a right collaborator
and obtaining clearance from the government. Despite the
existence of  several research establishments in our country,
interaction between them and the industry is not encouraging.
The management is forced to look for a collaborator for new
technology. Getting a right collaborator is not an easy task.

Similarly, any tall talk about streamlining and simplifying the
licensing procedure notwithstanding, it takes minimum one
year for an enterpreneur to obtain final clearance from the
government.
Ability to absorb western technology is low in our firms.
‘Bullet’, India’s once prized 350cc motorcycle manufactured by
Enfield India, for example, could not for a long time, change
the side of the foot brake-lever from left to right, thus putting
the driver to considerable physical risk. The company could not
adapt the design (supplied by an European company) for
relatively minor changes to left-hand driving system. Bajaj
Scooters, .claiming to be the second largest scooter manufacturer
in the world, took more than six months, after the promulga-
tion of law to introduce direction blinkers on its scooters, and
that too as crude protuberances. This was when the amend-
ments in the Motor Vehicles Act were in offing for more than a
year and all other leading scooter manufacturers in the world
had already integrated blinking indicators in their models.
There are also constraints on the technological growth. Three
constraints are significant:
pollution, industrial resource base and social institutions.
Three Factors Impeding Technological Growth

(Source: William C.FredQrick, et aI, Business
and Society P.449)

Pollution
Pollution is an unavoidable consequence of industrial produc-
tion. Smoke, smell, noise, effluents and dust are generated by
industrial establishments.
The biosphere-the land, air, water and natural conditions on
which all life on earth dependscan absorb and break down many
of these industrial pollutions without harm to people, animals
or plants. But the biosphere is not all infinite sponge, and the
build-up of harmful chemicals in the ecosystem poses a threat
to life and the planet itself. The earth’s absorptive capacity is
especially limited when a single society concentrates its industrial
technology and industrial products too densely in a single
region. A critical issue today is society’s capability to raise the
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standard of living everywhere as less-developed countries
industrialise without causing irreparable damage to the earth’s
biosphere. Part of the answer to this potential obstacle to
further technological development is to invent and use new and
less polluting forms of  technology and energy.

The Industrial Resource Base
Industrial resource base comprises minerals, different forms of
energy, water supplies, skilled labour force, and human knowl-
edge. There is limit to the availability of these and this
limitation checks the advancement of  technology.
But technology itself offers an answer to shortage of all
resources. It has potential to discover new materials, substitutes
for existing ones and/new uses for existing materials. It also
has potential to develop human knowledge and discover newer
and newer forms of  energy.Technology need not be perceived as
a threat to the resource base of  society.

Social Institutions
A third factor limiting technology is social values and institu-
tions that may be inconsistent with the full productive potential
that is present in technology. An example is seen in Western
Australia, where aborigines prevented two international mining
companies from drilling for oil at a spot considered sacred by
the tribal group. According to their tribal legends, the spirit of  a
giant scared serpents sleeping under the ground where the oil
was discovered. Australian labour unions supported the
aboriginal demands to halt drilling by boycotting the site and
threatening to blacklist all other mining operations of the two
companies. Anthropologists estimated that Western Australia
may have as many as 200,000 sacred sites like this one, thereby
posing a considerable problem for mining and drilling opera-
tions there.
Many societies, perhaps most of those that adopt modern
technology, encounter similar less dramatic problems in arriving
at a decision between their traditional social institutions and the
new trends of technological development.

Status of Technology
India, like any other third world country, attained political
independence after prolonged colonial rule and exploitation.The
country entered the modern world in a state of economic
backwardness and poverty of a large section of its people. It is
obvious that technology must attend to the basic problems of
food, clothing, health and housing of people. At the same
time, rapid industrial development through latest technology is
necessary to catch up with the advanced countries.
With these objectives in mind, Government of India set-up
Research and Development establishments, space research
centres, medical research centres, agricultural research establish-
ments, oil exploration centres, power development projects and
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. Besides,
several universities and institutes have been set up to provide
higher education in science, technology and management. As of
today, there are 4700 intermediate/junior colleges, 144 universi-
ties, and 44 deemed universities in the country. Also there are
more than 500 science and technological institutions, and 1220
in-house research and development laboratories. There is also
the Department of  Science and Technology, an administrative

wing of the government, to coordinate the activities of all
research and technical activities in the country.
With all these, our country ranks eighth among Asian Countries
in. the technology front,
The Government also came out with a policy on technology
spelling out its aims and the thrust areas. The salient features of
technological policy are mentioned below:

Technology Policy

Preamble

Frontiers of knowledge are being extended at an incredible
speed, opening up wholly new areas and introducing new
concepts. Technological advances are influencing lifestyles as well
as social expectations.
India is known for its diversity. Technology must suit local
needs and to make an impact on the lives of ordinary citizens, it
must give constant thought to even small improvements which
could make better and more cost effective uses of existing
materials and the methods of work.

Aims

The basic objectives of  the Technology Policy will be the
development of indigenous technology and efficient absorp-
tion and adaptation of imported technology appropriate to
national priorities and resources. Its aims are to:
a. attain technological competence and self-reliance, to reduce

vulnerability, particularly in strategic and critical areas, making
the maximum use of indigenous resources;

   Box 6.5   
   The Asian Technology Leaders  
 RankNational Socio-economic Technological Productive 
  orientation' infrastructure infrastructure capacity" 
 1 Singapore Taiwan Japan Japan 
 2 Japan Singapore South Korea Singapore 
 3 South Korea Japan Singapore Malaysia 
 4 Malaysia and South Korea China South Korea 
  Taiwan    
 5 Hongkong Hongkong Taiwan Taiwan 
 6 Indonesia Malaysia Malaysia Hongkong 
 7 China Indonesia India India 
 8 India China Indonesia China and 
 .   Indonesia 

. Evidence that a nation is taking direct action to become 
competitive.  

.. Physical and human resources devoted to manufacturing products and the 
efficiency with which 
 these are used.    
Note:ln socio-economic infrastructure, India's position is No.9  
  (Source: Business World, 16-31 March, 1997)  

b. provide the maximum gainful and satisfYing employment
to all strata of society;

c. use traditional skills and capabilities making them
commercially competitive;

d. ensure the correct mix between mass production
technologies and production by the masses;
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e. ensure maximum developments with minimum capital
outlay;

f. identify obsolescence of technology and arrange for
modernisation of both equipment and technology;

g. develop technologies which are internationally competitive,
particularly those with export potential;

h. improve products speedily through great efficiency and
fuller utilisation of existing capabilities, and enhance the
quality and reliability of performance and output;

i. reduce demands on energy, particularly energy from non-
renewable sources;

j. ensure harmony with environment, preserve the ecological
balance and improve the equality
of the habitat and

k. recycle waste materials and make full utilisation of by-
products.

Strengthening the Technology Base

Research and development together with science and technology
education and training of a high order, will be accorded pride of
place. Special attention will be given to the promotion md
strengthening of the technology base in newly emerging and
frontier areas such as information and material sciences,
electronics and bio-technology. Education and training to
upgrade skills are also of utmost importance. Basic research and
the building of centres of excellence will be encouraged.
Skills and skilled workers will be accorded recognitition. The
quality and efficiency of the technology generation and delivery
system will be continuously monitored and upgraded. Tech-
nologies relevant to the cottage, village and small industries
sector will be upgraded. In all sectors, the potential impact on
employment will be an important criterion in the choice of
technology. This will prove beneficial in the long run.
Energy constitutes an expensive and sometimes scarce input.
Therefore, the energy requirements both of a direct nature for
each product and each production activity and the associated
technology employed will be analysed. Measures will be devised
to avoid wastage to the non optimal use of  energy. Necessary
fiscal measures will be introduced to ensure these. Research and
Development in the energy sector will aim at improving the
efficiency of its production, distribution and utilisation as well
as improvement of efficiency in process and equipment.
Technology already employed will be evaluated on a continuing
basis to realise maximum benefits in terms of increased
production and lower costs, especially in the public enterprises.
Some Specific Areas: In technology development, special
emphasis will be focused on food, health, housing, energy and
industry. In particular, stress will be laid on:
• agriculture including dry-land farming;
• optimum use of water resources, increased production of

pulses and oilseeds;
• provisions of drinking water in rural areas, improvement in

nutrition, rapid reduction in the   incidence of blindness,
eradication of major communicable diseases (such as
leprosy and tuberculosis);

• low cost housing;
• development and use of renewable non-conventional

sources of energy; and
• industrial development.

Technology Development

Fullest support will be given to the development of indigenous
technology to achieve technological self-reliance and reduce the
dependence on foreign inputs, particularly in critical and
vulnerable areas and high value-added items in which the
domestic base is strong. Strengthening and diversifying the
domestic technology base are necessary to reduce imports and to
expand exports for which international competitiveness must
be ensured.
In view of the cost of technology development and the time
necessary for successful marketing of a new or improved
product, indigenously developed items are invariably at a
disadvantage compared with imported products or those based
on imported technologies and brand names. Suitable fiscal
mechanisms will be established to facilitate investments on
pilot plants, process demonstration units and prototype
development in order to enable rapid commercial exploitation
of technologies developed in laboratories. Linkages between
scientific and technological institutions and development banks
will be strengthened. Gaps in technology will be identified and
suitable corrective measures taken with adequate allocation of
resources. Fiscal incentives will be provided in particular to
promote inventions; increase the use of indigenously devel-
oped technology; enhance in house research and development
in industry and efforts directed to absorb and adopt imported
technology.
Capabilities in design engineering are essential for the transla-
tion of know-how to commercial production. Existing design
engineering capabilities will be strengthened and upgraded, and
interaction encouraged between design engineering
organisations, academic and research institutions and the
industry.
Wherever capability exists, utilisation of consultancy by Indian
engineering organisations will be promoted. Even where
foreign technical collaboration or consultancy is considered
unavoidable, association of such designated engineering
organisations would be preferred. Indigenous engineering
consultancy, in both private and public sectors, will be pro-
moted on a sound’ professional basis in the context of the
overall national perspective of technological self-reliance. Mix of
Indigenous and Imported Technology: A policy directed
towards technological self-reliance does not imply technological
self-sufficiency. The criterion must be national interest.
Government policy will be directed towards reducing techno-
logical dependence in key areas. In the acquisition of  technology,
consideration will be given to the choice and sources of
technology, alternative means of  acquiring it, its role in meeting
a ml\ior need, selection and relevance of the products, costs
and related conditions. Advantage should be taken of techno-
logical developments elsewhere. This can be achieved through
well-defined collaborative arrangements in research and
development. A National Register on foreign collaboration will
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be developed to provide analytical inputs at various stages of
technological acquisition.
In response to the demands of  the new economic policy, the
Government has formulated a new draft - Technology Policy
1993. Salient features of the new policy are
1. Instead of spelling out individual thrust areas, a policy

framework to approach areas of emphasis is given. This is
in keeping with the idea of decentralisation and the role of
industries and to create abilities to respond to users and
markets.

2.  Steps for linkages between institutions and the users of
technology are being elaborated.

Institutional and Other Facilities to Promote Science
and Technology
Government has established series of research establishments
and granted recognition to in-house R&D centres run by private
industries and educational institutions. The Government has
been offering many monetary and fiscal sops for the purpose.
The facilitjes available are as follows:

Institutional Arrangement

1.  Apex Level Organisations

• Department of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR)
• National Research Development Corporation (NRDC)

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
Department of  Science and Technology (DST) Department
of Biotechnology (DBT)

• Department of Space (DOS)
• Department of  Atomic Energy (DAE)
• Department of Electronics (DOE)
• Department of Defence R&D
• Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources Ministry of

Industry
• Department of Mines
• Department of Ocean Development
• Venture Capital Companies for Technology Development

2. Research and Development by Industry

In-house R&D units recognised by the government. There are
1220 R&D units and the break up is as follows:

Chemical and allied industries 425
Electrical and electronics industries 325
Mechanical engineering 240
Processing industries 180
Agro industries 50

Total 1220
Major Industry Associations such as FICCI, ASSOCHAM, CII,
Indian Chemical Manufacturers Association and the like have
also been active in promoting research.

Recapitulation

1. Features of  Technology
2. Impact of  Technology on Society, Economy etc.

3. Status of  Technology
4. Policy towards Technology
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Introduction
2. Changes in labour force
3. Trade Union Movement
4. Industrial Disputes
5. Wages
6. Labour practices

Introduction
Labour is an important input in industrial production.
Mechanisation and automation have not diminished the role of
human element in industrial establishments. Infact, the role of
the workforce has become highly critical in an automated plant.
Nor have the economic reforms belittled the significance of
labour. Liberalization of economy has brought labour to centre
stage. Human resource is taken to be an important factor to
increase productivity, improve quality and reduce costs-all
necessary to survive in the competitive world.
There are several issues related to labour. They are: trade union
movement, wage policy and industrial relations. This chapter is
devoted for a detailed discussion of these and other aspects.
In 1900, the number of workers in our factories stood at just 5
lakh. By 1988, the figure went up to 26 million, an increase of
more than sixty times over a period of nine decades. The
annual growth rate of workforce, particularly in 80s, has been an
average of two per cent.
The Business World of  March 16-31, 1997, shows that the total
number of employees in the organized sector stood at 27,409
thousand during 1994-95. Of these 19,294 thousand were in
the public sector and 8,114 thousand were in the private sector.

Changes in Labour Force
Industrial labour in the organized sector has undergone the
following important changes over the years:
1. Commitment to industry: Labour is now committed to

the industrial setting, thus contributing to the stable
workforce. True, the worker might have his moorings in
villages. But it is unlikely that he would go back to his
village. He is settled in the city, his children are put into
schools in city and, except himself, no one else in his family
has an inkling of going back to the village. Besides, the
present generation of young workers is mostly born and
brought up in urban areas and has accepted industrial
employment as a way of life.
But the sad part of the picture is that though labour is
committed to the industry, it is not committed to work.
This is the reason for the low productivity of our industrial
labour.

2. Protective legislation: From time to time, the
government has been enacting a variety of labour

legislations. Perhaps, ours is the only country in the world,
which has enacted so many legislations to protect the
interests of workers. Distinction apart, there is no
gainsaying the fact that working conditions in factories,
payment of wages and other benefits, and general welfare
of workers have improved over the years. This
improvement has been mainly due to the protective
legislation, though there were enlightened employers who
were ahead of their times in providing amenities to the
workers voluntarily. Such enlightened employees were few
and far between.

3. Status of the worker: The economic and social status of
today’s workers is vastly improved. Industrial employment
is no longer the undesirable alternative left for those driven
out from the villages. Improved skill contents of the jobs
and increased emoluments have made industrial
employment the first attraction of young job aspirants.
Industrial employment is not now restricted to the socially
low castes; the dynamic changes in the industrial sphere
have, as the National Commission on Labour has
observed, brought about a ‘social amalgam.’ The status of
the industrial worker of today is enhanced as a result of the
readjustment in the value system in favour of industrial
employment, which in turn, has the aggregate effect on his
improved skills and his enlarged pay packet. The stigma
attached to the factory employment has gradually
disappeared.

4. Employment  pattern: Another feature noticed in the
industrial labour is the change that has come about in the
employment pattern of labour, due to changes in industrial
activity, which has tremendously expanded and diversified
and has undergone a technical transformation. In the early
years, unskilled work predominated in industrial
employment, so long as traditional industries like textiles
and mining were in the forefront. In the process of
expansion and diversification, new avenues of industrial
enterprises in engineering, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, etc.
have assumed importance and changed the composition of
industrial employment. The improved technology of these
new industries created new jobs with greater skill content,
raising the minimum standard of education required.
Industrial employment, in spite of being blue-collared in
nature, is no more looked down upon as an inferior mode
of  earning a living. The employment pattern has further
changed in the service industries like air transport and in
newer industries like petrochemicals, wherein the
employment has become more and more white-collared and
sophisticated.

5. Growth of trade unionism: Industrial labour is organized
today, primarily to protect and promote its own economic
interest. Industrial workers in the early days, being mostly

LESSON 25:

LABOUR MARKET
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ignorant and illiterate, were led by outside sympathizers and
their organizations had close links with political activities.
These legacies have proved to be serious hurdles in the path
of  building up strong trade unions even today. The trade
unions are multiple in number and weak in strength. No
doubt, strong trade unions are an essential prerequisite for
the success of  collective bargaining. In the absence of  such
unions, the government intervenes increasingly in the
sphere of industrial relations, thereby leaving the trade
unions weak and reducing bilateral relations, to a mere
formality. There has been in the field of  industrial relations
in India a perennial controversy between the voluntary
approach based on relatively free collective bargaining and
the legal approach, providing for considerable State
intervention for want of  a sole and strong bargaining agent.
However, the industrial worker today is better organized
than before. With a higher level education, the workers have
become more conscious and vocal. As leadership is
gradually coming up from within, a tendency towards
independent trade unions is growing.

Started during the first quarter of the 20th century in India, the
trade union movement has traveled a long way. As of  today,
there are 50,000 registered unions and most of them are
affiliated to one or the other Central union.
As per available data,  BMS, a BJP affiliate, is on top in terms of
membership, INTUC of  the Congress comes next, followed by
HMS, AITUC and CITU

Trends in Trade Union Movement

1. A major trend witnessed these days is the change in the
attitude of  unions towards the management, industry,
government and the economy. The change is reflected in
Unions are becoming substantially matured, responsive and
realistic in their thinking and actions. Gone are the days of
cat-call strikes, bandhs, gheraoes and violence.
Unions are reconciled to the economic reforms. Their accent
is on opposing the adverse impact of reforms and not the
reforms per se.
Discussion among trade union circles nowadays is on issues
like productivity, Total Quality Management (TQM),
technology, competition, MNCs, exports, and the like.
Major unions of the telecom employees, for example, are
online with the corporatisation of plans of the department.
They are now talking about issues like gearing up for
competition and inculcating a customer-friendly approach.
Unions have accepted that there is surplus labour
everywhere and the organization needs to be trimmed.
Unions are, therefore, extending cooperation to schemes
like voluntary retirement and the golden handshake. 35,000
workers of  National Textile Corporation alone have retired
voluntarily.

2. Depoliticisation of unions is another trend witnessed these
days. It is too well known that the federations of the
unions are affiliated to one political party or the other. No
surprise that the prominent national leaders in the post-
independent India were incidentally popular union leaders.
Being affiliated to one or the other political party, the

unions were busier toeing the lines of their political bosses
than protecting workers’ interests. Unions have realized the
futility of such affiliations and are now insulating
themselves against political influence. In many leading
companies such as Telco, Philips, Volta’s, Sidemen’s,
Hindustan Lever, Blue Star, Pfizer, Tomeo, and Hoechst,
there are unions but not affected by political parties. The
trend towards depoliticisation started in the 1960s and
received further boost in the post-liberalization era.

3. Nature abhors vacuum, so goes the saying. Unions seem to
relish affiliations. They are now formed on the basis of
religion and caste. This is indicative of the socio-political
realities after the Mandalisation of the polity and the
heightened sectarian consciousness after the demolition of
the disputed structure at Ayodhya.

4. Workers’ associations in our country are highly fragmented
and the consequence has been the multiplicity of unions.
Multiplicity is caused by ideological rifts, personal ambitions
of leaders, craft divisions among workers and the
management’s own myopia. The number of  unions in
some organizations is truly mind-boggling. The Bokaro
Steel Plant is blessed with 68 of them. Calcutta Corporation
has the unique distinction of having about 100 unions. The
Singareni Collieries has 36 unions. The Collieries is gripped
by labour problems’ almost everyday, the trouble started by
one union or the other. Steel Authority of India Ltd.
(SAIL) has 240 units and Delhi Transport Corporation has
50.
Multiplicity of unions weakens the bargaining strength of
employees. Management’s position is no better. For
example, the management of the Calcutta-based Dolphin
Laboratories which had raised money in the capital market
on May 1994, to start a second manufacturing base in
Gujarat, was forced to think two months later to shift
completely from West Bengal because of  intra-union rivalry
over the duration of wage agreements.
The futility of multiple unions is being realized by the
government and workers. Government proposes to amend
the Trade Unions Act, 1926 to prescribe minimum strength
for the formation of a union at 100 per cent or 10 per cent
of the total staff, whichever is less.
Union leaders too are conscious about the need for single
union plants. Of late, unions have presented a common
front on issues like industrial sickness and the National
Renewal Fund. At the 31st session of the Indian Labour
Conference held in 1995, unions of varying status and
affinities demanded better utilization of the fund and felt
that the amount should not be used merely for financing
voluntary retirement schemes.

5. One of the effects of the trade union movement in our
country has been the phenomenon of  external leadership.
Individuals who were not connected with a factory would
assume the leadership mantle of the union. A Bangalore-
based electrical company is an example to be quoted in this
context. For a long time Mr.X, a communist leader, was the
president of  the worker’s union, but he was neither a
worker nor a supervisor in the company. Eight years back,
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workers decided against the practice and in the election held
Mr.X and his coterie were defeated and the insiders became
office bearers of the Union. Employees of a neighboring
plant too drew inspiration from the electrical company and
re-enacted the coup and got the same Mr.X defeated in
another election. Partly the fault for outsider leadership lies
with the Trade Unions Act, 1926 itself. The Act permitted
external participation to the extent of 50 per cent of the
strength of office bearers in a Union. The government
proposes to bring this down to one-third or two, whichever
is less.

6. The clout of the central trade unions, which peaked during
the post-nationalization years, has started waning. For
example, the membership of  Indian National Trade Union
Congress (lNTUC), which claimed to have enjoyed strength
of 54.35 lakh in 1989, had slipped to 54.05 lakh in 1993, a
fall by 30,000. Same is the fate of the Centre of Indian
Trade Unions (CITU). One of  the reasons for this trend is
the gradual realization on the part of the workers, who are
young and well educated, and that independent unions are
more advantageous than being affiliated to all India
federations.

7. The future is likely to witness a major battle between labour
unions and the small and medium enterprise owners;
though the unionization of the workforce in the
unorganized sector will prove to be arduous and difficult to
deal with. The labour movement in India, despite its broad
sweep and deep roots, has largely concentrated its energies
in the organized sector, which provides employment to less
than 10 per cent of the labour force. It has not been able to
make any significant headway in the unorganized sector and
the rural sector. Not surprisingly, while the employment
generation in the organized sector has remained more or
less static, or grown slowly, there has been a veritable boom
in the employment opportunities in the unorganized sector.

8. The other major trend that has already manifested itself,
and will gather momentum in the new century, is the rise of
new types of employment opportunities - especially in
knowledge-based industries-where unionization will have
no role to play. Professionalisation of  the service sector is
also likely to weaken the need for collective bargaining. The
manifold diversification of the process of industrialization
will also hamper the growth of a mass based labour
movement. Intensive unionization in a few industrial and
service sectors was possible in India because of  the absence
of  diversification of  business activity, thanks mainly to the
fact that India missed the industrial revolution. But as
diversification of businesses occurs, employment
opportunities will increase, and the need for old-style
unions will end up being obsolete.

9. There is a comprehensive change in the mindset of the
country’s working class. The individual has replaced the
collective. In an economy that is increasingly becoming
globalized, it is not dearness allowance that matters; it is the
dollar earnings that do. Annually renewable contracts will
become the order of  the day, as wage agreements become
redundant. There will be no more leaders who can drive the

working classes into frenzy by the sheer force of their
personality and charisma. Tomorrow’s labour leaders will
match the managements in both style and content.
Negotiation and not oratorical skills will determine how
many followers a leader will have. The Datta Samants of the
world have become history. In this brave new world, which
is already upon us, George Fernandes has become a
conformist joke. The man, who brought the entire country
to a standstill in 1974 when he led the railway strike, was
reduced to hectoring the workers on responsibility and
compassion in November this year when the municipal
workers of Mumbai decided to honor him for having once
again become a Union Minister.

Thus, the trade unions are at the crossroads. Their membership
is declining, their political support is waning, public sympathy is
receding and their relevance itself is at stake. Management is, on
the other hand, on the offensive.  They are able to force unions
to accept terms and conditions and sign on the dotted lines.
Unions should come out with innovative ideas to regain their
lost grounds. One possible way is to extend unionism to non-
traditional groups such as white collar and professional workers.
Another way is to give up their obsession with strike and start
serving the members.

Industrial Disputes
Disputes are common in industries. They manifest in the form
of strikes, bandhs and lockouts. Consequences are loss of
production, loss of profit, loss of market and even the closure
of plants.
Following Table gives details about the workdays lost due to
strikes and lockouts since 1992.

Year Mandays Lost (In Millions)

1992-93 22.97
1993-94 20.44
1994-95 19.24

 1996 20.28
 1997 17.03
 1998 7.87

(Source: Business World, July 5, 1999)

According to the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, an industrial
dispute means any dispute or difference between employers and
employers, or between employers and workmen, or between
workmen and workmen, which is connected with the employ-
ment or non-employment or terms of employment or with the
conditions of labour of any person

Causes for Disputes
The causes for industrial disputes are many and varied. The
major ones relate to wages, union rivalry, political interference,
unfair labour practices, multiplicity of laws and others.

Wage Demands
By far, the most important cause for disputes relates to wages.
The demand for wages has never been fully met because of
high inflation and equally high cost of  living. Wage agreement
reached in one company will inspire unions in other plants in
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the locality and prompt them to pitch tents demanding similar
rise in wages.

Union-rivalry
Most organizations have multiple unions. Multiplicity of
unions leads to inter-union rivalries. If one Union agrees to a
wage settlement, another Union will oppose it. Often, opposi-
tion is merely for the sake of it. The consequence is never
ending disputes, as has been happening in the Singareni
Collieries. The company had 445 strikes in 1990-91, resulting in
a loss of production of 3.12 m.tons and 34.191akh mandays.
Multiplicity of unions poses additional problems to managers.
One such problem relates to the authenticity of  membership.
Unions put up respective numbers of members in such a way
that together the figure shall exceed the total number of
workers in the organization. Another problem relates to the
selection of a bargaining agent for collective bargaining process
to settle a dispute.

Political Interference
Major trade unions, as was stated earlier, are affiliated to political
parties. Political affiliation is not peculiar to our country alone.
Even a cursory look at the labour movement around the world
would show that trade unions are, by their nature, political, and
that the participation of labour is the rule rather than the
exception. Thesis so much the case that Flanders, an acknowl-
edged British expert on industrial relations, remarked,
“Everywhere, trade unions have been compelled to engage in
political action to obtain enough freedom from legal restraint to
exercise their main industrial functions. Freedom of association,
the right to strike and to picket, the prevention of undue
influence in their internal affairs, are familiar objectives which
have demanded the use of political methods. Unions have also
fought for legislation that would assist them in collective
bargaining and the like. Much more could be said about this,
but these indications should suffice to show that, as a mini-
mum, trade unions must be involved in politics in order to
establish and maintain the legal and economic conditions in
which they can flourish. It makes the term ‘nonpolitical union’,
taken literally, a nonsensical description; there is no such animal.
What happens when unions get politicized? In the first place,
distant ideological issues divide and fragment unions on party
lines. When unions multiply, inter-union rivalry erupts and the
consequences are too obvious. Secondly, inspired by their
political ideologies, certain unions refuse to sign an agreement
even if it is favourable to all the workers, thus the ever dissent-
ers manage to keep the issue alive. The communist led CITU is
an example to be quoted. “The CITU follows a pristine model
of trade unionism drawn from the theory of class conflict...
The communists love to fight, but hate to win. Victory for
them appears to be defeat... The General Secretary, CITU, had an
answer to the accusation that they never signed a settlement:
‘when we start discussions, we know what is a fair settlement.
Others may be willing to accept unfair terms, but we cannot. We
are also opposed to long-term settlements. Many settlements
here are for four years. Anything can happen during this time.
The cost of living could triple. Our position is that no settle-
ment should be for more than three years.’... In point of  fact,

the communists had managed to maintain their lily-white
image by refusing to sign any settlement for fifteen long years.”
Thirdly, every political party somehow engineers strikes, gheraos
and bandhs to demonstrate its political strength. Invariably, the
political party, which is in power, favours a union, which is
affiliated to it, and the result is endless disputes.

Unfair Labour Practices
Majority of the disputes are management inspired. The
following points7 justify the assertion:
i. Management generally is not willing to talk over any dispute

with the employees or their representatives or refer it to
‘arbitration’ even when trade unions want it to do so. This
enrages the workers.

ii. A management’s unwillingness to recognize a particular
trade union and the dilatory tactics to which it resorts to
while verifying the representative character of any trade
union have been initiating industrial strike.

iii. Even when representative trade unions have been
recognized by employers, they do not, in a number of cases,
delegate enough authority to their officials to negotiate with
their workers, even though the representatives of the labour
are willing to commit themselves to a particular settlement.

iv. When, during negotiations for the settlement of a dispute,
the representatives of employers unnecessarily and
unjustifiably take the side of the management, tensions are
created, which often lead to strikes, go-slow or lockouts.

v. The management’s insistence that it alone is responsible for
recruitment, promotion, transfer, merit awards etc. and that
it need not consult employees in regard to any of these
matters, generally annoys workers, who become
uncooperative and unhelpful and often resort to strikes.

vi. The services and benefits offered by the management to its
employees promote harmonious employer-worker
relations. But a large number of managements have not
taken any steps to provide these benefits and services for
their workers.

Too Many Laws
Labour laws in our country, as in several other countries, have
been enacted to create conditions for the protection of labour
from unfair employment practices and to provide a legal
framework within which industrial relations are to be regulated.
Labour legislation is regarded as the most dynamic institution.
From a simple restraint on child labour in 1881, labour
legislation in our country has become an important agency of
the State for the regulation of working and living conditions of
workers, as indicated by the rising number and variety of
Labour Acts. This rapid development of labour legislation is an
integral part of the modern social organization.
There are about 108 Acts, both Central and State, earning our
country the dubious distinction of being one of the few highly
labour legislated countries in the world. What has been the
outcome of all these?
Surely, the result has been endless industrial strife, loss of
production and the exploitation of labour by the management
and of the management by labour.
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What is strange is that in developed countries of  the Western
world, labour legislation followed the emergence of industrial-
ization and in response to a demand for economic and social
betterment of the workers. In India, the emergence of labour
laws preceded industrial growth; as a result, the persons who
benefited by such laws represent only a small percentage of the
total workforce. We neither experienced an industrial revolution,
in the true sense of the term, leading to gradual emergence of a
welfare state, nor a socialist revolution, which steels the public
sector with a sense of  performance. Yet we have evolved the
most advanced industrial Jurisprudence in the world.
Judiciary has not played a positive role either. During the last
decade and a half, in the name of ‘directive principles,’ ‘social
justice’ and ‘activist law making,’ the Supreme Court, instead of
having a balanced and reason~ consideration of opposing
interests, has entirely vitiated the industrial relations fabric by
making wholesale dogmatic assertions in undermining
discipline. To borrow a simile from G.K.Chesteron, while
dealing with discipline cases, the court lost not only the path
but also the map and the compass. It has gone to the extent to
say that even an ‘illegal strike is justified.’ By those whose
horizons are limited, trifles are easily confused with technicali-
ties. The result is that indiscipline in the industry has spread like
wildfire and sapped the national production and productivity.
The classic case is that of the textile industry which has been
wrecked by indiscipline. The conflagration is continuing to
engulf various industries one by one.

Others
The Industrial Relations (lR) managers, who have the responsi-
bility of promoting cordial relations among employers and
employees, themselves stoke the fire and then extinguish it-all
to justify their own existence in organizations.
The intellectual background of IR managers may have much to
do with the way the function has evolved. Predominantly, they
have been trained in either social work or law, and sometimes in
both. Social work as a discipline is strongly oriented towards
welfare, which is not the best intellectual equipment for a man
who has to face the fire and brimstone of trade unionism. Law
trains the manager in methods of punishing the errant, not of
motivating the average.
Neither discipline teaches the pupil to regard trade unionism as
anything more than a necessary evil. Industrial relations itself
has not developed as an academic discipline, and there is just
one university in this country which has a separate department
for that subject. Sociology, political science and economics,
which have far greater relevance, have never been major inputs.
With such meager intellectual equipment, it is but natural that
there should be a striking absence of conceptual clarity in the
industrial relations managers. Managers assert that they have
engaged in collective bargaining whereas they have only got the
labour department to intercede. The mere existence of a
settlement is often presumed to imply a bargain. They claim to
practice participative management after setting up a few
committees, which discuss the strength of  the canteen brew.
Not a few wonder why they are steeped in conflict even after the
union president has been nominated to the board.

Then there is much obfuscation about the social purpose of
trade unionism itself. Everybody has his own idea of what the
unions ought to be doing. Managers find it convenient to shrug
off  responsibility for discipline and productive efficiency,
arguing that this is really a union function. With a better
conceptual orientation, they would have known that trade
unions are formed not to unburden them, but indeed to force
them to cope with greater burdens. Conceptual knowledge
would also have helped them to look inward instead of seeking
scapegoats.
Trade unions are known to be responding much of  the time to
what the management does or fails to do, rarely ever taking the
initiative to set the pace themselves. They are like opposition
parties whose entire existence is built around the failings of the
ruling party. It is really the managerial system, which supplies
the powder for the union armory. What business would unions
be left with, especially between settlements, if managers
refrained from playing favourites, sharpened their sensitivity to
the everyday problems of their subordinates and operated an
effective grievance procedure? The best way to cope with the
Union is not to smash it but to starve it of  business.

Dispute Settlement Methods
Several methods are available to, settle industrial disputes. The
well-known methods are
• Collective bargaining
• Code of discipline
• Grievance procedure
• Arbitration
• Conciliation
• Adjudication
Collective bargaining is probably the most effective method of
resolving disputes. It occurs when representatives of a labour
union meet with the management representative to determine
employee’s wages and benefits, to create or revise work rules,
and to resolve disputes or violations of the labour contract.
The bargaining is collective in the sense that the chosen
representative of the employees act as a bargaining agent for all
the employees in carrying out negotiations and dealings with
the management. The process may also be considered collective
in the case ofthe corporation in which the paid professional
managers represent the interests of the shareholders and the
board of directors in bargaining with union leaders.
Collective bargaining is most effective because it creates a system
of industrial jurisprudence. It also establishes rules, which both
the management as well as employees must observe Code o/
discipline defines duties and responsibilities of employers and
workers. It is effective because (i) it ensures that employers and
employees recognise each other’s rights and obligations, and (ii)
promotes constructive cooperation between the parties
concerned at all levels.
Grievance procedure is another method of resolving disputes.
All labour agreements contain some form of grievance proce-
dure. And if  the procedure is followed strictly, any dispute can
be easily solved.
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When an employee feels aggrieved, he or she files a grievance,
which is resolved through a set procedure, viz.
a. Section head shall try to resolve, and if this fails;
b. Departmental head shall intervene to resolve, and if  this

fails;
c. Division head intervenes, and if  this too fails;
d. Complaint is referred to the union.
Arbitration is a procedure in which a neutral third party studies
the bargaining situation, listens to both the parties and gathers
information, and then makes recommendations that are
binding on both the parties. Arbitration is effective because it is
(a) established by the parties themselves and the decision is
acceptable to them; and (b) it is relatively expeditious when
compared to other methods.
Conciliation is a process by which representatives of workers
and employers are brought together before a third party with a
view to persuading them to arrive at an agreement by mutual
discussions between them. The third party may be one
individual or group of people.
It maybe stated that the conciliator has no power to force a
settlement but can work with the parties separately to determine
their respective positions, explain a position more fully to the
opposition, point out bases for agreement that may not have
been apparent previously, help in the search for solutions, and
generally facilitate the reaching of an agreement. Hence, concilia-
tion can be effective in resolving disputes, but much depends
on the third party.
Adjudication refers to a mandatory settlement of an industrial
dispute by a labour court or a tribunal. Generally, the govern-
ment refers a dispute for adjudication on the failure of
conciliation proceedings.

Structural Adjustment Programme and
Industrial Relations
In the context of the ongoing Structural Adjustment
Programme (SAP) in the Indian economy, the industrial
relations system now constitutes a major bottleneck, which
must be substantially removed if  India’s pursuit of  industrial-
ization is to be renewed. The main problem is that
industrialization must be sustained through technological
renewal accompanied by the scrapping of established organiza-
tional charts, deskilling of labour and the consequent
redundancy and retrenchment. Coming in the way, the existing
provisions of  the J.D. Act have rendered either work reorganiza-
tion or sustained technological renewal and the resulting
de-manning and the remaining of organizations too costly in
money and time, if not altogether impossible. This has
compelled entrepreneurs to opt for extensive automation with
minimum manpower, instead of equally good labour-intensive
machinery. Domestic entrepreneurs are shy of  employing more
labour, even in pressing needs and the interested foreign
investors have kept away. In principle this difficulty can be
totally overcome through a law which will provide social
insurance cover to those already employed in the designated
industries. If this can be done, the Indian industry will be
liberated from organizational overload of manpower cost,

which it can easily do without. Then, it can move forward to
face boldly the challenge posed by the SAP.

Wage Policy
Wage policy refers to all systematic efforts of  the government in
relation to a national wage and salary system. It includes orders,
legislators, etc. to regulate the levels or structures of wages and
salaries with a view to achieving economic and social objectives
of  the government. Specifically, objectives of  wage policy are:
• To obtain to the workers adjusts share in the fruits of

economic development;
• To set minimum wages for workers whose bargaining

position is weak;
• To bring about a more efficient allocation and utilization of

human resources through Wage and salary differentials and
• To abolish malpractices and abuses in wage and salary

payments.
The first step in the evolution of a wage policy was the
enactment of  the Payment of  Wages Act, 1937. The main
objective of the Act was to prohibit any delay or withholding
of wages legitimately due to the employees. The next step was
the passing of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, authorizing all
State governments to set up industrial tribunals, which would
look into all disputes relating to remuneration. Another notable
development in the evolution of the wage policy was the
enactment of  the Minimum Wages Act, 1948. The purpose of
the Act is the fixation of minimum rates of wages to workers
in sweated industries such as woolen, carpet-making, flour
mills, tobacco manufacturing, plantations, oil mills, quarrying,
mica, agriculture and the like. The Act has been amended several
times, making it applicable to more and more industries. Then
came the Equal Remuneration Act, 1976, which prohibits
discrimination in matters relating to remuneration on the basis
of religion, region or sex.
The Constitution of India committed the government to
evolve a wage policy. Successive five-year plan documents have
also devoted necessary attention to the need for a Wage Policy.
Following the recommendations of the First and second plans,
the Government of  India constituted Wage Boards for
important industries in the country. A Wage Board is a tripartite
body comprising representatives of the government, owners
and employees. Technically speaking, a Wage Board can only
make recommendations and they are normally implemented
through persuasion.
In spite of the legislations, tribunals and boards, disparities in
wages and salaries still persist. Some of the disparities are:
• Employees of MNCs are paid much more than their

counterparts in host     countries for identical work.
• Different industries have different wage and salary structures

resulting in disparities in remuneration for identical work.
• Wide gaps exist/between wages and salaries of employees

of the organized sector and of those in the unorganized
sector, the latter earning much less than the former.

• Differences exist between the earnings of employees in the
government sector and those in the private sector.
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• Within the government sector, salary differences exist
among employees of different departments.

Disparities are glaring. If  an illiterate supervisor in a leather
processing unit can earn Rs.12,000 plus per month and a hefty
yearly bonus; how much a University Professor should earn?
Rs.10,000 and no bonus? If an auto driver can earn Rs.3000 per
month, how much a temporary lecturer a college should earn?
Rs.1200 per month? And remain temporary forever? A sweeper
in L&T is an income-tax assessee but a boy or a girl with BE or
MBBS works for Rs.800 per month in a small-scale unit or
Rs.1200 per month in a private nursing home.
Actually, there are clerks in Mumbai who get nearly twice as
much as a labour tribunal judge the man who arbitrates on
everyone’s wages and salaries. And a head clerk in the LIC gets,
at the maximum, of his grade, more than half of the salary of
a High Court Judge, not less. An average worker in a govern-
ment owned unit hardly soils his or her hand, yet clears a
four-figure salary every month.
In order to correct such disparities, the Government of India
appointed a committee, headed by Mr.Bhootalingam in 1979.
The brief  given to the committee was. to suggest a rational and
integrated wage policy covering all sectors of  the economy. Soon
after the committee submitted its report, there was hue and cry
raised against the recommendations. The report was criticized as
anti-labour and impracticable. It was promptly and predictably
shot down.

Concepts of Wages
While evolving a wage policy, three concepts of  wages, namely,
(i) minimum wages, (ii) fair wages and (iii) living wages are
generally considered. These are broadly based on the needs of
the workers, capacity of the employers to pay and the general
economic conditions prevailing in a country.

Minimum wage
Minimum wage is the one, which provides not merely for the
base sustenance of  life but also for the preservation of  the
efficiency of the worker. For this purpose, the minimum wage
must also provide for some measure of education, medical
requirements and amenities. Minimum wage may be tied by an
agreement between the management and the workers, but is
usually determined through the legislation. This is more so in
the unorganized sector where labour is not unionized. In the
fixation of minimum wages, besides the needs of workers,
other factors like the ability of  the concern to pay, contents of
jobs, etc. are also considered.

Fair Wage
Fair wage is understood in two ways. In the narrow sense, a
wage is fair if it is equal to the rate prevailing in the same trade
and in the neighborhood for similar work. In the wider sense, it
will be fair if it is equal to the predominant rate for similar work
throughout the country and in the generosity of traders.
Irrespective of the way the fair wage is understood, it can be
fixed only by comparing with an accepted standard wage. Such a
standard can be determined with reference to those industries
where labour is well organized and has been able to bargain well
with the employers.

Living wage
Living wage is a step higher than the fair wage. Living wage may
be described as the one which should enable the wage earner to
provide for himself and his family not merely the base essen-
tials of food, clothing and shelter, but a measure of frugal
comfort including education for children, protection against ill
health, requirements of essential social needs and a measure of
insurance against the more important misfortunes including
old age. Living wage must be fixed considering the general
economic conditions of  the country. The concept of  living
wage, therefore, varies from country to country. In the more
advanced countries, living wage itself forms the basis for the
minimum wage.
In India, minimum wage is determined mainly for sweated
industries under the provisions of  the Minimum Wages Act,
1948. Fair wage is fixed for other industries considering
prevailing rates of wages, productivity of labour, capacity of the
employer to pay, level of  national income and other related
factors.
Tribunals, awards and wage boards playa main role in fair wage
fixation. Many people are of the opinion that living wage is a
luxury for a developing country like India and can, therefore, is
deferred.

Social Security
Social security is an essential aspect of economic development.
It covers certain risks an individual is exposed to. Social security
covers the entire population, but we are concerned with only
industrial labour.
The government has come out with a series of legislative
measures for the benefit of  workers in our country. Such
measures are:
• The Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1926
• The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961
• The Employees State Insurance Act, 1948
• The Employers Provident Fund Act, 1952
• The Factories Act, 1948
• The Payment of  Wages Act, 1936
• The Minimum Wages Act, 1948
• The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972
• The Payment of Bonus Act, 1965
Regrettably, provisions of  these and other acts and the benefits
flowing from them go only to the workers in the organized
sector. A large chunk of labour, especially in the agricultural
sector and the unorganized sector, estimated at about 87 percent
of the labour force, is outside the preview of the protective
legislation. Even for the workers in the organized sector,
benefits hardly reach. One should visit an ESI hospital to see
the plight of an average worker seeking medicine and relief
from the doctors. Experience of workers is no better in the
provident fund offices. In many cases, managements fail to
remit their and worker’s contributions to the PF. Commissioner
regularly. For majority of  the owners, social security is a charity
and is treated as a burden to be avoided at the slightest pretext.
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Recapitulation

1. Changing Labour market
2. Role of  Trade Unions
3 Dispute settlement machinery
4. Structural Adjustment Programme
5. Wage Policy
6. Concept of wages
7. Social Security
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Competitions and Internationalization
2. Indicators of Competitiveness
3. Factors of Competitiveness
4. Competitive advantages
5. Technologies and Global Competitiveness

Competition as Force for
Internationalization
Competition may become a driving force behind international-
ization. A protected market does not normally motivate
Companies to seek business outside the home market. Until
the liberalization, which started in July 1991, The Indian
Economy was a highly protected market. Not only that the
domestic producers were. protected from foreign competition
but also domestic competition was restricted by several policy
induced entry barriers operated by such measures as industrial
licensing one the MRTP regulations Being in a sellers market,
the Indian Companies, in general, did not take the foreign
market seriously. The economic liberalization ushered in India
since 1991, which has increased competition from foreign firms
as well as from these within the country have, however,
significantly changed the scene.  Many Indian companies are
now systematically planning to go international in a big way.
Many companies also take an offensive international competi-
tive strategy by way of counter competition. The strategy of
counter competition is to penetrate the home market of the
potential foreign competitor so as to diminish its competitive
strength and to protect the domestic market share from foreign
penetration.
The decision of a private firm, domestic or foreign, to invest or
to do business in any country depends on, inter alia, the
competitiveness of  that country. The overall competitiveness of
an economy is determined by a number of factors.

Indicators of Competitiveness
The World Economic Forum is publishing annually a Global
Competitiveness Report, ranking countries on their competi-
tiveness, based on a composite Competitiveness Index of
economic indicators that have proven to be correlated with
medium to long-term economic growth.
In constructing this index, the Forum combines, basic kinds of
data. The first kind of data is quantitative data: these are indica-
tors of  a country’s economic performance, technological capacity
and infrastructure taken from a wide variety of published
sources. The second kind of  data is survey data. The survey data
comes from the Executive Opinion Survey conducted each year
by the World Economic Forum. The Survey measures the
perceptions of leading business executives about the country in
which they operate. The information from these surveys is very
helpful in measuring perceptions about each country and facts

about each country that are not measured well by the quantita-
tive data.
In selecting the quantitative data and the questions to ask in the
survey, the Forum has been guided by two main consider-
ations. For the quantitative it has chosen indicators that gives a
reasonably comprehensive view of the overall state of a
country’s economy, including both macroeconomic and
microeconomic data, but with a special emphasis on data that
have proven to be significant in the scholarly literature on
economic growth. These studies have found the strongest
evidence for a relationship between a country’s economic growth
and the following openness to international trade; quality of
government policy; quality of financial institutions; efficiency of
labour markets; education of the workforce; and the quality of
institutions.
The survey questions were selected to provide a reasonably
comprehensive view of what leading businessmen perceive to
be happening in their countries, with a special emphasis on
questions for which alternative quantitative data is not available.
Therefore the survey also provides a way to fill in the gaps left
by the quantitative data. An example of this is the questions on
openness of the economy to the rest of the world. In the
quantitative data we have measures of tariff level and the degree
to which the financial markets of a country are open to foreign-
ers. But it is all known that in several countries hidden trade
barriers or other informal barriers can be at least as important as
the published tariff rules. Therefore, businessmen have been
asked their perception about the hidden trade barriers and their
perceptions about the openness of financial markets, in order
to supplement the quantitative data. The survey is also
especially useful in providing information about financial
markets, the competence of  government policy, management
practice, corruption, and the quality of legal institutions, and
other related issues that are difficult to quantify.
Once assembled, these data, both quantitative and survey are
classified and distributed to what are called the factors of
competitiveness. These eight factors are Openness, Govern-
ment, Finance Infrastructure, Technology, Management, Labour
and Institutions. These factors have been included in past
competitiveness reports and serve as two simple examples, the
average tariff rate is assigned to the factor Openness, and
government spending as a per cent of GDP belongs to the
factor Government.
These eight factor indices are then combined into one overall
Competitiveness Index, which the Forum calls C. The goal is to
construct an index C that is highly correlated with per capita
economic growth. To make the overall index, a weighted average
of the eight sub-indices’ taken. Based on the economic growth
literature, the four factors representing openness, government,
finance and labour have been given greater weight than the
other four factors. Specifically, factor indices are given the

LESSON 26:

COMPETITION AND OPPORTUNITIES
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following weights to create the overall competitiveness index
(note the weights sum to 1.0): openness, 1/6; government, 1/
6; finance, 1/6; infrastructure, I, technology, 1/9; management,
1/18; labour, 1 /6; and institutions, 1/18. Regression analysis
tended to support the basic proposition that factors such as
infrastructure and management should be given lesser weight
than factors such as openness, labour and so on. This is likely
because the effects of  infrastructure, technology, management
and civil society on growth are harder to measure and perhaps
operate with longer lags.

The Eight Factors
Specifically, the factors of  competitiveness are defined as
follows:

Openness

This factor measures openness to foreign trade and investment,
openness to foreign direct investment and financial flows,
exchange rate policy and ease of  exporting.

Government

This factor measures the role of  the state in the economy. This
includes the overall burden of government expenditures, fiscal
deficits, rates of public saving, marginal tax rates and the overall
competence of  the civil service.

Finance

Finance measures how efficiently the financial intermediaries
channel savings into productive investment, the level of
competition in financial markets, the perceived stability and
solvency of key financial institutions, levels of national-saving
and investment, and credit ratings given by outside observers.

Infrastructure

This factor measures the quality of roads, railways, ports,
telecommunications, cost of air transportation and overall
infrastructure investment.

Technology

This factor measures computer usage, the spread of new
technologies, and the ability of the economy to absorb new
technologies and the level and quality of reesearch and develop-
ment.

Management

Management measures overall management quality, marketing,
‘staff training and motivation practices, efficiency of compensa-
tion schemes and the quality of internal financial control
systems.

Labour

This factor measures the efficiency and competitiveness of the
domestic labour market. It combines a measure of the level of
a country’s labour costs relative to international norms, together
with measures of  labour market efficiency (e.g., obstacles to
hiring and firing of workers), the level of basic education and
skills, and the extent of distortionary labour taxes.

Institutions

This factor measures the extent of business competition, the
quality of legal institutions and practices, the extent of corrup-
tion and vulnerability to organized crime.

India ranks very low in the competitiveness. In 1999 it was 52
among the 59 countries ranked, compared to 32 for China.
India’s ranking in 1999 in fact worsened from 1998 (50). In fact,
India compares very poorly with many other developing
countries.

Competitive Advantage of Nations
The renowned strategy guru Michael Porter has investigated a
very vital question: Why does a nation achieve international
success in a particular industry? Porter in his well-known
Competitive, Advantage of Nations points out that the answer
lies in four broad attributes of a nation that shape the environ-
ment in which local firms compete that promote or impede the
creation of competitive advantage. These factors are factor
conditions; demand conditions; related and supporting
industries; and firm strategy, structure and rivalry.
Nations are most likely to succeed in industries or industry
segments where the national diamond (a term used by Porter to
refer to these four determinants as a system, forming four
corners of a diamond when represented schematically) is the
most favourable. The diamond is a mutually reinforcing
system. The effect of one determinant is contingent on the state
of others. While competitive advantage based on one or two
determinants is possible, albeit usually unsustainable, in natural
resource -dependent industries or industries involving little
sophisticated technology or skills, advantages throughout the
diamond are necessary for achieving and sustaining competitive
success in the knowledge-intensive industries that form the
backbone of advanced economies.

Factor Conditions
Competitive advantage from factors depends on how efficiently
and effectively they are employed.
Advanced factors (such as modern digital data communication
infrastructure, highly educated personnel and research industries
in sophisticated disciplines) and specialized factors (such as
narrowly skilled personnel, infrastructure with specific proper-
ties, knowledge base in particular fields, and other factors with
relevance to a limited range or even to a single industry) are
more critical in determining competitive advantage than basic
factors (such as natural resources, climate, location, unskilled
and semi-skilled labour and debt capital) and generalized factors
(such as the highway system, a supply of debt capital or a pool
of well motivated educated employees).
Development of advanced and specialized factors demands
concerted effort and large and often sustained investments in
both human and physical capital. Nations succeed in industries
where they are particularly good at factor creation.
It is also important to note that selective disadvantages in the
more basic factors can prod a company to innovate and
upgrade. For example, the very poor position in natural
resources has only served to spur Japan’s competitive innova-
tion.

Demand Conditions
There are three attributes of home demand, which influence the
competitive advantage, viz., the composition (or nature of
buyer needs) of home demand, the size and pattern of growth
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of  home demand, and the mechanism by which a nation’s
domestic demands are transmitted to foreign markets.
Nations gain competitive advantage in industries where the
home demand gives their companies a clearer or earlier picture
of emerging buyer needs, and where demanding buyers
pressure companies to innovate faster and achieve more
sophisticated competitive advantages than their foreign rivals.
The size and pattern of growth of home demand can reinforce
the national advantage in an industry: Large home market size
can lead to competitive advantage in industries where there are
economies of  scale or learning, by encouraging a nation’s firms
to invest aggressively in large-scale facilities, technology develop-
ment and productivity improvements. Large home demand,
however, will be an advantage only if it is for segments that are
demanded in other nations.
A nation may also gain advantage when its domestic demand
internationalizes and pull~ its products and services abroad.
This may happen when a nation’s buyers for a product or
service are mobile (like those who extensively travel abroad) or
are MNCs or when domestic needs and desires get transmitted
to or inculcated in foreign buyers (for example U.S. medical
equipment firms find a receptive audience abroad in the doctors
trained in the U.S.).

Related and Supporting Industries
The presence in the nation of related and supporting industries
that are internationally competitive creates advantages in
downstream industries in several ways such as the supply of the
most cost-effective inputs in an efficient and sometimes
preferential way. More important, however, is the advantage
they provide in innovation and upgrading, based on close
working relationships.

Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry
National circumstances and context create strong tendencies in
how companies are created, organized and managed as well as
what the nature of domestic rivalry will be.
Among all the points on the diamond, domestic rivalry
(competition) is arguably the most important because of the
powerfully stimulating effect it has on all others. Domestic
rivalry not only creates pressures to innovate but to innovate in
ways that upgrade the competitive advantages of  a nation’s
firms.

Role of Government and Chance
In addition to the above four determinants which shape the
competitive advantage of nations, two variables, viz., govern-
ment and chance, also play important roles.
Government can influence each of the four determinants by
industrial, fiscal and monetary policies, promotional and
regulatory measures in respect of industry and trade etc.
Chance events can affect competitive position because of
developments such as major technological breakthroughs or
new inventions, political decisions by foreign governments,
wars, significant shifts in world financial markets or exchange
rates, discontinuities in input costs such as oil shocks, surges in
world or regional demand etc.

The complete system determining the competitive advantage of
nations has been presented by Porter. The system consisting of
the four determinants excluding government and chance
represents the diamond.
Indian industries could not become, generally speaking, globally
competitive because India has been poorly placed in respect of
the factors, which determine competitiveness of industries. For
example, because of the protected market, the inter-firm rivalry
was very limited and, therefore, there was no compulsion to
reduce costs and price, improve quality, innovate, efficient after
sales service etc. Similarly, because of  the controlled regime
Indian consumers could not be much demanding. India has
been poor in respect of not only the advanced and specialized
factors but also several generalized factors. The development of
related and supporting industries has lagged very much behind
the need. It is well known that the government environment,
particularly until 1991, has not been conducive for the competi-
tive development of industries.

Technology And Global Competitiveness
Technology is one of  the important determinants of  success of
a firm as well as the economic and social development of a
nation.
Technology includes the’ tools - both machines (hard technol-
ogy) and ways of thinking (soft technology) - available to solve
problems and promote progress between, among and between
societies.
According to the UNCTAD’s Draft TOT Code, Technology
should be described as “systematic knowledge for the manufac-
ture of a product, for the application of a process or for the
rendering of  a service and does not extend transactions
involving mere sale or lease of goods.”
“Technology includes not only knowledge or methods that are
necessary to carryon or to improve the existing production and
distribution of  goods and services, but also entrepreneurial
expertise and professional know-how.” The latter two elements
may often prove to be the essential competitive advantage
possessed by the technology owner’s. The MNCs are often in a
particularly advantageous position in this regard.
The type of technology in use, the level of technological
developments, the speed with which new technologies are
adopted and diffused, the type of technologies that are
appropriate, the technology policy etc. are important to busi-
ness.
Technology is one of  the eight factors considered by the World
Economic Forum to evaluate the global competitiveness of
nations. According to a Global Competitiveness Report of the
Forum, which asserts information technology as a new source
of competitiveness, there are at least three aspects to this. First,
e-mail has greatly expanded the possibilities for interpersonal,
inter-firm, and international communication. Second, the
Internet has allowed for much more extensive and rapid
dissemination of information. Third, the emerging area of e-
commerce offers a potentially huge increase in the customer base
for companies and huge savings in marketing costs and search
costs in finding low-cost suppliers. Competitiveness in all of
these areas is closely linked with the competitiveness of the local
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telephone infrastructure and with the penetration of the
computer culture in the local economy. The Report also
observes that for a successful internet culture, the population
needs to have computers, telephones need to work, and the
country’s telecommunications hardware needs to support high
bandwidth for Internet traffic.
The computer, considered “the machine that changed the
world,” and the rapid changes in the related technologies have
been making the business environment immensely dynamic.
As Lucas points out, there are a number of recent trends that
have drastically altered the way organizations use technology.
These trends make it imperative that a manager becomes
familiar with both the use of technology and how to control it
in the organization. He pinpoints the following five major
trends.
1. The use of  technology to transform the organization:

The cumulative effect of what all the technology firms are
installing is to transform the organization and allow new
types of organizational structures. This ability of
information technology to transform organizations, to
create the T-Form firm, is one of  the most powerful tools
available to manager today.

2. The use of  information processing technology as a part
of corporate strategy: Firms that prosper in the coming
years will be managed by individuals who are able to
develop creative, strategic applications of  the technology.

3. Technology as a pervasive part of  the work
environment: From the largest corporations to the smallest
business, technology is used to reduce labour, improve
quality, provide better customer service, or change the way
the firm operates. Factories use technology to design parts
and control production.

4. The use of personal computers as managerial
workstations: The personal computer, when connected to a
network within the organization and to external networks
like the Internet, it provides a tremendous tool for
knowledge workers.

5. The evolution of the computer from a computational
device to a medium for communications: For many
people today, the communications aspects of  computers are
more important than their computational capabilities.

Role of Innovation
Innovation is a very important factor that provides competitive
advantage and, consequently, determines success.
Joseph Schumpeter, a well-known economist, has given a lot of
importance to innovation in economic development. According
to him significant advances in the economy occur by disharmo-
nious leaps and spurts as entirely new investment horizons are
exploited. The entrepreneur, who is the innovator, is the central
figure in the Schumpeterian analysis. Innovation may take any
of the following forms: The introduction of a new product;
the use of a new method of production; the opening of a new
market; the conquest of a new source of raw material supply;
the reorientation of  an industry. Our concern here is technologi-
cal innovation; some of  the above, obviously, do not represent
technological innovation.

In the business context, innovation may be defined as “the
technical, industrial and commercial steps, which lead to the
marketing of new manufactured products and to commercial
use of new technical processes and equipment.”
Betz classifies innovations in to the following types or what is
called scales This is based on how big an impact does a technol-
ogy change make on the applications.
1. Radical Innovation- a basic technological innovation that

establishes a new functionality (e.g., steam engine or
steamboat).

2. Incremental Innovation- a change in an existing
technology system that does not alter functionality but
incrementally improves performance, features, safety, or
quality or lowers cost (e.g., governor on a steam engine).

3. Next-generation Technology Innovation - a change in an
existing technology system that does not alter functionality
but dramatically improves performance, features, safety, or
quality or lowers cost and opens up new applications (e.g.,
substitution of jet propulsion for propellers on airplanes).

Innovations may help companies to increase market share,
capture new markets, create new market segments or even to
create entirely new industries and markets. Although innovation
is expected to give a company a competitive advantage or success
in the market, it is not uncommon that some other company or
substitute product steals away the show from the innovator.
For example, in the US the steel tin plate manufacturers
developed the market for cans for soft drinks and the like.
However, it was later taken away by the aluminum industry.
All the above types of innovations have a role in improving
and can contribute to the competitiveness of firms and any
industry of a nation.

Technological Leadership and
Followership
An important broad issue a firm must address in technology
strategy is whether to seek technological leadership. According to
the notion of technological leadership “a firm seeks to be the
first to introduce technological changes that support its generic
strategy. Leadership can be established in technologies employed
in any value activity.” Technological followership refers to a
conscious and active strategy in which a firm explicitly chooses
not to be first on innovations.
The decision to become a technological leader or follower can be
a way of achieving either low cost or differentiation. Porter
points out that the choice of whether to be a technological.
leader or follower in an important technology is based on the
following three factors.
Sustainability of  the Technological Lead, i.e., the degree to
which it can sustain its lead over competitors in a technology.
First Mover Advantages, i.e., the advantages a firm reaps from
being the first, such as reputation, preempting a positioning,
switching costs, unique access for a new product, proprietary
learning curve, favourable access to facilities, inputs or other
scarce raw materials; definition of standards; institutional
barriers against imitations; and early profits.
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First Mover Disadvantages, i.e., the disadvantages a firm faces by
being first rather than waiting for others, such as pioneering
costs (like costs of gaining regulatory approvals, achieving code
compliance, educating buyers, high costs of early inputs because
of  scarcity of  supply or small scale needs); demand uncertainty,
changes in buyer needs, specificity of investments to early
generations or factor costs; technological discontinuities and low
cost imitation.
Technological leadership can be sustained only if  the competi-
tors cannot duplicate the technology, or the firm innovates as
fast or faster than competitors can catch up.

Technology and Competitive Advantage
As Michael Porter points out in his well-known Competitive
Advantage, technological change is “one of the principal drivers
of competition. It plays a major role in industry structural
change, as well as in creating new industries. It is also a great
equalizer, eroding the competitive advantage of even well
entrenched arms and propelling others to the forefront. Many
of  today’s great firms grew out of  technological changes that
they were able to exploit. Of all the things that can change the
rules of competition, technological change is among the most
prominent.
According to Gorden Pearson, “innovation is the key weapon
in achieving a sustaining competitive advantage. To compete
successfully it is vital to use the most appropriate technology to
produce and distribute your product or service. Generally, this
means using the latest technology, which will incorporate more
features, higher performance, greater quality or lower costs. In
some cases this may involve invention as well as innovation.
Innovations may be based on inventions or discoveries, but
their importance rests on their commercial exploitation.”
Porter who observes that the relationship between technological
change and competition is widely misunderstood, points out
“technological change is not important for its own sake, Out is
important if it affects competitive advantage and industry
structure. Not all-technological change is strategically beneficiary
it may worsen a firm’s competitive position and industry
attractiveness. High technology does not guarantee profitability.
Indeed, many high-technology industries much less profitable
than some “Low-technology” industries due to their
unfavourable “structures”. It is very important to understand
that technology pervades a firm’s value chain and extends
beyond those technologies associated directly with the product.
There is, in fact, no such thing as a low technology industry if
one takes this broader view. Viewing any industry as technologi-
cally mature often leads to strategic disaster. Moreover, many
important innovations for competitive advantage mundane and
involve no scientific breakthroughs. Innovation can be an
important strategic implications for low tech as well as hi tech
companies.
As Porter points out, technology can alter the nature and basis
of  rivalry among existing competitors several ways. Technology
affects competitive advantage if it has a significant role
Technological leadership can be sustained only if  the competi-
tors cannot duplicate the technology, or the firm innovates as
fast or faster than competitors can catch up.

According to Gorden Pearson, “innovation is the key weapon
in achieving a sustaining competitive advantage. To compete
successfully it is vital to use the most appropriate technology to
produce and distribute your product or service. Generally, this
means using the latest technology, which will incorporate more
features, higher performance, greater quality or lower costs. In
some cases this may involve invention as well innovation.
Innovations may be based on inventions or discoveries, but
their importance rests on their commercial exploitation.”
Porter who observes that the relationship between technological
change and competition is widely misunderstood, points out
“technological change is not important for its own sake, but is
important if it affects competitive advantage and industry
structure. Not all-technological change is strategically beneficial; it
may worsen a firm’s competitive position and industry
attractiveness. High technology does not guarantee profitability.
Indeed, many “high technology” industries are much less
profitable than some “low technology” due to their
unfavourable structures.” It is very important to understand
that technology “pervades a firm’s value chain and extends
beyond those technologies associated directly with the product.
There are, in fact, no such things as a low technology industry if
one takes this broader view. Viewing any industry as technologi-
cally mature often leads to strategic disaster. Moreover, many
important innovations for competitive advantage are mundane
and involve no scientific break-through. Innovation can have
important strategic implications for low tech as well as high tech
companies”.
As Porter points out, technology can alter the nature and basis
of  rivalry among existing competitors in several ways. Technol-
ogy affects competitive advantage if it has a significant role in
determining relative cost position or differentiation. It can also
alter the bargaining power of the suppliers and buyers.
Technology, in several instances, is an entry barrier. Thus,
technology can influence all the five competitive forces.
If the technology employed in a value activity becomes wide-
spread, it would be an important determinant of overall
industry structure. “Technological change that is diffused can
potentially affect each of the five competitive forces, and
improve or erode industry attractiveness. Thus even if technol-
ogy does not yield competitive advantage to anyone firm, it may
affect the profit potential of  all firms. Conversely, technological
change that improves a firm’s competitive advantage may
worsen structure as it is imitated. The potential effect of
technological change on industry structure means that a firm
cannot set technology strategy without considering the struc-
tural impacts.”
According to Porter, technological change by a firm will lead to
sustainable competitive advantage under the following circum-
stances, which he calls the tests of a desirable technological
change.
• The technological change itself lowers cost or enhances

differentiation and the firm’s technological lead is
sustainable.

• The technological change shifts costs or uniqueness drivers
in favour of a firm.
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• Pioneering the technological change translates into first
mover advantages besides those inherent in the technology
itself.

• The technological change improves overall industry
structure.

Porter cautions that technological change will destroy competi-
tive advantage if it not only fails the tests but also has the
opposite effect contemplated in the tests, such as skewing cost
or uniqueness drivers in favour of competitors. A firm may
also find itself in the situation where a technological change may
meet one test but worsen a firm’s position via another.

Sources of Technological Dynamics
There are a number of factors, which determine the technologi-
cal dynamics of  a company. The source of  technological change
may be internal or external. As Porter suggests, technological
leaders in industries with key external sources of technology
must capture the best of those sources through coalitions or
exclusive arrangements in order to sustain their lead, or have a
superior ability to adapt externally developed technology to the
industry.
The important factors, which determine the technological
dynamics of  a company, include the following:

Innovative Drive
Many companies view technology as a driving force of competi-
tiveness and development and give great importance to R&D.
Recognizing the critical role of R&D in the pharmaceutical
industry, Ranbaxy, for instance, has positioned itself  as a
research based international company. Several other firms, such
as Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories, have also been investing consider-
ably on R&D and they have been significantly benefiting out of
it. It is a policy of some companies that a certain percentage of
their sales every year shall come from new products.

Customer Needs / Expectations
Technological orientation and R&D efforts of  a company may
also be influenced by the customer needs and expectations. In
several cases the customer and the supplier have a collaborative
relationship to develop products or solutions. If the consum-
ers were highly demanding, companies would be compelled to
be innovative.

Demand Conditions
Besides customer needs/expectations, there are certain demand
related factors, which influence the technology choice. For
example, the size of the demand influences the choice of the
technological scale. Expected future trend could also be
important. For example, a fast growing trend of demand
would encourage adoption /development of technology of
large scale. It would also encourage R&D efforts. The situation
may be different in a declining industry.

Suppliers Offerings
Many a time technological changes are encouraged by the
suppliers of  a company, like capital goods suppliers and other
technology suppliers etc., In many process industries, for
example, the key source of technology is construction engineer-
ing firms that design production processes and build plants.

The competitiveness of  the Italian tile industry, for example,
owes a lot to the dynamic and innovative technology suppliers.

Competitive Dynamics
Competition compels the adoption of the best technology and
constant endeavour to innovate. Japanese companies have,
generally, a high degree of  technological orientation. According
to Akio Morita, the glory and the nemesis of Japanese busi-
ness, the life’s blood of  the industrial engine is good
old-fashioned competition. And this makes the consumer in
Japan a king. In Japan, there are more makers of  civilian
industrial products than in any other country, including the
United States.
Absence of / lack of competition was a major reason for the
technological backwardness of corporate India. The impact of
competition on technological improvement is very evident in
many industries in India after the liberalization.

Substitutes
Emergence of new substitutes or technological improvements
of  substitutes which alter a firm’s/ industry’s competitive
advantage vis-à-vis the substitutes is a compelling reason for
technological change. Porter points out that perhaps the most
commonly recognized effect of technology on industry
structure is its impact on substitution. Substitution is a
function of the relative value to price of competing products
and the switching costs associated with changing between them.
Technological change creates entirely new products or product
uses that substitute for others, such as fiberglass for plastic or
wood, word processors for typewriters, and microwave ovens
for conventional ovens. It influences both the relative value/
price and switching costs of substitutes. The technological
battle over relative value/price between industries producing
close substitutes is at the heart of the substitution process.

Social Forces
Certain social forces like protest against environmental pollution
or other ecological problems, demand / preference for eco-
friendly products, the need to tackle certain social problems etc.
may prompt efforts to technological developments in certain
direction.

Recapitulation

1. Competition as force for Internationalization
2. Indicators of competitiveness
3. Technological leadership and followership
4. Technology and competitive advantage
5. Sources of technological dynamics
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Global Environment
2. Position of India
While discussing Globalization in Lesson 15, we touched the
issue under study and also indirectly referred in Lesson 24 and
Lesson 26. We shall afresh look at the topic from Global angle.

Global Position of India
In the days of globalization, no economy can stand alone and
immune from the developments in the abroad sector. India is,
therefore, legitimately affected by what happens in the rest of
the world. The international transmission effect is speedier,
more substantial and more sustained than over before.
International economic relations between India and other
countries have been working through trade, payments, technol-
ogy transfer, joint ventures and the like. The commodity -
composition and the country - composition of  India’s exports
and imports do reflect the volume, value and direction of our
foreign trade. But India’s percentage share in the world trade
today is very low; it has come down to about 0.6% compared to
about 2% on the eve of Independence. Not only is our
percentage share distressingly low, our relative strength on the
scale of  certain global criteria is also low. For example, on the
eve of  present century,
1. India’s ranking on global competitive index, prepared for 53

countries, has slipped from 45 in 1997 to 50 in 1998.
2. With regard to the index of economic freedom, India ranks

117 out of 156 countries.
3. With regard to corruption, India occupies the 4th position

at the top in a list of 12 most corrupt countries.
When we correlate these statistics, certain observations follow:
• Economic freedom promotes competition.
• Most developed countries have maximized the level of

economic freedom as well as competitiveness.
• Some countries leverage their level of economic freedom

better than others.
• The most competitive economies are characterized by low

trade and large foreign investment.
• The majority of competitive states have small and liberal

govts.
• Most competitive nations have autonomous banks and low

inflation.

• Simple regulation, adequate property rights, and small black
markets characterize competitive institutions.

• The removal of wage and price controls helps the creation
of competitive labour.

• More controls and regulations we have, more will be the
level and degree of corruption. Streamlining rules,
regulations and procedures may not help when the system
gets deep rooted in corruption, typical of  parallel economy.

Economic freedom (from hunger and starvation death) is not
guaranteed by the large size of  democracy. At the same time,
India has a large pool of scientists, technologists and computer
engineers. India tops the world in milk production, and
reasonably well placed in production of fruits, flowers and
marine products. India ranks sixth among first twelve fastest
growing nations in 2000. Despite all these, India is lowly placed
in terms of human development index.

Towards a New World Economic Order
The present position of India in the international economy has
direct bearing on:
• Foreign Business in India
• Indian Business Abroad.
Because of globalization and liberalization forces at work in the
Indian economy of  today, the foreign countries, foreign
business enterprises, foreign governments, foreign institutions,
foreign businessmen and tourists-one and all are busy working
out the prospects of foreign business in India. Foreign
business is related, directly and indirectly, to the flows of  foreign
capital, foreign technology, foreign enterprises, foreign goods
and services, foreign brand names, foreign media operations
and so on. In this context, there is ongoing debate between two
schools of thought-the Swadeshi vs. the Videshi, the former
pioneering the cause in indigenous elements, and the latter
promoting the cause of foreign elements. The debate is not
conclusive, because national economic management, to a large
extent, is conditioned by the prevailing international economic
environment.  The developments in the international economy
act and react with the developments in the domestic economy.
As such foreign business is affected by Indian environment,
and Indian business abroad is affected by international and
global environment. Just as the IBM, the Cocacola and the KFC
trying to operate as multinational corporations in India run into
difficulties, the SBI in USA and the Birla enterprises in Africa
may run into operational difficulties if the environment abroad

UNIT IV

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS AND

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Now we have reached the last Unit titled “International Dimensions and Environmental Issues”. So far we have studied about
Organizations, National Economy, Economic and other Government Policies, External Market Forces etc. with a focus on
Domestic Environment, though we did cover Globalization as well as Foreign Investment Policies also. This Unit is devoted to
an equally important segment covering International and Global issues – an arena having wider ramifications as far as Business is
concerned.

LESSON 27:

INTRODUCTION TO GLOBAL

ENVIRONMENT
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is not properly assessed. Private foreign enterprise can enter
India’s insurance sector just as the Indian insurance companies
can operate in Middle East. In to-day’s world, we are facing
‘competitive dualism’ in the existence of Indian banks and
foreign banks together or say Indian handicrafts and Italian
handicrafts together in the same market. Indian goods have to
compete as much in the foreign market as the foreign goods
have to compete in the Indian market. Very soon, such
competitive survival and growth of  dualism will take the world
economy towards consolidation, rationalization and standard-
ization of  products and services in such a way that the users will
get the benefit of  efficiency and technology. Interdependence
between nations is increasing; regional economic cooperation is
taking place, notwithstanding the attempt towards world
economic integration. A new world economic order awaits us
on the turn of  the century. Indian business, in fact, all business
anywhere in the world has to take note of evolution and
evaluation of international economic environment.

International Economic Environment in
the Past
According to IMF projections 1990-95, the industrial countries
were likely to attain an average growth rate of 2.4 per cent in
1990-95, in contrast to 3.3 per cent growth in output of
developing countries. According to OECD estimates (Decem-
ber, 1987). the GNP growth rate in OECD countries was
estimated to decelerate from 2.75 per cent in 1986 to 2.25
percent in 1988 and 1.75 per cent in 1989. In this gloomy
environment, the annual average growth in the volume of trade
declined from 7.3 per cent in 1989 to 4.2 percent in. 1990 to 0.9
percent in 1991. The value of world trade also got affected
subject to volatility because of uncertain fluctuations in
exchange rate. The world economy has been further affected by
developments like politico-economic upheavals in Eastern
Europe, etc.

Upheavals in Stock Markets
On October 19, 1987, the “Black Monday,” the New York stock
market suffered an unprecedented crash, worse than the
depression of  1930s; on a single day, the stock price dropped by
22.6%. Similar reaction took place in the leading markets of the
world. This Great Crash has been the result of an artificially
high interest rate, pegged by the Federal Reserve Bank to
prevent the flight of  dollar from U.S.A. Such a monetary policy
followed in the situation of growing budget-deficits and trade-
deficits in the U.S.A. was ultimately responsible for the crash.
The monetary policy cannot maintain simultaneously the
exchange rate stability as well as domestic equilibrium. If the
response to these developments is further protectionist action
on the part of some superpowers it could jeopardize the world
economic environment and in the process, the trade and
payments situation in developing countries could suffer.

Exchange Rate Fluctuations
The past decade of eighties has been the worse volatility in the
exchange rate of major countries. Between 1985 and 1987 April,
US dollar depreciated by 35 per cent. It raised doubt on the part
of  G-7 to support dollar actively. Thus, US dollar in its
downward journey went below the 40 year low against Japanese
yen. However, against Indian rupee, US $ 1 equal to Rs. 4

(1951), Rs. 8 (1973) and to Rs. 30 (1993). The relative apprecia-
tion of yen hit adversely the countries like India, which had
entered into foreign collaboration (technical rather financial)
agreement with Japan. The import of Japanese machinery and
technology escalated the project costs in India. With a view to
reducing instability in the exchange rate of major countries, the
G-24, of  which India is a member, has proposed “Target
Zones.”

The IMF Loan
It has an important role in correcting “structural disequilib-
rium” in the balance of payments for developing countries like
India. Today India’s debt services problem is consequent upon
the IMF loans, which were taken a couple of years back.
Additionally new loans were floated-1.8 billion in 1991 and 2.3
billion in 1992. The IMF has set up Structural Adjustment
facilities to provide additional balance of payments assistance
on concessional terms. India is eligible to seek such assistance to
a limited degree; but India’s aid prospect is not bright. India’s
debt repayment obligations are maturing; our debt burden was
around $ 10 billion in 1996 compared to $ 6 billion in 1993,
when the debt service ratio was around 30 per cent. If  the
present trend continues, the rate may reach 50 per cent soon.
According to world observers, India should, therefore, work
towards emerging as a self-reliant economy by the turn of this
century.

South East Asian Crisis

The Meltdown and Its Impact on India
For over two decades, most of the East and South Asian
countries like Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea,
Malaysia and Thailand have witnessed impressive growth
surpassing many developed countries. Large inflow of foreign
capital and export led growth were the main strategies through
which these countries transformed themselves from traditional,
underdeveloped economies to modern industrialized countries.
However, after staging an impressive show for so long, the East
and South Asian region have witnessed unprecedented turmoil
in the currency and stock markets since July 1997, which has
affected most of the countries in the region.

Explanation for the Crisis
It is not easy to pinpoint a simple explanation for the Asian
Currency Crisis, though on taking a closer look one can draw
varied lessons from each country:
See an article in PNB Monthly Review, July-September. 1997-98
also Economic Survey (1997-98) p. 93.
• Indian rupee is not fully convertible and as such it is not

that susceptible to speculative attacks.
• The financial sector prudential reforms introduced in India

in 1992-93 have resulted in overall strengthening of the
financial system making it much less susceptible to witness
any unanticipated shocks on account of the contagion effect.

Lessons for India
Looking inwards, it is clear that India does not have most of
the problems being faced by the affected countries in South
East Asia and its capital flows are also still being protected. But
the country needs to be on guard, and devise ways and means
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of averting a similar crisis in future. The lessons for the Indian
economy from the crisis are:
• Carefully handle the exchange rate without causing undue

alarm to the international community.
• Keep the current account deficit in control. This can be done

essentially through increasing exports and invisible receipts.
• Keep up the growth momentum through accelerated

domestic savings rate and not relying on short-term
inflows.

• Further strengthen the banking and financial system with
proper lending norms.

• Have proper audited accounts for companies which list off-
balancesheet liabilities like guarantees and options.

• Record all foreign debt, especially short-term debt.
• Do not encourage high debt-equity ratios for companies.

Negative Impact of the Crisis

• The crisis has had a negative effect on growth of almost all
the economies in the region. Lower growth means less
demand for goods and services. Hence demand for Indian
goods in the region has decreased. The broad commodity
groups, which have been affected, are raw cotton, gems and
jewellery, machinery and instruments, iron and semi-
finished iron and steel.

• With highly depreciated South East Asian currencies, Indian
goods are facing more competition in the other markets
from these countries such as textiles, rice and footwear from
Thailand, rubber and rubber products, cotton yarn and
textiles from Indonesia, chemicals and chemical products,
textiles and footwear from Malaysia, readymade garments,
electric equipment, machinery and auto components from
the Philippines, textiles and ready made garments from
South Korea.

• India used to receive a large chunk of foreign investments,
particularly from Japan and South Korea, which used to be
the fourth and fifth

Recapitulation

1. Global Environment
2. Position of India
3. International economic environment in the past
4. South East Asian crisis and its impact

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is IMF
2. Purpose of IMF
3. Origin of IMF
4. Main Business of IMF

What is IMF?
The International Monetary Fund is a Global Institution
The International Monetary Fund is a specialized agency of the
United Nations system set up by treaty in 1945 to help promote
the health of  the world economy. Headquartered in Washing-
ton, D.C., it is governed by its almost global membership of
184 countries.
The IMF is the central institution of the international monetary
system - the system of international payments and exchange
rates among national currencies that enables business to take
place between countries.
It aims to prevent crises in the system by encouraging countries
to adopt sound economic policies; it is also - as its name
suggests - a fund that can be tapped by members needing
temporary financing to address balance of payments problems.
The IMF works for global prosperity by promoting the
balanced expansion of world trade, stability of exchange rates,
avoidance of competitive devaluations, and orderly correction
of balance of payments problems
The IMF’s statutory purposes include promoting the balanced
expansion of world trade, the stability of exchange rates, the
avoidance of competitive currency devaluations, and the orderly
correction of  a country’s balance of  payments problems.

To Serve These Purposes, The IMF
monitors economic and financial developments and policies, in
member countries and at the global level, and gives policy advice
to its members based on its more than fifty years of experience.
For example:
In its annual review of the Japanese economy for 2000, the IMF
Executive Board urged the Japanese government to stimulate
growth by keeping interest rates low, encouraging corporate and
bank restructuring, and promoting deregulation and competi-
tion.
The IMF commended the Mexican authorities for their prudent
economic management in 2000. It supported a move toward
gradual implementation of inflation targeting and expressed
concern about the undercapitalization of the banking system.
In its Spring 2001 World Economic Outlook, the IMF
highlighted the risks of a further weakening of global growth
and the need for a proactive policy approach to support demand
and for growth-oriented structural reforms.

lends to member countries with balance of payments prob-
lems, not just to provide temporary financing but to support
adjustment and reform policies aimed at correcting the underly-
ing problems. For example:
During the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis, the IMF acted swiftly
to help Korea bolster its reserves. It pledged $21 billion to
assist Korea reform its economy, restructure its financial and
corporate sectors, and recover from recession. Within four years,
Korea had recovered sufficiently to repay the loans and, at the
same time, rebuild its reserves.
In October 2000, the IMF approved an additional $52 million
loan for Kenya to help it cope with the effects of a severe
drought, as part of a three-year $193 million loan under the
IMF’s Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility, a concessional
lending program for low-income countries.
IMF provides the governments and central banks of its
member countries with technical assistance and training in its
areas of expertise. For example:
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the IMF stepped in
to help the Baltic states, Russia, and other former Soviet
countries set up treasury systems for their central banks as part
of the transition from centrally planned to market-based
economic systems.
As the only international agency whose mandated activities
involve active dialogue with virtually every country on economic
policies, the IMF is the principal forum for discussing not only
national economic policies in a global context, but also issues
important to the stability of the international monetary and
financial system. These include countries’ choice of exchange
rate arrangements, the avoidance of destabilizing international
capital flows, and the design of internationally recognized
standards and codes for policies and institutions.

The IMF’s Main Business: Macroeconomic and
Financial Sector Policies

In its oversight of member countries’ economic policies, the
IMF looks mainly at the performance of an economy as a whole
- often referred to as its macroeconomic performance. This
comprises total spending (and its major components like
consumer spending and business investment), output,
employment, and inflation, as well as the country’s balance of
payments - that is, the balance of  a country’s transactions with
the rest of the world.
The IMF focuses mainly on a country’s macroeconomic policies
- that is, policies relating to the government’s budget, the
management of money and credit, and the exchange rate - and
financial sector policies, including the regulation and supervi-
sion of banks and other financial institutions. In addition, the
IMF pays due attention to structural policies that affect macro-
economic performance - including labor market policies that
affect employment and wage behavior. The IMF advises each

LESSON 28:

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF)
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member on how its policies in these areas may be improved to
allow the more effective pursuit of goals such as high employ-
ment, low inflation, and sustainable economic growth—that is,
growth that can be sustained without leading to such difficulties
as inflation and balance of payments problems.
By working to strengthen the international financial system and
to accelerate progress toward reducing poverty, as well as
promoting sound economic policies among all its member
countries, the IMF is helping to make globalization work for
the benefit of all.

Adapting to Meet New Challenges
As the development of the world economy since 1945 has
brought new challenges, the work of the IMF has evolved and
the institution has adapted so as to be able to continue serving
its purposes effectively. Especially since the early 1990s, enor-
mous economic challenges have been associated with
globalization - the increasing international integration of
markets and economies. These have included the need to deal
with turbulence in emerging financial markets, notably in Asia
and Latin America; to help a number of countries make the
transition from central planning to market-oriented systems
and enter the global market economy; and to promote eco-
nomic growth and poverty reduction in the poorest countries at
risk of being left behind by globalization.
The IMF has responded partly by introducing reforms aimed at
strengthening the architecture - or framework of rules and
institutions - of the international monetary and financial system
and by enhancing its own contribution to the prevention and
resolution of financial crises. It has also given new emphasis to
the goals of enhancing economic growth and reducing poverty
in the world’s poorest countries. And reform is continuing.
In September 2000, at the annual meetings of the IMF and
World Bank, the IMF’s new Managing Director set out his
vision for the future of  the IMF, in which the institution
would:
• strive to promote sustained noninflationary economic

growth that benefits all people of the world;
• be the center of competence for the stability of the

international financial system;
• focus on its core macroeconomic and financial areas of

responsibility, working in a complementary fashion with
other institutions established to safeguard global public
goods; and

• be an open institution, learning from experience and
dialogue, and adapting continuously to changing
circumstances.

The Managing Director’s vision was fully endorsed by the
membersh ip, and it is now guiding the work and reform of
the institution.

The Origins of the IMF
The IMF was conceived in July 1944 at a United Nations
conference held at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, U.S.A.
when representatives of 45 governments agreed on a frame-
work for economic cooperation designed to avoid a repetition

of the disastrous economic policies that had contributed to the
Great Depression of the 1930s.
During that decade, as economic activity in the major industrial
countries weakened, countries attempted to defend their
economies by increasing restrictions on imports; but this just
worsened the downward spiral in world trade, output, and
employment. To conserve dwindling reserves of  gold and
foreign exchange, some countries curtailed their citizens’
freedom to buy abroad, some devalued their currencies, and
some introduced complicated restrictions on their citizens’
freedom to hold foreign exchange. These fixes, however, also
proved self-defeating, and no country was able to maintain its
competitive edge for long. Such “beggar-thy-neighbor” policies
devastated the international economy; world trade declined
sharply, as did employment and living standards in many
countries.
As World War II came to a close, the leading allied countries
considered various plans to restore order to international
monetary relations, and at the Bretton Woods conference the
IMF emerged. The country representatives drew up the charter
(or Articles of Agreement) of an international institution to
oversee the international monetary system and to promote
both the elimination of exchange restrictions relating to trade in
goods and services, and the stability of  exchange rates.
The IMF came into existence in December 1945, when the first
29 countries signed its Articles of Agreement.
The statutory purposes of the IMF today are the same as when
they were formulated in 1944 (see Box 2). Since then, the world
has experienced unprecedented growth in real incomes. And
although the benefits of growth have not flowed equally to all -
either within or among nations - most countries have seen
increases in prosperity that contrast starkly with the interwar
period, in particular. Part of the explanation lies in improve-
ments in the conduct of  economic policy, including policies that
have encouraged the growth of international trade and helped
smooth the economic cycle of boom and bust. The IMF is
proud to have contributed to these developments.
In the decades since World War II, apart from rising prosperity,
the world economy and monetary system have undergone other
major changes - changes that have increased the importance and
relevance of  the purposes served by the IMF, but that have also
required the IMF to adapt and reform. Rapid advances in
technology and communications have contributed to the
increasing international integration of markets and to closer
linkages among national economies. As a result financial crises,
when they erupt, now tend to spread more rapidly among
countries.
In such an increasingly integrated and interdependent world,
any country’s prosperity depends more than ever both on the
economic performance of other countries and on the existence
of  an open and stable global economic environment. Equally,
economic and financial policies that individual countries follow
affect how well or how poorly the world trade and payments
system operates. Globalization thus calls for greater interna-
tional cooperation, which in turn has increased the
responsibilities of international institutions that organize such
cooperation - including the IMF.
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The IMF’s purposes have also become more important simply
because of  the expansion of  its membership. The number of
IMF member countries has more than quadrupled from the 45
states involved in its establishment, reflecting in particular the
attainment of political independence by many developing
countries and more recently the collapse of the Soviet bloc.
The expansion of  the IMF’s membership, together with the
changes in the world economy, have required the IMF to adapt
in a variety of  ways to continue serving its purposes effectively.

The IMF’s Purposes
The purposes of the International Monetary Fund are:
i. To promote international monetary cooperation through a

permanent institution, which provides the machinery for
consultation and collaboration on international monetary
problems.

ii. To facilitate the expansion and balanced growth of
international trade, and to contribute thereby to the
promotion and maintenance of high levels of employment
and real income and to the development of the productive
resources of all members as primary objectives of economic
policy.

iii. To promote exchange stability, to maintain orderly exchange
arrangements among members, and to avoid competitive
exchange depreciation.

iv. To assist in the establishment of  a multilateral system of
payments in respect of current transactions between
members and in the elimination of foreign exchange
restrictions, which hamper the growth of world, trade.

v. To give confidence to members by making the general
resources of the Fund temporarily available to them under
adequate safeguards, thus providing them with opportunity
to correct maladjustments in their balance of payments
without resorting to measures destructive of national or
international prosperity.

vi. In accordance with the above, to shorten the duration and
lessen the degree of disequilibrium in the international
balances of payments of members.

The Fund shall be guided in all its policies and decisions by the
purposes set forth in this Article.

From Article I of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement

Countries that joined the IMF between 1945 and 1971 agreed to
keep their exchange rates (in effect, the value of their currencies
in terms of  the U.S. dollar, and in the case of  the United States,
the value of  the U.S. dollar in terms of  gold) pegged at rates
that could be adjusted, but only to correct a “fundamental
disequilibrium” in the balance of  payments and with the IMF’s
concurrence. This so-called Bretton Woods system of  exchange
rates prevailed until 1971 when the U.S. government suspended
the convertibility of  the U.S. dollar (and dollar reserves held by
other governments) into gold. Since then, IMF members have
been free to choose any form of exchange arrangement they
wish (except pegging their currency to gold): some now allow
their currency to float freely, some peg their currency to another
currency or a group of currencies, some have adopted the

currency of another country as their own, and some participate
in currency blocs.
At the same time as the IMF was created, the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), more
commonly known as the World Bank, was set up to promote
long-term economic development, including through the
financing of infrastructure projects, such as road-building and
improving water supply.
The IMF and the World Bank Group—which includes the
International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the International
Development Association (IDA)—complement each other’s
work. While the IMF’s focus is chiefly on macroeconomic
performance, and on macroeconomic and financial sector
policies, the World Bank is concerned mainly with longer-term
development and poverty reduction issues. Its activities include
lending to developing countries and countries in transition to
finance infrastructure projects, the reform of particular sectors
of  the economy, and broader structural reforms. The IMF, in
contrast, provides financing not for particular sectors or projects
but for general support of  a country’s balance of  payments and
international reserves while the country takes policy action to
address its difficulties.
When the IMF and World Bank were established, an organiza-
tion to promote world trade liberalization was also
contemplated, but it was not until 1995 that the World Trade
Organization was set up. In the intervening years, trade issues
were tackled through the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT).

Who Makes Decisions at the IMF?
The IMF is accountable to its member countries, and this
accountability is essential to its effectiveness. The day-to-day
work of the IMF is carried out by an Executive Board, repre-
senting the IMF’s 184 members, and an internationally recruited
staff under the leadership of a Managing Director and three
Deputy Managing Directors - each member of this management
team being drawn from a different region of the world. The
powers of the Executive Board to conduct the business of the
IMF are delegated to it by the Board of Governors, which is
where ultimate oversight rests.
The Board of Governors, on which all member countries are
represented, is the highest authority governing the IMF. It
usually meets once a year, at the Annual Meetings of the IMF
and the World Bank. Each member country appoints a
Governor - usually the country’s minister of  finance or the
governor of its central bank - and an Alternate Governor. The
Board of Governors decides on major policy issues but has
delegated day-to-day decision-making to the Executive Board.
Key policy issues relating to the international monetary system
are considered twice yearly in a committee of Governors called
the International Monetary and Financial Committee, or IMFC
(until September 1999 known as the Interim Committee). A
joint committee of the Boards of Governors of the IMF and
World Bank called the Development Committee advises and
reports to the Governors on development policy and other
matters of concern to developing countries.
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The Executive Board consists of 24 Executive Directors, with
the Managing Director as chairman. The Executive Board
usually meets three times a week, in full-day sessions, and more
often if  needed, at the organization’s headquarters in Washing-
ton, D.C. The IMF’s five largest shareholders - the United
States, Japan, Germany, France, and the United Kingdom -
along with China, Russia, and Saudi Arabia, have their own
seats on the Board. The other 16 Executive Directors are elected
for two-year terms by groups of countries, known as constitu-
encies.
The documents that provide the basis for the Board’s delibera-
tions are prepared mainly by IMF staff, sometimes in
collaboration with the World Bank, and presented to the Board
with management approval; but some documents are presented
by Executive Directors themselves. In recent years, an increasing
proportion of IMF Board documents have been released to the
public through the IMF’s website (http://www.imf.org/
external/index.htm).
Unlike some international organizations that operate under a
one-country-one-vote principle (such as the United Nations
General Assembly), the IMF has a weighted voting system: the
larger a country’s quota in the IMF - determined broadly by its
economic size - the more votes it has (see “Where Does the
IMF Get its Money?” below). But the Board rarely makes
decisions based on formal voting; rather, most decisions are
based on consensus among its members and are supported
unanimously.
The Executive Board selects the Managing Director, who
besides serving as the chairman of  the Board, is the chief  of  the
IMF staff and conducts the business of the IMF under the
direction of the Executive Board. Appointed for a renewable
five-year term, the Managing Director is assisted by a First
Deputy Managing Director and two other Deputy Managing
Directors.
IMF employees are international civil servants whose responsi-
bility is to the IMF, not to national authorities. The
organization has about 2,800 employees recruited from 133
countries. About two-thirds of its professional staff is
economists. The IMF’s 23 departments and offices are headed
by directors, who report to the Managing Director. Most staff
works in Washington, although about 80 resident representa-
tives are posted in member countries to help advise on
economic policy. The IMF maintains offices in Paris and Tokyo
for liaison with other international and regional institutions,
and with organizations of civil society; it also has offices in New
York and Geneva, mainly for liaison with other institutions in
the UN system.

Where Does the IMF Get Its Money?
The IMF’s resources come mainly from the quota (or capital)
subscriptions that countries pay when they join the IMF, or
following periodic reviews in which quotas are increased.
Countries pay 25 percent of their quota subscriptions in Special
Drawing Rights (SDRs, see Box 3) or major currencies, such as
U.S. dollars or Japanese yen; the IMF can call on the remainder,
payable in the member’s own currency, to be made available for
lending as needed. Quotas determine not only a country’s
subscription payments, but also its voting power, the amount

of  financing that it can receive from the IMF, and its share in
SDR allocations.
Quotas are intended broadly to reflect members’ relative size in
the world economy: the larger a country’s economy in terms of
output, and the larger and more variable its trade, the higher its
quota tends to be. The United States of  America, the world’s
largest economy, contributes most to the IMF, 17.6 percent of
total quotas; Seychelles, the world’s smallest, contributes 0.004
percent. The most recent (eleventh) quota review came into
effect in January 1999, raising IMF quotas (for the first time
since 1990) by about 45 percent to SDR 212 billion (about $290
billion).
If  necessary, the IMF may borrow to supplement the resources
available from its quotas. The IMF has two sets of standing
arrangements to borrow if needed to cope with any threat to
the international monetary system:
The General Arrangements to Borrow (GAB), set up in 1962,
which has 11 participants (the governments or central banks of
the Group of  Ten industrialized countries and Switzerland),
and the New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB), introduced in
1997, with 25 participating countries and institutions.
Under the two arrangements combined, the IMF has up to
SDR 34 billion (about $46 billion) available to borrow.

What Is an SDR?
The SDR, or special drawing right, is an international reserve
asset introduced by the IMF in 1969 (under the First Amend-
ment to its Articles of Agreement) out of concern among IMF
members that the current stock, and prospective growth, of
international reserves might not be sufficient to support the
expansion of  world trade. The main reserve assets were gold
and U.S. dollars, and members did not want global reserves to
depend on gold production, with its inherent uncertainties, and
continuing U.S. balance of  payments deficits, which would be
needed to provide continuing growth in U.S. dollar reserves.
The SDR was introduced as a supplementary reserve asset,
which the IMF could “allocate” periodically to members when
the need arose, and cancel, as necessary.
SDRs - sometimes known as “paper gold” although they have
no physical form - have been allocated to member countries (as
book-keeping entries) as a percentage of their quotas. So far, the
IMF has allocated SDR 21.4 billion (about $29 billion) to
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member countries. The last allocation took place in 1981, when
SDR 4.1 billion was allocated to the 141 countries that were
then members of  the IMF. Since 1981, the membership has not
seen a need for another general allocation of SDRs, partly
because of the growth of international capital markets. In
September 1997, however, in light of  the IMF’s expanded
membership—which included countries that had not received
an allocation—the Board of Governors proposed a Fourth
Amendment to the Articles of Agreement. When approved by
the required majority of member governments, this will
authorize a special one-time “equity” allocation of SDR 21.4
billion, to be distributed so as to raise all members’ ratios of
cumulative SDR allocations to quotas to a common benchmark.
IMF member countries may use SDRs in transactions among
themselves, with 16 “institutional” holders of SDRs, and with
the IMF. The SDR is also the IMF’s unit of  account. A number
of other international and regional organizations and interna-
tional conventions use it as a unit of account, or as a basis for a
unit of account.
The SDR’s value is set daily using a basket of  four major
currencies: the euro, Japanese yen, pound sterling, and U.S.
dollar. On August 1, 2001, SDR 1 = US$1.26. The composition
of the basket is reviewed every five years to ensure that it is
representative of the currencies used in international transac-
tions, and that the weights assigned to the currencies reflect their
relative importance in the world’s trading and financial systems.

How Does the IMF Serve Its Members?
The IMF helps its member countries by:
reviewing and monitoring national and global economic and
financial developments and advising members on their
economic policies;
lending them hard currencies to support adjustment and
reform policies designed to correct balance of payments
problems and promote sustainable growth; and
offering a wide range of technical assistance, as well as training
for government and central bank officials, in its areas of
expertise.

Advice on Policies and Global Oversight
The IMF’s Articles of  Agreement call for it to oversee the
international monetary system, including by exercising firm
“surveillance” - that is, oversight - over its member countries’
exchange rate policies. Under the Articles, each member country
undertakes to collaborate with the IMF in its efforts to ensure
orderly exchange arrangements and to promote a stable system
of exchange rates.
More specifically, member countries agree to direct policies
toward the goals of orderly economic growth with reasonable
price stability, together with orderly underlying economic and
financial conditions, and to avoid manipulating exchange rates
for unfair competitive advantage. In addition, each country
undertakes to provide the IMF with the information necessary
for its effective surveillance. The membership has agreed that
the IMF’s surveillance of  each member’s exchange rate policies
has to be carried out within the framework of a comprehensive
analysis of the general economic situation and economic policy
strategy of the member.

The regular monitoring of economies, and associated provision
of  policy advice, that IMF surveillance involves can help signal
dangers ahead and enable members to act in a timely way to
avoid trouble.
The IMF conducts its oversight in three ways:
Country surveillance, which takes the form of  regular (usually
yearly) comprehensive consultations with individual member
countries about their economic policies, with interim discus-
sions as needed. The consultations are referred to as “Article IV
consultations” as they are mandated by Article IV of  the IMF’s
charter. (They are also referred to as “bilateral” consultations,
but this is strictly speaking a misnomer: when the IMF consults
with a member country, it represents the entire membership, so
that the consultations are really always multilateral.)
How does an Article IV consultation proceed? First, an IMF
team of economists visits the country to collect economic and
financial data and discuss with government and central bank
officials the country’s economic policies in the context of  recent
developments. The IMF staff  review the country’s macroeco-
nomic (fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate) policies, assess the
soundness of the financial system, and examine industrial,
social, labor, governance, environmental, and other policy issues
that may affect macroeconomic policies and performance. The
staff team then submits a report on its findings, approved by
management, to the Executive Board, which discusses the
staff ’s analysis. And the Board’s views, summarized by its
Chairman, are transmitted to the country’s government. In this
way, the views of  the global community and the lessons of
international experience are brought to bear on the policies of
the country concerned.
With the increased transparency of the IMF and its work in
recent years, the summings up of Board discussions for many
Article IV consultations are being published, together with
summaries of  the staff ’s analysis, in Public Information
Notices (PINs). In fact, in many cases, the full staff reports
prepared for these consultations are also being released. Like
PINs, they can be found on the IMF’s website.
The IMF supplements its usually annual country consultations
with additional staff visits to member countries when needed.
The Executive Board also holds frequent, informal meetings to
review economic and financial developments in selected
member countries and regions.
Global surveillance, which entails reviews by the IMF’s Execu-
tive Board of global economic trends and developments. The
main reviews of  this kind are based on World Economic
Outlook reports prepared by IMF staff, normally twice a year,
before the semiannual meetings of the International Monetary
and Financial Committee. The reports are published in full
prior to the IMFC meetings, together with the Chairman’s
summing up of  the Executive Board’s discussion. Another
element in the IMF’s global surveillance is the Board’s usually
annual discussion of developments, prospects, and policy
issues in international capital markets, the staff ’s reports on
which are also published. The Executive Board also holds more
frequent, informal discussions on world economic and market
developments.
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Regional surveillance, under which the IMF examines policies
pursued under regional arrangements. This includes, for
example, Board discussions of developments in the European
Union, the euro area, the West African Economic and Monetary
Union, the Central African Economic and Monetary Commu-
nity, and the Eastern Caribbean Currency Union.
IMF management and staff  also participate in surveillance
discussions of such groups of countries as the G-7 (the Group
of Seven major industrial countries) and APEC (the Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum).

Lending to Help Countries in Difficulty
The IMF lends foreign exchange to countries with balance of
payments problems. An IMF loan eases the adjustment that a
country has to make to bring its spending in line with its
income so as to correct its balance of payments problem. But
IMF lending is also intended to support policies, including
structural reforms, that will improve a country’s balance of
payments position and growth prospects in a lasting way.
Any member country can turn to the IMF for financing if it has
a balance of payments need—that is, if it needs official
borrowing to be able to make external payments and maintain
an appropriate level of  reserves without taking “measures
destructive of  national or international prosperity.” Such
measures might include restrictions on trade and payments, a
sharp compression of  demand in the domestic economy, or a
sharp depreciation of  the domestic currency. Without IMF
lending, countries with balance of payments difficulties would
have to adjust more abruptly or take such other measures
damaging to national and international prosperity. Avoiding
such consequences is among the IMF’s purposes (see Box 2, (v)
and (vi)).

What Is an IMF-Supported Program?
When a country approaches the IMF for financing, it may be in
a state of economic crisis or near-crisis, with its currency under
attack in foreign exchange markets and its international reserves
depleted, economic activity stagnant or falling, and bankruptcies
increasing. To return the country’s external payments position to
health and to restore the conditions for sustainable economic
growth, some combination of economic adjustment and
official and/or private financing will be needed.
The IMF provides the country’s authorities with advice on the
economic policies that may be expected to address the problems
most effectively. For the IMF also to provide financing, it must
agree with the authorities on a program of policies aimed at
meeting specific, quantified goals regarding external viability,
monetary and financial stability, and sustainable growth. Details
of the program are spelled out in a “letter of intent” from the
government to the Managing Director of  the IMF.
A program supported by IMF financing is designed by the
national authorities in close cooperation with IMF staff, and is
tailored to the special needs and circumstances of  the country.
This is essential for the program’s effectiveness and for the
government to win national support for the program. Such
support—or “local ownership”—of the program is critical to
its success.

Each program is also designed flexibly, so that, during its
implementation, it may be reassessed and revised if circum-
stances change. Many programs are, in fact, revised during
implementation.

Instruments of IMF lending and their evolution
The IMF provides loans under a variety of policies or “facilities”
that have evolved over the years to meet the needs of the
membership. The duration, repayment terms, and lending
conditions attached to these facilities vary, reflecting the types of
balance of payments problem and circumstances they address
(see Box 4).

Most of  the IMF’s financing is provided through three different
types of lending policies:
Stand-By Arrangements form the core of  the IMF’s lending
policies. First used in 1952, they are designed to deal mainly
with short-term balance of payments problems.
Medium-term extended arrangements under the Extended
Fund Facility are intended for countries with balance of
payments difficulties related to structural problems, which may
take longer to correct than macroeconomic weaknesses. Struc-
tural policies associated with extended arrangements include
reforms designed to improve the way economies function, such
as tax and financial sector reforms, privatization of public
enterprises, and steps to enhance the flexibility of labor
markets.
The IMF has been providing concessional lending to help its
poorest member countries achieve external viability, sustainable
economic growth, and improved living standards since the late
1970s. The current concessional facility, the Poverty Reduction
and Growth Facility (PRGF), replaced the Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility (ESAF) in November 1999, with the aim
of making poverty reduction and economic growth the central
objectives of policy programs in the countries concerned.
In the late 1990s, the IMF introduced facilities designed to help
countries cope with sudden losses of market confidence, and to
prevent “contagion” - the spread of financial crises to countries
with sound economic policies. (See highlights of  the IMF’s
evolving facilities.) The IMF also provides loans to help
countries cope with balance of payments problems caused by
natural disasters, the aftermath of military conflicts, and
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temporary shortfalls in export earnings (or temporary increases
in cereal import costs) beyond their control.
Just as new facilities have been introduced to meet new
challenges, redundant facilities have over time been terminated.
Indeed, the Executive Board initiated in early 2000 a review of
facilities (for the main IMF lending facilities, see Box 4). The
review led to the elimination of four obsolete facilities. The
Board’s consideration of  modifications to other
nonconcessional facilities led to agreement to:
adapt the terms of Stand-By Arrangements and Extended
Fund Facility loans to encourage countries to avoid reliance on
IMF resources for unduly long periods or in unduly large
amounts;
The IMF has assisted the countries of the former Soviet Union
in their transition from centrally planned to market economies.
• reaffirm the Extended Fund Facility as one confined to cases

where longer-term financing is clearly required;
• enhance monitoring of IMF-supported programs after their

expiration, especially when a member’s credit outstanding
exceeds a certain threshold; and

• modify the Contingent Credit Lines (CCL), within their
existing eligibility criteria, to make the CCL a more effective
instrument for preventing crises and resisting contagion for
countries pursuing sound policies.

Selected IMF Lending Facilities
Stand-By Arrangements form the core of  the IMF’s lending
policies. A Stand-By Arrangement provides assurance to a
member country that it can draw up to a specified amount,
usually over 12–18 months, to deal with a short-term balance
of payments problem.
Extended Fund Facility. IMF support for members under the
Extended Fund Facility provides assurance that a member
country can draw up to a specified amount, usually over three to
four years, to help it tackle structural economic problems that
are causing serious weaknesses in its balance of payments.
Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (which replaced the
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility in November 1999). A
low-interest facility to help the poorest member countries facing
protracted balance of  payments problems (see “A New
Approach to Reducing Poverty”). The cost to borrowers is
subsidized with resources raised through past sales of IMF-
owned gold, together with loans and grants provided to the
IMF for the purpose by its members.
Supplemental Reserve Facility. Provides additional short-term
financing to member countries experiencing exceptional balance
of payments difficulty because of a sudden and disruptive loss
of market confidence reflected in capital outflows. The interest
rate on SRF loans includes a surcharge over the IMF’s usual
lending rate.
Contingent Credit Lines. Precautionary lines of defense
enabling members pursuing strong economic policies to obtain
IMF financing on a short-term basis when faced by a sudden
and disruptive loss of market confidence because of contagion
from difficulties in other countries.

Emergency Assistance. Introduced in 1962 to help members
cope with balance of payments problems arising from sudden
and unforeseeable natural disasters, this form of assistance was
extended in 1995 to cover certain situations in which members
have emerged from military conflicts that have disrupted
institutional and administrative capacity.
At present, IMF borrowers are all either developing countries,
countries in transition from central planning to market-based
systems, or emerging market countries recovering from financial
crises. Many of these countries have only limited access to
international capital markets, partly because of their economic
difficulties. Since the late 1970s, all industrial countries have
been able to meet their financing needs from capital markets,
but in the first two decades of  the IMF’s existence over half  of
the IMF’s financing went to these countries.

Key Features of IMF Lending
The IMF is not an aid agency or a development bank. It lends
to help its members tackle balance of payments problems and
restore sustainable economic growth. The foreign exchange
provided, the limits on which are set in relation to a member’s
quota in the IMF, is deposited with the country’s central bank to
supplement its international reserves and thus to give general
balance of payments support. Unlike the loans of development
agencies, IMF funds are not provided to finance particular
projects or activities.
IMF lending is conditional on policies: the borrowing country
must adopt policies that promise to correct its balance of
payments problem. The conditionality associated with IMF
lending helps to ensure that by borrowing from the IMF, a
country does not just postpone hard choices and accumulate
more debt, but is able to strengthen its economy and repay the
loan. The country and the IMF must agree on the economic
policy actions that are needed. Also the IMF disburses funds in
phases, linked to the borrowing country’s meeting its scheduled
policy commitments. During 2000–01 the IMF worked to
streamline its conditionality - making it more sharply focused
on macroeconomic and finacial sector policies, less intrusive into
countries’ policy choices, more conducive to country ownership
of policy programs, and thus more effective.
IMF lending is temporary. Depending on the lending facility
used, loans may be disbursed over periods as short as six
months and as long as four years. The repayment period is 3¼–
5 years for short-term loans (under Stand-By Arrangements), or
4½–10 years for medium-term financing (under Extended
Arrangements); but in November 2000, the Executive Board
agreed to introduce the expectation of earlier repayment - over
2¼–4 years for Stand-By Arrangements and 4½–7 years for
Extended Arrangements. The repayment period for loans to
low-income countries under the IMF’s concessional lending
facility, the PRGF, is 10 years, with a 5½-year grace period on
principal payments.
The IMF expects borrowers to give priority to repaying its
loans. The borrowing country must pay back the IMF on
schedule, so that the funds are available for lending to other
countries that need balance of  payments financing. The IMF has
in place procedures to deter the build-up of any arrears, or
overdue repayments and interest charges. Most important,
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however, is the weight that the international community places
on the IMF’s status as a preferred creditor. This ensures that the
IMF is among the first to be repaid even though it is often the
last lender willing to provide a country with funds, after the
country’s ability to fulfil its obligation has clearly come into
question.
Countries that borrow from the IMF’s regular, non-
concessional lending windows - all but the low-income
developing countries - pay market-related interest rates and
service charges, plus a refundable commitment fee. A surcharge
can be levied above a certain threshold to discourage heavy use
of IMF funds. Surcharges also apply to drawings under the
Supplemental Reserve Facility. Low-income countries borrowing
under the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility pay a
concessional fixed interest rate of ½ percent a year.
To strengthen safeguards on members’ use of  IMF resources,
in March 2000 the IMF began requiring assessments of central
banks’ compliance with desirable practices for internal control
procedures, financial reporting, and audit mechanisms. At the
same time, the Executive Board decided to broaden the
application, and make more systematic use, of the available
tools to deal with countries that borrow from the IMF on the
basis of erroneous information.
In most cases, the IMF, when it lends, provides only a small
portion of  a country’s external financing requirements. But
because the approval of  IMF lending signals that a country’s
economic policies are on the right track, it reassures investors
and the official community and helps generate additional
financing from these sources. Thus, IMF financing can act as an
important lever, or catalyst, for attracting other funds. The
IMF’s ability to perform this catalytic role is based on the
confidence that other lenders have in its operations and
especially in the credibility of the policy conditionality attached
to its lending.

Highlights in the Evolution of IMF Lending

1952

Stand-By Arrangements were introduced in 1952. Belgium was
the first user when it sought $50 million from the IMF to
bolster its international reserves. The term “stand-by” means
that, subject to conditionality, a member has a right to draw the
money made available if needed. In most cases, the member
does in fact draw.

1963

In 1963, the IMF set up a Compensatory Financing Facility to
help member countries that produce primary commodities cope
with temporary shortfalls in export earnings, including as a
result of price declines. An additional component to help
countries deal with temporary rises in cereal import costs was
added in 1981.

1970s

At the time of the energy crisis in the 1970s, when oil prices
quadrupled, the IMF helped recycle the foreign currency
surpluses of oil-exporting countries through a temporary Oil
Facility, in effect from 1974 to 1976. It borrowed from oil
exporters and other countries in a strong external position and
lent to oil importers to help finance their oil-related deficits.

1974

In 1974, the Extended Fund Facility was established to provide
medium-term assistance to members suffering balance of
payments problems related to structural weaknesses in their
economies, requiring structural reforms over an extended
period. The length of extended arrangements is typically three
years, with possible extension for a fourth year. The first EFF
arrangement was with Kenya in 1975.

1980s

In the 1980s, the IMF played a central role in helping resolve the
Latin American debt crisis, working with national governments
and the international banking community. The IMF helped
debtor countries design medium-term stabilization programs,
provided substantial financing from its own resources, and
arranged financing packages from creditor governments,
commercial banks, and international organizations.

1989

Since 1989, the IMF has actively helped countries in central and
eastern Europe, the Baltics, Russia, and other countries of the
former Soviet Union transform their economies from centrally
planned to market-oriented systems. It has worked in partner-
ship with these countries to help stabilize and restructure their
economies - including, for example, helping them build the
legal and institutional framework of  a market system. To
provide additional financing to support the early stages of
transition, the IMF established a Systemic Transformation
Facility in 1993, which lapsed in 1995.

1994–95

In 1994–95, Mexico faced a severe financial crisis when a shift in
market sentiment led to sudden, large capital outflows. Mexico
quickly adopted a strong and ultimately successfulprogram of
adjustment and reform. In support of the program, the IMF
swiftly approved its largest loan to date of $17.8 billion. It also
led the IMF to set up the New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB)
to ensure the IMF would have sufficient funds to respond to
major crises in the future.

1996

In 1996, the IMF and the World Bank jointly launched the
Initiative for the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries, known as
the HIPC Initiative, with the aim of reducing the external debt
of  the world’s poorest to sustainable levels in a reasonably
short period. The Initiative was enhanced in 1999 to provide
faster, broader, and deeper debt relief. At the same time, the
IMF replaced its concessional Enhanced Structural Adjustment
Facility with the broader Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility,
which gave more explicit attention to poverty reduction (see “A
New Approach to Reducing Poverty in Low-Income
Countries”).

1997–98

During the Asian financial crisis of 1997–98, the IMF provided
exceptionally large loans - totaling more than $36 billion - to
Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand in support of stabilization
policies and structural reforms. The IMF created the Supple-
mental Reserve Facility in 1997 specifically to help countries deal
with large short-term financing needs stemming from a sudden
loss of market confidence reflected in capital outflows.
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1999

The IMF introduced a new instrument of crisis prevention,
Contingent Credit Lines (CCL) (see Box 4). The CCL is a
defense against financial contagion and is available to countries
pursuing strong economic policies.

2000

In November 2000, the IMF’s Executive Board concluded a
major review of IMF financial facilities to assess whether the
ways in which IMF financial assistance is provided to members
needed modification. This effort produced a significant
streamlining through the elimination of four facilities. A
number of other important changes were implemented that
should allow IMF facilities to play a more effective role in
supporting members’ efforts to prevent and resolve crises and
to help ensure a more efficient use of IMF resources.

Technical Assistance and Training
The IMF is probably best known for its policy advice and its
policy-based lending to countries in times of economic crisis.
But the IMF also shares its expertise with member countries on
a regular basis by providing technical assistance and training in a
wide range of areas, such as central banking, monetary and
exchange rate policy, tax policy and administration, and official
statistics. The objective is to help strengthen the design and
implementation of members’ economic policies, including by
strengthening skills in the institutions responsible, such as
finance ministries and central banks. Technical assistance
complements the IMF’s policy advice and financial assistance to
member countries and accounts for some 20 percent of the
IMF’s administrative costs.
The IMF began providing technical assistance in the mid-1960s
when many newly independent countries sought help in setting
up their central banks and finance ministries. Another surge in
technical assistance occurred in the early 1990s, when countries in
central and eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union began
their shift from centrally planned to market-based economic
systems. More recently, the IMF has stepped up its provision of
technical assistance as part of the effort to strengthen the
architecture of  the international financial system. Specifically, it
has been helping countries bolster their financial systems,
improve the collection and dissemination of economic and
financial data, strengthen their tax and legal systems, and
improve banking regulation and supervision. It has also given
considerable operational advice to countries that have had to
reestablish government institutions following severe civil unrest
or war.
The IMF provides technical assistance and training mainly in
four areas:
• Strengthening monetary and financial sectors through advice

on banking system regulation, supervision, and
restructuring, foreign exchange management and
operations, clearing and settlement systems for payments,
and the structure and development of central banks;

• Supporting strong fiscal policies and management through
advice on tax and customs policies and administration,
budget formulation, expenditure management, design of

social safety nets, and the management of internal and
external debt;

• Compiling, managing, and disseminating statistical data
and improving data quality; and

• Drafting and reviewing economic and financial legislation.
The IMF offers training courses for government and central
bank officials of member countries at its headquarters in
Washington and at regional training centers in Abidjan, Brasília,
Singapore, and Vienna. In the field, it provides technical
assistance through visits by IMF staff, supplemented by hired
consultants and experts. Supplementary financing for IMF
technical assistance and training is provided by the national
governments of such countries as Japan and Switzerland, and
international agencies such as the European Union, the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the
United Nations Development Program, and the World Bank.

Strengthening the International Monetary and Financial System
Globalization has created new challenges for the IMF. Two of
the most important, and most difficult, are how to strengthen
the global financial system - so that it becomes less prone to
financial crises and more able to cope with crises when they
occur - and how to advance the fight against poverty in low-
income countries (see A New Approach to Reducing Poverty
in Low-Income Countries).
Globalization has yielded great benefits for many countries and
people around the world. Integration into the world economy
is an essential part of any strategy to enable countries to achieve
higher living standards. But globalization, by increasing the
volume and speed of international capital flows, has also
increased the risk of financial crises. And at the same time, the
risk has arisen that low-income countries, which have not yet
benefited substantially from globalization, will fall further
behind as living standards rise elsewhere.

Building A Stronger Global Financial System
The financial crises in emerging markets in the mid- and late
1990s were a reminder of the risks associated with globaliza-
tion—even for economies that have benefited immensely from
the process and that, in many respects, are well managed. The
economies hit in the 1997–98 Asian crisis, in particular, had
gained enormously over several decades from international
trade, foreign direct investment, and access to increasingly
integrated international financial markets. The crises exposed
not only policy weaknesses in the crisis countries themselves,
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but also flaws in the international financial system, driving
home two facts of life:
Investors may retreat quickly and massively if they sense
shortcomings in domestic economic policies. Once investors—
domestic or foreign—lose confidence, capital inflows can dry up,
and large net outflows can precipitate a financial crisis.
A crisis in one country or region can rapidly spill over into other
economies.
To reduce the risk of  future financial crises and to promote the
speedy resolution of those that do occur, the IMF has been
working with its member governments, and with other
international organizations, regulatory bodies, and the private
sector, to strengthen the international monetary and financial
system.
Reforms under way span the following areas:

Strengthening Financial Sectors
A major reason why a country may be vulnerable to economic
crisis is weakness in its financial system, with institutions that
are illiquid or insolvent, or liable to become so as a result of
adverse developments. To make the system more robust, banks
and other financial institutions may need to improve their
internal controls, including their assessment and management
of  risk. The authorities may also need to bring their supervi-
sion and regulation of the financial sector up to international
standards.
The IMF and the World Bank in 1999 began joint assessments
of member countries’ financial sectors to help identify actual
and potential weaknesses. IMF and World Bank teams,
generally with the assistance of experts from central banks and
financial regulatory agencies, have been assessing the strength of
financial systems in a number of member countries. These
assessments are presented to the country as a guide to the
measures needed.
IMF staff are also working with national governments and
other international institutions to:
• strengthen the legal, regulatory, and supervisory frameworks

for banks,
• review minimum capital requirements for banks and

financial institutions,
• develop a core set of international accounting standards,
• finalize a set of core principles for good corporate

governance,
• avoid exchange rate regimes that are vulnerable to attack,

and
• ensure a freer flow of timely financial data to markets.
Similarly, the IMF has been working with the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision to improve regulatory standards.
Internationally accepted standards and codes of good practice
Countries can reassure the international community about their
policies and practices by following internationally accepted
standards and codes of good practice. For countries that do not
do so, international standards and codes serve as a guide for
strengthening their systems. The IMF has worked to develop
and refine voluntary standards in areas of  its responsibility, in

some cases cooperating with other international organizations,
such as the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and the
World Bank. These include standards related to a country’s
statistical practices; codes of  good practice in fiscal, monetary,
and financial policies; and guidelines on strengthening the
financial sector - such as banking system supervision and
regulatory standards.
Complementing the work of the IMF have been the efforts of
the BIS, World Bank, and other standard-setting agencies,
which have been working on international standards in such
areas as accounting and auditing, bankruptcy, corporate gover-
nance, securities market regulation, and payment and settlement
systems.
To help countries assess their own compliance, IMF staff, in
conjunction with the respective governments, began in 1999 to
prepare experimental country reports on countries’ observance
of standards and codes, focusing mainly on areas of direct
operational concern to the IMF. Several countries have chosen to
publish these reports.

Encouraging Openness and Publication of Data
The publication of up-to-date and reliable data - as well as
information about countries’ economic and financial policies,
practices, and decision-making - is needed to help investors
make informed judgments and for markets to operate efficiently
and smoothly. In the wake of  the Mexican crisis of  1994–95,
the IMF in 1996 developed a special data dissemination
standard (SDDS) to guide countries that have, or that might
seek, access to international capital markets in the dissemination
of economic and financial data to the public. Subscribing
countries agree to publish detailed national economic and
financial data, including data on international reserves and
external debt, on an announced schedule. A general data
dissemination system (GDDS) was established in 1997 to guide
countries that are not yet in a position to subscribe to the SDDS
and need to improve their statistical systems.

IMF Transparency and Accountability
Improved provision of information to the markets and the
broader public is a central element of the reform of the
international financial system. It is also a cornerstone of the
recent and continuing reform of the IMF itself.
Transparency, on the part of  IMF member countries and the
IMF, helps foster better economic performance in several ways.
Greater openness by member countries encourages more
widespread and better-informed analysis of their policies by the
public; enhances the accountability of policymakers and the
credibility of policies; and informs financial markets so that they
can function in a more orderly and efficient manner. Greater
openness and clarity by the IMF about its own policies, and the
advice it gives members, contribute to a more informed policy
debate and to a better understanding of  the IMF’s role and
operations. By exposing its advice to public scrutiny and debate,
the IMF can also help raise the level of its analysis.
Since the mid-1990s, the IMF has vastly increased the volume
of information it publishes - on its own activities and policies,
and on those of its member countries - particularly on its
website. Public Information Notices, for example, which were
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released at the conclusion of Article IV consultations with
about 80 percent of member countries in 1999–2000, summa-
rize the Executive Board discussion and provide background to
the consultation. Letters of intent are also released by the
governments concerned in about 80 percent of program cases.
In April 1999, the Executive Board initiated a pilot project for
the voluntary release of Article IV staff reports, and about 60
countries agreed to such release over the following 18 months.
In November 2000, the pilot was replaced by a publication
policy providing for voluntary release (that is, subject to the
agreement of the country concerned) of both Article IV
consultation papers and papers on members’ use of IMF
resources.
The accountability of  the IMF, to its member goverments and
to the broader public, has been enhanced in recent years through
external evaluations by outside experts of its policies and
activities. Published external evaluations include assessments of
the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (which was
replaced in 1999 by the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility),
its surveillance of  members’ economies, and IMF economic
research activities. An Independent Evaluation Office was
established in 2001.
While increasing the transparency of  the IMF, the Executive
Board is also keenly aware of  the need to preserve the IMF’s
role as a confidential advisor to its members, which continues
to be an essential part of its role.

Involving the Private Sector in Crisis Prevention and
Resolution
By far the greater part of international financial flows are private
flows. This points to the importance of the role that the private
sector can play in helping to prevent and resolve financial crises.
Crises may be prevented, and the volatility of private flows
reduced, by improved risk assessment and closer and more
frequent dialogue between countries and private investors. Such
dialogue can also foster greater private sector involvement in the
resolution of crises when they do occur, including through the
restructuring of private debt.
Both creditors and debtors can benefit from such dialogue. And
the involvement of the private sector in crisis prevention and
resolution should also help to limit “moral hazard” - that is,
the possibility that the private sector may be attracted to engage
in risky lending if it is confident that potential losses will be
limited by official rescue operations, including by the IMF.
The IMF itself is also strengthening its dialogue with market
participants, for example through the establishment of the
Capital Markets Consultative Group, which met for the first
time in September 2000. The Group provides a forum for
regular communication between international capital market
participants and IMF management and senior staff on matters
of common interest, including world economic and market
developments and measures to strengthen the global financial
system. But the Group does not discuss confidential matters
related to particular countries.
When crises do occur, IMF-supported programs are expected to
be able, in most cases, to restore stability through their mix of
official financing, policy adjustments, and associated gains in

confidence among private investors. In certain cases, however,
such actions as coordinated debt restructuring by private
creditors may be needed. IMF members have agreed on some
principles to guide the involvement of the private sector in crisis
resolution. These principles, however, require further develop-
ment, and they will need to be applied flexibly in individual
country cases.

Collaborating with Other Institutions
The IMF collaborates actively with the World Bank, the regional
development banks, the World Trade Organization, the United
Nations agencies, and other international bodies. Each of these
institutions has its area of specialization and its particular
contribution to make to the world economy. The IMF’s
collaboration with the World Bank on poverty reduction is
especially close because the Bank rather than the IMF has the
expertise to help countries improve their social policies (see next
section).
Other areas in which the IMF and World Bank are working
closely include assessments of member countries’ financial
sectors aimed at pinpointing systemic vulnerabilities, the
development of standards and codes, and improving the
quality, availability, and coverage of  data on external debt.
The IMF is also a member of the Financial Stability Forum,
which brings together national authorities responsible for
financial stability in significant international financial centers,
international regulatory and supervisory bodies, committees of
central bank experts, and international financial institutions.

A New Approach to Reducing Poverty in Low -
Income Countries
The IMF is a monetary, not a development, institution, but it
has an important role to play in reducing poverty in its member
countries: sustainable economic growth, which is essential for
cutting poverty, requires sound macroeconomic policies, and
these are at the heart of  the IMF’s mandate.
For many years, the IMF has helped low-income countries
implement economic policies that foster growth and raise living
standards through its advice, its technical assistance, and its
financial support. Between 1986 and 1999, 56 countries with
populations totalling 3.2 billion drew on low-interest loans
under the Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) and its succes-
sor, the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) (see
Box 4), designed to help the IMF’s poorest members in their
efforts to achieve stronger economic growth and a sustained
improvement in their balance of payments.
These facilities made significant contributions to the develop-
ment effort in low-income countries, but despite substantial
assistance from the IMF and the broad donor community,
many of these countries did not achieve the gains needed for
lasting poverty reduction.
This prompted an intense reexamination of development and
debt strategies in recent years by governments, international
organizations, and others. It was agreed that more needed to be
done.
At the 1999 joint annual meeting of  the IMF and the World
Bank, Ministers from member countries endorsed a new
approach. They decided to make country-generated poverty
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reduction strategies the basis of  all IMF and World Bank
concessional lending and debt relief. This embodied a more
country-driven approach to policy programs than in the past.

The New Approach: A Focus on Serving the Poor

Focused poverty reduction strategies can ensure that the needs
of the poor get first priority in the public policy debate,
especially when there is broad participation - including elements
of  civil society - in formulating the strategy. Moreover, poverty
reduction strategies can put countries “in the driver’s seat” of
their own development, with a clearly articulated vision for their
future and a systematic plan to achieve their goals. Underlying
the new approach are a number of principles, which have
guided the development of poverty reduction strategies.
These include:

• A comprehensive approach to development and a broad
view of poverty are essential.

• Faster economic growth is critical for sustained poverty
reduction, and greater participation by the poor can increase
a country’s growth potential.

• Country “ownership” of  the goals, strategy, and direction
of development and poverty reduction is vital.

• The development community must work together closely.
• The focus should be clearly on results.
The results of the new approach will not materialize overnight.
A transformation of the magnitude being sought entails
changing institutions so that they are accountable to all,
including the poor, and building each country’s capacity to
respond to the needs of its citizens. Results will come only if
there is a long-term commitment by governments and their
partners. To help achieve this, participating countries draw up a
master plan embodied in a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
(PRSP). This overall plan for reducing poverty makes it easier
for the international community - including the IMF - to
provide the most effective support possible.

The Roles of the IMF and World Bank
The World Bank and IMF make support available to govern-
ments in the development of their strategies, but without
directing the outcome. World Bank and IMF management
realize that this requires a shift in the organizational cultures and
attitude both in these organizations and in partner institutions.
This shift is taking place. By coordinating early and maintaining
open lines of communication with country authorities -
particularly by providing available diagnostic information - the
World Bank and IMF can ensure that they help countries in a
timely and comprehensive way.
Each institution must focus on its areas of expertise. Thus,
World Bank staff  take the lead in advising on the social policies
involved in poverty reduction, including the necessary diagnostic
work. The IMF advises governments in the areas of its
traditional mandate, including promoting prudent macroeco-
nomic policies. In areas where the World Bank and the IMF
both have expertise - such as fiscal management, budget
execution, budget transparency, and tax and customs adminis-
tration - they coordinate closely.

Because the PRSP provides the context for IMF and World
Bank concessional lending and debt relief, the strategies are
critical for the two institutions. Participating countries send the
final strategy to the Executive Boards of both the IMF and
World Bank for endorsement. The Executive Boards of  both
institutions also receive a World Bank-IMF staff  assessment,
with an analysis of the strategy and a recommendation on
endorsement. The strategies need not be fully in accordance
with staff recommendations to be endorsed. This process
assures the Executive Boards - and the international community
- that the strategies, while perhaps attracting broad domestic
support, also address difficult or divisive issues in an effective
way.
Box 5 : Formulating Poverty Reduction Strategies

The objective of drawing up a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper
(PRSP) is to strengthen basic principles of  country ownership,
comprehensive development, and broad public participation.
While there is no template for this, there are a number of core
elements that are likely to be common to all strategies.
Diagnosing obstacles to poverty reduction and growth. A
poverty reduction strategy could begin by using existing data to
describe who the poor are and where they live, and by identify-
ing areas where data need to be strengthened. Building on this
description, the poverty reduction strategy could analyze the
macroeconomic, social, and institutional impediments to faster
growth and poverty reduction.
Policies and objectives. In light of a deeper understanding of
poverty and its causes, the PRSP can then identify medium- and
long-term targets for the country’s poverty reduction strategy
and set out the macroeconomic, structural, and social policies to
achieve them.
Tracking progress. To understand better the link between
policies and outcomes, a poverty reduction strategy should
include a framework for monitoring progress and mechanisms
to share this information with a country’s development
partners.
External assistance. A strategy can also improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of external assistance by identifying the amount
of financial and technical support required to implement the
strategy. It could also assess the potential poverty impact of
both higher and lower assistance commitments, including actual
savings from debt relief.
Participatory process. A strategy may describe the format,
frequency, and location of  consultations; a summary of  the
main issues raised and the views of participants; an account of
the impact of consultations on design of the strategy; and a
discussion of the role of civil society in future monitoring and
implementation.

Reducing Debt Burdens
In 1996, the World Bank and the IMF unveiled the HIPC
Initiative to reduce the debt burdens of  the world’s poorest
countries. This initiative was viewed as a means of helping the
countries concerned achieve economic growth and reduce
poverty.
While a number of countries qualified for the initiative—and
debt relief in nominal terms totaling more than $6 billion had
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been committed to seven countries by September 1999 -
concern grew that the initiative did not go far enough, or fast
enough.
Consequently, when the new approach to poverty reduction was
introduced in 1999, the initiative was enhanced to provide:
i. broader and deeper debt relief, through lower debt targets.

For example, the number of countries eligible for debt
relief under the enhanced HIPC Initiative is about 36,
compared with 29 formerly.

ii. faster debt relief, through financing at an earlier stage of the
policy program to free up resources for poverty-reducing
spending, such as on health and education.

Combined with debt relief outside the HIPC Initiative,
countries are expected to see their debt stocks reduced on
average by about two-thirds, freeing money for social spending.
As of April 2002, 27 low-income countries - 23 in sub-Saharan
Africa - had begun to receive debt relief under the HIPC
Initiative.
The eligible countries are low-income countries that have
unsustainable debt burdens; most are in Africa. For these
countries, even full use of traditional mechanisms of debt
rescheduling and debt reduction - together with aid,
concessional loans, and the pursuit of sound policies - are not
sufficient for them to reach a “sustainable” level of external
debt, that is, a level of  debt that can be serviced comfortably
through export earnings, aid, and capital inflows, while
maintaining an adequate level of imports.
Under the HIPC Initiative, debt reduction is provided to
support policies that promote economic growth and poverty
reduction. Part of  the job of  the IMF, working in collaboration
with the World Bank, is to help ensure that the resources
provided by debt reduction are not wasted: debt reduction
alone, without the right policies, would bring no benefit in
terms of poverty reduction. And policies to reduce poverty need
to be supported not only by debt relief, but also by increased
aid flows from the richer countries and by improved access for
developing countries to industrial countries’ markets.
Success in promoting broadly shared growth and, especially,
helping to ensure that the poor are not left ever farther behind,
is a collective responsibility of the entire international commu-
nity. The IMF is striving to make its contribution, as part of  its
efforts to help ensure that globalization works for the benefit
of all.

Recapitulation

1. Purpose of IMF
2. Key features of IMF lending
3. Role of IMF

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is World Bank
2. Early History
3. Economic and Political Foundation
4. Changing Policies

Introduction
Fifty years ago at Bretton Woods on the east coast of  America
the World Bank or, more correctly at its inception, the Interna-
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), was
conceived. Two years later, in 1946, it was born. With its brother
institution, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), it now
affects virtually every country in the world. Those in richer
countries contribute through taxes and more than half the
countries in the world borrow, many extensively.
Presently the World Bank has four main sections. The IBRD,
the largest, is currently owned by the governments of 176
countries, including all 15 of the republics, which formed the
Eastern European, block. This is a four-fold increase of
membership over the 44 countries, which conceived of the
institution in 1944. In 1946 the Bank had an authorized capital
of  $10 bi11ion, worth about 20 times as much today. In 1993
the Bank’s total callable capital was almost $166 billion, though
of that only $10.53 was paid in2. From mid 1946 to mid 1986
the World Bank lent a total of  $160 billion for 4,000 projects in
some 100 countries, its 1ending more than doubling in the last
10 years of  that time3. By any reckoning the Bank’s resources are
huge. The IBRD makes loans only to creditworthy borrowers
and has suffered no losses on the loans it has made. Through-
out that whole time it has made a profit. A substantial part of
that income goes to strengthen its reserves, and to fund the
International Development Association (IDA), the Agency set
up within the Bank in the 1960s to lend to developing coun-
tries4. Also some of the funds are loaned on the world market.

The Early History of the World Bank, 1940s-50s
In 1944, Western powers were determined to prevent any re-
emergence of the economic depression which had dominated
the 1930s, and which played a big part in bringing about the
Second World War In the last year of  the devastation of  that
war, priority had to be given to re-establishing the European
countries economically. Robert Olivier wrote: “their major
objective was to provide a world within which competitive
market forces would operate freely, unhampered by government
interference, for they supposed that market forces would
produce optimum results for the entire world...As Jacob Viner
put it ‘trying to reverse the whole trend of policy and practice of
the world at large in the field of international economic
relations since 1914 and especially in the ill-fated years since
1929"5. From the beginning the Bank was intended to counter
protectionism and economic depression.

The Bank was designed mainly by U.S. Government officials
and is physically based in Washington. It was founded on a
synthesis of the economic theories of Harry Dexter White
(U.S.A·) and Maynard Keynes (U.K) America provided the
highest proportion of the official finances and was therefore
predominant: in 1946 it had 36% of the voting power. The
Bank’s Presidents have always been American.
The international Bank for Reconstruction and Development
was, according to Article 1, to “assist in the reconstruction and
development of territories of member nations by facilitating
the investment of capital for productive purposes which was
another way of saying the reconstruction of Europe, and to
promote the long-range balanced growth of international
trade”. However, European reconstruction was mostly effected
by the Marshall Plan where interest was low or non-existent.
For this purpose, the World Bank made only four loans, to
France, Netherlands, Denmark and Luxembourg, totaling
$497million.
Pursuing its second task, the first loan to a developing country,
Chile, was made in 1948 but the start was slow. Its loans have
always been made using rates not very different from commer-
cial rates typically at 0.5% above its own cost of borrowing and
only for specific purposes. This reduced the attractiveness of
borrowing particularly to poorer countries and by 1953 the Bank
had only lent a total of $1.75 billion altogether.
However during the 1950s, the Bank’s lending began to
support the foundation of institutions within countries for
development purposes. For instance, over 50 years, it has made
101 loans totaling some $4.374 billion to Thai land, enabling
that country to set up, among other projects, the state electricity
authority, EGAT the Industrial Finance Corporation of
Thai1and, and the National Economic and Social Development
Board7. This kind of pattern has been repeated worldwide and
has enabled the Bank to build up a powerful influence within
organizations in many countries.

The Development of Other Agencies Within the
Bank
The IBRD remains the largest agency within the World Bank,
but it has been joined over time by others, which have given the
Bank a far greater flexibility and increased its influence at several
different levels.
In 1956 the Economic Development Institute (EDI) was set
up with considerable financial assistance from the Ford and
Rockefeller foundations. The EDI offers 6-month training
courses in the theory and practice of development for senior
officials from developing countries. “By 1971, more than 1,300
officials had passed through EDI, a number of them already
having risen to the position of prime minister or minister of
planning or finance in their respective countries”8. This trend
has continued.

LESSON 29:

WORLD BANK
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The courses are in Washington. When they began they were
given in English, Spanish and French. In 1981. Chinese and
Arabic were added9. The EDI promotes international co-
operation with other agencies, for example the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) it set up an agency for Eco-
nomic Research and Studies at a cost of $16 million, which
produces an annual Abstract of Current Studies, putting
considerable emphasis on operational evaluation and auditingl0.
The International Development Association (IDA) came into
being in 1960 as a result of pressure from developing countries
for a more accessible lending agency, lending without interest or
at very low interest to the poorest nations. The 1993 publication
IDA states that the purpose of  this organization is “to market
human vision, experience, energy and capital to build the wealth
of nations” and that its story is one of “how the ‘haves’ help
the ‘have-nots’”. The loans are only avai1able to the poorer
countries; the present figure is $635 per head or lower; this is
less than $2 or El a day per person. Loans are given for 30-40
years, with, currently, a 10-year grace for repayment, with no
interest but with a service charge. The repayment of  these loans
is carefully monitored. Since 1960, the IDA has spent $75
billions “to promote development in some 90 countries”, with
almost half the money going to Africa.
The IDA and IBRD staff  is interchangeable, follow the same
policy guidelines and share the same supervision. They work in
offices opposite each other in Washington.
The International Financial Corporation (IFC), set up in 1956,
lends to the private sector, unlike the IBRD and the IDA, which
deal with governments.
In 1988 the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
was established. The terms were “to encourage equity invest-
ment and other direct investment flows to developing countries
through the mitigation of non-commercial investment
barriers.” This organization works for the flow of private
capital, works against protectionist and other related po1icies,
and offers guarantees to private capital against non-commercial
risks. Its aim is to sponsor dialogue between governments and
business. It had 85 member countries in 1992.

Economic and Political Foundations of the World
Bank
At the start, 20% of the capital would be actually paid in; the
rest would be callable available if needed. This system has
continued over its history, but the actually proportion paid in is
now much lower, as the Bank has built up its own capital. The
Bank also borrows on the world market, and invests in its own
right.
The Bank is not allowed by its Article IV to take political or
non-economic considerations into account when lending.
Section 10 of this Article states: “The Bank and its officers shall
not interfere in the political affairs of any member nor shall they
be influenced in their decisions by the po1itical character of the
member or members concerned. Only economic considerations
shall be relevant to their decisions, and these considerations
shall be weighed impartially to achieve the purposes stated in
Article 1”

Management and Structure of the World Bank
The powers of the Bank are held by the Board of Governors:
each member country is represented by a Governor, usually the
Finance Minister or President of  the Central bank: the U.K. is
represented currently by the Governor of the Bank of England.
Of particular importance is t he President, who is elected by the
Governors: his views and policies can powerfully affect the work
and the way it is done .The present president is Lewis Preston.
The Board of  Governors meets annually, in late September.
Most of the detailed decision-making is done by the Board of,
currently 24, Executive Directors. Voting powers on the
Executive are related to capital invested. America has always held
the largest number of shares (at the beginning it was 36% but it
now down to 17.5%). The five biggest shareholders (currently
U.S., Japan, Germany, France and U.K.) each have one Executive
Director. The rest of the member countries are divided into
areas, each area providing one Director. The Executive Commit-
tee meets twice weekly in Washington. The present U.K.
Director is Huw Evans, a former Treasury Civil Servant.
Some 6,800 staff  members are currently based in Washington,
with 314 field staff assigned to some 69 field offices. There is a
concentration of economists and engineers among the staff 11.
Economic policies on which the World Bank is founded
As stated these economic theories were heavi1y influenced by
Maynard Keynes, the English economist. His macroeconomic
model developed in response to the 30s crises, was that of free
trade, the free market economy, modified by appropriate action
taken by governments buying and selling on the market, and
taking other appropriate measures, to ensure a national steady
interest rate, effective demand, steady prices and as full employ-
ment as possible. His vision was one of a managed capitalism:
the twin problems of inflation on the one hand and depression
on the other should if possible be avoided by judicious state
action. of  his first vision of  the World Bank, formed in 1941
was an international clearing house “which would act basically as
a central bank for the central banks of member countries”12

emphasizing the reconstruction and revitalization of world
trade. At the same time in America, Harry Dexter White was
preparing his “Suggested program for Inter-Allied Monetary
and Bank Action” (the White Plan) which proposed a contribu-
tory scheme focusing on stabilizing exchange rates and
abolishing restrictive practices internationally Keynes proposed
executive offices in London and New York, though of  course
the final decision was to base the World Bank in Washington.
A compromise was eventually made between the plans, which
had a basic similarity but which differed in many particulars. The
proposals were debated in the House of Commons in April
1944, amid scenes of considerable opposition from both left
and right.
In 1944, steady economic growth is expected in the national and
the world system. As Henry Morgenthau, the President at the
Bretton Woods conference said, the aim was the “creation of  a
dynamic world economy in which the peoples of every nation
will be able to realize t heir potentialities in peace...and enjoy,
increasingly, the fruits of  material progress on an earth infinitely
blessed with natural riches.” He stated then “the elementary
economic axiom … that prosperity has no fixed limits. It is not
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a finite substance to be diminished by division.” The Bank
attempts to help countries become industrialized and prosper-
ous.
The free market system is based on Adam Smith’s Wealth of
Nations (1776) His famous theory, the foundation of  modern
capitalism, is t hat each individual, in pursuing his own self
interest attempts to maximize his economic profit by the way
he spends his money. Profit and price changes over the whole
market are determined by the overall spending of all individual,
constantly changing in response to demand. The firms and
industries that grow up compete, and rise or fal1 according to
demand and pro fit. The economic system is self-regulatory
national1y and internationally, and theoretically “value-free” in
other words, decisions are made by systematic market mecha-
nisms, no t by governments. The profit motive and the free
market can bring maximum benefit to all involved and ensure
maximum freedom for all, with as 1ittle government interfer-
ence as possible. In theory, the wealth of  the whole society
‘trickles down’ even to the poorest.

Changing World Bank Policies
One major change that has affected the World Bank over its 50
years has been the shift to a more ‘pure’ neo-liberal system,
advocated by Hayek and Friedman among others. Hayek’s The
Road to Serfdom, protesting against government intervention
in the market, was published in 1944, the same year as Bretton
Woods; but it was not fully taken up until the late 1970s and
early 1980s both international1y, and most particularly nationally
by the governments of  U.S.A. and U.K. under Ronald Reagan
and Margaret Thatcher.
The policy of  the World Bank has increasingly followed this
Free Trade model in the last 15 or so years. Its view is that
maximum profits can be made if the private sector is as large as
possible, and can operate freely, without protectionist measures.
Inter nationally, goods should pass freely, without tariff  barriers
or restrictions, between all countries. Emphasis is put upon the
national indicators of wealth, the Gross National Product
(GNP) or the Gross Domestic product (GDP), as a measure of
a country’s economic health. Exports are encouraged as a vital
source of wealth for a nation, and nations are encouraged to
develop their own industries and agricultural products to sel1
on the world market. Government machinery should be as
small as possible and large civil service and local government
sectors should be cut down, fine-tuned, to produce maximum
efficiency. Foreign capital should move round the world with
maximum ease, and should be free to invest in countries, which
are on their way to industrial development.
At the same time however, there has been within the World
Bank an increasing direct concern with poverty and starvation
worldwide. In Liberal economic theory, poverty is relieved when
a whole society becomes better off, and the general increased
wealth comes to affect the economic condition of all, even the
poorest. But recurrent crises involving starvation of  large
numbers of people, particularly in African countries, have forced
a more direct concern within the Bank itself.
The most recent factor that the bank has taken on board has
been concern about the destruction of the environment
worldwide. When Liberal theory was developed in the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries, land was regarded as a posses-
sion, a ‘good’, and still largely is. But global concerns about the
indiscriminate use of land, culminating in the Summit of 1992,
have driven environmental factors onto the economic agenda
and have begun to affect the economic policies of the Bank in
the way that loans are negotiated.
Thus over the 50 years of the Bank, a neo-liberal model has
increasingly prevailed. But at the same time, the issue of poverty
and starvation, which cannot be ignored, has brought a new
direct factor into considerations of the effect of loans on the
countries concerned. And the growing awareness of the effects
of economic policies on the environment is questioning the
assumption of continual economic and industrial growth and
progress for all which was one of the founding visions.

Changing Policies Towards “Developing” Countries
to 1980
In the first 20 or so years, loans were given to “developing”
countries mainly for the building of infrastructure of the
country electricity, gas, roads, water with stress on the growth of
the Gross National Product. In some ways, as one early
President commented, these loans were connected to the
decolonization process, as countries around the world became
independent of former European empires. The fourth
President, George Woods (1 963-8) was more innovative, and
initiated loans directly for education and primary health services.
But it was with the long Robert McNamara presidency (196881)
that radical1y new policies were pursued. The po1icies of
growth and economic progress were maintained, but there was
a new awareness of  world poverty, and a growing pressure to
eliminate it. The 1iberal economic theory within which the Bank
operates indicates t hat poverty will be reduced as the society
becomes richer overall, and that national incomes must
therefore rise: however it has become increasingly recognized
that poverty must also be tackled directly.
These initiatives were influenced by United Nations declarations
of the period. The General Assembly stated on 17.12.74 that
every man, woman and child has the inalienable right to be free
from hunger and malnutrition in order to develop fully and
maintain their physical and mental faculties. Society today
already possesses sufficient resources, organizational ability and
technology and hence the competence to achieve this objective.”
This is a direct challenge to the resources and ski 11 of the
World Bank.
This change and shift from all active work being with the
macroeconomics and infrastructure of a country and the
indicator of  the GNP, to include concern for education, poverty
and other social matters, is clearly of the utmost significance. It
took the World Bank directly into areas well beyond the usual
concerns of the banking system. It became both a Bank and a
Development Agency.
The sense of mission in the McNamara years brought the Bank
not only further into the educational field, but also into
concerns with agriculture and industry. An influential employee
of the Bank from 1970 was Mahbubul Hag, a ‘house radical’
whose major concern was world poverty, and Who wished to
support small farms and farmers, and smal1industries. In these
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years, there was a growing sense that there should be more local
participation in the decisions that affected loans and economic
policies, though this did not greatly affect the actual practice of
the timel3.
The change of policy during the 1970s and into the 1980s has
meant that the World Bank has become far more pro-active.
“The Bank must no longer stand on the sidelines giving a
running commentary designed to encourage the players. It must
plunge in itself ”14. This change of  role was not only pushed
forward by the McNamara policy but was fuelled by the oil crises
of 1973 and 1979-80, which were seen to threaten world
economic and political stability.
So, already, by 1980, it was accepted that the World Bank was
involved with policy-based lending. It had never made totally
unconditional loans. By the 1970s “it had already devised a way
of linking (partially) project aid allocations to more general
indicators of economic performance”l5. The linking of loans to
economic conditions, which is such a feature of  the Bank’s work
in the 1990s, had started to become a potent force. The growth
of conditioned lending in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s
The emphasis on worldwide free trade has meant that the Bank
has increasingly been prepared only to lend to countries wishing
to open up to world trade. In the 1970s it was commented that
a good project in a bad economy was likely to be a bad project.
It followed that loan conditions had to look beyond the project
to the economy as a whole”16. The first part of the process is the
preparation of a “Country Economic Mission” In 1970
McNamara stated: “There will be regularly scheduled, thor-
oughly staffed, comprehensive missions whose mandate will be
to assist the member government to draw up an overall
development strategy which will include every major section of
the economy, and every relevant aspect of  the nation’s social
framework. Once the mission is completed, we will promptly
produce for use by all of the parties concerned a thorough
Country Economic report which will serve as a profile of  the
country’s progress and of  its overall development plan.”

The 1980s, Conditioned Lending and the Bank’s
Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs)
The World Bank developed its Structural Adjustment
Programmes as a response to the deteriorating outlook for
developing countries arising out of the financial crises of the
1970s. In exchange for loans, governments agree to set their
economic houses in order, according to the principles laid down
by the Bank: these include reducing government spending
(including welfare services), cutting subsidies, lowering inflated
exchange rates and lowering trade barriers. Also, “the World
Bank actively supports privatization in the context of its
broader goals of economic development and poverty reduc-
tion”, and encourages the change from a ‘command-based’ (i.e.
government led) economy to a ‘market-based’ system17. The
Bank’s 1982 Annual Report states that borrowing without such
a SAP programme “would likely lead to high rates of inf1ation
and dangerous1y high levels of debt.” Initially 10% of the
Bank’s lending were supported by SAPs, a peak of  29% of
adjustment lending was reached in 1989, and the percentage of
the total in 1993 was 17 %( $4 billions).

Clearly, the Bank has to be most aware of  the embargo on
pc1itical involvement contained in its terms of reference in
Article 4 (quoted on p.3). As its Development Report 1990
states, “it is perfectly clear that the Bank’s purpose is not to
substitute itself for the peoples and governments of the
borrowing member countries in deciding how these countries
are to be governed. This would be a task for a world govern-
ment, not the World Bank “ The Bank, the report states, is
justified in acquiring relevant political knowledge, but not in
interference in a country’s internal affairs. Governance, it says, is
only relevant in terms of the “good order required for a positive
investment climate and for the efficient use of resources”19.
However, the Bank’s legitimate concerns are deemed to be quite
extensive: they include “issues 1ike 1egal reform in a borrowing
country, the reform of  its civil service and other institutions as
well as the need for accountability and discipline in the use of
public funds and, more generally, objectivity and efficiency in the
rules and procedures related to the management of re
sources”20. It is important to realize, the Report reiterates, that “
technical considerations of  economy and efficiency, rather than
ideological and po1itical preferences, should guide the Bank’s
work at all times”21.

The Direct  Concern with Poverty
It is reckoned at the present time that, out of  the world’s 5
bi1lion population, over 1 bi11ion are in primary (absolute)
poverty, often close to or at starvation level. In the poorest
countries, the average income per head per day can be less than
£1. In the 1960s and 1970s, there were indications that poverty
was lessening but in the last 15 years or so, indicators have
worsened in many countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.
The term ‘poverty’ subsumes the interest in health and disease,
which has become part of  the World Bank’s major involve-
ments. As the 1993 World Development Report, entitled
Investing in Health, writes on its back page advertisement,
“because good health increases the economic productivity of
individuals and the economic growth of countries, investing in
health is one means of accelerating development.”
It was in McNamara’s presidency that projects were funded to
directly alleviate both urban and rural poverty, and education
and health projects were funded on a bigger scale. Later
Presidents, A.W.Clausen, Barber Conable and Lewis Preston,
have more or less followed these same concerns.
Influential reports and writing originating outside the Bank
have throughout this period criticized many of  the Bank’s
policies. The inf1uential report Adjustment with a human face
made by UNICEF in 198722 demonstrated that the very poor
were extremely vulnerable to adjustment measures.
Poverty has become a major theme within the Bank’s
programmes. Lewis Preston, for instance, on his address to the
African Governors of  the World Bank in 1992 said: -”develop-
ment occurs when poverty is reduced and the quality of
peoples’ lives is improved. The challenge of development then,
is to achieve better education, higher standards of health and
nutrition, a sustainable natural environment, equality of
opportunity and a greater economic freedom”23. to the
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In 1990 the World Development Report (WDR) was devoted
issue of  poverty. It stated that the World Bank seeks to tackle
poverty in two main ways. One is to promote broad-based
economic growth, within which poor people can again find
employment and pull themselves out of  the poverty trap. The
second way is the direct provision of  social services, including
particularly primary education, health services, nutrition, family
planning, and better 1iving conditions. The position of women
has been acknowledged and programmes particularly aimed at
supporting women are promoted.
The Annual Report of 1992 confirms that these concerns are
tied up with the success of conditioneda1 ending and the free
market system. “The Bank’s efforts to reduce poverty cut across
sectoral 1ines and include investments to improve education,
ensure environmental sustainabi1ity, expand economic oppor-
tunities for women, strengthen population-planning, health
and nutrition services, and develop the private sector. The
bank’s support of  economic restructuring in many of  its
borrowing member countries is based on the knowledge that
the precondition for restoring economic growth the cornerstone
of successful development and poverty reduction - is structural
adjustment”
In April 1992 the World 8ank published the Poverty Reduction
Handbook an Operational Directive to implement further the
1990 Poverty Report. It advises that in future, the volume of
lending wil1 be linked to the country’s efforts to reduce poverty.
It cal is for participation and decentralization of decision-
making around its loans. It advocates a ‘Poverty Profile’ for each
country as part of the preliminary assessment before the loan is
made, which will attempt to delineate the characteristics of ’ the
poor in that country. It calls for an assessment of  the effective-
ness and reach of poverty programmes, and of safety nets for
poor people. Statistical systems should be accurate and effective.
By 1993, 20 poverty assessments had been completed for 19
countries, with 68 being scheduled by 1996. These programmes
cover a large proportion of  the world’s poorest people. 51
projects valued at $3 billion in 1992 are already being imple-
mented under the Programme of  Targeted Interventions.
Lending towards social education and health services has
increased from 5% of the total in 1981-3 to 14% in 1990-2.
Also a Women In Development division was created in 1987;
arid loans featuring the position of women have increased to
around 30% in agriculture and education in recent years,
remaining at 75% for population, health and nutrition24. Many
of  these projects were planned for urban areas, including Cairo,
Calcutta, Mexico City, Shanghai, often upgrading slums,
according to the 1990 WDR. However the Bank has accepted
that in some areas poverty is getting worse, particularly for
women, and particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.
To give some idea of  the problem faced by any agency attempt-
ing to solve problems of poverty world wide, the Financial
Times on 22 November 1989 produced a table of  the world’s
income, estimated from the 1990 WDR.

 Population 
Millions 

% Income 
per head 
($) 

% of world 
income 

Third World 3,952 77.5 564 17.7 
Low Income 2,884 56.5 320 5.4 
Middle income 1,068 20.9 1,930 12.3 
Subsaharan Africa 464 9.1 330 0.9 
Soviet Union/East 
Eur. 

365 7.1 1,930 4.1 

Total poor countries 4,317 84.5 721 21.8 
OECD countries 751 14.7 17,470 76.6 
     
World total 5,101 100 3,470 100 

The problem of  the world’s poverty has come up the agenda of
the World Bank to such an extent that Lewis Preston has stated
that “the World Bank’s fundamental objective is to achieve
sustainable poverty reduction in the developing world” and it
is, he maintains, by this criterion that the World Bank should be
judged. It is the Bank’s view that poverty increased in those
countries where the poi icy framework “is not conducive to
growth”25.

The World Bank and the Physical World
In 1944 it seemed as though world resources were infinite, and
growth and industrial economic progress were 1imitless,
although there had of course been previous work concerned
with natural limits. As early as the first part of the nineteenth
century Malthus had produced his dire theories on the relation-
ship of population size to natural resources, but much of that
anxiety had died down because the huge technological advances
of industrialism seemed to modify his calculations.
Over the last 20 years however, concern about the destruction
of the natural world resulting from both population increase
and industrialisation has once again become acute. Between
1950 and 1990, world trade increased eleven-fold to about $3.5
trillion, over twice as fast as world product, which increased
nearly five-fold over the same period26. Environmental concern
has focused on many aspects of the results: species destruction,
destruction of rainforests and many other natural features of
the world including wilderness, ozone depletion, po11ution of
many kinds world-wide, and the problem of waste including
nuclear waste. World population is now 5.3 billion by 2030 it is
calculated that it will grow to 9 billion27.The earth is not an
infinite resource for the human species, and a realization of the
dangers in our present system has become obvious. World-
wide, this culminated in the Rio Summit of 1992 on the
environment.
Clearly the issue of poverty (and inequality) discussed earlier and
the issue of development and natural resources are related. A
smal1 pro portion of  the world’s popu1ation is now living at a
material level aspired to by the many with very little. In 1986 the
United Nations declared “the right to development is an
inalienable human right by virtue of which every human person
and all peoples are entit1ed to participate in, contribute to, and
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enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in
which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully
realized.” This is quoted in the 1990 World Bank Report with
the comment that the World Bank has been promoting this
aim throughout its history. The loans that the Bank has made
through the 1ast 50 years, it writes, are intended to promote
this end. But the environmental dangers and problems
involved in world-wide development are huge.
The World Bank Report of  1992 on Development and the
Environment faces many of these issues from the human and
the economic point of  view. Lewis Preston, then President, in
his Foreword, says that the environment must be protected
because on it depends human health, the problems of produc-
tivity and future development. The Report states that the
concept of “equitable and sustainable development remains the
greatest challenge facing the human race”. Sustainable develop-
ment, a concept developed by the Bruntland Report of 1987. is
that which pays attention to the environment as a resource and
which includes environmental considerations in any future
development plans: “meeting the needs of the present
generation without compromising the needs of future
generations” The 1992 Report states that “high income
countries must play a major role in financing the protection of
natural habitats in developing countries from which the whole
world benefits. They must also assume the primary responsibil-
ity for addressing world-wide problems of which they are the
primary cause...”. An additional responsibi1it y. the Global
Environmental Faci1ity (GEF, was created in 1991 by the World
Bank, the U.N. Development Programme (UNDP) and the U.N.
Environment Programme(UNEP). It provides grants to cover
the additional costs of environmental projects which are global
as opposed to local or national).
The Bank argues that environmental problems are also
associated with lack of economic development - inadequate
sanitation, clean water, indoor air pollution, land degradation.
The Bank’s view is that development and environmental
considerations are a false dichotomy. More people today live
longer, and have healthier and more productive lives than at any
time in history. “The key is not to produce less but to produce
efficiently”: and “income growth will provide the resources for
improved environmental management “All economic activity
means transforming the natural world, which is a “sink” for
wastes and a “source” of inputs.
The Bank accepts that the “intrinsic value” of the natural world
“can be captured only imperfectly and partially under the notion
of amenity values” It accepts that biodiversity and the web of
interdependence are important but they are impossible to
quantify in the natural world
One way, the Bank believes, of  protecting these is to clarify the
rights of  ownership. “Even for natural re-sources other than
land minerals, trees and fish - if private property rights are
clearly defined the self-interested decisions of private owners
will produce ;n8re desirable environmental outcomes than will
open access”28. The Bank believes that in this, as with all other
economic decision-making, the private market is more efficient
than’ governments.

As early as 1970 the Bank employed an Environmental Advisor.
Subsequently Barber Conable, President in 1987, created a new
environment department and four regional units; all Bank loans
were to be screened for their environmental impacts. In 1989
loans under the IDA required countries applying for loans to
prepare comprehensive environmental action plans: and those
countries applying for IBRD loans are ‘encouraged to do the
same. Also the Bank has begun to address environmental
issues in SAP loans. The State of  the World Report 1994 gives
evidence that some of this policy has started to be imple-
mented.
There is now a new Vice-Presidency in the Bank for Environ-
mentally Sustainable Development (ESD). The post-holder is
responsible for developing regional strategies. These can operate
across national boundaries – for instance the Programme for
the Environmental Management and Protection of the Black
Sea was launched in 1993 to reverse the environmental degrada-
tion of that area. This affects Bulgaria, Georgia, Rumania,
Russia, Turkey, Ukraine. This will involve an educational
brochure, priority investment portfolio, an initial survey of
biodiversity and conservation needs. Thus environmental
issues are now beginning to be built into the World Bank
structure and decision-making.

Bank Self-critiques
In June 1992 the ‘Morse’ report (Sardar Sarovar: Report of the
Independent Review was published. The President of the Bank
had set up the first independent commission, under Chairman
Bradford Morse, to evaluate the controversial Sardar Sarovar
dam in India. The report revealed serious shortcomings and
important lessons to be learned. Over 240,000 people would be
made homeless by the project without any real resettlement
plan. Both corruption and deception on a huge scale were
uncovered by the Report, which were not unique to that
particular project. Then in July 1992 the Bank published the
Wapenhans Report(Report of  the Portfolio Management Task
Force), written by a former Vice-President, Willi Wapenhans.
Wapenhans concluded that there had been a steady increase in
unsatisfactory projects, on the Bank’s own evaluation, from
15% in 1981, to 30.5% in 1989, to 37.5% in 1991 “Confidential
surveys of  Bank staff  revealed that the pressure to move
money quickly and meet lending targets overwhelms all other
considerations.”29 This pressure to lend inbuilt into the Bank’s
remit from the beginning, is a criticism of the utmost signifi-
cance - the necessity for quantity of  work and activity, which is
now a focus of  criticism inside and outside the Bank’s frame-
work of  activity. significance

The 50 Years Assessment
That the Bank’s job is enormously difficult is not in dispute,
and the Bank’s activities are of  central importance in any model
which seeks the flowering of  a just and peaceful world. We have
traced the changing role the Bank has played over this last half-
century. The two questions that underlie any assessment are:
Has the World Bank stood up well as measured against its own
objectives? Are these the right objectives and do they rest upon
the right economic philosophy? It seems appropriate to end
with a quotation form the 1994 State of  the World Report from
the influential World watch Institute: - “the world community
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is starting to realize ... the notions of development and
progress that prevailed 50 years ago have little to do with today’s
sobering realities. If this influential institution is to live up to
the high hopes that inspired its founders, it will need to accept
that the extraordinary changes of the last several decades must
be mirrored by transformations of  a similar order at the World
Bank itself ”
The World Bank is one of  the world’s largest sources of
funding and knowledge for developing countries! Its primary
focus is on helping the poorest people and the poorest
countries! It uses its financial resources” its staff ” and extensive
experience to help developing countries reduce poverty” increase
economic growth” and improve their quality of life!  Evaluating
the impact of Bank.  supported projects are critical in develop-
ing countries! Resources are scarce and must be channeled where
they can have the largest effect! Monitoring helps project
managers know if programs are reaching their intended
beneficiaries or if these programs are ineffective and wasteful!
The emphasis on monitoring and evaluation is part of the
World Bank’s focus on actual results for poor people and on
continuous learning about what does and does not work for
future advice and support!
Over the past six decades” the Bank has learned that develop-
ment solutions need to be designed by countries to suit their
own circumstances. one size does not fit all. The Bank brings a
mix of money and knowledge to spur economic and social
development” and helps put countries on track to reach the
internationally agreed Millennium Development Goals!
Working in partnership with more than #$$ developing
countries” the Bank is involved in a variety of different areas!
Bank. supported projects help these countries invest in health
and education” fight corruption” boost agricultural produc-
tion” construct roads and ports” and protect the environment!
Other programs are aimed at rebuilding war. torn countries or
regions” provides basic services such as clean water” or encour-
aging investments that create jobs!

Recapitulation

1. History of  the World Bank
2. Changing Policies
3. World Bank and Physical World
4. Concern with Poverty
5. Bank self critiques
6. The 50 years assessment

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is ADB
2. Objectives of ADB
3 Strategic Development Objectives of ADB
4. UNCTAD and its functioning
Some regional. development banks have been established to’
assist the development of the developing countries of the
respective regions - the African Development Bank, the Asian
Development Bank, the Caribbean Development Bank and the
Inter-American Development Bank. The influence of the
regional banks is growing as they are becoming more responsive
to the special needs of their own constituencies.
On 30 November 1965, delegates of  the United Nation’s
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East voted Manila
to host the ADB headquarters. It also has offices in many
borrowing countries in Asia and the Pacific region as well as in
three cities in developed member countries, namely, Frankfurt,
Tokyo, and Washington, DC.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) was set up in December
1966 under the auspices of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Asia and Far East  (ECAFE) to foster
economic development of Asian Countries, with its headquar-
ters at Manila. ADB is a multilateral development finance
institution dedicated to reducing poverty in Asia and the Pacific.
ADB is now owned by 63 members, mostly from the region.
Just like any other bank, ADB has shareholders. Of the 63
members, Japan and the United States are the largest sharehold-
ers, each with 15.9 percent.
The Board of Governors, comprising one representative from
each member, meets annually. It elects the 12 members of  the
Board of Directors, with each director appointing an alternate.
The ADB President is elected by the Board of Governors and is
the chairperson of the Board of Directors.
The main objectives of the ADB are:

i. To promote investment in the ESCAP region of  public and
private capital for development.

ii. To utilize the available resources for financing development,
giving priority to those regional, sub-regional as well as
national projects and programmes, which contribute more
effectively to the harmonious economic growth of the
region as a whole.

In the 23rd Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the
ADB, the President has pointed out that the Bank‘s most
appropriate response to asian and Pacific development in future
lies in following three broad directions:
i. Greater priority must be placed on alleviating poverty and

protecting the environment.

ii. The Bank must strengthen its assistance to the private
sector to improve productivity and efficiency.

iii. The Bank must work with its developing members to create
a policy framework that makes the most efficient use of
human and capital resources.

A major problem, which the ADB is facing, is shortage of
funds. The Western donors now show a lot of  interest in the
development of the Eastern Europe.

Strategic Development Objectives
The adoption of poverty reduction as a strategy gave primacy to
ADB’s fight against poverty. ADB continues to carry out
activities to promote economic growth, develop human
resources, improve the status of women, and protect the
environment, but these strategic development objectives now
serve its poverty reduction agenda. Its other key development
objectives, such as law and policy reform, regional cooperation,
private-sector development, and social development, also
contribute significantly to this main goal.

Stakeholder’s Input
ADB consulted its various stakeholders - central and local
governments, non-government organizations, the academic
community, development agencies, and funding agencies - in
preparing its poverty reduction strategy. Two- and three-day
workshops were held for this purpose in Bangladesh, People’s
Republic of China, India, Indonesia, Kyrgyz Republic, Nepal,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Viet Nam. Consultations were also
held over the Internet.
The consultations identified lessons learned from poverty
reduction efforts in each country, examined emerging strategies,
and explored ways in which the new ADB strategy could best
support national efforts and priorities. The key findings were
summarized in the ADB publication Reducing Poverty: Major
Findings and Implications.

New Social Policy and Poverty Agenda
The various consultations and other preliminary efforts at
drafting ADB’s poverty reduction agenda culminated in the
Manila Social Forum from 9 to 12 November 1999 at ADB
headquarters. At the forum, which had strong support from
the World Bank, high-level representatives from around the
world discussed the new social policy agenda arising from the
transition from central planning to market economies and
globalization in Southeast, Central, and East Asia.
Among the topics discussed at the forum were the following:
• inclusive labor markets;
• the decentralization of  social services to rationalize social

public expenditure;
• the role of the private sector in job creation, governance,

and poverty reduction;

LESSON 30:

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB)/UNCTAD
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• the new challenge of urban poverty; and
• the building of proactive social safety nets.
The forum brought out the need to reexamine solutions that
were valid before globalization in the mid-1990s. Social safety
nets have to be established, and public systems built up. The
state must be made increasingly responsible for transparency
and good governance and for an enhanced role for stakeholders.
Good governance must also be given greater emphasis by
international finance institutions.
ADB encourage cooperation with non-government organiza-
tions and wants to integrate NGO knowledge and expertise
into its activities to better serve the priorities and needs of  the
people of Asia and the Pacific.
ADB maintain close working relationships with other interna-
tional organizations like IMF through project co-financing,
consultations, and regular exchanges of information about
work in the region.
ADB is an entirely independent international financial institu-
tion but cooperate closely with the Bretton Woods institutions
and other international bodies and is not a member of the
United Nations.
ADB’s overarching goal is to reduce poverty in Asia and the
Pacific. It helps improve the quality of  people’s lives by
providing loans and technical assistance for a broad range of
development activities.

Functions
The Asian Development Bank
• extends loans and equity investments to its developing

member countries (DMCs) for their economic and social
development,

• provides technical assistance for the planning and
execution of development projects and programs and for
advisory services,

• promotes and facilitates investment of public and private
capital for development, and

• responds to requests for assistance in coordinating
development policies and plans of its developing member
countries.

How is ADB Different from Commercial Banks?
ADB is a non-profit, multilateral development finance institu-
tion that engages in mostly public sector lending for
development purposes in its developing member countries.
ADB’s clients are its member governments, who are also its
shareholders.
ADB focus on poverty reduction. In doing so, they empha-
size:
• Promotion of pro-poor, sustainable economic growth
• Social development
• Good governance
In support of the above, ADB concentrates on:
• Protection of the environment
• Promotion of gender and development
• Private sector development

• Regional cooperation
Over the years, ADB have played a significant role in economic
and social transformation in Asia and the Pacific - boosting
economic growth, fostering social development, and helping
improve the quality of life for millions of people.
ADB is also playing a crucial role in the reconstruction of
Afghanistan. We will provide up to $500 million in highly
concessional loans and grant over the first 2.5 years of the
Afghanistan Interim Administration.
Since more than 80 percent of  Afghanistan’s population is
dependent on agriculture for their livelihood, ADB considers
agriculture and rural development as one of its priority sectors
for rehabilitation. Other sectors include:
• infrastructure
• education
• health
• transport and energy
ADB is a development bank, focused exclusively on reducing
poverty in the Asia-Pacific region. It recognizes both the
potential benefits and the downside risks of globalization - and
tries to maximize the former and minimize the latter.

UNCTAD
The widening trade gap between the developed and developing
countries, the general dissatisfaction of the developing countries
with the GATT and the need for a new organisation for
international economic cooperation in the field of trade and aid,
designed to reduce the trade gap of developing countries,
encouraged the establishment of the United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in 1964 as a
permanent organ of the UN General Assemblj. The UNCTAD
was designed to serve as a forum in which trade-related
development issues coula be discussed and analysed to lead to
the negotiations of international understanding on issues that
were in dispute.
The Conference, which is a plenary body of a large number of
countries, meets normally at intervals of  4 years.
The principal functions of UNCTAD are:
1. To promote international trade with a view to accelerating

economic development
2. To formulate principles of  and policies on international

trade and related problems of economic development
3. To negotiate multinational trade agreements
4. To make proposals for putting its principles and policies

into effect.
The major activities of UNCTAD include research and support
of negotiations for commodity agreements, technical elabora-
tion of new trade activities designed to assist developing
countries in the areas of trade and capital.

Basic Principles
UNCTAD’s action programme and priorities have been laid
down in the various recommendations adopted by the first
conference in 1964. These recommendations are based on the
following basic principles:
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1. Every country has the sovereign right freely to dispose of its
natural resources in the interest of the economic
development and well-being of its own people and freely to
trade with other countries;

2. Economic relations between countries, including trade
relations, shall be based on respect for the principles of
sovereign equality of states, self-determination of people,
and noninterference in the internal affairs of other
countries; and

3. There shall be no discrimination on the basis of differences
in socio-economic systems and the adoption of various
trading methods and trading policies shall be consistent
with this principle.

A Review of the Functioning of UNCTAD
Eight conferences have been so far held under the auspices of
UNCTAD. Given the important role of  primary commodities
and natural resources in the external sectors of developing
countries, the initial focus of UNCTAD was on commodity
policy and effort to stabilize and expand the export earnings of
these~ countries. In the process, UNCTAD adopted a group
approach to negotiations with ‘OECD countries (i.e., the
industrial economies) lining up together (Group B), the
centrally planned economies of Central and Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union plus a few other similar economies
forming their own grouping (Group D), and developing
countries coming together under the aegis of the Group 77 to
coordinate their positions. China formed a separate group.
Despite the debates and disagreements over the years,
UNCTAD played a key role in the emergence of:
1. The Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)
2. A maritime shipping code
3. Special international programmes to help the least

developed countries
4. International aid targets.
During the 1970s, in line with the major changes in the
international economic environment - the breakdown of the
Bretton Woods System, oil price shocks, and inflation and
accumulation of debt by many developing countries -
UNCTAD became a central forum for debates between the
North and the South. Its negotiations became politically charted
and most of its sessions during the 1970s and 1980s reflected
sharp divisions between participants, even as global consensus
seemed to be emerging in the 1 980s.

Recapitulation

1. ADB and its functioning
2. Objectives of ADB
3 UNCTAD and its functioning

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Objectives of WTO
2. Functions of WTO
3 WTO agreements

The Organization Functions
The WTO’s overriding objective is to help trade flow smoothly,
freely, fairly and predictably. It does this by:
• Administering trade agreements
• Acting as a forum for trade negotiations
• Settling trade disputes
• Reviewing national trade policies

Structure
Established on 1st January 1995, the WTO has nearly 150
members, accounting for over 97% of world trade. Around 30
others are negotiating membership. Decisions are made by the
entire membership. This is typically by consensus. A majority
vote is also possible but it has never been used in the WTO,
and was extremely rare under the WTO’s predecessor, GATT.
The WTO’s agreements have been ratified in all members’
parliaments.
The WTO’s top level decision-making body is the Ministerial
Conference which meets at least once every two years. Below this
is the General Council (normally ambassadors and heads of
delegation in Geneva, but sometimes officials sent from
members’ capitals) which meets several times a year in the
Geneva headquarters. The General Council also meets as the
Trade Policy Review Body and the Dispute Settlement Body.
At the next level, the Goods Council, Services Council and
Intellectual Property (TRIPS) Council report to the General
Council.
Numerous specialized committees, working groups and
working parties deal with the individual agreements and other
areas such as the environment, development, membership
applications and regional trade agreements.
In brief, the World Trade Organization (WTO) is the only
international organization dealing with the global rules of trade
between nations.
The WTO is a rule-based, member-driven organization – all
decisions are made by the member governments, and the rules
are the outcome of negotiations among members.
Its main function is to ensure that trade flows as smoothly,
predictably and freely as possible.
The result is assurance. Consumers and producers know that
they can enjoy secure supplies and greater choice of the finished
products, components, raw materials and services that they use.
Producers and exporters know that foreign markets will remain
open to them.

The result is also a more prosperous, peaceful and accountable
economic world. Decisions in the WTO are typically taken by
consensus among all member countries and they are ratified by
members’ parliaments. Trade friction is channeled into the
WTO’s dispute settlement process where the focus is on
interpreting agreements and commitments, and how to ensure
that countries’ trade policies conform with them. That way, the
risk of disputes spilling over into political or military conflict is
reduced.
By lowering trade barriers, the WTO’s system also breaks down
other barriers between peoples and nations.
At the heart of the system–known as the multilateral trading
system - are the WTO’s agreements, negotiated and signed by a
large majority of  the world’s trading nations, and ratified in
their parliaments. These agreements are the legal ground-rules
for international commerce. Essentially, they are contracts,
guaranteeing member countries important trade rights. They
also bind governments to keep their trade policies within agreed
limits to everybody’s benefit.
The agreements were negotiated and signed by governments.
But their purpose is to help producers of  goods and services,
exporters, and importers conduct their business.
The goal is to improve the welfare of the peoples of the
member countries.

The Multilateral Trading System–Past,
Present and Future
The World Trade Organization came into being in 1995. One of
the youngest of the international organizations, the WTO is
the successor to the General Agreement on Tariffsand Trade
(GATT) established in the wake of  the Second World War.
So while the WTO is still young, the multilateral trading system
that was originally set up under GATT is well over 50 years old.
The past 50 years have seen an exceptional growth in world
trade. Merchandise exports grew on average by 6% annually.
Total trade in 1997 was 14-times the level of  1950. GATT and
the WTO have helped to create a strong and prosperous trading
system contributing to unprecedented growth.
The system was developed through a series of trade negotia-
tions, or rounds, held under GATT. The first rounds dealt
mainly with tariff reductions but later negotiations included
other areas such as anti-dumping and non-tariff measures. The
last round–the 1986-94 Uruguay Round–led to the WTO’s
creation.
The negotiations did not end there. Some continued after the
end of  the Uruguay Round. In February 1997 agreement was
reached on telecommunications services, with 69 governments
agreeing to wide-ranging liberalization measures that went
beyond those agreed in the Uruguay Round.

LESSON 31:
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In the same year 40 governments successfully concluded
negotiations for tariff-free trade in information technology
products, and 70 members concluded a financial services deal
covering more than 95% of trade in banking, insurance,
securities and financial information.
In 2000, new talks started on agriculture and services. These
have now been incorporated into a broader work programme,
the Doha Development Agenda (DDA), launched at the fourth
WTO Ministerial Conference in Doha, Qatar, in November
2001.
The agenda adds negotiations and other work on non-
agricultural tariffs, trade and environment, WTO rules such as
anti-dumping and subsidies, investment, competition policy,
trade facilitation, transparency in government procurement,
intellectual property, and a range of  issues raised by developing
countries as difficulties they face in implementing the present
WTO agreements. The deadline for the negotiations is 1
January 2005.

Wto Agreements
Lets see how it is ensured that trade is as fair as possible, and as
free as is practical ?  By negotiating rules and abiding by them.
The WTO’s rules–the agreements–are the result of  negotiations
between the members.  The current set were the outcome of
the 1986-94 Uruguay Round negotiations which included a
major revision of  the original General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT).
GATT is now the WTO’s principal rule-book for trade in
goods. The Uruguay Round also created new rules for dealing
with trade in services, relevant aspects of  intellectual property,
dispute settlement, and trade policy reviews. The complete set
runs to some 30,000 pages consisting of about 60 agreements
and separate commitments (called schedules) made by indi-
vidual members in specific areas such as lower customs duty
rates and services market-opening.
Through these agreements, WTO members operate a non-
discriminatory trading system that spells out their rights and
their obligations. Each country receives guarantees that its
exports will be treated fairly and consistently in other countries’
markets. Each promises to do the same for imports into its
own market. The system also gives developing countries some
flexibility in implementing their commitments.

Goods
It all began with trade in goods. From 1947 to 1994, GATT
was the forum for negotiating lower customs duty rates and
other trade barriers; the text of the General Agreement spelt out
important rules, particularly non-discrimination.
Since 1995, the updated GATT has become the WTO’s
umbrella agreement for trade in goods. It has annexes dealing
with specific sectors such as agriculture and textiles, and with
specific issues such as state trading, product standards, subsidies
and actions taken against dumping.

Services
Banks, insurance firms, telecommunications companies, tour
operators, hotel chains and transport companies looking to do

business abroad can now enjoy the same principles of freer and
fairer trade that originally only applied to trade in goods.
These principles appear in the new General Agreement on Trade
in Services (GATS). WTO members have also made individual
commitments under GATS stating which of  their services
sectors they are willing to open to foreign competition, and
how open those markets are.

Intellectual Property
The WTO’s intellectual property agreement amounts to rules
for trade and investment in ideas and creativity. The rules state
how copyrights, patents, trademarks, geographical names used
to identify products, industrial designs, integrated circuit layout-
designs and undisclosed information such as trade
secrets–“intellectual property”–should be protected when trade
is involved.

Dispute Settlement
The WTO’s procedure for resolving trade quarrels under the
Dispute Settlement Understanding is vital for enforcing the
rules and therefore for ensuring that trade flows smoothly.
Countries bring disputes to the WTO if they think their rights
under the agreements are being infringed. Judgements by
specially-appointed independent experts are based on interpreta-
tions of the agreements and individual countries’
commitments.
The system encourages countries to settle their differences
through consultation. Failing that, they can follow a carefully
mapped out, stage-by-stage procedure that includes the
possibility of a ruling by a panel of experts, and the chance to
appeal the ruling on legal grounds. Confidence in the system is
borne out by the number of cases brought to the WTO–
around 300 cases in eight years compared to the 300 disputes
dealt with during the entire life of GATT (1947-94).

Policy Review
The Trade Policy Review Mechanism’s purpose is to improve
transparency, to create agreater understanding of  the policies
that countries are adopting, and to assess their impact. Many
members also see the reviews as constructive feedback on their
policies.
All WTO members must undergo periodic scrutiny, each review
containing reports by the country concerned and the WTO
Secretariat.

Developing Countries Development and
Trade
Over three quarters of WTO members are developing or least
developed countries. All WTO agreements contain special
provision for them, including longer time periods to imple-
ment agreements and commitments, measures to increase their
trading opportunities, provisions requiring all WTO members
to safeguard their trade interests, and support to help them
build the infrastructure for WTO work, handle disputes, and
implement technical standards.
The 2001 Ministerial Conference in Doha set out tasks,
including negotiations, for a wide range of issues concerning
developing countries. Some people call the new negotiations the
Doha Development Round.
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Before that, in 1997, a high-level meeting on trade initiatives
and technical assistance for least-developed countries resulted in
an “integrated framework” involving six intergovernmental
agencies, to help least-developed countries increase their ability
to trade, and some additional preferential market access
agreements.
A WTO committee on trade and development, assisted by a
subcommittee on least-developed countries, looks at develop-
ing countries’ special needs. Its responsibility includes
implementation of the agreements, technical cooperation, and
the increased participation of developing countries in the global
trading system.

Technical Assistance and Training
The WTO organizes around 100 technical cooperation missions
to developing countries annually. It holds on average three trade
policy courses each year in Geneva for government officials.
Regional seminars are held regularly in all regions of the world
with a special emphasis on African countries. Training courses
are also organized in Geneva for officials from countries in
transition from central planning to market economies.
The WTO set up reference centres in over 100 trade ministries
and regional organizations in capitals of developing and least-
developed countries, providing computers and internet access to
enable ministry officials to keep abreast of events in the WTO
in Geneva through online access to the WTO’s immense
database of official documents and other material.
Assisting developing countries in trade policy issues, through
technical assistance and training programmes Cooperating with
other international organizations

Functions

• Administering WTO trade agreements
• Forum for trade negotiations
• Handling trade disputes
• Monitoring national trade policies
• Technical assistance and training for developing countries
• Cooperation with other international organizations
WTO and Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights - An
Indian Perspective
Under WTO obligations, each member country must provide
for a minimum  prescribed level of protection to Intellectual
Property Rights ( IPRs ).
The idea behind such a commitment is to facilitate cross border
enforcement of such rights. The member countries may
provide for higher standards of protection as they deem fit.
However, the Agreement on  Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) lays down the minimum
standards to be adopted by the member countries for protec-
tion of IPRs.
The following are the IPRs which are sought to be protected
under WTO  obligations:
• Copyrights and related rights
• Trade Marks
• Geographical Indications

• Designs
• Patents
• Lay out of designs of integrated circuits
• Protection of undisclosed information and trade secrets
A transition period of 5 years ( which expired on 1.1.2000 ) was
provided  to all developing countries to give effect to the
provisions of the TRIPS Agreement. As per current require-
ments, member countries which did not  provide product
patents in certain areas of technology as on 1.1.1995, can delay
the grant of product patents in those areas up to 1.1.2005.
India falls under this category since Indian Patent laws do not
provide for the  grant of product patents.
A country which did not make available patent protection for
pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical products as on 1.1.1995
has to  provide a means for accepting applications for such
inventions (mailbox), apply applicable priority rights and
provide exclusive marketing rights  (EMRs) for such products.
For grant of EMRs in India, all the following conditions must
be satisfied:
A patent application must have been filed after 1.1.1995 in any
WTO  member country,
Patent and marketing approval must have been granted in that
member  country,   An application has been filed in the mailbox
in India  Marketing approval has been obtained in India.
EMRs are available for five years from grant or till the patent is
granted  or rejected, whichever is earlier. In India, the
Patent(Amendment) Act,  1999 was passed in March 1999 to
provide for mailbox and EMR facility in accordance with the
WTO obligations.
Given below is India’s position vis-à-vis its obligations under
the TRIPS  agreement :-

Copyrights and Related Rights
The TRIPs agreement requires member countries to comply
with the  substantive provisions of the Berne Convention in
respect of copyrights  and related rights. Computer
programmes are to be protected as literary  works. The term of
protection for copyrights and right of performers and  produc-
ers of phonograms is to be no less than 50 years. In case of
broadcasting organizations, the term of protection is to be at
least 20 years. India is a signatory to the Berne Convention and
Indian Copyright laws conform to the all WTO requirements.
In fact, Indian Copyrights Laws  provide for greater protection
to Copyrights than is required under WTO     obligations in
some matters such as period of copyright protection ( 60  years
in India ). The law was amended in December 1999 to grant a
25 year  term of protection for neighbouring rights.

Trademarks
WTO obligations required member countries to give equal
protection to  service marks as to trade marks. Accordingly, the
Trade Marks Act, 1999  was passed providing for equal protec-
tion to service marks. Indian Trade  Mark laws conform to
WTO requirements.

Geographical Indication
This issue has been of particular interest to India, especially after
a patent was obtained for basmati rice in the United States by
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Ricetec Inc. Under the TRIPs agreement, each member country
must provide for legislation to prevent the use of any means in
the designation or presentation of a good that indicates or
suggests that the good in question originates in a geographical
area other that the true place of   origin of the good. India has a
great interest in this area since there  have been reports that
Nigerian and Sri Lankan Tea growers have been  passing off
their tea as Darjeeling Premium Tea ( which commands the
highest price in the market ). Untill recently, protection from
such  misuse was granted through passing off action in courts
or through  certification marks. However, in order to provide
better protection to  geographical indications, the Geographical
Indication of Goods   (Registration & Protection) Act, 1999 has
been enacted in India.

Industrial Designs
Under WTO obligations, member countries must provide for
protection to  independently created new or original industrial
designs. Member countries, however have an option to exclude
from protection, designs  dictated by technical or functional
consideration, as against aesthetic consideration, constituting
the coverage of industrial designs.
Accordingly, Industrial Design Act, 2000 was enacted to make
Indian laws compliant with WTO obligations in this respect.

Patents
This is one area where Indian laws do not comply with WTO
obligations.   Under the TRIPs agreement, member countries
must provide for both product  as well as process patents.
However, currently, Indian patent laws do not  currently provide
for product patents. Under WTO obligations, inventions  in all
fields of  technology, whether products or processes shall be
patentable if they meet the tests of being novel, involving an
inventive step and being capable of industrial application. In
addition to the general security exception, which applies to the
entire TRIPS Agreement, specific exclusions are permissible
from the scope of  patentability. These  exclusions are in respect
of inventions whose commercial exploitation is to be prevented
to protect public order or is found to be against morality  or
against human, animal plant life or health or to avoid serious
prejudice to the environment. In addition, exclusions from
patentability  are available in respect of diagnostic, therapeutic
and surgical methods  for the treatment of human and animals,
plants and animals other than microorganisms, and essentially
biological processes for the production of  plants and animals
other than non-biological and micro biological processes. In
respect of plant varieties, there is an obligation to provide for
protection either by patents or an effective sui generis system or
by any combination of the above 2 methods The TRIPS
agreement does not give the details of an effective sui generis
system. It has been left to each member country to define an
effective suigeneris system and to determine its elements.
The Patents (Second Amendment) Bill, 1999 is before the Joint
Committee of   the Houses for discussion. Similarly, in respect
of the sui generis plant  protection system, a draft bill has been
prepared and is before the Joint  Committee of the Houses of
the Parliament for discussion.

Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits
Basically, WTO obligations in this respect require member
countries to comply with the international agreement adminis-
tered by WIPO (more commonly known as the “Washington
Treaty”) with some enhancements. WTO obligations require
granting protection to IPRs in respect of lay-out  designs which
are original in the sense of  being the result of  their  creator’s
own intellectual efforts. Equal national treatment to foreign
right holders must be given and a term of protection for 10
years has been  prescribed. India is a signatory to the Washing-
ton Treaty and by and large  complies with the WTO
obligations in this matter.

Protection of Undisclosed Information
WTO obligations require member countries to protect trade
secrets. The WTO obligations require that suitable legislations
are in place which enable persons to prevent information
lawfully within their control from being  disclosed to, acquired
by or used by others without their consent in a  manner
contrary to honest commercial practices. In India, there is no
separate law for this purpose. Such complaints are dealt under
the Contracts Act. The common law on the subject is constantly
evolving and courts have provided relief where allegations of
wrongful disclosure have been proven.
It is clear that India affords suitable protection to IPRS in all
matters  except product patents. There is a fear that granting
product patents will make medicines very expensive in India
and therefore there is lack of  political consensus on the issue.
However, there are other issues involved  also. Most multina-
tional drug companies do not introduce their latest  drugs in
India fearing patent violation. This may deprive the Indian
people of the latest medicines available. Besides, lack of
adequate product patent protection also hinders research and
development in India.
India has a pool of skilled knowledge workers. This valuable
resource may  go down the drain if adequate patent protection
is not made available. In  any case, since India is a signatory to
the TRIPS agreement, sooner than  later, India will have to
amend its patent laws to make them compliant with WTO
obligations.

Recapitulation

1. WTO Objectives
2. Structure of WTO
3. WTO agreements
4. Industrial Design
5. Geographical Indications

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. India and WTO
2. Arguments in favour of India joining WTO
3 Arguments against India joining WTO

India and the World Trade Organisation
(W.T.O.)
India is a founder member of both GATT (1947) and its
successor organization, the W.T.O., which came into effect from
1.1.1995. By virtue of  its (W.T.O.) membership, India automati-
cally avails of  Most Favoured Nation and National Treatment
from all W.T.O. members for its exports, and its participation in
this increasingly rule-based system is aimed towards ensuring
more stability and predictability in the governance of interna-
tional trade.
As a member of  the W.T.O., India has bound about 67 per cent
of its tariff lines whereas prior to the Uruguay round only 6
per cent of the tariff lines were bound. For non-agricultural
goods, with a few exceptions, ceiling bindings of 40 per cent ad
valorem on finished goods and 25 per cent on intermediate
goods, machinery and equipment have been undertaken. The
phased reduction to these bound levels is being undertaken
over the period March 1995 to the year 2005. In textiles, where
reduction will be achieved over a period of 10 years, India has
reserved the right to revert to duty levels prevailing in 1990, if
the integration process, envisaged under the Agreement of
Textiles and Clothing, does not materialize in full or is
delayed. Under the Agreement on Agriculture, except for a few
items, India’s bound rates range from 100 to 300 per cent and
no commitments have been made regarding market access,
reduction of subsidies or tariffs.
Quantitative Restrictions (QRs) on imports are currently
being maintained on Balance of Payments (BOP) grounds for
around 2300 tariff lines at the eight-digit level. In view of the
improvement in the BOP, the Committee on BOP Restrictions
had asked India for a phase out plan for these QRs. Based on
presentations before this Committee and subsequent consulta-
tions with our main trading partners, an agreement was reached
with these countries, except U.S.A., to phase out the QRs over a
period of  six years beginning 1997. The U.S. has filed a dispute
and the Dispute Settlement Process is currently in progress in
the W.T.O.
The Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPs) establishes certain minimum standards
concerning these availability, scope use and enforcement of  IPRs
and extends the basic principles of non-discrimination and
transparency to these spheres. A transition period up to
1.1.2000 for implementing these obligations is available, except
in the case of  provisions relating to National Treatment and
MFN. In addition, for areas of  technology, where product
patent is not currently available, a further period of up to

1.1.2005 is available. However, in the latter case, means to receive
product patent applications in the field of pharmaceuticals and
agricultural chemical products and grant of Exclusive Marketing
Rights on fulfillment of certain conditions needed to be
provided from entry into force of  the W.T.O. Agreement, i.e.,
1995. India has agreed to amend its domestic laws in line with
these obligations by 19th, April 1999. In the right of adoption
of decisions of the Dispute and Appellate Panels by the
Dispute Settlement Body of  the W.T.O. in the Indo- U.S.
dispute on this issue, a Bill to amend the Patent Act was
introduced during the 1998 winter session of Parliament and
has already been passed by the Rajya Sabha on 23.12.1998. This
has been followed up by a Presidential Ordinance on 8 January.
1999, bringing the domestic legislation in conformity with our
obligations under Articles 70.8 and 70.9 of the TRIPs Agree-
ment.
Under Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMs), India
has already notified the TRIMs maintained by it. These have
been eliminated by 1.1.2000. Under the Information Technol-
ogy Agreement (ITA), tariffs have been brought down to zero
on 95 lines by the year 2000, on 4 tariff lines by 2003, on 2 tariff
lines by 2004 and on the balance 116 tariff lines in the year 2005.
India is also committed, under the Agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade and Sanitary and Phytosanitary Mea-
sures, to establishing and administering, national standards and
technical regulations, keeping in view the basic precepts of
MFN, National Treatment and Transparency.
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATs) has a
“positive list” approach, thereby allowing W.T.O. members to
take on obligations in 3 activities, as compared to an average of
23 activities for developing countries. Our objective in service
negotiations has been to offer entry to foreign service providers
in which entry was considered to be most advantageous for us
in terms of capital inflows, technology and employment.
India’s legislation on customs valuation, the Customs Valua-
tion Rules, 1998, has been amended to bring it into conformity
with the provisions of  the W.T.O. Agreement on implementa-
tion of Article VII of GAIT 1994 and the Customs valuation
agreement.
In view of developments like the formation of European
Union (EU)!, increasing number of cases being referred to
W.T.O for adjudication and conflict resolution2, it seems that
new trade winds call for new rounds of  negotiations at W.T.O.
In a subtle change of stand. India will press for a limited
agenda for the World Trade Organisation (WTO) talks. Instead
of continuing to harp on “no new round”. India will focus on
keeping out multiple new issues while taking care of its core
concerns.
Senior government functionaries feel that India can find its
major trade partners and other WTO member-countries more

LESSON 32:
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accommodating if India concentrates on issues rather than
opposing the new round of trade talks itself.
India has been opposing the proposal for launching of a new
round at the meeting of trade ministers of WTO member-
countries to be held in Doha on November 9-13.2001. But its
appeals to its trade partners and even the Group of 77 develop-
ing countries have received only lukewarm response.1
At that time. India did not oppose the launch of the proposed
“millennium round” as such but it firmly held out against
attempts at making it a “comprehensive round” by including
extraneous and non-trade issues such as labour standards or the
multilateral rules on foreign investment.
India will also press for keeping the WTO agenda limited to
areas already mandated for negotiations and reviews-like
liberalization of  trade in agriculture and services and for
providing higher level of protection to geographical indications
of products such as Basmati rice or Kolhapur chappals.
But the bottom-line for India is that the multiple new issues,
which are not trade-related and continue to be contentious
among WTO members. be kept out. Economic War against
terrorism may get a topical focus; and India is sure to gain by
that.
The global business environment is very significantly influenced
by by the WTO. They also affect the domestic environment. For
example, India has had to substantially leberalise imports,
including almost complete removal quantitative import
restrictions.
The liberalization of imports implies that domestic farms have
to face an increasing competition from Multi National Compa-
nies.
These liberalizations on the other hand also provide for new
opportunities for Indian firms as the foreign markets become
more open for exports and investments.
India was one of the 76 governments that became a member
of  the WTO on its first day. Divergent views have been
expressed in support and against our country becoming a
member of  the WTO.

Arguments for Joining WTO
Ours is one of the few developing countries which has
succeeded in implementing liberalisation programmes. Over
three-quarters of WTO members are developing countries in
the process of economic reform from non-market systems.
These countries have chosen to join WTO after careful delibera-
tions in their respective countries. Obviously, they have
perceived economic gains for themselves by becoming mem-
bers. India should not be an exception.
1. The criticism that the WTO exists only for industrialised

countries is not all that valid. During the seven-year course
of the Uruguay Round - between 1986 and 1993, over 60
developing countries implemented trade liberalisation
programmes. Some did so as part of their accession
negotiations to GATT while others acted on an
autonomous basis. At the same time, developing’ countries
and transition economies took a much more active and
influential role in the Uruguay Round negotiations than in
any previous round.

2. With the end of the Uruguay Round, developing countries
showed themselves prepared to take on most of the
obligations that are required of developed countries. They
were, however, given transition periods to adjust to the
more unfamiliar and difficult WTO provisions-particularly
so far the poorest, ‘least developed’ countries. In addition, a
ministerial decision on measures in favour of least-
developed countries gives extra flexibility to those countries
in implementing WTO agreements; calls for an acceleration
in the implementation of market access concessions,
affecting goods of export interest to those countries; and
seeks increased technical assistance for them. Thus, the value
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to development of pursuing open market policies, based
on WTO principles, is widely recognised and appreciated. So
is the need for some flexibility with respect to the speed at
which these policies are pursued.

3. The real importance of the WTO to India lies in the role
that a dynamic export industry can play in the country’s
development. Both in terms of job creation, skill
development and technological evolution, an opening up to
the outside world is essential. The semiautarkic earlier
system resulted in a major leap forward in the development
of indigenous industry and agriculture. But it lacked an
internal dynamic. There were no incentIves to improve
technology and productivity. In short, it was a closed system
that left no room for evolution. It is only by forcing
industries to sell outside the country and compete for
export markets that they will have an incentive to evolve.
There is another reason why India needs to search for
external markets. This is the crucial dependence on imports
for survival. The country has for long believed that it is a
self-sufficient, independent economy. But, infact, from
petroleum and fertilizers to capital goods, raw materials and
life saving drugs, the Indian economy is vitally dependent
on imports. As long as it is dependent qn imports, it needs
to export to pay for these imports. As long as India needs
to export and import, it makes far more sense to be part of
the multilateral trading system than stay out of it. That is
why even a country like China, despite its fiercely-guarded
sovereignty and its status as the world’s last major socialist
power, has been desperatey trying to get into the WTO.  By
being a’member of  the WTO, India can benefit from the
International Trade Centre jointly operated by the WTO and
the United Nations, the latter acting through UNCTAD
(the UN Conference on Trade and Development). The
International Trade Centre was earlier set up by GATT in
1964 at the request of the developing countries to help
them promote their exports.  The Centre responds to
requests from developing countries for assistance in
formulating and implementing export promotion
programmes as well as import operations and techniques. It
provides information and advice on export markets and
marketing techniques, and assists in establishing export
promotion and marketing services and training personnel
required for these services. The Centre’s help is freely
available to the leastdeveloped countries.

4. Estimates have been made by the World Bank, OECD and
the GATT Secretariat, which show that the income effects
of the implementation of the Uruguay Round package will
add between 213 to 274 billion US dollars annually to world
income. The GATT Secretariat’s estimate of  the overall
trade impact is that the level of merchandise trade in goods
will be higher by 745 billion US dollars in the year 2005,
than it would otherwise have been. The GATT Secretariat
further projects that the largest increases will be in the areas
of clothing (60%), agriculture, forestry and fishery products
(20%) and processed food and beverages (19%). Since
India’s existing and potential export competitiveness Jies in
these product groups, it is logical to believe that India will
obtain large gains in these sectors. Assuming that India’s

market share in world exports improves from 0.5% to 1%,
and that we are able to take advantage of the opportunities
that are created, the trade gains may’ conservatively be placed
at 2.7 billion US dollars extra exports per year. A more
generous estimate will range from 3.5 to 7 billion US dollars
worth of extra exports.

5. Another advantage of WTO membership stems from the
fact that India (any membercountry for that matter) is saved
from entering into multiple bilateral trade negotiations with
other countries. In the absence of  WTO, India, for
example, would be required to enter into as many bilateral
agreements as the country desires to have trade links. With
the WTO membership, our country has the advantage of
haying trade links with all other member countries without
the need for bilateral agreements. The role of WTO is like
that of a telephone exchange in this context.

6. WTO provides for a multilateral set of rules which are
beneficial to a country like ours. Such rules provide greater
protection against bilateral pressures or against trade
restrictions that cannot be justified under a multilaterally
agreed framework. Further, the system of multilateral rules
imparts greater predictability and stability to the
international tI;ading system. If the system of rules is not
followed, the ensuring chaos and uncertainty will result in a
trading system dominated by might rather than rightl.

There are several areas in the Uruguay Round package that relate
to market access. The more important ones are tariffs, textiles
and agriculture. India’s position in all these sectors is advanta-
geous to her and the provisions are favourable to the country.

Arguments Against Membership
Arguments against India’s membership in WTO are equally
strong. The major ones are stated below:
1. The claim that the world trade would increase substantially

and that India’s exports will expand considerably is not
acceptable to many. The estimates relating to world trade (as
shown above) may prove to be suspect. Flow of goods and
services across the globe depends not much on trade
restrictions but on factors like infrastructure, political
environment, technology, assured supply of  exportable
goods and quality consciousness of producing countries. It
may, be observed that India is short, to some extent, in all
these requisites. Removal of trade barriers will not
guarantee expansion in world trade.

2. India and other developing countries have blindly walked
into the trap laid by the developed countries. WTO,
alongwith IMF and World Bank, represents the interests of
developed countries. Rhetoric and platitudes
notwithstanding, WTO will not ensure open trade for
goods produced by developing countries. It ensures
necessary climate for domination and hegemonisation by
the consortium of the capitalist countries. Infact, the
Uruguay Round negotiations were motivated by the needs
of  the United States and Western Europe to discover new
markets for their industries, especially in sectors like services
and finance. 
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3. It is claimed that there are several areas in the Uruguay
Round package that relate to market access and India would,
therefore, gain substantially in the long run because of the
market aCcess. Figures demonstrating the gains from
market access are no doubt praiseworthy. But the gains, if
any, in tariff  concessions or removal of  quotas could easily

Notes: 1. Prices are for 1991 and in rupees
2. * = Costlier over the Indian prices
3. Prises are for the same dosage and pack

(Sources: USA Prices-Annual Pharmacists Reference UK
Prices-UK Monthly Index for Medical Specialitie~
(MIMS) Decemher 1991 Pakistan Prices-Quarterly Index
for Medical Pharmaceuticals (QIMP).)

A product is regarded as dumped when its export price is less
than the normal price in the exporting country or its cost of
production plus a reasonable amount for administrative, selling
and  any other costs for profits.
Anti-dumping measures can be employed only if dumped
imports are shown to cause serious damage to the domestic
industry in the importing country. Further, antidumping
measures are not allowed   if the ‘margin of dumping, (i.e., the
price differences) is de minimis (defined as 2 percent of the export
price of the  product) or the volume of dumped imports is
negligible (less than  3 per cent of imports of the product in
question). .
Dumping occurs when the price at which the goods are
exported to India is lower than their .mal value. The difference
between this export price and the normal-value is known as the

be lost b~cause of the new rules and disciplines and
potential for trade harassment.

4. The worst fears expressed about the WTO agreement relate
to the steep hike in prices of drugs and agricultural inputs.

Table below shows how select drug prices will be costlier across
the globe.

margin of  dumping. It is generally expressed as a percentage of
the export price. In the ordinary course of trade, the normal
value is the comparable price at which goods under complaint
are  in the domestic market of  the exporting country or territory.
If  the normal value cannot be determined this way, the
following two alternative methods are provided for:
i. Comparable representative export price to an appropriate

third country,
ii. Cost of production in the country origin with reasonable

addition for administrative, selling and general costs and for
profits.

The UR Agreement provides greater clarity and more detailed
rules concerning the method of determining dumping and
injury, the procedure to be followed in anti-dumping investiga-
tions, 100 the duration of antidumping measures. It also
clarifies the role of dispute-settlement panels in to conflicts
relating to anti-dumping actions taken by national authorities.
In India, anti-dumping actions are taken by the Directorate of
Anti-Dumping and Allied I Duties, Ministry of Commerce, as
per the Customs Tariff  Act, 1975, as amended in 1995, based
on Article VI of GATT 1994. For the government to initiate
anti-dumping action, the Indian industry must be able to show
that dumped imports are causing or threatening to cause
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material injury to the Indian domestic industry. Obviously, the
ability of India to do so depends on proper environmental
monitoring, database and procedural familiarity.
Material retardation to the establishment of an industry is also
regarded as injury. For anti.- dumping actions, a causal link
between the material injury being suffered by the Indian
industry and the dumped imports must be established.
The economic and financial impact of the dumped imports on
the concerned Indian industry can be demonstrated, inter alia, by
decline in output, loss of sales, loss of market share, reduced
profits, decline in productivity, decline in capacity utilization,
reduced return on investments, price effects, and adverse effects
on cash flow, inventories, employment, wages, growth,
investments, ability to raise capital, etc. Anti-dumping action is
not applicable if the margin of dumping is insignificantly small
(less than two per cent of the export price) or the volume of
imports is negligible (i.e., the volume from one country is less
than three per cent of the total imports of that product),
provided the aggregate imports from such countries do not
account for more than seven per cent of total imports.
Anti-dumping duty shall not exceed the margin of  dumping. It
is suggested that it would be desirable if  the appropriate
authorities impose a lesser duty which is adequate to remove
the injury caused to the domestic industry. The Government of
India has accepted this principle.
Anti-dumping actions may be suspended or terminated if the
exporter concerned furnishes an undertaking to revise the price
to remove the dumping or the injurious effect of  dumping.
The rules also provide for retrospective measures in certain
cases.

Conclusion

All things considered, it may be concluded that the WTO
membership will prove advantageous to us in terms of the
global market thrown open to our goods and servics. To take
advantage of the world market, we must improve the quality of
our goods and services, cut down costs and wastages, and
improve our competitive strength. Only then we will be in a
stronger position to sell our products abroad and survive in the
competitive global market.

Recapitulation

1. WTO and its impact on India
2. Arguments against and favour
3. The WTO Impact

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. What is IPR ?
2. Definition of various terms
3 Procedures for making application

Intellectual Property and Intellectual
Property Rights (IPRs)

Intellectual Property is the property which refers to the
creation of mind for example an invention, new design of an
article, literary and artist work and symbols/trade marks, for
ultimate use in commerce and which are not available in the
public domain.
Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) are statutory rights and
allow the creator(s) or owner(s) of the intellectual property to
exclude others from exploiting the same commercially for a
given period of time. It allows the creator(s)/owner(s) to have
the benefits from their work when these are exploited commer-
cially by himself or by his assignees. IPRs are granted to an
inventor or innovator in lieu of the discloser of his/her
knowledge.
IPRs are governed in accordance with the provisions of the
corresponding legislations and can be monopolized and
protected under the provisions of different Acts such as
1. The Patent Act,
2. The Designs Act,
3. The Copyright Act,
4. The Trade Marks Act,
5. The Geographical Indication Act,
6. Protection of Layout Design for Integrated Circuit Act and
7. Plant Varieties Protection and Farmers Rights Act.

What is a Patent?
The patent is an exclusive monopoly rights granted to the
applicant, by the government under the provisions of the
patent laws for the discloser of the invention, for using his
invention himself and/or by an authorized person(s) and
preventing others from making, using and/or selling his
invention for the term of a patent.
Grant of patent does not mean that the patentee can manufac-
ture and sell all kinds of invention either himself or through
authorized person. For manufacturing and selling the invention
the patentee/inventor has to complete the formalities laid
down by the laws in force. But he can definitely stop others
from manufacturing and selling his patented invention. For
example for manufacturing and selling drug item, the patentee
has to take a manufacturing license from the controller of drugs
and he has to complete other formalities also whatever are
required for manufacturing and selling the drug.

What is Design?
The design means only the features of shape configuration
pattern, ornament or composition of lines or colours applied
to any article whether in two dimensional or three dimensional
or in both forms.
Design registration does not cover the mechanical features of
the item.

What is a Trademark?
Trademark is a visual symbol for example word, logo, or a label
applied to the articles or used for distinguishing specific goods
and/or services. It helps the purchaser/user to identify the
goods manufactured or services provided by a distinguished
persons or company than the other persons or company
manufacturing and selling the same/similar goods or providing
the similar services.
The service marks which were not registered in India have now
been allowed to be registered.

What is Copyright?
Copyright means the exclusive right provided by the Copyright
law to an author, artist, composer, or authorized person(s) (or
his/her legal heirs) for a fixed period to print, publish and sell
copies of his/her original work. In other words, copyright
means the right to copy or reproduce the original work in which
copyright subsist.
The copyright subsist in the work as soon as it is completed by
the author and remains in force up to 60 years even after the
demise of the author. The registration of the copyright is not
obligatory. But is a proof  of  ownership only and can be used in
case of litigation by itself. There is no need to produce any other
proof of ownership if the registration certificate is produced
before the competent authority.

Geographical Indications

Geographical Indication in relation to goods means:
• an indication of goods such as agricultural, natural, or

manufactured goods as originating, produced, processed or
prepared in the territory of  country, or a region or locality in
that territory,

• where a given quality, reputation or other characteristics of
such goods are essentially attributable to its geographical
origin and in case where such goods are manufactured
goods with one of the activity of either the production or
the processing or preparation of the goods concerned
taking place in such territory, region, or locality, as the case
may be.

Thus Geographical Indications of Goods Act provides the
rights, to use the geographical indication, to the person(s) of a
particular territory wherein the goods (mentioned above) are
originating, produced, processed, or prepared.

LESSON 33:

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (IPR)
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For the purpose of this clause, any name which is not the name
of  country, region or locality of  that country shall also be
considered as the geographical indication if it relate to a specific
geographical area and is used upon or in relation to particular
goods originating from that country, region or locality, as the
case may be.

Plant Varity Protection and Farmers Rights Act
Under this act breeders will have rights to protect the new
variety of plant/crop either in person or through any one he
designates. The rights under this act include the right to
produce, sell, market, directly or export a variety.
The breeders rights have been strengthen to the extent if there
is mere suspicion of violation or infringement, the onus of
proving innocence is placed on the alleged violator.
Further the Act defines the farmer’s rights as follows:

The farmer shall be deemed to be entitled to save, use, sow,
resow, exchange, share, or sell his farm produce including seed
of a variety protected under this act in the same manner as he
was entitled before the coming into force of this Act.
Provided that the farmer shall not be entitled to sell branded
seed of a variety protected under this Act
Plants are not patentable in India. However the plants can be
protected under the provision of  the Plant Variety Protection
and Farmers Rights Act as mentioned herein above.

What is an Invention/Innovation?
An invention means:
1. A new product or process,
2. Involving inventive step, and
3. Capable of industrial application
Thus an improvement even on the existing item/process may
be treated as an invention or innovation, if the above condi-
tions are fulfilled.

An Innovation means

The successful exploitation of new ideas in the form of a useful
machinery or process, by any person, using own intellect is called
as innovation. Every innovation may not be patentable
invention but every invention is an innovation.
All the inventions are the innovations and are patentable, but all
the innovations are not the patentable inventions.

What is Traditional Knowledge (TK)?
The knowledge continually developed, acquired, used, practiced,
transmitted and sustained by the communities/individuals
through generations is called Traditional Knowledge.
In India traditional knowledge including the existing oral
knowledge can not be protected under the provisions of the
existing IPR laws/acts, as mentioned herein above. However, if
there is a substantial improvement in the existing traditional
knowledge and if it can fulfill the requirements of the defini-
tion of the invention, then the patent application can be filed.
In the case of herbal traditional knowledge, only process
patents are granted subject to the fulfillment of the require-
ments laid down by the definition of the invention.

What is Prior Inform Consent (PIC)?
PIC is a document having various options for authorizing NIF,
by the applicant regarding their Innovation/TK, for taking
actions as and when required, for and on behalf of the
innovator/applicant.

Who can Apply for a Patent?
An application for obtaining a patent can be made by a true and
first inventor who holds the rightful ownership in the inven-
tion due to fact that he invented the same or by any person who
is an assignee/legal representative of the first and true inventor.
Also a legal heir of the first and true inventor can apply for
patent in case of the death of the true and first inventor.

Why One Should File a Patent Application?
A patent application should be filed to protect and enjoy the
exclusive monopoly rights granted by the Govt. of India to the
applicant so as to manufacture and sell his invented item/
product. Also to get the certificate of patent to establish the
legal ownership and to enforce the monopoly rights against the
infringer. The Patent certificate also help to getting different
kind of licenses and permissions required for manufacturing
and selling the product.

What is Not Patentable Invention?
The following are not patentable as per the patent laws
1. An invention contrary to laws of nature like gravitational

force etc.
2. An invention contrary to laws of public health and morality

like toxic drugs
3. Mere discovery of scientific principles or abstract  theories
4. Mere discovery of any new property or new use for known

substance or mere use of a known process or machine
5. Substance obtained by mere ad mixture - no new product
6. Mere arrangement or rearrangement of the known devices

working independently
7. A method for agriculture and horticulture
8. A mathematical or business method or a computer

program per se or algorithms
9. mere scheme or rule or method of performing mental act or

method of playing game
10. An invention relating to the traditional knowledge
11. Methods of treatment oh human beings, or animals
12. An invention relating to Atomic Energy
However, if the IPR is not protected under the provisions of
the Patent Act, it can be very well protected under the provisions
of the different acts/laws as mentioned herein above, if falls
within the scope of the definition of that Act.

What are the Types of Patents?
Patents may be divided into two kinds (i) product patents
(Mechanical items or synergistic composition) and (ii) process
patents (processes relating to the food, drug and medicinal
items).
• A product patent provides the monopoly rights to the

patentee for restricting others from manufacturing or
producing the same product by any means.
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• A process patent provides the monopoly rights to the
patentee to restrict others from manufacturing the product
by the same process for which he has got a patent.

How does India Deal with Product and Process
Patents?
The Indian Patent Act provides protection for products like
devices or apparatus or synergistic compositions and for process
relating to drugs, food and chemical substances. However,
product patent per-se for the drug, food and chemical sub-
stances/products is not allowed in India.

What are the Documents Required for Filling a
Patent Application?
For filing a patent application following documents are
required:
• Application Form (form 1),
• Specification (Provisional/Complete) [Form 2],
• Drawings (if any),
• Undertaking under section 8 (form 3), and
• Power of Authority(if the patent application is filed

through a patent attorney)

What is Patent Specification?
A patent specification discloses the details of the invention for
which the patent protection is sought. The legal rights in a
patent are based on the disclosures made in the specification.
Specifications are of two kinds:
i. Provisional Specification
ii. Complete Specification

What Constitutes a Provisional Specification?
A provisional specification is a document, which contains the
description regarding the nature of an invention. The descrip-
tion however does not contain the details regarding the
invention. Also it does not contain the claims. The provisional
specification is filed to claim the priority date of an invention.
The complete after provisional is filed within 12 months from
the date of filing the provisional specification.

What are the Advantages of a Provisional
Specification?
The advantage of a provisional specification is that It can be
filed as soon as the patent is conceived and for the recordal of
priority date. But the application will only be examined after the
complete specification has been filed. As complete specification
can be filed within 12 months after the provisional thus the life
of patent is increased by 12 months as the term of the patent is
counted from the date on which the complete specification is
filed at the patent office.

What is a Complete Specification?
The document, containing the detailed description of invention
along with the drawings and claims is called as the complete
specification. Also the description regarding prior art is included
in the complete specification.

What is the Date of Priority?
The date of priority is the date on which the patent application
either with provisional specification or with complete specifica-
tion is filed at the patent office.

What is the Date of a Patent?
The date on which the complete specification is filed is called the
date of patent

What is the Term (life) of a Patent?
The term of the patent is 20 years from the date of patent.

What is the Cost of Filing?
The fee for filing a patent application by an individual is
Rs.750/- and by the legal entity other than individual is Rest.
3000/-.

What is the Procedure for Grant of a Patent?
Initially, a patent examiner examines the patent applications and
then communicates the objections, if  any, to the applicant via
first examination report. The applicant has a period of 12
months to answer the objections and comply with the require-
ments. If the applicant does not comply with the objection, the
application is abandoned. If the applicants comply with, the
objections, then the patent office sends a notice of acceptance to
the applicant that the claims have been accepted for publication
in the official gazette. Claims are then published in the gazette
of India and the specification is opened to the public. The
public can oppose the grant of the patent within four months
(or five months with an extension of one month) from the
date of publication. If no opposition is filed then the sealing
fee and the due renewal is paid and the certificate of patent is
issued by the Patent Office.

What is an Opposition?
An opposition is a process by which any party can oppose or
resist the registration or grant of a patent. The proceedings are
presided over by the Controller of Patents. If the opposing
party is able to prove his opposition the patent is rejected. If
the applicant is able to prove that the opposition is frivolous
and baseless then the opposition is rejected.

On what Grounds can the Grant of a Patent is
Opposed?
The following can be the grounds of opposition:
• Wrongful obtaining a patent by the applicant
• Prior publication in India or elsewhere
• Prior claim in concurrent application
• Prior public use or public knowledge in India
• Obviousness and lack of inventive step
• Invention not patentable under the Act.
• Insufficient description of the invention
• Failure to disclose information regarding foreign application
• Not filed within one year, if it is a convention application
• Non disclosure or wrongly mentioning the source of

geographical origin of biological material used for
invention;

What is a PCT and How is a PCT Application
Initiated?
PCT abbreviated, from the Patent Cooperation Treaty. PCT is
an International treaty which provides facility to the applicant to
file a single patent application and designate the countries in
which he/she wants to protect his IP rights. Thus a single
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patent application is filed for the purpose of an international
search report and to claim the priority date in all the designated
countries. This is called international phase of a patent applica-
tion. After receiving the international examination report, the
applicant has to file a request in each designated country to take
on record his/her application and this is called national phase
of a patent application.  A PCT application also provides an
international filing date through a single patent application.
India is a member country to PCT.
An application for the grants of a patent under the PCT can be
filed by the applicant, for the protection of IPR through a single
application in the countries of his interest, either at the national
office or at the office of  international Bureau (WIPO) Washing-
ton.

WTO Agreement
As discussed in the previous lesson, India is a signatory to the
agreement establishing the World Trade Organization (WTO),
which came into force on 1.1.95. The WTO Agreement, inter
alia, contains an Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) which prescribes the
minimum standards to be adopted within stipulated time-
frame by the member countries in respect of the following
seven areas of intellectual property:
i.   Copyright and related rights;
ii.   Trademarks;
iii.  Geographical indications
iv.  Industrial designs;
v.   Patents;    
vi.  Layout-designs (Topographies) of  integrated circuits; and
vii. Protection of undisclosed information.
This Department is the nodal department for coordinating the
legislative and other aspects of the TRIPS obligations. An
Inter-Ministerial Committee under Secretary (ID) has engaged
in  extensive review and consultations in respect of intellectual
property related legislations to be introduced in Parliament in
the forthcoming session by the Ministry/Department indicated
against each :
1. Protection of Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits Act -

Ministry of  Information Technology
2. Plant Variety Protection Act - Department of  Agriculture

and Cooperation
3. Protection of Industrial Information and Control of Anti

Competitive Practices - Department of Legal Affairs
4. Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights Act -

Department of Legal Affairs.  
India is also a member of  the World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO), situated in Geneva. The objectives of
WIPO are to promote respect for use of intellectual property
throughout the world through cooperation among Member
States and to ensure administrative cooperation among the
intellectual property unions. The protection is promoted
through Conventions and Treaties administered by it. The
major ones are:

Paris Convention for the protection of industrial property
rights in inventions, trademarks and industrial designs, etc.

Berne Convention for the protection or copyright in literary,
musical and  artistic works, etc.
India is a member of  both Conventions.
The functions of WIPO relate to:

• Registration activities which involves direct services to
applicants for or owners of industrial property rights.

• Promotion of inter-governmental cooperation in the
administration of  intellectual property, and

• Programme activities which include promoting the wider
acceptance of existing treaties and organising development
cooperation activities.

An important sphere of  WIPO’s activities concerns assistance in
the development of developing countries and in the interna-
tional relations of these countries.
The training programmes of WIPO consist of various general
and specialised courses oganised each year in developed and
developing countries. These are seminars and workshops at
regional, sub-regional and national levels. In addition, attach-
ment to industrial property offices in developed countries are
also organised.
The aim of the training activities is to enable government
officials and other personnel from developing countries to
acquire knowledge and practice in various aspects of industrial
property. They, in turn, are expected to organise and administer
the industrial property system of their own countries.

Participation of India in Activities of
Wipo
WIPO has organised seminars on IPRs in India.India has also
participated in other activities of WIPO such as meetings on the
harmonization of trademarks laws and patent laws, settlement
of Intellectual Property Disputes, etc.
Two projects for modernisation of  patent information services
and modernisation of registration of trademarks have been
implemented recently with the assistance of  WIPO.
Further, WIPO has also shown its willingness to assist us in
modernising patent offices.

Patents

• The Patents Act, 1970, which is currently the law relating to
patents in India, was promulgated to encourage scientific
research new technology and industrial progress.
This enactment is based on the U.K. Patents Act, 1949 in
many respects, but also differs from it in relation to drugs,
medicines, product patents and licensing of patents.

The following would not qualify as patents
• an invention which is frivolous or which claims anything

obvious or contrary to the well established natural law. An
invention, the primary or intended use of which would be
contrary to law or morality or injurious to public health  

• a discovery, scientific theory or mathematical method  
• a mere discovery of any new property or new use for a

known substance or of the mere use of a known process,
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machine or apparatus unless such known process results in
a new product or employs at least one new reactant  

• a substance obtained by a mere admixture resulting only in
the aggregation of  the properties of  the components
thereof or a process for producing such substance  

• a mere arrangement or re-arrangement or duplication of a
known device each functioning independently of one
another in its own way  

• a method or process of testing applicable during the
process of manufacture for rendering the machine,
apparatus or other equipment more efficient for the
improvement or restoration of the existing machine,
apparatus or other equipment or for the improvement or
control of manufacturer  

• a method of agriculture or horticulture  
• a method or process for the medicinal, surgical, curative,

prophylactic or other treatment of human beings or any
process for a similar treatment of animals or plants to
render them free of disease or to increase their economic
value or that of their products  

• an invention relating to atomic energy falling under the
Atomic Energy Act, 1962  

• process patent in respect of food, medicine or drug, and
not product patent thereof. However, in respect of
substance itself intended for use or capable of being used
as medicine, or drug, except chemical substances which are
ordinarily used as intermediate, patent can be granted in the
manner provided in the patent law  

• in respect of substances produced by chemical process
including alloys, optical glass, semi conductors and inter-
metallic compounds, patents are granted only for the
process of manufacture but not for the substance thereof

Product and Process Patent

• A patent may be granted for a new and useful product or
process.

• A process can be patented if the process results in
production of a new article or a more useful or cheaper
article than what is produced by an old method.In some
cases, it has been held that a process may itself be patentable
even if there is no production of a new or better article.
Such processes can be found in the drug industry where a
new process of a manufacture of an already known drug is
patentable.

Eligibility

• The ‘true and first inventor’ of the invention or his assignee
or the legal representative of such person may apply for an
ordinary patent. A company or a firm cannot be termed as a
‘true and first inventor’. Also the ‘true and first inventor’
does not include either the first importer of an invention
into India or a person to whom an invention is first
communicated from outside India.The Government may
apply for a patent.

• If an employee makes an invention during his
employment, he would be entitled to make an application
for a patent.

• If an invention is made by an employee specifically
employed in research and development, it is presumed that
the invention belongs to the employer.

• The person applying for a patent may or may not be an
Indian citizen.

Rights of the Patentee

Right to Use and Exercise the Patent
The patentee has the exclusive right to make use, exercise, sell or
distribute the patented article or substance in India or to use or
exercise the method or process if the patent is for a process.
However, this right is exercisable during the term of the patent
only.

Right to Transfer and Surrender
A patentee has power to assign, grant licence (exclusive or
limited) or otherwise deal with the patent for any consideration.

Right to Surrender the Patent
Rights before sealing - during the period from the date of
advertisement of the acceptance of a complete specification and
the date of the sealing of patent, the applicant can exercise all
the privileges and rights of a patentee except the filing of a suit
for infringement.

Compulsory Licenses
The Patents Law stipulates that at any time after the expiration
of 3 years from the date of sealing of the patent, any person
interested may make an application to the controller alleging
that the reasonable requirements of the public with respect to
the patented invention have not been satisfied or that the
patented invention is not available to the public at reasonable
price and seek the grant of a compulsory licence to work the
patented invention.

Revocation of Patents
A patent can be revoked by the High Court, inter alia, in the
following circumstances:
• The patent was granted on the application of a person not

entitled to apply therefor
• The patent was obtained wrongfully in contravention of the

rights of any person
• The invention is not new
• The invention is obvious or does not involve any inventive

step
• The invention is not useful
• The patent was obtained on a false suggestion or

representation
It is proposed to amend the Patents Act, 1970 in the context of
India’s time bound international obligations under the
Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of  Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS), coupled with the need for integrating and
harmonising the Indian patent regime with international
practices, as well as for providing a rationalised and user-friendly
system.
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The TRIPS Agreement is a part of the Agreement establishing
the World Trade Organization (WTO) which India has ratified
and which came into force from January 1, 1995.  The TRIPS
Agreement lays down minimum standards for protection and
enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) in member
countries and requires them to bring their laws and regulations
on Intellectual Property (IP) into conformity with their
obligations within the time frame stipulated in the Agreement. 
Patents which constitute one element of  IP, come within the
purview of  the TRIPs Agreement.
India, as a developing country has a transition period of five
years with effect from January 1, 1995 to comply with the
provisions of the Agreement.   This deadline expires on
December 31, 1999.   An additional period of five years i.e. till
December 2004 is also available for extending product patent
protection to areas of technology not protected so far.  This
would mainly be in the areas of pharmaceuticals and agricultural
chemicals.  During the transition period relating to the exten-
sion of product patent protection to pharmaceuticals and
agricultural chemicals, the Agreement stipulates certain condi-
tions relating to a ‘mailbox’ , in which product patent
applications can be received during the transition period for
consideration with effect from January 1, 2005.  It also stipu-
lates certain provisions for granting Exclusive Marketing Rights
(EMRs) for five years or till the patent is granted or rejected
whichever is earlier.  India has already made these transitional
arrangements through an amendment of the Patents Act, 1970,
notified on March 26, 1999.
Apart from the recent amendments made in March, 1999, the
Patents Act, 1970 has not undergone any change.  During this
period of time, however, there has been considerable techno-
logical innovation and development of knowledge and the
concept of IP as a resource for knowledge- based industries  has
become well recognised the world over.  Development of
technological capability in India, coupled with the need for
integrating the IP system with international practices and
intellectual property regimes require that the Patents Act, 1970
be modified into a modern, harmonised and user-friendly Act
to adequately protect national and public interests, while
simultaneously meeting India’s international obligations under
the TRIPs Agreement.
Given the importance and sensitivity of several issues relating
to Patents Act, 1970, the Department of Industrial Develop-
ment has engaged in broad-based and extensive consultations
on all aspects critical to the changes which may be necessary in
the Patent Act, 1970 and which will have a bearing on policy
level decision making.  This has been achieved through a series
of initiatives.
• An Inter-Ministerial Committee under the Chairmanship

of  Secretary, Department of  Industrial Development has
periodically examined and reviewed issues relating to the
legislative aspects on the obligations arising from the TRIPS
Agreement in order to strike an appropriate balance between
India’s international obligations and imperatives of  public
and national interests.

• The Department had also circulated an issue-based paper
relating to the changes which may be necessary to the

Patents Act, 1970.  This paper was circulated not only to the
Ministries/Departments but also made available to
organisations and interest groups.

• An Expert Group under the chairmanship of Dr. Raja
Ramanna has periodically reviewed IP issues relating, inter-
alia, to proposed amendments to the Patents Act, 1970.

• An Inter-Ministerial Working Group comprising
representatives of Ministries/Departments, Department of
Industrial Development, Commerce, Chemicals and Petro-
chemicals, Legal Affairs and Legislative Department, has
examined in detail all aspects relating to amendments
necessary for consistency with the TRIPS Agreement,
safeguards necessary in public interest and amendments
necessary for harmonisation with international practices,
deletion of obsolete and redundant provisions and to
enhance quality of examination.  This exercise has also been
followed up by another in-house review of the changes
recommended by the Working Group.  While doing so, this
Department has also taken into account the appropriate
provisions obtaining in the legislation of the other
countries.

• A series of  Interactive Sessions on ‘Approaches to the
Indian Patent Law’ have been organised all over the country
between 28 June, 1999 to 9 August, 1999.  These sessions
have focussed in detail on issues relating to patentability,
Compulsory Licensing and Enforcement/Implementation. 
Open house opportunities were also provided for views on
all other aspects like traditional knowledge, bio-diversity,
indigenous systems of medicines, database creation, patent
awareness and education, etc.

A guiding principle during the exercise has been to not only
ensure TRIPS compliance but also avail flexibilities under the
TRIPS Agreement in order to provide adequate safeguards for
national security and public interest.  These  include issues
relating to bio-diversity, traditional knowledge, indigenous
systems of  medicine, issues of  patentability, scale of  compul-
sory licensing etc.
An  amendment Bill was introduced in the Winter Session of
Parliament and has been referred to a Joint select Committee of
both the Houses. 

Trade Marks
It is proposed to repeal the existing Trade and Merchandise
Marks Act, 1958 and replace it by a new Act in order to modern-
ize the legislation and provide for administrative simplicity by
making it more user friendly as also to meet international
obligation under the TRIPS Agreement.  The need to amend
the Act to bring it in line with developments in trading and
commercial practices in India and abroad has arisen in view of
the necessity to reduce the gap between the law as enacted and
the requirements of the present day market place.  The need for
a comprehensive review of the existing law has also become
necessary in the light of various judicial decisions which need to
be codified.
Keeping in view the changes in trade and commercial practices,
globalization of trade, need for simplification and harmoniza-
tion of trade marks registration systems etc., a Bill was passed
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by both Houses of Parliament in the Winter Session of the
Parliament.  The Bill seeks to replace the existing Trade and
Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 to bring it in line with develop-
ments in trading and commercial practices in India and abroad.
The thrust of the amendments contained in the Bill relate to  
modernization of  the legislation by incorporating service
marks, collective marks, well known marks through the
amplification of the definition of trade mark and to simplify
administrative procedures involved in the administration of  the
Trade Marks Act.
These amendments would also make the Trade and Merchan-
dise Marks Act consistent with India’s obligations as contained
in the TRIPS Agreement.  As a developing country member,
India has to fulfil these obligations by 31st December, 1999.

Industrial Designs
Industrial designs refer to creative activity which result in the
ornamental or formal appearance of a product and design right
refers to a novel or original design that is accorded to the
proprietor of a validly registered design.   Industrial designs are
an element of  intellectual property.  Under the TRIPS Agree-
ment, minimum standard of protection of industrial designs
have been provided for.  As a developing country, India has
time till 1.1.2000 to amend its national legislation   to provide
for these minimal standards.
The essential purpose of design law is to promote and protect
the design element of industrial production.  It is also intended
to promote innovative activity in the field of industries.  The
existing legislation on industrial designs in India is contained in
the Design Act, 1911.  While this Act has served its purpose
well, rapid changes in technology and international develop-
ments necessitate the amendment of this legislation.  India has
also achieved a mature status in the field of industrial designs
and in view of  globalization of  the economy, it is essential that
the legislation be aligned with the changed technical and
commercial scenario and made to conform to international
trends in design administration.
The   replacement Act  therefore proposes to introduce a more
detailed classification of design to conform to the international
system and to take care of the proliferation of design related
activities in various fields.

Geographical Indications
‘Geographical Indications’ mean any indication which define the
goods as originating in the territory of a country or a region or
locality in that territory, provided a given quality reputation or
other characteristics of the products is essentially attributable to
its geographical origin.  This means that the geographical
indication has to indicate that a product of a particular origin
has a certain quality or reputation or some other characteristics
which is essentially attributable to its geographical origin.
Under the Paris Convention (1967), Geographical Indications is
one of  the elements of  intellectual property.  Protection of
Geographical Indications are also required under the TRIPS
Agreement (1994).
At present, geographical indications are not registrable in India.
However, geographical indications are protected in India by
general principles of  common law which permit the aggrieved

person to file an action for ‘passing off ” for protection of  their
rights. In view of the absence of statutory protection   in India,
Indian geographical indications are being misused by persons
outside India to indicate goods not originating from that
locality in India.
It is, therefore, necessary to provide protection to geographical
indications through suitable legislation as has been done by
other countries.
A Bill  called the Geographical Indication of Goods (Registra-
tion and Protection) Bill, 1999 was passed by both the Houses
of Parliament in the Winter Session of the Parliament.

Recapitulation

1. IPR
2. Patent
3. Trade Mark
4. Industrial Design
5. Geographical Indications

Notes:
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At the end of this Lesson, you should be able to explain:
1. Environmental Issues
1. Legal Environment
2. International Laws
3. Indian Laws

Environmental Issues
Environmental issues have been engaging increasing discussion
in the international business horizon.

Economic Growth, Globalization and Environmental
Problems
There is close association with the pattern of economic growth
and environmental problems. Globalization, by accelerating
certain types of economic activities, causing unscrupulous
exploitation of natural resources and using ecologically un-
friendly technologies and operations, makes the problem more
serious.
Rostow‘s theory of economic growth tells us that after a certain
stage growth will become ‘self-sustaining.’ But the trends of
ecological damages associated with economic growth seem to us
that if the present style of growth is pursued for long, eco-
nomic growth will become ‘self-defeating’, and not
self-sustaining. For, the seeds of  destruction are present in the
process of growth itself. Destruction of ecological balance
seems to have become a concomitant of rapid growth. The
environmental problems become more acute with increase in
the level of industrialization, urbanization and intensification
of agricultural activities with the modern pollution prone
technology.
Population explosion and modern technology are upsetting the
ecological balance. The process of economic growth has been
functioning as a double-edged weapon; With one edge it has
been cutting open the way to human prosperity but at the same
time with the other edge it has been chocking off future
prospects. The modern industrial technology, which enhances
human welfare by making available, a large variety of goods and
services on a massive scale also take heavy toll of  human welfare
by the environmental destruction caused by it. The agro-
chemicals, which helped, revolutionize the agriculture, besides
poisoning the food crops and causing soil and water pollutions,
reduce the original productive capacity of land.
The fouling of water by industries and other sources cause
destruction of fish wealth, thus fouling the daily bread of tens
of thousands of pool fishermen. The crop damages caused by
air, water and air pollution are severe.
Environmental pollution has been regarded as the root cause
of most of the diseases. Due to the fouling of the environ-
ment many diseases increase and new ones emerge. If a realistic
estimate of the cost of human health and life on account of
pollution is made including the loss of life, medical and public

health expenditures, loss of production and productivity due to
ill health and other associated problems created by pollution, we
will get an astounding figure. As the United States President’s
Council on Environmental Quality rightly points out, “the
present levels of pollution and environmental degradation
result in costs to society in the form of  increased health services,
lost productivity and direct damage to crops, materials and
other property. The loss of  scenic values and recreational areas,
destruction of valuable ecological systems and the loss of
pleasant surroundings do not enter traditional economic
calculus directly but they are no less economic costs.”
One of the relationships between economic affluence and the
fouling of environment are very well implied in the statement
that the affluent society has been becoming an “effluent”
society. Alvin Toffler in his famous Future Shock characterizes
the modern industrial society and as “the throwaway society.”
Napkins, towels, non-returnable containers, cans, toys, plastic
packs, pastry I tins etc. create mounting solid disposal prob-
lems. In many developing countries there is no effective
arrangement for their disposal and this causes a very serious
damage to the ecology and poses an alarming threat to the
future generations.
Globalization increases these problems because of the indis-
criminate increase in the consumption of such throw way
categories of products in societies, which are environment
conscious. The impact of globalization on environment is
further indicated in the following subsections of this section.
The problem of environmental degradation is thus assuming
more and more serious proportions. It is high time compre-
hensive long-term measures were taken to combat the problem.
The Stockholm Conference on Human Environment, held
decades ago, suggested a number of  measures towards this
end. The following are the main principles of the Stockholm
declaration:
a. The natural resources of the earth including the air, water,

land, flora and fauna and especially representative samples
of natural ecosystem must be safeguarded for the benefit
of present and future generations through careful planning
or management as appropriate.

b.  The capacity of the earth to produce vital renewable
resources must be maintained and wherever practicable
restored or improved.

c. The non-renewable resources of the earth must be
employed in such a way as to guard against the danger of
their future exhaustion and to insure that benefits from
such employment is shared by all mankind.

d. States shall take all possible steps to prevent pollution of
the seas by substances that are liable to create hazards to
human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to

LESSON 34:

ENVIRONMENTAL NORMS AND ACTS
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damage amenities or interfere with other legitimate uses of
the sea.

e. For the developing countries, stability of prices and
adequate earnings for primary commodities and raw
material are essential to the environment management since
economic factors as well as ecological processes must be
taken into account.

f. Resources should be made available to preserve and
improve the environment, taking into account the
circumstances and particular requirements of developing
countries and any costs which may emanate from their
incorporating environmental safeguards into their
development planning and the need for making available to
them upon their request, additional international technical
and financial assistance for this purpose.

g. Rational planning constitutes an essential tool for
reconciling any conflict between the needs of development
and the need to protect and improve the environment.

h.  States have, in accordance with the charter of the United
Nations and principles of  International law, the sovereign
right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies, and the responsibility to insure that
activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause
damage to the environment of other states or of areas
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.

i.  States shall cooperate to develop further the international
law regarding liability and compensation for the victim of
pollution and other environmental damage caused by
activities within the jurisdiction of such states to areas
beyond their jurisdiction.

j. International matters concerning the protection and
improvement of the environment should be handled in a
cooperative spirit by all countries, big or small, on an equal
footing. Cooperation through multilateral or bilateral
arrangements or other appropriate means is essential to
prevent, eliminate or reduce and effectively control adverse
environmental effects resulting from activities conducted in
all spheres, in such a way that due account is taken of the
sovereignty and interests of all states.

k.  States shall ensure that international organizations playa
coordinated, efficient and dynamic role for the protection
and improvement of environment.

I. Man and his environment must be spared the effects of
nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction.
States must strive to reach prompt agreement, in the
relevant international organs, on the elimination and
complete destruction of such weapons.

The Disadvantaged Developing Countries
As in the case of some other social issues in the fore, the
environmental issues raised are mostly those, which disadvan-
tage the developing countries, ignoring or reiegating to the
background. several serious issues, which hold the developed
nations or firms from such nations guilty.
Some countries prohibit the import of goods, which cause
ecological damage. For example, the US has banned the import

of  shrimp harvested without turtle excluder devise because of
its concern for the endangered sea turtles. Countries like India
are affected by it.
Developing countries are affected by the relocation of polluting
industries from the developed to the developing ones. Similarly,
several products, which are banned in the developed nations, are
marketed in the underdeveloped world.
The dumping of nuclear and hazardous wastes in developing
countries and the shifting of polluting industries to the
developing countries impose heavy social costs on them. The
exploitation of the natural resources of the developing
countries to satisfy the global demand also often cause ecologi-
cal problems.
When the multinationals employ in the developing nations
polluting technologies which are not allowed in the developed
countries or do not care for the ecology as much as they do in
the developed nations, it is essentially a question of ethics.
Another serious problem is that developed nations sometimes
raise environmental issues as a trade barrier or a coercive
measure rather than for genuine reasons.

Trade and Environment
The debate has intensified. in recent years on the links between
trade and the environment, and the role the WTO should play
in promoting environment-friendly trade.37 A central concern
of those who have raised the profile of this issue in the WTO
is that there are circumstances where trade and the pursuit of
trade liberalization may have harmful environmental effects.
Three main arguments are forwarded as to how this might
occur. First, trade can have adverse consequences on the
environment when property rights in environmental resources
are ill defined or prices do not reflect scarcity. This situation
results in production or consumption “externalities” and can
lead to the abuse of scarce environmental resources and
degradation, which is exacerbated through trade. Some of the
pollution can be purely local, such as a very noisy factory. Other
pollution can have global repercussions, for example, the
excessive emission of greenhouse gases, the destruction of
rainforests, and so on. Critics argue that trade liberalization
which encourages trade in products creating global pollution is
undesirable.
The second argument linking trade and the environment is
related to the first one. If some countries have low environ-
mental standards, industry is likely to shift production of
environment intensive or highly polluting products to such so-
called pollution havens. Trade liberalization can make the shift
of “smoke-stack” industries across borders to pollution havens
even more attractive. If these industries then create pollution
with global adverse effects, trade liberalization, indirectly,
promote environmental degradation. Worse, trade induced
competitive pressure may force countries to lower their environ-
mental standards. The argument, in other words, is that trade
liberalization leads to a “race to the bottom” in environmental
standards.
The third concern by environmentalists about the role of trade
relates more to social preferences. Some practices may simply be
unacceptable for certain people or societies, so they oppose trade
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in products, which encourage such practices. These can include
killing dolphins in the process of catching tuna, using leg-hold
traps for catching animals for their furs, or the use of polluting
production methods, which have only local effects.
On the other hand, it has also been pointed out that trade
liberalization may improve the quality of the environment
rather than promote degradation. First, trade stimulates
economic growth, and growing prosperity is one of the key
factors in societies’ demand fora cleaner environment. Growth
also provides the resources to deal with environmental prob-
lems at hand - resource that poor countries often do not have.
Second, trade and growth can encourage the development and
dissemination of environment-friendly production techniques
as the demand for cleaner products grows and trade increases
the size of markets. International companies may also contrib-
ute to a cleaner environment by using the most modern and
environmentally clean technology in all their operations. This is
less costly than using differentiated technology based on the
location of production and helps companies to maintain a
good reputation. Finally, the costs of  meeting environmental
regulations often accounts for only a small fraction of total
production costs, so that this factor is unlikely to be at the basis
of relocation decisions - other factors such as labour costs and
the adequacy of infrastructure are much more important.
Review of literature on the impact of trade on environment
suggests that trade may not specifically add in a significant way
to environmental problems, beyond those that arise through
economic activity generally. But whether this is the case or not,
restrictive trade policy will rarely offer an adequate solution to
problems of environmental degradation. The solution lies
instead in the use of appropriate environmental policies,
whether they entail assigning property rights, taxing or subsi-
dizing, or applying regulatory remedies.

Laws
It has been stressed that environmental law derives from the
common interest of mankind. So does international recogni-
tion of human rights and freedoms. It is thus normal that a
link was established between the two as early as 1972, by the
Stockholm Declaration itself:
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality, and
adequate conditions of life, in an environment of quality that
permits a life of dignity and well being, and he bears a solemn
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for
present and future generations (Principle 1).
Thus, the “right to environment” was proclaimed at the
beginning of the “environmental era” at a worldwide level. In
addition, as it is formulated, this principle includes all the
essential elements of  both new fields of  international law. It is
very clearly linked with human rights, both civil and political
(freedom, equality, dignity), and economic, social, and cultural
rights (adequate conditions of life, wellbeing). It also warns that
everybody has a responsibility for the protection and the
improvement of the environment. Finally- and this is new in
the human rights language - it also opens a time perspective by
speaking of future generations.

Of course, the Stockholm Declaration, whatever its impact
could have been, is legally only a non-mandatory document. So
is the World Charter of  Nature, solemnly proclaimed by the UN
General Assembly on 28 October 1982, which elaborates further
on the rights and duties resulting from the necessity to protect
the environment. Legal provisions with a mandatory character
have appeared in a very significant way in regional conventions
aiming at the protection of human rights. The 1981 African
Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights expressly recognizes the
rights of “all peoples” to a “generally satisfactory environment
favorable to their development.” Inside another human rights
protection system, the American Convention, an Additional
Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights in the Area of
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (Protocol of San
Salvador), provides in its Article Il: “1. Everyone shall have the
right to live in a healthy environment and to have access to basic
public services. 2. The States Parties shall promote the protec-
tion, preservation and improvement of  the environment.”
Thus the “right to environment” has been recognized in
positive international law. It has also been proclaimed in
national legislation: at present, clauses related to environmental
protection - either as a duty of the state or as an individual right
or both - figure in 44 national constitutions, in that of a dozen
state members of federal states, and in general laws of several
countries.
Although the formulations are different, in all these cases one
may speak of a right to environment. Indeed, the drafting of
most environmental conventions guaranteeing fundamental
rights and freedoms shows that very often such rights and
freedoms are proclaimed not only in an abstract form, but also
by declaring that it is the duty of the state to protect them. As
an example one may quote the formulation of the most
fundamental of all human rights, the right to life, as it figures
in the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 6:
“Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right
shall be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of
his life.”
Quite a few other provisions using the same drafting technique
for proclaiming individual rights could be quoted, especially in
the realm of economic, social, and cultural rights. It may thus
be considered that whatever the formulation of the principle is,
an individual right to the protection of the environment can be
deduced from it.
The comparison of this new human right with formerly
recognized ones helps to determine its contents. Indeed, it has
been objected that the terms “right to environment” are too
vague to allow the utilization of judicial means of redress: the
very word “environment” can hardly be defined, even if it is
generally qualified (“adequate,” “satisfactory, “ “healthy,”
“ecologically balanced, “ etc.). However, such a situation is not
exceptional in the field of human rights, where concepts such as
“ordre public,” “national security,” “morality” are to be given an
exact interpretation. Moreover, one should not forget that an
essential aspect of protecting human rights is the creation of
procedures that permit ensuring respect for these rights. The
example of one of the most fundamental rights, that of liberty
and security of the person, as formulated in different conven-
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tions, shows that this right, an abstract concept that is not easy
to translate into substance by other means, establishes itself in
procedural guarantees. That which the law assures is the
existence and proper functioning of certain procedures that
constitute protection against arbitrary action, preventing the
organs of the state from infringing upon the liberty and security
of its citizens. The right to environment similarly can be
interpreted, not as the right to an ideal environment, difficult if
not impossible to define in the abstract, but as the right to have
the present environment conserved - protected from any
significant deterioration - and improved in some cases. Thus, it
signifies in reality the right to the conservation of  the environ-
ment, conservation including protection and improvement.
So conceived, the right to environment is as concrete in its
implications as any other right guaranteed to individuals and
groups. It includes procedures assuring that every individual is
informed on time of major changes that could harm his or her
environment; he or she is enabled to participate in the decision-
making process and has access to adequate means of redress,
either for the violation of these rights or in order to obtain
satisfaction if his or her environment has already suffered
damage.
One of the aspects of this new right, the right to participate,
also presumes an active attitude on behalf of the citizens, and
even more, a citizen’s duty to protect the environment. Each
person has the right to have his or her environment protected,
but is also obliged to contribute to the common effort. Of
course, speaking of individuals includes also groups of
individuals, such as associations or interest groups. This
obligation is even more far-reaching than the general obligation
that results from the conventions recognizing human rights,
i.e., the duty to respect the fundamental rights and freedoms of
other individuals, since it emphasizes that citizens are not
passive beneficiaries, but partake of responsibilities on the
formation of all community interests.
Another similarity between human rights in general and
environmental protection is the role played by associations,
both inside states and at the international level. However, as far
as the latter is concerned, their action is different. Indeed, while
human rights groups, which have taken an active part in the
surveillance of  the application of  human rights rules, are more
numerous and represent different points of view or even
different interests, international environmental associations
seem to be less numerous and better coordinated. Still more
important is that there exist in this field two particularly
important non-governmental organizations: the World
Conservation Union (IUCN, from its former name, Interna-
tional Union for the Conservation of  Nature and Natural
Resources), in which also participate about 120 countries either
by official organs or otherwise, and the Worldwide Fund for
Nature (WWF). While the second is mainly active in fund-
raising for different actions in order to protect the environment,
the first actively participates in the elaboration of international
legislation and in the drafting and disseminating of
programmes of action.
Because of global change, the role of such bodies should be
reinforced. Increasingly, representatives of  international

organizations are included in national delegations to official
international meetings. Inside states such organizations also
play an important role in the surveillance of  the implementa-
tion of international rules protecting the environment. A step
further should be made in introducing them officially in the
international procedure of dispute settlement.
International dispute settlement is a favourite subject of the
doctrine of  international law. A ritual clause in studies and even
in some international treaties related to environmental protec-
tion is the reproduction of the list of Article 33 of the UN
Charter: disputes arising in this field should be resolved by
negotiations, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration,
judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements,
or any other peaceful means. In spite of its exhaustive character,
such lists do not seem to be very useful, since the means that
they suggest are not used in practice. Instead, specific techniques
of  surveillance on the implementation of  treaty obligations,
mostly provided for in the respective treaties themselves, are
utilized. Now, real progress in this field would be to create
mechanisms of  surveillance of  state obligations that the
governments can really accept. In other words, “soft” means of
settlement should be combined with a larger place given to
individuals and nongovernmental organizations, following the
pattern of existing international mechanisms in the realm of
human rights. One should recall here the proposals for
strengthening the legal and institutional framework formulated
by an international legal-expert group of  the World Commis-
sion on Environment and Development.
The mechanism that could be set up on the basis of these
proposals would consist in a High Commissioner for Environ-
mental Protection, appointed by the UN General Assembly,
with some functions similar to an “ombudsman” and
“trustee” for environment. He could receive and assess commu-
nications from states, but also from private organizations and
individuals, concerning compliance with or violation of
international legal rules related to environmental protection.
After a first assessment, when appropriate, he could submit any
of such cases for consideration to a special UN Commission.
The latter would be another independent institution, com-
posed of  experts, elected by the UN General Assembly. It
should examine the communications that the High Commis-
sioner transmits to it and should decide whether a state has
violated any international obligation related to environmental
protection. Its findings would be transmitted to the concerned
state and to the author of the communication and, if no
compliance with the violated rules was assured by the concerned
state, a report including the decision would be made public and
transmitted to the UN General Assembly or any other compe-
tent body.
Such organs could also be invested with other functions. Also,
the High Commissioner could have special responsibilities
regarding the protection and use of areas beyond national
jurisdiction, and for representing and protecting the interest of
future generations. The Com mission should receive and review
regular reports from states and from relevant international
organizations, both governmental and non-governmental.
Together with the High Commissioner, it should also formu-
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late recommendations and proposals for improved implemen-
tation of existing international rules, or even for the drafting of
new rules and norms.
Of  course, another step, becoming more-and more necessary, is
the drafting of a general convention on environmental protec-
tion, following the example of the two Covenants on Human
Rights. Some proposals tend to the establishment of an
international court specialized in environmental protection. In
the present state of  international law, one may ask what legal
rules such an international jurisdiction could apply. But a general
international convention on the protection of the global
environment would also definitively designate the place of
environment in our value system, as high as human rights have
been placed by the successive international instruments. This
could be one of the positive consequences of global change.
The increasing emphasis on environmental protection and
ecological preservation makes it eminently desirable to analyse
the conceptual values in which environmental law is based. The
mounting interest evidenced in scientific, legal, political, and
governmental circles in the various dimensions of environmen-
tal law constitutes sufficient justification for this exercise.
Nature has always exercised a mysterious fascination for man.
Primitive man regarded the elemental forces of Nature with awe
and respect, and identified them as deities to be feared and
propitiated. With time man began to acquire a more intelligent
understanding of the relationship between him and the natural
order. In some early civilizations and ancient cultures, religious
piety, philosophical principles, and moral standards drew their
values from that relationship. Some others focused on man as
the reason for all creation. The earlier Greco-Christian attitude
was that “since everything is for man’s use, he is at liberty to
modify it as he bill.” This belief betrayed man into a false
assumption of paramountcy over the natural order. He
misconceived his stewardship of the planet for an absolute
proprietorship.
In the dynamics of daily existence, human life has been lived
since in the dimensions of an anthropocentric perception that
treats the rest of  Creation as bonded in subservience to it. In
harsh paradox, civilized man has continued in a state of
alienation from Nature, abusing and degrading the planet’s
ecological system. We realize now that the resources of  the
planet have been ruthlessly yoked to human needs, and
exploited with thoughtless extravagance and uneconomic waste,
through methods that are altering irrevocably our existing
natural heritage. The reckless speed with which this destruction
proceeds issues from socio-economic pressures compounded
by a rapacity for short-sighted gains. It has reached the point
when the quality and condition of human life is threatened and
has put into question the very survival of  the human race.
During the latter half  of  this century, the enormous power
provided by the advanced sciences and high technology has
given an impetus and a momentum to environmental prob-
lems that enable them to influence living conditions in distantly
separated territories. Environmental issues now call for global
policies and global action. Solutions that once found adequate
expression in state law now demand a wider frame of reference.
For the first time, the human mind is engaged with the task of

identifying areas of environmental deterioration on a global
scale, of determining the nature and consequences of the
damage apprehended or suffered, and of considering measures
to prevent or repair it.
A single unified global approach is quite often not possible in a
pluralistic world community, and there are bound to be several
areas where individual evaluation on the basis of the same
criteria in differently constituted economic, social, and cultural
societies produces remarkably different results. Environmental
concerns and policies will vary, for example, with the degree of
development attained by the particular society, developed
countries finding it easier to emphasize environmental protec-
tion over development, while developing countries ordinarily
prefer to stress development over environmental concerns.
Changing circumstances with passing time have often led to a
reorientation of  perspectives within the same country. With
insights obtained during the Stockholm Conference of 1972,
the less-developed countries began to favour environmental
protection, convinced that it could be incorporated into their
economic development programmes. Contrariwise, the
developed countries began to lose their enthusiasm for
environmental projects as the intractability of some environ-
mental problems became clearer.
The fundamental significance of environmental protection in
shaping the quality of life of a people was reflected, from the
commencement of  the second half  of  this century, in the
enacted constitutional law of a large number of countries,
which include both developed and developing nations. There is
a growing volume of environmental legislation and an
increasing number of environmental protection agencies.
And as the gap closes between the developed and the develop-
ing countries in regard to the significance of the environmental
philosophy, an enlarging consensus has become possible in the
adoption of global policies and programmes providing for
environmental protection.
Environmental law is concerned with our natural heritage and
our cultural heritage. The natural heritage includes the atmo-
sphere, the oceans, plant and animal life, water, soils, and other
natural resources, both renewable and exhaustible. Our cultural
heritage includes the intellectual, artistic, social, and historical
record of mankind. Natural heritage is linked with cultural
heritage, the survival, protection, and progress of  both being
interdependent. Man is the bridge between the two. Cultural
heritage is the product and record of human perceptions of the
natural order through visual, ethical, or mystical perspectives. It
issues from man’s vision of  his natural heritage. In turn, the
protection and preservation of  man’s natural heritage depends
on human attitudes emanating from cultural, ethical, and
religious beliefs.

The International Legislative Process
Fatalists may attribute it to serendipity and mystics to the Gaia
hypothesis, but when the world community, due to its
increasing interdependence, required an ever greater number of
important international norms, the international legislative
process, i.e. the process for creating these norms, accelerated its
output enormously - indeed to the point where both those
who are charged with implementing these norms and those
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who merely must keep track of them threaten to be over-
whelmed. However, a glance around the international legal
landscape into other areas, such as the settlement of disputes
and the enforcement of rules and decisions, indicates that in
those areas the demonstrated need has not translated itself into
corresponding solutions, suggesting that there may be struc-
tural reasons why one process - and that the least-known one -
is more fruitful than the others.
Further reflection will suggest that, peculiarly, the international
legislative process is as productive as it is - depending on how
one counts, there are well over 1,000 multilateral treaty instru-
ments, to which several score are being added each year1 -
precisely because it is by its very nature an imperfect process.
That is, not only does it share the well-known multiple
weaknesses of most municipal lawmaking: it is often slow and
delay-prone; politically necessary or convenient compromises
may reduce the final product to a low common denominator;
other distortions are introduced by special interests or the
vagaries of unduly influential participants, and there are
damaging cross-connections to other, irrelevant issues - in
addition, the products of the international legislative process are
generally speaking not binding per se, but only in respect of
those states that specifically accept them, and then only if a
sufficient number of  states do so, a requirement that may take
more time to fulfil than the formulation and adoption of the
instrument. But it is this very possibility, of  not accepting
subjectively unacceptable international legislation, that makes
the process itself acceptable to governments. That is, they know
they can only be bound if they decide they wish to be bound,
and even though they themselves participate in the collective
law-formulating and -adopting process, they do not have to
decide whether to subject themselves to the product until after
they have seen the precise wording of the treaty in question -
while in agreeing to a judicial or arbitral settlement of a dispute
they must make an advance commitment to abide by an as yet
unformulated decision to be made by a third party.
In spite of  its considerable productivity, the international
legislative or norm-making process has so far been insufficiently
studied, though a relatively recently concluded General Assem-
bly exercise gathered a great deal of useful background material
and considered a number of (but endorsed only a few)
interesting suggestions for proposed improvements of  the
multilateral treaty-making process. For the purpose of the
present exercise it will be useful to draw on that earlier study,
though here the focus will be more sharply on the creation of
environment-related norms.
There are of  course several sources of  international law, of
which the most important for the modern environmentalist are
multilateral international agreements, so-called law-making
treaties, which may be concluded on a universal, on other
worldwide, on regional, or on subregional or local bases. Not to
be entirely disregarded, however, is customary law, which
though not as easily and unambiguously manufactured as
conventional law, is still to some extent subject to consciously
directed adjustment and thus will also be examined briefly here.
Finally, of  particular importance for the international environ-

mental regimes is so-called soft law, i.e. norms that are not
strictly binding but are still generally likely to be observed.
The forge or forum in which new international law is created,
whether the conventional or customary “hard” law or the quite
extensive “soft” kind, has since the Second World War, and
especially in the closing decades of  the twentieth century, almost
exclusively become the international intergovernmental
organizations (IGOs). Indeed, the development of the process
(described in some detail in the following sections) and the
great increase in its output have been due largely to these IGOs,
many of which are dedicated entirely to the formulation of new
international norms or have established specialized organs for
that purpose.
In the burgeoning world economy, divergent interests and
values often meet and create conflicts between different states
and regions. The ever increasing number of regional and
international treaties and policies on trade and environmental
issues are at time incongruent and when discrepancies arise as a
result of these inconsistencies, diplomatic and trade relations
suffer. Many of these disagreements have to be resolved in
international legal forums. The fish industry has found itself in
the thick of a number of these conflicts.

Protection of Undisclosed Information
WTO obligations require member countries to protect trade
secrets. The WTO obligations require that suitable legislations
are in place which enable  persons to prevent information
lawfully within their control from being disclosed to, acquired
by or used by others without their consent in a manner contrary
to honest commercial practices. In India, there is no separate law
for this purpose. Such complaints are dealt under the Contracts
Act. The common law on the subject is constantly evolving and
courts have provided relief where allegations of wrongful
disclosure have been proven.

Euro Norms
These are the norms for regulating vehicular emissions in
Europe. The norms  are expressed in terms of the weight of
the pollutants such as carbon monoxide (CO), hydro-carbons
(HC), oxides of nitrogen (Nox) and  particulate matters (PM)
emitted per kilometre of vehicular run. These  ceilings have
been fixed for various categories of vehicles, for instance,  there
are particular emission levels for petrol driven and diesel driven
vehicles. The Euro &#8211;I norms should have been
applicable from the year  2000, and Euro &#8211; II from
2005.
Being Euro compliant enhances the performance of cars.Euro I
norms  are solely an emission standard and not a performance
standard. By conforming to them, the performance of all cars
remains unchanged.

Emission Control - Why are They Needed?

The environment is a major area of  concern, today, the world
over. The  problem has attracted attention in India too, as is
evident from the  concern voiced by the public, and the recent
Supreme Court judgments.
The air quality has indisputably deteriorated with toxic sub-
stances from many sources like industry, automobiles and
refrigeration/air - conditioning equipment, to name a few. All
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combine to lead the human race towards environmental
disasters like acid rain, photochemical smog, ozone layer
depletion and other ecological imbalances.
Humans are the immediate victims - from headache, dizziness,
eye irritation, to brain damage, respiratory problems, cancer,
kidney damage  and cardiovascular deaths.
The power that propels automobiles comes from combustion
in the combustion chamber. That is where fuel (hydrocarbons)
meets air. Ideally, oxygen in  the air converts all the hydrogen in
the fuel into water and all the fuel into carbon dioxide. But, in
reality, combustion also produces unburned hydrocarbons,
oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide and water.

First Steps to Control Emission
The first ever step to control emissions was taken in California
in 1964, by specifying minimum emission system control
systems on cars on 1966  model cars. In 1970, the US Congress
adopted the first major Clean Air Act  and established the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
In the same year, emission control norms were being set up in
Europe and Japan. The subsequent two decades norms became
more comprehensive, the implementation procedure got fine -
tuned and the structural framework created.
The current decade has seen these norms being tightened, and
also the  adoption of a long-term agenda. Europe introduced
the Euro series of  norms.
European emission limits in g/kwh
Heavy duty engines : European 13 - mode test
Euro 1Euro 2Euro 3Euro 4
1992 1995 2000 2004
Nox 87<5 <3
CO 4.54 2.51
HC 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.5
PM 0.36 0.15 < 0.10< 0.10

Indian Context
It may not be out of place to have a look at various Laws and
Acts prevailing in India.
The Environmental Acts and Laws in India are analyzed
according to the nature of the Problems. Accordingly they are
categorized under the following Sectoral Areas.

Acts and Laws

• Water pollution related
• Air pollution related
• Noise pollution related
• Coastal zone related
• Forest conservation related 
• Wildlife related 
• Environment protection related 
• Hazardous substance management related 
• Other laws / acts related to the environment

Water Pollution Related

The Water Pollution related acts are comprehensive in their
coverage, applying to streams, inland waters, subterranean
waters, and seas or tidal waters. Standards for the discharge of
effluent or the quality of the receiving waters are not specified in
the acts itself. Instead these acts enable the state boards to
prescribe these standards.
These acts also provides for a permit system or consent
procedure to prevent and control water pollution. These acts
generally prohibits disposal of polluting matter in streams,
wells and sewers or on land in excess of the standards estab-
lished by the state boards. A person must obtain consent from
the state board before taking steps to establish any industry,
operation or process, any treatment and disposal system or any
extension or addition to such a system which might result in
the discharge of sewage or trade effluent into a stream, well or
sewer or onto land.
The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Act, 1974,
as amended up to 1988.

The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Rules,
1975.

The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) (Proce-
dure for Transaction of  Business) Rules, 1975.

The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Cess Act,
1977, as amended by Amendment Act, 1991.

The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Cess
Rules, 1978.

The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Act, 1974,
as amended up to 1988.

The legislation establishes a Central Pollution Control Board,
and State Pollution Control Boards for Assam, Bihar, Gujarat,
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Karnataka,
Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Tripura and West Bengal, as
well as the Union Territories. Each board, Central or state,
consists of a chairman and five members, with agriculture,
fisheries and government-owned industry all having representa-
tion.
Some of the main responsibilities of the Central Board,
pursuant to promoting cleanliness and pollution abatement of
streams and wells, include: coordinating activities of state
boards and resolving disputes among them; providing technical
assistance; conducting investigations; opening laboratories for
analysis of samples; establishing fees for different types of
sample testing; researching issues and problems; training
personnel; conducting media and public awareness campaigns;
collecting and disseminating data on water pollution; and
working with state boards to set standards by stream or well.
The state boards have similar responsibilities, although they
also play an important subsidiary role of doing plant-level
inspections and monitoring, and advising the Central Board of
problems and trends at the local level. Plants can be required to
provide the state with information on their pollution control
technologies, and the state may acquire effluent samples, which
are admissible in court. State board members also have
unfettered access to any plant site at any time. In situations
where a state board believes immediate action is necessary, it has
the authority to prevent further discharges, and can also apply to
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a Judicial Magistrate for a restraining order. In the case of an
emergency, state boards are empowered to take whatever
measures they deem necessary.

The legislation also sets out specific penalties (prison sentences
and fines) for violations of the Act. For example, anyone
destroying board property, preventing a board employee from
performing his or her duties, knowingly providing false
information to the board, tampering with monitoring devices
installed by the board can be imprisoned up to three months,
or fined as much as Rs. 10,000, or both. More serious violations
of the law can incur stiffer penalties, some as high as seven years
of imprisonment or Rs. 5,000 per day fines.
The Water (Prevention and Control of  Pollution) Cess Act,
1977, as amended by Amendment Act, 1991.

The Water Cess Act was passed to help meet the expenses of
the Central and State water boards. The Act creates economic
incentives for pollution control through a differential tax
structure and requires local authorities and certain designated
industry to pay a cess (tax) for water consumption. These
revenues are used to implement the Water Act. The Central
Government, after deducting the expenses of collection, pays
the Central board and the states such sums, as it deems
necessary to enforce provisions of  the Water Act. To encourage
capital investment in pollution control, the Act gives a polluter a
25 per cent rebate f the applicable cess upon installing effluent
treatment equipment and meeting the applicable norms.

Air Pollution Related
These acts aims at prevention, control and abatement of air
pollution, for the establishment, with a view to carrying out the
purposes of Boards, for conferring on and assigning to such
Boards powers and functions relating thereto and for matters
connected therewith.
The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, as
amended by Amendment Act, 1987.

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Rules, 1982.

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) (Union
Territories) Rules, 1983.

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981,

as Amended by Amendment Act, 1987

The Air acts framework is to enable integrated approach to
environmental problems, the Air Act expanded the authority of
the Central and State boards established under the Water Act, to
include air pollution. States not having air pollution boards
were required to set up air pollution boards.
Under the Air Act, all industries operating within designated air
pollution control areas must obtain consent (permit) from the
state boards. These states are required to prescribe emission
standards for industry and automobiles after consulting the
Central board and noting its ambient air quality standards.

Noise Pollution Related

Noise Pollution (Regulation and Control) Rules, 2000

This rule aims at controlling noise levels in public places from
various sources, inter-alia, industrial activity, construction
activity, generator sets, loud speakers, public address systems,

music systems, vehicular horns and other mechanical devices
having deleterious effects on human health and the psychologi-
cal well being of the people. The objective of the rule is to
regulate and control noise producing and generating sources
with the objective of maintaining the ambient air quality
standards in respect of noise.

Coastal Zone Related
Indias lengthy coast stretches over 6,000 kilometers, supporting
numerous fishing communities and driving the economies of
coastal villages, towns and cities. The legislative framework for
controlling marine pollution is provided by the Territorial
Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive economic Zone and Other
Maritime Zones Act of 1976.Development along coastal
stretches is severely restricted under a regime comprising the
Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) notification of 1991;the
approved Coastal Zone Management Plans (CZMPs) for each
state or region.
Coastal Regulation Zone - Notification dated May 21, 2002.

Coastal Regulation Zone - Notification.

Aquaculture Authority - Notifications.

Coastal Zone Management Authority Notifications.

Forest Conservation Related
The Forest Conservation Acts gives the state jurisdiction over
both public and private forests and facilitates the extraction of
timber for profit. Public forests are those in which state
governments have a proprietary interest, are divided into three
categories: Reserve forests, Village forests and Protected forests.
In extending to forests land, which is not the property of the
Government, The Indian Forest Act represents strong govern-
mental intrusion into private rights. The Act also authorizes
State Governments to acquire private land for public purposes
under the Land Acquisition Act. These Forest Conservation
Acts also provides protection and compensation for legally
recognized individual or community rights to forestland or
forest products.
The Indian Forest Act, 1927.

Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980.

Forest (Conservation) Rules, 1981.

National Forest Policy, 1988.

Guidelines for diversion of forest land. 

The Indian Forest Act, 1927

This Act deals with four categories of  forests, namely, reserved
forests, village forests, protected forests, and non-government
(private) forests. Any unauthorized felling of trees, quarrying,
grazing and hunting in reserved forests is punishable with a
fine or imprisonment. The Forest Act is administered by forest
officers who are authorized to compel the attendance of witness
and the production of documents, to issue search warrants and
to take evidence in an enquiry into forest offences.

Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980

This act was as a result of rapid decline in forest cover. Until
then, Deforestation averaged 1 million hectare a year. The Act
prohibits the deletion of  a reserved forest, or the diversion of
forestland for any non-forest purpose, and prevents the cutting
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of trees in a forest without the prior approval of the Central
government. Contravention of the Act attracts up to 15 days in
prison.

Wildlife Related
For over a century, Indian Wildlife has received sporadic
protection through numerous, species-specific statutes. The
primary intent of  most early statutes was to preserve game
animals for hunting.
The Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972.

The Wildlife (Transaction and Taxidermy) Rules, 1973 .

The Wildlife (Stock Declaration) Central Rules, 1973 .

The Wildlife (Protection) Licensing (Additional Matters
for Consideration) Rules, 1983. 

Recognition of Zoo Rules 1992 Wildlife (Protection)
Rules, 1995 .

Wildlife (Specified Plants - Conditions for Possession by
Licensee) Rules, 1995. 

Wildlife (Specified Plant Stock Declaration) Central
Rules, 1995 .

Guidelines for Appointment Of  Honorary Wildlife
Wardens. 

The Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972

The Wildlife Act provides for state Wildlife advisory boards,
regulations for hunting wild animals and birds, establishment
of sanctuaries and national parks, regulations for trade in wild
animals, animal products and trophies, and judicially imposed
penalties for violating the Act. This act also prohibits harming
endangered species, hunting other species like those requiring
special protection, big game, and small game through licensing
few species classified as Vermin may be hunted without
restrictions. The amendment to the Act in 1982, introduced
provisions permitting the capture and transportation of wild
animals for the scientific management of animal populations.
Comprehensive amendments to the parent Act in 1991 resulted
in the insertion of special chapters dealing with the protection
of specified plants and the regulation of zoos.

Environment Protection Related

The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986

Under this measure, the central government has responsibility
for deciding standards, restricting industrial sites, laying down
procedures and safeguards for accident prevention and handling
of hazardous waste, oversight of investigations and research on
pollution issues, on-site inspections, establishment of labora-
tories, and collection and dissemination of information.
Samples collected by central government officials can be
admissible in court. The Department of Environment, Forests
and Wildlife, which is within the Ministry of Environment and
Forestry, was designated as the lead agency for administration
and enforcement. The bill also sets standards on specific
pollutants in specific industrial sectors. The measure provides
guidelines for location of industries and mining areas, for
permitting and restricting industries in environmentally
sensitive areas, coastal zone regulations and environmental
impact assessments of development projects. Committees

convened to conduct EIAs must have disciplines in eco-system
and water resource management, air and water pollution
control, flora and fauna conservation, land use planning, social
sciences, ecology and environmental health. Public hearings are
also pre-requisite for project clearance. The measure also
delineates a system where a manufactured product can receive
certification as environmentally friendly or compatible.

The law also promulgates rules on hazardous waste manage-
ment and handling. The act defines the responsibilities of
handlers, circumstances for granting authorization, conditions
of disposal sites, rules for importing hazardous wastes,
reporting of accidents, packaging and labeling requirements and
an appeal process for potential handlers who have been denied
authorization. Rules were also promulgated on the manufac-
ture, storage and import of hazardous or toxic chemicals, micro
organisms, genetically engineered organisms, or cells. For issues
regarding micro organisms and cells, biosafety and approval
committees can be convened with experts in pertinent fields
serving as chairman, co-chairman and members.

Hazardous Substance Management Related
Hazardous substances pervade modern industrialized societies.
Indian industry generates, uses, and discards toxic substances.
Hazardous substances include flammables, explosives, heavy
metals such as lead, arsenic and mercury, nuclear and petroleum
fuel by-product, dangerous microorganism and scores of
synthetic chemical compounds like DDT and dioxins. Expo-
sure to Toxic substances may cause acute or chronic health
effects. Toxic substances are extensively regulated in India. The
first comprehensive rules to deal with one segment of the
toxics problem, namely hazardous wastes, were issued by the
Central Government in July, 1989.Radioactive wastes, covered
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1962, and wastes discharged
from ships, covered under the Merchant Shipping Act of 1958,
are explicitly excluded from the Hazardous Wastes Rules.
Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules,
1989. 

Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous Chemical
Rules, 1989. 

Manufacture, Use, Import, Export and Storage of Hazard-
ous Microorganisms, Genetically Engineered Organisms
or Cells Rules, 1989. 

Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules,
1998. 

Re-cycled Plastics Manufacture and Usage Rules, 1999. 

Dumping and Disposal of Fly ash Notification. 

Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Amend-
ment Rules, 2000 - Draft Notification. 

Municipal Solid Wastes (Management & Handling) Rules,
2000. 

Batteries (Management & Handling) Rules, 2001. 
Re-cycled Plastics Manufacture and Usage Amendment
Rules, 2002 .

Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous Chemical
(Amendment) Rules, 2000 - Draft Notification. 
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Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Amend-
ment Rules, 2002 .

Other Laws/Acts Related to the
Environment

Eco-marks Scheme
The Eco Sensitive Zone - Pachmarhi, Notification, 1998.

Ozone Depleting Substances (Regulation) Rules, 2000 .

New Biodiversity Bill 2000. 

The Eco Sensitive Zone - Mahabaleswar Panchgani
Region, 2001.

Taj Trapezium Zone Pollution (Prevent and Control)
Authority Order. 

Eco-marks Scheme
Scheme of Labelling of Environment Friendly Products (ECO-
MARKS) .This scheme aims at Labelling of Environment
Friendly Products. The scheme operates on a national basis and
provides accredition and labelling for household and other
consumer products, which meet certain environmental criteria
along with quality requirements of the Indian Standards for
that product. 
Any product, which is made, used or disposed of in a way that
significantly reduces the harm it would otherwise cause the
environment, is considered as Environment Friendly Product.
This scheme was introduced with the following objectives 
i. To provide an incentive for manufacturers and importers to

reduce adverse environmental impact of products.
ii. To reward genuine initiatives by companies to reduce

adverse environmental impact of their products.
iii. To assist consumers to become environmentally responsible

in their daily lives by providing information to take account
of environmental factors in their purchase decisions.

iv. To encourage citizens to purchase products which have less
harmful environmental impacts.

v. Ultimately to improve the quality of the environment and
to encourage the sustainable management of resources.

WTO and Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights have been
dealt with in the previous Lesson.
Finally, your existing car also needs to be Euro compliant in
NCR of Delhi Euro Emission Norms are only applicable on
new vehicles being registered  on or after 1st June, 1999 and not
on vehicles earlier. Hence, for  existing car owners there is no
additional cost involved.
If your car is not Euro compliant, you will face problems in
transfer or resale. Euro Emission Norms have no bearing on
transfer of ownership of vehicles or resale. In case you sell your
car, you  can do so without any problems since cars are regis-
tered only once i.e. at the time of first purchase.
It is clear that India affords suitable protection to IPRS in all
matters  except product patents. There is a fear that granting
product patents will  make medicines very expensive in India
and therefore there is lack of  political consensus on the issue.
However, there are other issues involved  also. Most multina-
tional drug companies do not introduce their latest drugs in

India fearing patent violation. This may deprive the Indian
people of the latest medicines available. Besides, lack of
adequate  product patent protection also hinders research and
development in India. India has a pool of skilled knowledge
workers. This valuable resource may go down the drain if
adequate patent protection is not made available. In  any case,
since India is a signatory to the TRIPS agreement, sooner than
later, India will have to amend its patent laws to make them
compliant  with WTO obligations.

Recapitulation

1.     Environmental Issues
2.     Environment and international laws
3.     Euro Norms
4.    Various Indian laws and acts

Notes:
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